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BY N. K. BHATTASALI, M.A.

My first report on the collection of MSS. at Dacca University was published in this Journal in July 1926. The following report will show what progress has since been made:

Number of Additions.

The serial number of bundles catalogued stood, on the 31st March 1926, at 1,181, excluding the 579 bundles presented by Babu Krishnadās Aćāryya Chaudhuri, which have been separately numbered and preserved. The serial number of bundles obtained up to the time of this report is 2,171, thus showing an addition of 990 bundles during the session. Our collection is gradually growing more and more selective and this accounts for the comparatively smaller volume of our collection during the present session. Taking on the average four MSS. per bundle, the number of MSS. collected up to the time of this report will be more than 10,000.

Donations.

A very large number of small donations were received during the Session, mainly through the exertion of our agents. The most notable donation was that of Pandit Yaśodākānta Chakravarti of Kāşabhōg, District Faridpur, who made us a free gift of 109 MSS. valued at Rs. 154. These MSS. belonged to his father, the famous late Kṛṣṇākānta Śirōmanī, the premier kathaka of East Bengal in his day. MSS. of eight Upaniṣads with commentaries, and palm-leaf MSS. of some parts of the Skanda-Purāṇa were among the most valuable MSS. in this lot.

Notable Additions to the Sanskrit Section.

The usual additions in Purāṇa, Itihāsa, Kāvyā, Nātakā, Ālatikā, Jyotiṣa, Dharmasastra, Tantra, Ādīparava, Smṛiti, Nyāya, Vyākaraṇa, Chikitsa, etc., are too numerous to mention. Special mention should, however, be made of the following MSS.:

Purāṇa:—(1) A MS. of the Kāraṇa-Purāṇa in palm-leaf from Bīrbhūm, about 500 years old. (2) A MS. of Vīṇa-Purāṇa from Faridpur, dated in 1432 Śaka.

Itihāsa:—A MS. of the Ādīparava of the Mahābhārata, from Sylhet, about 300 years old.

Kāvyā:—Several good MSS. of Rāgānvamsa, Meghadūta, Śiśupāla-vadhā, Ghatakarpaparvāśva, etc., were obtained. A new commentary on Rāgānvamsa by Chaturānana Dhritisimha, composed in 1350 Śaka has been found in a fragmentary condition.

Nātakā:—Numerous copies of Mahānātakā were obtained. Dr. S. K. De has discovered, by a collation of seven of our MSS., that the drama was known in two distinct recensions. A MS. of Kautukaratva by Lakshmana-mānīkya, king of Bhuluk (Noakhali) and contemporary of Akbar and Jahāngīr, and another of Kautuka-sarvasva, by Gopinātha Sarasvatī, are interesting additions. MSS. of Hāsyāravīpa are already numerous in our collection and are no longer accepted.

Ālatikā:—A transcript of Vakrokti-Jīvita by Kuntaka has been obtained from the Jaisalmer, Jain Bhaṇḍrā and another of Dhvanyāloka has been ordered from the Tanjore Palace Library.

Jyotiṣa:—The most valued addition to this section are two MSS. of Adbhuta-sāgara, by Bāllāḷa Sēna-Deva, one (incomplete) from Nadia district and the other (complete) in Devanāgarī script from Aśār in Bulandshahr district in the U.P. The latter is a particularly valuable MS., dated Śaka 1658, and is thus about 200 years old. Both of them give the year in which the work was begun, viz., 1090 Śaka. Hailing from widely distant places, they should help to set at rest all controversy regarding the dates of Bāllāḷa Sēna and Lakshmana Sēna.

Dharmasastra:—The most valuable additions are the MSS. of Brīhadāranyaka, Taittirīya, Kaṭha, Aitārīya, Mahānātha, Kēyā, Atharva and Isa Upaniṣads, with commentaries of
SOURCES FOR AN ACCOUNT OF THE EMBASSY OF SIR WILLIAM NORRIS, BT.,
TO AURANGZEB.

BY HARIHAR DAS, B.LITT. (OXON.), F.R.HIST.S.

Sir William Norris went out to India as representative both of the ruling sovereign and of the New or East India Company. His embassy covered a period of nearly four years (1698-1702), which was pregnant with future consequences. It saw the beginning of the decline of the Mughal Empire and the union of the rival companies which led ultimately to British suzerainty in India. The history of those years forms a stirring period in the annals of the two Companies. Sir Thomas Roe's embassy to the Court of Jahàngir has been exhaustively treated, notably in the work of Sir William Foster. But the scarcely less important mission of Sir William Norris to the Court of Aurangzeb, nearly a century later, has not hitherto received from historical writers on India that attention which the importance of the subject demands.

John Bruce incorporated in his Annals of the East India Company a lengthy narrative of the mission, compiled from the records then kept at East India House. In spite, however, of the great care obviously devoted to the work, he seems to have omitted to consult certain of those records, particularly Sir William's Journals, which contain a vivid account of the embassy. The supreme merit of Bruce's work as a whole lies in the fact that it is a storehouse of information. It can hardly be considered complete, for being an official of the Company, he naturally suppressed facts likely to give a handle to its enemies. It is, however, a well-written account and fairly accurate, as he had full access to the Company's records. Among others who have written on the Norris mission, Sir Cornelius Dalton may be mentioned. Mr. P. E. Roberts has contributed a chapter on the subject to Sir W. W. Hunter's unfinished History of India. Mr. Arnold Wright has given a short but lucid account of the embassy in his book, Annesley of Surat and His Times, and Mr. Beckles Willson has also written a chapter on the subject in his book, Ledger and Sword. In extracts too from the Diary of William Hedges we get glimpses of the mission, but these are by no means exhaustive, though his comments are invaluable. It will be seen, then, that notwithstanding their good qualities these contributions to the history of the period are only portions of a general literary scheme, in which Sir William Norris' mission ranks merely as an episode. Further, it may not be out of place to mention that most of the writers have put Bruce's Annals under contribution, without fully realizing the value of the original records.

The Factory Records at the India Office, especially volumes 19 and 20, contain most valuable accounts of the embassy, apart from Sir William Norris' own Journals. These records consist of important miscellaneous letters, copies of the documents sent to England. There are variations in the handwriting of these records, different writers having been allotted to different sections. For example, one writer would copy the out-going and in-coming letters of a certain factory, another the consultations, and so on. The records entitled Original Correspondence—received by the Court of Directors at home from their servants in the East also afford valuable material. That correspondence includes original documents, detached letters in the handwriting of the authors, and general letters from the factories, in the handwriting of clerks employed for the time being in the Secretary's Office. These letters are not chronologically arranged, nor are the sheets uniform in size. There are gaps occasioned by loss of documents in transit; by destruction of others thought to be useless; and by decay of the papers owing to insufficient care. The Letter Books and the Court Minutes are useful; for the former contain copies of letters sent from England by the Court of Directors to their factors in India; while the latter throw light upon the situation at home and the steps taken in connection therewith by the Court. The latter is indicated by the nature of the resolutions passed.

MS. records relating to the embassy preserved at the British Museum are confined to two volumes. These are the Additional MSS. 22,843 and 31,302. The former is vol. II of the Thomas Pitt Papers, which contain letters from the Governor to various chiefs of the Old Company's settlements, and give some idea of the intrigues between the rival companies and
the satirical comments on the ambassador’s actions so characteristic of the great “interloper.” This volume, together with the whole set of Thomas Pitt Papers, was purchased by the Museum authorities from J. Tomlinson on April 26, 1859. The latter MS. (31,302) is most important as it contains copies of the Ambassador’s Commission, Instructions and Covenants, together with other important documents relating to the embassy. This MS. was bought from C. Blaker on December 11, 1880 with other manuscripts. Neither of these vendors appears to have been a dealer or a bookseller. There are in these Additional MSS. letters, copies of which are also to be found in the Surat Factory Records and Original Correspondence. Careful comparison therefore is necessary to avoid repetitions; while the wording and language of the documents are often misleading, rendering close consideration very necessary.

Sir William Norris mentioned in his will, and in the declaration dictated on his deathbed to Thomas Harlowin, his treasurer, that he had left six volumes in his own handwriting of “Journals of transactions and observations from the time of his Excellency’s leaving England to the 14th of September” [1702]. According to this statement two volumes of the Journal are missing. Two of the four extant volumes are preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, among the manuscripts of the Rawlinson Collection (c. 912 and c. 913). These were acquired by Dr. Rawlinson at Lord Halifax’s sale in 1715. The first volume begins with Sir William’s arrival at Porto Novo Road, September 12, 1699, and ends on May 1, 1700; and the second volume begins on December 10, 1700 with his arrival at Surat, and ends on April 23, 1701, when he was at Parnella. There is a gap of just over seven months in the journal, which covers the period while Sir William Norris was at Masulipatam, and includes the voyage to Surat. Another gap of nearly five months occurs from the time of his arrival at Parnella till he settled in his camp at the Emperor’s “leschar.” These blanks, however, do not break the thread of the narrative, as they are covered by Sir William’s letters to the Council at Surat and to the Court of Directors, which letters contain detailed accounts of current events. Mr. Macray, who compiled the catalogue of the Rawlinson MSS., mentioned that Rawlinson inserted a loose slip of paper saying, “Norris was not [the] author of this journal.” This dubious assertion challenges criticism, for either Dr. Rawlinson did not find time to examine the volumes carefully, or possibly he could not read them on account of the illegible handwriting, which requires the assistance of an expert to decipher it.

The other two volumes of the Journal marked V, VI (C.O. 77/50-51) preserved at the Public Record Office, London, cover the period of Sir William’s negotiations at the Mughal Court, his return to Surat, with transactions there, and his sailing for England. Of these, vol. V commences September 26, 1701, when he was at his “Camp in the Emperours Leschar neare Macanangur”, and ends on March 12, 1701/2 on his return to Surat; and vol. VI commences March 13, 1701/2 and ends September 14, 1702. These volumes of journals are bound in vellum, and vol. V bears the arms of the English East India Company on both sides. There is nothing known at the Public Record Office concerning the acquisition of these manuscripts. It may, however, be of interest to readers to learn that in the superseded printed list of Colonial Office records of 1876 a footnote to the East India Correspondence states that the two volumes in question, with others, “were received from the State Paper Office.”

There is also a fragment of Sir William’s Journal at the India Office (in vol. O. C. 54) which records events from the time of his departure from England, on January 5, 1698–9, to the middle of March of the same year, whilst he was visiting the Cape de Verde Islands.

These Journals possess great historical value. Not only do they give a full account of daily events and of matters concerning the embassy, but they contribute much to our knowledge of domestic life at the Mughal Court. If the two missing volumes of the Journals could be traced they would no doubt materially add to the value of the records, but so far all attempts to discover them in any of the public archives of Great Britain have failed. It is difficult to conjecture at this distance of time how they disappeared. Sir William Foster
records in his Guide to the India Office Records that in 1717 some of the “Company’s packets and other papers were thrown on heaps in the Back Warehouse.” Some more papers were destroyed during the years 1858–1860 and also in 1867. It cannot now be ascertained whether those two volumes were included in this destruction of what probably were valuable records.

Besides the authorities mentioned above, there are family records, such as correspondence by different members of the Norris family, from which additional glimpses of the embassy and of Sir William’s family can be obtained. These records, entitled Norris Papers are now preserved in the Liverpool Public Library. They were described in an admirable article by Mr. R. Stewart-Brown, M.A., F.S.A., in the Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury (Sept. 6, 1921). The collection has been calendared at his instance and transferred to the Public Library from the Town Clerk’s office. For over seventy years it had lain there unknown, except for a selection published in 1846 by the Chetham Society (v. l. IX), under the editorship of Thomas Heywood, F.S.A., who remarked that “the MSS. here printed are a portion of a much larger collection made by several generations of the family of Norris of Speke.” In fact, all the Norris Papers, as Mr. Stewart-Brown tells us, “cover a much wider field than would appear from a perusal of [the] Chetham Society’s publication.” Although there are only about six letters from Sir William himself, there are many which refer to him in one way or another. Some are concerned with his election to Parliament, his movements abroad, his expected return to England, and litigation arising out of his death. Further information regarding Sir William can be obtained from vol. IV of the Liverpool Town Books, of which only the first volume has so far been published.

The Persian and Arabic MSS. of that period do not contain much information bearing on Norris’ mission, except that, as Professor Sarkar tells us, there are in Aḥḥārāt-i-dārār-i-mu'allā “occasional references to the English, such as the visit of Sir William Norris, but no narrative of the dealings and negotiations with them. On the whole, the references are too brief to be of much use to us.” It is, therefore, doubtful whether any substantial information on the subject, from the Indian point of view, can be gleaned from any State Papers of the Mughal Government.

There are also references to the mission in writings of contemporaries, such as Manuchi and Tillard, who contribute some valuable recollections. In many particulars they corroborate the accuracy of other authorities. The Dutch records at the Hague also contain references to the mission, but these are of little material assistance.

Indian students of their country’s history are now realising the great heritage that has come down to them. From that heritage arises the duty of bringing to the light of day all forgotten periods of her history; for without a just estimate of India’s past the position she aspires to gain to-day among the nations cannot be understood: and a proper appreciation of the justice of her claims must precede their voluntary concession. Bolingbroke declared that “History is philosophy teaching by example.” The Indian student will find in the varied record of his country, extending to those remote and nebulous periods, generally described as “the dawn of history,” much to instruct him and much also to warn. The peoples of India taken as a whole have never enjoyed long periods of assured prosperity and happiness. Their lines have seldom fallen to them in pleasant places. They have learned their philosophy in difficult times and under hard conditions. But if they are to turn their experiences as a nation to account and profit by what they have endured they must study and fully comprehend the records left by those who have gone before. The lessons of history ought never to be ignored and each of its students must contribute to their elucidation. Much has been accomplished; much more remains to be done. Thus each Indian historical worker will further not merely the comprehension of his country, but also its recognition as a unit in the commonwealth of nations. For extension of historical knowledge is the surest basis of civilization throughout the world.
ST. THOMAS IN SOUTH INDIA.

By P. J. Thomas, M.A., B.Litt. (Oxon.), Ph.D.

Even as your correspondent, Mr. T. K. Joseph (J.A., December 1926), I am a St. Thomas Christian, and I may also claim that I have long endeavoured to study our traditional accounts about St. Thomas' connection with South India. I cannot, however, agree with his conclusions on the historical value of the Malabar tradition. I am far from saying that the South Indian apostolate of St. Thomas is an established historical fact, but I hold that no conclusive proof has so far been adduced to disprove, or even to discredit, the hoary tradition that St. Thomas preached and died in South India. Nor has your correspondent brought forward anything to shake this view.

In the present article, I propose to examine the various statements made by your correspondent; in my next I shall give my own conclusions on the South Indian tradition about St. Thomas.

1. The Acta Thomae.

In paragraphs 1 to 3 and 9, Mr. Joseph brings out the divergence between the Acts of Thomas and the South Indian tradition. After many decades of careful research scholars have come to the conclusion, which is now well established, that the Acta, although a valuable literary work, is not strictly an historical document. As Professor F. C. Burkitt has put it (Journal of Theological Studies, 1900, pages 280–290). "It is an elaborate romance told with much skill in the delineation of character." Besides, it was written with the object of propagating certain Gnostic doctrines which the Edessan School of Bardaisan clung to and preached with greater zeal. No wonder that this work does not seem to have been accepted by the orthodox East Syrians. St. Ephraim, who lived not long after the Acta was written (died 373 A.D.), accuses the disciples of Bardaisan of propagating their master's heresies by forged Acts of the Apostles. According to Burkitt, this very likely refers to the Acta as well as other similar gnostic works. Such was the view of the East Syrian church on the Acta, and this explains why the Malabar Syrians, too, do not seem to have had copies of it in 1599 (as is evident from the list of books given by historians of the Synod of Diamper).

The Acta purports to be based on incidents that took place in India, but the names used and the customs portrayed are either West-Asian (Syrian or allied); most certainly, they are not Indian, however much Medlycott might try to interpret them as such. Only one name, Gūdnaphar, has some verbal similarity to the name of a known Parthian king called Gadaphara (or Gudapharasa) known by certain coins found in the Kabul region.1 This similarity may as well be due to the fact that the author of the romance knew at least one real name which he thought was Indian. But India is not Parthia. As will be shown in another connection, the boundaries of India and Parthia were better known in Western Asia at that time than is assumed by many modern writers. Nor is this the only confusion in which the author has landed us.

Again, we have to bear in mind that the author of the Acta cannot have had any first hand information on the doings of St. Thomas. The Acta was written in Edessa, but no serious historian has ever claimed that St. Thomas preached in that region. Nor does it seem that Christianity was professed there in apostolic times. The information must have therefore come by hearsay, possibly from Indian traders or Roman ambassadors who passed by Edessa. (Evidence of such embassies are numerous; e.g., Priaux, JRAS., in XVIII, p. 309. Also, 1861, p. 345.)

It is therefore unreasonable to criticise the South Indian tradition because it does not follow the Acta. And the logic employed is certainly suspicious. Mr. Joseph discards certain points in the tradition because they do not tally with the Acta; and he discards other points (e.g., para. 10) because they tally too well with it. From what I have said above, it is clear that whatever value the South Indian Tradition may possess is altogether independent of the Acta. That tradition might as well have been the source from which the

1 The name of the king differs in the different versions of the Acts: in Syriac, Gūdnaphar; in Greek, Gondaphoros. The Ethiopic versions give quite a different name; one of them speaks of a "king of Gōna," a name which tallies with the Malabar account, if "Gōna" is interpreted as "Chola," which is not unthinkable. Another version gives the name of the king as "Kantu Koros." It is evident from these that it is not entirely safe to identify the king of the Acta with the "Gadaphara" of the "Indo-Parthian" coins.
Acta got the nuclei of some of its fanciful stories. In any case, it is not right to give these stories any greater validity than the ancient traditions of Malabar.

2. The Malabar Tradition.

Leaving aside such startling assertions of your correspondent, as for instance, that nobody before him had scrutinized the South Indian tradition (Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona multi), I shall consider the more serious points raised about that tradition.

(a) Translation of the relics. In paragraph 4, it is pointed out that the Malabar tradition did not take cognisance of the translation of the apostle's remains to Edessa. It is true that the extant popular versions in Malabar do not mention it; rather they stop with the death of the apostle. But it cannot be said that Malabar did not know of it, since St. Ephraim's writings (which mention this) were known in Malabar. Possibly our forefathers might have believed that the whole of the mortal remains were not removed from Mylapore, and this belief cannot have been unfounded. The East Syrians knew that the relics were in Edessa; and yet they venerated the tomb at Mylapore, as is well-known. This must have been the reason why the Malabar Church did not give prominence to the translation of a part of the relics.

However it is not true to say that the South Indian tradition as a whole was unaware of the translation. The Hindu version published by the present writer in the Proceedings of the Indian Historical Records Commission (1924) expressly says that a merchant from St. Thomas' country (Western Asia?) discovered the Apostle's body by a miraculous sign and that the bones were removed by him to his country. Apparently the Portuguese had no knowledge of it and this was due to the fact that all they knew about St. Thomas (apart from the oral tradition picked up in Malabar) was from Medieval European writings, which show hardly any knowledge of the translation.

(b) The Dukhrana feast (Para 5). It is true that the feast of St. Thomas is kept in Malabar and by East Syrian Churches on 3rd July, and not on 21st December as in the Western Church. The writer apparently assumes, following Bishop Medlycott, that 3rd July denotes the translation of the relics to Edessa, while 21st December denotes the martyrdom. This assumption is certainly unwarranted. There is no evidence to show that the feast kept by the East Syrians, celebrates the deposition of the relics and not the martyrdom. Medlycott fell into this mistake by the misinterpretation of the Syriac word 'Dukhrana,' but Mr. Joseph apparently does not accept it and yet, strangely enough, he agrees with Medlycott's conclusion.

If, as is generally believed, St. Thomas died in India, his feast must have first originated in that country and later spread to the Eastern churches, and only subsequently to the Western church. The extant versions of the Malabar tradition claim that a feast was instituted soon after the martyrdom by the disciples assembled at Mylapore. Accordingly, the Malabar church not only keeps the feast like other Eastern churches, but has in addition an eight day's Office following the feast. There is not a single allusion in this Octave, nor in the Office read at the feast, to the translation of the relics, whilst the martyrdom is mentioned repeatedly in those ancient documents.

The date of the feast is itself a refutation of the view that it commemorates the translation; the beginning of July is the middle of the South-West Monsoon, during which, as everyone knows, no sailing vessels dares to cross the Arabian sea. The writer may also make sure whether his translation of Syriac terms (e.g., Marana) is correct.

Why does the Western church keep the festival on December 21? It is not possible to say for certain. Nor is the example of the Western church followed by the Greeks and Copts, who keep the apostle's feast on 6th October and 26th May respectively.

The Roman Church has, in rare instances, changed the feasts of saints for the sake of the convenience of the faithful. In early times, the principal festival of Apostles Peter and Paul was not on 29th June, as subsequently it has become. In some cases, when the exact date of death was not known or when the known date was found inconvenient, a more suitable date was chosen (e.g., the feast of James the Apostle). Thus the argument from the Dukhrana feast can hardly stand.
3. The Legend of Setting up Crosses.

Paragraph 6 states that Malabar tradition is wrong in holding that St. Thomas set up crosses. Even if this allegation was true, the whole tradition cannot be discarded because of this one anachronism. But there are various considerations to be taken into account.

(i) Early Christian monuments of Oriental countries have not yet been sufficiently scrutinized as to assert confidently that the worship of the Cross was not in vogue in the East before a certain date.

(ii) The Acts of the Apostles do not purport to give the complete doings of all the Apostles, and even if it is true that other Apostles did not set up Crosses this legend does not altogether fall to the ground. Thomas might have felt the special need in India of setting up some visible emblem of Christian worship in the place of similar Non-Christian emblems (e.g., the phallic cult).

(iii) St. Ephraim was not perhaps indulging in a mere metaphor when he sang that "The Cross of Light has obliterated India's darkened shades." Does it mean that Thomas replaced the cross of darkness by the cross of light? It is also significant that no other country has made a speciality of open air Crosses as Malabar has done. The number and prominence of these huge granite Crosses in Malabar is a feature that deserve special consideration in this connection.

I do not, however, claim that this part of the Malabar tradition is completely historical, and it is not essential for my purpose. The worship of the Cross might as well have been a development since the arrival of the Persian colonists, but this is by no means proved. Evidently, the Thomistic tradition will not fall to the ground, even if we discard the story about setting up Crosses.

4. Portuguese Accretions.

Your correspondent labours hard to prove in paragraphs 7 to 16 that the Portuguese embellished the Malabar tradition, and that the dates of the Apostle's arrival and martyrdom were "invented" by them. But he has produced no single shred of evidence to prove that view, and offers only guesses and surmises instead.

(a) He supposes that as a result of Portuguese interpolation, we have the dates 50, 51 and 52 A.D. for the arrival of St. Thomas. The very fact that there is no agreement on this date is sufficient proof against this supposition. If the Portuguese had concocted the date, there would necessarily have been greater uniformity about it. These discrepancies, by the way, do not materially weaken the tradition, seeing that early Christian chronology (e.g., the date of Nativity) is by no means accurately fixed.

(b) So far as I am aware, the Portuguese were not much interested in the Apostolic origin of the Malabar Church. Instead of embellishing the theory they would, if they could, have probably tried to question it. But they found the mediaval travellers unanimously acclaiming the tradition and they were compelled, willy-nilly, to grant the apostolic claim put forward by the St. Thomas Christians. I do not think that any one who knows the methods and habits of the Portuguese would credit Mr. Joseph's supposition that the Portuguese taught such works as de Miraculis and Passio in their Seminaries in the sixteenth century. The supposition that the Portuguese borrowed from the Acta is also unwarranted. That work was not known in Malabar, so far as I am aware, and even if such a borrowing happened, it does not materially weaken the Malabar tradition, since it is admitted that that tradition existed in some form in pre-Portuguese times.

5. The Pre-Portuguese Tradition.

In spite of the many blemishes of the Malabar tradition Mr. Joseph finds it hard to explain away the fact that the tradition of the preaching of St. Thomas in Malabar existed long before the arrival of the Portuguese. That tradition has been recorded by early travellers like Marco Polo, Marignolli, Friar Odoric, John of Monte Corvino and Nicolo Conti. Their versions vary, but this must have been due to the imperfect understanding of these globe-trotters rather than to the feebleness of the tradition itself.

The Malabar tradition existed in songs and poems, and at present it is embodied in two extant works, Māryam-Kaḷi Pāṭṭu and Thomas Ramban's Song (called Thōmā Pāṟṟam).
The latter is regarded as having been written in 1601, but the date of the former cannot be accurately ascertained. The present song or part of it may be of later origin than 1600, but it is certain that a similar song existed before 1600, since the contemporary historian, Gouvea, (Jornada, Bk. II, p. 87) has recorded that the Thomas Christians of Angamale amused the Archbishop during his sojourn there in 1599 by singing and playing the songs relating to St. Thomas. This unmistakably refers to Margam Kali.

Did no ancient treatises exist? Are none extant? It is difficult to answer these questions. Thamá Ramban claims that larger works containing accounts of St. Thomas' doings were removed by the Portuguese in 1599 and that this rendered necessary some short work dealing with the same subject, and hence his attempt. This may possibly be true. Was it a translation of this work that the Jesuit Father Roth took with him to Rome in 1662? It was claimed that it was a translation from Syriac MSS. into Latin. If such a large work existed at all, it must have been in Syriac, and not in Malayalam. Kircher in his China Illustrata (Amsterdam 1667) has quoted from the Latin translation. The Tamil manuscript attributed to Nanapracasam Pillai (Mackenzie collection) must be a version of it, for it contains traditions which are found only in Malabar. Pillai's claim that he had translated from Latin might as well be true since the Latin version alone was accessible to him. Another South Indian version has been given in my paper in the Report of the Indian Historical Records Commission. These are all independent of the Acta Thomas, for their versions are at variance with that work in many respects. And this fact cannot be so easily explained away by those who appeal to the Acta as the fountain-head of all information concerning St. Thomas' doings.


Finally, I come to the theory expounded by Mr. Joseph himself as affording a better explanation of the origin of South Indian Christianity. According to him, an unknown "saintly missionary" must have come to South India from Edessa in the second century, who must have died and been buried in Mylapore, and a grand feast must have been instituted to commemorate his memory and this must have engendered the notion that the saint lying buried at Mylapore was St. Thomas himself. While reading this, I was led to doubt if we are still in the age of legend. Ingenious men have in every age embellished and interpreted (and thereby often made ludicrous) the valuable traditions existing before them. Here is one such attempt.

This theory is not worth serious examination as every step of it is a bare supposition unsupported by evidence. Yet one or two observations might be made here. The whole thing seems to turn on the verbal resemblance between the words, "Thomas" and "Tommus" (the name of the month in which the Apostle's feast is kept). This verbal analogy looks hollow to those who read Syriac. The name of the Apostle in Syriac is "Thomā," and the month is called "Th'mooz" or "Themooz." These two words have independent origins and have no discoverable relation. Besides feasts are not called by the name of the month in which they are kept. It is also difficult to believe that the enlightened Christians of Western Asia were foolish enough to be deluded into believing that they were keeping the feast of the Apostle instead of the unnamed missionary, who cannot have been unknown to them. Indeed the author of the new theory admits that it is his "speculation," but it is too much to expect that such speculation is more valuable than a well-established tradition.

From the rather brief examination I have attempted above, it seems clear that the Malabar tradition has not been demolished by the searching analysis to which Mr. Joseph has subjected it. Nor do I think that Dr. Minjana's able paper on the Early Spread of Christianity in India, to which he refers, has brought out anything to discredit that tradition. It is now necessary for me to analyse the evidence so far brought forward for and against the South Indian apostolate of St. Thomas, and I propose to do so in the sequel.

2 See Fr. Hosten's forthcoming work, The Antiquities from San Thome and Mylapore, for such versions and legends.
NOTES ON CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.

By Rev. Richard C. Temple, Br.

(Continued from vol. LVI, page 213.)

B. Stamped Lumps of Metal other than Gold and Silver.

There is evidence that gold and silver were not the only metals used as currency and stamped to show quality. E.g., Crawfurd (Embassy to Siam and Cochín China, 1828, p. 517) says: "The zinc coins, as well as the gold and silver ingots, are struck at Cachao, the capital of Tonquin."

Again, Yule (Mission to Aea, 1858, p. 259) makes the following remark: "The old travellers of the sixteenth century talk often of Gansa [spelter] as a mixture of copper and lead, apparently stamped, which was the current money of Pegu in that age. Copper is not used as currency now in any part of Burma, but lead is commonly passed in all the bazars for small purchases, and baskets of it for exchange are always a prominent object in the markets. It is used in rude lumps, varying from half an ounce to a pound or so in weight. The price, when we were at Amarapoora, was 100 visis of lead for six-and-a-half tikkals of the best silver. To which he adds, quoting from Purchas, vol. II, pp. 1717–18: "Thus Caesar Frederick: 'The current money that is in this City, and throughout all this kingdom, is called Gansa, or Ganza, which is made of copper and lead. It is not the money of the King, but every man may stamp it that will, because it hath his [its] just partition or value. But they make many of them false by putting overmuch lead into them, and those will not pass, neither will any take them. With this money Ganza you may buy gold or silver, rubies and muske, and other things. For there is no other money current amongst them. And gold, silver, and other merchandise are at one time dearer than another, as all other things bee.' A little more than a century later Captain Alexander Hamilton speaks of "Gane or lead, which passeth all over the Pegu dominions for money" (New Account of the East Indies, 1727, vol. II, p. 41).

Lastly, Yule quoting Hamilton as above, calls Gansa, lead, and in his Hobson-Jobson, 1886, p. 278 s.v. Ganza, he notes: "1554. 'In this Kingdom of Pegu there is no coined money, and what they use commonly consists of dishes, pans, and other utensils of service, made of a metal, like frosleyra (?) broken in pieces; and this is called gampa [spelter]' . . . A. Nunes, p. 38."

This quotation from the old Portuguese traveller indicates that ganza was not always stamped when used for currency, and such was the case. Witness La Loubère (Siam, 1693, Pt. I, p. 14): "Vincent Le Blanc relates that the Peguins have a mixture of Lead and Copper, which he sometimes calls Ganza and sometimes Ganza, and of which he reports that they make statues and a small money, which is not stampt with the King's Coin, but which everyone has a right to make."

This lump currency in lead, was widely spread, for Lockyer (Trade in India, 1711, pp. 43–4) tells us that "Money Changing is a great Trade [in China], whence we are sure to meet with abundance of that Profession at their Stations up and down the Town: especially at the Corners of Streets where they sit with large Heaps of Leaden Cash, on Mats spread on the Ground before them. I could never learn the Profits of this Business: Whether they have so much per Cent. of the Government for putting them off, or do buy them of others at a cheap rate, I know not; but 'tis certain, their Gain is very considerable, else they could not keep their Families out of it; some of them not changing a Tale in a Day."

And then we read in A Collection of Voyages undertaken by the Dutch E. I. Co., 1703, p. 137, that [in Sumatra] "to prevent the ill Consequences, and bad Opinion they might have of them, the Dutch went on board their Ship again, where they found the Almadis [boats] waiting for the payment of twelve pieces of Eight for Caxias [cash], which the Dutch had bought.
of them. These Caxias are a kind of Mony worse allay than Lead, of which they string 200 together, and call it Una Sauta de Caxias, or Cazas.''

In vol. XLII, 1913, ante, I went deeply into the obsolete tin currency and money of the Federated Malay States. This currency was obviously reflected in Tenasserim and even in Upper Burma, for in Miscellaneous Papers relating to Indo-China, 1886, vol. I, p. 253, occurs the following statement: ‘The pieces of ingots of tin in the shape of the frustum of a cone, which are manufactured at the Rehagnon mines, on the Pak Cham river to the southward, and exchanged there for goods at 4 annas each, weigh 1 lb. 2 oz. 383 grains; and their value at Mergui, where the average price of tin is 85 rupees per 100 viss, of 365 lbs, is 4 annas 4 pie.’'

C. Oyster-shell Money (Silver).

In noting the various alleged standards of silver, ante, vols. XXVI, p. 160: XLVIII, p. 53 f., it was stated that the specimens of asékê or oyster-shell money, i.e., 25 per cent. alloyed silver, given in Plate I, fig. 11, has small marks on it, apparently to show fineness.17 The following extract from McLeod's and Richardson's Journals during the Mission from Moumein to the Frontiers of China in 1826 clears up this point and shows that some of the "Oyster-shell Money" was at any rate deliberately stamped. "The rupee is current here [at Zimmê] as well as the Siamese tical (the round coin), but the money most in circulation is coarse silver of about 80 per cent. alloy, I believe, melted into a circular form, in which a hollow is formed by blowing when hot; the bottom of this cup is so fine that it is apt to break; when this occurs, or when it is cut, the value is much deteriorated. It bears a small mark or stamp made by the court officers (by whom it is issued) on the edge. Of this description there are two sorts of equal alloy, but one twice the size of the other. One hundred ticals are given for 45 Madras rupees, but these are only equal to 75 Burmese ticals, [as] they use the same weights and measures as the Burmans, but deteriorated one-fourth, or 25 per cent."

The above statement is evidence that the Burmese asékê silver is really Shân stamped lump currency, which is strengthened by the remarks of Bock, writing in 1884. In his Temples and Elephants, p. 159, he tells us that the marginal marks above noted had reference to the State of issue, thus, an elephant for Lakôn, a horse for Chentai (Zimmê).18 On p. 361 he has a note well worth following up. He calls "the old Lao silver coins" nâmā, and says they were worth about 6 shillings each. Sarat Chandra Das, JALB., Proc., 1887, p. 150, says that the symbols were merely Buddhist marks, swastika, fish, chaityas, and so on.

The value of certifying and stamping lump currency to show quality will be seen from the following quotation from Hamilton, East Indies, 1744, (vol. II, p. 304): — "The Japenese are strict Observers of Moral Rules, and particularly in Commerce, inasmuch that a Merchant of Reputation in his Payments puts up 5, 10 or any decimal number of Cupangs, which is a broad, oblong, thin Piece of Gold (of 20 Shillings Value there) into a Silk Bag, and putting his Seal on the Bag, passes current for what the Seal mentions for several Generations, without so much as once looking what is in the Bag. And Gold is so plentiful and cheap that a Cupang of twenty Shillings in Japon passes current at Batavia for thirty-two Shillings, and when the Lion is stamped on it by the Company it passes for forty Shillings Sterl."

The knowledge of the value of stamping was widely spread in the Far East. Witness Bock (Temples and Elephants, 1884, p. 399) in a paragraph which makes the numismatist's

---

17 I have found among my notes the vernacular names of some of the figures in Plate I: I record them now. Fig. 1 is in Burmese ngwēlôn; in Talaing, sōnābōm. Fig. 2 is B. ngwēkigla, T. sōnakông. Fig. 6 is B. yōnēr, T. sōnak hat. Fig. 12 is ngwēmā, T. sōnā. In Talaing the following Figs. are named as under: — 3 is also called sōnakông; 7, 8 and 9 are called sōn: 10 is o:kuy: 11 is sōnakwaikt (B. kuwt); 13 is also sōn. All this shows that many of the people are hazy as to differentiating the standards. I have a note also that Fig. 16, Plate II, is called in Burmese k'ayubēiton and in Talaing sōnakamauk (silver-shell).

18 The symbols on the specimens given in Plate I, No. 11 are unfortunately not sufficiently discernible to enable one to say what they represent.
mouth water. He is describing an Exhibition and remarks:—"An equally interesting show of ancient coins, some flat and some spherical, solid bars of gold and silver with a stamp at one end, side by side with old paper currency, lead, crockery and porcelain tokens, and cowries."

With reference to the use of \textit{aséké} silver as currency. In 1894 I received a very interesting letter from Mr. H. S. Guinness, writing from Wuntho in Upper Burma, formerly a Shan State, on the currency obtaining there:—"I have made enquiries into the lump currency in Wuntho and find that exactly the same system existed in these parts as in Mandalay before the introduction of rupees. Gold was occasionally used and the ratio was fixed at 20 to 1, but it was not legal tender, as it was not accepted in payment of revenue. All revenue was payable in one standard of silver 25 per cent alloy \textit{i.e., aséké}. The Sawbwa [chief] never attempted to coin, nor did he ever stamp the lump currency with any device or mark of fineness. Gold of two varieties was known, distinguished as red and yellow. The red gold was considered the best, but there was no difference between them."\textsuperscript{19}

Mr. Guinness had the plates of these Notes before him and wrote further instructively upon them: "Rice\textsuperscript{20} does not seem ever to have been a standard of currency, though other articles may have been, and probably were, bartered for rice. But the agreement had to be mutual between the parties concerned. There was no fixed or standard value assigned to the basket of paddy or rice: the latter being bought and sold at the market rate (pauk zè).\textsuperscript{21} Rice varied in price according to demand between half a tickal and 2 ½ tickals silver per basket."

D. Coin of the Realm.

Although the coin stamped to indicate weight and fineness should come before regular coin of the realm in the order of evolution, it will be more convenient to treat the Burmese specimens in the reverse order, because in Burma the former were imitations of the latter.\textsuperscript{22}

D-I. Coins of Bódópayá.\textsuperscript{23}

The usual historical statement is that Mindón Min was the first to introduce coinage into Burma, but his predecessor Bódópayá, who flourished 1781-1819 A.D., made an attempt in that direction. Yule (\textit{Ava}, p. 255) writing in 1855, gives a good general description of his proceedings: "King Mentaragyi [Bódópayá] expressed to Col. Symes a desire to have minting implements, and Capt. Cox [British Envoy to Ava] accordingly carried with him the necessary apparatus. A coinage was struck and issued. The metal was pure, but there was a little drawback to the success of the scheme, in the fact that the king fixed the current value of his coins at two-thirds above their real value for the silver, and at more than 400 per cent. on their value for the copper; prohibiting all other currency, and charging the difference between the intrinsic and arbitrary value as his seignorage for coining. The usual results of such pranks followed. All trade was suspended for several weeks, till the ministers persuaded the King, not to put his coinage on a rational footing, but to give it up altogether, and since then the experiment has not been renewed."

Malcom (\textit{Travels in South Eastern Asia}, vol. I, \textit{Burman Empire}, 1839, p. 270), tells the story in much the same way: "The late king, Menderagye, attempted to introduce small

\textsuperscript{19} The red gold being alloyed with copper was in reality worse than the yellow gold, which was alloyed with silver. See \textit{ante}, vol. XLVIII, p. 106. But all over Burma from the Royal family downwards the people valued most the red gold.

\textsuperscript{20} See \textit{ante}, vol. XXXVI, p. 281, and XXIX, pp. 33 and 38.

\textsuperscript{21} This does not quite state the argument concerning rice as a currency. It was not domestically usable rice that was used as currency, but spare broken rice, which could be used for no other purpose than currency.

\textsuperscript{22} See \textit{ante}, vol. XXVI, p. 281.

\textsuperscript{23} As a hint to collectors I would draw attention to a statement in Danvers' \textit{Portuguese Records}, p. 146: "One of the earliest acts here [Malacca] of Affonso de Albuquerque appears to have been the issue of a Portuguese coinage, for in the same letter [April 1, 1512] he states: 'Nuno Vaz takes with him samples of the gold, silver and copper coins, which have been struck in your Majesty's cause.' " I have further dealt with this point, \textit{ante}, vol. XLII, p. 109 f.

\textsuperscript{23} I adopt here the transliteration of the previous articles on this subject, which is not the official form,
silver coin, which he made with a mint establishment imported from England. But he required his ticals to pass for sixty per cent. above their real worth, and the copper for nearly three times its worth. The consequence was a universal stagnation of business; and, after urging his law so far as to execute some for contumacy, he was at length obliged to let silver and lead pass by weight, according to their real worth, as before. The people are not anxious for coin. They cannot trust their rulers; they love haggling in bargains; they make a profit on their money, as well as goods, by increasing its alloy; and a numerous class of assayers, or brokers, called Pue-zahs [pwéžá] (by foreigners, Poyzahs), subsist by melting up silver, to improve or deteriorate it as they are desired. This they do before the owner’s face, and have only the crucible and scorie for their trouble.”

Besides the silver samples, Symes took to Calcutta some of copper. When Phayre wrote in 1882, apparently the only specimen known of these was that figured by him, op. cit., Plate V, fig. 8. Since then I found two at Mandalay, vide my Plate II, figs. 22 and 23, and my Plate V, fig. 48 and 49. One is the half of the other, and they were tendered as coin in payment of bazaar fees. Locally, they were known as coins of Shwêbô Min, probably because they were known not to be an issue of Mïndôn or Thiîbo, and were therefore referred to their best known immediate predecessor, Thârâwadi, one of whose titles was Shwêbô Min; or possibly they were referred generally to the Shwêbô (or Alompra) Dynasty.

Writing on the information before him, Phayre, op. cit., p. 33, says that his specimen was probably a pagoda medal struck by a queen at Ava, who came from Myaunamg on the Irrawaddy in Lower Burma, to be placed in a pagoda she intended to build there. This, he conjectured, because it was found at Myaunamg. It is, however, clearly part of the coinage struck at Calcutta to Bôdôp’ayâ’s order, because of the legend on it, which runs thus:—Obverse, two fishes: reverse, 1143 K’u Tabôdôw lâbyûfô 14 yet. That is, it is dated 14th of Tabôdôw waning, 1143, B.E., or February, 1781. It must have, therefore, been struck in the year of the succession of King Bôdôp’ayâ. See Plate II, Figs. 22 and 23, and Plate V, Figs. 48 and 49, on which last the better specimens are shown. There appear to have been three denominations, and all the coins are of copper.

A Burman, in Rangoon, supposed to be an authority on old coins, told me in 1892 that Figs. 48 and 49 of Plate V were “Shan coins often worn by children as a remembrance of ancestors and that their name was in Talaing, sônka,” kâ meaning fish. This information is worth noting, as showing the caution necessary when collecting evidence even from the learned. I may mention that kâ is in Nicobarese, as in Talaing, both being languages of Môn origin, the term for fish.

The coins of Bôdôp’ayâ, shown on Plate II, Figs. 22 and 23 and on Plate V, Figs. 48 and 49, must not be confused with those he issued in Arakan after he had taken possession of it. These are dated in A.D. 1781 after he had ascended the throne in Burma, and he did not conquer Arakan and issue the Arakanese coinage until 1787. His Arakan coins will be described later.

All that Symes had to tell us personally on the matter is very short. At p. 469 of his work on his Embassy to Ava, he tells us he received a letter from the Maywoon [Myôwun or Governor] of Pegue, asking that a carriage might be built for the king as per plans attached, and then he goes on to say:—“The Maywoon’s letter, however, contained a requisition of yet greater importance; that was, to obtain materials for the establishment of a mint, a design, which if carried into effect, must considerably promote the prosperity of the country, as the necessity for weighing lumps of lead and silver, and ascertaining the purity, operate as a sensible impediment to commerce.”

But Cox, to whom was entrusted the duty of conveying the carriage, the specimen coins and the minting machinery, has a good deal more to tell us about the matter that is exceedingly
characteristic of the Burmese and their ways. The subject is over and over again referred to in his Būrmhan Empire, as it gave him much trouble. At p. 95 he explains how Bōdop'ayä, in Feb. 1797, examined the carriage, etc., and says: "He then examined the dies and the coins, and said that the characters on the copper were very right, but that those on the rupees were obsolete." The [Burmese] Viceroy told him that I had promised to get the dies altered in any manner he pleased, with which he appeared highly gratified. He then expressed a wish to see the machinery and the Viceroy told him I had been so kind as to promise to show the mode of fixing and using the machinery. 'Yes,' says he, 'the Resident will do that in a few days, which we should be puzzling about for months.'"

The next step in the matter is alluded to at p. 130: "About 2 p.m. the rayhoon [yèwun, custom-house officer] and Mr. Moncourtusse returned from the palace. He informed me that His Majesty had ordered the rupees to be assayed, and found that one kind was fifteen per cent. worse than pure silver and the others ten per cent.,[26] and that, as it was his royal intention that none but pure silver should pass current in his dominions, he had therefore ordered the 20,000 rupees to be returned to me." As the coins were struck to pattern out of courtesy by the Governor-General, Capt. Cox very properly refused point blank to receive them back. But while the negotiations were going on, "a gilt war boat arrived with the King's treasurer, an illegitimate son of His Majesty, who had brought with him four boxes of rupees and money to pay for the copper. I desired him to be seated, but would not permit them to deliver the boxes of silver or receive the value of the copper." Later on we come to the actual payment, which was tendered in very debased silver, and Cox's remarks[26] on the steps he took to prevent his being cheated are somewhat amusing, and show that sophisticating the Burmese currency was not confined to Bayfield's myòwun, as described, ante, vol. XXVI, p. 202.

The wild proceedings of the king to establish his currency are detailed by Cox at p. 310: "July 21 [1797] His Majesty immediately after his return to Amarapoorah [Amarapura], issued orders for the currency of the pice [copper money] brought from Bengal, and prohibited the currency of silver and lead in the Bazaars: but established no rate at which the pice were to pass, nor had he coined any or even issued the whole of those I brought (one lack [ldkk]), nor provided any medium in the room of the silver currency. Under these circumstances the people were much distressed and obliged to substitute rice[27] instead of lead for small purchases in the provision market. Privately silver still continues current, notwithstanding the prohibition, and the officers of Government winked at it to prevent stagnation of all business. This forbearance coming to the knowledge of His Majesty, he this day suspended the whoonghees [wunjís, ministers of state] from the exercise of their offices, exposed them to sun in the palace yard from ten till four o'clock with pieces of silver round their necks, and was with difficulty prevailed on by their humble submission to refrain from severer punishment. He has not, however, pardoned them and has ordered that the looto ['luttó (Hlutdaw), royal council of state] shall continue shut. The two mayhoons [myòwun] or governors of the fort are confined in the fire-house loaded with iron, and the former orders respecting the currency directed to be enforced with the greatest rigour. I understand he is coining rupees and pice in the palace."

Next day, the regulations, such as they were, regarding currency came to the Resident's notice. They are worth recording here as specimens of folly: "For 100 tickals weight of silver, 2½ per cent. standard [yewtæ silver, see ante, vol. XLVIII, pp. 49 ff.] delivered into

---

24 The only specimens that seem to have survived are, the copper coins figured on my Plate II, Figs. 22 and 23, and my Plate V, Figs. 48 and 49, and described above.
25 "This, by-the-by, proves what excellent metallurgists they are, for one kind was in fact 17 per cent. and the other 22½ per cent."—Cox's footnote.
26 Pp. 178, 179, 180, 184, 185, 186.
27 For broken rice as currency, see ante, vol. XXVI, p. 281; XXIX, p. 38.
the royal mint, 60 pieces each weighing one tickal each would be given in exchange: 20 of the piece I brought from Bengal were to be given in exchange for one of those coined tickals and 40 pieces of His Majesty's coinage. Now supposing the tickals issued from the mint to be of the same standard as the silver paid in and 2½ per cent. worse than pure silver, he will gain at the rate of 66½ per cent. on the silver. And as the copper piece I brought cost him only one tickal, 5 per cent. silver, for 81, or 83 for one tickal of 2 per cent., if he sells them at the rate of one tickal for 20, his gain on these pice would be 315 per cent. or in plainer language the price he bought for 100 tickals he will sell for 415 tickals. His gain on the price of his own coinage will amount to about one-third more. But if we take into consideration the advanced or nominal value of his new silver coinage, the profits on the issue of the Bengal pice will be enormous indeed. On the lack [lakh] of pice he will gain 7,318 tickals, five per cent. silver, or 8,781 sica [Company's] rupees at the rate 598 per cent." (p. 312). Cox then says truly that this statement will serve as a proof of the extreme avarice, despotism and ignorance which held dominion in Burma.

The next entry we find (p. 313) is very significant: "Ten men, principal merchants, have been condemned to lose their heads for paying and receiving silver bullion, as heretofore, contrary to His Majesty's orders." On the 27th and 28th [July, 1797], the ministers, probably goaded to desperation, had the courage to tell the king of the distress he was causing, and on the 2nd August we find an entry (p. 321): "This day His Majesty was graciously pleased to relieve his subjects by permitting the currency of flowered silver [yuetsi]." Thus ended this characteristic attempt to establish a currency for the benefit of the king by the ruin of his people. It had lasted about a fortnight.

Now, we learn from this account that Cox brought 20,000 silver coins of two varieties, and 100,000 copper coins, and that the king, by his machinery, probably coined some more. But it is not probable that more than a very small proportion of any description ever got amongst the people.

Bad as were Bódip'ayā's methods of forcing his currency on his people, despite its fictitious value, the proceedings of a Muslim monarch in Africa were much of the same kind and much more crafty. Charles Neufeld, who was for twelve years a captive under the Khalīfa or Mahdi 'Abdu'llāhī of the Soudan at Omdurman, wrote an account of his imprisonment at that place in the World Wide Magazine (1899, vol. IV, No. 21, Dec.) and at pp. 234-235 we read: "As Nāhūm Abūbāji was then trying to think out an invention for coining money, he suggested that he should apply to the Khalīfa for my services in assisting him. This request 'Abdu'llāhī was only too glad at the time to accede to. Salt in large quantities, and he was in great trouble about his monetary system. As Khalīfa, he was entitled to one-fifth of all loot, property, taxes, and goods coming in to the Baitu'l-Māl; and as all property of whatever description was considered to belong primarily to this administration, it followed that 'Abdu'llāhī was entitled to one-fifth of the property in the Soudan. But as he himself had not much use for hides, skins, gum, ivory, and such like, he took his proportion in coin-after putting his own valuation upon his share.

"As the money the Khalīfa took from the Baitu'l-Māl was hoarded and never came into circulation again, a kind of specie famine presently set in. Attempts had been made in the early days of 'Abdu'llāhī's rule to produce a dollar with a fair modicum of silver in its composition; but Nūrul-Garfawi, Adlān's successor at the Baitu'l-Māl, came to the conclusion evidently that a coin was but a mere token, and that, therefore, it was immaterial what it was made of, provided it carried some impression upon it. The quantity of silver in his dollars grew less and less, and even then was only represented by a light plating, which wore off in a few weeks' time. When people grumbled, he unblushingly issued copper dollars, pure and simple. All dollars were issued from the Baitu'l-Māl as being of value equivalent to the silver dollar, and when the baser sort were refused, the Khalīfa decreed that all future offenders
should be punished by the confiscation of their property and the loss of a hand and foot. The merchants, though, were equal to the occasion. When an intending purchaser inquired about the price of an article, the vendor asked him in what coinage he intended to pay; and the merchant then knew what price to ask.

"As the silver dollars gradually disappeared, the few remaining ones went up enormously in value, until in the end they were valued at fifty to sixty of the Baitu-l-Mal coins: so that an article, which could be bought for one silver dollar, could not be purchased under fifty to sixty copper dollars. And, although a rate of exchange was forbidden, the Baitu-l-Mal took advantage of the state of affairs by buying in the copper dollars, melting them up, recasting them, and then striking from a different die. These coins would be again issued at the value of a silver dollar and the remaining copper dollars in the town put out of circulation by the Baitu-l-Mal refusing to receive them. To make matters worse, the die-cutters cut dies for themselves and their friends; and it was well worth the while of the false coiners to make a dollar of better metal than the Baitu-l-Mal did, for these were accepted at a premium. The false coinage business flourished, until Ilyas al-Kurdi, one of the best die-cutters, was permanently incapacitated by losing his right hand and left foot. And this punishment—for a time at least—acted as a deterrent to others, leaving the Baitu-l-Mal entire monopoly of coinage."

"Sovereigns might at any time be bought for a dollar, for the possessors were glad to get rid of them. Being found in possession of a gold coin denoted wealth, and many people attempting to change a gold piece returned home to find their hut in the hands of the Baitu-l-Mal's officials, who would be searching for the remainder of the presumed gold hoard, and failing to find one, they would confiscate the goods and chattels of the indiscreet person. The trade with the Egyptian frontier, Suakim and Abyssinia was carried on through the medium of barter and the Austrian (Maria Theresa) trade dollar."

Tempering with the coinage and currency by monarchs and governments is, of course, a very old trick in the East and elsewhere. The proceedings of Muhammad Tughlaq of Dehli in 1330 A.D., were very like those of Bódóp'ayá and equally futile, for the reason that a grossly depreciated bullion currency cannot be endured by any people. It was tried in Burma not only by Bódóp'ayá, but also by Pagán Min in the Thayetmo District, and also by Thibó Min as regards his brass coinage. Indo-Chinese governments would indeed seem to be incorrigible in this respect, for we find proceedings almost identical with those detailed above in the middle and end of the nineteenth century in Siam.

Holt Hallett in his *Thousand Miles on an Elephant in the Shan States*, pp. 164-65, says that up to 1865 cowries were in use in Siam as currency imported from Bombay. He then proceeds to tell us that "the late King of Siam determined to stop the use of cowries as currency and floated a token lead money. As he could place what value he liked upon the lead coins, he resolved that 64 large stamped pieces, or 128 small stamped pieces, should go to a tickal, of silver, although the lead in them would cost less than half that amount. The monetary transactions in lead would bring 100 per cent. profit to his treasury, and likewise—which he does not seem to have counted on—to the treasury of any one who thought fit to forge the coins. For some time the Government made a splendid profit, but some domestic and foreign forgers filled the market with their bogus issue. A great panic ensued among the people: the lead pieces were gradually refused and the Government had to stop coining them."

"Before the collapse of the lead coinage, the King determined further to replenish his treasury by another device. He issued copper coins. To ensure their being taken by the people, he declared cowries to be no longer current. As he did not call in the cowries and


29 The idea was that the royal stamp would increase the value of the coins in the eyes of the public. See *JASB*, Proc. for 1887, p. 148.
exchange them for the lead or copper coins, they became worthless to their possessors. This was a sad stroke of fortune for the poor people, but worse was to come when the present King of Siam [Chulalong Korn in 1890] came to the throne. Finding that forgery of the debased coinage was naturally prevalent, he reduced the currency value of the old lead coins by declaring 320 of them equal to a tickal considerably less than the actual value of the lead contained in them. The copper pieces he reduced to a fourth of the value that they had been issued at. The people thus lost the gross value of their cowries and were robbed of half the value of their lead coins and three-fourths the value of their copper ones."

The King of Cochin-China about 1812 seems to have been more fortunate in playing the same tricks with the currency, for Crawfurd, *Siam*, p. 518, tells us: "The price paid by the King for the metal, from which the zin [cash] currency is struck is only twelve kwans the picul [current at about 17], and therefore an object of considerable revenue."

There is an interesting note on mint "profits" in the East, in the fourteenth century A.D., which is useful in this connection. Pegolotti (Yule, *Cathey*, vol. II, p. 298) in his handbook to the merchants of his day, says that at Tana (Azov) "the money current is in sommi and aspen of silver . . . And if silver be sent to the Tana Mint, they coin 292 aspens from the sommo, but they pay you only 190, retaining the rest for the work of the mint and its profit. So a sommo at Tana is reckoned to be 190 aspen. And the sommi are ingots of silver of the alloy above mentioned, which are paid away by weight." This gives over 15 per cent. as mint profits.

The ways of the Kings were closely followed by their ministers and superior officers. Witness the following story from Malcom, *Travels*, vol. II, p. 252: "The late war [of 1824] having introduced into Rangoon and its vicinity the [Company's] Bengal coins, the Woongyee [wunyi] engaged largely in making four-anna pieces, which were really worth but two. They were soon well-known, and only passed for their real value. The incensed great man sent the herald about the city, proclaiming that whoever objected to take them at their nominal value should suffer a specified fine and imprisonment. Business was for a while completely checked, and at length, after making some severe examples, he was obliged to let the people return to weighing their money as before."

*(To be continued.)*

---

**BOOK-NOTICES.**

TOWN-PLANNING IN ANCIENT INDIA, by BINODE BERNAR DUTT, M.A., Thacker, Spink & Co., Calcutta and Simla, 1925. Price Rs. 7-6-0.

This interesting book represents an attempt to reveal early Indo-Aryan rules and ideas on the subject of the planning and internal layout of towns and cities and villages, partly from the precepts of ancient Sanskrit treatises like the *Silpa Sāstras*, and partly by inference from the arrangement of the older cities still existing in India. The author admits *ab initio* that in the complete absence of illustrative plans or diagrams of Indian towns, the conclusions arrived at in respect of ancient India must rest largely on theory and hypothesis. It is possible that the gradual excavation of such sites as that of Taxila may reveal important facts, corroborating the author's contentions on the reverse. On the other hand the recent discovery of very ancient town-sites in the Indus valley, which, so far as we know at present, were pre-Aryan, may eventually justify the assumption that the so-called Indo-Aryans borrowed many of their ideas on town-planning from an earlier Dravidian civilisation.

In discussing the origin of the Indo-Aryan city Mr. Dutt points out that in many cases the town in embryo was a market-place surrounded by hamlets, each of which ultimately became a separate ward of the finished city, and that in many modern Indian towns the *saka ganj* or general market is located at the centre of the occupied area. Even in a city like Bombay, developed in modern times under western influence, this process is observable, several of the modern municipal wards being called after the scattered villages out of which they have sprung. In other cases, however, like Conjeevaram, Tarakeshwara and Sitakund, the nucleus of the town was the shrine of some popular deity, which gradually attracted increasing numbers of settlers and devotees. Whenever possible, ancient towns were located on large rivers, like the Ganges and Indus, which could provide a supply of water, means of
defence, and a channel of communication for traders and others; and orthodox Hindu ideas demanded their construction always on the right bank. The violation of this rule in the case of a city like Calcutta, is one proof that it was laid out under foreign influence. The confluence of two rivers was also a favourite site for a town.

The multiplication of cities in Ancient India was primarily due, according to Mr. Dutt, to the large number of dynasties of greater or less importance, each of whom required a fortified capital of its own, as far as possible centrally situated. He quotes Sukrāchārya's recommendations in regard to flora, fauna, and geographical situation, and the opinions of other old authorities regarding the lie of the ground, which, according to the Śūpa Śāstras, ought to slope downwards towards the north or east. In other words the town ditch, into which all impurities drained, was likely to prove less offensive on the north than on the south, while with an easterly declivity the town would secure full advantage of the morning sunshine. Even in the matter of town-planning the ancient fourfold social division was observed, for the soil was divided into four classes, according to colour, taste, smell, etc. The best kind—described in the Rājavallabha as white, fragrant, and agreeable to the taste—was naturally reserved for Brahman residents; the wretched Šūdras had to put up with black soil, stinking like decayed fish. Ancient methods of testing the solidity of the ground are quoted from the Matusa Purāna, and these were followed by elaborate purificatory and consecrating rites, in which the plough played an important part. After that the Indo-Aryan town planner was called upon to define the exact area, the circumference, and the chief internal sites of the new town.

A salient feature of ancient Indian towns was the moat and ramparts, owing to the fact that in primitive ages the citadel itself was the town. The description of Ayodhya, of Lanka and of Mathura indicates this condition; and it was not till a later age that the city outgrew the fort, which was often located at its centre. Elaborate instructions on the construction of the Arthākāstra and other works regarding different types of forts, which depended as a rule rather on natural than on artificial defences, regarding the number and size of walls, battlements and ramparts, which might be quadrangular, square, circular or semi-lunar in shape, and regarding the number and size of moats. According to Megasthenes, Pātaliputra had a succession of brick-lined moats, the waters of which were regulated by hidden sluices. Mr. Dutt declares that these moats were often converted into a form of urban adornment, as “the Aryan town-planners” cultivated lotuses and lilies in their stagnant waters; and he quotes as evidence of this fact a Tamil poem describing the Chola fort of Pukar. It is doubtful whether a purely Dravidian capital like Pukar can be justly offered as evidence of Aryan ideas of urban decoration; while the condition of such moats as have survived in India down to historical times induces doubts whether they were as delectable adjuncts of the city as the poetic imagination portrays them.

As to communications, Mr. Dutt has collected the statements of various ancient authorities as to the width of different classes of roads or streets. These were almost always arranged on the rectangular or chess-board plan, encircled by a large boulevard inside the walls, which followed the line of circumvalation. While it is difficult to decide how wide the streets were, it is obvious that they cannot have attained some of the widths laid down in Sanskrit lore; and if the streets of old and still existing Indian towns afford any guide, many of the thoroughfares of ancient Indo-Aryan towns must have been, according to modern ideas, very narrow. The hyperbole of the poets is not a wholly trustworthy guide in these matters of detail. Incidentally, Mr. Dutt disputes the meaning of “king’s street” usually assigned to rājapāta, i.e., the street leading to or passing in front of the royal residence. On the authority of Pāṇini, he translates it “king among streets,” and declares it signifies any large road. He also recalls the fact that the most ancient rules of Indian town-planning forbade any door or window to open on to a main thoroughfare, while the main roads through the wards were furnished at both ends with stout doors, which could be closed in seasons of disturbance. The pole of Ahmadabad offer a good example of this feature.

The author remarks that it was customary in Ancient India to perform the pradakṣikāna of a cross-road, and that consequently all vehicles and pedestrians must have observed the rule of keeping to the left when crossing the open space at a junction. Traffic, in other words, followed “a clockwise motion,” in the manner recently introduced at Hyde Park Corner and other crowded points in London. If this is so, one can only deplore the complete oblivion into which the pradakṣikāna of open spaces at cross-roads has now fallen. The chief problem of traffic regulation in a modern Indian town is concerned with making vehicular and pedestrian traffic keep to the left, instead of wandering all over the road. There is much interesting information about ancient site-planning, which is illustrated by diagrams of the arrangements recommended in the Śūpa Śāstras. Broadly speaking, they all allow for the location of separate guilds or castes, in different streets or wards—an arrangement which can be seen in most Indian towns to-day—and for the reservation of the best sites for the upper castes and classes. Some Sanskrit works enter into great detail, e.g., the Agni Purāṇa, which places goldsmiths in the south-east corner of the town; dancers and harlots in the south; stage-managers and fishermen in the southwest; dealers in chariots, weapons, and cutlery in the west; liquor-merchants, officers and servants...
in the north-west; and pious persons, such as Brahmanis, Yatis, and Siddhas in the north. One wonders if the close association of officers and liquor-sellers was based on practical experience, All Indian towns of to-day are characterised by house-grouping and mahallas or quarters, inhabited by distinct castes or classes; and this arrangement evidently dates back to early ages.

Mr. Dutt discusses the plan of the Indo-Aryan village, which was often a town in miniature and bore little or no resemblance to the village of modern Bengal: he enumerates certain ancient building rules; and he deals with many other points of interest. I am a little doubtful whether he is quite correct in his statement that Vijaynagar followed ancient Aryan traditions of town-planning; for Vijaynagar was emphatically a Dravidian city, the product of Dravidian culture, and governed according to Dravidian cultural ideas. Another suggestion of the author, which is likely, in my opinion, to be challenged is that, if Indian civilization ever breaks down, the Europeanised or Westernised Indian will in time become the Panchama class of the Christian community, just as the aboriginal tribes of South India became the 'untouchables' of Hindu society. The stalwarts of the modern councils and assemblies, who wear English dress, etc., will hardly swallow this proposition with equanimity; and personally, I do not believe that the denationalised Indian will ever suffer any such fate. Such things can only happen under the aegis of an uncontrolled priesthood.

Apart from these minor matters, which bear little upon the general tenor of the book, Mr. Dutt has written an erudite and interesting work, which throws much light upon a hitherto little known branch of Indian antiquities.

S. M. EDWARDS.

ON THE ADHUTA RAMAYANA, by Sir George Grierson, 1926.

This is another of Sir George Grierson's invaluable pamphlets. It deals with one of the Bāmdayaṣa current in Northern India and attributed to Vālmiki, being supplementary to his other well-known work of the same name on the Rāma Legend. It greatly differs from the main work and gives accounts of "episodes that find no place" in it. It is also a Sākta work, and Sītā the gracious became a Śakti and is turned into Dēvi the Terrible. It contains in fact "a mixture of Bhākta-teaching with Śāivism, in which the salient features of both schools are combined" in equal proportions.

Sir George points out the extraordinary power attributed to Indian Saints, such as Nārada," and that as a Saint's curse "can never be in vain" "the [Supreme] Deity has to accept the consequences with a smile." And it must be said that the Hindu Saints were very free with their curses.

"In fact, in those mythical times, it must have been much safer to be a saint than to be a god." Sir George gives many instances, and the whole subject is of great interest, as explanatory of much that is still to be found in Indian legends. It is also of interest in relation to the possible origin of a great deal in the Hindu religion that is non-Aryan and presumably Far Eastern. Werner, in his authoritative Myths and Legends of China, claims that the Chinese legends are indigenous, and not connected with the rest of the world. I have had reason to study his book from end to end, and find much in it that is difficult to believe is not Indian or Central Asian or even Near Eastern. However that may be, the Chinese Myths are full of immortals who are gods and immortals who are saints, and the power of the one differs not at all from the power of the other. They can all knock each other about. The question then is: where did the Indian ideas of the power of the saint come from? Was it introduced into the Indian Aryan, i.e., Hindu mind by contact with Far Eastern races from beyond the Northern and Eastern boundaries?

Leaving this question there, we find a most interesting development of the idea of incarnation. Instance after instance is given of the incarnation of an immortal in a mortal body as the result of a Saint's curse. Apparently incarnated immortals are all "fallen angels." Nārada himself—a distinguished saintly curser—is so far human as to be jealous of a celestial musician Tumburu, the Gandharva, and has a bad time of it, which he richly deserved.

Various stories as to Sītā's origin are told in the Adhuta-Rāmāyaṇa, in the true folk-tale fashion found all over the world. Indeed, the more one dives into the tales about any popular hero or heroine, the more incompatible they become, but it is an odd view to represent Sītā as more powerful than her husband. Lastly, Sir George points out that this book is "an attempt to introduce the terrible cult of Śaiva Śaktism into the altogether alien soil of Vaishnavism. Its chief value is as a store-house of folk-legends."

We have also in the Adhuta-Rāmāyaṇa a story of the pregnancy of Mandōdāri, the wife of Rāvana, with Sītā, which is worth drawing attention to. Mandōdāri, out of jealousy, determines to kill herself. "With this object, she drinks the contents of the jar of Rūśi's blood, which [her husband] Rāvana has told her is a deadly poison. Instead of dying, she immediately becomes pregnant with Lakṣahni [Sītā], who has been installed in the sprinkled milk by the power of Śrīmatadā's Mantras. Is such a story of Aryan origin? Or is it an absorption from Indian aborigines? The question is asked, because it has been observed that pregnancy amongst some savages is still not connected with sexual intercourse. The story looks as if there were once the same disability to connect cause and effect in India, and it seems hard to believe that so intelligent a people as the ancient Aryan-immigrants could have had such a disability.

R. C. TEMPLER.
FOlk-Songs of the Tuluvas.

By B. A. Saletorê, B.A., L.T., M.R.A.S.

(Continued from vol. LVI, p. 78.)

III. The Songs of the Panaras or the Nalka People.

The Song in Tulu.

Yenkule Mâdirâ. Vo popenadakedâ,
Paravupijana sayyanda!
Yenkuleye Madimâye popina nadakeda kadipu panki sayyanda.
Yenkulenâ Madimâyenâ tûnaga mãdâyî Surya uttanange;
Yenkulenâ Madimâyenâ mone tûnaga padâdayî Sandre bêlani lekka.
Yi bul tondu pópédâye?
Nina AppelekhMaîmi undu, dáye bul pá?
Nina Amma lekka Sammale undu, bulpâdagâ!
Nina Tage lekka Bâve undu, bulpâdagâ!
Nina Maitini lekka Megge undu, dáye bulpa?
Kamberda kurvedu târayida tundu ulidanda yenda bulpana?
Mittantyada barchane orind yenda bulipâdâ!

Translation.

(Oh !) Our Mâdira (dance)! Oh! In the movement of our limbs,
A cautious ant would not die!
A soft bird would not die under the gait of our Bridegroom!
When we look at our Bridegroom, he looks like the rising eastern Sun!
When we look at the face of our Bride, it is like the splendid Western Moon!
Oh! Why do you go on crying?
You have a Mother-in-law like a Mother, why do you weep?
You have a Father-in-law like a Father, (Oh) do not weep!
You have a Brother-in-law like an elder Brother, (Oh) do not weep!
You have a younger Brother-in-law like your younger Brother, (Oh) why do you weep?
Is it because some pieces of coconut have been left in the kamberda basket that you weep?
Is it because the comb has been left on the lintel that you weep?

Note:—This song is sung by the Nalke or Panara class of devil-dancers during their marriage ceremony. Mâdira is the name given to a kind of dance.

IV. The Songs of the Bâkuda Holeyas.

1. The Song in Tulu.

Le le le le là Dâre âpîndu baideralâ (Chorus)
Orânâ binnera baideralâ vovulu
Gandada parimalâ popundu
Yârâdi gundu Madimala
Madegatti illada Madimâye
Dâre âpîndu Nandere Gölîgâ, dâre âpîndu,
Dikkale Déyîgâ dêsé apundu
Nandare Gölî (da) gà Dâre âpîndu. (Chorus)
Yerundu, yerundu, yeru panaâ!
Anjevâ yerukka singareràndu;
Pojjevâ yerukka peratteranda;
Goanje j(ý)eru niraparipundu. (Chorus)
Tumbudundu pûnunu kalikândala,
Tattondundu tattondundu pûnunu nira kandela
Kali kandela dakinavulu kalyâtâ;
Nira kandela dakinavulu nîryâtâ.
Translation.

Le le le le le lâ. The wedding-ceremony is being held! (And) They have come—
The respectable relations have come in ranks, (Oh) from where!
To them is carried the sandal-paste.
The Bride is from the Yârâdi dale,
The Bridegroom is from the screened house.
Nandera Gôlîgâ is having the sacred ceremony,
(And) the bride Deyîgâ is having the sacred rice put upon her:
Nandera Gôlîgâ is having his wedding-ceremony. (Chorus)
“We have buffaloes! We have buffaloes!” Shall we say?
(Then) let the he-buffaloes be adorned;
(And) the she-buffaloes be filled with milk;
(And) the young ones be allowed to drink water. (Chorus)
(Oh) the bride is carrying a pitcher of toddy!
(And) she is carrying a pitcher of water!
And where the pot of toddy is thrown down, there let there be play with stones!
And where the pot of water is thrown down, there let there be play with water!

(Chorus)

Note:—The term Bâkuḍa means a husband. The Bâkuḍas, however, form a separate class of Holeyas. It is difficult to reconcile the latter half of the above poem with the former. The song was got from a Bâkuḍa Holeya himself.

2. The songs in Tulu.

Le le le le le lâ kinni Madimâye!
Kondâtadâ mage, kinni Madimâye!
Bâle piriyodu ponnu sinte putyanḍâ.
Popnû tûda badda âvojâ
Yêrena magala andâ,
Sammerena magala andada,
Pâjoru maiitedi.
Urusangatira uḷḷayana sâlakattâ

Dibbana povode.
Iliyanda uruga dibbana povode!
Nikka aita balimana.
Nikka bangarina balenâ,
Nikka mungâyi saropoļi,
Nikka bolli kalla mundasa,
Nikka kâraka sammayya,
Dombugu kalkude.

Translation.

Le le le le le lâ. Oh The young Bridegroom!
Oh! The young Bridegroom is a fondled child!
In his infancy he fell a prey to love.
“Having seen the girl, I must be bound,” he thought.
“Whose daughter is she?” he questioned.
She is the daughter of Sammera,
(And) the sister-in-law of Pâjoru.
Accompanied by the men of caste and those of the land-lord,
Should the bridal-party go.
The marriage party is to go to a country that is foreign.
(But) why should you (the bridegroom) be concerned with it?
(For) you will get bracelets of gold,
(And) you will get bracelets for the fore-arm,
(And) you will get a turban with edges that will look like silver,
(And) you will get a pair of shoes,
And you will get an umbrella to protect you from the sun.

Note:—The above two are Bâkuḍa marriage songs. The first one is sung during the Dāre ceremony when they pour the sacred water; and the second when the ceremony is over,
A POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOUNT DEVAGIRI MENTIONED IN KALIDASA’s ‘MEGHADUTA.’

BY A. S. BHANDARKAR, B.A., (HARVARD).

About six miles due south-east of Indore there is a group of four mountains one of which is known as Devagurāḍa. There is a small village on its slope and two temples, one of which, the bigger one, is said to have been built by Ahalyābāl Holkar (1767–1795). It does not seem likely, however, that she should have built a new temple of such dimensions in an obscure village, and there is ample evidence to show that it must be a renovation or reconstruction of an older temple or part of it in ruins. There are, for instance, stray relics in stone in the immediate neighbourhood within a few hundred yards of the temple, and the photographs of such are given herewith. One of them looks like a vīṇḍāvana, is hollow inside only at the top and has niches at the sides. Another representing one of a similar group has a Śiva’s piṇḍi and his sacred bull, Nandi, sculptured on it. The nail-shaped decoration that is seen here borders also the high plinth of the bigger temple and is likewise found on the walls of a few huts, both of which must be thus evidently built or constructed, at least partly, from the ruins of a temple, and the combination of the old and new structure can be distinctly distinguished in some cases. Still another relic has marks of two footprints in the middle, with the sun and the moon to the left and right of them; some other marks can be discerned below, but they are indistinct. The sun and the moon may respectively be the symbols of Śrīyaśvāraśī and Somavāra Kshatriyas who claim descent from them. To the right of the larger temple there is a much smaller one, built of uncarved stone, with two storeys, the lower of which is several feet below the ground while the upper one is partly so. There are bricks only in the roof of the upper storey, which thus shows its recent origin. This temple, too, bespeaks the existence of an ancient temple with its base below the present ground level, for, it is not likely that anybody would ever excavate, much less build a new temple below the ground. There is now a modern Śiva’s piṇḍi in the temple, and four cemented pillars, possibly of comparatively recent date, are in front. They however look much older than the date of reconstruction of either of the temples, as only two of them are erect, the third buried firmly in a slanting position almost touching the ground, while the fourth is lying prostrate upon it. These pillars have two iron cores in each of them. The picture of the temple shows the upper storey and the opening of the stone stair-way leading below to the lower one. The long-prevalent custom, existing since days long before Ahalyābāl of holding an annual fair at the village on the Śivarātrī day also speaks of a whilom sacredness of the place in connection with the god Śiva. Quarries of stone and chalk, important building materials, are found on the mountain.

Kālidāsa mentions in his Meghadūta a mountain named Devagiri (Devalpāramagirī). This, according to the poetic context, must be situated somewhere between the Śīrā and the Chambal or ancient Charmanvati, which is described by the poet as the fame incarnate of Rantideva, once king of the Daśapura that has been identified with modern Dasor in the district of Mandalay. This at once puts out of court the claim for identification with it of Daulatabad, with its ancient name Devagiri, and the capital of the Yādavas from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, or the village named Devgaḍ about sixty miles to the south-west of Jhansi mentioned by Dr. Fleet in his Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. III, "Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings." After arriving at Vidiśā, or modern Bhilā, and visiting the mountain named Nichais, the poet instructs the Cloud through the mouth of the Yākṣa to abandon his proper course northwards for the special purpose of seeing Ujjain, and thus would make the Cloud take a south-westerly course, more to the west than south. In this journey it comes across the following rivers in succession:—(1) The Nirvindhyā which, one thinks, must be identical either with the Pārvati, or the Pārvān, or any one of their small tributaries. (2) The Sindhu, known now as the Kāli Sindh. The poet compares her scanty waters to a braid of hair, which suggests their dark colour. Mallinātha, the commentator, not being familiar with the country like the poet, was presumably ignorant of this river,
and hence he prefers the alternative reading asau-ātīasya to īm-ātīasya, thus taking the word Sindhu as a common noun referring to the river Nirvindhyā described by the poet in the preceding verse. (3) The Śīrā with Ujjain on its bank. (4) The Gandhavati, a tributary of the Śīrā, with the temple of Mahākāla which still exists there. (5) The Gambhirā, identified with the modern Gambhir. (6) The Chambal. The order of the rivers is only accurate going westwards as they flow north to join the Chambal. The poet mentions the mountain Devagiri with its temple of Skanda, Śiva’s son, as situate between the last two rivers and this, pretty accurately, is the position of Devagurāda. This mountain with the temples and relics described above is, no doubt, slightly east of Ujjain, but as it is about forty miles to the south of it, and as the Śīrā, on whose bank the city stands, takes its rise to the east of Indore and also the mountain, it is natural that the Cloud coming from the north-east would visit Ujjain first; more so, as this was the special object of sight for which it had turned from its proper path. The only other place which claims one’s attention with respect to the identification is Devagā a few miles to the south-west of Narsingad and about fifty-five miles almost due west of Bhilsā, but it does not satisfy the conditions of the position of Devagiri as given in the context and noted above. The writer does not know whether there is a mountain of that or similar name in the town and also a temple, intact or in ruins, there; if not, it is quite probable that Devagiri is no other mountain than Devagurāda itself. The philological corruption of the name might be due to the presence of several other villages round about whose names also end in the termination gurāda, meaning possibly the machine for the extraction of sugarcane juice. If our identification be correct, and excavations bring any dated inscription, it would help us to fix the date of the poet Kālidāsa himself. At any rate, excavations at Devagurāda, one hopes, might lead to interesting discoveries.

MALABAR MISCELLANY.¹
By T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., L.T.

V. A Rājasimha Inscription at Tāḷēkāṭa in Cochin.

A very large granite slab, 74° x 56°, inscribed on both faces, has long been lying unknown² even to the Cochin Government Archaeologist, although it has been all along in a conspicuous place at the foot of the open-air cross in front of the Roman Catholic Church at Tāḷēkāṭa³ in the Cochin State, on the west coast of South India. About two years ago, on 13th June 1925, the existence of this important epigraph was brought to my notice, and on 19th idem two inked stampages of the inscription on the obverse—the subject of this article—were handed to me for decipherment. They were not clear at all. Still the name Rājasimha Perumān Aṭikal, which could be easily deciphered, and the paleographic forms of the characters at once gave me some idea of the importance of the record. But I had to wait impatiently for clear copies until 29th September 1926, when I received a good stampage of the first five lines, prepared by my friend Mr. M. P. Varkki in accordance with my instructions. Further copies also followed from the same source, together with an account (see below) of the interesting vicissitudes of the inscribed slab. In the issue of the daily newspaper, The Western Star (Trivandrum) for 31st December 1926, I published an article⁴ on this record, which included a tentative translation of the deciphered portion of it, with a number of lacunae. The reading and translation given below are complete. Vide facsimile facing page 30.

¹ The Cloud, however, maintains a northerly course apparently after leaving Ujjain.—C.E.A.W.O.,
Jt. Editor.

² Unfortunately, the Rev. Fr. H. Hosten, S.J., who (from 9th to 23rd February, 1924) ransacked Cochin and its neighbourhood for pre-Portuguese Christian antiquities, did not visit the Tāḷēkkāṭ Church.

³ E. with a dot below has the sound of e in mother. Tāḷēkkāṭa is the pronunciation of the Anglicised form Thazhekkaṭ. The place is about 7½ miles North-East of the well-known Cranganore.

⁴ This article entitled ‘Rājasimha: A New Periodical’ was soon reproduced in The Hindu of Madras and The Times of India, Bombay.
THE RELICS AND TEMPLE NEAR MOUNT DEVAGIRI

Fig. 1 — The smaller temple built of stone with lower storey below the present ground level.

Fig. 2 — A relic which looks like a vrindavana.
THE RELICS AND TEMPLE NEAR MOUNT DEVAGIRI

Fig. 3.—A Relic with Shivalinga and Nandi sculptured upon it.

Fig. 4.—A Relic with emblematic marks of footprints and the Sun and the Moon on either side.
Lines.

1. பேரோஜின் பாண்டியச் சோழிநாயகன்.
2. சக்கரப்பேர் சாச்சொக்கியா நகரியல்
3. ராமர் சுமையாராய்கள் சுமை சோழியன்
4. சோழன் பேரேந்தில் பேரேந்தில் சோழியன்
5. சோழன் சோழியன்
6. சோழன் சோழியன்
7. சோழன் சோழியன்
8. சோழன் சோழியன்
9. சோழன் சோழியன்
10. சோழன் சோழியன்
11. சோழன் சோழியன்
12. சோழன் சோழியன்

(The remaining lines—13 to 22—are in small characters.)

13. பேரோஜின் பாண்டியச் சோழிநாயகன்
14. சக்கரப்பேர் சாச்சொக்கியா நகரியல்
15. ராமர் சுமையாராய்கள் சுமை சோழியன்
16. சோழன் சோழியன்
17. சோழன் சோழியன்
18. சோழன் சோழியன்
19. சோழன் சோழியன்
20. சோழன் சோழியன்
21. சோழன் சோழியன்
22. சோழன் சோழியன்

MORTISE.

Translation.

"Hail! Prosperity!

"The site granted without demur for putting up shops, by the villagers to the merchants appointed for Tāleikkātu by command of the feet of Emperor Rājasimha. — (The land west of the Chirupallī boundary, north of the banyan tree, east of Kālappallī, south of the land belonging to the god of Kilttirukkoil (temple)."

5. The inscription is in Vaṣṭṭijuttu characters, with two words at the beginning in Grantha characters.

The transcript here is in Grantha and Tamil.

6. Read — கோர்கூரைல். Symbols 2 to 5 are not quite distinct, owing to the confusion caused by over-writing. கோர்கூரைல் seems to have been written first.

7. Of course the punctuation marks, colon, dash, full stop, comma, etc., and the spacing are not in the original.

8. The two symbols after கோர்கூரைல் are disfigured by over-writing.

9. There are three indistinct symbols here at the end of the line, after the close of the sentence.

10. மாண் is inserted over a மாண், and there is what seems to be a small letter after it.

11. Read மாண். The sign of மாண் is omitted in the original. It may be read also as மாண்.

12. Read — மாண்.

13. These three symbols, left out by inadvertance from line 22, are inserted below the next two letters (அட) of the line.

14. Feet is the primary meaning of the original ajikal, which in its secondary sense is a term of respect applied in Malayalam and Tamil to gods, kings, sages, preceptors, monks, elders, etc. The idea seems to be that those who address, or refer to, them are worthy to mention only the feet of those great personages. Pāddah, meaning feet, is used in Sanskrit for the same purpose. Cf. tālupāddah respected father, Kumārīlapāddah, honoured Kumārīla.

15. This Rājasimha was a Chēramān Perumāl, i.e., a Chera king or emperor of Malabar who had several kings under him.
“If the village headmen\(^{18}\) cause hindrance or confusion or put up shops within these (bounds), they will be like those who kill their father and take the mother to wife\(^{17}\). The rent collectors\(^{18}\) shall take for themselves the ten nēdis (measures) of gēi paid (as tax) on a house of twenty kōl (size)\(^{19}\). Such taxes and rates shall be collected as those four (rent collectors) declare. All shall purchase such goods as these go and fix the price of\(^{20}\).

Chattan Paṭukan and Iravi Kottan,\(^{21}\) these two who are Manigrāmmattār\(^{22}\) among these allotted merchants, have (i.e., need pay) no gēi for the two rooms of shop (owned by them). Those belonging to the (above-mentioned) two families need pay no sort of taxes.\(^{22}\)

\(^{16}\) These headmen were Hindus, most probably Nampūri Brāhmans of Tālēkkād. Such headmen are now known as āṇḍakākākkō, a word akin to āṇḍakār of this document.

\(^{17}\) An impression commonly found in inscriptions, calling down upon the offender the divine punishment due to willful patricide and incest.

\(^{18}\) These must have been four men selected from among the new colony of Christian merchants, for collecting rates and taxes from the Christian settlers.

\(^{19}\) One kōl = 28 inches. Primarily English yard, rod, pole and perch; Sanskrit danda; Portuguese edra (bar), and Malayalam kōl have the same meaning, although they represent different measures of length. Portuguese edra has become a regular Malayalam word, meaning a yard (length).

A house of 20 kōl size is one the total length of the four side beams of which is so many kōlas.

\(^{20}\) In another Malabar Christian document, the Quilon Church plates, fascicle 2, of about 880 A.D., the Manigrāmm Christians are authorized to fix the price of goods for sale.

\(^{21}\) This name occurs in the form Iravi Kottan in a later Malabar Christian document, the Vira Raghava plate of 1320 A.D. The two Iravi Kottans cannot be one and the same person.

The first word in Iravi Kottan is the common Hindu name Iravi, from Sanskrit Ravi (=the sun), while the second (Kottan) appears to be related to Arabic and Persian Kōtvāl (= a police officer) and to mean a market sergeant.

The first word in Chattan Paṭukan is the common Hindu name Chattan, from Sanskrit Sāstā (=the name of a Hindu god. The second word Paṭukan is not an ordinary proper name. Like Kottan it may be an official designation.

Chattan and Iravi, though Christians, retain Hindu names. No wonder. Until very recent times, the Malabar Christians, the majority of whom are descendants of ancient converts from Hinduism, have been retaining many of the local Hindu manners and customs.

\(^{22}\) Manigrāmmattār, in modern Malayalam Manigrāmakkār, in this context undoubtedly signifies headship of the new colony of Christian merchants brought to Tālēkkād. This supports the view expressed by the Editor in Ind. Ant., 1924, p. 261, footnote, that the term Manigrāmum "seems to imply headship of the community of jewellers and no more."

Originally Manigrāmum must have meant the grāman or head of the class of jewellers called Manichchetthi or Perunchetthi. There is a class of Śūdras in Quilon (in Travancore) called Manigrāmakkār, individual members of which are called in old records Maṇi Nārāyaṇan, Maṇi Śākaran, Maṇi Rāman, etc. Maṇi so-and-so simply means so-and-so of the caste of jewel merchants, and has no reference to his religious persuasion.

How then did each and every member of the Manigrām community of Quilon come to be called a ‘Manigrāmakārān’—a head of the jeweller caste or community? It is in perfect accord with a Malabar practice by which titles of headmen are in course of time appropriated by a whole community or caste. There is, for instance, a caste of fishermen called ānas or arayar (=king). But not all fishermen of that community are descended from ancient kings or heads of fisherfolk. Taṭṭan is now the name of a Malabar caste, but originally it meant one with the staff of authority granted by the king. Nāyar (ordinarily spelt Nair) has become the name of a caste in Malabar, but originally only those were Nāyars (i.e., leaders of armies) on whom the king specially conferred that title along with a sword and silk, the insignia of that office.

It is in conformity with this practice that Manigrāmum meaning head of the community of jewel merchants came to be the common property of Tom, Dick and Harry among these merchants.

\(^{22}\) For similar exemption from payment of taxes, granted to some Malabar Christians see their copper-plate grants. The Cochin Jewish plate also grants such concessions to the Jew Joseph Rabbah and his descendants.
"Those who settle down in accordance with this arrangement have (i.e., need pay) neither booth-tax nor washerman-tax. Agreeably to this arrangement they are bound to pay customs duty, and paddy for the Öpam (festival) and for military recruitment. The women and children who have settled down in conformity with the first arrangement or the Vanmutalkóyil: temple as well as the site pertaining to that arrangement, by which washerman-tax and customs duty have to be paid, will conform to the (present) arrangement."

We give below Mr. M. P. Varkki's interesting account of Tälékkád, its church and the inscribed stone there.

"Tälékkád means the lower forest. Not long ago it was more or less the undisputed domain of many kinds of wild animals, but man is either extirpating them or driving them farther inland. On the Cochin State Railway, extending from Shornur to Ernakulam, there is a station called Irinjálakkuda, which is five miles to the east of the town of that name. A mile south-west of the railway station is the Tälékkád Roman Catholic Church, and close to it, say a hundred yards away, is the Tälékkád Hindu temple.

"In olden times there flourished in Tälékkád a well-known, influential and affluent Syrian Christian family of the name of Tälékkád. In fact the members of it were the lords of the place. For more than ten miles round there was no church, and the parish Church of the family was at Múljikkulam in Travancore, which is twelve miles south-east of Tälékkád. It may be noted in passing that within a radius of twelve miles from Tälékkád there are at present at least thirty churches! But at the time of which we are writing Múljikkulam was the nearest church in existence.

"The old lady of the house of Tälékkád used invariably to go to Múljikkulam every Sunday to attend divine service there. For this purpose a special conveyance called manchál in Malayalam was used. Being old she used to lean on the chancel rails for support. Once a few naughty boys were occupying the place usually occupied by the old lady. When asked by the lady's retainers to give room, they impudently replied that the church was the common property of all and that the lady, however eminent she might be, had no special claim to any portion of the church. This greatly irritated the old lady, who on her return home told her son the lord of Tälékkád, that she would never again go to Múljikkulam and that he should make the necessary arrangements so that she might attend Sunday service without interruption.

24 Booth-tax may be the tax on temporary sheds or pavilions put up in connection with marriage and other festivities.
25 Washer-man-tax may be the tax for the new Christian settlers utilizing the services of the washermen of Tälékkád. The original word may also be translated goldsmith-tax.
26 Öpam from Sanskrit Sravaṇam is a grand Malabar festival held in the month of Sravaṇam (July-August).
27 This very probably refers to a previous colony of Christian merchants brought to the street near the Vanmutlia temple.
28 The reading of this place-name is doubtful.
29 The words within brackets have nothing corresponding to them in the original.
30 That means that there was then no church at Cranganore, about 7½ miles from Tälékkád. In 1510 Barbeza said that the St. Thomas Christians "have there a Church of St. Thomas, and another of Our Lady, and are very devout Christians, only they are deficient in doctrine." Some years later the town of Cranganore was burned down, and the Christians fled to other places and settled down there. An old Malayalam song refers to this incident in these words:

"The plundering Nairs joined together, entered the town (of Cranganore),
Set fire to the Church and destroyed it, and burned the town that day.
That day three good princes were killed in battle.
In distress we came to the good village,
And by St. Thomas' grace built a church therein (in Kaṭutturutti).
By the grace of God we settled down in Kaṭutturutti."

Three Cochin princes died the same day in battle with the Zamorin in 1502, but the reference in the above song appears to be to a similar death of three Cochin princes the same day in battle on 27th January 1565."
"Her son was in a great predicament. To take his mother to a more distant church was out of the question. To build a church in Tālekkād in a week was an impossibility." He, therefore, immediately approached the ecclesiastical authorities at Aākamāli (not far away) and got sanction for divine service being performed in Tālekkād Kayyāla. (Kayyāla is an outer room attached to the main building). Things went on like that for a long time, and negotiations with the neighbouring temple authorities for the erection of a church in Tālekkād proved abortive.

"But some time after the Synod of Diamper, A.D. 1599, as a preliminary to the erection of a church, the Tālekkād people resolved to raise a large granite cross close to the temple. Screens were put up on the pretence of digging a well, and a conical masonry platform was finished without the least suspicion being aroused in the minds of the neighbouring Hindus. The present granite cross several feet high was constructed in the midst of the forest and brought to the place at dead of night. One fine morning the Hindu population of Tālekkād and more particularly the temple authorities were seized with consternation on seeing a cross erected close to their temple.

The temple authorities met and resolved to demolish the cross. For this purpose a huge elephant belonging to one of the managers of the temple was brought to the place. The excitement among both Christians and Hindus was great, and riot and bloodshed would have immediately ensued but for a miraculous divine intervention. When the elephant charged the platform on which the cross stood, both the big, powerful tusks of the animal entered into it several inches deep. But lo! the tusks could not be withdrawn, and the elephant began to writhe in agony. The mahouts tried their best, but the beast could not move and the tusks got stuck in the pedestal. A few hours passed in this awkward manner, and the elephant showed signs of dropping down out of sheer exhaustion.

The Christians fell on their knees and praised God for the miracle, while the learned among the Hindus began to put their heads together and discuss how to withdraw from the scene without humiliation. As usual the Veļiĉhaļappād (or oracle attached to the temple) appeared and proclaimed that unless the valued stone inside the temple, bearing the present inscription is given to the cross as an offering, it would be impossible for the elephant to draw out its tusks.

To make the best of a bad business, the Hindus yielded, and the high priest vowed before the cross that the stone would be offered to it. The elephant immediately drew out its tusks. The next day the same elephant dragged the stone in question to the foot of the cross and left it there. It now lies in the same position, touching the western base of the masonry pedestal.

All objections from the Hindus having been thus removed, a small church was erected on the eastern side of the cross, the church facing westward as is the case with all the Malabar Churches of the pre-Portuguese period. The present beautiful church was subsequently reared on the old site. The Tālekkād family has long become extinct.

The church was dedicated to the cross, and an annual festival used to be celebrated on the day of the Invention of the Cross by Queen Helena. But by a certain feat the date has since been changed into the anniversary of St. Sebastian. This annual festival attracts large crowds, and the total of the yearly offerings has in some years mounted to Rs. 6,000. The average income may be said to be Rs. 4,000." [M. P. Varkki, 16th November 1926.]

31 A very similar incident is related in connection with an attempt by Hindus to break open the door of the Kurvalangād Church in North Travancore. The elephant's tusks were in this case caught in the wooden panel of the door. The panel must be assumed to have been wondrous thick and strong, or miracles in those days were as plentiful as gooseberries. Legend too repeats itself.

32 According to the practice of the Syrian Church, a church must be built east and west, the chancel being in the east.

33 The old Holy Cross Church at Muśțučhira is now St. Anthony's, and the Holy Ghost Church there was about three years ago re-named St. Francis'. Such changes are very common.
Now the question is whether the merchants mentioned in this inscription were Christians or not. They are designated as vāsiyar in line 2, and again as vāsiyar in line 13 of the original. These words come from Sanskrit vāṣīja, a merchant, and were applied in old Malayalam to traders in general and to members of a Hindu trader caste. In modern Malayalam the words signify only members of the Hindu caste of oilmen from the Tamil or Konkan country (the Konkan).

But the vāsiyar of the present record must have been Christians. The following facts lend support to this view.

(1) The St. Thomas Christians of Irinjalakuda and other places close to Tālēkkād are still addressed or referred to by non-Christians as Chakkō (=Jacob) Chetti, Variki (=George) Chetti, Ayppu (=Joseph) Chetti, etc. And chetti, like vāsiyan formerly meant both a trader in general and a member of a Hindu trader caste, but now means only the latter, except when added to the names of Christians as above. The word vāsiyar of the inscription could very well be replaced by chetti without altering the sense of the two passages in which it occurs. For chetti and vāsiyan were almost synonyms, and Chakkō Chetti is almost the same as Chakkō Vāniyan.

(2) There was no indigenous trader caste in old Malabar, and it was the custom there in olden times for Hindu kings, chiefs and villagers to construct streets and sometimes churches also, and invite the St. Thomas Christians—either indigenous or foreign or both—to go and settle down there for trade.

Some of these old Christian streets and their traditional history still survive, and one remarkable thing about them is that they are almost invariably very close to Hindu temples. The chief reason for this proximity is that the Hindu population for whose benefit the traders were brought, lived close to their temple.

Another reason is that for removing conventional or ceremonial pollution from oil, ghi, honey, molasses, and other provisions taken to a temple, it was enjoined by Malabar custom that a St. Thomas Christian should touch them. To European Christians this may sound strange or appear untrue. But the custom still prevails in some places in Malabar, and the present writer himself in his boyhood about thirty years ago, used to be asked by Hindu temple servants to touch conventionally polluted provisions intended for the Chattaikulainakara temple about a stone's throw from his house. It has to be remarked also that the present writer's was the only Christian house near that temple in the midst of a vast Hindu population.

A third reason why St. Thomas Christian streets were located very close to temples is that these Christians were converts from non-polluting high caste Hindus, and differed little from them in manners and customs as well as in names and dress.

That there were even inter-marriages between the St. Thomas Christians and the Hindu Nairs, is evidenced by the following passages kindly supplied by Fr. H. Hosten, S.J., from two unpublished letters in Spanish written from Cochin very early in A.D. 1579 by Fr. A. Monserrat, S.J., who, to judge from his letters, was a keen observer of Malabar manners and customs.

(1) “And that both” (the wives of Thomas Cananeo) “were noble, at least Nayr, women is proved by the custom existing in this Malavar, that there is no pollution between the Christians of St. Thomas and the Nayres, nor penalty of death, if there are between them marriages [italics mine] or friendship, all of which arises, according to the custom of the country, for castes higher or lower than these two.”—(Cf. fol. 140r, MS. XII of the Society of Jesus).

(2) Again in his letter dated Cochin, 12th January 1579, the Father almost reiterates the same thing: “And that both were noble, at least Nayr, women is proved by the custom existing in this Malavar that there is no pollution between these Christians and the Nayres.

34 This word appears as banian and banyan in English, banian in Portuguese, and banydn in Arabic.
nor penalty of death, if there be marriage or friendship, whereas, according to the custom of the land, there is, if they communicate, stay, or marry with other castes higher or lower than custom allows to them."—Fol. Iv—2r. of a MS. belonging to the Society of Jesus (Goan. Malab. Ep., 1570-79, Goa, 12).

(3) As stated in Mr. Varkki's account reproduced above the oracle of the Tāḷēkkād temple declared the inscribed stone a fitting offering for the cross. That indicates that it was well known in Tāḷēkkād that the inscription had some connection with the Christians of the place.

My impression is that the present inscription is only a public copy on stone, of an original copper-plate document given to the Christian settlers. The original is lost or missing. The earliest of the Malabar Christian copper-plate grants—the Thomas Cana plates of 345 A.D.—had a public copy on stone set up at the northern gate of the Cranganore temple.

(4) I-raivi Kottan appears as Manigrāmam or head of the merchants here. And we know from the Kottayam plate of Vira Raghava that I-raivi Kottan was a Christian name. Of course, this particular argument will have to be ruled out of court if the reading of the name is taken to be I-raivi Chāṭtān, as suggested in footnote 11. But it has to be remembered that the indigenous Christians of old Malabar most probably retained their former Hindu names.

A scrutiny of the characters of this inscription inclines me to the opinion that the record is of the period 8th-10th century A.D. So the Rājasiṁha of this epigraph cannot be identical with the Chēra king Rājasimha35, who was presumably a feudatory of the Chōla viceroy Jaṭāvarman Sundara-Chōla-Pāṇḍya, who flourished from about A.D. 1020-1 to about 1043-4.

There is a Cheiñār or Chinnār Perumāl of Malabar mentioned in the Kēralōṭipatī (i.e., legendary history of Malabar) and there is also the famous Chinnapuram (=Simha's town) near Cranganore. Chinnā is the Malayalam form of Sanskrit Simha occurring in Rājasimha (=lion among kings). It is, however, impossible to say whether the Rājasiṁha of the Tāḷēkkād inscription is or is not the same as the above-mentioned Chinnār.

There is also a Rājasiṁha mentioned in the beneficary verses at the end of some of the dramas (Svapnadūaka, Paṇḍhārī, Arivār, etc.) included in the so-called "Bhāsa's Works" of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. There is no knowing whether this Rājasiṁha is or is not the same as the Rājasiṁha of the Tāḷēkkād inscription.

VI. Inscription on the Reverse of the Tāḷēkkād Rājasiṁha Stone.

The reverse side of the Rājasiṁha stone at Tāḷēkkād mentioned in the previous article (No. V) bears another Vatṭeljuttu inscription of about thirty lines in small characters. Of these only the first ten lines are legible, and a free translation of them is given below.

**Translation.**

"Hail! Prosperity!"

"The business done without demur under the authority of the king by the elders of the village of Tāḷēkkād; the headmen, the council and two members from the two families of representatives of the village of Īṅkayūr; together with the merchants and two members from the two families of representatives of the village of Irukhāṭikkutal. The headman shall not interfere and cause hindrance or confusion in (such and such) lands".

35 Cf. Record No. 112 of the Madras Epigraphical Collection for 1905.
36 This village still exists under the name Išānyūr.
37 The word in the original is vāṇikār, which has no meaning at all. It must be a mistake for vāṇikar, meaning merchants.
38 The modern name of the village is Iriṅgālakkūta or Iriṅgālakkūta.
39 The names of the lands are omitted in the translation.
included in the old arrangement. . . . 40 and (such and such) 41 lands included in the present arrangement. In the afternoon the bazaar" (The remaining lines are undecipherable).

The mention of merchants (vide the arguments in the previous article, No. V) and bazaar makes it very probable that this inscription also relates to Christians. Palaeographically it is of about the same age as the previous inscription on the obverse side of the Tālēkkād stone slab.

(To be continued.)

RAWAL JAITRASIMHA OF MEWAR.

By R. R. HALDER.

The sixth verse of the Chīrwa Inscription published in the Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. XXI, together with a few other inscriptions, makes it worthwhile to enquire into the history of Rawal Jaitrasimha, who was one of the most powerful kings of Mewār. It is a pity that even his name is not mentioned in Colonel Tod's Rājasthān, in which fifteen generations after Bhartrihātra III, have been passed over for want of sufficient facts "to amuse the general reader." 1 He was the son of Padmasimha and grandfather of Rawal Sama-
rasimha, who is wrongly said to have been the contemporary 2 of the famous Chauhāna king Prithvirāja of Ajmer. He is known by several names, and, from his inscriptions, it appears that he ruled for at least thirty-nine years from Sānvaṭ 3 1270 to 1309 (A.D. 1213-52).

The above-mentioned verse 4 of the Chīrwa inscription says that the rulers of Mālava, Gcura, Mārava, Jāṅgal and of the Melechchhas (Muhammadans) could not humble his (Jaitrasimha's) pride. An inscription, 5 dated Sānvaṭ 1322 (A.D. 1265) of the time of Tejasimha of Mewār also says that the kings of Gcura, Mālava, Turushka (Muhammadans) and Sākaṁbharī (in Jāṅgal) could not crush the pride of Jaitrasimha. An inscription, 6 dated s. 1342 (A.D. 1285) of the time of Rawal Samarasinha of Mewār adds that Jaitraśimha destroyed Naddule, (in Mārwar), engaged in battle with the Sindhuka army and defeated a Turushka army. From these, it is clear that Jaitraśimha was engaged in fighting against (1) the ruler of the Muhammadans (the Sultāns of Delhi), (2) the Sindhuka army (army of Sind), (3) the ruler of Jāṅgal, (4) the ruler of Mālava (Mālwa), (5) the ruler of Gcura (Gujarat), and (6) the ruler of Mārava (Mārwar).

It will be interesting, now, to trace the truth of above facts as far as possible. In order to do this, we have to ascertain who the rulers of the countries mentioned above were and what expeditions were carried out by them into Mewār during the reign of Jaitraśimha.

As regards No. (1), the ruler of the Melechchhas referred to above was evidently one of the Sultāns of Delhi. Those that were contemporaneous with Rawal Jaitrasimha of Mewār were Shamsu'ddinAltamsh, Ruknu'ddin Fīrūz Shāh I, Riḍiyah Begum, Mu'izzu'ddin Bahram Shāh, 'Alāu'ddin Mas'ud Shāh and Nāṣiru'ddin Māghmūd Shāh. 7 Of these, the first and the

---

40 There are letters here not quite legible.
1 Tod's Rajasthan, vol. 1, p. 297.
2 In Tod's Rajasthan, vol. 1, pp. 300-302, it is said that Samarasinha married Prithviraja's sister Pūrī, and was killed while fighting against Shāhābuddin Chōri in the cause of Prithviraja. This is impossible, as Samarasinha died in S. 1358 or A.D. 1301 (the last inscription of Samarasinha is dated Māgh Sudī 10, S. 1358, and the first inscription of his son Ratnasimha is dated Māgh Sudī 5, Sānvaṭ 1359), while the above battle was fought in 1192 A.D.
3 The inscriptions of Jaitrasimha range from Sānvaṭ 1270 to 1309 [Vide Bhandagar Inscriptions, p. 93, n. and Peterson's third Report in search of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Bombay Presidency, p. 130. See also Annual Report of the Rajputana Museum, 1924-25, p. 2]. The dates are taken from inscriptions; hence the reign may have lasted longer.
4 न नामनविवेचन न गोरन्त न मार्वेचन न चार्मोलन ।
श्रेष्ठायाध्ययनं कहादिव नामेन स्त्रानि न नित्येविनासय सब श्रवणः ॥
5 अनुवादः फांसामनवनवन्तवर्षयां कर्णे प्रवर्षयम ॥
6 न नामनानन् स स्वस्वन्यं विवर्तितार्थम् ॥ 6 ॥ Unpublished Inscription of Gāhghā.
7 Duff's Chronology, pp. 311-312.
last are known to have carried expeditions into Rājputānā. Soon after his accession on the throne of Delhi, Shamsu’dīn Altamsh marched against Udayasimha, the tributary Rājā of Jālūr, who had declined to make the usual payments and brought him to subjection. In the Hijri year 623 (A.D. 1226) he reduced the fort of Ranthambhor. His invasion of Mewār, however, is not mentioned in the books containing the above accounts, but, with the help of a Sanskrit drama entitled Hanumramadamardana composed by Jayasimha Sūri in Samudrat 1286 (A.D. 1229), we can safely arrive at such a conclusion. In it, the conversation between Viradhavala and his minister Tējapāla, as well as the statement of the messenger named Kamalaka, distinctly shows that Mewār was attacked, and some place in it was burnt by the Sultan, while the people were panic-stricken. The name of the Sultan, however, is not mentioned in the book, but he is expressed by the terms ‘Suratrāpa,’ ‘Haṁmira,’ ‘Milachchirikā’ etc. The last expression gives a clue to the real name of the Sultan, and is a corrupt form of ‘Amīr Shikār,’ which, as we know, was the title of Altamsh conferred upon him by his master Quṭbu’dīn Aībak. Thus, it is clear that it was Shamsu’dīn, Altamsh of Delhi, who delivered an attack upon Mewār and destroyed the town Nāghrāda (Nāgādā in Mewār) as is indicated in the 16th verse of the Chīrvā inscription.

As regards No. 2, it is very difficult to come to a definite conclusion. The rulers of Sind contemporary with Jaitrasimha were Nāṣiru’dīn Qābācha, Sa‘īfu’dīn Al-Ḥasan, and Nāṣiru’dīn Muḥammad. It may be noticed, however, that in A.H. 618 (A.D. 1221), Jalālu’dīn, the sūn of the king of Khwarazm being defeated in the north by the Mughals under Chingiz Khān retreated towards Lahore, where, being opposed by Altamsh, he was compelled to retreat towards Sind. Nāṣiru’dīn Qābācha was the ruler of Sind at this period. His country was, therefore, attacked by Jalālu’dīn who, having fired Uchh, proceeded to Siwastān, the governor of which, Faḥhrū’dīn Sālārī, surrendered. Jalālu’dīn next marched to Dībāl and Damrīlā where he dispatched a force under Khāṣ Khān towards Nahrwāla (Anhilvād, Paṭṭan in Gujarāt). It may be that the force in going from Sind to Gujarāt may have passed through the territory of Mewār which lay on the route, and fought a battle with Jaitrasimha’s army.

Turning our attention to No. 3, we know that, under the early Chauhāns, Jāṅgal comprised the whole of the present Bikhārī State and the northern part of Mārwar. The capital of Jāṅgal was Ahichchatrapura or Nāgaur, where the Chauhāns first ruled. Gradually, the seat of Government was transferred by them to Sākambhārī (Sāmbhār), and the territory over which they (Chauhāns) ruled was called Sgpdalaksha or Sāvālaka, Siwālikh, etc. After the death of the last Chauhān King of Ajmer, Prithvirāja III, the whole of the territory of the Chauhāns fell into the hands of the Muhammads and changed hands as follows:—In the year A.D. 1228, Altamsh assigned the Siwālikh territory, Ajmer, Sāmbhār, etc., to Nāṣiru’dīn Aiyītim. Then in A.D. 1242, during the reign of ‘Alā’u’dīn Masʿūd Shāh.
'Izzu'ddin Balban was appointed to the provinces of Ajmer, Mandawar and Nāgaur. A few years after Nāsīru'ddin Maḥmūd Shāh came to the throne of Delhi, 'Izzu’ddin Balban revolted. The Sultan, therefore, marched towards Nāgaur and caused him to submit.

In the beginning of the Hijri year 651 (A.D. 1253), the Sultan lost confidence in his minister Ghiyāṣu’ddin Balban, originally a slave of Altamsh, with the result that he dismissed him from office, bestowing on him the small estate of Hānsī for his maintenance. Thereupon the ex-minister, with the help of other states, raised an army against the king, who now proceeded to Hānsī against him. Ulugh Khān (the title received by Ghiyāṣu’d-din Balban after he became minister) retired to Nāgaur (the capital of Jāngal), and invaded the territory of Ranthambhor, Bōndi and Chitrur (Chitor). So, it is likely that it is this invasion of Ulugh Khān upon Chitor which refers to the fight of Jaitrasima with Jāngal. The old ānār, however, succeeded later on in gaining the confidence of the King of Delhi, and was reinstated in his post.

In respect of Mālwa and Gujarāt, verses 28 and 19 respectively of the Chirwā inscription clear up the doubt. The former says that Madana showed valour on the battlefield of Uthūnpaka (Arthunā in Bānswārā State), while fighting against king Jaitramalla in the cause of Jēsala (Jaitrasimha). Arthunā was at that period under the Paramāra rulers of Mālwa and Jaitramalla, most certainly Jayatungidēva of Mālwa, who was a contemporary of Jaitrasima of Mewār.

According to verse 19 of the above inscription, Bālāka is said to have been killed in front of Jaitrasimha, while fighting against Rānā Tribhūvana. Tribhūvana was evidently the successor of Bхmadēva II. of Gujarāt, and was a contemporary of Rāwal Jaitrasimha of Mewār.

Lastly, concerning the fight with Mārwār, we find that in the period we are talking of, the Chauhāns of Jālōr, under Udayasimha, were the predominant rulers in Mārwār. The Chauhāns of Jālōr were the offshoots of the Chauhāns of Nādol. It was Kitu (Kirtipāla), grandfather of Udayasimha and founder of the Jālōr branch, who, by strength of his arms, wrested the fort of Jālōr (Jāvālipura) from the Paramāras and made it his capital. The descendants of Kirtipāla were known as the Chauhāns of Jālōr. It was this Kirtipāla who also wrested Chitor from Sāmantasimha, then ruler of Mewār. Now, in the inscription of Sāmantasimha mentioned above, Rāwal Jaitrasimha is said to have destroyed Naddul (Nādol), which was within the territory of Jālōr at this time. This event must have occurred during the time of Udayasimha, and was probably due to the fact that Rāwal Jaitrasimha wanted to avenge the defeat by Kirtipāla of his forefather Sāmantasimha of Mewār.

Besides the above, there were other incursions made upon Mewār during the reign of Jaitrasimha. In a.H. 646 (A.D. 1247), Jalāludīn, brother of the Sultan Nāsīru’d-din Maḥmūd, was recalled by the latter from his government of Kanauj, but being afraid of a plot against his life, he fled to the hills of Chitor. The king pursued him in vain for about eight months and then returned to Delhi. In the year a.H. 653 (A.D. 1256) the king quarrelled with his mother who, after the death of Shamsu’d din Altamsh, had married Saiifu’d din Qutlugh Khān, a noble of the court. Nāsīru’d-din, however, in order to remove his mother away from Delhi, assigned the government of Oudh to her husband, who was
shortly after removed to Bahraich. Being dissatisfied with this arrangement, Qutlugh Khan revolted. The Wazir (Ulugh Khan) marched against him, but he escaped to Chitor. The Wazir destroyed the fort, but being unable to secure Qutlugh Khan, returned to Delhi.\(^3\)

Thus we see that Rāwal Jaitrasinäha\(^3\) was a very powerful king. The simple fact that he fought successfully so many battles with different armies, and, ultimately, could not be subdued even by the Sultan of Delhi, bears testimony to his greatness. Inscriptions of his time have been discovered, and manuscripts seem to have been written during his reign.\(^2\) Still, it is a wonder that his name is cast into oblivion. It may be that a king and his kingdom may vanish, but the deeds which survive, bring back into prominence his forgotten name, and such is the case with Rāwal Jaitrasinäha of Mewār, who, though not widely known, is well worthy to be mentioned among the illustrious rulers of Mewār.

**MISCELLANEA.**

In a curious little octavo book by W. Hatchett, *The Adventures of Abdalla son of Hanif*, are a number of fairy tales in the old Indian style. It purports to relate the adventures of an officer of Shah Jahan's Court in search, on behalf of the Emperor, of the Water of Youth, on "the Island of Borico." It contains a number of Hobson-Jobsons, and among them is *Mussulmen* which occurs several times in the course of the book.

1729. "The Prayer being ended, the Sultan Chah Gohran rose up and turning towards me said... "Bow down thy Head." 'Father of *Mussulmen*," said I, with a pretty bold Accent" (p. 3).

"As became true *Mussulmen*, we fell upon these infamous Villains" (p. 16).

So also on pp. 119, 120, 130 and 161.

The curious form *Sultanees* is also found: e.g., "He hastened directly to the *Sultanees* and the Princess who were drinking Coffee together" (p. 10).

So also on pp. 108, 110.

R. C. Temple.

**THE ARYAN THOLOS OF MALABAR.**

The Malabar coast being in direct communication with the Indus delta there is nothing strange in finding there, rather than elsewhere, monuments analogous to those in Mesopotamia and in Europe. As a matter of fact one finds here *tholoi* quite analogous to those in the Mediterranean basin. In my little book *Vedic Antiquities*, I drew attention to the existence of these hemispherical tombs and expressed the opinion that these tombs were Aryan.

It is important to note the detail that these Aryan hemispherical tombs have façades ornamented in a fashion quite identical with those of the Greek and Phcenician *tholoi*. I would ask the reader to consult the work *Histoire de l'Art* by Perrot and Chipiez, Tome III and to look at figure 158, page 221, and figures 162 and 163, page 226 (tomb in Malta). Now let the reader kindly turn his eyes to the photograph (Plate XV, Fig. 1) which represents an Aryan tomb at Poomnol, close to Tallayi (between Tellícherry and Mahe). The style of the doorway is very characteristic; it is the style of the Mediterranean *tholoi*, and particularly of the Phcenician tombs. This tomb of Malabar is, however, "Tomb with cupola," a *tholos*. Certain tombs are double (Plate XIV, Fig. 1, 2) but the common façade is always ornamented in this very characteristic fashion. Plate XIV, Fig. 2, represents the doorway of one of those cells of the group of Padnyatamuri tombs (see *Vel. Ant.* p. 17). This style seems to me to be of Sumerian origin, because this decoration is very frequent in the monuments of Mesopotamia. Plate XV, Fig. 2, represents the interior of this same tomb. This cave, when viewed in section, shows the circular form of the vault and, in the interior, the stone table upon which were deposited the ashes of the Aryan chief. The discovery of façades in Sumerian style in Malabar is of very great interest. In my opinion these *tholoi* of India date nearly a thousand years before our era, and are almost contemporaneous with the Phcenician *tholoi*.

R. Gopalan.

---


\(^3\) A detailed account of Jaitrasinäha will be found in R. B. G. H. Ojha's *History of Rajputana* (in Hindi), part II, which will shortly be out.

\(^2\) See note 3 above.

\(^1\) Translation of a communication in French by Prof. G. Jouveau-Dubreuil published in the *JRAS*, dated October 1926, pp. 715-716.

\(^2\) The Plates appear in the *JRAS*, above referred to.
BOOK-NOTICES.

MEMOIRS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA,
No. 31: The Indus Valley in the Vedic Period.
By Rai Bahadur Ramaprasad Chanda.

The author of this memoir discusses, not inappropriately, certain words and passages occurring in the Vedic literature with reference to recent discoveries in the Indus valley with the object of facilitating the co-ordination of archaeological data with ancient literary evidence. Doubt has previously been felt, for example, as to whether the word samudra in any of the passages in which it occurs in the Rig Veda referred to the ocean. Even as recently as 1922 the view has been expressed (C.H.I., I, 79–80) that there seemed no strong reason to believe that it meant more than the stream of the Indus in its lower course. Now that conch shell objects have been found at both the Harappa and Mohenjo-daro sites among remains which possibly date back to the beginning of the 3rd millennium B.C., Mr. Chanda thinks that there is no longer any room for doubt on the point. Then there is the word pur or pura, so often used in describing the strongholds of non-Aryan enemies, which has been explained as probably meaning no more than a fortification or stockade, or a mere place of refuge against attack—ramparts of hardened earth with palisades and a ditch. Mr. Chanda is not prepared to accept this definition. He writes:

"The terms Pur and Pura mean nagara, 'city,' 'town,' and not fort. The Sanskrit equivalent of 'fort' is dūrga, which also occurs in the Rig Veda." He states that in one stanza the words pura and dūrga occur side by side, and he sees here a reference to both town and fort. Who, then, the question arises, were the enemies of the Rig Vedic Aryans who lived in towns and fought from within strongholds in the Indus valley? These he proposes to identify with the Panjiks, "who do not perform sacrifice and do not give gifts," described by Yāṣkā in one place as 'merchants' and in another place as 'demons.' Now the root pov conveys the idea of bartering, dealing or trading, and it is not impossible that these Panjiks were wealthy trading folk living in towns. From the attribute of avarice or niggardliness applied to them a temptation might even be felt to see in them the prototype of the mahādāna of later days. But their wealth in horses and kine, referred to in both the Rig and the Atharvā, is not altogether consonant with the role of town merchants. Section 2 refers to the falling off, from the Brahmanical standpoint, of the peoples of the Panjāb after the age of the hymns, of which we have abundant evidence in later texts. The drift of the argument in Section 3 is not very clear. The subject of the disposal of the dead, whether by exposure, burial, cremation, or deposit of the bones or ashes only in cinerary urns, is a very complicated one; and we must wait detailed information of the evidence found in this connexion at Nal, Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro before any conclusions, or even suggestions, seem possible.

C. E. A. W. Oldham.

THE INDIAN BUDDHIST ICONOGRAPHY, mainly based on the Sādhana-mālā and other cognate Tantric Texts of Rituals, By B. Bhattacharya. Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press.

Mr. Bhattacharya, the son of the great Mahā-mahōpādhyāya Haraprāsad Śāstrī, is also Editor of the Gaekwad's Oriental Series and has been Government Research Scholar in Iconography at the University of Dacca; hence his book on the images of Buddhists—a truly formidable subject to tackle. I well remember seeing in a building in Kyoto in Japan an enormous mass of beautiful full-sized figures, all of one character but no two altogether alike, representing the "gods" of Mahāyāna Buddhism, and thinking how hopeless seemed to be the task of trying to learn the system on which they had been constructed. There were so many that it seemed to be impossible really to systematise them, but Mr. Bhattacharya has now shown that it is possible to do so and that they are constructed more or less according to a definite plan. The "science" of iconography is very like the "science" of heraldry. It is the learning of an arbitrary set of rules, some knowledge of which is, however, necessary, if one would grasp what is in the minds of those that teach and believe in it.

Mr. Bhattacharya has taken his work seriously, and has had the advantage of the teaching of Prof. A. Foucher, and has gone to the root of his subject. He is careful to explain that "Buddhist iconography is not idolatry; the images do not represent objects of worship but represent the highest Buddhist ideals of Śīna or Void commingled with Vihāra and Mahāsukha"—a statement that takes us straight into Buddhist, and I may say, Hindu, transcendental philosophy. There is a notable introduction to the book, in which the author gives us a remarkable though brief historical survey of Buddhism, including a discourse on the evolution of Buddhist doctrines. These are well worth the attention even of experts in the subject and contain some arresting views. In his Foreword Mr. Bhattacharya also brings an important consideration prominently before his readers—the approach of Buddhism to the religions of the Jains and the Hindus: "we have evidence that free interchanges of gods actually did take place, first at the very outset of Buddhism and Jainism as well as in the more promiscuous Tantric age.
The Jainas and the Buddhists alike borrowed Hindu gods in the earlier stages, but in the Tantric age the Buddhist gods were commonly exploited. The problem of correct identification of images, therefore, presents a real difficulty, and great scholars have, more than once, attempted solutions. These are remarks to be carefully digested and are the more noteworthy for coming from a Brahman.

We are given an account of the Siddhanamālā which "contains about 300 sādhanas enjoining the procedure for worshipping, in the Buddhist Tantric fashion, about 300 deities," and Mr. Bhattacharya is careful to explain that sādhanā does not mean "charm," as Bendall thought, but a "procedure for worship." Next attention is drawn to the importance of the Dhyānas "or descriptive conceptions of the deity," for the purposes of Iconography, and to the method on which Mr. Bhattacharya has based his endeavour to identify the images of Buddhist deities by means of the Dhyānas given in the Siddhanamālā, "the most scientific classification of the Buddhist deities being to sort out and classify them according to their parental Dhyān Buddhās." Mahāyān Mahāvyutpattika, the great Bodhisattvavas have, however, been treated separately, and those deities who cannot be definitely stated to be emanations of any Dhyān Buddha, have been termed "Independent," and separately dealt with. We thus see how it has been made possible to systematize this bewildering Iconography.

Mr. Bhattacharya has a thoughtful chapter on the "Evidence of Art" as to his subject, showing how "in the late phase of Vajrayāna, after its destruction in India, the priests of the celebrated monasteries took refuge in Nepal, and thus kept the torch of Buddhism still burning in India," carrying with them the art of Bengal, and there "in order to make sure of their existence converted a good many of the natives and carved out innumerable images of gods both in stone and in wood; so much so, that a student of Iconography is overwhelmed at their wealth and variety." It was to Nepal that Mr. Bhattacharya had himself to go for his information.

After remarking that "the Pantheon of the Northern Buddhists was not built in a day" our author gives an account of its rise in the eighth century A.D. and its remarkable spread: "the Hindus say that the number of their deities is thirty-three cores, and it seems that the Buddhists can claim a similar figure." He then proceeds to show how this can be the case.

The book next passes to a consideration of the images themselves commencing with an account of the Buddhās, Buddhāsaktis and Bodhisattvas of the Mahāyānists. It is to be noted that in Nepal a sixth deity is added to the orthodox five in this respect. Thus there are in that country six Dhyānī Buddhas, six Buddhāsaktis or consorts of Buddhas and six Bodhisattvas those who do the duty of a Buddha on the earth. Then we have seven mortal Buddhās, of whom Gautama Buddha was one, each with his Śakti and his Bodhisattva. Besides these is Mañjuśrī, who "pertakes of the nature of a mortal Buddha, though he is not a Buddha yet. He is passing the life of a Bodhisattva in the Tushita Heaven preparatory to his descent to the earth in human form." It is on these conceptions that the Buddhist pantheon and its iconography mainly rests.

In the consideration of Mañjuśrī the Bodhisattva of the Dhyān Buddha Amitābha, we plunge at once into the abstractions of Mahāyāna Buddhism and the difficulties connected therewith, which Mr. Bhattacharya deals with as clearly as may be. The same can be said of his dealings with Avalokiteśvara, "emanating from the Dhyān Buddha, Amitābha and his Śakti, Pārājī. Like Mañjuśrī, he appears in many and bewildering forms, cleverly and fully set out in this book.

Mr. Bhattacharya next takes us to emanations of the Dhyān Buddha, commencing with Amitābha and passing on to Akṣobhya (gods and goddesses), Vairochana (all goddesses), Amoghasiddhi (also all goddesses), Ratnasambhava (gods and goddesses). The Naipati Vajrasattva, the 6th Dhyān Buddha, is not included in this category, but there is another set of gods and goddesses, who are emanations of the Five Dhyān Buddhas as a body—a combination of all the five, amongst which is included the terrible Mahākāla. Then follow the emanations of Vajrasattva "the Pañcharaksha Mañḍala, and the Tārā, green, white, yellow, blue (grey) and red. In addition to all there are the independent deities—gods and goddesses—some of which show indications of importation, e.g., Ganapati, and Sarasvati in various forms, and Śāradā.

After this Mr. Bhattacharya draws his conclusions, which every student of iconography should study. He winds up with the following statement of Tantric transcendentalism: "The god Heruka, the embodiment of Śūnya, carrying the weapons, the embodiment of Bodhihītta, also of the nature of Śūnya, is embraced by Nairātmya, whose essence is also Śūnya, carrying weapons also of the nature of Śūnya. Thus Void with Void comingle. This is the highest state—the Anupādiśaśa-Nirvāṇa."

There is an appendix describing the 108 forms of Avalokiteśvara appearing in the Machehandar Vathalat Kāthmāṇḍū. There are the 108 Lokāvāras. With this must end this very brief outline of Mr. Bhattacharya's remarkable book, adding that there is a useful glossary and a good index, and the further observation that one can now understand why the admirable plates number sixty-nine.

R. C. Temple,
NOTES ON CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.

By Sir RICHARD C. TEMPLE, Br.

(Continued from page 18.)

D-I. (a) Symbolical Coins.

We now come to the vexed question of the coins which Phayre in the International Numismata Orientalia, vol. II, pt. i, p. 33 (figured on his Plate V, 2) called Pagoda Medals and considered very ancient. My own Plate III was made many years ago and I followed him thereon by also calling them “Medals from Pegu.” Of the figures in my Plate III, figs. 2, 3, and 4 are of silver and figs. 1 and 5 of spelter (tutenaga). Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. Figs. 4 and 5 were in my own collection, and are now in the British Museum. The evidence I have collected tends to show that they were really the coinage of Bōdōp’ayā, but they have hitherto been called Pagoda Medals or symbolical Coins of Pegu and Arakan.

Marsden, Numismata Orientalia, p. 805, writing in 1823, states that the silver coin figured by Phayre is one of those from the pattern given to Symes by Bōdōp’ayā. At the end of the nineteenth century they were still to be found about Burma, vide my Plate III, figs. 4 and 5, and besides those exhibited there, I saw several others at the same time. In the Calcutta Museum, Nos. 881, 882 are the identical samples that Symes brought to Calcutta at Bōdōp’ayā’s request in order to have copies made of them at the mint. They were evidently given as ‘ancient’ specimens, and it is well to note here that they were cast, not struck. The modern Burman is, however, an adept at both metal-casting and die-sinking.

Phayre, op. cit., p. 35, says that the silver coins were really pagoda medals, intended by the King to be placed in the great (and still) unfinished pagoda he was building at Mingūn, nearly opposite the modern Mandalay across the Irrawaddy. This view is, I think, partly correct, though it is evident from the quotations below that he really did intend to use them as coin of the realm. In any case they were modelled on true pagoda medals.

Mr. L. White King allowed me to examine his rich collection of Burmese coins, and I found he had two varieties of that shown by Phayre, Plate V, fig. 2, and also a good specimen of Plate V, fig. 1 (the same as my Plate III, fig. 3), and three smaller coins of the same design of one-fourth the size. Assuming the larger coin to be a tickal, the smaller specimens would represent a tāmaṭ, each, or one-fourth tickal. All this looks like coinage, especially as those of Phayre’s Plate V, fig. 2 were found in Arakan, whither Bōdōp’ayā sent an army.

The point is obscure, but in view of the information thus available, I think the safest thing to do, in the light of Cox’s statement, given below, that there were two kinds struck, is to attribute all the coinage to Bōdōp’ayā. The Calcutta Mint specimens would be those given in Phayre’s Plate V, fig. 2, and the others those made by Bōdōp’ayā’s own moneys.

I may as well note that the point is rendered still more obscure by the coin or medal shown in my Plate III, fig. 5, which is evidently of the same class and belongs to the British Museum, unless it is assumed that this is one of the Pagoda medals, from one or two of many designs from which Bōdōp’ayā chose specimens to hand over to Symes.

That they were Bōdōp’ayā’s coins, struck perhaps in Upper Burma, is probable from the following interesting correspondence, which I give in full, as the whole subject is still somewhat obscure and all evidence is valuable. Mr. H. G. Batten, then Deputy Commissioner,

30 Fig. 6 on that Plate is from Tenasserim and has no connection with the other figures. It will be dealt with separately.
31 International Numismata Orientalia, vol. III, pt. I, p. 33 and Plate V, 2. See also Marsden, Plate LIIT.
32 These numbers refer to the old lists. They may have been changed in the new catalogues.
33 Nos. 883, 884 in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Mint Collection are probably the originals of these coins. They are noted in the catalogue, 1883, as “Rupess, Ava Mint.”
34 In view of its good workmanship, it may also be Cox’s ‘second design.’
Magwè District in Upper Burma, wrote to me on 7th Feb. 1900:—"I send you drawings of 2 coins picked, or rather dug, up, I believe, in the old city near Kōkogwā. The tradition is that it was a Hindustani settlement, and not long ago similar coins and some lōtās [brass pots] were found and sent to the Local Government. What happened to them I do not know. The coins were copied by Mrs. Walton (the wife of the Deputy-Superintendent of Police), who has made the excellent drawings of them sent herewith." See Plate IIIa.

In addition Mr. Batten sent "notes made by Maung Saw Maung, Township Officer, Taungdwingyi," which ran as follows:—"In November, 1896, test famine-relief works were started. A road from Kōkogwā to Sīnlē was begun by me. On the 2nd November, 1896, the coolies employed on the work dug up some silver coins. I was able to collect four coins, two rupee size and two half rupee size. The road started within the old ruined city of Dōkthāpūra, now called Peikthādōmyo. The city has three brick walls, north, south and east: no wall on the west. It is a square city. The city wall measures nearly two miles from each corner. It is situated ten miles west of Taungdwingyi, which is also an ancient city with brick walls, but its size is only a fourth of Peikthādō. Several brass cups (lōtās) were discovered. The ruins in Peikthādō are all of brick. No authentic account of Peikthādō is in existence. It was undoubtedly not a Burman city and everything indicates that the city must have been built by the Hindus from India. When and in what year the city was established and when it was deserted is not known." The worthy Township Officer then goes on to explain that "the reigning queen Pānthā, of Peikthādō," was captured by Dūttābaung [Duttābaung] of Prome, according to a well-known legend. He then says that "6 Brass cups and 2 silver coins found in the same place [Peikthādō] were sent to the Lieutenant-Governor [of Burma] through Captain Wurdé." The brass cups were the Indian lōtās above mentioned, and of the two silver coins one was that on the Plate (IIIa) attached.

It will thus be seen that Bōdɔp’āyā’s "Arakan" coins have been found in Upper Burma in two connected sites.

Referring to specimens of such coins as the above, Phayre, *History of Burma*, 1883, p. 31, has the following note:—"Coins or medals bearing Hindu symbols which have been found, and which no doubt are struck [in Pegu], probably belong to this period [A.D. 573], and lend support to the conclusion as to events which the native chroniclers have obscured or suppressed." This statement I take it, we may now assume to have been made in complete error from the guesses or traditions of literary Burmans, but it gives the impression of European scholars of Phayre’s time in relation to the legendless coinage found in Arakan and along the Burma seacoast.

Capt. C. H. White, a collector of Arakanese coins, printed in 1892 in Akyab *Notes with Reference to a Selection of Symbolical and Historical Coins of Arakan*. In this pamphlet he gives a useful history of the subject up to that date. The Arakanese coinage naturally attracted early attention, and papers thereon were published from time to time in *JASB*. E.g., Thomas Latter, of the *Burmese Grammar*, had an article thereon in No. CLXXI, 1846, (Vol. XIII, pp. 571 ff.), in which he "speculated" that these coins "might be intended to convey symbolical representation of the cosmology of Buddhism." Three of the coins he thought were Hindu, representing "the Bull Nandi, the peculiar cognizance of Shiva," and as to these he gives an interesting story. "The popular tradition connected with these coins is the following. There was a King, who set off to China to find the skull, which he owned in a former state of existence, when he was in the body of a dog. His astrologers having told him that this was why he was troubled with such incurable headaches and that on removing it he would be cured. On his departure he left his wife with a ring and told her that in case he should not come back in seven years, she was to raise to the throne and marry one of her subjects whom it would fit. On his way back the daughter..."
COINS OF BODOPAYA
1007. Lord of the Red Elephant, Lord of the White Elephant, Thadô, the Lord of the Law.
B.E. 1007 = A.D. 1645. Mintarâ and D’amarâza both mean Lord of the Law, but tard means the Civil Law and dhamma the Canonical Law.

No. 7 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1014. Shwènàn: thak’ei Sandásud’ammarâza.

No. 8 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1047, Shwènàn : thak’ei Warad’ammarâza.
B.E. 1047 = A.D. 1685. (Varadhammarâja). This coin is important as it corrects the list of Arakan kings, where he is stated to have succeeded in B.E. 1054 = A.D. 1692.

No. 9 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1072. Shwènàn : thak’ei Sandavizaya.
B.E. 1072 = A.D. 1710. Sandavizaya = Chanda-vijaya, which means the Moon of Victory.

No. 10 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1093. Shwènàn : thak’ei Sanda-Thûrîya-Râza.

No. 11 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1097. Shwènàn : thak’ei Narapawarâza.
1097. Lord of the Golden Palace, the King, the Purifier of men (Narapavarâja).
B.E. 1097 = A.D. 1735.

No. 12 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1104. Lord of the Golden Palace, the King, the Punisher of men (Narâpâyarâja).
B.E. 1104 = A.D. 1742.

No. 13 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1123. Shwènàn : thak’ei Sandaparamarâza.
B.E. 1123 = A.D. 1761.

No. 14 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1126. Shwènàn : thak’ei Apâyamahârâza.
1120. Lord of the Golden Palace, the Great King of Punishment.
B.E. 1126 = A.D. 1764.

No. 15 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1135. Shwènàn : thak’ei Sandasumanarâza.
1135. Lord of the Golden Palace, Happy Lord of the Moon. Sumana was also the name of one of the 24 Buddhas and the allusion may therefore be classical.
B.E. 1137 = A.D. 1773.

No. 16 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1140. Shwèpyîthak’ei D’amarîtrâza.
1140. Lord of the Golden Land, Lord of the Kingdom of the Law.
B.E. 1140 = A.D. 1778. D’amarîtrâza = Dhammarâjra, and is so written in Burmese.

No. 17 obv. and rev. are inscribed:
1144. Shwènàn : thak’ei Mahâthamañadârâza.
B.E. 1144 = A.D. 1782.

This was the last native King of Arakan, for two years later, B.E. 1046 (= A.D. 1784),
the country passed into the hands of Mintarâji or Bôdôp'ayâ, who at once issued a coin :

No. 18 obv. and rev. inscribed: —

1145. Amarapûra S'în'b'yûmyâ : shin Hnain-ngân.

1146. Country conquered by the Lord of the Many White Elephants of Amarapûra.

Capt. White’s collection also contained “a small coin of the size of a four-anna piece, on
which the Burmese inscription was incomplete, the reverse having a Persian and Nàgarî Inscription.” He also had 6 other silver coins of the Burmese mintage “from Re. 1 to one anna.”

As will have been already seen, Bôdôp’ayâ issued other copper coins than those above
described, with obv. two fish and rev. inscribed as separately shown. These were struck in
1781, the year of his accession, and must therefore have had no connection with Arakan, but
must have been struck in Amarapûra before he conquered the Southern land. See Plate II.

D-II. Coins of Mindôn Min.

King Mindôn (1832-1878) introduced a coinage about 1861, though he antedated many
coins to 1852, the year of his accession. That he had no coinage in 1855 is proved by Yule’s
remark to that effect in his Ava, p. 258.41

Gold Coins.

There were five gold values. 42 The two highest are now exceedingly rare, if not, in
actual fact, known only by a single specimen of each.

(1) Shwé-kyatâ, gold rupee (more strictly, tickal) piece. It corresponds to the mohar of
India. 43 I only know this from a specimen in Col. Prideaux’s collection, of which the following
is a description. Size: same as fig. 34, Plate II. Obverse: a chinâ, 44 round which are the
words, chinâ. Reverse: a wreath, round which are the words FEYADABON NÉBYDDÔ (Ratanapunâ—Mandalay, the Royal Residence), and inside the wreath kyât pong; dîngdâ
.coin for use as one rupee or tickal).

In addition to this coin, there were occasionally struck at the Mint gold “rupees” of the
peacock type by way of medals and presents. Any friend of the officials could take a piece
of gold to the Mint and get it struck with the silver dies, taking it away with him as a curiosi-
sity or keepsake. At one time there were a good many of these gold “rupees” about, and
they may still be procurable in Mandalay. They were never, however, coin of the realm,
although they would be true mohars, and would have the same description of value endorsed
on the reverse, as on the coin just described, viz.: kyât pong; dîngdâ (see Plate II, fig. 34).

(2) Shwé-ngâmûzî, or gold five-mû-piece, that is, half a gold rupee, as 10 mû (gold)—
Rupee 1 (see fig. 24, Plate II). It corresponds to the half mohar of India, and I may note
that to the Burman the English sovereign, the French Louis or Napoleon, and similar coins
were, when I made these notes in 1890 or thereabouts, all shwé-ngâmûzîs. It is extremely
rare. My specimen is the only one I ever saw, but others I believe existed then. King Mindôn
intended to throw them into circulation largely, and had the dies cut and a certain number
struck off; but he died shortly afterwards, and King Thibaw did nothing in the matter.
Such was my information; but it should be noted that tô: on this coin is the sign of Thibaw and not
of Mindôn; Thibaw having been born on a Tuesday, of which day the tô: is the ruling spirit.

41 We learn incidentally from Bowring (Siam, vol. II, p. 33), who gives a long extract from Three Months
in Cambodia (Mission Press, Singapore), that the modern coinage of Cambodia was introduced in 1854 from
machines sent by a British firm at Singapore.

42 There was no gold currency apparently in Siam in 1900, gold coins being merely struck to be used as

43 Every Burman I questioned on the subject denied the existence of any such issue.

44 The chinâ is to a Burman a lion. It was the symbol of Mindôn, because he was born on a Saturday.
See Shway Yoe, (Scott), The Burman, p. 12.

(3) Shwè-mášt; gold one-quarter piece: the quarter mouhar. See Plate II, fig. 25. It was still common in 1890. Obverse: a chinjê, or mythological lion, and chinjê tazeikto 1228 (royal stamp of the lion, 1866 A.D.). Reverse: Yedanabon Nébydó and 2 m̀ 1 pè òng: diäng (coin for use as 2½ m̀), as 2 pè=1 m̀.

(4) Shwè-mášt, gold m̀ piece. See Plate II, fig. 26. This was never common. Obverse: a peacock and tazeikto (royal stamp). Reverse: a wreath, Yedanabon Nébydó and 1 m̀ òng: 1214 (for use as 1 m̀, 1852 A.D.). The date is the accession-date, as above explained.

(5) Shwè-pézì, gold pè piece. See figs. 27 and 28, Plate II. Two varieties, neither of which was ever common. Firstly: obverse, same as the shwè-mášt; reverse, 1 pè òng: diäng (coin for use as 1 pè) and Yedanabon Nébydó. Secondly: obverse, same as the shwè-mášt; reverse, 1 pè òng 1214.

Silver Coins.

The silver coins were R. 1, R. ½, R. ¼, R. ½, R. ¼; but in practice they were current as R. 1, 8as., 4as., 2as., and 1 anna. They all had the same device. Obverse: a peacock with tazeikto. Reverse: a wreath, outside it Yedanabon Nébydó, and inside the value and the same date, in each case 1214 A.D. 1852. The values were stated thus:—1 kyàt òng: diäng; coin to be used as R. 1: 5 m̀ òng: to be used as 5 m̀=R. ½: 1 màt òng: to be used as one-quarter=R. ¼: 1 m̀ òng: to be used as 1 m̀=R. ½: 1 pè òng: to be used as 1 pè=½ R. ½. All these coins were common, but being thrown out of currency they tended to become rare, especially those of the lower values. See figs. 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, Plate II.

Concurrently with these were struck, in the earlier part of Mindôn’s reign, quite a separate set of silver coins, which were exceedingly rare, and I was able only to procure a specimen of the R. 1: see Plate V, fig. 47. But I had seen in other collections R. 1, and R. ½, and R. ¼, and later I saw three specimens of the quarter rupee: see Plate VI, figs. 1, 2 & 3. All have the same device. Obverse: a peacock of the type of fig. 34, Plate II, but on a stipped ground and no superscription. Reverse: precisely the same as for the like values in the set above described.

There is yet another variety of rupee figured by Phayre (Int. Num. Or., vol. III, pt. I, Plate V, 3), with the remark that it was issued for currency by Mindôn. It was sufficiently rare, for neither myself nor any other local collector I could consult seemed to have ever even heard of it, except in Phayre’s account. Obverse: a peacock, tail spread and wings open, in a ring of rosettes: no superscription. Reverse: Thekkyût 1214 (Burme era, 1214=1852 A.D.) in a wreath surrounded by rosettes. It will be perceived that this coin essentially differs in many particulars from those above described.

Scott, The Burman, pp. 299-300, says that, in 1882, the Burmese rupees were not up to standard, being worth only fourteen annas, but his statements on the subject of coinage must be received with caution.

Incorrectly struck silver coins through bad minting, which should not be confounded with the taungbëm coins to be described later on, were quite common until 1890 in Manda-lay, and I procured several typical specimens, which I presented to the British Museum. See also Plate II, fig. 39, which I found in circulation in Mandalay, though it was an unstamped rupee from Mindôn’s Mint.

Copper Coins.

Mindôn issued a fine copper coin, not at all common even in 1890. Obverse: a peacock and utaung tazeikto 1227 (the royal stamp of the peacock, 1865 A.D.). Reverse: a wreath and inside it Yedanabon Nébydó—1 pè òng: diäng: 4 bàon tabón (Ratanapunna, the Royal residence—coin to be used as one-fourth part of 1 pè). See fig. 34, Plate II.

45 There are two good specimens in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Mint Collection, Nos. 646, 647. Other specimens are 881, 882. No. 880 is a one-tenth rupee piece.

46 See No. 871 in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Mint Collection, described as “Rupee, Ava Mint,” in the Catalogue, 1883, and as being referred to in Mint letter No. 791, 31 January 1854.
Mindôn is also credited with a tō: copper piece, described below, but this I believe to have been a genuine issue of Thibaw.

**Iron Coins.**

The iron coinage of King Mindôn was in circulation for a very short time. The two specimens I procured and gave to the British Museum are the only ones I saw. So far as their conditions permitted me to learn, they seemed to have been struck from the dies used for the peacock copper coins. I was told that they were forced upon the people and passed for one pie, or one-third of the same king’s peacock copper piece just described.

Although I do not think that the specimens above noted were, when first procured, more than 22 years old, they had become so corroded by rust as only to be legible even in a small degree by rubbing them gently and so making the embossed surfaces appear red against a black ground. They are in themselves the strongest proof possible of the uselessness of coining iron.

Pyrrard de Laval, Hak. Soc. ed., vol. I, p. 235, alludes to an iron coinage of the West Coast of India and of Portuguese Goa in the early seventeenth century A.D., which he says had a purely local currency, being rejected at Cochin, then a Portuguese possession. See also vol. II, p. 68.

**Lead Coins.**

Lead coins at the time of the British occupation of Upper Burma were common enough, but they had disappeared by 1890, and were afterwards only to be found in collectors’ cabinets.\(^{47}\)

**Mindôn’s Lead Coins were of three kinds.**

(1) Obverse: a hare, remains of *tæzêktó* and clearly 1231 or A.D. 1869. Reverse: blank, and obviously always so. The specimen figured in fig. 36, Plate II, is the only specimen I have seen of this particular issue out of which anything can be made. But I have possessed other illegible specimens of the lead coins from Burma, which were evidently of the same issue from their weight and size. The figures of the date are not perceptible in the plate, but by a careful handling of the original coin they are displayed. The hare as representing the moon and the peacock as representing the sun, are the crests of the Alompra (Aulaqg’ayá) dynasty, which claimed (a mythical) descent from both the lunar and the solar lines of India. Its value was probably one-fourth of a piece.

(2) Obverse: a hare and *yón tæzêktó* 1231 (royal stamp of the hare, 1869 A.D.). Reverse: *Kyê: nê: diːngá : i 4 bôn tabón* (4th part of a copper coin). The words are inside a wreath. See fig. 37, Plate II.

(3) Obverse: the same as the preceding. Reverse: *Kyê: nê: diːngá : i 8 bôn tabón* (8th part of a copper coin). See fig. 38, Plate II.

The “copper coin” in the above cases is evidently the “peacock” piece above mentioned.

In letters to the *Academy* in 1890, I said (p. 346) that Thibaw had imitated this coinage, because it bore date B.E. 1241 = 1879 A.D., but Dr. E. Nicholson in a letter, dated 20th October, 1890, pointed out (p. 371) that he had in 1870 a large quantity sent him of these coins dated B.E. 1231 = 1869 A.D. Plate II will show that Dr. Nicholson was right and that by some error I had read the Burmese ꞑ (3) for the symbol ꞑ (4), and so read 1879 for 1869.

Scott (Shway Yoe) in *The Burman, his Life and Notions*, p. 299, makes a curious mistake as to these coins, when he says: “The least coins are simply blobs of metal like a spherical bullet squeezed out of shape. I have examined thousands of them, but seen never a hare.” This statement that the hare is not to be seen on these coins is a decided error, for as a matter of fact it is there as often as not, and the statement reads like a mistake being made between some local Shàn or Siamese issue for Burmese.\(^{48}\)

*(To be continued.)*

---

\(^{47}\) At the Bangkok Exhibition in 1882, “a large collection of very old and curious lead [Siamese] coins” were shown. *J.A.S.B. Proc.*, 1887, p. 148.

MAR SAPOR AND MAR PRODH.

BY T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., LT.

In 1504, when Alfonso d’Albuquerque, afterwards the second Viceroy of Goa, was in Quilon, some of the Christians there—he found 25,000 of them in Quilon1—"said that two saints, who were buried there (in the Church of Our Lady of Mercy) in two chapels, had made the church in a miraculous manner." "And the Christians of the land (Quilon) had to take care to govern and rule the church, which was called 'Our Lady of Mercy.'

There were three altars on which stood three crosses, the centre one of gold, the two others of silver." (Commentaries of Albuquerque, Hakluyt Society, 1875, I, 14.)

The saints referred to here are Mar Sapor and Mar Prodh, who have the rare distinction of being perhaps the only canonized bishops of Malabar.

In 1599 we have the following interesting details recorded of these two saints. "Whereas in this diocese there are many churches dedicated to Mar Xobro and Mar Phrod, who are commonly styled Saints, of whom there is nothing known, only it is commonly said, 'That they came into these parts and wrought miracles, and returned afterwards to Babylon, from whence they came, others affirming that they died in Coulon, there being nothing writ of them that is authentic, neither does it appear that they were ever canonized by the Church, but on the contrary, since they came from Babylon, there is just cause to suspect that they might be heretics': wherefore the Synod doth command, that all the churches which are dedicated to them, be dedicated to All the Saints, and that the festivities used to be kept to their honour, and the 'Nerchas' that used to be given upon their days, shall be given on All Saints' day, being the first of November: and for the future there be no more churches dedicated to them, churches and festivities being never to be dedicated, nor prayers made to any but to saints canonized and approved of by the Church." (Synod of Diamper, Session 8, Decree 25, as given in Hough’s Christianity in India, II, 659.)

Additional details are found in a Malayalam version of the Diamper decrees in a MS. copied in A.D. 1825. Here is a translation of the decree relating to these saints. "There are in the Diocese of Malabar certain churches dedicated to certain persons not recognised as saints by the Church. While this Church was governed by Bishops of unorthodox and Nestorian faiths, while they (the bishops) were so, it was mostly easy for them to get churches built in the name of heretics whom they regarded as saints. For it was customary to offer prayer and benediction in the Church in the name of such persons. This Holy Synod, therefore, orders the priests that the names of the churches be made known to the honourable Bishop (Menezes) at this Synod or on his visitation. In Paṭṭāmane Paṇḍavā, Diamper, and other places in particular there are churches in the name of the 'Kādīsās' (saints Sapor and Prodh), who are, in ignorance of their identity, called saints because they came to this country.

Observations by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

1 Does d'Albuquerque speak of 25,000 Christians at Quilon alone, or at Quilon and the district?—H.H. [Perhaps the latter.—T.K.J.]

2 I am surprised at this title of Our Lady of Mercy. Would that have been a Syrian title of a Church to Our Lady? Gouvea (fol. 94v, col. 1) says that the Church of the Portuguese within their fort was dedicated to St. Thomas and that it was originally the Church of the St. Thomas Christians, who surrendered it to the Portuguese and built a church of their own, half a league from the fortress, near Upper Coulão, dedicated to Our Lady. The Church of St. Thomas is said by Gouvea to have been built by Mar Xabro and Mar Prodh, 733 years before 1602. If he wrote 783, and the 8 was taken for a 3 by the printer, the founding falls in q.e. 1. In 1505 the ancient church of Quilon was burnt down with several Portuguese and Syrians and a Syrian deacon in it. Correa, Lendas da Índia, Lisboa, I (1858), p. 594, and de Souza, Or. Conq., II. Conq. 1, Div. 2, para. 16, who says that after the burning of the Church near the sea the Syrians went to Upper Coulão and the Portuguese built their church within the fort on the site of the earlier church. Whitehouse identifies (p. 299) Upper Coulão with Calecoum, which is Kayankulam, and speaks of 'Kaijcoum Scherravi,' What means 'Scherravi,' which comes close enough to your Savaria or Sabr ISO?—H.H. [Scherravi is Chepăvă, a place name.—T.K.J.]
and wrought many miracles. But there is no record of what they did, neither is there any regular tradition. We think they were Nestorians. So the Holy Synod commands that all the churches bearing this name be dedicated to All Saints and that the festivals of those churches be celebrated on their day, November 1. And the festival held in their name on April 19th should not henceforward be celebrated, nor should churches be built in their name.  

These are the earliest surviving documents yet known (to me) about these two saints. There may be others extant in Syriac and other languages in Malabar and in the country from which they came. The accounts of later writers do not shed any light on the obscure portions of the history of these Kadasas (Syriac: holy men, saints). Some of those are mentioned below in chronological order.

1. Gouvea: Jornada, 97. [Menezes in 1599, was shown a set of three copper-plates granted by the King who founded Quilon, to the Tévallakkara Church erected by Mar Xabro and Mar Phrod.] See Mackenzie’s Christianity in Travancore (1901), p. 60. Also Hough’s Christianity in India (1839), II, 170, 171. (These plates may have been those given to the Quilon Tarisa Church in the latter half of the ninth century.)

2. De Souza, Oriente Conquistado (1710), II, Cenq. 1, Div. 2, para. 16. [Archbishop Roz had read in Syriac books about these saints and their miracles.] Were these MSS. burned by Menezes or are copies still discoverable in Malabar?


4. Le Quien: Oriens Christianus (1740), II, 1275. See Travancore State Manual, II, 144. [Two Bishops came to Quilon about A.D. 880. They were very holy, built many churches, made the Christian religion prevail in the kingdom of Diamper and gained converts in many places in Malabar, especially in Quilon.] See Giamil’s Genuinae Relationes, etc. (1902), pp. 552–554.


7. Richard and Giraud: Bibliotheca Sacra (1835), Tom. II, p. 176. [They were holy men.]

8. Hough: Christianity in India (1839), I, pp. 197, 198. [Two Syrian ecclesiastics, Mar Sapiroes and Mar Phroz, came from Babylon to Quilon in A.D. 920.]

9. Itooop: Syrian Christian Church of Malabar (in Malayalam, 1896), pp. 95, 96. [Two Bishops, Mar Sâbor and Mar Aprôt, came from Babylon to Quilon in A.D. 825, i.e., M.E. 1. They came in a ship belonging to a merchant called Savares, were given a grand reception by the Archdeacon and his people, held interviews with the ruling princes, toured the country, built churches, reformed the Church, made conversions, and raised the whole Christian community in the estimation of others.]

10. Mackenzie: Christianity in Travancore, Travancore State Manual, 1906, II, p. 142. [Two Bishops, Mar Sapor and Mar Prodh, were at Quilon about A.D. 825.]

3 The passage you quote from a Malayalam MS. is not in the decrees of the Diamper Council. Can you state the Session and decree? I have looked carefully twice through the decrees, but cannot find the passage. It is not in the course of the Jornada either. I find the first passage quoted by you from Hough in Session 8, decree 25.—H.H. [The numbers in the Malayalam version, which is fuller, do not tally with those in the printed one.—T.K.J.]

4 No book on Mar Sapor is mentioned in the list of forbidden books drawn up at the Council, which were to be burned. De Souza, loc. cit., supra, speaks of a Syriac MS. read by Roz in which a miracle was attributed to Mar Johanan of Cranganore before the arrival of the Portuguese.

5 Assemani gives A.D. 922, and Le Quien, quoted by Paulinus (p. 435), gives about A.D. 800.
The following are some of the Malabar churches in their name 6:

1. Quilon Kadisa Church (now Jacobite), private property of a clan of Christians called Quilon Mutalāli 7 (the title Mutalāli means chief man, capitalist, merchant), who trace their descent from Sabr Iso (the Savaris of Itoop, No. 9 above), who refounded Quilon in A.D. 825, an event from which the Malabar or Quilon era [M.E. or Q.E.] began. He built a church there, of which the present Kadisa church may be said to be a poor representative. In two sets of copper-plates granted to the original church in the latter half of the ninth century it is called the Tarisa Church, and the founder was Mārvuṅ Sabir Iṣō, which has become Sāvaris and Bārēśū in Malabar tradition. (For the text and translation of these plates in Malayalam see the present writer’s _Malabar Christian Copper-Plates_, Chs. 3 and 4.) It must have been in this Tarisa Church that Sapor and Prodh were interred. (Maruvan is a form of the Indian Parsi name Mehervan.)

2. Kāyaśākulaṃ Kadisa Church (now Jacobite). This appears to have been built in A.D. 820. See _Travancore Almanac and Directory_, Topographical Sketch. But the local tradition is that it was built in the first year of the Quilon or Malabar era, A.D. 825.

3. Māvēlikkara Kadisa Church (now Jacobite), which was originally in Kaṇṭiyūr, close by. Probably it was this Kaṇṭiyūr Church that was built by the Kadisas, or in their name.

4. Diamper All Saints’ Church (now Roman Catholic), said to have been the church of the Malabar Christian royal family. See below.

5. Parur St. Thomas Church (now Roman Catholic), believed to have been founded by St. Thomas the Apostle. In 1599 both these (4 and 5) were in the name of the twin saints. (See Decree quoted above.)

All these places, given in the order of their location from South to North, were in different principalities about A.D. 825, not under one king as now.

The date of the landing of these saints in Quilon may be taken to be circa 825, i.e., a little before or in the beginning of the Quilon era. Malabar tradition and the two sets of copper-plates mentioned above, point to this date. “In the year of our Lord 825, corresponding to the year 1 of the Quilon era,” says an old MS., “two Bishops, 8 Mar Chāvār and Mar Aprōt came with a merchant Savārīśu by name.”

Mār and Mārān, from the Syriac, are applied in Malayalam to Bishops, Patriarchs, Saints, Apostles, the Pope, and Christ, e.g., Mar Dionysius, Bishop; Maran Mar Ignatius, Patriarch; Mar Geeverugees, St. George; Mar Tōmmā Śīlíhā, St. Thomas the Apostle; Maran Iṣō Miśhāh, Lord the Messiah. St. Mary is Martta Mariyam. Mar Pāppā, H. H. the Pope.

6. Gouvea speaks of a Church founded by Mar Sapor and Mar Prodh at Quilon, (Jornada, fol. 5 r., col. 1; fol. 94 v., col. 1); at Diamper (1, 1, c. 2, fol. 75 v., cols. 1-2); at Calicut, near Quilon, (1, 2, c. 7, fol. 93 r., col. 2; fol. 93 v., col. 1); at Parur (1, 2, c. 15, fol. 111 v., col. 2). The church at Quilon was not dedicated to Sapor and Prodh, but to St. Thomas (1. 2, c. 8, fol. 94 v., col. 1).

Fr. Paulinus, _India Orientalis Christiana_, Romae, 1794, pp. 267-268, mentions Roma-Syria churches dedicated to S. Gervasius and Protasius: (1) at Oodiamper or Diamper; (2) at Parur; (3) at Codamalur; Jacobite churches, (1) at Agaparambil; (2) at Ceyamoukollam. By the way, Dames, _Duarte Barbosa_, II, 96, n. 3, also gives A.D. 829 for the foundation of a church at Calicutam (Kayanakulam). No reference given.

How did Paulinus get these titles of the churches? From Gouvea? I doubt if he got them all there. It is a fact that Menezes wanted all the churches dedicated to Sapor and Prodh to be changed to the title of All Saints. Diamper (old) is now All Saints in the Madras Catholic Directory, 1924, p. 264; Parur Kottakavu is St. Thomas (p. 265); Kothannur (p. 255) and Agaparambil (p. 261) are under the title of SS. Gervas and Protase.—H.H. [Codamalur is not Kothannur.—T.K.J.]

Du Perron’s list of 1758 in Whitehouse (pp. 293-299) agrees with Paulinus for Diamper, Paru, Agaparambil; it adds Caramalur (Paulins’ Codamalur) and Ellour, but speaks of a Church of the H. Virgin at Kalloukam.

7. Your Quilon ‘Mutalāli’ must be compared with John de ‘Marignoli’s Quilon Modial, Christian chiefs, the owners of the pepper. This was in 1346-47. Cf. Yule, _Cathay_, II (1866), p. 381.—H.H.

An account of some famous women who figure prominently in the early Buddhist texts is given in the following pages. The account will show that women were not a negligible factor in the ancient Buddhist community of India.

Abhirūpanandā was the daughter of a Śākyan noble named Khemaka. She was called Nandā the Fair for her great beauty and amiability. Her beloved kinsman, Carabhūta, died on the day on which she was to choose him from amongst her suitors. She had to leave the world against her will. Though she entered the order, she could not forget that she was beautiful. Fearing that the Buddha would rebuke her, she used to avoid his presence. The Buddha knew that the time had come for her to acquire knowledge and asked Mahāpajāpati Gotamī to bring all the bhikkhunīs before him to receive instruction. Nandā sent a proxy for her. The Buddha said, “Let no one come by proxy.” So she was compelled to come to him. The Buddha by his supernatural power conjured up a beautiful woman, who became transformed into an old and fading figure. It had the desired effect, and Abhirūpanandā became an arhat. (Therigāthā Commen., pp. 25–26.)

Jetū or Jeñā was born in a princely family of the Licchavis at Vaiśāli. She won arhatship after hearing the dhamma preached by the Buddha. She developed the seven Savboj- jhaṅgas. (Ibid., p. 27.)

Cittā was born at Rājagaha in the family of a leading burgess. When she was of age, she one day heard the master preach and believed in his doctrine. She was ordained by Mahāpajāpati the Gotamī. In her old age she climbed the vulture’s peak and lived like a recluse. Her insight expanded and she won arhatship. (Ibid., p. 33.)

Sukkā was born at Rājagaha in the family of a rich householder. When she attained years of discretion, she believed in the Master’s teaching and became a lay disciple. One day she heard Dhamma preach and was so greatly moved that she renounced the world and followed Dhamma. She performed all the exercises for acquiring insight and very soon attained arhatship with paṭisambhidā. Thereupon she became a great preacher and was attended by 500 bhikkhus. One day, along with the other bhikkhuṇīs, she went to the hermitage of the bhikkhuṇīs and taught the Buddha’s doctrine in such a way that everybody listened to her with rapt attention; even the tree-spirit was so much moved that it began to praise her. At this the people were excited and came to the sister and listened attentively. (Ibid., pp. 57–61.)

Sālā was born in the kingdom of Ālavi, as the king’s daughter. She was also known as Ālavikā. One day, while yet a maid, she went with the king and heard the Master preach. She became a believer and lay disciple. A few days after, she took orders and performed the exercises for insight. She subdued the complexities of thought, word and deed and soon won arhatship. Thereafter she lived at Sāvatthī when the Buddha was there. She entered Andhavana to meditate after finishing her midday meal. Māra once tried in vain to persuade her to choose the sensuous life (Ibid., p. 61, f. Cf. Savāyutta Nikāya, part 1, p. 128).

Sīhā was born at Vesālī as the daughter of General Śīha’s sister. She was named after her maternal uncle. When she grew up, she heard the Master teaching the Norm to her maternal uncle and became a believer. She was permitted by her parents to enter the order. For seven years she could not acquire insight as her mind became always inclined to objects of external charm. Then she intended to die. She took a noose, hung it round the bough of a tree and fastened it round her neck. Thus she succeeded in compelling her mind to insight which grew within and she won arhatship. She then took off the rope from her neck and went back to her hermitage. (Ibid., pp. 79–80).

Sundarārī Nandā was born in the royal family of the Śākyas. She was known as the beautiful Nandā. Thinking about the fact that her elder brother, her mother, her brother,
her sister and her nephew had renounced the world, she too left it. Even after her renunciation, she was obsessed with the idea of her beauty and would not approach the Lord lest she should be reproached for her folly. The Lord taught her in the same way as he did in the case of Nandā the Fair. She listened to the Master’s teaching and enjoyed the benefit of the fruition of the first stage of sanctification. He then instructed her saying, “Nandā, there is in this body not even the smallest essence. It is but a heap of bones covered with flesh and besmeared with blood under the shadow of decay and death.” Afterwards she became an arhat. (Ibid., pp. 80 f.; cf. Manorathapūraṇa, pp. 217–218).

Khemā was born in the royal family of Sāgala. She was very beautiful and her skin was like gold. She became the consort of Bimbisāra. One day she heard that the Buddha was in the habit of speaking ill of beauty, since then she did not appear before the Buddha. The king was a chief supporter of the Buddha. He asked his court-poets to compose a song on the glories of the Veluvana hermitage and to sing the song very loudly so that the queen might hear it. The royal order was carried out. Khemā heard of the beauty of the hermitage and with the king’s consent she came to the Veluvana Vihāra, where the Buddha was staying at that time. When she was led before the Buddha, the latter conjured up a woman like a celestial nymph who stood fanning him with a palm leaf. Khemā observed this woman to be more beautiful than she and was ashamed of her own grace. Sometime after she noticed again that the woman was passing from youth to middle age and then to old age, till with broken teeth, grey hair, and wrinkled skin, she fell on earth with her palm leaf. Then thought Khemā that her beautiful body would meet with the same fate as that of the nymph. Then the Master, who knew her thoughts, said that persons subject to lust suffer from the result of their action, while those freed from all bondage forsake the world. When the Master had finished speaking, Khemā, according to the commentary, attained arhatship and according to the Apadāna, she was established in the fruition of the first stage of sanctification and with the king’s permission she entered the order before she became an arhat. Thereafter she made a name for her insight and was ranked foremost amongst the bhikkhusīs possessing great wisdom. In vain Māra tried to tempt her with sensuous ideas. (Ibid., pp. 126 f.; cf. Manorathapūraṇa, p. 205; cf. Aṅguttara, n. 1, p. 25).

Anopamā was the daughter of a banker named Majjha living in Sāketa. She was of unique beauty. She was sued by many sons of bankers, higher officers of the State, but she thought that there was no happiness in household life. She went to the Master and heard his teachings. Her intelligence matured. She strove hard for insight and was established in the third fruition. On the seventh day thereafter she attained arhatship. (Ibid., pp. 138–139.)

Rohiṇī was born at Vesālī in the house of a very prosperous Brahman. When grown up she went to the Master and heard him preach the doctrine. She obtained sotāpattipīlāmaṁ. She converted her parents to Buddha’s faith and got permission from them and entered the order. She performed the exercises for acquiring insight and very soon attained arhatship (Ibid., pp. 214 f.).

Subhā was the daughter of a certain goldsmith of Rājagaha. She was very beautiful and was therefore called Subhā. When grown up she saw the Master and believed in his doctrine. The Master saw the maturity of her moral faculties and taught her the dhamma. She was afterwards established in the fruition of the first stage of sanctification. Thereafter she entered the order under Mahāpājāpati Gotami. She strove hard for insight and in course of time she won arhatship. (Ibid., pp. 236 f.).

Tissā was born at Kapilavastu among the Sākyas. She renounced the world with Mahāpājāpati Gotami and became spiritually so developed that she attained arhatship. (Ibid., pp. 11–13.)
Sumedhā, daughter of King Kośa of Mantāvatī, was averse to the pleasures of senses from her childhood. She renounced the world hearing the doctrine of the Buddha from the bhikkhuṇīs. Very soon she acquired insight and attained arhatship (Ibid., 272 f.)

Visākhā was the daughter of Sumanādevi, wife of Dhanañjayaśeṭṭhi, son of Munḍaka-seṭṭhi. Her abode was at Bhaddiyanagara in the kingdom of Aṅga. When seven years old Buddha with the bhikkhuṇīsangha went to Bhaddiyanagara. Sumanādevi was one of the advisers of the king. Visākhā with 500 female companions and 500 chariots received Buddha, who gave instructions to her according to her nature and she obtained sotāpatti-phalam. The Buddha was invited to Visākhā’s house. Visākhā who was endowed with five kinds of beauty was married to Puppiavaddhana of Sāvatthi. The presents sent by the citizens of Sāvatthi for her, were distributed by her among the citizens with great courtesy. She made the citizens her own relatives. She refused to salute the naked heretics who were worshipped by her father-in-law. Her father-in-law was converted to Buddhism through her efforts. Once Visākhā invited the bhikkhus and her father-in-law on hearing the sermon obtained sotāpatti-phalam (D.C., I, 384 f.)

On the death of her grandchild, who was very dear to her, Visākhā went to see the Buddha with wet clothes and wet hair. The Buddha asked her whether she would be satisfied if all the people of Sāvatthi became her sons and grandsons. She replied in the affirmative. The Master asked her as to how many people met with their death at Sāvatthi. Visākhā said from one to ten. The Buddha told her, “Just think whether you would be free from wet clothes and wet hair”. Visākhā said that she did not want so many sons and grandsons, because acquisition of more sons and grandsons would bring greater suffering (Udana, 91-92).

Visākhā, mother of Migāra, was the foremost of the female supporters of the Buddha (A.N., I, p. 26). Once on a sabbath day she went to the Buddha while the latter was in her palace named Pubbārāma. Buddha instructed Visākhā thus, “There were three kinds of uposatha and the ariya uposatha is the best of the uposathas. The Master then said that in order to observe ariya uposatha one should meditate on the Buddha, Dhamma and Saṅgha. Sila must be unbroken and fully observed. One should also meditate on the qualities of gods. One should follow Arhats who follow precepts throughout their lives. By observing ariya uposatha one may obtain great happiness and may be reborn in one of the heavens commencing from the Cetumahārajika to the Paranimittavasavatī and enjoy great celestial happiness there (A.N., I, 205-215). Visākhā was further instructed by the Buddha thus, “Dependence on others is suffering, independence brings happiness”. (Udana, p. 18). Visākhā once blamed the bhikkhus for not allowing her grandson to be ordained during the lent, as owing to this delay her grandson’s mind was changed. (Vinaya Piṭaka, 1, 153.) She once went to the Buddha and invited him together with the bhikkhus to take food at her house the next morning. Heavy rains fell on the following morning and the bhikkhus, as they had no bathing costumes, bathed themselves naked. Visākhā came to know this fact from her maid servant who was sent to call the bhikkhus. The Buddha together with the bhikkhus came to her house. She fed the Buddha and the bhikkhus satisfactorily. After they had finished their meal, Visākhā prayed to the Buddha for the following boons:—As long as she lived, she would give garments for the rainy season to the bhikkhus, food to the guests and food to those going abroad, diet to the sick bhikkhus, food to the sick—nurses, medicine for the sick bhikkhus, rice gruel to the bhikkhus daily and bathing garments to the bhikkhuṇīs (V.P., vol. I, pp. 290-292). From this fact it is evident that Visākhā introduced bathing garments for the bhikkhuṇīs. It was Visākhā who offered to the Buddha a napkin which he accepted. (V.P., 1, 296). We are further informed that Visākhā, as soon as she heard of the advent of the quarrelsome Kosambian bhikkhus, approached the Buddha to take his advice as to how she should deal with them. The Buddha advised her to
offer charities to the two parties of the quarrelsome Kosambian monks. (V.P., 1, 356). Visākhā prepared a golden water-pot for the Buddha. A sāmanera named Sumanā brought water in that pot for the Buddha from Anotatta lake. (D.C., IV, p. 135.) She offered a water pot and a broom to the Buddha, which he accepted and also instructed the bhikkhus to use them. Once she went to the Buddha and offered a palm-leaf fan, which he accepted (V.P., II, 129-130). Visākhā was so very kind to the bhikkhus that she built a mansion for them. The bhikkhus at first hesitated to use it, but afterwards asked for Buddha’s permission which was granted. (V.P., II, 169).

Visākhā once went to the hermitage of Khadiravaniyarevata, but she found it to be in the midst of thorns and not fit for human habitation. (D.C., II, 194-195). Visākhā was an important personage, because among the Bhikkhus if there were any matter for reference, it was referred to her, as we find in the case of Kuniḍadhānathera who used to walk about with a woman behind him. (D.C., III, 54-55.) In the family of Visākhā young girls used to serve the Bhikkhus by making arrangements for their food, etc. (D.C., III, 161.) Visākhā’s son’s daughter named Dattā who was entrusted with the care of the Bhikkhusaṅgha died in her absence. Visākhā was very much afflicted with grief. The Buddha consoled her (D.C., III, pp. 278-279).

Visākhā was one day going to the city garden wearing all sorts of rich ornaments amongst which may be mentioned mahālātā, an ornament of extraordinary beauty and of immense value. (Cf. Dhammapada Commy., I, 412.) On the way she thought why should she go to the city garden like a mere girl; it was better that she should go to the Vihāra and listen to the discourses of the Buddha. Moved by the thought, she went to the Lord, put off her ornament, mahālātā and gave it to her maid-servant to keep it and return it when she came out of the Vihāra. Thereafter she listened to the noble discourses of the Buddha. On coming out of the Vihāra, she asked for her ornament. The maid-servant said that she had left it in the Vihāra. Both of them returned to the Vihāra and found it. Visākhā offered it to the Lord, and under his directions built a Vihāra with the sale proceeds of the ornament, which amounted to nine crores and a lākh. Visākhā offered to her maid-servant all the merit that accrued for constructing the Vihāra. The latter approved of her charity and died shortly afterwards. (Vimānavaṭṭha Commy., pp. 187-189.)

Anulā was the queen of the king of Ceylon. Surrounded by five hundred girls, she bowed to the theras and honoured them to her heart’s content. Thera Mahinda preached dhamma to them. Peta stories, Vimāna stories and Saccasānyutta were narrated to them. When they heard the most excellent portion of the doctrine, princess Anulā and her five hundred attendants attained sotāpatti. She became a believer in the Buddha, Dhamma and the Saṅgha. With her five hundred attendants she received the Pabbajjā ordination from Saṅghamittā Mahātheri. (Dīpavaṃsa, p. 68; cf. Mahāvaṃsa, Geiger’s Text, pp. 108, 155.)

Gopikā was a Śākyā princess. She was pleased with the Buddha, Dhamma and Saṅgha. She used to observe precepts fully, became disgusted with female life and meditated in order to become a man. (Dīgha N., II, 271.)

Candā came of a Brahman family. She earned her living by begging from door to door. One day she came to the spot where Paṭācārā had just finished her meal. The bhikkhunis saw her hungry and gave her some food to eat. She ate the food and took her seat on one side. She then listened to the discourse of the Therī and renounced the world. She practised hard to attain insight. Her knowledge matured and her determination was strong. Hence she succeeded in attaining arhatship with pātissāṁbhīdā (Th. Commy., pp. 120-121).

Guttā came of a Brahman family at Sāvattī. In her youth household life became repugnant to her. She obtained her parents’ consent and entered the order under Mahāpajāpati
Gotami. Thereafter she could not for sometime control her mind from external interests. Then the Master gave her suitable instructions, and she attained arhatship together with paṭisaṃbhiddā. (Th. Commy., pp. 157-159.)

Vījāyā came of a certain clansmen’s family of Rājagaha. She was a friend of Khemā. When she heard that Khemā, a king’s consort, had renounced the world, she went to Khemā, who taught her the Norm and ordained her. Very soon she won insight and after a short time attained arhatship with analytical knowledge. (Th. Commy., pp. 159-160.) Māra came, to tempt her by saying, “You are young and beautiful, I am also young and beautiful, let us enjoy ourselves with music.” She replied, “I find delight in rūpa, sadja, gaṇđha, etc. and I don’t like soft-touch. I hate very much my rotten body which is easily destructible. My ignorance is dispelled.” Then Māra left her. (S.N., I, pp. 130-131).

Cālā, Upacālā and Sisupacālā were born in Magadha at the village of Nālaka as the children of a Brāhmaṇī named Surupasārī. They were younger sisters of Sāriputta. When they heard that their brother had left the world for the order, they too renounced the world and striving hard, attained arhatship. In vain Māra tried to stir up sensual desires in them. (Th. Commy., 162-163; cf. S.N., pt. I, pp. 132-134).

Uppalavāṇā came of a banker’s family at Sāvatthī. Her skin was of the colour of the heart (gabhā) of the blue lotus. Hence she was called Uppalavāṇā. Many princes and banker’s sons wanted to marry her. But she renounced the world, went to the bhikkhus and was ordained. Thereafter one day she lighted a lamp, and by continually contemplating on the flame of the lamp, she gradually obtained arhatship with adhīnā and paṭisaṃbhiddā. (Th. Commy., 182 ff.) She was assigned a chief place among those who had the gift of iddhi. (Manorathapiṇḍā, p. 207 ff.; Aṅguttara N., I, 25).

The Sāṇyutta Nikāya tells us that Therī Uppalavāṇā went to Andhavana to meditate. There she sat at the foot of the Śāla tree. Māra came to her and said to her, “You are sitting at the foot of a fully blossomed Śāla tree, are you not afraid of the wicked?” She replied, “I do not care for the wicked. I do not care for you.” Māra left her. (Pt. I, pp. 131-132). After defeating Māra, Uppalavāṇā was molested by her maternal uncle’s son Ānanda, who was enamoured of her beauty and who wanted to marry her. Although Uppalavāṇā had become a bhikkhu, Ānanda could not give up the desire of marrying her. Once Ānanda concealed himself in the room of the Therī under her bedstead in her absence. When the Therī returned home and lay herself down on the bedstead, Ānanda suddenly came out and committed rape on her. The Therī informed the bhikkhus of this fact, and through the bhikkhus brought this to the notice of the Buddha, who prohibited the bhikkhus from living in forests. (D.C., II, 48-51.) Uppalavāṇā Therī acquired the power of performing a miracle by coming in to the presence of the Buddha to worship him with the pomp and grandeur of an individual monarch, being surrounded by a retinue extending over 36,000 yojanas and this miracle was visible to an assembly extending over twelve yojanas. (D.C., III, p. 211).

Sumañgalamādā came of a poor family of Sāvatthī. She was married to a basket maker. She acquired great merit. One day while reflecting on all she had suffered, she was much affected and her insight quickening, she attained arhatship with analytical knowledge. (Th. Commy., 28-30).

Punṇā or Punṇikā acquired great merit in her previous birth, but owing to her pride she could not root out klesas (sins). She was born of a domestic slave at Sāvatthī in the household of Anāthaśī, the banker. She obtained sotapattiṭṭhāna after hearing the Sihanāda Suttanta. Afterwards Anāthaśī named Udakasuddhika. Punṇā renounced worldly life and entered the order. She practised insight and very soon attained arhatship with paṭisaṃbhiddā. (Th. Commy., pp. 199 ff.).

Sundari was born at Benares as the daughter of Sujāta, a Brahman. On her brother’s death, her father became overwhelmed with grief. With the advice of Therī Vāsiṭṭhi her
father renounced the world, met the Buddha at Mithilā, entered the order and in course of time attained arhatship. Sundari heard of her father's renouncing the world. She sacrificed all her wealth and pleasures of all kinds. She secured her mother's consent to leave the world. She then entered the order and striving hard she attained arhatship with *pāṭisamābhīdā.* (Th. Commy., 228 f.)

Vimalā was born as the daughter of a public woman. When advanced in years she was moved to see one day the venerable Mahāmoggallāna going about for alms. She went to his house to entice him. Mahāmoggallāna rebuked her. She was ashamed and became a believer and lay sister. Sometime after she entered the order and very soon attained arhatship. (Th. Commy., 76-77.)

Mittākālikā came of a Brahman's family in the town of Kammāsadamma in the kingdom of the Kurus. When she grew up she one day heard the teaching of the Great Discourse on the Mahāsatisatthāna and entered the order of sisters. For seven years she could not elevate herself intellectually. Later on she won arhatship together with analytical knowledge. (Th. Commy., pp. 89-90.)

Sakulū (Pakulū) was born in a Brahman family at Sāvatthi. Seeing the Master accepting the gift of the Jetavana, she became a believer. One day she heard the preaching of an arhat and was greatly convinced. She entered the order, strove hard for insight and soon won arhatship. She was given the foremost place by the Master among the bhikkhus possessing divine eyes. (Th. Commy., pp. 91 f.; cf. Manorathapūraṇī, pp. 219-220; cf. Anguttara N., I, 25.)

Sonadīpāṇa, a female devotee living in Nālandā used to serve the bhikkhus with the four requisites and used to observe the precept and uposatha with perfect regularity. She meditated on the four noble truths and attained sotāpatti. (Vide my work, Heaven and Hell, p. 53.)

Alomā, a poor woman living at Sāvatthi in Benares not finding anything to offer, presented some rotten cooked rice without salt to the Buddha who accepted it. (Ibid., p. 63.)

Mutā came of a rich Brahman family of Sāvatthi. When she was twenty years old, she went to Mahāpajāpati the Gotami and got ordination from her. She was practising kamma-thāna and she was instructed by the Buddha to get herself free from all bonds. Afterwards she became an arhat. (Th. Commy., pp. 8-9.)

Punā was the daughter of a leading burgess of Sāvatthi. When she was about twenty years of age, she heard the great Pajāpati teach the doctrine, and renounced the world. She practised insight, being encouraged by the Master. In due course she attained arhatship. (Th. Commy., pp. 9-10.)

Dantikā came of a purohita's family at Kosala. When she came of age, she acquired faith in the Buddha in the Jetavana, and later entered the order under Mahāpajāpati Gotami at Rājagaha. While staying at Rājagaha, she climbed the Vulture's Peak after her meal, and while resting she developed insight and soon obtained arhatship with analytical knowledge. (Th. Commy., pp. 51-52.)

Vaddhēsī was the nurse of Mahāpajāpati Gotami. When her mistress renounced the world, she followed her. For twenty-five years she was harassed by the lusts of the senses and failed to acquire concentration of mind. One day she heard Dhammadinna preach the Norm. She then began to practise meditation. Very soon she acquired the six supernatural powers. (Th. Commy., 75-76.)

Uttamā came of a household family at Bandhumati. When she grew old, she heard Paṭācārā preach and entered the order. When Paṭācārā gave her admonition, she was established in insight and very soon won arhatship. (Th. Commy., pp. 47-48.) Thirty sisters born in different families of different places heard Paṭācārā preach and were converted by her and entered the order. They practised insight and in course of time they won arhatship with *pāṭisamābhīdā.* (Th. Commy., pp. 118-120.)

(To be continued.)
DAWN OF A NEW INDIA, by Kedarnath Banerjee, Calcutta, 1927.

This most interesting little book contains three essays concerning the early days of British rule in India and matters which are already largely forgotten. The author writes of the Sannyasi Rebellion in Bengal, of Jagannath Tarka-panchanan who collaborated with Sir William Jones in his efforts to give Europeans a knowledge of Hindu Law, and of the College of Fort William which did so much to teach the languages of India to young officers in the East India Company's services.

The first great problem before the English governors of Bengal was the preservation of peace, and almost at the very beginning they were confronted with the Sannyasis, who in this instance were very far from being what their name implied—world-renouncers. A great Bengali novelist, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, has thrown a romantic halo round the Sannyasis, and represented them as Bengali Brahmans and Kayasthas (the clerical class), and their movement as “the natural reaction against the Bengal Famine of 1769-1770 and the fiscal oppression of the Company's heartless underlings.” But Mr. Banerjee's researches into the Bengal Records show that they were really fighting Hindu monks from outside and the “very brethren of dacoits and mercenary soldiers and guards”—a race well-known in India. They began their raids into Bengal in 1763 and were not finally disposed of till 1775 by Warren Hastings, their suppression being “a task of peculiar difficulty from the characters of these robbers and their mode of operation.” They owed their long immunity from punishment to a rapidity of action, lightness of equipment and constant movement, as has many another force in the history of guerilla warfare. It was due to the perseverance of Warren Hastings that they were at last destroyed, after having been a true scourge in Bengal for some twelve years. Several of their leaders acquired great notoriety: Majnu Shāh Faqir, Bhawānī Pāthak, Mōsh Shāh Faqir, Paragul Shāh and Chīrāgh 'Ali Shāh, to say nothing of a woman Devī Chaudhurānī, who conducted her depredations from a boat. The Muhammadan names of some of these leaders of Hindu ascetics will be noted. Occasionally the British officers in charge of operations against them met with disaster; owing chiefly to insufficient forces—an old failing of their nation. But the hunt after them was continuous and relentless, and in the end Warren Hastings put them down, a task in which he was assisted by many a gallant Englishman whose deeds have long been forgotten. Mr. Banerjee speaks of these efforts thus: “The suppressing of the Sannyasis was an achievement of which the great statesman might well have been proud, though it has been scarcely noticed by the historians,” and he has done well to remind us what kind of life it was that the Bengalis had to lead in the first years of British rule and of the courage demanded of their new rulers.

Besides creating the Pax Britannica, Hastings, as soon as he felt that the threat of invasion was removed, set to work to plan laws and institutions for the new system of government. “The aims of our British rulers to make their rule durable and beneficent is clearly seen—for the first time—in the activities of Sir William Jones . . . . These show that the British occupation of India was not meant to be a passing blast.” As early as 1775 N. B. Halshed a civil servant of the Company, had produced under Warren Hastings a translation from a Persian translation of the Sanskrit code of Hindu law, but it was for obvious reasons not a satisfactory production, and in 1780 Lord Cornwallis, as Governor-General, commissioned the great scholar Sir William Jones, a judge of the Supreme Court at Calcutta, to make another translation from the Sanskrit itself.

Sir William Jones started in the right way by appointing an establishment of pandits and maualvis, and was fortunate enough to secure the services of a remarkable Hindu scholar, Pandit Jagannath Tarka-panchanan, even then an old man. Chiefly with his help, Sir William Jones by 1792 produced his great translation of the Manes Dharmasastra or the Institutes of Hindu Law as compiled by Manu.” And then in 1794 he died too soon, though his old pandits lived on till 1806 in dignified retirement and died at the extraordinary age of 111 years.

Then it was that the British Government consolidated the Pax Britannica by teaching its judiciary the code of laws of the greater part of its subjects, the Hindus.

The next great step taken in the same direction was the establishment of the College of Fort William in 1800 by that unjustly neglected Governor-General Lord Wellesley—whom it is pleasant to note that Mr. Banerjee (p. 93) calls “a great genius and true imperialist.” He makes also at this point (p. 92) some remarks worth noting in the present juncture of affairs: “There have been many great emperors in the world, but sooner or later they have all perished. The Roman Empire lasted long because it was the rule, not of a family, but of a whole nation. Such also is the modern British Empire in India: it has been created and maintained by the genius, energy and perseverance of the British race. Therefore the fate of this empire naturally depends upon the intellect and character of the Englishmen, Scotchmen and Irishmen who come out to rule India as civil servants and military officers.”

Wellesley noted that, though the British had acquired power in India, their representatives—servants of a Mercantile Company—were unfit to act as a governing body. The result was that “the newly conquered provinces of Bengal and Madras had to pass through the terrible misery of a
period when the English in India enjoyed "power without responsibility." So he founded the College of Fort William, where young officers, civil and military, could learn the languages, law and philosophy of India, and created for the benefit of the pupils a series of professional chairs, of which the first occupants were men whose names have since become household words to students of things Indian.

The Court of Directors in England—as in the case of many of Wellesley's acts—did not appreciate the value of the College, and directed its immediate abolition on financial grounds, but Wellesley was too much for them. They never ceased, however, from trying to break it up and finally in 1854, after having long been partially suppressed, it was merged in the Board of Examiners. Nevertheless, despite its difficulties the College was of incalculable benefit to India through the knowledge of its inhabitants inculeated therein. This Institution did as much perhaps as any other to preserve intact British rule in India.

Mr. Banerjee has been right in bringing once again to the notice of all who are interested in India these three doings of the earlier Englishmen working there—the creation of peace, the preservation of the old law of India, and the teaching of of the many languages of the people.

R. C. Temple.


The Mysore Government review of Dr. R. Shama Shastri's last Report shows that it covers monuments in thirteen villages including the twin temples at Mosaic, raised by the Hoysals and dedicated respectively to Vishnu and Shiva, showing the eclecticism of that dynasty. In this connection it is interesting to remark that the Government directs that "steps should be taken to undertake the repairs at an early date of the Bhojeshwara temple at Kavangula, as important as the temples of Somnathapur and Halebid." Other remarks and orders also show that the Government is very much alive to the importance of preserving architectural remains in the State.

The Report deals also with MSS. which are of historical value, revealing a dynasty of Karnapura-rāshta, of another with the title of Kothanda-parasurāma Mānōnata and yet another of the Prāgāsālā, and also a Jain university of Tapagachha at Latapalli in Gujarāt, which conferred degrees on both men and women. Finally the Department collected no less than 144 new epigraphical records, showing that it worked well during the year 1924.

There are excellent plates of the more important buildings, including elevations and plans of the most interesting twin temples at Mosaic, of which an excellent account is given. On the Beṭṭadapura Hill is a cave containing an ornamental platform on which are two lingās, one smaller than the other. The numerous carvings connected with these lingās are unique in their grouping and are well worth further investigation. A dignified illustration of a plain but well proportioned temple to Śambhumāthēśvara at Śambhumāthpur gives one a feeling of rest after a surfeit of the highly ornate representations of Dravidian architecture.

Of the MSS. described, the Nyāgakumandāracharita is of value, as throwing light in the history of the Nāgas, as to which all light, however dim, is valuable. The Gāḍyakarandāracharita gives an account of a Hoysala battle with the combined forces of the Pāpāliyas, Magadhas and Kālavas (Pallavas) ending in the defeat of the Pāpāliyas. Rudrasiṣaṅha's Viṣṇudānatarāngini is a fifteenth MS. of the story of a mythical king Śankārāsā. Miśrāhīravā's Deśaṅgarādaya is a treatise on auspicious days, but gives a genealogy of the Māññana kings. Sōmācharitrakāpi's Parāparatādakvaṇa, which was printed at Benares in 1910 throws "a flood of light" on the History of Gujarāt in the latter half of the fifteenth century, showing a friendly feeling to have existed between the early Muhammadan conquerors and the conquered Hindus. And lastly Chandapāśa's commentary on Trivikramabhaṣṭaja's Nalasamānu gives the earliest known reference to the Prāgāsālā dynasty. Altogether we have in this section of the Report a record of most useful work to the searcher into Indian history. In describing the Nalasamānu Dr. Shama Shastri has a most interesting note on the term Karṇādū which he says "seems to have meant Karṇādū a country of black soil, and the word Karṇādū must necessarily have been a corrupt form of it." In this form it occurs in the Nalasamānu, "a work which cannot be later than the tenth century."

In epigraphy the Report is an important one, as no less than 144 more inscriptions are recorded giving all kinds of information. By way of introduction here Dr. Shama Sastri gives a most valuable summary of the various reasons put forward [by Dr. Fleet] for and against the acceptance of the Ganga Plates as genuine. In describing the Gaṭṭābijaballī grant of the Vijayanagar King Haribara, Śāka 1308, (No. 25 of the list), which has 98 lines, Dr. Shama Sastri remarks that "the grant seems to be spurious." Similar illuminating notes are attached to inscription after inscription, showing the care exercised in dealing with them.

Of the more important inscriptions, plates are given. E.g., No. 78, the Kodanjervuru grant of the Ganga King, Avinā; No. 79, the Gältī grant of the Ganga King, Durvīnī; No. 80, the long allār plates of the Ganga Yuvārāja Mārasinha; No. 81, the Chakūplīrā grant of the Ganga King Sinhavarma. Here we have a record of conscientious work well done.

The Report winds up with a short story of the foundation of the Archaeological Museum of Mysore on "the proposal made from this office." Dr. Shama Sastri is to be congratulated on the success of his efforts during the year covered by the valuable Report.

R. C. Temple.
Yaksha (neuter) is a somewhat difficult word that occurs about thirty times in the Vedic texts and that has not so far been satisfactorily explained by the exegetists. The explanations proposed for this word by the earlier ones are collected by Geldner on pp. 126, 127 of the *Vedische Studien*, Vol. 3, in the beginning of the article which he has written on this word. Geldner has there, after giving expression to the opinion that none of these explanations is satisfactory, come to the conclusion (p. 143) that *yaksha* means 1. (a) Erstaunen, Verwunderung, Nengierde; (b) Wunder, Rätsel; 2. Wunder, Kunststück, Zauber, (a) Hexerei, Zaubererei; (b) Verzweiflung, Verwirrung; (c) Gaukelei, Blendwerk, Illusion; (d) Wunderkraft, Wunderkur, Heilzauber; 3. Gegenstand der Bewunderung oder Neugierde, Kuriosität, (a) Wundertier; (b) Schaustück, Fest; (c) Naturwunder wie grosse Bäume u.s.w. M. Boyer who has likewise written an article on this word in the *Journal Asiatique* (1906, I, pp. 393-477), sees no necessity for the acceptance of this long array of meanings. Following the explanation of Roth (übernatürliches Wesen, geisterhafte Erscheinung) and Bergaigne (apparition surnaturelle), he thinks that *yaksha* denotes only 'a form likely to create feelings of astonishment in the beholder'—une forme (visible de fait ou conçue comme telle) propre à étonner le regard., and has, in his above-mentioned article, attempted to show that the meaning fantôme, apparition, apparition merveilleuse, merveille, fits in best with the context and is sufficient to explain every passage in which the word occurs. Oldenberg (*RV. Noten*, II, p. 44) agrees with M. Boyer in thinking that there is no necessity for a long series of meanings, and that one meaning is enough to explain all the passages in which the word occurs. This one meaning, however, is according to Oldenberg, 'wunderbare geheimnisvolle (darum häufig unheimliche) Wesenheit' and not 'a form likely to create feelings of astonishment in the beholder' as proposed by M. Boyer. And this seems now to be the opinion of Geldner also who in his latest book (*Rgveda-Übersetzung*, Part I, 1923) remarks, in connection with the verse 4. 3. 13, 'yaksham; Heimlichkeit oder Blendwerk. *yaksha* ist etwas Geheimnisvolles oder Wunderbares', and thus seems to have abandoned his former suggestion in favour of that of Oldenberg.

The attempt to dispense with a long array of meanings and to make one meaning suffice for all passages is without doubt laudable; but it seems to me that in saying that this meaning is 'a wonderful, mysterious (and therefore sinister) being' or 'a form likely to create feelings of astonishment in the beholder'; the savants above named have not quite hit the mark, and that these meanings do not, any more than those proposed by Geldner, fit in a number of passages, e.g., in RV., 10, 88, 13; AV., 8, 9, 8 and 11, 2, 24; Śat. Br. 12, 2, 3, 5. I propose therefore to investigate anew the meaning of this word *yaksha*.

It is necessary for me to begin first by referring to the close correspondence that exists between the words *yaksha* and *bhūta* in post-vedic literature. In this literature, *yaksha* like *bhūta*, denotes a class of superhuman beings known as devayonayah in Sanskrit literature (cf. Amarakośa, 1, 11: vidyādharo 'psaro-yaksha-raksha-gandharva-kinnarāh | pīśāco ghyakah Siddho bhūto mi devayonayaḥ), and as vayantarāh in Jaina literature (cf. Uttarādhyayana, p. 1084: pīśāya bhūyā yakkāḥ ya rakhasā kinnarā ya kimpurisā | mahorājā ya gandhāvā athātairāḥ vāyantarāḥ and Tattvārthādikāgama-sūtra, 4, 12). These beings are represented as dwelling in unoccupied houses, in trees, forests or woods, ponds, etc., which are then said to be possessed, *adhisthitā*, by them; compare Geldner, *i.e.*, p. 143, Jātaka Stories, Nos. 154 and 155, and
Hopkins, *Epic Mythology*, p. 36, and Index, s.v. yaska. To *Yakṣas* as to *Bhūtas* temples were built, adoration paid and *bali* offered; and festivals, *yātrāh* or *utsavāh*, were instituted in their honour. They were invoked in times of danger, and vows were taken in honour of them at such times and also when people prayed for the fulfilment of any desire. Compare for instance the following passages from the *Jñātādharmakathā*:

(p. 417) *Rāyagirhasa sāgara sāsana bahūyā nāgāyā ya bhuṣyāyī ya jākhaṇī ya indāyī ya khandāyī ya ruddaṇī ya sīvāyī ya vāsāyī ya vesaṃāṇāyī ya vataḥ nām bhuṣyān nāgāpādīyanī ya jāva vesaṃāṇādīyanī ya maharaṁ pabhacchāyāman karetā jāva-patya-vaśayāna evam vaṣattā jai nām aham devīnuppiryā dārayāna dāriyāna vā payāmīna tenān aham tunhaṃ jāya ca dāyaṃ ca bhāyaṃ ca akkhaṇā-yatho ca aṣṭaṣṭemī.

[ Bhadrā, wife of the caravan-leader, sārthavāha, Dhanya, thinks] “Outside the city of Rājagriha are the temples of Nāgas, Bhūtas, Yakṣas, Indra, Skanda, Rudra, Śiva, Veṣa, and Vaiśravana. There after a grand worship with flowers of the images of Nāgas, etc., up to Vaiśravana, and after falling on the knees, saying thus: ‘If, now, O beloved of the gods, I shall give birth to a son or a daughter, I shall then establish a worship of you, make gifts to you, appoint portions for you, and shall establish a permanent fund for you.”

(p. 409) jāva-khalayāni ya vesāyāni ya... sīnha-bājanī ya taptāni ya caukkāni ya caccaraṇī ya nāgā-gaṇāṇī ya bhuṣyā-gaṇāṇī ya jākha-deulaṇī ya...

[The robber Vijaya was in the habit of visiting and wandering through] “Gambling dens, drink-saloons, courtesans’ houses, places where three, four, and more roads meet, temples of Nāgas, Bhūtas, and Yakṣas...”

(p. 758) bhāya sāṁyajāhayaḥ anām-anāmā-kāyam samatāraṇaṃ-gaṇāṃ bhuṣyān indāyī ya khandāyī ya rudda-siva-vesaṃaṇa-vaiśravaṇa bhūyaṇa ya jākhaṇya ya aja-kottakiriṇaṇa ya vahūni udviya-sadi udvimamā cīṭhaṇti [Some merchants, when threatened by an evil spirit, mahādhūpīcaka, while travelling in a ship in the midst of the sea, become anxious, and] “Feeling fear and apprehension, and embracing each other (for support) are offering many offerings to many Indras, Skandas, Rudras, Śivas, Vaiśravanaṣ, Nāgas, Bhūtas, Yakṣas, Āryās and Koṭṭakriyās.”

(p. 212, 213) uggā vayagātāt bhogā bhogāpatāt evam rājaḥ khatiyā māhaḥ bhaṣṭā yohā...


25 The investigations of anthropologists have shown that belief in the existence, and worship, of evil spirits (demons) plays a prominent role in the religious beliefs and practices of primitive people everywhere in the world; and the opinion has been expressed by writers on Vedic religion and mythology that such belief and worship were prevalent among the Aryans of Rigvedic times. Thus Ohlßenberg (*Religion des Veda, p. 551*) believes that the existence of such belief and practice is unmistakably indicated by certain details of the Vedic cult; and Hillebrandt (*Ved. Myth., III, p. X*) says that the belief in the existence of evil spirits is met with to a small extent in the RV, and that the worship too of evil spirits must have been prevalent at the time though, as he thinks, no trace of such worship is to be seen in the RV. As we know from later literature that the worship of Yakṣas and Bhūtas was general and widespread, it is permissible to infer that the worship of evil spirits in Rigvedic times too must have, to a great extent, consisted in the worship of Yakṣas and Bhūtas, or at least, that Yakṣas and Bhūtas were included in the evil spirits that received worship in the time of the RV.

26 Wherewith, explains the commentator Abhayacandra, the charges for renovating the temple, etc., may be met.

27 The commentator explains āryāḥ as pradāna-rājā durdāḥ and koṭṭakriyāḥ as saivas mahaśālātāḥ-rāpāḥ, that is, perhaps, fierce in aspect.

28 This *vāraṇā* is not given in the edition; the commentator has, however, extracted it from one of the preceding five Aṅgasstras and reproduced it in his commentary (p. 208f. of the edition).
The temples of Yakshas were known as yakshayasana (cp. Jñātā, p. 528, surappiya nāmaṃ jakkhyātane), yakshadevakula (cp. ibid., p. 409, jakkheduvā ni ya), yakshaṭha or yakshaṭhavane (cp. Uttarādhyayanasūtra, comm. on p. 162, Rājaghe Viraprabhodyāne Maṅgāyakasya yakshaṭhavane uttiryaḥ), yakshaṭhā (cp. ibid., p. 347; Maṇḍika-yakshaṭhā) or yaksha simply; (compare Jñātā, p. 417, nāgāni ya bhāyāni ya jakkhiya ni ya, 'temples of nāgas, bhūtas, and yakshas'; Vipakasūtra, p. 176, Bhāṇḍira nāyānīe Sudarśana jakkhe 'Bhāṇḍira park; the yaksha-temple named Sudarśana; ibid., p. 213, Soriya-jakkhe 'the yaksha-temple known as Soriya'); and those of bhūtas were known as bhūtaṭhā (cp. Jñātā, p. 409, bhāyagharā ni ya) or simply bhūta (cp. Jñātā, p. 417, nāgāni ya bhāyāni ya jakkhiya ni ya cited above). The generic term caitya was used to denote either class of temples—those of yakshas or of bhūtas: compare Uttarādhyayanasūtra, p. 162, Antarajikāpurṣyāṃ bhūta-yaksharā caitya; yakshaṭhā caitya; yakshaṭhā in Buddhaghoṣa's Sumanvijalvidisini on Mahāparinibbadasutta, I. 4; and Abhayacandra's explanation of caityas as vyantarāyatanam in his commentary on the Jñātā, p. 7. These caityas seem to have played a prominent part in the religious life of the city or towns in which they were situated. In the Jaina-sūtras specially, one finds that whenever the name of a town or city is mentioned, the name of the caitya situated in it is also almost invariably mentioned; see, for instance, Jñātā, p. 1509, 1515ff. and Vipakasūtra, pp. 241ff. The Buddhist Pāli books too sometimes mention caityas in connection with towns; e.g., the Supatīṭtha-caitya in Rājaghe is mentioned in the Vinaya-pitaka, Mahāvagga, I, 22, 1; and the Cālā, Udāna, Sattambaka, and Bahuputta caityas in Vesāli are mentioned in Dīgha, Mahāparinibbadasutta, 3, 1. So also do some Buddhist votive inscriptions at Bharaut, Nāsik and other places. They are occasionally mentioned in the Purāṇas.

These are different kinds of necklaces worn round the neck. A trisāraka is a necklace that has three strings.

The worship of yakshas and yakshiṣṭis still forms part of Jain religious observances. Read in this connection the introduction to the second edition of the "Śravaṇa-Belgoḷa Inscriptions" (Epigraphia Carnatica, Vol. II) with its frequent allusions to yakshas; see also Plate 17 therein.

31 Nos. 693, 699, 987, 988, 1058, 1059, etc., in Lüders' List of Brāhmaṇ Inscriptions (Appendix to Epigraphia Indica, Vol. X); see Index of Miscellaneous Terms given at the end, s. v. chetiṣṭhānara and following words. The words chetiyagharā and chaitya are there explained by Lüders as 'Buddhist building'. Considering however that among the Buddhist inscriptions are two—Nos. 1143 and 871—that record the gift of a yakṣha and a yakṣi (that is, of images of them) and one (No. 1206) that seems to record the gift of a bhūtayāna (for bhūtamāṭa? stone-slab with the image of a bhūta engraved on it), seems more natural to give the word chaitya its usual meaning and to understand in these inscriptions a reference to temples of bhūtas or yakshas. It is true that such temples have nothing to do with Buddhism or with the life of Buddhists as we know of these from the books; but the gift of images of a yakṣha and a yakṣi referred to above shows clearly that their worship must have been prevalent amongst Buddhists also at that time and this makes it probable that the word chaitya retains its meaning of 'temple dedicated to yakṣha or bhūta' in Buddhist inscriptions (and in Buddhist books?) also. It may, in passing, be observed that the personal names also, contained in some of the inscriptions, as for instance, the names Nāga, Nāgadatta, Nāgadāna, Nāgasvāra, Nāgasāri, Nāgapālīta; Yakhadina, Yakhadāsī, Yakhi, Yakkhi; Bhuta, Bhutarakṣita and Bhuttapāla (see Index of Personal Names given at the end) bear witness to the prevalence of the worship of nāgas, yakshas, and bhūtas at that time.
Itihāsas and other Brāhmanical books also; compare, for instance, the Rāmāyaṇa, 2, 56, 33: caiyāvatā cāyatanā ca. . . . sthāpayamāna Rāghavaḥ: 2, 71, 42: devāyatanā-caiyeshu dīnāh pakshi-myṛgaḥ tathā: 2, 3, 18: devāyatanā-caiyeshu: 2, 17, 16: caityavati cāyatanā ca | pradakṣiṇaḥ pariheran; in Agnipurāṇa (apud Hemādri’s Caturvṛtacintāmaṇi, Vratakhaṇḍa, ch. 21, p. 344) caiyeshu cāyatanā ca | devānām caiva rathyasvāḥ: in Bhavishyottarapurāṇa (apud Hemādri l., p. 353) kūṭāgāreshu caiyeshu: in the Mahābhārata, 2, 102, 33: devāyatanā-caiyeshu prakāśāśaktākeshu ca; Kauṭilya’s Arthaśāstra, p. 208, parvasu ca . . . caiyā-pājāh kārayet: p. 243, pratipannan ca, caityasthāna kārayet: p. 56, caitya-puṇya-sthāna-vana-setubandhāh kārayāḥ. In all these instances, the juxtaposition of the word devāyatanā shows that the word caiyā means ‘temple of yaksha or bhūta’ as the compound devāyatanā-caiyā means ‘temples dedicated to gods and to evil spirits.’ The presiding deity of the Daṇḍapāṇi temple in Benares, that pious devotees visit every day, is also a yaksha, as is related in ch. 32 of the Kāśikhaṇḍa.

The worship of yakshas and bhūtas is referred to in the Bhagavad-gitā, where it is said in XVII, 4, 33 that sāveka people worship gods (deva), rājasa people yakshas and rākshasas, and tāmasa people, ghosts (preta) and hosts of bhūtas, and in IX, 25, 33 that the worshippers of bhūtas go to them while the worshippers of the Lord go to Him. Yakshas and bhūtas are both objects of tarpaṇa (with water) in the daily brahma-yajña ceremony prescribed for the householder of the first three castes (cp. Aś. GŚ. 3, 4, 1). Similarly, the bhūtāyajña, which consists in the offering of bali to bhūtas, (compare TA. 2, 10: yaḥ bhūteṣhāya balīḥ titi bhūtāyajñaḥ) is also daily prescribed for such householders (cp. ibid., 3, 1). The yaksha-bali rite34 is referred to by Ujvaladatta in his scholium on the Uṇādisūtras, 4, 123, in the Jātaka Stories Nos. 347 and 455, while its wide prevalence is attested by the common saying yakshānurūpo baliḥ: ‘As is the yaksha, so is the bali,’ (that is, the bali corresponds to the yaksha; if the yaksha is great, the bali offered will be considerable: if the yaksha is negligible, the bali too is negligible) cited by Śaṅkara in his commentary on the Chānd. Up. 6, 32; (see also Laukkikanyāyājali II. p. 64: yuddhaḥ yakshas tibhaḥ baliḥ). TA. 1, 31, 123 gives details of the Vaiśravaṇa-yajña ceremony in which bali is offered to Vaiśravaṇa (i.e. Kubera) who is the lord of Yakshas, but who is, remarkably enough, referred to by the mantra sarvabhūtādhjawaye nama hi; (the commentator Bhāṭṭa-bhāskara explains sarvabhūtādahvJayate as the ‘lord of all bhūtas.’

The fourteenth day of the dark fortnight of every month is known as bhūta-caturdāśi and is held sacred to the bhūtas. On that day are performed vratas intended to win the favour of Śiva, lord of the bhūtas: see Hemādri, l.c. p. 50 ff. This day however is held consecrated to the Yakshas also, and accordingly, on this day are performed the vratas in which worship is offered to Yakshas (namely, the Kṣemavrata, p. 154), and to Vaiśravana, lord of the Yakshas (p. 155). The Saurapurāṇa (apud Hemādri, l.c. p. 156) describes the performance on this day of the Kṛṣṇa-caturdāśi-vrata, in which the figure of a Yaksha made of bdellium (guṇḍila) should be burnt, and says that in consequence of this vrata, the performer goes to the world of the Pīṇaka-bearer, that is, of Śiva, the lord of bhūtas (kṛṣṇapakṣe caturdāṣīyāḥ yakṣaṁ guṇḍilakas daheḥ | sa yaṇa paramam sthānam yatva dewaḥ pīṇakadvah). It may further be mentioned that according to the Purānic mythology, ḍāna (or Rudra) the lord of bhūtas, and Kubera (or Vaiśravana) the lord of Yakshas both dwell in the north in the Himālayas and are neighbours, and that the Jain writers so closely associated yakshas

---

33 yaśaj Особа devān yaksavaraksahānsi rájaśāḥ |
34 pretaṁ bhūtayajñāma ca, yaśajante tāmāḥ janaḥ ||
35 bhūtiṁ yaṁ ti bhūteṣaḥ yaṁ ti madhyājñāhi mām |
36 It may be observed, that analogous to the bhūtabali and yaksalbali rites, the Grhyasūtras know of a sarpa-bali rite also where bali is offered to sarpa or snakes (nāgau), compare Aś. GŚ. 2, 1, Nāṃśa’s Prayogāprāṣīta (Nṛṣayāśāgara ed.), pp. 434 ff.
with bhūta that in a story related in the Jñātādhrmamakathā (Adhyayana 16, p. 1149) the wives of three Brāhmaṇa brothers are respectively named Nāgasiri, Bhūyasiri and Jakkhasiri.35

The details given above show how close is the correspondence between the words yaksah and bhūta in post-vedic literature. This correspondence is no less close in the Vedic literature also, as can be seen from the comparison of some passages of the Bhad. Upanishad. In this Upanishad, the word mahat is found used as a qualifying epithet in five passages only; in one it is an epithet of karma (1, 4, 15: mahat puṣyam karma karotī) while in the other four, it is an epithet of Brahman described as mahād bhūtam in two passages (2, 4, 10: asya mahato bhūtasya niśvasitam etad yad Rgvedo Tājurvedāḥ . . . ; 2, 4, 12: idam mahād bhūtam anantaṃ upāram viṣṇumānanaeva) and as mahād yaksah in two other sentences occurring in 5, 4, 1 (sa yo haitan mahah yaksah prathamaman veda satyaṃ brahmaṇī; evam etan mahād yaksah prathamaman veda satyaṃ brahmeti). In the same way, to the epithet yaksahasya adhyaksah used of Agni Vaśiśṭhara in RV. 10, 88, 13 corresponds the epithet bhūtasya adhyaksah used in AV. 1. 31. 1 of the four āśāpālāḥ 'lords of the quarters' (of whom Agni is one); compare also bhūtasya . . . patir eka āsīt in RV. 10, 121, 1. Similarly, Śat. Br. 11, 2, 3, 5: mahād dhaiya yaksah bhavati corresponds to Āśv. GS. 3, 9, 6: (śatākā vai) mahād bhūtān bhavati: and the words yaksah and bhūta are used parallelly in TB. 3, 11, 1, 1: tasyādām antāḥ viśeṣam yaksahāṃ viśeṣam bhūtān viśeṣam subhūtān.

It follows then from all this, and especially from the correspondence of mahād yaksah with mahād bhūtam in the Upanishad passages noted above, that the two words are convertible and that yaksah = bhūta. And it is remarkable that Bhāskararāya, the famous and most learned Tantrik writer of the Śāktā school, has explained yaksah in AV. 10, 2, 32, as mahābhūtām. It seems to have been felt by Roth too that yaksah is equivalent to bhūta: for in the PW. (s.v. yaksah) he has correctly explained yaksah in AV. 8, 9, 8; RV. 10, 88, 13 and TB. 3, 11, 1, 1 as 'die Wesen' and the word yaksahānī in RV. 1, 190, 4, as 'die Wesen tragend, erhaltend'. The commentator Bhāṭabhaskara, too, has, on the other hand, as we have seen above, explained the word bhūta in TA. 1, 31, 123 as yaksah-yukyaka.

Now the chief meanings of bhūta are—(a) being (concrete); such beings in the collective—all beings, the creation world, universe; a particular class of superhuman beings; evil being, evil spirit; and (b) being (abstract), essence, substance, virtue, might, power, etc. The meanings 'essence, substance, might, power,' etc., are not given by the lexicographers; but nevertheless, there can be no doubt that bhūta has these meanings quite regularly, for it is derived from the root bhū, which means not only 'to be' but also 'to be powerful, to prevail, to predominate, to be master of'; compare the meanings of the cognate words bhāva and prabhāva and of the allied word satteva, which is derived likewise from a root (as) meaning 'to be' and which is a synonym of bhūta. And these meanings of bhūta are enough, as I shall show now, to explain the sense of the majority of the passages in which the word yaksah (which, as I have shown above, is its synonym) occurs.

Bhad. Up. 5, 4: tad vād tad ēcat eva tad āsa satyam eva se yo haitan mahah yaksah prathamaman veda satyam brahmaṇī javātānānā lokān jīta in ne āsa asad ya evam etan mahah yaksah prathamaman veda satyam brahmaṇī satyam hy eva brahma

"That (namely, Brahman), verily, was this (universe); that verily was the Real. He who knows this great first-born being, Brahman, as the Real, conquers these worlds. How could he be conquered who knows that this great first-born being, Brahman, is verily the Real? For Brahman is verily the Real." The epithet 'first-born,' prathamājan, seems here to be used in the sense of 'first existing'; compare Bhad. Up. 1, 4, 10: brahma āda agra āsīt. Compare also TA. 10, 1, 4: ēśvarāt pradānī prathamājanā tātāyātmānātmānam abhi samā prabhāvam.

35 Compare also Sūtra-kāyopadānā, p. 674: nāgaheṇu vā hāyuheṇu vā jākkheṇu vā 'for the purpose of (worshipping) nāgas, bhūtas or yaksas.'
Kenopanishat, 3, 2: tad dhaišām vijājīau tebhāyo ha prādurbabhūva tan na vyajānanta kim
idam yaksham iti ||

"It (Brahman) became aware of (this thought of) theirs; it manifested itself before them. They did not know (what it was, and thought within themselves) 'What is this being?' " Similarly, yaksha=being in the other passages of this khaṇḍa where this word recurs.

Gopatha-brahmaṇa, 1, 1, 1: brahma vā idam agra āśit svayambhe ekam eva tad aikṣhata
mahād vai yakṣaham tad eva evāṃī hantāhām mad eva manmadham dhītiṣyaṃ devam
niminā iti tatāsa... lalāde sneha yad ārdryam ajāyata tenānandat tam abravind
mahād vai yakṣham svayam avidamahāti ||36

"At first, verily, the self-born Brahman existed alone. It considered 'Verily, I alone exist, the great being, That (that is, Brahman); we shall create from myself a second god like to me'. At the moisture, wetness, that was produced on its forehead, it felt glad; It37 said: 'We have verily easily got the great being'." Mahād yakṣham, the great being referred to here, is water, āpah, which at first appears as sneha ārdryam on the forehead and then (see khaṇḍa 2) as svayambhū, 'streams of perspiration' in the pores of its skin, and is in khaṇḍa 3, expressly called by that name (tad āpah svāṣṭhā cekavāikṣhata). Regarding the creation of Water first by the Brahman, compare Manu, 1, 8: apa eva sasarjādayā tātu vṛīmān avāyañjat; Śākurta, 1, 1, which refers to Water as yā svāṣṭhā svāṣṭhēt ādyā: Ait. Up. 1, 11...; sa ikṣhāta
lokāt nu svā ṣājāti iti sa imān lokān asaṣṭāmībhī maricī varam āpah; Sat. Br. 6, 1, 3, 1: prajāpāti vā
idam agra āśit ekat eva | soḥ kāmaya yah suṣum prajāyeyati so' śrāmyayat sa tapo/tapayata tānmā
chrāntāb tepānāt āpo/triṣyantaḥ; compare also Kathopanishat, 2, 1, 6: yah pūrvaṃ tapaso jātam
odbhyah pūrvaṃ ajāyata which also says impliedly that tapas and āpah were first-born beings.

TB. 3, 12, 3, 1: prathamaṃjīn devam havishā vidhēma
svayambhā brahma paramāṇaṃ tāpo yāt |
sa eva purāhā sa pitā sa mātā
tāpo ha yakṣaṃ prathamaṃ sāṃ babhūva ||

"Let us worship with oblation the first-born god, namely, Tapas, the self-born Brahman, the highest. He alone is the son, he the father, he the mother. Tapas was born the first being." Compare Kathopanishat, 2, 1, 6 cited above. It is said frequently in the Upanishads and elsewhere that Brahman, the desire arose in it to create, performed tapas; and this has led to tapas being regarded as the first thing created by Brahman. Compare Śākun’s commentary on this verse: ārap ṣaṃbādhānām devah sa prathamaṃjīn tathā copān-
shādi svāṣṭhī-prakārāṇa prathamaṃjīnaṃ anmāyata | sokāmaya yah suṣum prajāyeyati sa tapotapayata; compare also AV. 11, 8, 6: tāpo ha jajāne kāmaṃsa tā tē jyēṣṭhāṃ upāsata
'Tapas was born from action; that did they worship as the eldest.'

TB. 3, 11, 1, 1: tesiṃdāṃtāh | viśvaṃ yakṣaṃ viśaṃ bhūtām viśaṃ subhūtām.

"Within thee is all being, all creation, all prosperity." This is a formula that is used twenty-
four times (with variations in the number of the second personal pronoun when required by the context) in respect of the twenty-four bricks, ishtakāḥ, used in the Nāciketa-cayana. These bricks are identified with the earth, waters, sky, etc., and each of these is panegyrised as the container of the whole universe. The expressions viśvaṃ yakṣham and viśvaṃ bhūtam mean almost the same thing; compare also TA. 10, 16, 1: viśvaṃ bhūtām bhuvanam citram, which corresponds exactly to viśvaṃ yakṣham viśvaṃ bhūtam viśvaṃ subhūtām here.

AV. 8, 9, 8: yān pracyutān anu yajād'ḥ pracyāvanta
upatiṣṭhānta upatiṣṭhānamānām |
yuṣyā vratē prasau viṇaḥ kṣaṃ ḍjati
sā' virād' ṣāyaḥ paramē vijnāṇa ||

"After whom, when she is going, the sacrifices go and with whose approach they present; following whose ordinance and through whose impulse, the world moves,—she, O sages,
is the Viraj in the highest heaven." This verse is the answer given by Kaśyapa to the inquiry made in the preceding verse by the six sages about the nature of Viraj who is said to be the father of Brahmā. In contrast with praṇyutām and praṇyuvanta in the first pāda, one expects pratishthāmānām and pratishṭhānta in the second pāda ("after whom, when she is going, the sacrificers go and when she is firmly established, are firmly established") instead of upatīshthānānām and upatīṣṭhānta that are found there. It is not therefore improbable that these latter words are here used in the sense of pratishthāmanām and pratishṭhānta. Compare Praśnapanishat, 2, 4: tasmāt utkramayāt athelāre sarva eva evakramante tasmāś ca pratishthātmānām sarva eva eva pratiṣṭhāantā tad yatā māskhitā madhuṣkara-rājānam utkramantam sarva eva evakramante tasmāś ca pratishthātmānām sarva eva eva pratiṣṭhāanta 5 when it (sc. the pūjā) departs, all the others depart, and when it stays fast, all others stay fast; just as, when the king-bee departs all the bees depart and when he stays fast, all stay fast.

It will be seen that the second half-verse speaks of the whole universe being controlled by, and obeying the impulse of, the Viraj while the first half-verse speaks, seemingly, of the sacrificers only, yajñāḥ, going when the Viraj goes and coming (or staying) when the Viraj comes (or stays). This is, to say the least, incongruous, and the more so as the sacrificers are not such important things as to deserve mention in this connection. One would rather expect in the first half-verse also mention to be made of the whole universe going and coming (or staying) according as the Viraj goes and comes (or stays); compare the word sarve in the Upanishad passage sarva eva evakramante . . . . sarve eva pratiṣṭhānte cited above. I am therefore led to believe that the word yajñāḥ here in the first half-verse denotes 'universe', that is, that it has the same meaning as the word yakṣa in the second half-verse. In other words, the view of the Indian commentators that sees in yakṣa a derivative from the root yaj seems to be justified by the parallelism here of the two words yajña and yakṣa.

AV. 8, 9, 25-26: kṣo nā guh kā ekāśaḥ kūm u dhāma kā dośishā
yakṣaṁ prithivyād ekavīd ekartūḥ katuḥ nā sā u 25
ekhguh ēka ekāśaḥ ekān dhāmau maikadāhā sāśishā
yakṣaṁ prithivyād ekavīd ekartūḥ nādī ti riṣyate 26

"Who then is the bull, who is the sole seer, what the abode and what the desires? The being that on earth is one-seasoned, one-fold,—who is he? The bull is one, the sole seer and one-grouped are the desires. The being that on earth is one-seasoned, one-fold, he is not different." M. Boyer, following M. Henry, has understood these verses as referring to the sun (dditya), that is, to the sun considered as the Supreme Being. This is not incorrect; but I believe that it is preferable to refer the verses, with Geldner (i.e., p. 129) to Brahmā itself, to the Viraj that is spoken of in the opening verses of this hymn. The Brahmā is ekāśaḥ, the sole seer, because from it come forth as its breath, the Ṙgveda, Yajurveda, Sāmaveda, etc.; see Bṛhad. Up. 2, 4, 10: asya mahato bhūtasya niśvasitam etad yadya va yajurvedaḥ sānvedo 'tvarāṅgirasa itihāsaḥ purāṇaṁ vidyā upanishadah śokāḥ sātvāṁ anuvākyāyātāni vyākhyanānāṁ asyaivaivaṁ sarvāṁ niśvasitānāṁ. The Brahmā is ekavīd, one-fold, because it is one and changeless; compare Bh. Gitā, 12, 3: sarvataram acintyam ca kātastham acalam dhruvamś. The imperishable Brahmā that is all-pervading, unthinkable, unchanging, immutable, eternal" it is the dhāma or abode (of all); compare ibid. 11, 38: vettāsi vedya ca paraṁ ca dhāma 'Thou art the knower, and the known; (thou art) the supreme abode'; ibid. 10, 12: paraṁ brahma paraṁ dhāma pavitraṁ paramāṁ bhavān 'Thou art the supreme Brahmā, the highest purifier'; Gaṇapāda-kārikā, 4, 100: dvarārāśaḥ atiṣṭhābhārām ajam sāmyaṁ viśrādām | budhāḥ padam anānātām namaskūrno yathābalam; and Maṭṛyupanishad, 6, 38: tathā śuddhāḥ sattvāntarasthān acalam amṛtām acyutām dhruvam vishnu-saṁjñānam sarvoparaṁ dhāma satyākāma-sarvajnatva-

58 And also perhaps because in it all the gods and other things become one; (compare AV. 13, 4, 13: eto asmin devede dvakrtvā bhavanti. "In him all these gods become one" said of the Supreme Being, called Savitr in this hymn.
sanyuktam...paśyai. In the Brahman are all áśiṣkāh or desires; compare Ch. Up. 8, 1, 5: etat satyam brahmapuram asmin kāṃhā samāhitāh. 'In this citadel, namely Brahman (so Śāṅkara explains the word brahmapuram) are placed all desires'; Maitryupanishat, 6, 30: atra hi sarve kāṃhā samāhitāh. 'Here (in the Brahman) are all desires placed'; Ait. Up. 5, 2: saṅkalpaḥ kratu asuḥ kāma vaśa iti sarvāṇi evaśaṇi prajñānasya nāmadheyāni bhavanti...prajñānāṁ brahma. 'Saṅkalpa, kratu, asu, kāma, vaśa—all these are names of only prajñānā...prajñānā is Brahman'. The Brahman is ekartu, one-seasoned, because perhaps there is no succession of days and nights in Brahmāloka or to the Brahman there is but only one long unending day, and hence only one 'season'; compare Ch. Up. 8, 4, 1: na nilaṁ setum ahorātre tarataḥ...ekam setum tīrteśaṁ niṣṭam ahar evābhishishpadyate sakṛd-vibhādo ṣy evaśaḥ brahmalokaḥ. "This bridge is not crossed by day and night; having crossed this bridge, even night becomes day; in this Brahmāloka it is always day"; ibid., 3, 11, 3: na ha vá asmā udeti na nimlocati sakṛd divā hāsmai bhavati ya etām evaṁ brahmapani-shudām veda...To him who thus knows the Brahma-mystery, there is no sun-rise and no sunset; it is day to him once for all." Compare also Gauḍapādakārikā, 3, 35: tad eva nirbhayaṁ brahma...ajam anidram asvapnam...sakṛdvibhātom sarvaśaṁ: 'That is the fearless Brahman...unborn, sleepless, dreamless...all-knowing, to which it is always day'...and Muktikopanishat, 2, 73: sakṛd-vibhātum te ajam ekam aksāhram | alepakam sarvaśatam yad adevaṁ tad eva cāhām sakalaṁ vimukta om.

M. Boyer, in the course of his explanation of these verses, says (p. 419) that, a priori, there is no reason to suppose that the five questions in v. 25 refer to the same person or thing, but that, as a matter of fact, the answers in v. 26 are capable of being referred to one deity, namely the sun. This is because he understands the last pāda of v. 26 to mean that 'the marvel (as already said above, yaksah=merveille in M. Boyer's opinion) on the earth...is not surpassed by any.' It seems to me however that the words nādi ruciṣate should be understood, not as 'is not surpassed' but as 'does not remain over'; is not different', and that therefore these words in v. 26 refer to the same subject, and that hence the questions in v. 25 too refer to the same subject.

Ekadhāśiṣkāh means literally, 'the desires become one (in that being)'; that is, that all desires are found at once in that being; see above.

AV. 10, 2, 31–33: asāṭā cakrā nāvadvāra devāṁ pūr aynaḥō | tāṁśiṁ hiranyāyai kāśah svargā jiṣṭaṁ vratāḥ || 31 || tāṁśin hiranyāyai kūśah tryāre tryārāmśhīte | tāṁśin yid yaksāṁ atmacāt tād vai brahmāvindo viduḥ || 32 || prabhṛd janānāṁ hārīṁṁ yid lasāṁ samśīrṣāṁ | pūrāṁ hiranyāyaiṁ brāhmāṁ viveśāṁ padjātāṁ || 33 ||

"The fortress of the gods has eight wheels (i.e., circumvallations) and nine doors and is inexpugnable; in it is a sheath of gold, heaven, enveloped in splendour; verily, the Brahmaknowers know the animate being that is in this sheath of gold which has three spokes and is thrice-supported. Into this resplendent, yellow, invincible fortress of gold, enveloped in glory, entered the Brahman."

(To be continued.)
BUDDHIST WOMEN.

BY Dr. BIMALA CHURN LAW, M.A., B.L., Ph.D.

(Continued from page 54.)

Uttarā came of a certain clansmen’s family at Sāvatthi. When grown up she heard Pañcārā preach the Norm. She became a believer, entered the Order and became an arhat. (Th. Commy, pp. 161-162.)

Uttari was a theri who was 120 years old. She went to beg for alms. Once, while going for alms, she met the Buddha on the way and when going to salute him, she fell down. The Buddha delivered a sermon to her, and she having attained the first stage of sanctification died. (D.C., vol. III, p. 110.)

Khujjuttarā was the maid servant of Sāmāvatī, queen of King Udana of Kosambi. Her daily duty was to buy flowers from Sumaṇa, a garland-maker for eight kahaṇṇas. Once the Buddha together with the bhikkhusaṅgha was invited to take meals in Sumaṇa’s house. Khujjuttarā waited on her and heard the sermon delivered by the Buddha. She obtained sotāpattiphala after hearing the sermon. In former days she used to steal four khaṇṇas out of eight kahaṇṇas given to her by her mistress for buying flowers. After having obtained sotāpattiphala she brought flowers to the value of eight kahaṇṇas. She confessed her guilt when asked why she brought such a large quantity of flowers. She told Sāmāvatī that she had acquired knowledge and came to realise that stealing things is a sin committed by a person who listened to the Buddha’s sermon. Sāmāvatī after listening to the dharmma repeated by her obtained sotāpattiphala. She was well versed in Tripitaka. (D.C., I, pp. 208 f.)

Dinā was an upāsikā of the Buddha. She was the queen of King Uggasena. A king promised to the deity of a nigrodha tree that he would worship the deity with the blood of one hundred kings of Jambudīpa if he got the throne after his father’s death. He then defeated all the kings gradually and went to worship the deity, but the deity, seeing that many kings would be killed, being compassionate to them, refused his worship on the ground that the queen of King Uggasena whom he had defeated was not brought. The king had her brought, and she preached a sermon on the avoidance of life-slaughter in their presence. The deity approved and the king refrained from life-slaughter, and released the defeated and captured kings, who praised Dinā for this act. It was due to her that so many kings were saved. (D.C., II, p. 15 f.)

Sonā came of a clansmen’s family at Sāvatthi. In course of time, after marriage, she became the mother of ten sons and was known as Bahuputtikā. The Dhammapada Commy. says that she had seven sons and seven daughters (D.C., II, pp. 276-278). On her husband renouncing the world she divided all her riches equally between her sons. In a very short time her sons and daughters-in-law ceased to show respect. She then entered the Order of the bhikkhunī and began to practise insight strenuously in her old age. The master gave her suitable instructions. Sonā Bhikkhunī then attained arhatship. (Th. Commy., 95.) She occupied the foremost place among the bhikkhunīs, making great exertion (Manorathapūrāṇa, 218-219; cf. A.N., I, 125).

Bhaddā Kuṇḍalakēṣā came of the family of a banker at Rājagaha. When grown up, she one day saw Satthuka, the purohit’s son, being led to execution by the city guard. She fell in love with him at first sight. She resolved to die if she did not get him. Her father heard of this and got Satthuka released by bribing the guard heavily. Satthuka was brought to Bhaddā, who, decked in jewels, waited upon him. He saw her jewels and coveted them. He told Bhaddā to get ready an offering to be given to the cliff deity. Bhaddā did so. She adorned herself with all her jewels and accompanied her husband to the precipice with an offering. On reaching the top of the precipice, Satthuka told her to put off all her ornaments which he had come there to take. In vain Bhaddā pleaded that she herself and all her ornaments belonged to him. Satthuka did not take any notice of her pleadings. He wanted all her ornaments. Bhaddā then prayed for an embrace with all her jewels on.
Satthuka granted her prayer. Bhaddā embraced him in front and then, as if embracing him from the back, pushed him over the precipice. Satthuka died (cf. Dhammapada Commy., vol. II, pp. 217 f.). Thereafter Bhaddā did not come home, but she left the world and entered the Order of the Niganṭhas. She learnt the doctrine of the Niganṭhas and left their company. Thereafter she found no one equal to her in debate. She set up the branch of a jambu tree on a heap of sand at the gate of some village or town, with the declaration that any body able to join issue with her in debate should trample on this bough. Sāriputta ordered some children who were near the bough, to trample on it. The children did so. When Bhaddā saw the bough trampled, she challenged Sāriputta to a debate before some Śakyan reclusses and was advised to go to Buddha for refuge. She went to the Buddha who discerned the maturity of her knowledge. Buddha spoke a verse and she attained arhatship with analytical knowledge. (Th. Commy., pp. 99 f.) Bhaddā was assigned a chief place among the bhikkhūṇīs possessing ready wit. (Manorathapāraṇi, p. 375; cf. Aṅguttāra Nikāya, I, 25.)

Sāmadā came of a rich householder’s family at Kosambi. She was moved by the death of her dear friend, the lay-disciple Sāmāvatī. One day she listened to Elder Ānanda preaching and acquired insight. On the seventh day after this she attained arhatship with a thorough grasp of the Dhamma in form and meaning. (Th. Commy., 44-45.)

Another Sāmadā who came of a clansmen’s family at Kosambi, was a friend of Sāmāvatī, whose death afflicted her so much that she could not gain self-control for twenty-five years. In her old age she heard a sermon through which her insight expanded and she won arhatship with pāṭisamāhiddā (analytical knowledge). (Th. Commy., 45-46.)

Ubbirī came of the family of a rich householder at Sāvatthī. She was very beautiful, and was brought to the palace by the king of Kosala. A few years later a daughter was born to her. This daughter was named Jivā. The king saw the child and was very much pleased. He then had Ubbirī anointed as queen. After a few years Jivā died. The mother used to go to the cemetery and shed tears. Questioned by the Exalted One as to why she was weeping, she said that she was shedding tears for her deceased daughter. She was questioned by the Exalted One as to which of the 84,000 daughters she was weeping for. She then spent a little thought and intelligence over the Norm thus taught by the Buddha. She was established in insight, and in due course she won arhatship by virtue of great merits. (Th. Commy., 53-54.)

Kisāgotamī came of poor family at Sāvatthī. She was married to a rich banker’s son who had forty crores of wealth. (D.C., II, pp. 270-75.) Bodhisatta was her maternal uncle’s son. One day, while the Bodhisatta was returning home after receiving the news of Rāhula’s birth, he was seen by Kisāgotamī from her palace. Buddha’s beauty pleased Kisāgotamī so much that she uttered a stanza, the purport of which is, “the mother who has such a child and the father who has such a son and the wife who has such a husband are surely happy” (nibbuta), but the Bodhisatta took the word nibbuta in the sense of nibbānaṁ. The Bodhisatta presented her with a pearl necklace for making him hear such auspicious and sacred words. (D.C., vol. I, p. 85; cf. Atthagāniṁ, p. 34.) On the death of her only child she went to the Buddha with the dead body and requested him to bring the dead to life. Buddha asked her to bring a little mustard seed from a house where no man had died. Kisāgotamī went from house to house, but she came back to Buddha quite unsuccessful. The Buddha delivered a sermon which led her to become a bhikkhuni. Her insight grew within a short time and she attained arhatship. (Th. Commy., 174 f.) Then the master assigned her the foremost place among the bhikkhunīs who used very rough and simple robes. (A.N., I, p. 25; cf. Manorathapāraṇi, p. 380.) Once Kisāgotamī went to Andhavana to meditate. Māra came to her and said, “You have killed your sons and now you are crying. Why are you not searching for another man?” Kisāgotamī replied, “I have completely destroyed my sons and my husband and I have no sorrow. I am not afraid of you, my attachment is destroyed and ignorance is dispelled. Killing the
army of death I live sinless.” Māra then left her. (S.N., I, pp. 129-130). Once Kisāgotami was coming through the sky to worship the Buddha while Sakka with his retinue was seated before the Buddha. She did not come to the Buddha, but worshipped him from the sky and went away. Being questioned by Sakka, the Buddha answered that she was his daughter. Kisāgotami, who was the foremost among the bhikkhunīs, used very rough and simple robes. (D.C., IV, 156-157.)

Paṭācārā came of a banker’s family at Sāvatthi. In her youth she formed an intimacy with a servant of her house. On the day fixed for her marriage with another youth of equal rank she eloped with her lover and dwelt in a hamlet. There she used to perform household duties, and her lover used to bring wood from the forest and work in a field belonging to others. Shortly afterwards Paṭācārā gave birth to a child, but at the time of the birth of her second child, a storm arose. Her husband went to a forest to cut grass and sticks. While he cut a stake standing on an ant-hill, a snake came from the ant-hill and bit him. He fell there and died. The next morning Paṭācārā went to the forest with her two children and found her husband dead. She lamented and left the place. On her way to her father’s house there was a river, the water of which was knee-deep. She lost her children while crossing the river. With tears of grief she came to Sāvatthi and learnt that her parents and brother had perished under the debris of the fallen house. She turned mad. Since then she did not wear clothing, and was therefore known as Paṭācārā. One day the Exalted One saw her in that plight and said, “Sister! Cover your shamelessness.” She regained her consciousness, and the Lord taught her that sons, parents and kinsfolk were no shelter, and asked her to discern this truth in order to make clear quickly the way to nibbāna. Then she was established in the sotāpatti-phala. She attained arhatship with analytical knowledge (Th. Commy., p. 108 f.; Manorathapuraṇi, pp. 356-360; cf. A.N., I, 25). Thereafter she preached the Buddha’s dhamma and converted many afflicted women to the Buddhist faith. The Theri-gāthā Commy. says that Paṭācārā had five hundred female disciples, who came of different families of different places. They were married, bore children and lived domestic lives. Overwhelmed with grief at the loss of children they went to Paṭācārā, who asked them not to weep when the manner of birth and death was unknown to them. They were greatly moved by Paṭācārā’s teachings and renounced the world under her. They performed exercises for insight and soon became established in arhatship with paṭisānghidā. (Th. Commy., pp. 122-123; cf. Dhammapada Commy., II, p. 260 f.)

Vāsiṭṭhi came of a clansmen’s family at Vaisālī. Her parents gave her in marriage to a clansman’s son of equal position. She had a son. When the child was able to run about, he died. Vāsiṭṭhi went mad with grief. She came to Mithilā and there she saw the Exalted One, self-controlled and self-contained. At the sight of the Buddha the frenzy left her and she recovered her normal mind. The master taught her the outlines of the Norm. Performing all proper duties, she acquired insight, and struggling with the help of full knowledge, she soon attained arhatship together with a thorough grasp of the Norm in form and spirit. (Th. Commy., 124-125.)

Dhammadinā came of a clansmen’s family at Rājagaha and became the wife of a Sēṭṭhi named Visākhā. One day her husband heard the master teaching, and after hearing him he did not hold converse with her as he used to do before, but renounced the worldly life. Dhammadinā too became a bhikkhuni and took up her residence in a village. One of the great merits acquired in her previous births was her subjugation of the complexities of thought, word and deed. By virtue of this merit, she soon attained arhatship together with thorough mastery of the form and meaning of the Dhamma. Then she returned to Rājagaha and was questioned by her husband on the khānas and the like. She answered so correctly that she was praised by the Buddha and was ranked as foremost among the sisters who could preach. (Th. Commy., 15; cf. Manorathapuraṇi, pp. 360-363; Aṣṭuttara N., I, 25.)
Dhammā came of a respectable family at Sāvatthi. Given in marriage to a suitable husband, she became converted. On her husband’s death, she entered the Order. In due course she won arhatship with thorough knowledge of the Norm in form and meaning. (Th., Commty., p. 23).

Mettikā was the daughter of a rich Brāhman of Rājagaha. She climbed a hill and lived like a recluse. She acquired insight and within a short time won arhatship (Th., Commty., p. 35).

Abhayā came of a respectable family at Ujjain. She was a friend of Abhayamātā. She followed her in renouncing the world, and entered the Order. In course of time she attained arhatship at Rājagaha. (Th. Commty., 41–43.)

Somā was born at Rājagaha as the daughter of the purohita of King Bimbisāra. When advanced in years she became a lay disciple. Afterwards she entered the order of the bhikkhuṇīs. She performed exercises of insight and within a short time won arhatship. Māra tried in vain to divert her from this path. From the Sānyuttta Nīkāya we learn that Māra came to her and said, “What is to be obtained by the Rishis, you are, with slight wisdom, trying to have it. That which is difficult to be obtained by great sages, you being a silly woman, want to have.” She replied: “If my mind is steadfast, I must acquire it, my womanly nature will not prevent me from acquiring it.” Māra then left her. (Th. Commty., pp. 66–67; cf. S.N., I, p. 129.)

Bhadā Kapilāṇi came of a Brāhman family of the Kosiya clan at Sāgala. She was married to a young noble Pipāli at the village of Mahātīthā. When her husband renounced the world, she made over her wealth to her kinsfolk. She then left the world and dwelt five years in the hermitage of the heretics. Thereafter, she was ordained by Mahāpajāpati Gotāmi. Establishing insight she soon won arhatship. By the master she was ranked first among the bhikkhuṇīs who could remember previous births (Th. Commty., 67 f.; cf. Manoratha-pūraṇi, p. 375; cf. Aṅguttara N., I, p. 25). Besides the women who embraced a homeless life and became bhikkhuṇīs and therīs, there were others who were staunch believers in the Buddha’s dhamma. These women used to lead a domestic life, offering charities in the shape of coin and kind to therīs, bhikkhuṇīs and bhikkhus in the expectation of a happier rebirth or for the benefit of departed relations. The incidents in the life of some of these women are recorded in the Buddhist literature, and it would not be out of place here to mention them below.

Uttarā, daughter of Nandaka, Commander-in-chief of Pīṅgala, king of Suraṭṭha, was a believer in the Buddha. She used to offer to a saintly therī cold and perfumed drink as well as excellent cake and sweets for the benefit of her departed father. (Vide my Buddhist Conception of Spirits, p. 48.)

Lakṣumā lived near one of the gates of Benares. She used to offer a spoonful of rice to the bhikkhus when they entered the town by that gate. Thus she acquired the habit of offering charity. In the āsanaśālā (rest house), she used to prepare seats for, and supply water to, the bhikkhus. She was established in sotāpatti. After death she was reborn in the Tāvatimśa heaven. (Vide my Heaven and Hell, p. 50.)

A daughter of a certain upāsaka of Rājagaha was very much devoted to Mahāmoggallāna. One day she welcomed a therī, offered him a seat, worshipped him with a garland of sumana flower and gave him sweets, etc. On her death, she was reborn in the Tāvatimśa heaven. (Vimānavatthu Commty., 179–179.)

(To be continued.)
NICOLAO MANUCHY'S WILL AND TESTAMENT.

BY MOSS. SINGARAELOU PILLLAI.

Before publishing Nicolao Manuchy's testament, I wish to say a few words about this historical personage.

Others more competent than myself, such as—

(1) Mr. Henry Davidson Love, late Lieutenant-Colonel, Royal Engineers, Hon. Fellow of the University of Madras, in his work (Indian Records Series) Vestiges of Madras, 1640—1800, in four volumes, 1913.

(2) Miss L. M. Anstey in The Indian Antiquary, March 1920, under the title of "More about Nicolao Manucci."

(3) The late Mr. William Irvine, Assistant Magistrate of Saharanpur, in the introduction to the translation of his book Storia di Mogor, 1653—1708 (Indian Text Series, 4 vols., 1907—1908) and finally (4) my intimate friend Mr. Jadunath Sarkar, M.A., Professor, Patna College, in his work Studies in Mughal India, have already related the life and work of this important personage.

So, as an addendum to their publications, I wish to lay before you the results of my historical researches concerning this celebrated Venetian diplomat.

Nicolao Manuchy was born at Venice in 1639 and visited India as a traveller during the reign of Shah Jahan in 1686. His knowledge of the art of Æsculapius made him the first doctor to the sons of the Great Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb. His profession retained him in the Great Mughal's Court for forty years and there he lived in close friendship with the Emperors and the viziers and he got even admittance into the seraglio, a privilege not easily bestowed. That intimacy and his sojourn in the Court for nearly half a century enabled him to complete his MS. in Portuguese with the French title of Histoire Générale de l'Empire Mogol depuis sa Fondation. It is from such manuscripts that Father François Catrou of The Society of Jesus translated into French in 1705 and published in two volumes. It is also from those memoirs, that Jean de Laët prepared his notes on the Mughals which commence Nos fragmentum e Belgico, quod e genuine illius Regni Chronicum expressum credimus libere vertimus. Manuchy has also published a book called Guerres de Golconde e Visapour com varios sucessos ate a era de 1700, in three volumes.

We also owe to him the fine collection of Indo-Persian paintings which he took to Europe in 1691 and which have since remained deposited in the National Library in Paris.

His honesty, his impartiality and his scholarship in Eastern languages led to his appointment by the Madras Government, as well as by that of Pondicherry, as an ambassador and extraordinary messenger to the Nawab of Arcot and other princes, to carry them presents and seek easy ways of consolidating relations with them, and in critical moments to make use of his talent to settle delicate matters of diplomacy. He fulfilled with great cleverness such missions to the Nawab of Arcot in 1687-1712 under Thomas Pitt, Francois Martin, Dumas and Hebert. In support of the above assertion I refer to the Records of Fort St. George, Diary and Consultation Book of 1701, page 3—"One Senr. Nicolas Manuchi a Venetian and an inhabitant of ours for many years, who has the reputation of an honest man, besides he has liv'd at the King's Court upwards of thirty years and was a servant to one of the Princes, and speaks the Persian Language excellently well, for which reasons wee think (him) the properst person to send at this time with our Chief Dubash Ramaph, and have unanimously agreed, with the advice of all that were capable of giving it, to send the following presents in order to their setting out to-morrow on their journey, and have deliver'd in our Instructions and Letters as enter'd after this Consultation."
In 1670 he resided in Lahore and practised his profession of doctor in the royal family. In the last days of his life he lived sometimes in Madras and sometimes at Pondicherry, choosing the latter as his favourite residence.

Testament.

Before the Secretary of the Conseil Supérieur and the Royal Company of France at Pondicherry, the undersigned and in presence of two witnesses mentioned in the sequel, was present Mr. Nicolao de Manuchi, inhabitant of Pondicherry, sound in mind, memory and sense, as it appeared to us and to the above witnesses, having for the following purpose repaired to the office of the above Secretary, who, willing to be ready for the certain hour of death, afraid of being caught by the uncertainty of death, without having put to right his concerns and disposed of his properties which God pleased to give him, has made and dictated to me, the above Secretary, his testament and statute of last will as follows:

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy-Ghost, at first, as a true Christian and good Catholic, has recommended and recommends his soul to God, the Creator, the Father, the Son and the Holy-Ghost, entreating His Divine Majesty by the infinite merits of death and passion of his only son our Saviour, Jesus Christ, by the intercession of the glorious Virgin Mary, of St. Nicolas, his good patron, and of all the saints and very happy souls, to receive his soul coming out of his body and to be willing to place it in His holy heaven.

Ditto has declared he desires that his body should be buried in the church of the Capuchin monks at Pondicherry very near Le Benistier, and that a high-mass may be sung over his body with ordinary service assisted by all the fathers who may then be present.

That his soul may rest in peace as early as possible, and for that purpose he gives and leaves by will to the above Capuchin Monks the sum of twenty current pagodas.

Ditto has declared that he gives to the said Capuchins of Pondicherry the sum of sixty current pagodas, to make them pray for the repose of his soul.

Ditto has declared he gives the poor five current pagodas, which will be distributed after the service, on the day of his burial.

Ditto has declared he gives Nicolas Beuret, Charles' son, his god-son in Pondicherry, the sum of five current pagodas.

Ditto has declared he gives and leaves by will to his god-son, Pierre Forchet, called Duquenola, similar sum of five current pagodas.

Ditto has declared he gives and leaves by will to the eldest daughter of Mr. Delalande, clerk, the sum of twenty current pagodas for her marriage.

Ditto has declared he gives ten pagodas to the Capuchins of Pondicherry to pray to God for the souls in Purgatory.

Ditto has declared he gives and leaves by will to one Patchy Ko, by name, residing in Madras, the sum of five current Pagodas.

Ditto has declared he gives and leaves by will to the children of one Reginal of Madras the sum of six current pagodas.

Ditto the testator in question has declared that the sums of six hundred and seventy pagodas and the eight hundred pagodas he has in the Treasury of the above Company of France at Pondicherry may be withdrawn with interest and formed into a capital, together with all the other assets which may be received after his death, the said capital to be used by Mr. le Chevalier Hebert and Counsellors of the Conseil Supérieur of Pondicherry in purchasing diamonds and other precious goods, the whole to be handed over to the ambassador of Venice or any other agent of Venice in Paris; that the testator in question requests to have the above goods handed over to Mr. Andre Manuchi, his brother, or to his heirs at Venice, to whom he gives and leaves by will the above properties.

And for executing the present testament by increasing rather than diminishing the bequests he requests Mr. le Chevalier Herbert, the Governor of Pondicherry, to be pleased to take the trouble, and nominates him for the purpose, having entire confidence in him.
This will was so made, dictated and nominated by the testator in question to the above Secretary, who in the presence of the witnesses read and re-read this present testament, which he said he had heard well and wished to be executed according to its form and tenor.

Leaving aside any other testament and codicil which he might have made with his own hand, he wishes only this to have effect; made and passed at Fort Louis in Pondicherry in the office of the above Secretary in the year 1712, the eighteenth day of January in the forenoon in the presence of Mr. François Mouffe Ecuyer Delafosse, Lieutenant d’infanterie and Pierre Elyer de la Vaupalier, clerk of the above Royal Company of France at Pondicherry, who are the witnesses called by the testator. The testator and the witnesses have given their signatures along with me, the above Secretary;

Signed: NICOLAO MANUCHY.
Signed: MOULFE DELAFOSSE.
Signed: ELYER DE LA VAUPALIER.
Signed: DELORME.

Address of Nicolao Manuchy’s relatives.

His two brothers, Andre and George Manouchy.
His two maiden sisters Angella and Franciscia.
A third one who he is not sure is alive, Perine.
Residing at the quarters of St. Jean, Evangelist St., Stin, Venice.

Note.—This information about his family address has been found in a bit of paper attached to the present testament. I have found this testament among the notarial records of Pondicherry. The paper has become yellow and is so dotted with holes here and there that two or three words cannot be deciphered.

According to the will of the testator, he wished to die at Pondicherry and be buried there, but he lived long after making his testament, as is evidenced by the following events. No one is sure of the date of his death. Several have assigned it to the years 1711—1712, but they are quite wrong.

Mr. H. Dodwell, ex-curator of old Records, Madras, now professor in the School of Oriental Studies in the University of London, says in the preface to his book Records of Fort St. George, Minutes of Proceedings in the Mayor’s Court of Madraspatam (June to December 1689 and July 1716 to March 1719) "... A still more interesting person who appears here, is ‘Dr. Manuch,’ with his characteristic suit against a ‘Moorman’ to recover winnings at Back-gammon. The date of the suit shows moreover that the time of Manucci’s death must be assigned to a later period than Mr. Irvine supposed."

Mr. Julian James Cotton, I.C.S., in his work List of Inscriptions on Tombs or Monuments in Madras, page 3, No. 8 (6th October 1683) says "Clarke’s widow married the Venetian Nicolao Manucci, who died at San Thome about 1709, aged 74. Manucci lived in Madras from 1686 till his death."

It cannot be that he died in 1709, as he was alive in 1712 and made his will on the 18th January of the same year. Again it is said that he died at San Thome. But there is no proof of any tomb having been built there for him. I have gone through the notarial Records from 1712, the date of the above will, to 1725, five years after the first appearance of his second will and codicil of the 18th January 1719 (dated Madras). I have not found any record about the date of his death and bequests. After the discovery of his second will I made sure he was alive in the year 1719.

Miss L. M. Anstey in her article; "More about Nicolao Manucci" (Indian Antiquary, March 1920, pages 52, 53) says: "On January 14, 1712, the president of (Madras) informed the Board that a special order had come to Pondicherry calling for Manucci’s attendance at Shâh ‘Alam’s court (then at Lâhor)"

However the Emperor Muazzam Bahadur Shah, the first, alias Shah-Alam the first, died at Lahore on February 27. Mr. Manucci lived then surely at Pondicherry, for it is there
he made his first will of the 18th January 1712. Therefore, he could not go to Lahore at the call of Shah-Alam the first. He could not make that journey, for on the 23rd January 1712, Mr. le Chevalier Hebert sent him on a mission to the Nawab of Arcot. That mission was the last one which he fulfilled to the entire satisfaction of the Governor of Pondicherry and his counsellors. From the 3rd December 1718 to the 30th January 1719, he was claiming by means of a law-suit the money that Cojee-Baba (Khwaaja Baba) owed him. So he was still alive in 1719.

Mr. H. D. Love in the second volume of his *Vestiges of Old Madras* says on page 125 "... the date of Manouchi's death and the mode of disposal of his property are alike unknown..." Therefore Mr. Love has ignored completely the existence of a will. Among the notarial records of Pondicherry, there is a contract of exchange between Mr. Manuchy and Dela Prevostiere, dated the 3rd July 1709. "Before the Secretary of the Conseil Supérieur of the Royal Company of France at Pondicherry, the undersigned, were present: Mr. Pierre Andre Dela Prevostiere, counsellor for the above Company and Nicolao Manouchy residing at present in Madras, who made together the following agreements namely: that the above Mr. Dela Prevostiere made over, released and transferred by right of selling and by interchange to the above Mr. Manuchy accepting of the present of a house situated in that town New Gate-Street of Goudelour, etc., and in exchange and for the payment for the above house the above Mr. Manuchy made over, released and transferred to the above Mr. Dela Prevostiere a house of Mr. Manouchy situated at Grand-Mont near San-Thome. That house was bought from Mr. François thro' contract of exchange passed before the Tabellion (notary) of San-Thome on the 9th of August 1697; which Mr. Guetty bought from one Jean Antoine Flaman by name thro' contract passed before the Tabellion (notary) on the 27th of July of the same year." (Note.—M. Dela Prevostiere was the Governor of Pondicherry from the 20th August 1718 to 11th October 1721).

22nd February 1711. Contract of sale made by Mr. Nicolao Manouchy to Mr. Edouard de la Cloche. Mr. Nicolao Manouchy residing in that town (Pondicherry) sold to Mr. Edouard de la Cloche, capitaine des vaisseaux, residing at present in Madras, some land closed with earthen walls, with a house and a garden situated at Madras beyond Thomas Clarke bridge (received from Thomas Clarke's inheritance thro' his wife) to the value of eight hundred pagodas.

The will being dated 12th January 1712, we may be led to think perhaps he died in the course of the year or in the ensuing years. Bearing this hypothesis in mind I went through the records of the "Etat-Civil," in which births, deaths and marriages are registered. It was a fruitless search. I found nothing about the date of his death; but it was not all in vain; because in the course of my researches, I discovered a second will with its codicil made at Madras on the 8th January 1719. It is in Portuguese. The paper has also turned yellow; it is very difficult to read and make it out. For the paper is in a very bad condition; as soon as it is touched, it crumbles. If the paper had been in good condition we might have found some changes he might have wished to introduce in the disposal of his properties mentioned in the first will. This will is in four pages signed by the testator Nicolao Manuchy and Mie de M. Fumirante, and then comes the codicil signed by Nicolao Manouchy and Mr. Quiel de Lima. At the end of signatures two seals are affixed in red wax bearing the arms of the Company. Then it bears the following statement: The present will is on this day the 23rd August 1720, deposited by the Capuchin monk, Thomas, missionary, in the registry of the Conseil Supérieur of this town, to be kept as original and copies to be handed over and delivered to those whom it may concern.

Signed: F. Thomas, Capuchin Monk, M.A.,
Du Laurens.

According to the wish expressed in his first will, Mr. Nicolao Manouchy wished to die at Pondicherry and to be buried there. His desire was not fulfilled, because, if he had truly
died at Pondicherry, the record of his death would have been indubitably entered in the registers of the "Etat-Civil." This leads me to conclude that he died elsewhere. According to Mr. Cotton, he must have died at Mylapore. It is not proved by any inscription about him; nor was there any tomb built over his grave. Therefore nobody can say, with certainty, the exact place of his death.

I think, it is but a hypothesis, that Mr. Manucci in his second will would have also indicated the place where he wished to be buried and the properties which he bequeathed to his heirs.

As his will with its codicil was deposited in the registry of the Conseil Supérieur by the Capuchin monk Thomas on the 23rd August 1720, I suppose he must have died on the 22nd or 23rd August of that year; for such deposits are made the very day or the day after the testator's death. Till we find something to prove the contrary we may safely assume that the celebrated Venetian died on the 22nd or 23rd of August 1720.

I am still going on with my researches to find out the exact day of his death and shall publish in extenso any new discoveries I may make in the course of my studies.

Note.—Writers spell in different ways the name Manucci: Manueh Nicola—Manueh Seuhr Nicola—Manueche Mons—Manuehe Señor—Nicola Manueci—Manoech—Seuhr Nicola Manuch—Signor Nicolao Manueci—Manuecha—Manuechy—Nicolas Manook—Manue Dr. Nicola Manouchy—Manuuechi—

The true spelling is Nicola Manouchy in conformity with his signature found in different records which are in the Pondicherry archives.

**MISCELLANEA.**

IGNICOLES, A NAME FOR THE Parsees.

The term Ignoto, obviously from the Latin ignicola, a fire-worshipper, appears to have been invented by Sir John Chardin, to describe the people now known universally as the Parsees or Persians. His books of travel in the seventeenth century, though famous, seem never to have become popular, and perhaps that is why Ignoto, as a descriptive name, fell flat. But it occurs twice in Lloyd's translation of Chardin's French account of his Travels in Persia, published in 1720 and reprinted in 1827 in a fine production of the Argonaut Press under that title, with an introduction by Sir Percy Sykes. Chardin had evidently a great admiration of the original inhabitants of Persia, and on p. 138 of the Argonaut Press edition he writes: "The religion of the Ancient Persians, who were Ignoto, or worshippers of Fire, lay'd upon them the strictest engagements to cultivate the Land; for according to their Maxiæs, it was a pious and meritorious Action, to plant a Tree, to water a Field, or to make a barren spot of earth yield Fruit. Whereas the Philosophy of the Mahometans, tends only to the enjoying of the things of this World, while one is in it, without having any more regard to it than a Highway, through which one is to pass quickly." Again on p. 129 he writes: "If Persia was inhabited by Turks, who are still more slothful, and less engaged in the things of this Life than the Persians, and cruelly severe in their manner of government, it would be still more barren than it is. Whereas, if it was in the hands of the Armenians, or of those people called Ignoto, one could quickly find it appear again in all its Ancient Glory and Primitive Splendor."

R. C. Temple.

**BOOK-NOTICES.**


I am glad to see that Professor Samaddar's excellent book on the Glories of Magadha has run to a second edition, which it well deserves. I wish it every success, especially as it has been produced under bad circumstances of health. The excellence of the work is proved by the willing assistance the Professor has received from various well-known scholars and needs no further recommendation, but I must add that the many plates are very fine and most useful to those engaged in research. There is besides much new information carefully compiled which will go far to make the book one that scholars cannot ignore.

R. C. Temple.

McCRINDE's ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIED BY Ptolemy; reprinted from the Indian Antiquary. By SURENDRA NATH MAJUMDAR SASTRI, with Introduction and Notes. Calcutta 1927.

Professor Majumdar Sastri has produced a most useful book and done Indian Scholars a great service by this reprint of McCrindle's well-known work of over forty years ago. The original had become very scarce and is moreover not in a form that is pleasant to read, whereas this Edition is clear, if not so handy as the former one. Professor Majumdar's introduction is good and most useful, and his notes to Ptolemy's difficult text are up to date. What more can be said of a reprint?

R. C. Temple.
BHAGAVADAJUKIYAM, BY BODHAYANA, edited by P. AUNJAN ACHAN (with a preface by Prof. Winternitz).

This is a work called Prahasana in Sanskrit, usually regarded as a farce, one of the ten classes of dramatic composition known to Sanskrit. This work is perhaps very much more of a comedy than of a farce, and the element of comedy is made to appear not so much in the acting as in the subject-matter itself. It is a sort of a comedy of an error with just a satirical tinge in it. The story is very simple. A Parivrajaka, or hermit of the Yogic school, is introduced with a disciple of his by name Sândilya, who was a Buddhist Bhikshu, but now a disciple of the Parivrajaka. These two are introduced in conversation on questions of higher religion and philosophy, and enter a garden conversing. A courtesan by name Vasantaśāna is introduced with two companions, expecting to meet her lover there. As the Parivrajaka and his disciple enter, Vasantaśāna is bitten by a serpent and rapidly collapses in death. The Parivrajaka exhibits his power of Yoga to his disciple by transferring his soul into the body of the dancing girl, who revives, but speaks and conducts herself not as her own real self, but as the Parivrajaka, whose dead body is lying some distance away in the immediate neighbourhood. The mother of the courtesan and her lover both arrive on hearing of her death, and are surprised to find her speaking, but not as she herself used to do, and take it that she has gone mad. In the meanwhile the discovery of an error is made by the messengers of death, viz., that they had carried off a wrong soul to the region of death, and they return to restore it to its body. But finding that it is already infused with life, they set it in the dead body of the Parivrajaka some distance away. The body of the Parivrajaka now revives, but the revivified Parivrajaka conducts himself and talks not as he himself, but like the courtesan. This comic situation is what is intended to be produced, and in the end the whole error gets rectified by the messengers of death returning and effecting the exchange of souls, thus setting matters right.

It is a spirited poem throughout and the plot is worked up to the dénouement with great skill. The composition itself may be regarded as that of a master-poet, the dramatic effect produced is, notwithstanding the introduction of the supernatural, almost real and lifelike.

Nothing is known of the author, except that he is a Bodhayana Kavi, which the comparatively late commentator notes. There is nothing else to lead to an identification, but there is the possibility that he might have been Bodhayana the Vrittiśāka, not Baudhayana the law-giver. The discussion of the Yoga and Yogic practice may lead one to the inference that it is a play later than the fifth century, to which is ascribed the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali by some scholars. Such an argument would imply the non-existence of the practice of the Yoga before the Sūtras of Patañjali, which is hardly warranted. This comic play figures very largely in the discussion relating to the Bhāsa problem, as this Prahasana has, in regard to certain features, considerable similarity to the plays of Bhāsa. But that by itself would not warrant the inference which has been built upon it, that it was an adaptation by the Chākkīyārs of Kērala, and on that untenable ground a late date has been ascribed to the comic play as well as the dramas of Bhāsa. This inference is hardly justified, as Professor Winternitz points out. Neither this play nor several of the Bhāsa dramas can be regarded as adaptations from the plays as they are. This opens up many other questions for discussion, which it would be out of place to take up in a review.

The editor has edited this work from six manuscripts, one of which also contains a commentary, which is printed. The commentary is ascribed to the sixteenth century. A feature of one of the manuscripts, written in the old Tamil-Malayalam style, is worth referring to here. Certain words in Prakrit, where the consonants double are written with the first vowel followed by a half cipher followed by the next following vowel. For instance the word for "Arya" is either 'Ayya' or 'Ajja.' In either case the manuscript writes A'ya and A'a for the two words 'Ayya' and 'Ajja', which is interpreted as a slightly pronounced 'Ya' of the Prakrit grammarians. That may be all right for one form of the word 'Ayya'. But it hardly explains the 'Ajja' form. It may after all be a manner of writing in Tamil which sometimes does occur, where instead of a double consonant, sometimes a three dotted aspirate is introduced in Tamil. For instance pot tui becomes bāṛuṭi; whereas kal tāg becomes kāṛuṭ. Perhaps the Malayalam writing of the peculiar character represents a phenomenon like this. This is only by the way.

The editor has done his work very well, and we congratulate him on the successful production of a very important work like the Bhagavadajukiyam, a name which is given to the drama to indicate the confusion that was introduced between the Bhagavat, or ascetic, and Ajjukā the courtesan, owing to the confusion between the two that had been brought about in the course of the play.

S. K. AIVARGAR.

INDIAN HISTORICAL RECORDS; PROCEEDINGS OF MEETINGS, vol. IX, December, 1926.

This volume, like so many of the preceding issues, contains several articles of interest. Inspired by a visit to Chambéry in Savoy, the birth-place and last resting place of Bénicot de Boigne, Sir Evan Cotton furnishes a fascinating sketch of the career of that distinguished soldier of fortune, who played such an important part in Hindustan between the years 1784 and 1795 in consolidating the power of Mahādaji Sindhia. The article—for which an appropriate head-line appears in Tasso’s words Guerreggio in Asia, e non vi cambio o merco, adds considerably to our knowledge of de Boigne’s life. Another article
from the pen of the late lamented Mr. Julian J. Cotton throws many entertaining sidelights upon William Knighton's *Private Life of an Eastern King*. Mr. H. G. Rawlinson describes some old European tombs of the 17th century at Surat, Broach and Karwar. John Marshall, whose Notes and Diary kept in India in 1668-72 are being published by the Oxford University Press, is the subject of an article contributed by Dr. Shafacat Ahmad Khan. In *Jahangir and the Portuguese* the Rev. H. Heras, S.J., gives a reproduction of a manuscript copy, with the Portuguese text and an English translation, of the remarkable treaty concluded between Jahangir and the Portuguese on the 7th June 1615, the whole of which had not hitherto been published. Mr. A. F. M. Abdul Ali presents a brief sketch of the career of Shujâ’ud-daula, Nawâb Vazir of Oudh (1754-75). A new, and practically unknown, chapter in the history of ancient India is dealt with by Mr. Morov J. Seth in *Hinduos in Armenia 150 Years before Christ*, in which he quotes from the *History of Taron* (a province of Armenia) written by Zenob or Zenobias a Syrian and one of the first disciples of St. Gregory the Illuminator, where reference is made to the history of a Hindu colony that had existed in Armenia since the middle of the 2nd century B.C. till the beginning of the 4th century A.D. As will be clear from this synopsis, the Commission continues to do valuable work.

C. E. A. W. O.

**THE BHAGAVAD GITA, or Song of the Blessed One,** interpreted by FRANKLIN EDGERTON, Chicago.

Open Court Publishing Co., 1925.

Here we have yet another version of what Prof. Edgerton correctly calls in his Preface "the favourite sacred book of the Hindus as a whole." The Gandhi Movement has induced Prof. Edgerton, as a competent Sanskrit scholar, to give to his countrymen an account of "what the Gita's words mean to a professional Indologist." He has another object also in producing this book: "There are in this country [United States of America] at present a number of religious sects of recent origin, which derive many of their doctrines from Hinduism. Some of these sects revere the Bhagavad Gîtâ almost or quite as much as do the Hindus themselves." In his book, therefore, Prof. Edgerton has tried to let the Gîtâ speak for itself as far as practicable," and in a footnote he tells us: "All quotations in this book have been translated by me, except in one case, where credit is given to the translator quoted."

Obviously in such a book everything depends on the translations from the original and I have accordingly compared them with those of another competent translator, Dr. Lionel Barnett, 1906. I will here give a specimen on a very abstract subject of the first importance—the Nature of God (Edgerton, p. 44). Edgerton translates the *Bhagavadgîtâ*, XV, 16, 17 thus: "There are two souls here in the world, a perishable and an imperishable. The perishable is all beings. The imperishable is called the Uniform. But there is another, a Supreme Soul, called the Highest Spirit the Eternal Lord who enters into the three worlds, and supports them." Barnett here translates (pp. 156, 157): "Two males there are in the world a Perishable and an Imperishable. The Perishable is all born beings; the Imperishable is called the One set on high. And there is another and highest Male, called the Supreme Self, the changeless Sovran who enters and supports the threefold world."

The term here translated by two separate competent Sanskritists respectively a 'soul' and 'male' is puruśa, and in a footnote Edgerton explains: "The word used is puruśa, which elsewhere means strictly 'soul,' and is not applied to the body or material nature. Yet here the 'perishable soul' can obviously mean nothing but prokriti, material nature. This is an example of the loose language which end only confuses the expression of the Gîtâ's thoughts, and reminds us that we are reading a mystic poem, not a logical treatise on metaphysics."

We are reading indeed popular metaphysics, the most confused description of thought and speech. In this passage the great difficulty in getting at the thoughts of philosophical Hinduism—correct translation, as Edgerton and Barnett evidently realise it, but one wonders if the teachers of the numerous sects in the United States, deriving their doctrines from Hinduism, equally realise it.

The above quotations clearly refer to the Hindu (devaita) doctrine of dualism, and as to that Prof. Edgerton (p 44) quotes the Gîtâ, XIII, 1, 2: "This body is called the Field: him who knows it, those who know the truth call the Field-Knower. Know that I am the Field-Knower in all Fields." Here Barnett (p. 147) translates: "The Lord spake, 'this body is high and the Dwelling: the Knower of it is called the Dwelling-Knower by them that have knowledge thereof. Know that the Dwelling-Knower am I in all Dwellings.' Here again it is a question of correct translation.

However Prof. Edgerton's is a very good book and I do not intend to quarrel with it. I merely wish to draw attention to the intense difficulty of translating such a work as the *Bhagavadgîtâ*, though it is not so difficult to get at a correct sense of its meaning.

Prof. Edgerton has felt also the difficulty that the American sects must have in pronouncing Sanskrit words in their transliterated forms and
gives a short note to help them. No doubt he knows his own people, but I cannot say that his explanation would help me, were I a novice. He says that "some English-speaking people give it [short a] the sound of English a in man " when speaking Sanskrit words. I wonder if such realise how much they would puzzle an Indian. But the Professor is right in his statement. I have heard a highly educated English Museum official pronounce to another, as though it were the obviously correct pronunciation, the term Bodhisattva as if it were the English expression "Body sat." In fact one may expect anything from a European or an American when speaking Indian words.

R. C. Temple

BEGAM SAMRU, by BRATENDRANATH BANERJ, with a Foreword by JADUNATH SARKAR, 1925; Calcutta Mr. C. S. Sarkar & Co.

Begam Samru's career on the North Indian political stage, during the last half of the 18th Century was one that was only possible in the anarchical conditions in India at that time. The daughter of a broken-down Muslim noble, turned out of her home near Meerut in childhood by her step-brother, wandering in Delhi with her mother in very low circumstances, she became, in the height of her beauty, the wife of the German military adventurer William Reinhardt, alias Sombre or Samru, who had won a jâdîr from Shah 'Alam II of Delhi in the Gangetic Doab from Aligarh to Mozaffarnagar, and had settled at Sardhana in the centre of it.

Begam Samru showed that she was a woman of parts from the beginning, and at her husband's death succeeded to his jâdîr and the command of his troops, as it were naturally, at about 28 years of age in 1778. In 1781 she was baptised as Joanna by Father Gregorio, a Roman Catholic priest. She proved a good military leader and had several well-known European adventurers in her service, including for a time, George Thomas, afterwards the well-known Râja of Hansi. She then did some wonderful things, at one time, saving the feeble Delhi Emperor from Ghulân Qâdir, and at another from Na'aj Quli Khân. She thus became a prominent figure in Delhi politics. But in 1790 she did a very foolish thing: for as a woman of 40, who should have known better, she married one of her officers, a Frenchman named Levassouls, who was entirely unfitted to help her to govern her little State, and this affair very nearly put an end to her career, as it did to that of her husband. It did bring her to grief for a time, as she was in consequence for nearly a year the prisoner of her step-son, Zafaryâb Khân alias Louis Balthazar Reinhardt, and was disgracefully treated by him. From this dangerous position, which only a woman of her calibre could have supported, she was saved by her former servant, George Thomas, and soon afterwards Zafaryâb Khân died.

Begam Samru had always been a friend of the English, but Lord Wellesley so mismanaged his relations with her that she very nearly broke with the English, being saved from that disaster just in time by his successor, Lord Cornwallis. He installed her as life ruler under British suzerainty of the Principality of Sardhana, as her estate had now become in 1805, after the defeat of Mahâdji Sindhi, who had been de facto ruler of the possessions of Shah 'Alam II.

The Begam then dropped out of general politics; though she lived 31 years longer to 86 years of age, spending her time in improving and in managing with great skill her principality, and in amassing enormous wealth. Having no children, she adopted as her heir, David Ochterlony Dyce, son of one of her officers, Col. G. A. Dyce. This gentleman became afterwards known to history as Dyce Sombre. On her death the Sardhana Principality lapsed to the British Government. Thereafter there ensued trouble over the property.

The adoption of Dyce Sombre was quite in order according to Indian ideas. Zafaryâb Khân who had been baptised into the Roman Catholic Church, as above noticed, married Juliana (Bahu Begam), daughter of Captain Lefevre, and had an only daughter, Julia Anne, who married Colonel G. A. Dyce, a Scotchman in the Begam's service. Their son was David Ochterlony Dyce Sombre. They had also two daughters; Anne Mary, who married Captain Rose Troup, Bengal Artillery, and Georgiana, who married Paul Solaroli, Marquis of Briona, both with handsome dowries. The bulk of Begam Samru's fortune went to Dyce Sombre, who proceeded to Europe and England to his undoing. In 1838 two years after his mother's death, he married in England, the Hon. Mary Anne Jervis, daughter of the second Viscount St. Vincent. They did not agree, and poor Dyce Sombre was eventually locked up as a lunatic, but escaped, and fought for his property. In the end, however, it went to his wife, who after his death married the third Lord Forester. So the final end of the immense property accumulated by the once penniless daughter of an Indian noble went to the daughter of an English peer as her sole right. Romance could hardly go further.

Begam Samru was wise, generous, extraordinarily open-minded and charitable. She gave her money alike to Roman Catholic and Protestant Christians and to Musalmans and Hindus, leaving behind a name blessed by many a poor Indian. Her story has been more or less well-known ever since she died, but now, owing to the patient research of Mr. Banerji, we have an authentic version culled from original sources.

R. C. Temple
DEVA RAYA II.

BY S. SRIKANTA SASTRI, M.A.

(Saka dates from inscriptions are used for the sake of greater accuracy.)

The greatest Emperor of the first dynasty of Vijayanagara, Dèva Rāya II, was the son of Vijaya Rāya and Nārāyanī Dēvi. Vijaya is mentioned in inscriptions as Vijayadeva Rāya, Vira Vijaya, and Vira Vijaya Bukka (or Bukka III). He was a staunch disciple of the hereditary Gurus of the first dynasty, the Kriyāśaktis. A grante of his, dated S. 1332 Vikriti, tells us that he founded in Hulināḍu a village called Kriyāśaktipura, near Daṇḍapalli, in memory of Kāśi Vilāsa Kriyāśakti. This is attested by a seal of Triyambaka Kriyāśakti. Vijaya's inscriptions begin as early as Śaka 1331 Virūdhī, three years after the accession of Dēva Rāya I. Nūnīz tells us that "Visa Rao . . . . lived six years; he left a son Deo Rao who reigned twenty-five years." Since Dēva Rāya II died in 1368 Kshaya, he must have ascended the throne in 1342. From 1336 to 1342—a space of six years—Vijaya Rāya seems to have been the ruler. Whether he was only the Viceregent of the Emperor at Muluvāyil, or himself Emperor, we do not know; but in support of the latter supposition it may be noted that Dēva Rāya is mentioned in inscriptions as having got the reins of power from his father (pitṛyām śīhāsanaṁ prāpyā).)

Dēva Rāya had numerous titles, some handed down from his forebears, others which he assumed. Chief among them are—Paramēkara, Viraplāpa, Mahāmanḍalāvāra, Bāṣagē tappuva Rāya Gaiḍa, Mūru Rāya Gaiḍa, Ashṭadigrāya Manōbhayankara, Gajavēntegāra, Apratima birudāṅka, etc. Much confusion has been caused by the fact that Dēva Rāya's son Mallikārjun is also known as Immadi Dēva Rāya. To make confusion worse confounded, the brother of Dēva Rāya II is also termed Pratāpa Dēva Rāya. Thus Immadi Dēva Rāya had once been assigned a long reign of forty-three years. Pratāpa Dēva Rāya, the younger brother of Dēva Rāya II, had a wife Śīhāla Dēvi, who bore him Virūpāksha II, the successor of Mallikārjun. This Pratāpa was also known as Vijaya.

Dēva Rāya had the good fortune to possess some of the greatest ministers that would have adorned any court. To mention some of them, Timmani Odēya (1336), Chandraparasa Odēya (1336), Annapa Odēya (1358), Nagaṇṇa Odēya (1347), Perumāla Daṇḍa Nāyaka (1351), Bāṭchappu Odēya (1329), Anchappa (1347), Lakkana Daṇḍa Nāyaka, Madarṇa Daṇḍa Nāyaka, Saṅkara Dēva (1338), Narasiṁha Odēya (1347), Singaṇṇa Odēya (1358), Ballāla Dēva (1369), Śṛigiri Bupāla in Marataka Rāya (1346–8), Pantamālāra (1351),7 Vallabha Dēva (1368). Kanara district was under Chandrapa Daṇḍa Nāyaka from 1354 to 1384, Mangalāra under Annapa Odēya in 1358, Gumma-Reddipāla under Dodda Vasanṭa Nāyaka in 1358. Mādaṇa Daṇḍa Nāyaka and Ballāla Dēva were at Tiruppattur, in 1368, Tanjore was governed by Vallabha Rāya. Terkal Nādu, first under the rule of Lakkana and Mādaṇna, was handed over to the representative of the new family that was already coming to the front—Śālva Gopa Tippa. Talakad from a.d. 1428 to 1440 was under Lakkana, and then it was ruled by Rayanāṇa and Perumal Daṇḍa Nāyaka. Barakur in 1338 was ruled by Saṅkara Dēva, in 1347 by Narasiṁha Daṇḍa Nāyaka, in 1353 by Chandra Rāya, in 1372 by Rāyarasa, and in 1380 by Guruvappa Daṇḍa Nātha.

Lakkana Daṇḍa Nāyaka was perhaps the greatest of Dēva Rāya's ministers. He belonged to the Vishnu Vardhaṇa Gōtra and was the son of Heggade Dēva and Bommayamma. His brother was Madarṇa Daṇḍa Nāyaka. In a.d. 1430–33, he was ruling at Mulluvāyil Nādu. In a.d. 1434 he was asked to hand over the viceroyalty of Terkal Nādu.

---
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to Sālaya Gopa-Tippa. Sālaya Gopa continued to hold the viceroyalty from A.D. 1453 to 1468. Lakkanappa makes a grant for the merit of a brother in Śaka 1360. In 1358, Madanna was at Tiruppatūr. Lakkanappa was a staunch Vīra Śaiva and is recognised as one of the viraktais (renounced) of the sect. He is the author of the Kannada work Śivalata Chintāmāni, each verse of which ends with the words vimala chārayāmabujakke śaranu.11 Therein he styles himself,

The work treats of Vīra Śaiva hagiology and theology. The style is mellifluous, and the narrative excellent. Judging from the covert allusions in the works of other Vīra Śaiva writers12 to the effect that a lakh of money was spent by him on the work, it is reasonable to suppose that he received considerable assistance in his pious undertaking from some other poets whom he patronised.

Lakkanappa justly styles himself “the increaser of the wealth of Dēva Rāya, and septāiga nījjya vardhana kaladhara and unnata keleja (intimate friend) of Dēva Rāya.” We know from other sources that he conquered Ceylon and Gulbarga. Nuniz says that the kings of Quiloa, Ceylon and Pegu paid tribute to Dēva Rāya. Abdu’r Razzāk writes “At the time the writer was at Kalikot (A.D. 1442 June) . . . . The Dānaik had gone to Ceylon, . . . . when he returned, he made more than usual preparations to celebrate the festival of Mahānavami.”13 Inscriptions of Śaka 1362 and 1366 give him the title of dakhsha samudrdāhipati (lord of the southern ocean).

“About this time the Dānaik or minister departed on an expedition to the kingdom of Gulbarga, the reason of which was that the Gulbarga Sultan, Alaoudin Ahmad Shah, learning of the attempt to assassinate Dēva Rāya, . . . . was exceedingly rejoiced and sent a message— ‘Pay me 7,00,000 vardhas or I will send a world-subduing army into your country and extirpate idolatry.’ It is interesting to note that Firishta, as might be expected, gives a false and distorted account of the expedition. Firishta not only lived much later, but also was a prejudiced writer. He says that Dēva Rāya wantonly made an unprovoked attack on Muslim territory and marched as far as Sagar and Bijapur before his progress could be checked. He also speaks of three pitched battles, in which the eldest son of Dēva Rāya was killed. At the close of the war Dēva Rāya engaged to pay the stipulated tribute, provided his territories were not harassed. He also paid arrears of tribute besides making an offer of forty elephants. Alaudin then “honoured the Rai with a handsome dress and presented him with several horses, covered with rich furniture and set with jewels.” Since a contemporary, also a Muslim, gives quite a different account, it is impossible to believe Firishta.

This expedition to Gulbarga is also referred to in the Bakhar of the Gumma Rējī Pāl-yam chiefs.14 It says that the country was harassed by the Muslim army of Gulbarga and a panic ensued. The Paḷayagar of Gummaredhipura and Pemmasāni Singappa Nāyaka promptly massed their forces and marched to the help of their liege-lord Dēva Rāya. The army marched to Gulbarga and laid siege to the city. During the siege, four thousand men perished on either side. The Imperial army was exhausted. Then the Paḷayagar Doḍḍa Vasanta Rāya went to the Emperor and said “It appears that the forces of the Empire are in need of rest. Please give permission for the Paḷayapat army to show its strength.” Dēva

---
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Rāya gladly consented. The siege was renewed with greater vigour. The Sultan grew desperate and, seizing a sword, rushed into the thick of the fight. Dōḍḍa Vasanta Nāyaka ordered that none should meet the Sultan but himself, and seizing a sword went to fight with the Sultan. In the duel that followed the Sultan's sword broke in two, and Dōḍḍa Vasanta Nāyaka gallantly threw down his sword also. Then the combatants wrestled with one another, till at last the Sultan was crushed and died vomiting blood.

Abdu'r-Razzāk also testifies to the victory of the Vijayanagar forces. “The king's Danaik, after ravaging the territory of Gulbarga, returned bringing some wretched people away with him as captives.” This conquest of Gulbarga may be dated A.D. 1443. Evidently this victory increased the power of Lakkāṇṇa Dāṇḍa Nāyaka more than ever, and he was given the privilege of issuing coins in his own name, containing the letter "la" on the reverse and "kha na Daṇḍayakaru" on the obverse.16

To sum up, Lakkāṇṇa was not only a great administrator, but also a great conqueror. In the midst of his constant political activities, he found leisure to patronise art and religion by his own personal example. Not only was he a great author, but he was also a great Vīra Śaiva virakta.16 His devotion to his master and to his religion stand forth clearly, marking him as a great historical figure.

Another great minister of Dēva Rāya was Chāmarasa or Chāmayāmātya.17 He was also a devout Vīra Śaiva poet and scholar, who came into prominence at Court by the aid of Jakkaṇṇa Dāṇḍa Nātha. Jakkaṇṇa is mentioned in an inscription of Hari Hara II as early as 1308. By the time of Dēva Rāya II he must have been rather old. The tradition goes that Jakkaṇṇa, after making Chāmarasa the prime minister, abandoned politics for religion. This Chāmarasa was evidently the patron of Siddaṇṇa Mantri, who in turn patronised the Telugu poet Jakkaṇṇa, who wrote Vikramarka Charitramu.

Chāmarasa had the titles Vīra Śaiva Sarodhara, Anyamattha Koladhala etc. He was one of the hundred and one virakas who adorned the Court of Dēva Rāya. He was the author of the great Vīra Śaiva work Prabhulingalā, which was translated into Telugu and Tamil. He defeated in linguistic disputations both the Vaishnava Achārya Mukunda Peddi and the Smārtha poet Kumāra Vyāsa.

Jakkaṇṇa was another notable minister. A staunch Vīra Śaiva devotee, he was the disciple of Mahāliuga Dēva and Kumāra Banka Nātha. Mahāliuga Dēva wrote Ekottara stasthaḷa and Prabhudēvara stasthaḷa jnāna chāritrā, the latter work evidently so called after the name of the Emperor. Both were composed at the request of Jakkaṇṇa, who had the title "Bhakti Bhanḍārī". Jakkaṇṇa himself wrote his Nārondusthaḷa evidently on the model of the works of his Guru.

The Telugu author Jakkayya tells us that Siddha Mantri and his father Janna Mantri were ministers under Dēva Rāya II. As one Siddhappa Dāṇḍayaka is mentioned as ruling in Bāvakuru in Saka 1380 in the reign of Mallikārjuna, it is reasonable to suppose that his father was minister under Dēva Rāya II, while the son may have also been minister under Immaḍi Dēva Rāya Mallikārjuna. This tallies with the fact of Chamayāmātya giving the insignia of office to Siddha Mantri.

Guru Rāya Mahāpradāṇi, the patron of Chandra Kavi, was another minister. He was of Atrēyaśaṅgōtra and the son of Arasāmātya. He had the titles Nūtana Bhōja Rāya, Rāya
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Bhandari, Nārāyanavarudānka. Perhaps he is the individual mentioned under the name of Guruvappa in 1380 Bahudhānya as ruling at Bārakūr.

Panṭa Mālārā, who claims to be Dēva Rāya's lieutenant, has his inscriptions dated in Saka 1351, Kīlaka. He was the cousin of Śūra Nṛpati and had the significant titles Dharaṇīvarāhā, Chauhatta Mallā, which are distinctively Sālāya titles.

Vallabhamātya was the ruler of Vinukonda, who not only patronised Ārinātha but also wrote in Telugu his Kṛdadhirāma. He ruled over Mōpuru in Mulikī Nādu. It was through his assistance that Ārinātha was able to enter the imperial court.

Irugappa Dāṇḍanātha, the revered minister of Bukka II and Hari Hara II, seems to have been still living, as in A.D. 1422 he made a grant at Śravana Belgola to the great Jaina scholar Paṇḍitārāya Śruta Muni.

Dēva Rāya served his apprenticeship as Viceroy of Muluvāy or Mulhāgal. He seems to have had definite leanings towards Vira Śaivism. All the kings of the first dynasty were the hereditary disciples of the Kriyāśaktis, the exponents of the Tantric Śaivism of Kashmir. Sālāya Tippa, the brother-in-law of Dēva Rāya II, is spoken of as "Kamārā paddambujā rājā hainshah," while Vishnu in the form of Rāma came to be definitely worshipped during the time of Virūpākṣha II, who was converted to the worship of Rāma by Vaiśnavas saints. Dēva Rāya in an inscription of 1340 Viḷambi, is spoken of as "Vira Śaivaśaṁsaśaṁpāṇaṁ," (learned in the Āgama texts of Vira Śaivas). The vast Vira Śaiva literature which grew up in this and later reigns, speaks of a hundred and one viraktaś who were a hundred and one Ganadharas of Śiva, born on the earth. Moreover Karasthaḷa Viraṇḍa, one of the saints, is described as the son-in-law of Dēva Rāya.

Of the three prominent sects of the period, there was little antagonism between Jainism and Vira Śaivism, while Vaishnavism was always at loggerheads with the other two. Dēva Rāya, like the great Mughal, took intense delight in watching disputes between the rival theologians, and if any sect presumed to dominate the others, he promptly snubbed it. He dealt out justice fairly equally, and would not brook any breach of the peace. The Vaiśnavas teacher Kandāla Peddāyāhārya expounded the Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaṇa for nine months and took the works eighteen times in procession. Jakkaṇa, the Vira Śaiva saint, wrote his Nārondusthala and took the book in procession at night, surrounded by the hundred and one viraktaś. Thereupon ensued a contest in which Chāmarasa, aided by Jakkaṇa, was successful and was rewarded with the post of minister to Dēva Rāya.

Dēva Rāya later in the reign became more eclectic. Not only is he supposed to be the author of Mahā Nāyaka Sudhānidi, treating of the story of the Rāmāyaṇa, but we know that his wife Annalā Dēvi and he together built the exquisite Hazārā Rāma Temple in honour of Śri Rāma. His Jaina minister, Irugappadāṇḍānātha, patronised Jain scholars, while the fact that an epigraph at Śravana Belgola bewails his death is a proof of his good will towards Jainas also.

Dēva Rāya was supposed to be Indra himself, the ruler of the Gods, born on earth. Gāndāsāsa terms him "śriyogā̄nīpūrī" and Lakkaṇa calls him "Dēvendrapaśa". The Chānna Basava Purāṇa plainly asserts that Indra was born as Praudha Dēva Rāya. Dēva Rāya's wealth was far-famed, and struck Abdur-Razzāk as marvellous. Nuniz also affirms that Dēva Rāya was immensely rich and "gained eight hundred and fifty millions of gold besides precious stones. The kings of Coulliō, Ceyλō, Paleaca, Peguu and Tahcay paid tribute to him." In fact Vijayanagar was at the zenith of its prosperity during this king's reign.
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Justice was impartially administered. An inscription of Saka 1349, Plavanga, says that the king’s officers unjustly collected kānikkai, araśuppēru, karaṇakkarjōdi, and visēshādīyam. The ryots in consequence deserted the village. Cultivation ceased and the worship in the temple was at an end. The king promptly held an inquiry and issued a declaration of tolerance and restitution. That there was also an attempt at social reform during the reign is evident from an inscription of Saka 1347, Visvāvasu, when all the Brāhmaṇas of Padaivīdu Rāya—Kannadigas, Tamilians, Telugus and Ilātas, of all gōtras, śūtras and śāhhas, met before the God and settled the sacred law that they should conclude marriage by kanyāddāna and not after receiving gold. The penalty for breach of the rule was first excommunication and afterwards punishment by the king. If this decision had been rigidly enforced, it would have done away with an evil blight on the social life of to-day.

The whole Empire was divided into provinces, each under a Daṇḍa Nāyaka whose term of office at a particular place seems to have been eight years, after which he was transferred to another province. This was a wise and prudent policy—the violation of which by Viru-pākṣha II proved disastrous to the first dynasty. In A.D. 1434 Lakkança was forced to give away Terkal Nāḍu. To take Barakūr as an instance. In 1338 Śaṅkara deva was its governor; in 1347, Narasimha Daṇḍanātha; in 1353, Chandra Rāja. In 1361 Rāyara was at Terkal, and in 1372 at Barakūr. Thus the governors were constantly transferred from place to place, so that no individual could prove too powerful for the Central Government and successfully usurp power, like Sālva Narasimha.

Abdu’r-Razzāk says that the king possessed an army of eleven lakhs. Déva Rāya had many elephants which he hunted and captured himself, thus acquiring the titles of “Gaja Vēntekāra” and “Gaja Ganda Bērumda”. He was aware of the defect of the Hindu armies, which were unwieldy, and did not hesitate to borrow from his enemies means of improving them. He encouraged Arab merchants to bring good horses by way of Honāwar. Abdu’r-Razzāk says that Déva Rāya paid handsomely and encouraged the trade. An inscription also testifies to the fact that Déva Rāya possessed a cavalry force of “ten thousand Turkish horses in service.” For the accommodation of his Muslim soldiers, he seems to have erected the mosque at Hampi.

There were three hundred ports in the Empire which extended from Gulbarga to Cape Comorin, Ceylon and Pegu. The very fact that Lakkança Daṇḍa Nāyaka was a great naval commander shows that there must have been a powerful fleet in existence. In A.D. 1419 Déva Rāya is styled only the “Paśchima Samudrādhipati”. In A.D. 1420-24 Lakkança is called “the Lord of the Southern Ocean.” In 1442-43 Ceylon was conquered; Pegu and the Eastern Archipelago also came under his sway. Déva Rāya got his precious stones from Quilon, Ceylon and Punic. His collection of pearls is also extolled by Śrīnātha.

The conquest of Goleconda and Ceylon has already been referred to. During Déva Rāya’s time, the Telugu kingdom of the Rāḍās who ruled at Rājamandri, passed into his hands about the year A.D. 1443. Kondavīdu had been under a branch of the Rāḍdi family—Pedda Kōmaṭi being the last ruler. His son Rāčhavēm was of dissolve character and was promptly murdered. In Saka 1377, Yuva, we find an inscription of Gaṇa Déva Rāḥutta Rāya whose capital was Kondavīdu. Gaṇa Déva claims to be of the same lineage as Kapīṣvāra Gajapati. It is probable that after the murder of Rāčhavēm the Gajapatis ruled at Kondavīdu under the suzerainty of Déva Rāya. Allāda Rāḍdi of the Rājamandri branch claims alliance with the Gajapati and Karnaṭa king in the wars with Pedda Kōmaṭi.
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As soon as the powerful hand of Déva Rāya was removed by death, the Bahmani Sultan and Kapilēśvar Gajapati attacked the city of Vijayanagar, as testified by Ganḍāsā. Mallikārjuna sallied from the fort walls and chased the enemy out of the country.

Déva Rāya came to the throne as a child; for Ābdūr-Razzāk speaks of him as "exceedingly young" when he visited him in A.D. 1443. He gives this graphic description of the great sovereign: "The king was seated in great state in the forty-pillared hall and a great crowd of Brahmins and others stood on the right and left of him. He was clothed in a robe of Zaitun, Satin, and he had round his neck a collar composed of pure pearls of regal excellence, the value of which a jeweller would find it difficult to calculate. He was of an olive colour, of a spare body and rather tall. He was exceedingly young; for there was only some slight down on his cheek and none on his chin. His whole appearance was very prepossessing." Again he says that the Rāya possessed very excellent qualities indeed.

Ābdūr-Razzāk in A.D. 1442 speaks of a treacherous plot to murder the Emperor. The king's younger brother had constructed a new house and invited the king and nobles to a banquet. Many of the nobles were killed, but the king by his own prowess and good fortune escaped. The treacherous brother was slain by the furious populace. We know only of two brothers of Déva Rāya,—Pratāpa Déva, called also Vijaya, and Śrīgiri Bhūpāla, who was viceroy at Maratakanagara, identified with Virinchipuram by Mr. Venkayya. Pratāpa Déva was also at Maratakanagara after his younger brother from Saka 1346 to 1388 Kshaya. Since Pratāpa Déva lived on to Saka 1370 Vibhava, it is not possible to identify him with the younger brother of Déva Rāya who, Ābdūr-Razzāk asserts, was killed by the populace in A.D. 1442. Therefore the expression in the Śrī Sāilam plates "निजामुद्वा वास प्रवाहदुरविक: " must be interpreted to mean the elder sister of Déva Rāya, who is referred to in C.D. 29.

This is dated Sōbhakrit, Kārtik B. 10, Sōmavāra, (Monday, November 9, A.D. 1422). The growth of Sālva power is very significant. To provide a place for his nephew, Déva Rāya ordered Lakkanāḍa and Mādanna to hand over Terkal Nāḍu.

Ābdūr-Razzāk speaks of the following coins as current in the realm. Gold coins: (1) Varāha, (2) Pratāpa (half-varāha), (3) Pānām (¼ pratāpa); Silver—Tār (¼ pānām); Copper—Jital (½ tār). The obverse on most of the coins has a god and goddess seated like those on the coins of Hari Hara, sometimes with the attributes of Vīshṇu, at others of Śiva. Of the gold coins, there are double pagodas, pagodas, half-pagodas and quarter-pagodas. Certain other coins bear on the obverse the figure of an elephant with the legend "Raja Gaja Gaṇḍa Bhārunḍa," commemorative of the elephant hunts in which Déva Rāya took delight.

His silver coins are perhaps the earliest of the dynasty. They have an elephant on the obverse and on the reverse a sword, and to the right the legend हेम राज. Copper coins of his are numerous. They usually contain on the obverse, in addition to the usual elephant, the letter ह and in one case "La" which, coupled with the legend on the reverse, formed the well-known name of Déva Rāya's minister Lakkanāḍa Gaṇḍa Nāyaka. Some coins have the figure of Nandi—a proof of Déva Rāya's Śaiva inclinations, others have Vaishṇava symbols, and on
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one coin Nandi is represented with the Vaishnava symbols—śankha and chakra on either side—at proof of the king's eclecticism. One coin has the figure of Nandi and the legend Nilakantha.37

This period was one of great literary activity. Sanskrit, Telugu and Kannada scholars of every sect—Vaishnavas, Smārtas, Vira-Saivas and Jains, produced a vast literature, secular as well as religious. Among them we may mention Lakkaṇa, Jakkaṇa, Bhāskara, Dharaṇaḷa, Mahāliṅga, Kumāra Bankanātha and Šrinātha. It is probable that Mahāntaka Sudhānditaka is not the work of Déva Rāya II, but of his son Imādi Déva Rāya Mallikārjuna, who was a great scholar. Nuniz says that Pina Rao "was a great scholar and made many books... He was a very wise man." In Kannada there is a work by one Kāḷḷarasa called Jana Vāṣya, which treats of erotics.38 There the author says "मल्लिकार्जुनास कृतिः प्रहारे / देवमोहिनीं देवधर्मिनींं/ राजा राजारामानो/ राजेरा भंगारा भंगारा/ मल्लिकार्जुनास कृतिः प्रहारे।" 39 Mallikārjuna, the son of Déva Nripa, first wrote the work on erotics in Sanskrit, addressed to his wife; Kāḷḷarasa translated it into Kannada with the king's permission, and gave it another name "Mallikārjuna Vijaya" or "Madana Tilaka." There is a work in Sanskrit on erotics called Rati Ratna Pradhipika, the colophon of which runs as follows: "Iti Śrī Rāja Paramēṣvara Pravasā Déva Rāya Virachitādyāṃ Rati Ratna Pradhipīkādyāṃ."39 The authorship, I venture to state, has been erroneously attributed to a Mysore sovereign. I think the author was Mallikārjuna himself, whose book was translated into Kannada by his court poet Kāḷḷarasa. Whether this Kāḷḷarasa is identical with Kallinātha (A.D. 1453), who was the court-musician of Imādi Déva and wrote a monumental commentary on the Sangīta-Ratnākara of Sāranga Déva, it is difficult to say.

We have already referred to the dispute between Mukunda Peddi and Chāmarasa. Literary history presents us with two more illustrations of such a contest. Śrīnātha completed his Śīvarātri Māhātmyam about the year 1420, and went on a pilgrimage to Śrī Śailam. Thence he went to the Karnatā country with the help of Vinukonḍa Vallabha Rāya. In spite of this help Śrīnātha was not received graciously at Court, where the poet-laureate Dīṇḍima zealously excluded every dangerous rival. Śrīnātha, a pleasure-loving man, to whom the good things of the world mattered much, describes his wretched condition and besought "Kannada Rāya Lakṣmī" to take pity on him.

Arunagīrinātha Dīṇḍima was no mean scholar. He is the author of Yogānanda Prahasana, a commentary on Śaṅkara's Saundarya Lahari, and of Vābhāga Ratna Māla.40 In Śomavallā Prahasana he calls himself Śrī Dīṇḍima Kavi-Sārva-Bhauma iti prathita birudānka nāmadhyaka Sarasaṅgi prasudā labha Kaviśanāthah Śrīmān Arunagiri Nāthah teṇa kriṣṭeṇa yogānanda nāmad prahasanēṇa, Sabhā niyagamanutishṭhāni. He was a native of Mullandram, which was granted to him and several others, after changing its name to Praudhadavarapurum, after the king. Dīṇḍima also had the titles Adbhavā Bhaubhātī, Ashvabhāṣāparamāśvara, Chēra-Chola-Pandya Prathamarddha, and Kavi Mallā Gaḷla Gaḷa Tādana paṭu—probably referring to the author of Udāra Rākhava or to the Kannada poet of the same name, who calls himself a Lakṣaṇa Kavi, disciple of Puttanāṅka Pandita, and wrote Madana Tilaka in Kannada. The Kannada poet Chandra Kavi, who wrote "Virupāksha Shāhāṇa" at the Court of Déva Rāya, also calls himself, like Dīṇḍima, Ashṭa bhāṣākāviti Pravāhā (proficient in writing poetry in eight languages).
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Śrīnātha, however, was fortunate in securing the favour of the royal guru Chandra Bhāṣaṇa Kriyā Śakti, and challenged Arunagiri to put up a fight for his title of Kavi sārva bhauma. In the contest that ensued Śrīnātha was declared the winner.

Thenceforth Śrīnātha proudly styles himself Kavi sārva bhauma.41 It was after this victory that Dēva Rāya bathed him in gold in his pearl-hall.

This is also referred to by the brother-in-law of Śrīnātha, Duggapalli Duggayya,42 Kavi Sārva Bhaumuḍu Karnāṭa Vībhucēta Kanakābhishēkamuḷu ganina Śrīnātha.

The third contest was between Kumāra Vyaṣa and Chāmarasa.43 Both of them wrote their Mahābhārata, but Kumāra Vyaṣa’s work was considered inferior. Thereupon he told his wife who was Chāmarasa’s sister, that unless Chāmarasa’s work was destroyed, he would commit suicide. His wife stole the rival work and burnt it. Chāmarasa consoled himself by writing about immortal people in his Prabhuligalīye. The king, who had determined to have Kumāra Vyaṣa bathed in gold, changed his mind and took Chāmarasa’s work Prabhuligalīye in procession on the state-elephant, and became a disciple of Chāmarasa.

I give below a list of Poets who flourished under the patronage of Dēva Rāya:—


Of the architecture of the time—blending together Chālukyan and Eastern elements—the Hazāra Rāma temple and Pārśvanātha Chaityālaya in Pāṇḍapuri street,45 of the year Śaka 1348, Parabha, are the outstanding monuments. Of the irrigation works of his reign we have an inscription at Dāvanagere,44 dated a.d. 1424, which states that Dānda Nāyaka Ballappa dammed the Haridrā and constructed a net work of canals. The poet considers the work of Ballappa greater than that of Bhagiratha’s bringing of the Ganges. Everywhere the red water of the nāḷas was like the tilaka of the Earth Goddess.

At least two of Dēva Rāya’s girl children are referred to in Kannada literary tradition. Vira Śaiva tradition tells us that Karasthala Virāṇa was the son-in-law of Dēva Rāya. Similarly, Liṅga Mantri, a Kannada author patronised by the Rāyōdaya of Nuggēhalli (1530), tells us that the father of his patron was the son-in-law of Pratāpa Dēva Rāya and was named Tirumala Rāya.45

41 Virasalinga’s Andhara Kavula Charitra, vol. I—Śrīnātha.
44 Dg. 29, Ėpi. Car., vol. XI.
An epigraph at Śravaṇa Belgoḷa thus refers to the death of Déva Rāya.⁴⁶

*Kshayaḥ  kṣatras vasya devatayukta Vaiśākhakāṃ |
Mahītanaya Vārakṣyuta Valaksha pakshe tāre ||
Pratāpa nīlī Dēva Rāya pralaya ma paḥantāsamō |
Chaturdāsa dīnē katham piti pate ḍhi Vārydgāteh ||

Writing in the *Indian Antiquary* for 1896, Dr. Kielhorn takes it to have occurred in the dark half, and says that the fourteenth *tīthi* ended fourteen hours and fifty-seven minutes after mean sunrise on Tuesday. But it must have been on the fourth week day, and not on the third. Taking the bright half of the month,

( (*Swamikannupillai’s Tables.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Moon <em>tīthi</em> Vaiśākha</th>
<th>14 <em>tīthi</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First New Moon in Solar year</td>
<td>.4016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vaiśākha</em> 14th</td>
<td>13.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun’s equation for anomaly of</td>
<td>14.1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly of first New Moon in Solar year</td>
<td>10.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vaiśākha</em> 14</td>
<td>24.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon’s Anomaly for equation of</td>
<td>24.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (17) April 39.86 |
| (17) April 40.26 i.e., 3rd week day (Tuesday) May 10th, 6 hours and fifteen minutes after mean sunrise. |

Since Śaka 1368 (expired), Kshaya⁴⁷, is the date of the grant of Mallikārjuna prohibiting extortion from the poor ryots of the Idangai and Valangai sects at the coronation of each emperor, we must perforce conclude that it is Déva Rāya II who is referred to in the Śravaṇa Belgoḷa inscription, and not his younger brother, whose “setting” is referred to in an inscription of Śaka 1370 (Sorab 18).⁴⁸

Thus ended Déva Rāya’s reign. It is not characterised by great spectacular effects; but he laid the firm foundation of a policy of toleration and of suppression of overweening feudal vassals—a policy, the violation of which brought disaster. Literature flourished; the seas were conquered; commerce furthered; the enemy in the north and north-east was thoroughly beaten; toleration was extended to every community irrespective of caste, creed and nationality; oppression and nepotism, torture and extortion were firmly suppressed; social reform was given an impetus; local autonomy was safe-guarded in such a way as not to encroach on the central power; centrifugal and centripetal tendencies were balanced to a nicety. In short peace and prosperity were assured. These are the achievements of a prince who deserves a high place among the rulers of India.

---

⁴⁶ Śr. Bel. 328 (125). *Epi. Cor.*., vol. II.
⁴⁸ Sorab 18, *Epi. Cor.*., XII, pt. II.
BUDDHIST WOMEN.
By Dr. BIMALA CHURN LAW, M.A., B.L., Fr.D.
(Continued from page 68.)

Mallikā was the daughter of a Brāhmaṇ steward of the Śākya Mahānāman. On her father's death she was taken by Mahānāman to his house. She was at first named Chandrā. She made a wreath which satisfied Mahānāman so much that he changed her name to Mallikā. One day Mallikā went to the garden with her food, and just then the Blessed One passed them collecting alms. Mallikā thought of offering her food to the Buddha, and the latter knowing her thought held out his bowl. She put her offering in it and wished at the same time that some day she might be free from slavery or poverty. One day Pasenadi carried away by his horse in the heat of the chase came to Mahānāman's garden. There he saw Mallikā. Requested by the king, Mallikā rubbed his feet with a towel. As soon as she did so the king fell asleep. When he awoke he found out who she was, went to Mahānāman and married her. She was then taken to Śrāvasti and in time she brought forth a son named Virūdhaka (Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, pp. 75–77), and also a daughter. (S.N., I, p. 86). This story is nothing but a Tibetan version of the story of Pasenadi and Vāsabhakkhatiyā. Cf. Svapna-vāsabhaddattā of Bhāṣa.

Again we read that Mallikādevi went to the Buddha and asked him thus, "What is the cause of a woman's getting an ugly appearance, bad habit, wretched state and poverty in this world? What is the cause of a woman who is of this nature becoming very rich and influential? What is the cause of a woman who is of good appearance and lovely becoming poor and uninfluential, and vice versa?" The Buddha answered thus: "The woman who is very hot-tempered and who gets angry for slight reason becomes poor and ugly if she does not offer any charity to the Saṅgha or Brāhmaṇas, but if she offers charity to the Saṅgha or Brāhmaṇas, she becomes rich and influential although she is hot-tempered." The Buddha further said "She who is not hot-tempered and does not become angry for slight reason becomes poor and influential if she does not offer any charity to the Saṅgha or Brāhmaṇas." Mallikā admitted that on account of her hot temper and peevish nature she had an ugly appearance, but she, on account of her previous charities, became a queen. She further said that she would treat properly the daughter of the Kṣatriyas, the Brāhmaṇas and the other householders who were subordinate to her. She became a devotee of the Buddha, being very pleased with him. (Aṅguttara Nikāya, 11, pp. 202–205). It is noteworthy that once Mallikā was asked by Pasenadi whether she had anybody dearer to her than her own soul. She replied in the negative. Pasenadi was asked the same question by his wife, and he too answered it in the negative. She then went to the Buddha and related the matter to him. The Buddha said that they were right in holding that there was nothing more favourite than one's own soul. (Udāna, p. 47; cf. also S.N., I, p. 75.) Once Pasenadi invited Buddha to teach Dhamma to queens Mallikā and Vāsabhakkhatiyā as they were desirous of learning it. Buddha asked the king to engage Ānanda for the purpose as it was not possible for him to go every day. Mallikādevi learnt it thoroughly, but Vāsabhakkhatiyā was not so mindful of learning Dhamma. (D.C., 1, 382). It was Mallikā who saved the life of many living beings who were brought for sacrifice to save Pasenadi from the evil effect of hearing four horrible sounds at midnight by inducing him to go to the Buddha to take instructions from him. (D.C. vol. 11, pp. 7–8). After her death, Mallikādevi had to suffer in the Avici hell because she deceived her husband by telling a lie about her misconduct. (D.C., 111, 119 f.).

Mallikādevi made the following arrangements on the occasion of Pasenadi's offering a unique gift to the Buddha and the bhikkhus:

1. She made a canopy with Śāla wooden parts, under which five hundred bhikkhus could sit within the parts and five hundred outside them.

2. Five hundred white umbrellas were raised by five hundred elephants standing at the back of five hundred bhikkhus.
3. Golden boats were placed in the middle of the pandal, and each Khattiya daughter threw scents standing in the midst of the two bhikkhus.

4. Each Khattiya princess fanned standing in the midst of two bhikkhus.

5. Golden boats were filled with scents and perfumes. (D.C., III., pp. 184 f.)

The daughter of queen Mallikā was also named Mallikā. She was the wife of General Bandhula. She was childless for a long time. Bandhula sent her to her father's house. On the way she went to the Jetavana to salute the Buddha who was informed by her that her husband was sending her home as she was childless. The Buddha asked her to go to her husband's house. Bandhula was informed of this fact and thought that the Buddha must have got the idea that she would be pregnant. The sign of pregnancy was visible in her, and she desired to drink water and bathe in the well-guarded tank of the Liechavis. Bandhula with his wife visited the tank and he made his wife bathe and drink water therefrom. (D.C., I, pp. 349–351.) Mallikā, wife of Bandhula, and daughter of a Malla king of Kuśinārā, offered worship to the relic of the Buddha with plenty of perfumes and garlands and also an ornament named mahālātā which was very valuable. In consequence of this, she, after death, was reborn in the Tāvatimśa heaven where she was bedecked all in yellow. (Vimānavaṭṭhu Commy., 165.)

Vajirā was a bhikkunī who was tempted by Māra when she went to Andhavana to meditate. Māra came to her and asked her, "Who has created the being? Wherefrom it has come, and where will it go?" She said, "The aggregation of five khandhas constitutes the sattas." Māra then left her. (Sānyutta Nikāya, I, pp. 134–135.)

Cīrā bhikkunī was given a robe by an upāsika of the Buddha. This message was declared by a Yakkha in the streets of Rājagaha saying that the giver by giving a robe to Cīrā who was free from fetters, could acquire much merit. (Sānyutta Nikāya, I, p. 213.)

Uttarā and her husband were serving a banker at Rājagaha. Once the banker went to attend a famous ceremony, and Uttarā with her husband was at home. The husband of Uttarā went to cultivate in the morning. Uttarā was going with cooked food to her husband in the field. On the way she met Sāriputta, who was just rising up from nirodhasamāppati (meditation on cessation) and offered the food to him, with the result that she became the richest lady of Rājagaha, and her husband became a banker named Mahādhanasenathī. (D.C., III, pp. 302 f.)

Puṇṇā was the maid-servant of a banker of Sāvatthi. Once she was asked to husk a large quantity of paddy. While engaged in husking the paddy at night, she went outside the house to take rest. At this time Dabba, a Mallian, was in charge of making arrangements for the sleeping accommodation of the bhikkhus who were guests. Puṇṇā with some cakes went out to enquire of the cause of their movements with lights at night. The Buddha went out for alms by the way in which Puṇṇā was. She offered all the cakes to the Buddha without keeping any for herself. The Buddha accepted them. Puṇṇā was thinking whether Buddha would partake of her food. The Buddha did partake of it in her house. The effect of this offer was that Puṇṇā obtained sotāpattiraham where the offer was made. (D.C., III, pp. 321 f.)

Rohini was Anuruddha's sister. She was suffering from white leprosy. She did not go to her brother as she was suffering. Anuruddha sent for her and asked her to build a rest-house for bhikkhus to get rid of her sin. She kept the rest-house clean even when it was under construction, and she did this with great devotion for a long time. She became free from her disease. Shortly afterwards the Buddha went to Kapilavatthu and sent for Rohini. The Buddha told her that she was the queen of the king of Benares in her former birth. The king was enamoured of the beauty of a dancing girl. The queen knowing this, became jealous of her, and to punish her she put something in her cloth and bathing water which produced terrible itching all over her body. On account of this sin, she got this disease. She obtained sotāpattiphalām and the colour of her body became golden. (D.C., III, pp. 295 f.)
Suppavāsā, a daughter of a Koliyan was pregnant for seven years, but she did not give birth to any child. After seven years, labour pain began and she suffered terribly for seven days, but no child was born. She requested her husband to go to the Buddha and to salute him on her behalf, reporting the matter to him. Her husband went to the Buddha and informed him. The Buddha desired that Suppavāsā would give birth to a son without any pain and disease. While the Buddha was expressing this desire, a son was born. Her husband was sent again to invite the Buddha to her house for seven days. The Buddha accepted the invitation. The Master took his meal there for seven days and converted both of them (Udāna, pp. 15–17; Cf. D.C., IV, 192–193). Suppavāsā used to give alms daily to five hundred bhikkhus. (Dhammadāpada Commy., 1, 339.) She became the foremost of the upāsikās, offering the best food to the Buddha. Buddha told her the good effect of offering food, and he further said that an offerer by offering rice offers the lease of life, beauty, happiness and strength. The offerer in return obtains celestial life, celestial beauty, happiness and strength. (Aṅguttara Nikāya, II, pp. 62–63).

Another bhikkhunī of some repute was Nakulamātā. When her husband was ill and was ready to die, free from anxiety, she told him that she knew spinning and weaving and management of household affairs and children. She also told her husband that she would never remarry after his death, as both of them lived the life of a recluse for sixteen years. She informed her husband that after his death she would meet the Buddha and the bhikkhus-sangha. She also promised to observe the precepts. She also told her husband that she was one of the female devotees who fully observed the precepts, controlled the mind, had strong faith in the Buddha, Dhamma and Saṅgha, and who became fearless and did not depend on others except the Buddha for support. (A.N., III, 295 f.)

Bojjhā was a devotee who approached the Buddha, who preached to her the reward of observing the precepts and the Sabbath. The Master said to her: “Happiness obtained by observing Sabbath is sixteen times greater than that enjoyed by the sixteen countries.” (A.N., IV, pp. 259–260.)

Vellukan̄ṭakī Nandamātā was a devotee of the Buddha. She gave offerings to Sāriputta and Moggallāna. Referring to this the Buddha said: “A giver must be pleased before he gives dāna; his mind must be pleased while giving dāna and after giving dāna. The receiver of the offering must be free from passion, hatred and delusion. The consequence of such a gift is immeasurable”. Nandamātā gave such a gift to Sāriputta and Moggallāna, and she obtained immeasurable consequence of the gift. (A.N., III, 336–337.) There was another bhikkhunī named Nandamātā who was once repeating the Pārāyenā Sutta of the Sutta Nipāta in a sweet voice. King Vessavana was going from north to south, and he waited there till Nandamātā finished her repetition and praised her much. Nandamātā told Vessavana that the merit acquired by the act would be beneficial to him. Vessavana gladly assented and said that the merit which would be acquired by her through the gift made to Sāriputta and Moggallāna would prove beneficial to him. (A.N., IV, p. 63 f.)

Migasālā was an upāsikā who went to Ananda and said, “According to the instruction of the Buddha, a brahmacārī and an abrahamcārī go to the same place after death and enjoy the same amount of happiness.” Ananda went to the Buddha to have this problem solved. The Buddha said that the lay devotee was ignorant and uneducated and therefore she could not realize it properly. The Buddha further said, “Even a householder may acquire the same amount of merit as acquired by a brahmacārī who does not fulfil his duties properly.” (A.N., III, 347 f.)

Dinnā, a bhikkhunī, was asked by her husband about sakkāyadiṭṭhi, sakkāyanirōdhā, ariyāthāṅkikamaggo, saṁkhāra, nirodhasamāpatti, manner of rising up from nirodhasamāpatti and vedanā. Dhammadinnā gave satisfactory answers to all the questions. She said, “Five upādāna khandhas constitute sakkāyadiṭṭhi. Tanhā means sakkāya samudayo. Destruction of tanhā means sakkāya nirodha. The noble eight-fold path is
the means of attaining sakkāyanīrodha. Ignorant people take the five upādāna khandhas jointly and separately as attā (soul); the learned and noble disciples do not take them in this sense. Those who obtain nirodha samāpatti are stopped one after another. The three kinds of vedanā are sukhā, dukkha and adukkhhasukhā (M.N., 1., 299 f.)

There was an upāsikā named Suvatā who destroyed three bonds and obtained the first stage of sanctification. (S.N., V, p. 356.)

Nandā, sister of the king of Kosala, was a bhikkhuni. While going through the sky at night she instructed Kālāsoka and bhikkhusaṅgha to purify bhikkhusaṅgha by driving out bad bhikkhus and protecting good bhikkhus (Sāsanavānīsa, p. 6).

There was another woman named Nandā who was the wife of a householder named Nandasaṇha who lived in a certain village near Savatthi. She had no faith in the Buddha. She was very hot-tempered and used to abuse her husband, father-in-law and mother-in-law. On her death she became a pett. One day she appeared before her husband and gave him an account of her past misdeeds. The husband made gifts for her sake to the bhikkhus, and Nandā was released from her miseries. (P.D. on the Petavathu, pp. 89-92.)

Revati was the daughter of a householder of Benares. She had no faith in the Buddha, and was very uncharitable. For some days she was forced by her parents to do meritorious deeds in order to win Nandiya, a neighbour’s son, as her husband. After marriage, Nandiya made her follow him in his meritorious deeds. Thereafter Nandiya had to go abroad. He asked his wife to continue all the meritorious deeds. Revati did so for seven days. Then she stopped all meritorious deeds and began to abuse the bhikkhus who had come to her house for alms. Nandiya, on his return, found that all his acts of charity had been discontinued. After death Revati became a hellish creature. On his death Nandiya became a devata. He saw with his divine eyes that Revati had become a hellish creature. He then went to her and asked her to approve of the meritorious acts done by him. As soon as she did so, she became a devata and resided with Nandiya in heaven. (B.C. Law, Buddhist Conception of Spirits, p. 79.)

Sāmāvati was the queen of king Udena of Kosambi. The harem containing Sāmāvati with 500 female attendants was burnt while Udena was in the royal garden. The matter was referred to the Buddha, who said, “Each upāsikā had gone according to her kamma, some have become sotāpanna sakadāgami and anāgami and so forth (Udāna, p. 79).

There was a maid-servant named Birani engaged by Asoka Brāhmaṇa to give food daily to the saṅgha which was enough for eight bhikkhus. This she used to do with devotion, with the result that after her death she was born in avimāna in the sky. (Mahāvaniṣa, p. 214.)

Rūpanandā was Buddha’s step-sister. She thought that her eldest brother renounced the world and had become a Buddha. Her younger brother Nanda was a bhikkhu and Rāhulakumāra had obtained ordination. Her husband too became a bhikkhu and her mother, Mahāpajāpatigotami, became a bhikkhuni. She renounced the world thinking that so many of her relatives had renounced the world. She did not go before the Buddha as she was proud of her beauty, while the Buddha used to preach the impermanence and worthlessness of form. The other bhikkhunīs and bhikkhus always used to praise the Buddha in her presence and tell her that all having different tastes became blessed by seeing the Buddha.

Nandā thought of going to the Buddha with other bhikkhunīs but she would not show herself to the Buddha. Ānanda came to know that Nandā had come with the bhikkhunīs. The Buddha desired to lower her pride in her beauty by showing the bad effect of it. By his miraculous power the Buddha created a most beautiful girl who was engaged in fanning the Buddha. Nandā seeing her beauty found out that her own beauty was much inferior. The girl was seen gradually attaining youth, the state of a mother of a child and then old age and disease and death. Nandā, seeing this, gave up her pride in her beauty and came to realize the impermanence of beauty. The Buddha, knowing the state of her mind, delivered a suitable sermon and she became an arhat after hearing it. (D.C., III, pp. 113 f.)
NOTES ON CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.

By Sir RICHARD C. TEMPLE, Bt.

(Continued from page 45.)

D-III. Coins of Thibaw [Thibaw].

It used to be confidently asserted that Thibaw never had a coinage in his own name, but I have so far doubted the truth of this statement as to think it possible that he coined, or his officials coined for him, the _shweu-ndawmiz_, already described under Mindon Min, as it bears date the year of his accession B.E. 1240 = 1878, and his sign the tō:

Concurrently with this gold coin, which tradition has assigned to Mindon Min, there was a copper and a brass coinage, bearing the tō : effigy and the date 1240. I think this should be attributed to Thibaw, unless it can be proved to be Mindon’s.

A copper coin of Thibaw is shown in fig. 35, Plate II. Obverse: a tō: and tō: _tazktō_ (royal stamp of the tō :). Reverse: a wreath, outside it _Yedanabon Nēbyūd_, and inside it 1 mū _ţōng_: _diingā_: 8 pōn _tabōn_ (coin to be used as an eighth part of 1 mū, A.D. 1878). The eighth of a mū is the fourth of a _pţ_.

The brass coinage of Thibaw⁴⁹ is very interesting. I had two specimens, evidently struck from the dies used for the tō: copper coins just described. The Burmese imported their copper in sheets for coinage; and being unable to roll copper, which requires costly machinery capable of enduring great heat, they mixed zinc with the waste copper resulting from punching the sheets for minting, and then rolled it. The brass coinage resulting was forced into currency. Specimens used to be common showing zinc alloy in various quantities.

The copper coinage, both of Mindon and Thibaw showed early signs of becoming rare, because of withdrawal from currency by the British Government in 1889. The effect of the withdrawal in Mandalay, as I saw for myself, was to drive them out of use in a week, though of course in the villages they were likely to pass for many a year later.

A general remark by Sir George Scott (Shwe Yoe, _The Burman_, 1882, vol. II, pp. 299–300) on Burmese coinage and its use in everyday life, will not be out of place here:—“Formerly the Burmese had no stamped coinage, and the silver and gold used, mixed in greater or less amount with alloy, which necessitated the calling in of an assayer for every transaction, was always dealt out by weight. Now, however, there are gold coins stamped with the lion and the peacock, silver and copper with the royal peacock, and lead with the hare . . . . Mandalay rupees, though the same size as those of the Indian Government, are not in favour in Rangoon. They only run to fourteen annas, so that you lose two annas on each. The gold coins are practically not in circulation at all. Englishmen buy them as curiosities in the bazaar and get cheated if they do not carefully ring every one. The smaller ones, struck from the same die as the silver two-anna bit, are principally used by the king to fill silver cups presented to distinguished visitors.”

E. Coin.

Going back now to consider coins and tokens stamped to mark exchange value only, which form the links between lump currency and coin of the realm, it may be as well in this division of the subject to keep our minds clear as to the difference between tokens, coin and coin of the realm.

Section 230 of the _Indian Penal Code_, (Indian) Act XLV of 1860, is of much use in this respect, when read with Section 3 of the _Metal Tokens Act_ (Indian) Act I of 1889. The _Indian Penal Code_, when speaking of offences relating to coin and government stamps, says, Sec. 230:—“Coin is metal used for the time being as money, and stamped and issued by the authority of some State or Sovereign Power in order to be used. Coin stamped and issued by the authority of the Queen [Victoria], or by the authority of the Government of India, or of the Government of any Presidency, or of any Government in the Queen’s Dominions, is the Queen’s coin.

⁴⁹ There is a brass coinage (sapèques en laiton) current in the Upper Laos States. _Young Pao_, vol. I, p. 51.
Illustrations: (a) cowries are not coin: (b) lumps of unstamped copper, though used as metal tokens, are not coin: (c) medals are not coin, inasmuch as they are not intended to be used as money: (d) the coin denominated as the Company's rupee is the Queen's coin. All this is to say: coin stamped and issued by the authority of the ruler of a country is coin of the realm he rules. Coin stamped and issued by the authority of other rulers is coin; all other metal used as money is a metal token.

These definitions apply to completely civilized states, and practically, though not altogether, to such countries as Upper Burma was before the annexation; and I here describe the two species of currency now to be discussed respectively as "tokens" and "coin," though both are strictly speaking tokens.

E.-I. Tokens.

In this category must be reckoned silver, copper and other discs made in the royal mint but never stamped. Either through carelessness or theft these discs got into circulation in large quantities, and owing to the habit, common in the East, and described ante, vol. XXVI, pp. 157 ff., of receiving any kind of token as currency, and also because of the knowledge that they were made at the royal mint, they were freely used as tokens of the full value of coin of the realm. A specimen is shown in fig. 39, Plate II.

E.-II. Taungbannì Coins.

As unquestioned coins that were acknowledged not to be coin of the realm, but still had a ready currency at about 75 per cent. of the royal mint currency, were the taungbannì coins. They were in silver, copper and brass, and copied all the issues from the royal mint. I was never able to account satisfactorily for the minting of the taungbannì currency. Everyone in Mandalay of any importance, or likely to know really, always for some reason denied all knowledge of its origin. I suspect that private persons, either for a consideration or with the connivance of the Mint-master, obtained a right to issue coins, or that downright illicit coining was common. Some Burmans called the taungbannì currency p'ônji or monk's money, and asserted that certain monasteries coined as of right. Among the monks who had the right to coin I understood were the Nān-û Sayyâdò of the Mòzaung Kyaundaik (Monastery) near the Èngdòyâ Pagoda at Mandalay, and a Sayâdò whose title I have forgotten, but who had been tutor to King Thibò. Others said that the taungbannì coins were issued by great personages.

A silver taungbannì piece of one mû is shown in fig. 40, Plate II. It bears the legend on the true 1 mû piece and the date 1214 = 1852 A.D. Similarly the copper specimen shown on fig. 41, Plate II is a copy of the tô : copper coin, and bears date 1240 = A.D. 1878. The brass taungbannì coinage was common. All the specimens I saw were copies of the tô : copper coins, and all bore the date 1240.

E.-III. Irregular Tokens.

The next point for enquiry is the token whose appearance and apparent weight gives it an exchange value without further test. These I have already called irregular tokens, and defined as lumps of metal made into certain forms and used as coins though never intended for that purpose. Crawford referred to something of the kind when he says that the king's treasure was in bars of gold reckoned at 238 Spanish dollars each.


First in this category comes the chûlôn (k'ayûlôn, round shell) or chaubinbauk, the well-known Shan Shell-money. See Plate II, fig. 16. Sir George Scott, writing to me in 1889, called the "shells" Siamese money, "still current among the Siamese and a large portion of the Lao [Shan] States." Ma Kin, a well-known female dealer in Mandalay, told

---

40 So probably also were Phayre's Plate III, figs. 5 to 10; see p. 38. Compare the Greek temple coinage. Poole, Coins and Medals, p. 12. Also the Roman moneta castrenses, and the coins issued extra muros: op. cit., pp. 50 ff.
41 See ante, vol. XXVI, pp. 156, 157 ff.
me that the Shan Shells came from Bawdwin (the Bortwang of Crawfurd's Ava, p. 444) near Nyaunggyew in the Southern Shan States.

They are on the borderland between real tokens and lumps of metal marked for fineness, as their shape proves. They are not deliberately manufactured, but are the result of the natural efflorescence of silver under certain methods of extraction. They are necessarily as pure as bò silver and their weight was tested by handling, so they passed as tokens. In fig. 1, Plate I, and usually in specimens of Shàn bò, efflorescence in this form is to be seen adhering to the silver from which it springs. Yule (Awa, p. 260) alludes to this: "The variety next to bò is K'ayübät, 52 so called from K'ayú, a shell and pát, circle or winding, in consequence of the spiral lines of efflorescence on the surface." Prinsep, Useful Tables, p. 31, expresses the same opinion and says that K'ayübät is "a silver cake with marks upon its surface, produced by the crystallization of the lead scoria in the process of refinement."

Owing to a mistake in Ridgeway's Origin of Currency, pp. 22, 29, in which he states that the Shàn silver shells are about the size of a cowry and argues that they are survivals of the cowrie currency of Siam, etc., I may as well state clearly that true chûlon are of all sizes, and I had one in my possession which was many times the size of a cowry shell. In 1888 about 500 specimens of chûlon passed through my hands at Mandalay and I tried to "size" them and found that the size of any particular shell was purely accidental and an incident of construction, human intention having no concern in it.

**E.-IV. Majiz Silver Knuckle-Bones.**

Next to the Shàn silver shells come the majiz or tamarind seeds in gold and silver. Burmese children, especially little girls, are very fond of a game of knuckle-bone, which consists in throwing a tamarind seed into the air with one hand and seeing how many more can be picked up by the same hand before it falls and is caught. The royal children used those made of gold and silver, and King Mindon used significantly to impress upon the little princesses the importance of keeping those that he gave them against a rainy day. They were soon mostly melted down or sold after the British annexation and became exceedingly rare. They were tokens, owing to their weight and fineness being assumed, and when, as subsequently happened, the majiz assumed a uniform and conventional shape, size and fineness, we are brought to a point very near the true coin.

The figures 17, 18 and 19, Plate II, show the whole process. Fig. 17 is a dried tamarind seed: fig. 18 is its imitation in gold with little dotted circles in the centre of each face to represent the pit marks of a similar kind often seen in fresh tamarind seeds, and fig. 19 is the conventional silver majiz in which the dotted ring has taken a fixed form with that of the represented seed itself. It was in this form that silver majiz were usually met with.

**E.-V. Shàn Silver Majiz.**

Tànyòng, or Shàn (silver) majiz, used as customary gifts, like the chûlon, are still nearer to true coin, as they are conventionally stamped to show fineness. See fig. 20, Plate II. This particular form of majiz had become rare in Burma by 1890.

Regarding such majiz Mr. H. S. Guiness in his letter from the Shàn State of Wuntho in 1894, already quoted, says:—"Sometime ago I weighed 18 silver magyziz [majiz], which I bought in Mandalay. The bazaar weight thereof varied between 59 and 66 grains per magyziz: the average for the 18 being 61.92 grains. This made me think that magyziz were meant to run three to a tolô or four to a tickal. If the former, the weight of a magyziz should be 60 grains: if the latter, 64 grains."

**E.-VI. Siamese Tickals.**

Fig. 21, Plate II, shows a Siamese tickal, and the remarkable resemblance of this coin-token to the majiz in its several developments will become apparent to the reader. Crawfurd

52 But see ante, vol. XLVII, p. 41,
(Siam, p. 331), however, describes the tickal and its parts as nothing more than bits of silver bar bent and the ends beaten together, impressed with two or three small stamps.53

E.-VII. Ancient Tokens.

That lump currency in fixed forms, like the Śāna silver shells, is very ancient in the East is shown by the following quotation from the Jājakas (Buddhist Birth Stories), where golden bricks, ploughshares, elephant’s feet, bricks and tortoises are mentioned. That it was continuously used amongst Far Eastern Nations there is much evidence from Chinese, Tongkingese, Annamese, Cambodian, Siamese, Śāna and Malay sources, besides Burmese.64 In the Nāmakathā,65 a Sinhalese composition in Pāli of the fifth century A.D. is an account of the land on which Anāthapiṇḍika built the famous Jñāvana Vihāra, referring to a lump currency in gold which existed in and before the writer’s time:—“Long ago in the time of the Blessed Buddha Vipassin, a merchant named Puntabassu Mitra bought the very spot by laying golden bricks over it, and built a monastery there a league in length. And in the time of the Blessed Buddha Sākyamuni, a merchant named Sirivaddha bought that very spot by standing golden ploughshares over it, and built there a monastery three quarters of a league in length. And in the time of the Blessed Buddha Vessabhū, a merchant named Sōtiyaya bought that very spot by laying golden elephant feet along it, and built a monastery there half a league in length. And in the time of the Blessed Buddha Kakusandha, a merchant named AŚchūta also bought that very spot by laying golden bricks over it, and built there a monastery a quarter of a league in length. And in the time of the Blessed Buddha Kāmagana, a merchant named Uggā bought that very spot by laying golden tortoises over it, and built there a monastery half a league in length. And in the time of the Blessed Buddha Cassapa, a merchant named Sumangala bought that very spot by laying golden bricks over it, and built there a monastery sixty acres in extent. And in the time of our Blessed One, Anāthapiṇḍika, the merchant, bought that very spot by laying kañcana over it, and built there a monastery thirty acres in extent. For that spot is a place which not one of all the Buddhas has deserted.”

The writer of the above passage, in bringing in his own way the history of the Monastery down to these comparatively modern times, clearly indicates, by the expressions ‘bricks’, ‘ploughshares’, ‘elephant feet’, ‘tortoises’, ingots of certain shapes, current as weights in his own time, till he comes to the last payment, which he states in terms of a then recognised weight. The kañcana Skr. kāñcana was, as a gold weight, equal to 16 māsha = about 176 grains.

Plate LVII of Cunningham’s Barhut Stupa, 1879, contains a bas relief,66 which represents Anāthapiṇḍika, making over to Sangha the park at Jñāvana, which he had purchased by covering the ground with a layer of crokes (kōṭis) of bricks. At p. 84 ff. there is an elaborate account of the story with many references. See Hultsch, Bharaut Inscriptions, No. 38, ante, vol. XXI, pp. 226, 230.

Compare also Fausboll, Jājaka, vol. I, p. 92, where the text runs: “Anāthapiṇḍika Jñāvana kōṭisamathārāna (aṭṭhara sahiṣṭhā na koṭhi) kiśita.” On comparing this statement with the inscriptions at the Stupa: “Jñāvana Anāthapiṇḍika deśi koṭi-śanithatena ketā,” we may reasonably conjecture that the very precise expression I have placed in brackets got into the story later than the date of the Bharaut sculptures, of the second or first century B.C.

53 For a remarkably good note on the kirita or hook-money, closely allied to the tickal in principle, see Pyrard de Laval, Hik: Soc. Ed., vol. I, pp. 232 ff. Good specimens of tickals are to be found in the Indian Museum, Calcutta Mint Collection, Nos. 887, 888, 901, 904, 905, 993. At p. 65 of the (old) Catalogue (before 1890), Nos. 1759 and 1760, there is a queer entry: “tickal or talak, Arakan.” Sarat Chandra Das, JASB., Proc. 1887, p. 148, says tickals were made in gold, silver and lead in the reign of “Somdet Phra Charem Klaw.” See also Bowring, Siam, vol. I, pp. 257 ff.
56 In Hutchinson’s History of the Nations, there is a drawing (p. 124) in modern perspective, by Horace van Rulith, of this relief.
In translating and explaining this text Cunningham, Hultzsch and others have used expressions like 'corrosa of gold coins', but I take it that such are merely a loose way of expressing the currency of the period, which may be almost certainly taken to have been bullion in some special shape, as the Nidāna version seems to prove.

F. Forgeries.

Having described the Burmese coinage and currency itself, I pass on to other allied matters. Irrespective of the proceedings of Bōdāp'āyā, the Burmese were great tamperers with their coinage, even though it was of such recent issue, and in this connection I gave a word of warning to collectors and those interested in numismatics as early as 1893. "Peacock" coins were even then already beginning to command a price far beyond their intrinsic value in Mandalay, and a factory of sham "peacocks" had sprung up, especially of the smaller values. I had been able to purchase one mú pieces purposely in the Zējō (the great market at Mandalay, then known to Europeans as the King's Bazaar, though it was never anything of the kind) for more than their intrinsic market value, and I felt sure they were manufactured to sell as curios.

Of course, this is a very old story in India, and from all over Central Asia there have been many complaints from scientific enquirers that forgery has always been rampant. There is a good instance of the situation in a letter to the Pioneer, dated October 4, 1893, on the Gwalior Currency. The writer, obviously an expert, gives an excellent account of the currency in the Gwalior State at the time and in the course of his statement he writes: "All these [Gwalior State] rupees are old fashioned, thickish, roughly rounded pieces of silver, having a legend of the Emperors of Delhi and the date stamped on them. They are unsightly and cause a great deal of annoyance and loss, owing to the very great facility with which similar light and base coin can be, and to a great extent is, manufactured by ordinary goldsmiths: and also from the chips, which are at times stuck in them to make up their proper weight, getting loose and lost. In some cases as many as four or five in a hundred have been found to be base coin. Of all these coins, eight, four and two anna pieces are also current."

Forgery of coins of the common criminal type became a serious nuisance in Upper Burma before the native coinage was withdrawn. The crime was helped—one might almost say created—by the taking of Mandalay, when, in the first confusion, the royal mint dies passed into the hands of anyone who chose to take them. They were frequently and extensively used by British officers as paper weights during the war and I have bought them in the Zējō. The result was that the criminally forged coins were admirably executed.

In China forging was skilful, even in the most ancient times, and has, indeed, had a distinct effect on the currency question in that country. Terrien de Lacouperie writes of it (Catalogue of Chinese Coins, 1892, pp. xxii-xxv) in strong terms: "In the preliminary notices on the series of coins in the present volume we have had to relate repeatedly the evils resulting in the Chinese currency from the plague of counterfeiters; and until the present time the same doleful history has continued. An increase in the proportion of tin, the legal alloy, the substitution for it of lead, or tin pieces, which, when strung between genuine coins, might pass unperceived, were the various means resorted to by the forgers. The unusual skillfulness of the Chinese counterfeiters has been the insuperable obstacle to the issue of coins of gold or silver."

Forgery of coins has always been common everywhere in the East, largely facilitated by the imperfections of the authorised mints, and its punishment has been proportionately severe. Crawford, Embassy to Siam and Cochin China, 1828, p. 395, says that the punishment was usually death. "Murder is always punished with death, and the mode of execution is by decapitation with a sword. Forging the royal signet and counterfeiting the current coin, are also, by law, punishable with death; but in these cases, too, the punishment has of late been commonly commuted for imprisonment for life, and the heaviest infliction of the bamboo."
Elsewhere Crawfurd, p. 517, tells us that the punishment of death is inflicted for forging [zinc coin].

Nearly every traveller has complained of forgery and warned successors against it, but Anderson, *Mandalay to Momein*, 1876, p. 386, gives an interesting instance of forging sycee which must be a difficult operation: "Elias and I arrived [at Sawadi] while the payments were being made in lumps of sycee silver, one of which was declared by a pawmine (pomine, money-changer) to be bad, and, being bitten, proved to be hollow, and filled with sand.

The crime of forgery was not always committed by Asiatics upon Europeans, and at least one instance of a dastardly attempt on the part of Europeans to cheat unsophisticated Islanders is recorded in the *Voyage of Pyrard de Lavall*, (1888, Hak. Soc., vol. II, pt. I, p. 159 made in the seventeenth century: "But in truth what did us much harm at the first, and took away much of the good repute of the French, English and Hollanders in this country [Maldive Islands] (for in the Indies we are all considered alike, seeing that we are all friends among ourselves and enemies of the Portuguese) was, that there was brought to Sunda, or islands of the South [Malay Archipelago], a quantity of false pieces of forty Spanish sols, which were made on board the ships. The Hollanders accused the English, and English cast the blame on the others: however, the fact was, the Hollanders paid dear for it, for the voyage after, a goodly number of them were killed at several places; and since then the Indians have not trusted them so much, and the rumour has spread over the whole of India that we are all cheats."

G. Siamese Porcelain Tokens.

Although a large number of these interesting tokens have passed through my hands at times, since I presented specimens to the British Museum and other Institutions, I have not been able to ascertain much about them from literary sources. What I have unearthed I now publish, but these curious specimens of currency seem to me to be worth better exploration than has apparently been so far bestowed on them.

These porcelain tokens are really tokens issued by apparently authorised gambling houses and as they have a pecuniary value to the possessor, they are passed from hand to hand as negotiable money for their known value. Holt Hallett (A Thousand Miles on an Elephant, 1890, p. 234) says of them: "On our return [to Penyow, 130 m. from Zimmè] Jewan came to me with a long face, complaining that the people in the town had given him some pieces of pottery instead of change, and asked what he should do. Looking at them I found they were octagonal in shape, and stamped on one side with Chinese letters. After showing them to Dr. M'Gilvary, he said they were the ordinary gambling currency of the place and represented two-anna and four-anna pieces. It appears that the gambling monopolist has the right to float them, and they are in general use amongst the people as small change. They remain current as long as the Chinese monopolist is solvent or has the monopoly. If he loses it, he calls the tokens in by sending a crier round, beating a gong and informing the people that he is ready to change the tokens for money. Dr. M'Gilvary said that such tokens formed the sole small change at Zimmè before the Bangkok copper currency supplanted them."

Bock (Temples and Elephants, 1884, p. 142) supports him by the following remark: "In all parts of the country I found a number of porcelain coins of all shapes and sizes, bearing different Chinese characters and devices. These are issued by Chinamen holding monopolies, and are only current in their respective districts."

And this remark he follows up by another reference to them, (pp. 598-9): "Of antiquities and curiosities [at the Siamese National Exhibition, Bangkok] there was a fine collection of weapons and arms from hill-tribes scattered throughout Siam and Leo, and an equally interesting show of the ancient coins, some flat and some spherical, solid bars of silver or gold with a stamp at one end, side by side with old paper currency, lead, crockery, and porcelain tokens and cowries."
To this Sir George Scott, in a letter to myself, dated March 11th, 1889, added:—"The porcelain money introduced by the Chinese as gambling counters were used in the Siamese Shan States [Lao] as actual money." And finally Parker, in a Sketch of Burmese History in the North China Review, 1893, p. 48, says, in identifying the Ca'ahan of Marco Polo with Yunan:—"The money formed of porcelain such as is found in the sea" described by Marco Polo was, "according to the Annals of Yung-ch'ang in use until quite recently. Cowries are meant, and both cowries and real porcelain or mung coins are still used by the Laos."

On a personal enquiry from some Sāās to some specimens that I showed them, they at once recognised them as tokens of currency and gave them names according to a denomination they recognised: nqinnātor nqūmēnā. These are names for real money of a low denomination.

My last quotation here is from Siam, where Bowring says (Siam, 1857, vol. I, p. 257) "Copper Coins are issued by individuals in the provinces; and stamped glass, or enamel bearing inscriptions is also used as a circulating medium."

A parallel to the Siamese porcelain gambling tokens is to be found in England at the famous Worcester China Works, where about 1760 china tokens in Worcester porcelain were given to the work people for wages. The Block-plate hereunder shows three of such tokens from Worcester:—

(To be continued.)

BOOK-NOTICE.


This number contains some important records. The first is a revised reading by Dr. Sten Konow of The Zeda Inscription of the Year 11. The learned scholar takes the opportunity to discuss afresh the long-disputed question of the initial date of the Kanishka era. He quotes the results of certain calculations made by Dr. W. E. Van Wijk, which seem to indicate that the 19th June 139 A.D. is the only date that fulfils the astronomical data of the Zeda record, and the 26th February 189 A.D. the only date that fulfils the conditions of the Und inscription. According to these findings the initial date of the Kanishka era would be 128-9 A.D. Such a date would explain the absence, so far as known, of any reference to Kanishka in Chinese historical literature, and thus fits in with the views of several authorities who have suggested a date subsequent to 125 A.D., when China was cut off from Eastern Turkestan.

The second is a reading by Mr. Hirānandā Šāstrī of the Barah copper-plate of Bhojadeva discovered in 1925 in the Cawnpore district. Mr. Šāstrī, for the reasons stated by him, reads the date of this record as Vikrama-samvat 893. This reading is not altogether free from doubt; but if it be correct the plate contains the earliest record so far obtained of this great Pratihāra king, and carries his long reign back another four years, i.e., to 836 A.D.

In the third article Dr. L. D. Barnett gives a careful edition of the text, with a translation in English, of the Māmāpur inscription of the reign of Kanbana (Saka 1172) containing useful genealogical and geographical information, from an ink-impression preserved in the British Museum.

C. E. A. W. O.

58 He clearly means by this the porcelain gambling tokens.
VEDIC STUDIES.

By A. VENKATASUBBIAH, M.A., Ph.D.

(Continued from page 64.)

The fortress of the gods is, as Śāyāna (on TA. 1, 27, 114) explains, the human body; the nine doors are the nine apertures of the body, namely, the two ears, the two eyes, the two nostrils (or according to others, the nose and the brahma-randhra), the mouth, the upatha and pāyu; and the eight wheels are the eight dhātavah or 'elements' of the body—teca (skin), asnj (blood), medas (fat), asthin (bone), majjaj (marrow), sūkra (semen), mānasa (flesh), and ojas.

The sheath of gold within it is the heart which is the abode of the ātman: compare TA. 10, 11, 2: padmakāra-pratikāraḥ hrdāyaṁ cāpyadhūmukham | ādho niśēṣyantilīlīṣtyantē nabhīyam ūparī tiṣṭhatī || jvālamālā kulām bhāti viśvādyatanām mahāt || . . . tāsmin sarvāṁ pratishthitam . . . tāsya mādhya mahān agniḥ . . . tāsya mādhya vāhiniśikha . . . tāsya śikhaśad madhyā paramātmā vyavasāthilāḥ | sā brahmā sā hārīḥ sendraḥ sākṣharaḥ paramāḥ svardah || "Like to a lotus-bud, the heart facing downwards, is (situated) one span below the neck (that is, below the top of the windpipe), and above the navel. This great abode of all (of the world) is shining, being full of rings of flames . . . in it is established everything . . . in its midst is a great fire . . . in it is a flame . . . in the midst of this flame is established the supreme ātman; he is Brahmā, he Hari (Vishnu), he Indra, he the imperishable supreme lord."

Compare also Yogatattvopanishat, 1, 9: hṛdi sthāne sthitam padmam taci ca padman adhomukham | Dhyānabindupanishat, 12: ardhanāįjnam adhomukham | kadātispatiparśanākṣaṇam sarvadevanayāmbujam | Ch. Up. 8, 1, 1: asmin brahma-pure daharān puṇḍarikaṁ veśma "In this abode of Brahmā (i.e., the body) is a small lotus chamber."

The epithets tryara and tripratishthita are not very clear. In Ch. Up. 8, 1, 339 we read that the ākāśa of the heart contains everything, heaven, earth, agni, vāyu, etc. The word tryara may therefore perhaps refer to the three worlds and all other similar triplicities as being contained in the heart; compare Yogatattvopanishat, 1, 6: tryao lokās tryao vedā tryaḥ sandhyās tryaḥ surāh | tryayogaya guṇās triṣṇi sthitāh sarve tryākshare. The tryākṣara or prapāva is thus said to contain within itself the three worlds, the three Vedas, the three sandhyās, etc.; and as the heart is, like the prapāva, a seat, adhiśthāna, of the Supreme, these triplicities may all be regarded as being contained in the heart and as forming the arāh or spoaks thereof referred to by the epithet tryara.

The epithet tripratishthita refers perhaps to the three states of the heart spoken of in Yogatattvopanishat, 1, 1: akāre socitam padmam ukārenāvai bhidyate makāre labhate nādām ardhamatrā tu nisacālā which seems to mean: "When a is pronounced, the lotus (of the heart) brightens (becomes ready to open!); it opens when u is pronounced; and begins to hum when ma is pronounced; it is immobile when the ardhamatrā is pronounced." Now a, u, and ma are said (in the Māṇḍūkyopanishat, Gauḍapāda-kārikā, and elsewhere) to be the pādas or feet of the prapāva which thus rests or is supported on them. Similarly, the heart when it brightens, the heart when it opens, and the heart when it is humming, may be considered the feet or supports of the heart.

The word svarga in the fourth pāda of v. 31 is usually interpreted as 'heavenly,' svargatulya, etc. There is however no necessity for abandoning the usual meaning of the word, namely, 'heaven'; for this word is often used to denote the supreme heaven or Brahmaloka where the Brahma dwells (compare Bṛhad. Up. 4, 4, 8: dhīrgdpīyantī brahmavīd dha svargam lokam and Śaṅkara's comment: svargaloka-sādās triveśitapa-vācy api sann iha prakaraṇaṁ mokshabhūdhīyakah | Ch. Up. 8, 3, 23: śām praja ahar-ahār gacchantiya etam brahmalokam

3³⁹ caḥo 'narāh-pāya śākhā | ubhe asmin dyāvāpythi antar eva samāhite | ubhi dhiṣṇi ca vāyuṣ ca sūryākṣarādyayāni ubhau ||
na vindanti . . . tasmād dhṛdayam ahar-ahar va evam evaṃ svargaṃ lokam eti and Śaṅkara’s comment thereon). It is so used here also as is made quite clear by the reading of the parallel passage in TA. 1, 27, 3: tasyāḥ hiranyaṃ kṣoṣaḥ svargo loko jyotisāḥ vṛtah.

With regard to the word ashtācakra, it has been observed by M. Boyer (i.e. p. 436) that Śaṅkara has explained the word cakra in it as āvahana, or circumvallation enclosing the body that is regarded as a fortress, in his commentary on TA. 1, 27, 3, while in his commentary on AV. 11, 4, 22 he has explained the word as ‘wheel’ serving as the means for locomotion of the body that is here regarded as a chariot. This is because TA. 1, 27, 3 refers distinctly to a fort, pūb, while AV. 11, 4, 22 refers equally distinctly to a chariot (compare the words ekanem ‘having one rim’ and satasrākhara which Śaṅkara explains as ‘having a thousand axles’ used in it). The discrepancy therefore, if any, is to be attributed to the texts themselves and not to Śaṅkara who had to explain them faithfully as they stood. But is there really a discrepancy here? I am disposed to think that there is none; the meanings ‘circumvallation’ and ‘wheel’ are not mutually exclusive, and in all probability they are both intended (see p. 230 in vol. LV, ante) by the word cakra in ashtācakra which would thus mean ‘having eight circumvallations and eight wheels to move with’ or ‘having ramparts and moving’. In other words, the fort, pūb, spoken of in AV. 10, 2, 31, seems to be a mobile fort, janam dvargah or carisrṣuh pūb. Such a mobile fort is, besides the ‘firm’ forts, dṛṣṭhā purah, that are frequently mentioned, known to the RV. which refers to one in 8, 1, 28: tvam purām carisrṣum vadhah sushaṣya saṃ pitak “Thou (O Indra), didst shatter with thy weapons the mobile fort of Sushpa.” Such forts are occasionally mentioned in later books also: compare Bhāgavata, 10, 76, 6f.:

dvāsura-manushyaḥ gandharvοra-sahāsāṃ |
abheṣaya kamagam vavre sa yānāṃ Vṛṣṇi-bhāṣyam ||
tathā tairāśādm Mayaḥ para-purāṇayāḥ |
puram nirmandhā Śāśvata prādāt Sāmbham ayāsāyam ||;

Mahābhārata, 8, 25, 13f. [The three sons of Tārakāsura said to Mahādeva] :
vastum icchāma nāgaram karunam khamagamam subham ||
sarvakāma-samṛiddhātham avadhāyam deva-dānapaiḥ || 13 ||
yaksha-rakhovara-gaṇaṇaṁ nādat-jātibhīr eva ca ||
na kṣetivah na sanstrai ca na śādprair brahma-vedānām ||
vadhyaṭa triṇāraṇa deva prayaccheḥ prapīśdhamah || 14 ||

. . . .

te tu labha-varah pritih sampradāhṛya paraśparam ||
purāṇaya-vaśāṣṭhirnaya Mayaḥ vavvar mahārathah || 19 ||
tato Mayaḥ svatapasā cakre dhīmān purāṇi ca ||
triṇi kāthān ekaṃ vai rupam kārṣṭhyayān tathaḥ || 20 ||

. . . .

ekaikam yojanaṣataṃ vistṛtam tāvad dyatam |
dṛṣṭhaṃ cṛḍāla-yutam bhūt-prākṛtra toryam || 22 ||

. . . .

prāṣadair vividhaih cāpi dvadrāis caivopasobhītah || 23 ||

and ibid., 3, 176, 1f.:
nivartaṁnena mayā mahād dṛṣṭhaṃ tatoparam ||
puram khamagamam dvāyaṃ pāvakṛkara-sama-prābham || 1 ||
ratnādrumamayaiś citrirā bhāvovaiś ca patairbibhiḥ |
pavōlamaiś kīkākeṣaiś ca niya-hṛṣṭaiś adhiśhītah || 2 ||

40 There is no commentary of Śaṅkara on AV. 10, 2, 31-33 or in fact on any passage of the tenth Kāṣṇa of the AV.
From the descriptions given of the Tripura and of the pura of the Paúlamas and Kálakeyas (this was named Hiranyapura), it will be seen that not only were these mobile forts, moving in the sky according to the desire of the kings dwelling in them, but they were also provided with high ramparts and gates and were impregnable to the assaults of gods (deva), Dánava, Yaksha, Gandharvam, etc. The fort named Hiranyapura was, in addition, ‘as bright as Agni (fire) and Súrya (sun)’ and ‘better than the abode of Brahman’; and these descriptions recall the expressions devänáma ayodhyā pāh ⁴¹ (in v. 31), aparájítā pāh (in v. 33), hiranyayá, jyotiśhā vṛtā, svargam, prabhájamána, yaśasaná sampárvitá in the above verses as also the expressions ashtdácakrá and navadvádá. All these traits and especially the one about Hiranyapura being better than the abode of Brahman seem to me to point particularly to the description of the brahmapiura and the kośa therein that is brilliant, prabhájamána, yellow, harin, surrounded with glory, yaśasaná sampárvitá, and golden hiranyayá, that is contained in the above verses (AV. 10, 2, 31-33) and to be based thereon. In any case, they make it probable that the word kára in ashtdácakrá signifies circumvolutions and at the same time mobility also. Compare Káthopanishat 1, 3, 3: átmánam rathinam viddhi sáraṇa rathah eva ca | buddhin tu sáraṇam viddhi manah pragram eva ca, and other similar passages which compare the body to a chariot.

This mode of interpretation which makes the verses refer to the human body does not find favour with M. Boyer, who has observed (l.c. p. 438) that the wording of verses 31 and 33 is such that they can not but both refer to the same thing. The expression aparájítā pāh in v. 33 therefore must denote the same thing as the expression ayodhyā pāh of v. 31; and though the epithets ashtdácakrá and navadvádá may be said to be quite appropriate to the human body, it is hardly possible, he observes, to say the same of the epithets prabhájamána, harin, yaśasaná sampárvitá and hiranyayá used in v. 33. M. Boyer therefore thinks that the verses refer to a celestial citadel of Brahman, and that the kośa, sheath, which is referred to as being within the citadel, is the sun. According to this interpretation, too, the citadel referred to is a mobile one provided with gates and kára or means for locomotion (the numbers nine and eight, however, in the epithets ashtdácakrá and navadvádá, says M. Boyer, have no particular significance beyond that of multiplicity). The ‘sheath’ spoken of being the sun, the epithets svarga (which M. Boyer explains as ‘celeste’), jyotiśhā vṛtā and hiranyayá are quite in place; the epithets ñjñara and tripratishtihá refer to the three worlds as being contained in the sun and as being the support (pratishñhá) of the sun.

This interpretation of M. Boyer or one very like it, is, for a reason that will presently be mentioned, quite possible. The objection however that he has raised against referring the verses to the human body can, it seems to me, be easily met. The ‘fortress that is impregnable to the assaults of the gods even,’ devänáma ayodhyá pāh, mentioned in v. 31 as having eight circumvolutions and nine gates is not the same as the aparájítá pāh mentioned in v. 33. The fortress spoken of in the former verse is the body that is elsewhere also referred to as pāh or pura (compare Bh. Gíta, 5, 13: navadváde pure dehi naiva kurvan na kárvan; Svét. Up. 3, 18: navadváde pure dehi havi so lelâyate bahi; Brh. Up. 2, 5, 18: puraḥ purusha dvisad iti | sa va

---

⁴¹ This has been explained by Bháskaraáráya, in the course of his commentary on the Lalitásahasranáma, s. v. yoni-niláyá (in v. 217) as devänáma apy ayodhyá asádyá duríbbhá pāh nagarí . . . . . .

| tásrásarápá Ayodhyá-nagarí tu martyán ám ayodhyá | iyaṁ tu devänáma api tasya arthāḥ |
ayam purushah sārvasu pūrubh pūrīsayaḥ; TA. 10, 10, 3: yat puṇḍarikam pūra-madhya- 
śālaham; Ch. Up. 8, 1, 1 yad idam asmin brahmāpure daśaham puṇḍarikam veśma, etc.), 
while the fortress mentioned in v. 33 is the heart that is also sometimes referred to as pūra 
or brahmāpure, compare Mündakopanishat, 2, 2, 7: dice brahmāpure hy eka vyomny ātmā 
pratikṣhitah (Roth in the PW. s. v. explains brahmāpure as ‘heart’); Ātmabodhapanishat, 
1: yad idam brahmāpure puṇḍarikam tasmāt taṣād-dhāma-mātram; Nārāyanopanishat, 5: 
tad idam pūram puṇḍarikam. This is shown by the epithet hiranyayā that is common to the 
kosha of vv. 31, 32 and the pāṇah of v. 33, as also by the parallelism of the expression ṣv ṝtā 
vṛta in v. 31 with yasasā samparīvṛta in v. 33. Now this heart has been described, in 
TA. 10, 11, 2 cited above as ‘shining’ and ‘full of rings of flames.’ It is described as 
hiranyayā ‘golden’ in Mündakopanishat 2, 2, 8. The epithets prabhārjāmānā, harita, 
yasasā samparīvṛta, and hiranyayā of v. 33 can all be therefore appropriately used of 
the heart, and the incongruity pointed out by M. Boyer does not in fact exist.

These verses, as also the corresponding ones in the Taittiriya Arāṇyaka (1, 27, 2) are 
explained by the writers on Śākta Tantrism—e.g., by Lakṣmīdhara in his commentary on 
v. 11 of the Saumardyaśāstra or Aṃnadālaḥari, by Bhaṭṭakarāyā in his commentary on the 
Lalitāchardranāma and also in his commentary, named Śtuṣṭana, on the Vāmakāśvara-tantra of 
Nīlīkāśodakākṛtana—as referring to the Śrī-cakra. As the Śrī-cakra is, as is well-known, 
a symbol of the human body (see on this point the Bḥavanopanishat, Tāntarāja-tantra edited 
by A. Avalon and the Vāmakāśvara-tantra mentioned above), such interpretation is not so 
far-fetched as it may at first sight seem to be; and what is more, it has also to be admitted 
that the Tāntrik interpretation brings out the meaning of the various epithets more strongly 
and clearly than the usual interpretation does. I reproduce here as a specimen that given in 
the Śtuṣṭana (p. 189) where, as I have already observed, Bhaṭṭakarāyā explains the term 
yaksam as mahābhūtān pūjāniyam: tathā cālīhanān Śaṁkara-kāśāḥyā āmanantti | 
asāmācākra navādāvā dvānādā dvānādā pūraḥ goṣṭhy | tasyām hiranyayā kośaṁ svarga jyotiśāṁ 
śrīyaḥ | tasmān yad yaksām āmanavat tad vah brahma | taittiriya- 
sāmācākra praṭhamāntam āt i vīśeṣāḥ | traiokyamohandā-saraśiddhi-praśūna-cakrāśa 
kṣetram nava-yoni-gaḥitaṁ aneyām asādhyām devatāvaśa-bhūtaṁ Śrī-cakra-nagaraṁ yad trātṛpya 
uttamānt kośo jyotirnām saṁgraha-tulyas trikoṇā-nāmaκ 'sti | tasmān koṇe tridhiś 
pārvatikṣhitam tri-saṁashāi-svarāṇam bindu-cakram asti| tasmān bindu-cakre svātantrika yad yaksəm 
mahābhūtān pūjāniyam tad brahmāveta vāsanām ajñā (sic) jāntati. Substantially the 
same explanation of these two verses is given by him in his Lalītāchardranāma-bhāṣya 
(p. 179 of the Nīrṇayāśāgara ed.); but yaksā is here explained as pūjyaṁ only.

I have said above that the explanation of M. Boyer or one similar to it, which makes the 
verses refer to the sun as being the citadel in which Brahma dwells, is a quite possible one;
and I have also said that the explanation of Bhāskararāya and other Tāntriks that makes them refer to the Śri-cakra, is not a far-fetched one. I have further given an explanation of these verses above on the line followed by Sāyana, which makes them refer to the human body. The reason why so many explanations are possible of these verses is this: the verses refer to the ātmānāvad yakṣam (=ātmānāvad bhūtām or bhūtātman) or the soul dwelling in a kośa. Now the soul in the body is identical with the purusha in the sun according to the teaching of the Upanishads; compare Taitt. Up. 3, 10, 4: sa yas cāyaṁ purushe | yaśaś caśāv dātīye | sa ekaḥ; Maityrūpanishat, 7, 7: yaśaś cāyaṁ hṛdaye yaśaś caśāv dātīye sa eṣa ekaḥ; and this explains why the kośa mentioned in v. 32 can be understood as the human heart or as the sun. The Śri-cakra, too, as I have said above, is a symbol of the human body, and therefore the Tāntrik explanation of the verses is, in essence, one that refers to such body. Similarly the Upaniṣadic doctrine of the sun being identical with Brahmā (compare Ch. Up. 3, 19, 1: ādītya brahmaṇy dēkāh and TA. 2, 2, 2: āśū ādītya brahmaṇa) explains why some verses of the AV. where the word yakṣa occurs have been referred to the sun by MM. Henry and Boyer, and to Brahmā by Geldner. In these verses yakṣa in effect refers to the Brahmā, even where the interpretations do not contain that word at all, but refer instead to the sun or the soul.

AV. 10, 8, 43: puṇḍārīkaṁ nāvaravācyam śrībhir yuṣmān dēvam |
| tāsmin yād yakṣaṁ ātmānāvād tād vai brahmānaṇāvād vidūḥ ||

"The lotus that has nine doors and that is enveloped thrice,—verily the knowers of Brahmā know the animate being in it." The 'lotus with nine doors' is, like the sheath, kośa, in the 'fortress with nine gates' in the verse explained above, the heart in the human body. The 'nine doors' are those of the human body, and the 'lotus' can be said to have them in a figurative sense only. The 'triple envelope' seems, as suggested by M. Boyer, to consist of satya (truth), yakṣas (glory) and śīh (beauty) which are said in AV. 12, 5, 2: satyādevatā śīhā prātāya ṣaṁśā prāvṛtāya to be the envelopes of the Brahmāṇa's cow, brahmāṇavī; compare the epithet jyotishā vṛtā of the kośa mentioned in AV. 10, 2, 31 and the epithet yasāśa śamparvīrta used (in v. 33 of the same hymn) of the aparājītā pūh which, as I have said above, refers to the heart. Geldner explains the expression śrībhir yuṣmān dēvam as 'enveloped by the three guṇas (i.e., sattva, rajas and tamas).'

AV. 10, 7, 38: mahād yakṣāḥ bhūvacāmayā āmdhye
| tāpasi krāntāṁ saññāya gṛihītā|
| tāsmin chrayante yā u kēcā deva"|
| vṛkhāya skāndhāḥ paritaiva śa khāh ||

"The great being in the centre of the world has passed into tapas and into the back of the water; they that are gods (that is, all the gods) rest attached in it as the branches of a tree round the trunk." The hymn 10, 7 in which this verse occurs is addressed to Skambha which, according to the Cālikopanishat (v. 11), is another name of Brahmā. The 'great being in the centre of the world,' referred to here, is therefore the Brahmā; and the word krānta in the second pāda refers to the 'passing' or transformation of Brahmā into tapas and water—an idea which we have met with above (p. 62), where it was said that tapas and water were first created by Brahmā or were first born of Brahmā. This verse, however, speaks instead of 'creation' or 'birth' (upattī) of the later Naiyāyikas; compare the preceding verse but one: yāḥ śrāmāt tāpasa jāto lokaṁ vā saṁva sa mānasi | tāsmin jyēṣṭēḥ yā brahmaṇe nāmāḥ referring apparently to water) from Brahmā, of the 'passing' or transformation (parīkṣāma of the Śākhyas' system) of Brahmā into tapas and Water; and it is very remarkable that the parīkṣāma doctrine of the Śākhyas should be thus met with in the AV. With regard to the gods resting in the Brahmā, compare RV. 1, 164, 39: "ādhi viśve nīkṣetāḥ; Kaithopanishat, 2, 1, 9: tam ādhi vṛśte 'ṛṣiṁdevā sarve 'ṛṣitaḥ: Kaushitaki Up. 2,
9: sa tad bhavati yatraile devaḥ. The word prṣṭhaḥ has no particular significance here: the expression saṅgāyana prṣṭhaḥ is simply equivalent to saṅgīlī.

AV. 10, 8, 15: dārē Pūrṇa vasati dārē ānēna hēyatē mādhye
tāsam bhāṇī rāṣṭrāhārī to bhavatē

"It lives far from the full; it is abandoned in the distance by the not-full. The great being in the centre of the universe—to it bring tribute the rulers of kingdoms." The great being at the centre of the universe is of course the Brahman that is far removed from the full and the not-full, from the big and the not-big, from the small and the not-small, etc., compare the passage nyāyam anayat sthānam sampūrṇam anayat (the author of the Ratnaprabhāda calls this a śrutī) cited by Śaṅkara in the Brahma-Uttra-bhāsya in the course of his introduction to the Ananda-samhitā-karaṇa along with Bhūd. Up., 3, 8, 8: asthālam anayate ahrasvam adhīgham

"It is not big, not small, not short, not long." Rāṣṭrábhārā means, not feudatories (as M. Boyer understands), but those who rule kingdoms or kings that is, as Geldner has pointed out, the gods, the chief gods; compare AV. 13, 1, 35: ye devaḥ rāṣṭrāhārī to bhīto yānti sūryam

"The kingdom-ruling gods who go round the sun"; and ibid. 10, 7, 39: yasmīn āstāpāyān pādāpyān vāca śrītraṇa cākṣhūnāḥ | yasmīn devaḥ sādā bhāṇī prāṣācchānti) "To which the gods always render tribute with the two hands, with the two feet, with speech, hearing and with sight." These passages make it probable that the 'gods' spoken of here are the same as those mentioned in the Prāsaṅpaniṣad, 2, 1–2: bhagavan kaly eta devaḥ prajāṁ viśvaśānto kalaṁ etā prakāśyaṁ kah punar esāṁ varishtāṁ īti . . . akāsa ha va esā dva veśa yānīr āpah prthivi vaṁ manas ca kāsah śrotar ca "How many gods, O venerable, uphold the creature (i.e., the body)? Which of them illumine it? And which again of them is the greatest? These gods verily are Ākāsa, Vāyu, Agni, Water, Earth, Speech, Mind, Eye and Ear," that is to say, the prānas. Compare the story related in Bhūd. Up., 6, 1 about the dispute that arose amongst the prānas as to who was the best and how the mukhyā-prāṇa in whose favour the dispute was settled, made the others pay tribute to itself (6, 1, 13: tayo me bhāṇī kuruteti tathāti): compare also Kaushitaki Up., 2, 1: tasmā tvaṁ eva tasmaṁ prāṇāṅga brahmaṁ etāṁ sarvaḥ devatā aykramāṅgaḥ balīṁ harantu and Prāsaṅpaniṣad, 2, 7.

VS. 34, 2: yasā kāmāṇī apāsa marble

yajña kṛṣṇaṁ vidātheena bhīraṁ
yād apūrvaṁ yakṣhaṁ antāṁ prajāṁ nāṁ

tāṁ me mānāṁ śīvolakalpam astaṁ

"May the manas (mind), that wonderful being that is in men, by means of which, the wise ones, clever and intelligent, perform the rites in the sacrifice, in the religious ceremonies—may the manas that is in me, be auspiciously inclined." This mantra is the second of the six śiva-saṃkalpa-mantras that are found in the beginning of ch. 34 of the VS. The epithets applied to manas in these verses show that the manas spoken of is not the mind in men, but the ego or soul or Brahman; compare for instance, the epithet yajotisham jyotiḥ in v. 1, hṛt-pratistham in v. 6, and the description yat prajāṇām uta ceto dhanī ca yaj jyotir antar āmṛtam prajāsū in v. 3, and yamit niruddhaṁ cātmakāṁ prajānām uta ceto dhanī ca yaj jyotir antar āmṛtam prajāsū | yamit niruddhaṁ cātmakāṁ prajānām uta ceto dhanī ca yaj jyotir antar āmṛtam prajāsū. Compare also Ait. Br., 5, 1, 1: manas ēvāpūrvaṁ vāyur ēva ślokāhārī bhūjāsām "May I be ever new like manas (mind) the origin of śloka (sound; fame; Sāyana, however, explains as saṁgha) like Vāyu", and Sāyana's comment thereon: uttarottaram abhivṛddhikāṅkṣhayā prajātāmānāṁ sat tat-tat-phala-praptāṁ nītanāṁ riṣin pratiyāyate.

(To be continued.)
THOMAS CANA.
By T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., L.T.
(Continued from vol. LVI, page 166.)

Literal Translation of Malayalam Documents (No. 3).

Have you forsaken us to-day, oh Lord? To-day we have none behind to support us;
We have neither city nor language; Our beauty will lie only in our ornaments;
Your jurisdiction must be extended to our abode. The lord, on hearing this request,
Was filled with joy, and he answered:—
As occasion demands, good ( = bishops),
I shall send you within twelve years.
The seventy-two families of seven clans, You must go united.
My children, go you in joy.
With jacket, veil, rosary, and cloth for the head, Chain, wristlet, and beautiful cross,
And good provision got together,
They went in a multitude some distance with umbrellas. Then, when they reached the sea-shore to go on board,
Friends, masters, and relatives all
Embrace one another kindly.

Tears are on the chest, and it is wet;
None is witness but God. My children, shall we meet again after you go to India?
Rememeber us always, that relationship may not be sundered. Always bear the ten and the seven in mind;

Do not turn away (from the faith).
By the grace of God
The three ships sail side by side.

(Another tune.)

By the will of the Triune God St. Thomas (is) in Mylapore.
Without mishaps we arrived in Cranganore.

In the land of the Malabar king our reputation to-day Must be fittingly recognised by the monarch.

39 The 400 emigrants from Jerusalem and other places, about to start for Malabar.
40 'Lord' refers here to the Catholicos of the East.
41 None, like the Catholicos.
42 Their language would be of no use in Malabar.
43 In Malabar.
44 The Catholicos.
45 Veils are not in use to-day even among the Southists, who claim descent from Thomas Cana and the foreigners that came with him.
46 The Malabar Christian women, both Southist and Northist, cover their head with a piece of fine cloth while at church or at prayer meetings. This is a Jewish custom, cf. 1 Cor. 11:5, 6, 13.
47 A gold chain for the neck or used as a belt.
48 Umbrellas, not as a protection against the heat of the sun, but as a mark of dignity. Such umbrellas are made of brightly coloured silk and adorned with gems and gold-lace. These are used in Africa, Burma and China also to-day.
49 The ten Commandments and the seven Sacraments.
50 This line seems to have no connection with the others. In fact, the whole song is disjointed and difficult to interpret.
51 We, i.e., those that came with Thomas Cana.
At the sight of the king the heart was gladdened.
To clear the way for the heirs of St. Thomas
I found you to-day not transgressing the commandments.

They offered presents of coins and good gems.
Give us according to our presents, and write in the presence of witnesses.
We were given enough religious privileges;
The Malabar monarch that day engraves on a copper-plate.
The king went, and saw the land and gave it away.

In the year Sōvāḷ after the birth of the Lord,
The honoured Kināyi Tomman received the copper-plate document.
Willingly did carpenters come and build a church and city.
After having lived in comfort for some time,
To our joy there came two ships in the outer sea.

Literal Translation of Malayalam Documents (No. 4).

Strophe VI.

To preach the religion to Coromandel and Malabar
Men were appointed in good Mylapore.
To preach the religion except in Coromandel
The Tarisās (Christians) failed, and Bagudāśi (Bagdad) heard of it.

The Catholicos was sorry and his heart grew weary.
In all the eight directions— in Pāṇḍya’s land, and in Coromandel (= in Chōḷa’s land) and
in China—
The sole truth was spread according to the way of St. Thomas.
May Jesus help those who did so!

Strophe VII.

The Catholicos and the Rampāns (monks) were all sorry.

Who will now go in time to govern Malaṅkara (Malabar?)
One from those seated in the assembly answers:
One of the twin-born must go to Malaṅkara;
We are the sons and nephews of the same person.
And Kināyi Tomman made up his mind to go.

Seventy-two families go on board the ship;
There is abānā (= bishop), priests and deacons;
And there are 400 persons, including men and women.
By the blessing of the Catholicos the ship sails through the sea.
The sea-shore is thronged with people shedding tears.

52 Perhaps those St. Thomas Christians who were already in Malabar. 'To clear the way,' may also be 'to expound the way' (Christianity).
53 I, i.e., the Malabar monarch.
54 This line and the previous one are very difficult to reconstruct; the text is so dislocated.
55 Sōvāḷ is the usual form of the chronogram. But in the original song there is only Sōvāl, which would give only a.d. 45, instead of a.d. 345. Sōvāl will not suit the metre. The word has no meaning in Malayalam or in Sanskrit or Tamil. It may be the Syriac word Šuvāl (Šuvāl) meaning question, enquiry. Šuvāl or Sōvāl would give a.d. 345.
56 Two Portuguese ships. The reference is to the coming of the Portuguese in a.d. 1498.
57 The rest of the song deals with subsequent events, which have nothing to do with Thomas Cana and his 400.
58 The lines translated here form part of a lengthy song about the church of Marutōli in Travancore, consecrated in a.d. 1622.
59 I cannot say how Thomas Cana was twin-born and how he was both son and nephew to the same person. The St. Thomas Christians may be said to be both Christ's spiritual children and the children of St. Thomas, who in the Acts of Thomas is represented as the twin of Christ.
60 Ibid.
20 The ship sails through the waves of the red sea and the black sea, Mahōdēvar of the Malabar king was sighted and forthwith the sails were furled.

Strophe VIII.

The foreigner (Thomas Cana) saw the king and received land; The noble city and church were finished. Those who heard of this came and entered the fort,

Saw the good ābūnā (= bishop) and received his blessing.

Literal Translation of Malayalam Documents (No. 5) (On Mar Joseph.)

In the good city of Jerusalem. In the land where emeralds and pearls grow, Of the lord, resplendent as a dancing peacock, The complexion, I may say, resembles gold of ten and a half carats.

5 He speaks like a Chinese flute; He is not lacking at all in religious zeal. That noble lord wants to go and govern Malabar. He started by Bāvā’s (the Father’s) command; He obtained his permission and forthwith set out on his journey.

(Another tune.)

10 He was given high social rank. He was given the several privileges of a Catholico, And he was fittingly sent off with regal musical instruments. In his holy hand he received the Book. The holy Catholico, according to the custom instituted by St. Thomas.

(Another tune.)

15 He went to Esrā and obtained permission, He received the good signet ruby. In his wish he was in Cochin, in excellence he was in Rome.

Together they started and embarked in a ship, Set sail in the direction of Malabar,

20 And landed in Cranganore. On their sighting the Cochin harbour.

---

81 The city of Mahōdēvar Paṭanām (Cranganore).
82 (The remaining lines have no bearing on Thomas Cana.) Ābūn, ābūnā, and ābūnā are from Syriac, and mean ‘our father.’ The Lord’s prayer in Syriac begins with Ābūn, Our Father. Bishops also are addressed as ābūn. Ābūn is related to Abba in “Abba, Father” of Mark, 14:36.
83 Mar Joseph, Bishop of Edessa, was the person who saw a vision in the night about the pitiful state of the Malabar Christians, and prevailed on the Catholico of the East to send him to Malabar along with a body of Christians under the leadership of Thomas Cana in A.D. 345.
84 Mar Joseph of Edessa is here said to be in Jerusalem. Was he a native of Edessa, consecrated bishop of Jerusalem?
85 Gold of 10½ carats is regarded as pure gold. Bodies of the colour of pure gold are regarded in Malabar as the most beautiful. To acquire that colour kings and other rich persons take every day a mixture of sandalwood and gold made into a paste.
86 The Catholico of the East. Bāvā is now generally applied to Patriarchs and Catholicoi.
87 The Bible.
88 This is presumably the seat of the Catholico of the East. Which place is this? Is it Osrōene, the district of which Edessa was the capital?
89 He was so eager to be in Malabar that he transported himself there (to Cochin) in imagination.
90 He was equal to the Pope in grandeur. 71 Mar Joseph, Thomas Cana and others.
92 Cochin harbour is close to Cranganore, where they are said to have landed.
Eighteen salutes were fired. When he enters the city gate, after the firing of the salutes, the sepoys, they give a shout.

25 And all their limbs languish.
On the royal palanquin a flag was raised, and in it sat Rāja Varma. Chempakaśāri, also is with him, and the king of Veṭṭattumād too.

30 Mār Joseph of Urfa goes.
Four priests are near him, there are many deacons too. Sepoys are close to him, and Tomman Kinān is with him.

35 You came and obtained a permit, and went there early, and held him by the hand to disembark. A royal palanquin plated with gold. He mounted, and sat down,

40 And proceeding in pomp, entered the fort. In the fort was the Perumāl, the king.

(Another tune.)
The daytime-lamp, the foot-cloth, and regal musical instruments. We have come with the desire to govern Malabar, longing to see my children well.

(Another tune.)

45 By the grace of the loving Mother, he slowly got ready and to the king of the solar race narrated the facts, and obtained a house and compound and slaves. Those who visited him bowed and received his blessing.

50 And wearing the mitre, he governed three years.

(To be continued.)

73 This seems to be an individual touch by the author of the song. Firing of guns or petards was not in vogue in A.D. 345, although gunpowder seems to have been known at that time.
74 The soldiers in Cranganore.
75 Rāja Varma who received the Bishop at the city gate has to be taken as the then Malabar king. I think I have seen the name Resovarman in some Portuguese account. Where?
76 The king of that principality in Travancore.
77 This principality is in British Malabar.
78 Urāhā in the original is modern Urfa, old Edessa.
79 Mar Joseph’s own retinue or the king’s soldiers sent as an escort.
80 Thomas Cana. In Malayalam he is known as Tomman Kinān, Knāyi Tomman, and Kānā Tōmmā.
81 The poet addresses Thomas Cana, who is supposed to have landed first to go and obtain the permit.
82 To the ship.
83 Sent from the palace.
84 Lamp lit by day for processions. This is a special privilege.
85 Cloth spread on the ground for the bishop to walk along. Another privilege.
86 St. Mary.
87 Hindu kings of ancient times are said to have belonged to two races, the solar race and the lunar race. Śrī Rāma, the hero of the Rāmāyana, belonged to the solar race.
88 These five documents may, from their style and language, be assigned to the 17th—19th century. All the five are from the Ancient Songs of the Syrian Christians of Malabar (in Malayalam), Kottayam, 1910. The theory that these in their original form had been composed in A.D. 345, but were successively changed in wording as the centuries went by, is quite untenable. Nothing peculiar is there in the language and style and wording of them, that may be said to have come down from the fourth century A.D. or even the fourteenth. On the other hand all indications point to their origin in the 17th—19th century.
89 L. M. Zaleski’s The Saints of India, Mangalore, Codiall Press, 1915, pp. 215—226, has extracts from the above four songs as well as from others. But the translation there is wrong in almost every line.
SOME NOTES ON MAGIC AND TABOO IN BENGAL.
BY BIREN BONNERJEA, D.LITT. (PARIS).

In the earliest stage of the evolution of mankind, magic, as has been pointed out by the great German philosopher Hegel\(^1\), was the primary form of religion. Gradually, when men found out that they were unable to direct nature to their own will, religion, which assumes the existence of a superior being or beings, dawned upon them, and was practised simultaneously with magic in its primitive form. Religion alone is the last developmental phase in the history of human faiths.

The mind of the primitive man is wayward; he does not distinguish between similarity and identity; his powers of analysis and discrimination are limited; his ideas are formed by chance impressions; and his conclusions are based on superficial analogies. Magic with him assumes that all things which are alike to each other are the same, or that things which have been in contact with each other are always in contact\(^2\). In India, from very early times, there has been confusion between religion and magic, and we find that the sacrificial ritual of the Vedic period was pervaded with practices breathing the spirit of the most primitive magic\(^3\). It is therefore necessary to see if it is possible to draw a definite line of demarcation between religion and magic. The main difference between them seems to lie in the fact that in religion the worshippers belonging to a group of persons are bound together by a common faith, whereas in magic there is no such faith to unite them. Religion assumes the world to be directed by conscious beings who, by means of conciliatory methods, may be induced to use their powers for the good of the worshipper; magic does not admit it, but says that the course of nature is determined by immutable laws acting mechanically. Again, religious and magical rites do not differ from each other, and it is often very difficult to distinguish the one from the other; magic, however, takes a sort of pleasure in profaning all sacred things, as also there is something profoundly anti-religious in all the actions of a magician\(^4\). Without going deeper into the subject, religion may be defined as "a propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man which are believed to direct and control the course of nature and of human life"\(^5\); while Messrs. H. Hubert and M. Mauss define magical rites as tout rite qui ne fait pas partie d’un culte organisé, rite privé, rite secret, mystérieux, et tenant, comme limite, vers le rite prohibé\(^6\).

Magic has two different aspects which we may conveniently call positive and negative. The former which aims at arriving at some definite object by the performance of certain acts is called Sorcery, the latter which protects from certain dreaded consequences by means of non-performance of certain acts is known as Taboo; thus, if we consider sorcery as the positive pole of sympathetic magic, taboo is its negative pole. The theory that taboo was negative magic was first distinctly formulated more than twenty years ago by Messrs. Hubert and Mauss\(^7\).

Magic is practical; it assumes that like produces like, hence it is a common enough custom in Bengal even to-day\(^8\) for those desirous of winning love to make a little clay image

---

\(^3\) H. Oldenberg, Die Religion der Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 59.
\(^7\) Op. cit., p. 56. A year later, in 1905, the same conclusion was independently arrived at by Sir James G. Frazer (Lectures on the Early History of Kingship, London, 1905, pp. 52-54); see also Man, vol. VI, (1906) pp. 55 sq.
\(^8\) For a similar ancient Hindu ceremony see M. Bloomfield, Hymns of the Atharva Veda, Oxford, 1897, pp. 358 sq; W. Caland, Allindisches Zauberrituell, Amsterdam, 1900, p. 119.
representing the beloved, and to shoot an arrow tipped with a thorn in its heart. This is clearly a sort of homeopathic magic, for does not Kāma, the Indian god of Love corresponding to Cupid of classical mythology, shoot his darts at the hearts of young people so that they fall in love? By the same process of reasoning that like produces like, among some of the degraded Hindu sects of Bengal, when it is desired to injure or to kill an enemy, a small clay image is made to represent him, and then a knife or a pin is stuck through the heart: the person whose image is thus mutilated is sure to feel the effects and die in consequence. "Nijer nāk keṭe parer jātrā bhaṅga kārā" (To cut one's own nose in order to make another person's journey abortive) is a common enough expression in Bengali, which may be interpreted in the same way, though the desired effect, we should in justice admit, would be very dearly bought.

A curious application of homeopathic magic is to be met with in the widespread custom in Bengal of curing night-blindness, an affliction of the eye which renders a person incapable of seeing anything distinctly at night, by the internal use of a fire-fly. The process is extremely simple: get hold of a living fire-fly and enclose it alive within the pulpy inside of a banana, then give it to the sufferer to eat; as the fire-fly lights up its own way in the dark, so it is sure to impart some of its virtue to the eater, who will consequently be cured of his affliction. A splinter in a child's eye is effectually removed by rubbing the upper eye-lid and repeating the following verse:

"Dhulo has, uṛā jā;
Māṭi has, gale jā;
Kāṭh has, bheshe jā;
Pāṭhar has, bheṅge jā."

which may be translated into English doggerel verse thus:

If dust thou art, fly away;
If thou art clad, melt I pray;
If wood thou art, float away;
But if stone, break I say.

By an association of ideas, the pipal tree (Ficus religiosa) and the tortoise are the objects of a cult in Bengal, for it is believed that longevity may thus be attained.

The Hindus do not burn the body of a still-born child or of a child which has died before attaining the age of two years, but bury the body in the house itself. This unusual method of disposing of the dead—the custom of cremating a dead body is universal among the Hindus—is followed in the belief that, if this be done, the mother will bear another child. In the


11 Ethnologie du Bengale, p. 141.

12 Ibid.


14 "Divers marvellous tales are narrated with regard to its (the tortoise's) fabulous longevity and its faculty of transformation"—W. F. Mayer's, The Chinese Reader's Manual, Shanghai, 1924, p. 101, No. 49, s.v. "Kwel."

Bilaspur district, with the same object in view, the body of such a child is placed in an earthenware pot and buried in the doorway or in the yard of the house. In the same manner, in every phase of religious life we find traces of sympathetic magic. When a Brahman has his initiation ceremony, he is made to tread with his right foot on a stone, while the words are repeated: "Tread on the stone, be firm like the stone."  

Contagious magic is that which is based on the assumption that all things which have once been in contact with each other must always remain so. The most widely spread example of this form of magic is the sympathy which is believed to exist between a human being and the different parts of the body. Hair and nail in the folklore of every nation play an important part in magical rites. Similarly names are intimately connected with the body, and therefore, in Bengal, every care is taken to hide the real name of a person by giving him a nick-name, or a pet-name (ādure nām, as it is called). If evil-disposed persons become aware of the real name, they thereby obtain a part of his soul, and may perform magical operations to the prejudice of the owner of the name. Moreover, Hindus rarely call a woman by her real name; she is usually known as the daughter, wife or mother of such and such a person, as the case may be. The placenta is intimately connected with the body of an infant; therefore, on the birth of a child, the midwife carefully takes the placenta away in an earthenware pot, and hides it in a secure place or buries it somewhere away from human gaze. If some animal were to devour it, or if it were to be destroyed in some other way before the annaprāśan ("the taking of the rice") ceremony, which is also the naming ceremony, the child will fall dangerously ill, if not die.

An ancient Hindu magic rite is mentioned in the Kāṇḍa-sūtra, a book of sorcery, where it is directed that, if you wish to harm an enemy, you should make cuts in his footprints with a certain leaf, then collect the dust from the footprint in a leaf of the Butea frondosa and throw it into the frying pan; as the dust gets hot, and it crackles, so will your enemy be powerless. Here the footprint is supposed to be in reality a part of the man himself.

From the above examples the magical character of the ancient Hindu rites is clearly apparent. Dr. Caland justly remarks on this subject that those who have been accustom to regard the Hindus as a highly civilised people will be surprised to find evidences of savagery amongst them and the remarkable resemblance of their rites with the shamanism of the North American Indians. In Calcutta, a well-known charm for stopping a downpour of rain is to make a first-born child roll a candle of cloth and burn it. This is based on the belief that, since fire and water are enemies, and since water puts out fire, so, conversely, fire must also in inexplicable way act inimically towards water, in this case rain. Various other people besides the Hindus have used fire as a charm against rain; it is known among the Australian tribes, the Toradjas of Celebes, the Arabs, and so on.

Again, rain suggests tears; the birth of a female child is a matter for regret among the Hindus, therefore, this also suggests tears. Hence, the logical conclusion follows that if it is raining at the time

---

20 Ethnologie du Bengale, p. 83; Dictionnaire des Superstitions, p. 176.
21 Ibid.
23 W. Caland, Altnidischs Zauberriutel, Amsterdam, 1900, pp. 162 sq.
24 Altnidisches Zauberriutel, Introduction, p. IX.
conception takes place, the fruit will be a baby girl, but, should the weather be fine, a boy. Similarly, rain on one’s wedding day foretells tears for the bride.

Propitiatory rites have always been regarded as conducive to good results. In some places, however, much virtue is attributed to abuse. On the day of the *Nashthi-chandra* in the month of *Bhadra* (July–August) people play practical jokes with the intention of drawing down vituperation on themselves, and along with it good luck. It is auspicious to look at the new moon in the month of *Bhadra*; those who have inadvertently done so, try to avert the evil by throwing stones and brickbats into their neighbours’ houses in order that they may revile them. If they are successful, the neighbours who abuse them will themselves be the sufferers. In European superstition, the surest way of driving away Jack-o’-Lanterns is by cursing them.

The influence of the evil eye, as I have explained elsewhere, is much feared by the inhabitants of Bengal, and, in order to avert it, divers subterfuges are resorted to. Iron is distasteful to evil beings, hence it is said to be an infallible charm for the evil eye. The use of the *tulasi* (sweet basil) plant as a powerful charm is universal among the Hindus. It is to be seen growing before the doorway of every Hindu house; every morning the earth around its stem is carefully cleaned over with cow dung thinned with water, and every evening incense is burned near it. In many places pious Brahmins sit in front of the *tulasi* plant, and recite their daily prayers; it is, in fact, the object of a cult. In this connection we may mention that it is a noteworthy fact that the basil plant, which is said to have grown on Christ’s grave, is also worshipped in the Eastern Church, and in Greece many magical virtues are attributed to it. Most of the precautions against the evil eye are of a negative character, and consequently they are taboos.

At the beginning of our article we have seen that taboo is the negative pole of sympathetic magic. We shall now enumerate some of the general taboos of Bengal. The belief that excessive admiration of the state of health of an individual is prejudicial to him is universal. Hence it is an unwritten law in Bengal not to be too enthusiastic in praising anything, or, if inadvertently anything be highly praised by another, immediately to rectify the error by positively denying its merits. Euphemism, which is so general in all eastern countries, no doubt owes its origin to the same reason, namely not to mention a bad thing by its right name, but to give it a high-sounding title. One of the lowest castes in India is that of the

---

31 Ethnologie du Bengale, pp. 81, 84, 85, 131, 133, 137.
36 Cf. Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott, Hindustani Stepping Stones, Appendix, "Euphemisms."
scavengers or sweepers. They are regarded as thoroughly unclean, and most people would hesitate even to tread on their shadows, fearing to be polluted by thus coming into magical contact with them; they however glory in the euphemistic name of metār (from Persian mīhtar, 'a great personage'). In a similar manner the name of a water-carrier is taboo, and he is popularly known as bhīsti (from Persian bhīshīst, 'a dweller in paradise'). Taboos of a different nature are those which prohibit the use of the names of snakes, thieves, robbers, tigers and so on after nightfall. The beings which these names represent are all dreaded; things which are dreaded need to be conciliated; therefore their names are taboo for fear of being visited by them. Not only fear but respect also forbids mentioning names of certain persons and objects. Hindu women are loth to mention their husbands' names; should this be for some reason absolutely necessary, they would change the initial letters before pronouncing them, and, if this should prove unsuccessful, write them down. For the same reason, whenever the name of a deceased person is uttered, the prefix tēvar ('God') is put before it. In different parts of the country, as at Bilaspur, where the pānchāyat ('village council') meets, no one of the assembly is allowed to twirl a spindle, for, if this be done, the discussion, like the spindle, will go round in a circle and no definite conclusion will be arrived at. If we look up any Bengali dictionary we find that the verb jāoḍa or jām means 'to go, to go away'; in practice the signification is modified to 'to go away for ever', and hence its use is limited. Thus for example, when a boy is taking leave of his mother on his way to school, he will never say 'jāḍekhi' ('I am going'), because that suggests an auspicious omen, but will say instead 'āsi' ('I am coming'), which is cheating fate.

Among the taboos observed by primitive people none are more numerous or important than the prohibitions against eating certain foods. In abstaining from these foods, he is in reality performing negative magic; therefore I shall give a few examples of food taboos in modern Bengal. Beef is forbidden to all Hindus, as also the flesh of those animals which are respected by them. Among vegetables, the principal taboos are onions, garlic, palm, mushrooms and plants growing in unclean places. Lentils are taboo to all good Brahmans, because, when cooked, they look red and thus suggest blood. Moreover, it is forbidden to partake of food while standing or lying down, or in a naked state, or in wet clothes. They must not also sit to a meal with their wives, although an ancient ritual prescribed it during the marriage ceremony.

From the above sketch, which has necessarily been short, we find that magic, both in its positive and negative form, enters largely into the public and the private life of the Bengalis.
To understand the Hindu caste system, and especially the unchallenged supremacy of the Brahmins, we must not expect to find a clue in their traditional intellectual superiority as law-givers and priests, but in their rôle as magicians, for magicians they undoubtedly were; the very word Brahman derives its origin from brahmana "a magic spell." Nay, not only was the Brahman a magician in the hoary past, but he is so in our own days. He is not simply a priest performing his daily duties in the temples, but he is a wizard who, with his curses and incantations, can make or mar all around him. Is not the picture of an enraged Brahman with his right arm outstretched, holding in his hand the sacred upavita, and cursing a terrified individual familiar to all who have spent some time of their lives in the "magical land" of India? Can it be possible that at last we are on the threshold of the long-lost mystery of the origin of the caste system in India? It is only a hypothesis to be followed or rejected as subsequent researches may direct us.  

BOOK-NOTES.

ÂŚCÂRYÂÇÂDÂMAṆI, by ŚAKTIHÂDRA, published by Śrī Mala Manorama Press, Mylapore.

This is a dramatic work based on the story of the Râdmâyâna and has been brought into prominent notice in the discussions on the authenticity of the works of Bâsâ, the thirteen dramas published by the late Mahâmahopâdhyâya Ganâpati Sastri of Trivandrum. It is published by collation of six manuscripts and with a commentary. It has an introduction by Mahâmahopâdhyâya S. Kuppuswami Sastri in English, and is, on the whole, brought out creditably so far as the printer's part of it is concerned, although it does not reach up quite to the level of the Nirnya Sâgara Press. The story begins with the Aranyakânda of the Râmâyâna and carries it almost to the end. The plot is modified to suit the taste of the author, or perhaps dramatic needs according to him, and the peculiar feature is the almost miraculous powers of the two jewels concerned in the story, the signet ring of Râma and the head-jewel of Sítâ. It would be remembered that in the Râmâyâna Hanumâna carries the signet ring as evidence of his character as messenger from Râma and returns to Râma with the head-jewel of Sítâ as evidence of his having seen her. There they are treated as ordinary jewels. Here they are given a somewhat miraculous character, probably with a view to producing wonderment in the treatment of the plot. The introduction is interesting and informing. According to the professor, the commentator must have lived about the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth, as he quotes from the Śrîmat Bhaqavata. This by itself cannot make him so late, but the professor couples with it that he was influenced by the work Nirâganîya of one Nirâyana Bhaṭṭa of Malabar, whose date is A.D. 1590. But he does not give any reference to where he finds this influence, nor does he point out whether it is quite decisive. In regard to the date of Śaktibhadra himself, the learned professor is of opinion that he was an immediate disciple of the first Sankarâchârya, circa a.d. 788-820. But he notes, none the less, that rhetoricians like Bhâmaha and Jagannâtha do not quote from him. In trying to fix the downward limit, he places Śaktibhadra anterior to the Travancore sovereign, Kulaśekara Varma, the author of Tapatî Namavaram, Bhadrâ-Dhananjayam and of a third work, Âścârya Mañjîrîkâdh. Two histrionic directories are said to have been compiled in his reign, namely, Kramaâdipaka and Aṭṭaprabhâ. The latter work mentions fourteen plays, of which the first five include the two dramas by Kulaśekara himself, Nâgañana of Śrî Harsha, Âścârya Chûdâmanî and Kalpna Sângandhikâ. The sixth is an anonymous work, Śrî Krishna Charita. The remaining eight are included in the thirteen dramas ascribed to Bâsâ.

Here comes in the contribution of this drama to the discussion of the authenticity or otherwise of Bâsâ. Since this drama figured so much in the discussions, one would have expected that the opportunity would be taken advantage of by the learned professor to consider the Bâsâ problem as a whole, and restate it in the light in which it is placed by the publication of this work. Although the Bâsâ problem was started by the late Pâpîtî Gaṇapati Śîstri, it has long since ceased to be entirely a question of his own. The mere pointing to weak spots in his arguments or overstatement in respect of particulars cannot settle the question. Nor is it fair criticism to state that everybody that took the view of the late learned editor of these plays has taken it on trust and has been gulled into his belief. The question stands on entirely another footing now, and the problem must be considered.


46 Only the Aryan population (see however my Ethnologie du Bengale, Introduction, p. xii; Appendix A, "Cartes Ethnographiques," Map No. 1; Appendix B, "Tableaux Anthropométriques," Nos. 2, 3) of Bengal has been dealt with in this article. An account of the magic and taboo of the Kolarian and Dravidian tribes will be given later.
as a whole rather than in the unsatisfactorily peace-
maal style the professor has chosen to treat it. The
least that was expected is that he should meet the
theses of Dr. Sukthankar and Mr. Lakshman Sarup,
neither of whom could be charged with having
swallowed without judgment the findings of the late
Pandit.

One may perhaps readily accept the learned profes-
sor's estimate of the merits of the new drama. But
the management of the plot and the alterations
introduced do not all of them strike a lay reader as
making for improvement. Some of these details may
be regarded as indicating decadence in art. The
 tendency to introduce the element of wonder
seems occasionally to lead the author into excess
and perhaps thus pass the bounds of good taste.

In regard to the time of Kulaśekara Varman,
there is a good deal to be said in favour of
his identification with Ravivarman Kulaśekara, who
was responsible for turning out the Muhammadan
countenances from the south soon after the invasions
of Malik Kafur. But Mr. Sastror prefers to take the
commencement of the tenth century for his era.
There is one point that may have an indirect bearing
upon this question, the defeat of Rāvaṇa by Kālă-
vīya and his imprisonment. There is no reference
to it as far as we remember in Vālmiki. But the
Tamil poet Kamban, who follows Vālmiki and who
makes his own alterations off and on, introduces
this incident. He makes Śiśa point out to
Rāvaṇa that the possession of merely two hands is
not necessarily a sign of inferiority, as the thousand-
armed Arjuna, who threw Rāvaṇa into prison was
deprived of all his arms by the two-armed Parasrāma,
to the great chagrin of Rāvaṇa, in the guise of
the hermit who was extolling Rāvaṇa's power
and prowess. There is a reference to that same
incident almost on the same occasion, but it is put
into the mouth of another character. It would be
rather difficult to state whether there was any
borrowing as between the two. But the similarity
of sentiment involved in this perhaps argues for
cleness of time between the two.

Whatever be the ultimate result, the publication
of this drama is a welcome addition to the literature
of the Bhāṣa problem, and let us hope that this
will prove the means of advancing the question
a stage further.

S. K. Aiyangar

THE JOURNAL OF INDIAN HISTORY, edited by
Rao Bahadur S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar.
April 1925, Madras.

Professor Krishnaswami Aiyangar has come to
the rescue of this Journal, which Prof. Shalaft
Ahmad Khan of Allahabad was obliged to discon-
tinue, and has started his work on it by a Double
It is to be hoped that students of Indian History
will assist Prof. Krishnaswami Aiyangar in his
gallant endeavour.

The first article by A. S. Ramanatha Aiyar, is
on the interesting history of the Aruvăyomolū Pass
into Travancore from Southern India. Of the three
main passes over the ghōla into the sea-board
State—the Ashehancedil, the Aryanakūva, Aruvă-
ymolū—the last is the southernmost and not far
from Cape Comorin and is quite well known to
Europeans as the Aranboy. It has, however,
been the chief gate into Travancore from all time
and its story is traced, in an informing article,
from the days of the early Pāṇḍyas, the Cholas,
the mediaeval Pāṇḍyas, the Vijayanagara kings,
the Madura Nayakas, the Mysore Sultāns (Haidar
Ali and Tippu) to the modern times.

The next article is by Dr. de Lacy O'Leary of
Bristol University, on the Source of Arabic Culture,
which the author traces primarily to Greek, but
also to old Persian and Indian elements, with
their cradle in the ancient kingdom of Hira under
Hellenistic influence brought to bear on Islam
through a Syriac medium. The culture was, there-
fore, like every other known form, a combination.

Next Dr. A. S. Tritton of Aligarh discourses on
Arab Theories of Education. He begins with Ibn
Khalidun and describes his ideas as they appear in
the introduction to his History. These Dr. Tritton
explains in an interesting manner, and then describes
the system of education proposed by Qadi Abu
Bakr ibn al-Arabi, which Ibn Khalidun viewed
with but qualified approval. Of this system Dr.
Tritton gives an outline, remarking on the influence
of Sufi teaching in it. He then reverts to Ibn
Khalidun and his ideas, which are most interesting,
as that old philosopher saw the difficulties created
by words and confused thinking in all education,
and carefully thought out means for overcoming
them—coming quite close to modern doctrine
in the process.

The following article on the Beginnings of the Silk
Industry in India by Dr. Balkrishna deals with a
very different subject. This is a controversial
essay to show that Cooper in Silk, its Production
and Manufacture, Arbousset, and the Encyclopaedia
Britannica are all wrong in asserting that silk was
introduced into India between A.D. 300 and 500.
The object of the article is to bring together evidence
to show that sericulture and silk manufacture
are of great antiquity in India, and evidence is
adduced to show that it was known there at least
in B.C. 1000. The article is worth careful study.

This study of the history of silk is followed by
Prof. Heras's Palace of Akbar at Fatehpur-Sikri,
where he once more gives us an illuminating discourse
on to him now familiar ground. Its nature is suffi-
ciently described by the opening sentence: "The
identification of the palace of Akbar among the
remaining buildings of romantic Fatehpur is of
great importance for an historian." In the course
of a delightful study of these famous ruins, full of
valuable information, Prof. Heras identifies the
Palace of Akbar with the familiar Jodh Bai's
palace of the existing authorities and the guide books.

Next comes Mr. W. H. Moreland on a subject connected with the research with which his name is identified; "A Dutch Account of Mogul Administrative Methods." This account is contained in a Report on Gujarāt difficult to translate. It was completed in the year 1629 and is unsigned, but it was used by de Laet in his Account of the Mogul Empire in 1631 and by Van Twist in his General Description of India "drawn up a few years later." From this invaluable MS. Mr. Moreland gives us "a version of all the references it contains to the practical working of the Mogul administration in Gujarāt." He has thus once again materially aided the advance of our knowledge of the Mogul period of Indian History.

Then we are treated to a similar article on the Settlement of Baramahal and Salem from the Records by Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari. It is worth while to quote the opening sentences of this important discourse: "When Lord Cornwallis concluded the treaty with Tippee Sultan on March 17, 792, the Ceded Districts of Salem and Baramahal were, within eighteen days after the treaty, entrusted to the organising genius of Captain Alexander Read, in preference to any of the Revenue Officials of the Madras Presidency, who lacked the necessary qualifications for administering a newly annexed country. For the same reason Read chose as his assistants, Captains Munro, Graham, and McLeod to administer respectively the countries of Dharmapuri (central division), Krishmagiri (northern division) and Salem (southern division). It is superfluous to write of the great qualities that Munro displayed even thus early; while the other two did remarkably good work." Prof. Srinivasachari has himself done good work in reminding us of the manner in which the British Indian Empire was built up in its earlier days by men whose very names are now largely forgotten, and whose many difficulties, failures and successes he so well describes.

The last communication is an interesting one: The operations leading to the Capture of Almora in 1815, by Mr. J. C. Powell Price. It is a useful contribution to the history of Ochterlony's war with the Gurkhas, as it is a sketch of what actually took place then, in view of the somewhat confused accounts that are available of the operations in Kumaon during the war. Not the least of the services rendered to historians by Mr. Powell Price is a statement at the end of his paper as to the whereabouts of existing original documents relating to the Nepal War which made Ochterlony a famous man.

On the whole Prof. Krishnaswami Aiyangar is to be heartily congratulated on this first instalment of his effort to keep the flag flying for the Journal of Indian History.


There is a Renaissance Movement progressing in Indian vernacular literature, which has arisen out of a spirit of revolt against the old tradition. Signs of it are visible in the Urdu verse of Sir Muhammad Iqbal and in the Hindi productions of the School of kharī bōī writers. Taking advantage of the existence of the feeling visible in such and similar works, Professor Lakshman Sarup has bethought him of making an attempt to bring this new spirit in vernacular literature into contact with European classics, in the hope, no doubt, that such contact will have a guiding and controlling influence over it. He seems to have been moved thereto by the consideration that in the beginning of the nineteenth century French translations of English and German writers had a remarkable influence for good on the French romantic movement of the period. If I am right in this conjecture, a series of studies of European dramatists, if wisely chosen, should have a similar influence on the new movement in India. With such ideas at the back of it, this study of Molière might well be followed by studies of Shakespeare, Ibsen, Théophile, Goethe, Schiller, Brieux and others, in course of time.

A knowledge of such writers could not but have a beneficial influence on the Hindi reading public, which would thus have brought before it specimens of European thought as concentrated in drama. For it must be borne in mind that Hindi authors are at present driven to Sanskrit literature for inspiration, and contact with European drama will broaden their intellectual horizon, will suggest literary models of character and manners for tragedy and comedy, and will open to them new literary channels.

Professor Lukshman Sarup has no doubt chosen Molière's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme for his first attempt, as it lends itself peculiarly to existing conditions in India, since it portrays the efforts of a successful but vulgar man of business to imitate the life of the aristocracy of his day. I observe that the Professor, in his preface, remarks that "many of our uneducated young men make foolish attempts to ape European dress and manners to the extent of making their own lives, as well as the lives of their relatives, miserable. Such ignorant imitation is partial and always produces ludicrous results."

In "translating" the French play the object which the Professor has kept before him has been to render the text so that it will appeal to an ordinary Indian audience rather than to scholars searching for a scientific translation, and this is a wise endeavour. His title for the play, Baniyā chaldi Nasēbī ki Ghātī, is an earnest of the spirit in which the whole problem is worked out.

R. C. Temple.
STRESS-ACCENT IN INDO-ARYAN, by Banarsi Das Jain, Oriental College, Lahore, 1927.

I would draw attention to this thoughtful little brochure reprinted from the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, vol. IV, pt. 3, on an obscure and difficult question in the phonology of languages descended from the Indian Prakritis. The desire has arisen from the fact that it seemed to me, when I sat at the feet of bharadwaj and other rough bards in the Panjab about half a century ago, to collect the Legends of the Panjab as they were actually sung, that stress-accent had much more to do with the language of the people than was admitted by those who read the highly sophisticated language affected by the orthodox Hindu poets and followed their ideas. I have often thought that in "scientific" transliteration it was a pity that accent was left unmarked when long vowels were specially noted in writing. However, the impressions I acquired were then too heterodox for general adoption, but they seem now to have been more or less right, and hence the interest of Mr. Banarsi Das Jain's remarks.

R. C. TEMPLE.


The Archæological Department is supplying a real want in issuing authoritative guides in a handy size like this, to sites of archæological and historical interest. Though nowhere so stated, this little volume is but a reprint of most of Chapter II and the whole of Appendix IV (a) of Memoir No. 22 of the A.S.I. The excellent drawings and photographs are also reproductions of some of those appended to the Memoir. It is a pity that the opportunity was not taken to correct some clerical errors that appeared in the original. For example, on page 2 we find Narain, instead of Tarain, as the name of the battlefield where Prithviraj was defeated in 1192. More than fifty years ago Raverty exposed Briggs' misspelling of this name. On the same page the azam, or call to prayer, is called "the azam." The Asoka lat (p. 8) should read dhik; and Imam Zamin (passim) should be Imam Zamin. "Mutakha ", on pages 10 and 12, is possibly meant for muktaka. The terms livân, mîhrâb, jâlî, kâtîbâ, etc., should at least be italicised, if not explained for the benefit of the average reader, who would also doubtless have welcomed a sketch map of the surrounding area, such as Sir John Marshall has provided in his delightful guides to Taxila and Sanchi. The chief interest attaching to Mr. Page's work, which is obviously not intended for the mere "globe-trotter," lies perhaps in the plans and sketches indicating—of necessity conjecturally—the original mosque of Qutbu'd-din and the extensions carried out, or projected, by "Altamish" and Ala'u'd-din. Mr. Page is to be congratulated on his careful examination of this subject, and on the admirable sketches he has drawn to illustrate it. A visitor to the precincts of the Qutb Minâr who has not been there for fifteen or twenty years will be astonished to observe the improvements effected by the excavation and preservation work carried out by the department.

C.E.A.W.O.


Roe's journal and letters were first critically edited, with an introduction and notes by Sir W. Foster for the Hakluyt Society in 1899, appearing as vols. 1 and 2, second series, of that society's valuable publications. These volumes have been out of print for some time, and the University Press is to be congratulated on its enterprise in bringing out this revised edition and in having secured for the task the services of Sir William, than whom no more competent editor could have been found.

The chief value of Roe's narrative to the historian undoubtedly lies in his descriptions of life at the Moghul's court while at provincial capitals and in camp, and in the light thrown upon the characters of Jâhângîr, Asaf Khan and Khurram and of the noble but ill-fated Khusrâu. In estimating the value of Roe's work for the Company we are handicapped by the want of the final text of the "articles" accepted by Khusrâu, after protracted discussion and bickering, as well as of the agreement and contract granted by Jâhângîr that is referred to in Roe's endorsement on the emperor's letter of the 8th August, 1618, to King James (p. 506, note). Sir W. Foster has stated fairly all that can be said in Roe's favour. There is a good deal to be said on the other side, which need not be discussed here. Living for more than three years at court in close relations with Jâhângîr and his officials, Roe wrote from first-hand knowledge; and although his independent spirit and his failure to master the Persian language seem to have prevented him from getting into touch with the inner mind of his associates, and seeing things from the Oriental outlook, his frankly-stated views must carry weight. Not to mention other matters to which the editor has drawn attention in his introduction, Roe's account is important from the light it sheds upon the difficulties that beset the English traders as a result of the jealousy and competition of the Portuguese, who had been established in the country for more than a century. We see, however, how the prestige of that nation was rapidly declining, and that of the Dutch, who had already achieved ascendancy farther east, was growing space. In Roe's time the English were but commencing to acquire a position of some importance on the shores of India.
It is not generally realized that England was one of the last of the European countries to have intercourse with India and the East: but, once started, that intercourse developed with remarkable rapidity. The first Englishman known to have set foot on Indian soil was Father Thomas Stevens, who, joining the Jesuits, landed at Goa in 1578, and worked there till his death in 1619. The next Englishmen to visit India were Newbery, Fitch and others who started on a commercial mission, in behalf of the Turkey Company, in 1583 by the overland route (via Aleppo, Basra and Ormuz). They bore a letter of introduction to the Mughal emperor from Queen Elizabeth; but, although Newbery, Fitch and Leeds visited Fatehpur Sikri, where Akbar then (1585) was holding his court, we do not know whether it was ever delivered. John Mildenhall, in his first commercial expedition (also via Aleppo and Persia) to India during the years 1603-05, had an audience of Akbar, and posed—so far as we know, without authority—as a messenger from Queen Elizabeth. Mildenhall tells us that he requested in her behalf friendship and the same privileges of trade as the Portuguese had; and he appears to have given the emperor (in the presence of Jahangir, then Prince Salim) to understand that the queen intended to depute an ambassador to his court. He says that after much trouble, due to the obstruction of the Portuguese Jesuits, he got all his demands granted—"signed to my own contentment and (as I hope) to the profit of my nation." Unfortunately no copy of the alleged grant has come down to us. The first English vessel that anchored on the coast of India was the *Hector*, with William Hawkins in command, which reached Suwáli in August 1608. Hawkins carried a letter from King James to the emperor, asking for liberty of trade and reasonable privileges. He arrived at Agra in April, 1609, and remained at Jahangir’s court till November 1611. At first he was received with much show of favour, but his influence waned, and Jahangir finally refused permission for the English to establish a factory at Surat. It was Captain Best’s victories over the Portuguese ships in November-December, 1612, that first enabled the English to settle there. It is from that year that the Company’s trade with India may be said to have taken root (though an agency had been planted at Masulipatam a year before). During the next two years three different factors were sent from Surat to the Mughal’s court, two of them bearing letters from King James, to look after the Company’s interests, but to little effect. Meanwhile Best had gone home, and his optimistic view of the prospects of trade roused the Directors to greater activity. A finer fleet was prepared, and it was decided that an ambassador would be best suited to treat with “Great Mogul” in respect of their privileges, and to counteract plots of the Jesuits. But two or three years, then, had passed since our factors had set up at Masulipatam and Surat when Sir Thomas Roe started on his memorable embassy. Roe left England in March, 1615, and arrived in Surat in September of that year; he sailed from India in February, 1619, on his voyage back. His doings were recorded in a journal and in numerous letters to the Company and to private individuals. It is regrettable that only one volume of these papers is known to be now extant, comprising the diary and letters to the 11th February 1617 and some further letters to the 9th October 1617. Purchas carries on the narrative from sources not at present available to the 22nd January 1618. For the remaining year of Roe’s stay in India the editor has had to depend upon his letters and such information as can be gathered from contemporary documents.

One of the most valuable contents of this volume is the facsimile reproduction of William Baffin’s famous map of the Mughal’s dominions published in 1619, which is probably the earliest map of these regions ever printed in England. Sir William has added an instructive note on this map, in which he pertinently calls attention to the exceptional credit attached to it by subsequent cartographers. We find numerous errors contained therein reproduced on maps published in various parts of Europe for many a century and a half thereafter. As regards Roe’s geographical account of the Mughal’s territories, which has been printed as an appendix, we must feel astonishment that it should be so frequently inaccurate, and so often irreconcilable with Baffin’s map, which we are told incorporates Roe’s inquiries. The names of important provinces such as Allahabad and Oudh, and even Ajmer (at the capital of which Roe had spent 11 months) are omitted; while petty states like Chambá, Pažánkot, Síbá and Jaswán, and *sañderas*, or districts, like Chitor, Bikane, Sorañ, Narwar, and Samháal, are named among the “kingdoms and provinces”; although the *Ain-i-Akbâr*, with its detailed account of the provinces, districts and *mañdla*, has been completed twenty years previously, and Roe says he took the names “out of the King’s register.”

The introduction contains a masterly historical review of the events of the period concerned, and a connected account of Roe’s movements and occupations, so essential for anybody who wishes to understand the constant allusions to persons and incidents in Roe’s text, which is often obscure, and to keep the thread of the narrative in his grasp. The notes, which have been thoroughly revised, are apposite and succinct, and call for scarcely any further correction. The index is full; the work of the press, characteristically excellent. This is a book which, with its companion volume—Early Travels in India, 1683-1689—should be on the shelves of all students of the history of the period.

C. E. A. W. O.
ERRATUM.

On page 145 of the August, 1927, issue, in the first line of verse 4 of the "Inscription on Binā-nim-ki Masjid, Ujjain" for ărād read ărādārād
CEREMONIAL DRESS OF BRIDEGROOM AND BRIDE (SOUTHIST CHURCH)
THOMAS CANA.
By T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., L.T.
(Continued from page 106.)

Further Remarks by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

On Document No. 1.

Nasrani. If the word Nasrâni was used in A.D. 345, it would have been the name by which the Jews knew the Christians. They may have been known similarly through the Jews to the rest of the people in Malabar.

[Document No. 1 is not of 345 A.D. But the term Nasrâni might have been applied to the Malabar Christians from the very beginning of their history. For Nasrâni is a modified form of Greek Nazarenes, a term applied to a member of the early Jewish Christian sect. In pre-Islamic days the Christians of Arabia (and presumably of Mesopotamia also) were called Nasranys. Even European Christians are to-day called Nasranys in Arabia, as we learn from Doughty’s *Travels in Arabia Deserta* and other sources.]

The Malabar Syrian Christians are known as Nasrânis even to-day. The earliest known instance of the application of the term to the Syrian Christians of Malabar is in Pope John XXII’s letter of A.D. 1330. The passage runs: “Nobili vire domino Nascaringum et univeris sub eo Christianis Nascaringis de Columbo” (i.e., Quilon in Travancore). The Malabar Nasrânis came to be called Christians (Kristyânikal) locally only after the Portuguese connection in A.D. 1498.—T.K.J.]

On footnote 32.

The gold crown. On February 7, 1924, at the Southist Church of Chungam, said to have been built in 1579, we photographed a boy and a girl dressed up for the occasion in the ceremonial dress of a bridegroom and a bride. This attire belongs to the Church. Bridegroom’s dress: long *qabaya* or surcoat, like the robe of state (*khidâl*) presented by Eastern princes to those whom they wish to honour; six-pointed star on each sleeve; crown (aigrette fixed on turban), said to be part of the property given to the Christians of Chungam, when they migrated from the Southist Church of Kaṭutturutti to settle at Chungam. Bride’s dress: peculiar bodice; crown, a facsimile of the one of Kaṭutturutti, now the property of the Jacobites of Mulnanturutti, which latter is said to be the original crown presented to the Christians by Chêramân Perumâl. By Chêramân Perumâl they mean apparently the king who favoured Thomas Cana.

[The gold crown I refer to is like the conical Indian *jâtâ-mukula* put on the heads of ancient statues of kings and images of gods. The aigrette mentioned by Fr. Hosten is not a crown, but the golden flower referred to by Gouvea (*Jornada*, fol. 4r): “The Christians” (of Malabar) “alone, when marrying, were allowed to wear their hair tied up with a golden flower.” See the accompanying plate. The bride’s “crown” is really a half-crown covering only the front half of the head, as can be seen from the picture.—T.K.J.]

On Document No. 3.

Rosary. Did the Christians of Mesopotamia use the rosary of beads which the present Bishops of Mesopotamia visiting India are seen to use? How many beads does this rosary consist of? [Of 153 beads—T.K.J.]

On footnote 45.

Veil. I do not think it means that the Christian women of Mesopotamia came with their faces veiled as the Arab custom is in many parts.

[Veils seem to have been used by Southist women in the sixteenth century. For there is this saying in Malayalam current among the Syrian Christians:—*The city is burnt, and we go out in broad daylight.* Why then a *muttâk* (veil), my daughter? These were the words of a Southist Christian mother to her daughter who, while about to flee from the city of Cranganore set fire to by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, hurriedly searched for
her veil. This implies that Southist women in those days used veils. But I have found no mention of a veil in the contemporary Portuguese accounts that I have seen. The term *mutṭāk* is used in Tamil for that portion of a Brāhman widow’s cloth covering her shaven head. It is a Tamil word meaning literally ‘covering cloth’. The present song mentions both *mutṭāk* and cloth for covering the head.—T.K.J.

This song contains no reference to the coming of a bishop with Thomas Cana. The fact is that our Portuguese historians are silent about the bishop who came with Thomas Cana, a point which requires further examination.

[But the majority of the Malabar accounts agree in bringing a bishop along with Thomas Cana and in calling him Mar Joseph.—T.K.J.]

On Document No. 4.

*Lines 1–4.* It is difficult to believe that, if Mylapore had a bishop, Malabar had none or was neglected, or that John, Bishop of All-Persia and Great India, who was present at the Council of Nicea (A.D. 325), would have neglected Malabar and Coromandel, if they were in need, or again that the *Passio* of St. Thomas is wrong when it states that the see of St. Thomas still flourished at Andranopolis (Cranganore). It requires more study before we can explain the coming of a bishop of Edessa or some other part of Mesopotamia in A.D. 345. Were some of the Christians of Malabar at loggerheads with the bishops of Mylapore, Andranopolis or Persia? [But to judge from The Acts of Thomas (c. 200 A.D.) the earliest St. Thomas document, Andranopolis was outside modern India altogether.—T.K.J.]

*Line 4.* The mention of Baghdad offers a clue to the antiquity of the song. Baghdad was built in A.D. 762 or 764 near Seleucia-Ctesiphon. The Abassid Khalifs reigned there till 1258, when the place was sacked by Hulagu Khan. Marco Polo (c. 1293) says that the Bishop of the Isle of Males and the Isle of Females (Maldive) is subject to the Archbishop of Sokotra and the latter to the great Archbishop of Baudas (Baghdad). *Cf.* Yule, *Marco Polo*, II (1875), 396; 399. According to Bar-Hebraeus (Chronicon Eccles., ed. Lamy, II, 236), Elias, the Greek Patriarch of Antioch, in 910 re-established at Baghdad the ancient residence of the Orthodox Catholics which had been unoccupied since the Nestorian schism (A.D. 432). *Cf.* Cath. Encycl., New York, I, 202d. At what time did Baghdad become the seat of the Catholics who sent bishops to Malabar?

*Line 6.* As Malabar was not part of Pāṇḍya, we must conclude that there were Christians, not only in Malabar and Coromandel, but also in Pāṇḍya, for instance along the Pāṇḍyan sea-coast, in particular at Kāvēripatāṇam, whence Christians took refuge in Malabar, according to tradition, during the persecution of Māṇikāka Vāsakara (A.D. 293–315). Arnobius already mentions Christians in China (A.D. 303–305).

*Lines 12 & 13.* If ‘twin-born’ is singular, I understand that one of the Christians of St. Thomas, who is surnamed Didymus, or the twin, was to be sent to Malabar; also that the Christians of Malabar, as well as the Christians of Mesopotamia who were to help the former, are here represented as the sons and nephews of the same St. Thomas the Apostle. In the time of Timothy I. (A.D. 779–823) the bishops of Fars in Persia used to say: “We have been evangelised by the Apostle Thomas, and we have no share with the see of Mari.” *Cf.* Mingana, The Early Spread of Christianity in India, (reprint), 1926, p. 35. May not the Christians of Mesopotamia also have considered themselves the children of St. Thomas, who had sent Addai to Edessa as its first apostle? Did they not think they had the body or at least relics of St. Thomas at Edessa? “One of the twin-born” may refer to the bishop to be sent, and Thomas Cana may be understood to decide going in his company. [See footnotes 59 and 60.—T.K.J.]

If ‘twin-born’ were plural, I do not know what to suggest. In his translation of part of these songs, Zaleski (The Saints of India, Mangalore, Codialbail Press, 1915, p. 215), has: “One of you two brothers must go to Malabar.” Zaleski refers this to Frumentius and
Edesius, his brother, and he concludes that Thomas Cana is the bishop Frumentius. We cannot accept this view. The weight of the Malabar tradition leans to the view that Thomas Cana was a merchant. He brings a bishop to Malabar, but is not himself a bishop, as the songs here published show. [Zaleski's translation is not accurate. — T.K.J.]

*Line 19.* The farewell is again described as taking place on the sea-shore. The Southists should have a tradition as regards the port from which they left for India.

*Line 20.* The term 'black sea' may be the equivalent of the modern kālā pānī (black water). What can 'red sea' mean here? Did Thomas and his party come through the Red Sea? Is the Persian Gulf ever called Red Sea? [Black and red indicate seas of various kinds. — T.K.J.]

*Lines 24 & 25.* Here again we have the proof that the author of the song thought there were Christians in India already. It would also appear that the new bishop made his see at Cranganore.

**On Document No. 5.**

*Lines 1–7.* The Christians in Malabar had particular esteem for bishops and priests who came from Jerusalem or had visited it. May that explain why Mar Joseph of Urfa is made to go to Jerusalem? Or have we here the story more clearly narrated in Land's *Anecdota Syriaca* : the bishop of Edessa has a dream in which he sees the forlorn condition of the Christians of India; the next day he goes to the Catholicos of the East, who calls a meeting of bishops and merchants; Thomas of Jerusalem, a merchant, offers to go to Malabar which he has previously visited; he returns to the Catholicos, and the bishop who had seen the vision, *i.e.*, the Metropolitan of Edessa, repairs to India with Thomas, priests, deacons, men and women and children from Jerusalem, Baghdad and Nineveh (Mosul), 472 families. In our songs, as far as here presented, there is no allusion to the dream of the bishop of Edessa; the author may have thought this required no mention, as being generally known. In that case, he takes the bishop of Urfa (Edessa) straight to Jerusalem, where he supposes the Catholicos of the East is residing. Possibly, our author takes the bishop of Edessa to an even higher authority, a Patriarch.

In Land’s *Anecdota* Thomas Cana is of Jerusalem; in another account from Malabar, he is of Canaan, “which is Jerusalem.” This too may have influenced the author of the song in making the bishop of Edessa go to Jerusalem.

Let us compare at this place several accounts about this expedition:—

(1) We have seen the version in Land.99

(2) In a letter of Fr. A. Monserrate, written at Cochin, January 1, 1579, after a two years' residence among the St. Thomas Christians, we read that Quinay Thomas came fromOrmuz to Paru (Parur) and Cranganore.100 [Parur and Cranganore are very close to each other.—T.K.J.]

(3) Roz (1604) mentions the arrival in 345 of Thomas Cananeo with 62 (in another place 72) families. Like Monserrate, he is silent about a bishop from Mesopotamia or anywhere else.101

(4) The bishop of Oruai (Urbai, Urfa, Edessa) "or Antioch" goes to the Patriarch of Jerusalem, and Thomas Cana and the bishop of Antioch, whose name is not given, come to India with priests and deacons.102

(5) The Metropolitan of Edessa and King Abgar (!) order 336 families to go to India in 345 with clergies and Thomas the Canaanite, from Canaan, "which is Jerusalem."103

---


100 From photographs of a MS. in my possession.


103 Mingana, *op. cit.*, 49 (paper by a Jacobite, 1721).
(6) Thomas of Jerusalem comes to Malabar in 345 with the bishop of Edessa, priests, deacons, and 472 families.94

(7) Joseph, bishop of Antioch, came with 472 families in 345 and built Cranganore.

(8) In 345 Thomas Cana came with bishops, priests, deacons, and laymen by order of the Patriarch Ignatius.95

(9) With Thomas Cana came in 345 Mar Joseph of Edessa, priests, deacons and about 400 families. Thus in Ittip's History, which agrees with our songs, except that our songs speak of 72 families consisting of 400 persons.

There are still other versions, in which either the Catholicos or 5th Patriarch of Jerusalem is mentioned, or Yustedias, Patriarch of Antioch. These other versions should be collected.

Considerably different is the story of the merchant Qisôn, a fire-worshipper, who, coming to Qalonya, in the country of Philippois, somewhere in India, made the acquaintance of the Christians there and of their bishop; he goes home by sea and brings his family to the bishop for baptism. He goes home again, and dies. His widow Helena and her four sons, John, Stephen, Joseph and Daniel, come to India, to the capital of a king where there are no Christians. So many miracles happen on their account that John and the king write for a bishop to Constantine the Great. John, bishop of Ephesus (sic), comes to India, baptises the king and his people, and consecrates John, one of the four brothers, as first bishop of that city. [Could Qalonya be Caliana of Cosmas, A.D. 535? — In Caliana. . . . episcopus est in Perside ordinari solitus.—T.K.J.]

The writers who speak of 472 families brought over by Thomas Cana seem to have lumped into one figure, and into one category the 400 persons of 72 families. How was the figure '336 families' arrived at?

Line 4. It is surprising that the Syrians, apparently in imitation of the Hindus and Buddhists, whose saints are golden-faced, ascribe to Mar Joseph of Urfa a golden complexion. Many of the old statues of our Catholic Churches in India are entirely gilt, even in the face. [But see note 65, p. 105, supra.—T.K.J.]

Line 8. The Catholicos of the East or a Patriarch appears here to be placed at Jerusalem. In 345 did not the whole farther East depend on the Patriarch of Antioch, and would the Catholicos of the East, dependent on Antioch, not have lived in Mesopotamia? Mingana (The Early Spread of Christianity in India, reprint, 1926, p. 44 n. 1) says that after the Catholicos of the East Shahdost, martyred in 342, the see was vacant for more than two years, his successor Barba-Shemin was in prison from February 345 to January 9, 346, when he was martyred. It is still a hopeless task to reconcile the conflicting statements about the bishop who came to India in 345, his name, the place he came from, the Patriarch then ruling, and the Catholicos of the East.

Line 11. The rank of Catholicos given at this early date to Mar Joseph of Edessa is probably an exaggeration. Did he come to India as Catholicos of the East, with the idea of returning home after three years (l. 50)? The title of Metropolitan of India given to one of the bishops in India is probably much later than 345. [He was given some privileges or marks of honour, not the office of Catholicos.—T.K.J.]

Line 12. I understand that this send-off, in the mind of the poet, took place at Jerusalem.

Line 13. In Thomas Ramban's Song of A.D. 1601, Thomas I. of Maliyekal receives from St. Thomas the title of Ramban and a book. He was not however a bishop. The same poem describes the investiture of a bishop by St. Thomas in the person of Peter, the son-in-

94 From another Malayalam account by a Jacobite, in an English relation of Trichur, 1820; cf. n. 92 above.
95 Mingana, op. cit., 50 (paper by a Jacobite, 1821).
[Footnotes 99-95 are by Fr. Hosten.]
law or nephew of the king of Cranganore: St. Thomas invests him with part of his own dress. [This song of 1601 is spurious.—T.K.J.]

Line 15 and note 68. Esrā cannot be Urfa (Edessa). The poet knows Edessa by the name Urahâ, which may be compared with the form Oryau in a Malabar MS. earlier than 1820 (cf. my note to ll. 1–7 above). If Esrā is Osroene, it is practically equivalent to Edessa. Why does Mar Joseph of Urfa go for permission to Esrā, identified with Osroene, unless the Catholics of the East lives there? But if Mar Joseph had been himself given the powers of a Catholicos, appointed apparently to that dignity by a Patriarch, had he to apply to the Catholicos of the East for permission to go to India? His getting a signet ruby, after obtaining permission, implies however that he applied to a superior religious authority, as the signet ruby would signify the reception of special power.

Line 18. The start must have been from Esrā, and the embarking at Basra. I do not think that Esrā can itself be Basra. Iṭṭūp in his History (1869, p. 78n.) makes Gundaphar’s messenger Habban meet St. Thomas at Mahōsēn in Yūsse. Mahōsēn is Mahosa, and there was a Mahosa near Basra. Must Yūsse be compared with Esrā and Basra? The meaning of Yūsse requires elucidating.

"Together they started": a reference to the goodly company of priests and deacons, and possibly others, who went with Mar Joseph.

Lines 20–24. Cochin and Cranganore appear to be treated here as identical; also in 1. 17. Did the Cochin harbour exist in A.D. 345? The island of Paliparto, north of Cochin, did not exist then. According to Roz, it was formed in A.D. 1327. If it did not exist in 345, the sea stretched from Cochin to Cranganore without any intervening island to obstruct from Cranganore the view of Cochin. At any rate, as the party is said to have landed at Cranganore, the salutes were meant for the place where the king was, and he appears to have been at or near Cranganore, not at Cochin. The city gate mentioned in 1. 23 could not have been at Cochin, but at or near Cranganore. Roz, recording traditions, says the king was then living at Paru, where he had a pagoda. In fact, Roz and more clearly de Barros place Mahōdēvar-pattanam at Paru.

Lines 22, 23. When did the Chinese invent the use of gunpowder? Elliot in his History of India (8 volumes; I cannot now consult them) has an essay on this question. I should think that by 345 the Chinese used gunpowder, in which case the invention could not have been unknown to the Indians. In Du Perron’s translation of four copper-plates granted to Thomas Cana we read that the plates were presented to Thomas amid the firing of guns. (Cf. note 73, p. 106, supra, by T.K.J.)

Line 24. These seem to be the soldiers who had accompanied the ships of Mar Joseph as a protection against pirates. I understand that they give a shout of joy at having arrived safe; the languishing of the limbs also betokens rest after a strenuous voyage. In the time of Pliny, archers were placed on ships for the Indian voyage, to protect them against pirates. Pirates at Sokotra, at the Maldives, in Sind, all along the west coast of India: they were worse than all the other terrors of the sea.

Line 33. These again may be soldiers who came with Mar Joseph; if the ships were Yavana ships, the soldiers would return to Basra with their ships and their Indian cargo.

Line 40. The fort is within a walled city (cp. l. 23); the reception, at the city gate, of the bishop by Rāja Varma (perhaps distinct from the Perumāl) and two other Rājas denotes the highest honour.

Line 41. If the Perumāl is not Rāja Varma, he awaited the bishop in his palace within the fort: he is an Emperor, and Rāja Varma (of Cochin?) is his vassal. [Rāja Varma is not a proper name. It can mean nothing more than king of the Varma or Kshatriya caste. Rāja may be a misprint for Rāma.—T. K. J.]

Line 42. The insignia mentioned in this line would have been used during Mar Joseph’s progress from the ships to the fort.
Lines. 43-44, 49-50. These lines show that (before Thomas’ arrival) there were Christians in India. Those who visited Mar Joseph, bowed to him and received his blessing were St. Thomas Christians already settled in Malabar. The other parts of the songs make this abundantly clear.

The points of Thomas Cana’s story in Land’s Anecdota Syriaca and other accounts which the songs translated thus far do not yet bear out, are the following: the dream of the bishop of Edessa, the meeting of bishops, monks and merchants convened by the Catholicos or Patriarch, at which Thomas Cana decided to go to Malabar and examine into the position of the Christians there (IV. 9-14 speaks of a meeting convoked after Thomas’ visit to India). All the other details are sufficiently accounted for in our songs, and many are set forth by the poet with remarkable vividness, copiousness and realism. There is an archaic touch about the situations from which one might surmise that our songs are modernised versions of more ancient poems. [To me they are not earlier than the Portuguese period.—T. K. J.]

We may note a certain unity in these songs. In II. 3, 4 we hear of 72 king’s sons and 400 persons; in III. 10, of 72 families of 7 clans; in IV. 15-17, of 72 families composed of 400 persons. In V. 30-32, Mar Joseph of Urfa, 4 priests and many deacons are mentioned; in IV. 16, a bishop, priests and deacons.

The antiquity of Malabar Christian songs can be guessed from what we read in Maffei (ante 1588) of the poems in honour of St. Thomas which the Christian children in Malabar used to sing.

One of the interesting features of the visitation of the churches by Archbishop Aleixo de Menezes after the Council of Diamper (1599) was the songs and the dances executed by groups of men. “Before entering any Church or settlement, he [de Menezes] sent word beforehand, whereupon the Christians prepared to receive him according to the means of the population, each trying to receive him as best they could. Thus, on his arrival, all the Christians came presently to receive him at the place where he stopped [with his boats], and to take him thence to the Church. All knelt down with much reverence and kissed his hands according to their custom. Next they organised the procession in which they conducted him. In it were all the men of the place, and, while it proceeded, they introduced into it many dances and various kinds of music and of instruments of the country, and they kept singing and dancing. And, as the Malavares are much accustomed to put into songs all the things which happen, immediately after the Synod they made in the Sierra a very long hymn after their fashion, which contained the life of the Archbishop, and the trouble they had given him before the Synod, and what was done in it, with the other things which happened; miracles, as they called them. In it they confessed how, before the coming of the Archbishop, they were deceived by the Bishops of Babylonia, and there were many praises of Rome, and of the Supreme Roman Pontiff, who had remembered them and sent the Archbishop to instruct them. They sang this canticle in most of the Churches (fol. 73e) at the feasts of reception, chiefly the little children, who always went about the streets singing. Others fenced, and at intervals they executed their lessons in fencing tricks, which for them is a great feast; the streets were adorned with branches of palm-trees, areca-trees and other trees; the women were at the doors and windows watching with great pleasure, and the Caçaneres sang the psalms in Caldean until they reached the Church.” (Gouvea, Jornada, 1606, fols. 73r-73v).

At Angamalle: “He was received with great festivities and much enthusiasm by the entire people. They had decorated with branches all the roads by which he had to pass, and from the place where the procession began up to the Church they kept throwing on the

90 A copy of this song will be discovered by some means and published.—T.K.J.
ground along his passage pieces of fine cloth, laying them on mats they had placed, thus representing the reception of Christ Our Lord at Jerusalem; the people also threw before him their garments, and at certain places they had representations in their style; in one of them there was a little girl of six, very finely dressed and extremely pretty, and she sang one of the songs they had made in the Serra at his coming and at the celebration of the Synod, and that with such art that she greatly delighted all, the procession stopping while she sang.” (Ibid., fol. 87r.) “During those days, the Christians [of Angamalle] tried to give the Archbishop some recreation, as a relief to his continual occupations. They organised a dance, in which only the men participated; they began at 8 o’clock in the evening and finished at 1 o’clock after midnight. What was noted in this was the modesty of the Christians in these dances, which they always begin by making first, all who are present, the sign of the Cross; after that, the dancers sing the prayer of the Our Father, and a hymn to St. Thomas. There is not a profane song in it, nor anything resembling licentiousness; all the songs are about ancient histories of their ancestors, or about the Churches, or about the Saints. (Ibid., fol. 87v).

At Kuravalangad: “When he arrived, the whole people was waiting for him with much alacrity a good space from the Church, whither they took him, all bearing branches in their hands, amidst many dances, feastings, and diverse kinds of music after their manner.” (Ibid., fol. 109r.)

On February 7, 1924, at the Sacred Heart Hill, Kottayam, I witnessed some of the very dances and listened to some of the very songs which 325 years earlier had delighted de Menezes and his numerous party. Some of these songs are in the collection now presented. It was 8 p.m. A party of men, Southists, armed with bucklers of rhinoceros hide and swords, came to take their Bishop and his party from the Priests’ House on the top of the Hill and conducted us amid a display of their fencing to the new school-hall, where a crowd had assembled to witness the tamásā of dances. Around a big brass lamp with 12 wicks, in honour of the Apostles, antique piece of furniture, a twelve petalled lotus, the dances went on in endless variety for two hours with clapping of hands, gesticulations, prostrations; all the time the men sang, resting only for a change of tune; they recounted in verse the birth of Christ Our Lord, the adoration of the Magi, Christ’s Life and Passion; St. Thomas’ coming to Malabar and his death at Chinnam Malai (Little Mount, Mylapore), Thomas Cana’s leaving Mesopotamia with his party of colonists, the farewell on the sea-shore and the recommendation to bear in mind the Ten and the Seven, the meeting between Thomas Cana and the Perumāl of Malabar, the privileges granted on the occasion, etc. They might have continued till 1 o’clock after midnight. But, alas, these songs and dances are now going out of fashion. The Bishop himself had not seen them or heard them for forty years past. They took place nowadays almost in secret at the marriage-feasts. All this was not now sufficiently Western, and what is Western is all the vogue, in spite of so much clamouring about: East is East, and West is West. The Northists look down on these displays with contempt, as relics of a bygone age. They are just good enough for the Southists. Even among the Southists the tradition of the songs and dances survives only with the poorer sort; few among them now know the songs by heart, though most of them are in print. Oh, how I wished that night to see the whole of that band of executants, some twenty lusty men, carried across the Red Sea to Rome, to the Missions Exhibition at the Vatican (1925)! How it would have brought home to Christian Europe the primitive soul of an ancient Christian people, the Indian children of St. Thomas the Apostle! Alas! it was not to be. The Southists are a poor community, compared with the Northists, and the Northists laughed at the notion till the Southists lost heart. What would have been a triumph for the Southists was represented as folly, which would expose to mockery and ridicule all the St. Thomas Christians. Such is this pleasant, pushing, retrograde world of ours.

97 Spreading cloth on the road for the bishops to walk along is one of the seventy-two privileges granted to the Syrian Christians by the overlord of Malabar (Chéramán Perumāl). The privilege is exercised even to-day.—T.K.J.
98 This hymn to St. Thomas sung in 1599 must be different from the extant hymn of 1732, called Māyam-Koti Song, The St. Thomas hymn of Menezes’ days also has to be discovered. T.K.J.
Gouvea, as we have seen, refers to songs about the ancestors. We think of the songs of Thomas Cana. Roz (1604) has the date 345 for the arrival of Thomas Cana. We think of the chronogram 'Śōvāla' (345) contained in III. 40. Doubtless, there were songs about Viliyarvattam, the king of the Christians, of whom one authority writes that the Christians elected him, a non-Christian, in A.D. 825, the first year of the Quilon or Malabar era. By adoption his kingdom passed to the king of Diamper, and from Diamper to Cochin. I remember reading that the boys of the Jesuit College of Cochin in the beginning of the seventeenth century acted with great success and enormous applause the tragedy of Viliyarvattam. If played in Portuguese the first time, it was surely translated into Malayalam and repeated at the chief Churches. Who will discover it? Such a composition supposes that the chief traditions were collected for the occasion.

The specimens of Christian songs here presented by Mr. T. K. Joseph will reveal, I doubt not, a new world to our scholars. They will not rest satisfied with so little. Volumes could be filled with the Christian poetry of Malabar. Let us have more of it. Too long have we been ignorant of it. It contains the history, the traditions, the legends of Christian Malabar, of its Churches and their Saints; it holds the customs, folk-lore, aspirations, triumphs, sorrows of its people.

Never was I more surprised, nor Mr. C. W. E. Cotton, the Agent of Travancore and Cochin, either, than when, driving from Ernakulam to Kottayam on January 16, 1924, we met at Kotturutturi a young man, E. I. Chandy of Pallam, who stopped the car to show some of the specimens of the inscriptions, songs and legends which he had been collecting during the past two years. How he managed to make his living with that we wondered. I took him as my companion during the greater part of my tour to the Churches. He filled pages and pages wherever he went with more inscriptions, more songs, more legends. Everywhere he had to say he would come back and take it all down at greater leisure. If I was an enthusiast, he was not less so. What will become of all his collections? As long as they are not made accessible in English, they are lost to most of us. [The Kerala Society will examine them.—T.K.J.]

Much more remains to be done for Thomas Cana before we exhaust the theme. (1) The Malabar MSS. and printed histories may contain many valuable details not yet brought together. All the passages referring to Thomas Cana in the Malabar historians should be compared, after which we may compare them with what Portuguese, Dutch, French and English historians have written. (2) The various local versions of the privileges granted to Thomas Cana must be translated and compared. During my tour, I was presented with such a paper by the Vicar, Fr. Michael Nilavarēt of Gōturutturi, in which the Yavana ships were mentioned to my exceeding surprise, and several of the Seven Churches, among them Chayal, if I recollect well, were attributed to Thomas Cana. At Mutum we were told of another version. Shortly after, when I had left, Fr. J. C. Panjikaran and Mr. T. K. Joseph started collecting more of these versions and in a short time they obtained more than a dozen. (3) The songs of the hereditary bards, the Calicoulam Viradians, who for a remuneration and in obedience to the behests of Chēramān Perumāl, as the legend goes, sing at the house of the Syrians the privileges of Thomas Cana, must be published. (4) My translation of Du Perron's translation of 4 ollas of privileges granted to Thomas Cana will be published with the collaboration of Mr. T. K. Joseph. (5) Besides the Ancient Songs, Kottayam, 1910, most of which calls for translation, there are others, unpublished, on a variety of subjects, all of which, unless collected now, is bound to be lost.

(To be continued.)

99 In fact Du Perron's translation is a summary of the contents of the seven copper-plates of the Quilon Tariq Church, c. 880 A.D., with a translation of the utterly incorrect popular version of the long lost copper-plates of Thomas Cana (345 A.D.). Du Perron's translation with my comments will be published soon in the Journal of the Kerala Society, which was founded on 28th September, 1927, with headquarters at Trivandrum, with the object of promoting research and advancing the study of the History and Archaeology and Folklore, Art, Language and Literature of Malabar.—T.K.J.
NOTES ON CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.

By Sir Richard C. Temple, Br.

(Continued from page 96.)

H. Gambling Counters or Jetons.

The Siamese Porcelain tokens give an instance of the use of gambling counters as actual currency, but in Burma I collected a large number of jetons, which were metal counters made in the form of coins for gambling purposes only. These I gave to the British and other Museums (Fitzwilliam at Cambridge, Edinburgh, Hull, Brighton, etc.), and reproduced about fifty of them on two Plates (IV and V) in the hope of getting further information regarding them, which has never been fulfilled.

An examination of Plates IV and V shows that the first sixteen figures are obviously of Chinese origin and are in fact imitations of "cash". Figs. 17 and 18 are imitations of Fig. 16, which probably had a definite position as to value. Figs. 19 to 22 are marked for value, as Fig. 19 has ten circles on it, and Fig. 20 has twelve circles. Fig. 21 has six punch marks and Fig. 22 several special punch marks.

Figs. 23 to 31 appear to form a group, of which Figs. 23 to 28 are differentiated by signs of the Zodiac. Fig. 29 has khu on it, and Figs. 30 and 31 seem to represent some special value.

All the above are on Plate IV and are all in the form of coins. In fact Figs. 1 and 2 are brass "cash". Figs. 3 to 31 are of lead and have blank reverses, except when the plate shows otherwise, and that they were thought in some cases to have been coins is shown by a note I made as to the figures on Plate IV, viz., that I was told they were lead coins used in gambling belonging to different daings (gambling-house keepers) to prevent cheating. Their Burmese name is k'ele't'mâ and their Talaing name is akûlet'mâ (akû in Talaing meaning lead+Burmeses termination). The value given them was mú-mat, a quarter of a mû (see ante, vol. XXVI, pp. 319-320). This last term was given me in Talaing as mû-mû (mû being Burmeses), or mú-mê (mê = mat). 89

The figs. 32 to 46 on Plate V are all of copper and are irregular in shape and more definitely counters and not coins. Figs. 32, 33, 38, 39 and 40 have a "cash" hole in them. Fig. 34 is punched with one eight-pointed star in one sample and with four similar stars in two other samples. Fig. 37 has a large eight-pointed star in the centre on both sides. Figs. 38 and 40 are cut with five six-pointed stars each, and fig. 38 has four groups of marks punched on it. The whole group seems to be marked so as to represent value.

Fig. 35 has one small central punch mark, and fig. 36 a central and four sets of three marks each punched on it round the rim. Here again value seems to be represented.

Figs. 43 to 46 form a specially shaped group. Fig. 46 is blank. Fig. 43 has thuâ or ngabi punched on it, and on its reverse are punched the marks on fig. 44, which are a circle and ngân four times round the rim. Fig. 45 has ngân punched four times round the edge: all this apparently to show value.

Figs. 41 and 42 are again of peculiar shape: fig. 41 with several cuts on it, and fig. 42 with a cross cut on it.

Little as they look like it, all these pieces were stated to me to have been originally British pice or copper quarter-anna pieces, hammered out so as to be defaced and then marked by the daings to prevent cheating.

According to my notes, the game played forty years ago in Burma was called khèpyit kâzâ, and was played with pice, i.e., any small coin. The players marked on the ground thus:

O

space

O

a hole called a kwâin:

a line called kân ñi:

a line called kyân ñi:

89 I may note here that fig. 47 is a silver stippled peacock rupee of Mindôn Min, and figs. 48 and '49 copper coins—all noted elsewhere: fig. 48 is a smaller denomination of fig. 49.
There are two or more players and each has coins called ṇgōn, and they all have to squat, behind the lines kyānā. The first player throws all the ṇgōn beyond the line kānā. The next player points out to him one of them to be hit, and the first player tries to hit it with a coin. If he hits he wins all the ṇgōn. If he misses, the second player plays, and so on till the ṇgōn pointed out is hit. If a player hits another coin than that pointed out, that player has to add one to the lot (ṅgōn) played for. If a pice falls short of the kānā: it is doubled, and both thrown over the ānā: and added to the stake.

The use of the hole (kwiō) is that whoever puts a pice into it, gets it. To play the game was called tsebōnāti.

I. Metal Charms.

Certain charms, which are called sak by the Shāns, are readily mistakeable for coins. They are small silver engraved discs and existed all over Upper Burma, let in under the skins of braves and heroes, and especially of dacoits. They were usually charms against injury and death, and are of the size and appearance of the one-pē silver piece. Two from the body of a deceased Shān I gave long ago to the British Museum. They were very roughly inscribed in a manner that will not bear mechanical reproduction on paper and may be described as follows. Weight and size are of a one-pē silver piece.

No. 1. Obverse: a chinchā and in dog-Pāli, sūhā sīhā dham (popularly pronounced sūhā sūhā dham), I am a lion of lions. Reverse: (the figure) 3. This stands for the day of the week, Tuesday, the emblem of which is a chinchā, referring probably to the deceased's birthday.

No. 2. Obverse: the figure of a hermit (Skr. ṛṣi, Burmese yuṭe). Reverse in dog-Pāli, indriyānāḥ parō parē (popular pronunciation indriyānām-paṭo paṭe), the desires of this (side) are on that (side). This is a popular Buddhist formula, meaning "the extinction of desires," i.e., nirvāṇa.

I subsequently secured 30 specimens of precisely the same description taken from under the skin of a deceased Burmese dacoit leader, who died in Port Blair, Andaman Islands during a sentence of penal servitude, and these, too, have gone to the British Museum.

Colquhoun, Crossing Chyryse, vol. II, p. 175, has a representation of a Chinese "cash" silvered over and used as "Chinese ornaments," and says that the inscription means "happiness like the Eastern ocean" and "longevity like the Southern Mountain." No doubt these 'coin' ornaments were charms.

Such charms have been noted by other travellers. E.g., Malcom (Travels in South Eastern Asia, vol. I, Burman Empire, 1839, p. 219) says: "A few individuals, especially among those who have made arms a profession, insert under the skin of the arm, just below the shoulder, small pieces of gold, copper, or iron, and sometimes diamonds or pearls. One of the converts [to Christianity] at Ava, formerly a colonel in the Burman army, had ten or twelve of these in his arm, several of which he allowed me to extract. They are thin plates of gold, with a charm written upon them, and then rolled up."

Again, Anderson (Mandalay to Momien, 1876, pp. 409-10) says:—"The tseikay-nekandaw, or deity, from Bhamo ... afforded a curious illustration of a custom mentioned by Colonel Yule. The upper part of his cheeks was disfigured by large swellings, caused by the insertion under the skin of lumps of gold, to act as charms to procure invulnerability. Yule mentions the case of a Burmese convict executed at the Andaman Islands, under whose skin gold and silver coins were found. The stones referred to in the text of Marco Polo, as well as the substances mentioned in the note by his learned editor, do not appear to have been jewels. The custom prevails among Yunnan muleteers of concealing precious stones under the skin of the chest and neck, a slit being made, through which the jewel is forced. This, however, is not to preserve the owners' lives, but their portable wealth. While at Mandalay, I examined some men just arrived from Yung-chang, and found individuals with as many as fifteen coins and jewels thus concealed, as a precaution against the robbers who might literally
strip them to their skin, without discovering the hidden treasure. But our Burmese official regarded his disfiguring gold as a certain charm against danger.”

And Holt Hallett writes (A Thousand Miles on an Elephant, 1890, p. 138): “Some dacoits let in talismans under the flesh, and precious stones are carried about in the same manner. The talismans are mystic incantations inscribed on gold, silver, lead, pebbles, pieces of tortoise-shell, or even horn. It is not at all uncommon to meet a Shan with several knobs on his chest, concealing the talismans that he has inserted as charms to render him proof against bullet and sword. There is perhaps not a man in the country who does not carry about with him one or more charms; some string them like beads and wear them as necklaces.”

In Colquhoun’s Across Chryse (vol. I, p. 291) there is a drawing of a charm made out of Chinese cash by stringing them together in the form of a sword, and the author adds that “some lads in the police canoe we noticed wore silver bands round the neck” as charms against sickness. On p. 420 he gives us a drawing of what he calls “a knife-like charm, which consists of a Chinese cash with a knife-like handle attached to it in the fashion of ancient Chinese tokens [such as are depicted by Terrien de Lacouperie in his Catalogue].” Here again we have evidence of articles which can be used both as money and as charms, and it must not be supposed that all the objects worn as charms and capable of use as money or currency were so used. I myself procured some gold “peacock” charms in Mandalay worn round the neck by the children of Ponnā, or Manipūrā, resident in Mandalay and Upper Burma. They were never used for any other purpose, so far as I could ascertain.

The use of the above objects—which are metallic and have the appearance of coins—as money, comes about in the same way as the use of non-metallic objects of domestic use as currency. I have explained this subject at length already in the course of these ‘Notes’, but there is one more instance, which is worth while to give here, to keep the matter in mind. In the Journal of the United Service Institution of India, 1893, vol. XXII, p. 258, in a translation by E. Beard from the Russian Short Account of the Khanates of Bokhara and Khiva occurs the following instructive passage: “The inhabitants of Darwâz plant mulberry trees and the mulberry is almost their sole means of subsistence. In summer they eat it raw and in winter in a dried state in the form of flour out of which they make a kind of chupālī. Their dress they obtain by bartering the mulberry for rough matting and sheepskins and even their taxes are paid with the mulberry. In fact the mulberry is the measure tubetēka—the currency of Darwâz—and many Darwâzis never know the taste of bread all their lives long. There are fairly heavy rains in summer and the heat ranges about 30° (Réamur). The winter is severe and bracing. In a word the climate of Darwâz is very healthy, but the people being absolutely without nourishing food are poor, thin and short lived.”

J. King Mindon’s Mint.

Whence Mindon Min obtained his dies I was never able to ascertain for certain. Fyfe, Narrative of the Mission to Mandalay, 1887, House of Commons, Papers relating to British Burma, No. 251 of 1868—1869, p. 48, states: “The Mint was visited, where the coinage of Rupees was going on. The machinery was procured from Birmingham, but although the engine is under the direction of an African, the actual operations of smelting and coining are performed by Burmans. They state that they can coin about 15,000 rupees per diem, but this seemed a large out-turn for a small machine, there being only one die at work.” This die might, however, have come from Calcutta, London or Paris. A correspondent of the Rangoon Gazette in 1892 wrote: “In the Indian Museum at Calcutta is a collection of the local mint issues: and among them are splendid specimens of these coins [of Mindon Min], evidently mint samples. This I think settles the question [of Mindon’s dies] provisionally.”

Goss, J.A.S.B., Procgs., 1887, p. 149, stated that Wyon made Mindon’s dies, but neither of the celebrated cousins Wyon, die-sinkers, could on application find a reference in their books to prove that they had made the dies.
The processes in former times for producing silver used for currency have been described by travellers and others. Take for instance the following quotation from Yule’s *Mission to Ava*, 1858, p. 260 footnote:—“Colonel Burney [1830] thus describes the process of making *yowet-ni*, which he caused to be performed in his presence by the *pwežá*. ‘They first purified the silver and converted it into *bau*, in which process they contrived to remove some of the metal with the scorbiae by the rough tools with which they cleared the top and sides of the boiling silver. The crucible consisted only of a small saucer or mould, which was covered up with charcoal, and occasionally exposed to view, when a piece of plank, one-and-a-half foot long and four inches broad, was used to clean the surface of the silver and prevent the metal from cooling. After the silver was purified, the requisite portion of copper was added, and when the whole was in fusion the saucer was removed from the fire; and whilst the plank abovementioned, which was blazing, was held a little above the metal, so as to allow the flames to play upon it, a little lead was melted in, by being rubbed on the edge of the saucer, and the *pwežá* then blew through a small bamboo upon the metal, gently and regularly, until he observed the surface cool a little, and show the first lines of the stars or flowers, like milk beginning to cream. If these were not of the form required, he put the crucible into the fire again; if they were, he immediately covered up the metal with three or four folds of cloth, wetted and cut round, so as to fit the top of the crucible. The object of the blazing piece of plank seemed to be to make the silver cool more gradually, and that of the wet cloth to fix the particular star or flower required, the moment the first lines of it appeared, and to prevent any after alteration.’ The Burmese said the flowers could not be produced without the lead. Some *khayobat* was made in like manner. Whilst one *pwežá* was blowing on the silver the rest held up their *putsdá* around him, to keep the external air from the metal. They fused the silver four times before it showed a good *yowet-ni* flower, and they managed to convert fifteen tikaals of ten per cent. *dain* (after adding to it nearly two-and-a-quarter tikaals of copper) into a piece of *yowet-ni* of precisely the same weight. (MS. Notes on Burmese Currency, in Foreign Office, Calcutta).” See also Prinsep’s *Useful Tables*, on coins, weights and measures, where the assay value of these different kinds of silver, forming part of the Burman indemnity, as given, is determined in the Calcutta mint.⁶⁰

Again Anderson (*Mandalay to Momien*, 1876, p. 44), writes:—“A few are employed in smelting lead [at Bhamo] and others work in gold, or smelt the silver used as currency. To six tikaals of pure silver purchased from the Kakhyens [Kachins], one tikaal eight annas of copper wire are added, and melted with alloy of as much lead as brings the whole to ten tikaals’ weight. The operation is conducted in saucers of sun-dried clay bedded in paddy husk, and covered over with charcoal. The bellows are vigorously plied, and as soon as the mass is at a red heat, the charcoal is removed, and a round flat brick button previously covered with a layer of moist clay is placed on the amalgam, which forms a thick ring round the edge, to which lead is freely added to make up the weight. As it cools, there results a white disc of silver encircled by a brownish ring. The silver is cleaned and dotted with cutch, and is then weighed and ready to be cut up.”

And Trant (*Two Years in Ava*, 1828, pp. 280–1) says:—“The process of melting is very simple. The bellows is formed of a bamboo, with a hole at the end for the air to pass through, and a bunch of feathers, fitting tight to the cylinder, acts as a piston and forces it out. The forge consists of a little charcoal on a clay fireplace; and one man with the bellows is constantly employed in keeping up the fire, whilst another superintends the fusion of the silver in a crucible. When it is separated from the dross, a portion equivalent to the value of a tical, and a due quantity of alloy, are weighed out, and when melted merely poured from the crucible into a small tray prepared to receive them, where the silver, on being cast out, forms its own shape, and is then constituted a tical.”

⁶⁰ For an explanation of the vernacular terms used, see *ante*, vol. XLVIII, pp. 41, ff.
In the neighbouring State of Manipur, West of Burma, the coinage of the country was entirely in bell-metal, which is thus described by R. Brown* (Statistical Account of the Native State of Manipur, 1874, p. 89) — "The only coin proper to the country is of bell metal, and small in size, weighing only about sixteen grains. This is coined by the Raja as required, goods or money being taken in exchange. The metal is obtained chiefly from Burma, and consists of old gongs, etc.; some of it is also procured from the British provinces. The process of coining is very primitive. The metal is first cast in little pellets; these are then softened by fire and placed on an anvil. One blow of the hammer flattens the pellet into an irregularly round figure. A punch with the word 'sri' cut on it is then driven on it by another blow, which completes the process. The market value of the sel, as it is called, varies. When rupees are plenty, then sel is cheap; when scarce, the opposite. The present value of the coin is 428 to one British or Burmese rupee, and its usual variation is said to be from 420 to 450. There is no evidence whatever of there having been at any time a gold coinage in existence; but it is stated that Chaurji Singh, about 1815, coined silver of a square form and of the same value and weight as the British rupee. The British and Burmese rupee, both representing the same value, circulate freely; also the smaller silver coins, as four-anna and two-anna pieces. About seven years ago [1867] an attempt was made by the then political agent to introduce copper coinage, and a large quantity was supplied by Government. The experiment totally failed, as the women in the bazaars positively refused to have anything to do with it, and the coin had to be returned. The bell-metal coins, in conjunction with rupees and smaller silver coins, are amply sufficient for the wants of the country. Besides coin, bartering articles in the bazaar is quite common."

To the East of Burma, in the Shan Country, Watson during his journey (Journal of the Salween Surveying Expedition, 1865, p. 10) remarked that "a quantity of lead ore, rich in silver, is found in this neighbourhood. I visited the buildings where ore is smelted. From information obtained on the spot, I ascertained that from 2 to 3 tickals of silver were paid for one basket (about a bushel) of the ore, and that the value of the yield of silver from that quantity was from 3 to 4 tickals. The ore is first smelted in large furnaces, and the lead and silver mixed. That [which] runs out through a funnel at the bottom of the furnace is placed in another furnace in which there is live charcoal, several inches thick. I did not see the metal placed in this furnace, but I was told that about thirty viss had been put in about an hour previously. On looking into the second furnace, a small white speck was visible on the surface of the red-hot charcoal. This gradually enlarged, and I saw a flat piece of silver weighing 10 tickals taken out of the furnace with a long iron spoon. This after a little difficulty I purchased for Rs. 15. The information I obtained regarding the working of the mines and the amount of revenue that the Government obtained therefrom was so contradictory, that I am unable to give an opinion on these points."

Fedden, in the same Journal, p. 39, reported as follows: "Kyouktat is a large town or rather overgrown village, and one of the most populous in the [Shan] States. Here there are some smelting works of argentiferous galena that occurs in the limestones and calcareous deposits of this district, but it was impossible to ascertain from the natives the precise localities where it was got. The ore is purchased by the smelter at the rate of two to three-and-a-half tickals of silver (bau) per basket measure (about a bushel) of ore, uncleaned, often containing a good deal of rubbish apparently. It must be rich, however, in silver, or this metal could not be extracted by the simple and rude method practised.

"The larger lumps being broken up, the ore is first put into a small cupola or blast-furnace, together with charcoal and a proportion of broken slag. These cupolas are of clay and built upon the ground two-and-a-half or three feet in height, and fourteen to sixteen inches in diameter. Women are employed standing on raised platforms to pump the blast.*

* I have also gone deeply into this coinage, ante, vol. XXVII, pp. 109 ff., 177.
generally two to each furnace. As the sulphur is driven off, the reduced metal accumulates at the bottom of the furnace, and is laddled or rather scraped out from below (the scoriae being removed), into moulds in the ground, where it assumes the form of massive lenticular ingots. When cool and set these ingots are removed to the refining shed, and placed in small reverberatory furnaces, with the fuel—large pieces of charcoal supported on fire-clay bars above the metal, which is thus kept in a fused state for about twenty-four hours. During this time, as the lead becomes oxidized, it is removed by gently revolving over the surface an iron rod around which the lead in the form of litharge solidifies, and as this process is continued, it accumulates in a number of coatings or layers, one upon the other. When all the lead has been thus removed, the silver residue is taken out as a button or plate on an iron ladle. The rollers of litharge have of course to be again reduced, in order to convert them into metallic lead, and there must be a considerable loss of the metal during this as well as the former process.

"The plate of silver obtained is considered pure, and is not used in this state as currency, but is sold to the silver smiths and jewellers, who alloy it with copper and lead, in various proportions.

"The smelter at Kyouktat also buys up the argentiferous and cupriferous lead residue from the silversmiths' forges, and extracts the several metals in his furnaces."

From the following interesting account by Sir John Malcolm in the Central Provinces of India (Memoir of Central India, 1823, vol. II, pp. 80, 81 and footnote) it is clear that Far Eastern methods of minting were much the same as the Indian: "There are mints at almost all the principal towns (Oojin, Indore, Bhopal, Pertaubghur, Bhilsa, Gunj Bassowda, Sereong, Kotah) in Central India .

"The right of coining is vested in no particular body, or individuals. Any banker or merchant sufficiently conversant in the business, has merely to make application to Government, presenting at the same time a trilling acknowledgement, engaging to produce coin of the regulated standard, and to pay the proper fees on its being assayed and permitted to pass current. Almost all the expense falls on the merchant, the Government retaining in their pay merely the following officers:—a superintendent, an assay-master, and an accountant, and some refiners. Besides their wages, these mint-officers are allowed certain perquisites, which, however, are but very trifling . . ."

"The banker or merchant, having obtained permission to coin, and having collected a sufficient number of silversmiths, makes such purchases of coin or other bullion as will turn out most to his advantage. These, being in general baseb coins than the new one to be formed, are first brought to the Nearchee, or refiner, who, though not a permanent Government officer, has acquired, by agreeing to pay a share of his profits to the latter, a species of contract, the rates of the payment to him, and other dues, being permanently fixed at one rupee for every three hundred and fifty refined, besides supply of fluxes from Government and lead from the merchant. The mode of fining is always by cupellation with lead: three hundred and fifty rupees are placed at one time in the cupel, with a certain quantity of lead, according to the standard of the silver used, which by experience he knows will suffice for bringing it to a certain degree of purity, a little higher than that required for the coin. The standard is then nicely adjusted by adding a certain quantity of base metal. The purified mass is afterwards taken to the melter, who, putting one thousand rupees weight at a time in a large crucible on an iron ring, capable of being raised by attached chains, melts it and runs it into several small flat moulds, about six inches long, and half an inch broad, forming it thus into convenient pieces for cutting into the necessary dimensions. The melter receives for his labour half a rupee per thousand, half of which is paid by the merchant and half by Government. The bars of silver are then delivered to the silversmiths, each of whom has a small raised fire-place and anvil in front close to him. On one side sits another with scales
and shears, for supplying him with square pieces of the metal of nearly the proper weight. On the other side is a person whose business is to adjust the weight more accurately after it has been formed into its shape. The silversmith receives back the small lumps, heats them red-hot, and, taking them up with a pair of small forks, gives them two or three smart blows on the angular points, then strikes the piece flat, and gives it afterwards one or two rapid turns on its edge, accompanied by gentle stroke of the hammer; and it thus receives its rudely round form ready for the die. Before this operation, however, it is taken to another man to clean, by boiling it in a mixture of tamarind and salt. The planchets are then taken to receive the impression or inscription. This is formed by two steel dies; one firmly fixed in a heavy raised block, and the silver piece being placed on it; the other die, in form of a large heavy punch, is placed above by one man, whilst an assistant gives it a smart blow with a heavy hammer; one blow suffices. These men are relieved every two hours.

"The number of rupees being thus completed, they are carried to the assay-master, and, if approved, the fees are paid and the coin taken away by the proprietor, for circulation. If not approved, they must be recoined at his expense; no fees being, however, again taken, but merely a trifle given to the melter for remelting them, with the proper quantity of purer metal to reduce them to the assay touch. Should an extra number of refiners be required on emergency, they receive the same dues as the others; but, as they have to find their own fluxes, they pay but one quarter instead of half to Government."

It is of interest to reproduce here remarks of my own (Coins of the Modern Native Chief of the Panjab, Indian Antiquary, vol. XVIII, pp. 321, ff.)—"Griffin, Rajas of the Panjab, in a long footnote extending over pages 286–289 [not quoted], gives the detailed report of General R. G. Taylor, at one time Agent to the Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab for the Cis-Satluj States, on the mints of those States, which is of much value in connection with this paper, and indeed with the study generally of the methods of Oriental mints. Any one who has entered into Indian or Oriental numismatics generally, must be convinced that, where the European method of minting has not been adopted, Orientals coin now as they have done at any time these 2,000 years. Any knowledge, then, that we can gather now of the working of a genuine Eastern mint will no doubt explain what has occurred in Eastern mints as a rule since the days that coins began to be used.

(To be continued.)

THE NWESHIN.

The Journal of the Burma Research Society, vol. XVI, pt. iii., is entirely taken up with Geology, Zoology, Botany and Engineering, and is not a promising issue for the research to which the Journal is devoted. Nevertheless it contains an item of great folklore interest. On p. 213 is a short note on the Nweshin, or the snake that issues from an aquatic plant. It is given here in full.

R. C. TEMPLE.

"The Nweshin, by S. G. Ghose (Department of Agriculture). That animals may originate from plants is a popular belief in Burma. The animal, regarded, not as a metamorphosed plant, but as a portion budded off, the plant remaining as a separate entity. The classical example is that of the charming Princess Padonnaidevi, who issued from a lotus flower (padòmna). Again, the nuedzin (literally, green snake) is believed to arise from certain creepers, and correspondingly to differ in its reproduction from the normal type of snake. As evidence, many a person is prepared to swear to having seen a creeper shoot, the outer part of what had already changed into the head and neck of the nuedzin, while the remaining portion continued vegetable. Lastly there is the nusatkin (literally, live creeper), which is believed to become alive and motile on reaching water. A slightly different version holds that the metamorphosis is not actually effected, the nuadzin remaining a creeper but becoming so active as easily to be mistaken for a snake. [Specimens of nusatkin submitted for examination were found to belong to the Physium Nemathelspinosa, Family Gordidae. The habit of this worm of coiling—often in masses—round stems of water-plants and occasionally becoming detached, and of the larval form, hatching its egg-strings wound round water plants and departing in search of its host, afford a ready explanation of the above belief. Editor, Journal, Burma Research Society.]"
MAN A SUMMARY OF THE UNIVERSE.
Here is something from the West, which may interest students of Indian—especially Yoga-Philosophy. In Miall's translation of Maerlinc's The Great Secret, 1922, p. 216, we read: "The occultists of to-day . . . have gradually succeeded if not in proving, yet in preparing us to accept the proof, that there is in man, whom we may regard as sort of summary of the universe, a spiritual power other than that which proceeds from his organs or his material and conscious mind: which does not entirely depend on the existence of his body." Pages 210 ff. are also worth reading on this point. The metapsychist argument is that thought can exist and has existed without a brain: there is no such thing as "inert matter"; everything has energy which can direct movement.

R. C. Temple.

BOOK-PNOTICES.


This is a most conscientious work on a study of perennial interest to a large world of scholars, as it contains the views on eschatology held by a highly educated Tibetan, which one sees that Indian philosophy has had a large share in forming. It has a characteristic foreword by Sir John Woodroffe, and can be recommended to the attention of those who take up this class of speculation. To such Dr. Evans-Wentz has rendered conspicuous service by publishing it.

R. C. Temple.


This is a reprint of a lecture delivered in 1925. It is divided into two chapters, I. The Old Stone Age, and II. The New Stone Age, and contains four plates, reproduced from the late Mr. R. Bruce Foote's Indian Pre-historic and Proto-historic Antiquities, and two outline maps indicating palaeolithic and neolithic sites, for which some other source also has apparently been tapped.

From consideration of his habits and requirements, Mr. Ayyangar is of opinion that man "most probably rose and grew in the comparatively narrow strip of coast between the jungle and the Indian Ocean," and he evidently regards this conclusion as supported by the geographical distribution of the sites where palaeolithic finds have hitherto been made. But the finds in many central localities, e.g., Rajputana and Central India and the basins of the Godavari and Kistna have to be accounted for; and the reasons given for discarding the great river valleys in this connexion are not convincing. Surely Mr. Ayyangar does not really think that an ammonite is a "bone turned into stone" (p. 54) or that the presence of a (possible) snasita mark on a pot found near Mysore can tend materially to substantiate intimate cultural and commercial intercourse between India and other countries, having regard to the mass of evidence as to the wide distribution of this sign in early times.

The real interest, however, of the matter contained in this lecture does not lie in the details given of the artefacts of palaeolithic and neolithic man in India, but in the views stated under certain of the headings into which the chapters have been subdivided. While it is true that, in many parts, the village deities propitiated by the lowest stratum of the people are more often goddesses than gods, this hardly indicates a general conclusion "that the family organization which grew in the later paleo- logical sub-periods was matriarchal in character, such as is also proved by the well-known relics of the matriarchate in several corners of modern India." The suggestion as to the meaning of the Vedic term pācajanā is not likely to be accepted. Again, the arguments employed to support the statement that "the wars between the Aryas and the Dasyus, misunderstood by modern students to be due to a war of invasion, were but fights between two opposed cults"—between the "fireless" cult of the phalus and the "fire-cult" of the Indra-Agni worshippers—are not satisfying, though Mr. Ayyangar here calls our attention to a question of absorbing interest, viz., the extent to which the antagonism of religious cults shaped the course of important events in ancient India. It may yet be established perhaps that in such hostility lay the origins of the great war described in the Mahābhārata. The subject is one that merits careful study. In regard to languages Mr. Ayyangar is still more iconoclastic. He holds that there is no real difference between the so-called Gauḍian spoken dialects of Northern India and the Dravidian languages of Southern India, except that the northern dialects have been much more profoundly affected by Sanskrit. He prefers the name Niṣādā (a title long since suggested, but not adopted, by Sten Konow) for the family of languages to which Max Muller's title Muṣādā is now ordinarily applied by linguists. His contention that "all the spoken languages of India (perhaps including the Niṣādā dialects, too) are dialects of one family of languages—not the Indo-Germanic family—which may be called Pan-Indian and that they are déshī in essential structure, and therefore evolved in India in neolithic times, if not earlier" can hardly be treated seriously.

C.E.A.W.O.

LA THÉORIE DE LA CONNAISSANCE ET LA LOGIQUE CHEZ LES BOUDDHISTES TARDIFS.
Thanks to Madame Manziary and Paul Massonruse, Professor Sh. Stecherbatsk's able study of the 'Theory of Knowledge and Logic in the time of
later Buddhists, has been made available for French scholars. According to Massonourseil himself the principal merit of this authorised translation belongs to Mme. Manzaniarly. It is a well written thesis of eighteen chapters under the different headings of time (kāla), space (ākāśa), knowledge (pramāṇa), perception (pratyakṣa), imagination (kalpaṇa), particular essence (vādaśāṃsaka), the absolute (paramārthakāya). In chapters 9 & 10 the source and results of perception (pramāṇa) are discussed. Chapter 13 is devoted to an examination of the theory of perception in the Brahmanical systems. The theory of reason (anumāna), and the necessary relation between ideas (vṛddhi), negative judgments and the law of contradiction are discussed in chapter 14 and the following chapters.

In the opening pages of the work we are told that the later Buddhist thinkers. These are Vasubandhu, Dignāga and Dharmakīrti. It is remarked that Vasubandhu's work cannot be ranked as a logical treatise but only a manual of dialectics (Vidvānādēla). Still the germs of Dignāga's system are found dissimilated in many passages of Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakośa. But the credit of founding a definite system of logic is given to Dignāga, and it is said that Dharmakīrti gave to this system of Dignāga, a definite form. The treatise under review, though excellent and valuable in different respects, suffers from one defect, namely the time and place of these writers have not been discussed in any place except a short paragraph (on p. 2) which says that both Dignāga and Dharmakīrti were natives of the south and were Brahmins by birth. It is said that when Dignāga wrote his treatise, the principal schools of philosophy had been formulated. For Dignāga opposes the schools of Nyaya, Vaiśeṣika, Saṅgha and Mīmāṃsā. According to this thesis Dignāga is indebted to Vasubandhu, as Dharmakīrti to Dignāga. There is now the theory of Dr S. Krishnabwami Ayanger of Madras University that, as Dignāga's system so completely agrees with that propounded in the great Tamil classic Maṇimēkkalai, there is every reason to believe that Dignāga might have been indebted to this treatise and its author on historical and chronological grounds. If this were to be established, it would solve the problem of fixing the date of Maṇimēkkalai.

The present thesis is valuable in the sense that the different views propounded by the Buddhist writers are comparatively studied with the Vedānta and Mīmāṃsā and other Brahmanical schools. In fundamentals they are not opposed. The Buddhist theory of first knowledge is corroborated by Kumārila, who admits different stages preceding the final assimilation of the object by the conscience. Dignāga and Dharmakīrti are said to belong to the school of Yogācharas or pure idealists.

The chapter on the theory of reason is interesting. It does not differ from judgment. The essence and function of syllogism are discussed rather elaborately. The ideas of syllogism and perception are correlative. Thus the treatise offers a careful study of a great subject, and is likely to prove invaluable to students of Indian logic and philosophy.

V. R. R. Dikshitar.

Tamil Lexicon, published under the authority of the University of Madras, vol. I in 3 parts (1924-26), pp. xxv and 632; and vol. II (2 parts so far published) (1926-27), pp. 633 to 952. Printed at the Madras Diocesan Press.

Students of Dravidian languages and philology are now to be found in many universities and in learned societies, and growing attention is being given to the problems of Dravidian antiquities. To these the publication of the Tamil Lexicon by the University of Madras should be welcome. Government has been financing the Tamil Lexicon Office, started so long ago as 1912 and working under the control of the University of Madras which has appointed a special committee to do this work of supervision. The belated publication of these parts, which constitute about one-third of the whole, and which cover only the vowels and part of the first consonant letter, is all the more welcome. It is expected that the whole book will run to about 3000 pages, and about 100,000 words, and will be completed in about 3 years from now. The plan of the Lexicon, explained in a small booklet issued along with the last of the parts under review, is based on a strictly alphabetical arrangement and a transliteration of the words into English, "giving the equivalent pronunciation of Tamil words as written—to help those ignorant of or new to the Tamil alphabet," as otherwise the diversity of the pronunciation of words in the different parts of the country makes a phonetic rendering impossible and only an equivalent of the written words possible. In the compound words, intercalated consonants or semi-vowels resulting from sandhi are distinctly shown as in Oṣu-kūri. Compound words are shown in their contracted forms generally; after the English transliteration of each word, the part of speech of the word is indicated in abbreviated form, according to the divisions of English grammar. The derivation is also given in most cases; and in many instances cognate words in the Dravidian languages are given in brackets. The compiling staff takes care to explain that these cognates have only a common Dravidian origin and that they make absolutely no suggestion that either the Tamil words are derived from the other languages or the reverse the case. The avowed object of the Lexicon is "to help foreign scholars in their study of Tamil," and hence the English definitions and meanings of the words are all important and their accuracy and strict grammatical form will determine the reputation and usefulness of the whole work. The English definitions should be such as should be clear, concise and not capable.
of being misunderstood. The synonyms given are the commonest in use, where many words or expressions have the same meaning. It may be mentioned, that in a number of instances the English meanings given are not as accurate in their connotation as they might have been made. For illustration we may quote Oppudāram (p. 594) which bears different meanings, and all of which have not been fully explained; also the word Kāryavākk (p. 909) which is not so clearly explained as it might have been. Brief Tamil meanings or equivalents are given following the detailed English renderings; but in the latter parts of those under review more space has been given to the Tamil explanations of the different meanings of each word discussed. In the Tamil meanings given, as is usual, the best known among synonyms are used.

The apparatus of reference, which ought to have accompanied the first part of the first volume, was published along with the next part. It contains a key to the abbreviations of the authorities used and cited and to the words and terms abbreviated, a transliteration table, a list of the meanings of the signs used, particulars of works quoted in the Lexicon and the methods adopted in citing quotations. The abbreviations of quotations used denote further details of parts, chapter and verse with regard to the work or edition used. The one feature that is most valuable in the work is the practice of supporting meanings by appropriate quotations from standard and accepted works—the exact method of citing quotations being given in item No. VIII of the Reference Apparatus.

One may very well doubt the utility of mere English transliterations of the Tamil words, without the various phonetic pronunciations also given. But the diversity of such pronunciations is a great obstacle to their being included in all completeness. Foreign words like those absorbed from English, Portuguese, Urdu, Persian, etc., have also been included, particularly those which have become ‘Tamilised’—the fact of Tamilisation being judged by the Editors and the Committee. Words with two forms appear in one or both the forms. Names of gods and persons, authors and works, which have become famous in history and literature have also been included. Proverbs in general currency, the peculiar meanings attached to compound words, botanical and technical, Latin and other terms are also given; italicised transliteration is given of Sanskrit and other foreign words.

The work, the first large part of which has thus been published, is a monument of patient and laborious, though very expensive, industry. It is, though not to the extent expected by optimistic minds, an improvement upon the comprehensive Tamil and English Dictionary of Miron Winslow published sixty-five years back, which contained upwards of 30,000 words and included the principal astronomical, mythological, botanical, scientific and official terms, besides the names of famous authors, poets, heroes and gods. A syndicate of scholars, both pandits of the orthodox type and men trained on western lines of criticism and collation, has been sitting at the work for a number of years, assisted by a supervising committee containing a large element of experts in linguistics, philology and the different literatures. The output in its quality may not be regarded as being commensurate with the labour, talents and expense absorbed in the work.

The rate of progress, noticed frequently in the public press and elsewhere as being inordinately slow, may be a subject of secondary importance if the output should be very valuable and above criticism; for their quality will make up for lack of quantity. Within the limits set for the work, the standards set up and the work turned out should be judged on their own merits as well as by relation to methods and quality, in comparison with the great lexicons like those of other Rottler, Winslow, Brown and Kittel.

C. S. SHRIVASACHARI

BULLETIN DE L’ECOLE FRANCAISE D’ETUDES ORIENT, VOL. XXV, Nos. 3-4, JULY-DECEMBER, 1925. HANOI, 1926.

Among several papers of outstanding interest in this issue the first is a detailed description, with text and translation, by Monsieur Louis Finot of twelve inscriptions found at Ankor, mostly dating from the 9th to the 13th century A.D., thus supplementing the work started by Barth in 1885 and continued by Bergaigne and Coedès. As might be expected of this eminent orientalist, the work of editing has been done in a thorough and scholarly manner; moreover it has been prefaced by an admirable introduction in which are discussed the main features of the history of the period as ascertainable from the available epigraphical and other evidence.

Unfortunately the inscriptions discovered in this locality hitherto, numbering some fifty in all, leave us still in the dark as to the foundation of this wonderful old capital. The only definite record on this subject yet found is the important inscription of Sodk Kak Thom, found about 80 miles from Ankor (BEEFEO, XV, ii, 89), which tells us that Yaśodharapura (the ancient name of Ankor Thom) was founded by King Yaśowarman (859—c. 910 A.D.) a devotee of Śiva, who erected in the centre of the city the temple then called Yaśodhararūpa (the present Bayon) dedicated to the cult of the linga Devarāja. The investigations of M. Finot, it may be noted, have already necessitated a complete reconsideration of the views previously entertained as to the religious history of this celebrated shrine. Upon a fresh examination of the sculptures and surroundings he was led to the conclusion formulated in an article published in 1925, not only that the Bayon was originally a Buddhist temple, but that the city itself was placed under the protection of the Bodhisattva Lokākṣvara. It appears to him to be established that when the Bayon became transferred from the cult of Buddhism to that of Śiva, the great bulk of all events of the structure had been completed, including even the central massif, which
one might have been tempted to think had been built by Yaśōvarman to enshrine the Devarāja-līśga, and to crown as a Śaiva temple the structure commenced by one of his predecessors for the cult of Buddhism. He finds the Bayon to be Buddhistic "from top to bottom." M. Finot disposes of the arguments based upon the towers with four faces, which he had himself once suggested to be an architectural interpretation of a katarrmuṣka līṅga, by pointing out that this feature is also to be found in temples that are indisputably Buddhistic, e.g., at Bantāy Chmar, Bantāy Kdei, Ta Prohm and Ta Som. To Yaśōvarman may very probably be assigned the responsibility for the iconoclastic disfigurement by hammer and chisel of the Buddhistic figures, which have been camouflaged into Brahmanical rāṣis and otherwise. Who, then, was the original founder of the city? M. Finot rejects Yaśōvarman's two immediate predecessors—Indravarman, who adhered exclusively to Śaiva doctrines, and Jayavarman III, who was a Vaisya, and moreover reigned for but an insignificant period. He inclines to the view that it must have been Jayavarman II Paramesvar, "great conqueror and great builder," whose reign attained the extraordinary length of 67 years (802-869 A.D.). The Sdok Kak Thom inscription tells us that he came from Jāvā to ascend the throne of Cambodica, that he founded and occupied four capitals successively, and that he finally established the cult of Devarāja in order to assert himself as a caṇorebarīt sovereign, independent of Jāvā, till then suzerain over Cambodica. The Jāvārā from which he came was, according to M. Finot, in all probability the Malay Peninsula, dependent at that time on the Sumatran kingdom of Śrīvijaya, the history of which from the latter half of the 7th to the 15th century A.D. has been so skilfully unveiled by the researches of M. Gabriel Ferrand (l'Empire Sumatranais de Śrīvijaya). That Aśkōr Thom does not figure among the capitals founded by Jayavarman II is explained by the fact that the author of the inscription wished it to be thought that Yaśōvarman had established it.

In spite of the pre-eminence of Jayavarman II and the great length of his reign, not a single inscription dating from his sovereignty has hitherto been found; a fact which seems to suggest that the iconoclastic wrought under subsequent kings was not confined to images. The earliest epigraphical record dates from the time of Yaśōvarman. It is greatly to be hoped that further exploration by such zealous and competent workers may yet lead to the discovery of other records that may elucidate the history of this old site.

Among the inscriptions now transcribed attention may be drawn to No. IV, which supplies further information as to the genealogy of Rājendraavarman; No. X, which tells of an expedition of Jayavarman VII to Campa, and of an invasion of Cambodica by the king of Campa; and No. XI, which gives us the date of the accession of Jayavarman VII and the names of the four succeeding kings.

C. E. A. W. Oldham.

THE ORIGINAL HOME OF THE INDO-EUROPEANS, by JARL CHARPENTIER. Two lectures delivered at the School of Oriental Studies, 15th and 17th June, 1925, and published in its Bulletin.

These very important lectures on a subject of the first consequence to students of antiquity resuscitate the belief—once held to be settled—that the Indo-Europeans sprang from Central Asia, East of the Caspian Sea. Since that conclusion was arrived at, others have sprung up, ascribing the origin of the Indo-Europeans to various parts of Europe—Southern Russia being the most favored locality. Professor Charpentier gives reasons for believing that the searcher has to fall back on Comparative Philology as the determining method of settling the question. Archeology has failed to show that the culture of very early times could have originated with one people only, whose racial and linguistic connections are known; and History commences too late. It is on Comparative Philology, therefore, that Professor Charpentier concentrates his attention and his criticism of the various efforts of scholars.

With extreme caution he sets to work to establish the "names (p. 162) of natural phenomena, of animals, plants, artificial objects, etc., which "were "to be found in the original Indo-European language, and may consequently have existed in the names of the Indo-Europeans," though "the results are not very far-reaching. But they are, according to my [Charpentier's] opinion, quite sufficient for allowing us to arrive at certain conclusion." He shows, by a consideration of the names that have come down in history, that, whosoever they were, the fathers of the Indo-Europeans lived in a mountainous country with a temperate climate, but they did not know the use of fish or shell-fish. They used the horse, however, for riding, and knew of the birch, willow and fir among trees, but had no knowledge of fruit-trees and vegetables. They probably could crush corn, and yet had no acquaintance with salt. This was because they probably lived chiefly on meat and milk, and thus led a nomadic life, being no agriculturists. They seem to have dressed in skins and woollen stuffs only, and these they got from animals. They dwelt in "house-urns" or in "dug-outs" under ground. They had bows and arrows and, oddly enough, good carts and wagons. They were in fact a nomadic people with considerable power of rapid movement.

Their religious ideas were undeveloped and their social institutions were patriarchal, the blood-feud, however, being a well-developed institution. They had a cult of the spirits of their ancestors, which were nevertheless not usually malignant or blood-thirsty, and they worshipped the great powers of Nature, especially "the vault of heaven." They possessed neither temples nor idols, but worshipped their gods by simple flesh sacrifices and gifts spread-out on the grass.

Having enumerated such facts as the above, Professor Charpentier opines : "What has been said (p. 169) may still be sufficient to convey the
impression of a people living in a temperate climate where snow and ice were at times to be known, and surrounded by the animals which are still found in such a zone of the earth. Also the few trees which are proved by etymology to have existed in those surroundings—viz., the birch, the willow and the fir tree—are such that are usually met with in countries with a rather severe climate.” Keeping in mind that the Indo-Europeans were a nomadic people probably roaming over very large areas," Professor Charpentier states that their home “has to be looked for (p. 160) either in Asia or in Europe: no other continent could in earnest be taken into consideration, nor has this, to my knowledge at least, ever been done.” Then, after considering the various parts of the Europeo-Asiatic continent, which have been held to be the original home of the Indo-Europeans, Professor Charpentier arrives at the conclusion that the only region containing the necessary qualifications lies in the Central Asian plains. "No part of Asia (p. 164) answers quite to this description, except the regions to the East of the Caspian Sea, which are generally called Central Asia, with the neighbouring plains of Turkestan, where formerly conditions of living were far easier than now-a-days. . . . They were probably near neighbours of the Mongolians, Huns, etc., tribes who led the same mode of life."

Professor Charpentier then considers the migrations of the people West, South-west and South, and also to the Eastwards. Here he has a remarkable passage worth quoting (p. 165): "Finally at the end of the third pre-Christian century, a Chinese Emperor had to begin the building of the famous wall, which was to protect his subjects from the inroads of the northern and western barbarians. It has been said, with a certain amount of truth, that the erection of this protective wall did strongly influence the later fate of the Roman Empire. For now the turbulent elements of the interior of Asia were driven to resort to the southern and western areas of expansion, and the result of their furious onslaughts were soon felt both in Iran, India and throughout the western world." The Professor then considers later migrations from the 2nd century B.C. onwards "a migration (p. 106) which spread like the ripples of a wave over great parts of the Asiatic, and, at times, even the European Continent." Lastly he goes into the question of various other early migrations.

Personally, I am glad of these lectures, for I have always felt that the only safe assumption for the Aryan migrations into India and Europe was that they must have started from Central Asia, East of the Caspian. With that assumption as a base the argument is straightforward and comparatively easy. With the assumption that the original moving tribes came from somewhere in Europe—even from South Russia—the argument is obscured and difficult. Professor Charpentier has apparently ruled Legend out of his purview as a possible support of his theory, apparently because the evidence available must clearly be literary and so too late. But legends—though necessarily now literary—refer back to the very earliest times, as they always relate fundamentally what the ancestors thought. I cannot but help thinking that, if one could go back far enough, they might help in solving the difficulty of such a question as that of Indo-European origins. Let me give an illustration. For years I have been investigating the widely spread belief that it is possible to attain immortality for the body by drinking of the well, pool, fountain or river of life. I can trace it to the earliest known Semitic and Babylonian times, but of course only after the peoples had become considerably civilised. I find it spread over Europe and Asia as far as Central Asia and India, and also wherever the Jewish, Christian, Muslim or Hindu Religions have had influence. But it does not appear, from such evidence as I have so far, in China or in the countries dependent on Chinese religion, as distinguished from the forms of Buddhism there current and acquired from Central Asia and India. Now, if it be true, as has been asserted, that the Chinese came originally from Central Asia, then the above fact—assuming it to be correct and unassailable—would go to show that the original Indo-Europeans and the original Chinese were once—as Professor Charpentier infers—neighbouring nomads and racially separate tribes. It must be here remembered also that there is a fundamental difference in religious instinct, between the Indo-European and the Chinese. The Semitic and the Indo-European races are imbued with the idea of a universal God, but the Chinese have no such instinct. This fundamental instinct exists in spite of the ancestor-worship and the worship of Heaven, which is characteristic of both. It may be useful to investigate this point, which has struck the present writer forcibly whenever he has investigated the beliefs of tribes traceable to a common origin with the Chinese.

I observe that Professor Charpentier remarks (p. 158) that "it seems to be a legitimate conclusion that the Indo-Europeans had a cult of the spirits of their ancestors, though they did not, as a rule, consider the dead as malignant and blood thirsty beings, as is, e.g., the case of the non-Aryan tribes of India." And again he says (p. 159) that the Indo-Europeans "worshipped the spirits of their dead ancestors, who were, at times, undoubtedly considered to be rather dangerous customers, but who were, on the other hand, never looked upon in the same way as that crowd of malignant and blood loving ghosts that are haunting jungle and village over the greater part of India." In these remarks I heartily agree. Degrading practices, often put down by the unobservant to Hinduism as a religion, are in truth but superstitious grafts acquired from the primitive or surrounding non-Aryans or from non-Aryan converts to Hinduism—the eclectic nature of that religion rendering it peculiarly liable to such acquisitions.

R. C. TEMPLE.
THE GAYDAN Festival in the Shahabad District, Bihar.

By C. E. A. W. Oldham, C.S.I.

A festival held in the month of Kartik in which cattle play a leading part is widely prevalent in Northern India; the rites observed vary in different parts. A striking feature of the observances, at all events in Bihar and in parts of Bengal, is that the cattle are incited to gore or worry to death a pig, or else they are made to chase a mock pig, made by stuffing a bag or blanket with chaff or straw. In these provinces it is essentially a festival of the Ahirs, or cowherding folk, a caste which is now practically confined to Northern and North-Central India. The Abhiras, or Abhiras, from whom they take their name, were in very early times settled in the West, particularly in the area extending from Gujarāt to the Panjāb. According to Sir A. Baines,¹ "The leading tribes seem to have been of western origin, and are supposed to have entered India long after the Vedic Arya." The author of the Periplus places Aberia inland from Surāstra and the Gulf of Kacch. Ptolemy places it above Patalenē (i.e., the delta of the Indus). Varāhamihira locates the Abhiras in the south-western and southern divisions. They were powerful in the very early days in the west, about Gujarāt, and in the Satpura region; and later on, it would seem, in the mid-Gangetic basin as far north as the lower tracts of what is now Nepāl. One of the most peculiar features of the festival as observed in Shāhābād, and as described in the sequel below, is the eating of the pig after it has been killed. It is not a case of the wild boar, the flesh of which is relished by so many tribes and castes that are accustomed to the chase (among whom the Ahirs, moreover cannot be classed): the pig in question is a village pig, the flesh of which is only eaten ordinarily by the most despised castes, regarded by all orthodox Hindus as quite outside the pale, and between whom and the Ahirs there is a wide gap. Is this feature of the observances, then, a relic from the distant past? The wide area over which this, or a closely related, festival is held seems also to point to a remote origin. Can any suggestion be made as to its provenance? Is it an offshoot of the widely-spread primitive belief in the fertilizing power of blood? Why has the pig been chosen as the (sacrificial?) victim? Does it merely represent the wild animal that was once a serious danger to man and his crops? Why, further, are cattle selected to be the agents in the killing? These, and other, questions may be asked.

I have not been able so far to trace many published references to this festival. A few are quoted in the paragraphs below, as well as some of the most authoritative views on the status of the Ahirs.

Francis Buchanan, in his statistical survey of the Gorakhpur district, compiled in 1813-14, makes the following reference to the Ahirs, in that district:² "They are reckoned a pure tribe; but even Kayasthas will not drink water from their house, although any Brahman will employ them to carry his vessels filled with water. On the day of the Dewali, they eat tame pork; and on all occasions, such as are not of the sect of Vishnu, eat the wild hog. Their purohits are pure Brahmans³.

Shering writes:⁴ "Commonly the Ahirs are regarded as Sudras." On the other hand, he classes them among the 'Mixed Castes and Tribes.' Crooke, in his description of the Ahirs in the (now) United Provinces says they are "all Hindus, but are seldom initiated into any of the regular sects: . . . They are served by Brahmins of all the ordinary priestly classes."

Mr. R. V. Russell, in his very interesting account of the Ahirs in the Central Provinces,⁵ notes: "Though the Ahir caste takes its name and is perhaps partly descended from the

¹ Baines, Ethnography (Grundriss Series), p. 56.
² Martin's Eastern India, II, 487.
³ Tribes and Castes, I, 334.
⁴ Tribes and Castes of the N.W.P. & O., I, 63.
⁵ Tribes and Castes of the C.P., II, 23.
Abhira tribe, there is no doubt that it is now and has been for centuries a purely occupational caste, largely recruited from the indigenous tribes."

In Bihär, the fact that their position in the social order has not been definitely established is clear from the discussions on the subject at conferences of the caste held from time to time in comparatively recent years. They have on several occasions claimed to be classed as Kṣatriyas, and entitled to wear the sacred thread. While at least on one occasion, at a conference held in the Bhargalpur district some fourteen or fifteen years ago, it was resolved that the Ahirs were not Śūdras, but Vaiyās. Further to the east and south-east we meet, no doubt, with Ahirs, or Goālās, as they are usually called in those parts, of obviously lower origin. In Bihär proper, and more especially perhaps in the area to which the following account relates, the Ahirs are ordinarily regarded as good Hindus; and they would warmly resent being called Śūdras. These Ahirs as a general rule lead an orthodox life; and, except on the occasion of this particular festival, I have never heard of their eating village pig. There are scores of proverbs in the Bihär vernaculars referring to the Ahirs and his proclivities. The allusions are generally confined to his thieving propensities, his quarrelsome nature and his dullness of intellect, which are the traits most commonly assigned to him. There is no suggestion of his aboriginal descent. In the Bhojpur country the Ahirs are chiefly famous for carrying a very long and heavy lāthī (bamboo stave) and for their addiction to theft. Their reputation has given rise to a well-known saying current in the vernacular, which may be translated thus:— "Don't go to Bhojpur. If you go, don't eat. If you eat, don't go to sleep. If you sleep, don't feel for your purse; if you do, don't weep [it will not be there]."

John Christian, in his Bihär Proverbs, makes a reference⁶ to the festival which is the subject of this paper, and the object of which, he writes, "is to make the cow dance." He spells the local name घोड़ा, as if it meant a 'row' (or herd) of cows'; but the correct spelling in the local dialect is घांड़ा. Risley, in his Tribes and Castes of Bengal, also refers to a similar festival,⁷ which he describes as follows:—"At the time of the Sankrānti on the last day of Kārtik, October-November, a pig is turned loose [i.e., by the Goālās] among a herd of buffaloes, who are encouraged to gore it to death. The carcase is then given to Desādha to eat. The Goālās or Ahirs, who practise this strange rite, aver that it has no religious significance, and is merely a sort of popular amusement. They do not themselves partake of any portion of the pig." Risley's date for the festival, which is not connected with the sānkṛānti, is incorrect. Crooke would appear not to have observed the occurrence of this festival himself, but he refers to Risley's and Christian's accounts in his Popular Religion and Folk-lore of Northern India,⁸ and in his Tribes and Castes of the N.W.P. & O.,⁹ respectively. In Folk-Lore for 1917, he refers to a Madras Museum Bulletin describing a ceremony in Southern India, when a pig is buried up to the neck in a pit at the entrance to the village, and all the village cattle are driven over its head. The practice appears to form part of a complex rite intended to propitiate Peddamma, possibly a chthonic deity, who controls cholera and small-pox. In vol. XV of the Journal of the Department of Letters, Calcutta University (pp. 201-03), reference is made to the practices followed by Goālās, and Kurmis, in the Rājshāhí and Mānbhūm districts of Bengal, which would seem to be very similar to the Bihār ceremonies.

The season of the year when the festival is held must also be noted. It is the time when the hard labour of ploughing and preparing the fields for the cold weather crops has ordinarily been finished.¹° In fact the ceremony was once explained to me as being of the nature of a

---

⁶ Bihar Proverbs, pp. 52-53.
⁷ Tribes and Castes, I, 290.
⁸ Popular Religion and Folk-lore of Northern India, II, 298.
⁹ Tribes and Castes of the N.W.P. & O., I, 334.
¹° Compare also the references to the pig as the embodiment of the corn spirit, and as a sacrificial victim in Sir J. Frazer's Golden Bough (passim).
treat given to the cattle after the completion of their toil in ploughing and harrowing the fields. However, though agricultural seasons largely govern the times for pilgrimages and other rites and ceremonies, the reasons for their observance exist independently of the seasons recognized as suitable for their performance.

Nowhere, perhaps, is this festival kept with greater zest and thoroughness than in the north of the Shâhâbâd district, the land of the Bhojpuris, where the Ahirs are numerically the strongest caste. I append an English translation of a description of the festival as held in this area, written in Hindi by a resident thereof—a highly educated and orthodox Hindú gentleman—in the hope that it may elicit further information as to the occurrence of similar or analogous practices in other parts of India, and perhaps evoke some suggestions as to the origin and significance of the custom.

Translation.

Gokrîḍâ, Gâyâḍâ or Gâyârâ.

This festival is observed on the first day of the bright half of Kârtik. The correct Sanskrit name is Gokrîḍâ. Under this name the festival is in vogue in all parts of Bharatavarśa; but in Bihâr, and particularly in Bhojpur, it is called gâyâḍâ or gâyârâ. Early on that day the annakûṭ feast is observed, and gobardhan pâjâ is performed. After mid-day, gopâjâ having been completed, the gokrîḍâ feast is held, and the gâyârâ commences. This festival is kept with great enthusiasm by the Gwâlîs or Ahirs. It is generally understood to be a festival peculiar to this caste; but all the Hindûs take part in it. At noon on that day cakes made of pulse and rice-milk are eaten. In the Gwâlîs’ houses ordinary sweetmeats (amarpirēhâ) are cooked. About mid-day all the Gwâlîs, having eaten and drunk plentifully, take big, red, polished sticks and turn out their cows and buffaloes, after gaily bedecking them, each desiring that his cow or buffalo, as the case may be, should look the best. In the way of an exhibition of cows and buffaloes the sight is a very pretty one, and spectators attend in large numbers to look on. After they have assembled on the ground they purchase and bring a pig, and, tying a rope to it, drag it backwards and forwards about the ground, and incite the cows and buffaloes to gore it with their horns. Any cow or buffalo that horns it, is praised, and the owner thereof also is cheered. The timid cows do not attempt to attack the pig, but seeing it, turn tail and run. Then the Gwâlîs seize hold of these cows (gôpa) and force them to attack the pig with their horns. Perhaps it is on this account that the name gâyârâ has been applied to the festival. In short, on this day the Gwâlîs make their cattle hunt a pig.

In the end, when the pig is killed, the Gwâlîs cook its flesh and eat it. They drink liquor and become intoxicated, and sing and play with much merriment. The Gwâlîs generally keep this festival for a week, and go round singing bîrdâ and lôrakt. They go to the door of the proprietor of their village and to the houses of other important persons, and play single-stick, leap about and dance, and disport themselves generally. The village proprietor and other big men give them presents.

This feast is observed in almost every district of Bihâr, but more particularly in the Shâhâbâd, Gayâ, Sâran and Champâran districts. It is essentially a festival of the Ahirs, during which their cows and buffaloes are turned out gaily adorned. In places where Vaisnavas are predominant, and at centres of pilgrimage, such as Ayodhya, Brindâbân, Mathurâ, etc., a dark-coloured blanket is made into the shape of a pig and stuffed with chaff; and this is used for the purposes of the gokrîḍâ or gâyârâ, as Vaisnavas abstain from taking life. In many places this practice is followed.

11 The Hindi month of Kârtik includes the period from about the middle of October to the middle of November. The bright half is the second half of the month.
12 Gokrîḍâ means "cow sport."
13 A festival kept on the day following the Dīśāli (which is held on the last day of the dark fortnight of Kârtik.)
15 Amarpirēhâ literally means "sweetmeat of immortality." Pîthâ is a well-known sweetmeat.
16 तिः here means the ‘spine’ or ‘backbone’, which is held just above the root of the tail.
17 Bîrdâ is the name of a special class of song sung by the cowherd caste. As the name indicates, it is frequently a love-song about ‘separation.’ Lôrakt is a song (or rather an interminable number of songs) about the doings of the famous Ahir hero Lorik.
18 I have since received an account of the observance of the festival between Monghyr and Jamalpur (Monghyr district) on the Ist November 1927, when a pig was killed in the same manner.
MEANING AND ETYMOLOGY OF PŪJĀ.

By CHINTAHARAN CHAKRAVARTI, M.A.

In a very illuminating and informing paper with the above heading contributed to the Indian Antiquary (May 1927, pp. 93-97 and June 1927, pp. 130-36) Prof. Jari Charpentier has sought to determine the exact and original meaning of the word pūjā, which is so very important not only from the linguistic view-point but also from the standpoint of modern Hinduism, the most important observance of which—in contrast to Vedic sacrifices—is the pūjā of one god or another.

First of all, he mentions the different etymologies of the word as given by various scholars, such as Prof. Bartholomea, Horn, Gundert and Kittel, and accepts the one suggested by Gundert and Kittel, viz. from a Dravidian verbal root, which occurs in Tamil as pācu-, and in Kanarese as pāsu, meaning 'to smear, to put on sticky substances, to daub, to paint.' He next supports this derivation by a comparison of the different rites performed by various peoples of India, ancient and modern, in their worship of gods (pp. 130-133), and comes to the conclusion that 'the washing of the idol (or the sprinkling of the linga) with water or with honey, curds, sugared water, etc., and the smearing or daubing it with certain ointments or oily substances' (p. 99) forms the characteristic feature of a pūjā among the different rites and ceremonies gone through in the course of it, and hence this is the original sense in which the word was used.

But there seems to be ample room for doubt as to what should be considered the most important and characteristic function in a pūjā. Is it the washing of the idol and the daubing of it with ointments, or is it the offering of flowers to it, that constitutes the essential thing in a pūjā? The balance of evidence may lead one to incline either way. As a matter of fact, the offering of flowers to a god is certainly regarded to be of as much importance as—if not more important than—the washing of the idol with water or anointing it—which latter function is undoubtedly of minor importance.

These considerations are specially important in view of another possible derivation of the word suggested by M. Collins in the Dravidic Studies Nos. I—III (University of Madras—1923), who connects the Sanskrit word with Tamil pū 'flower.' In his opinion a slight modification of a hypothetical Tamil form pū-cēy possibly gave rise to the Sanskrit nominal base pūjā, which again passed into Tamil in the verbal form pūci, meaning 'to offer flowers.' This derivation, if established, will point to the offering of flowers as the original connotation of the word pūjā, and hence the principal function in the observance.

Whatever be their value, these facts should be taken into consideration and given that attention which they deserve before arriving at a final decision with regard to the origin of this very important word. So, I beg to draw the attention of Prof. Charpentier to them—especially to the derivation suggested by M. Collins (and referred to by Dr. S. K. Chatterji in another connection in an article in Modern Review, June 1924, p. 668, which article Prof. Charpentier mentions in his paper), as it seems to have escaped his notice.

1 No. III, pp. 60-61, under remarks by M. Collins on Sanskritic Elements in the Vocabularies of Dravidian Languages, by S. Anavaratavinesyakam, M.A., L.T.
RV. 1, 190, 4: asya śūko dīvi'yate prthivyād'm 
ātya nā yaṁsad yakeśhāh r'vicelāh | 
mrgā vām nā hetāyo yānti cemā' 
by haspāter āhmāyāh abhi dyā'n ||

"His voice rushes in heaven and in earth. He, the supporter of the universe, the wise, raised (his shouts or chants) as a horse (does his neigh). These chants of Brhaspati go forth, like missiles on beasts, on the enemies who are as crafty as Ahi". Yakeśhāh = the supporter of the universe, as Roth has correctly explained. It is the equivalent of the word bhūtabhīt which is also used in the same sense; compare Bh. Gitā, 9, 5: bhūtabhīn na ca bhūtashto mamātmā bhūtabhāvānaḥ, 'supporting the universe but not in it'; and Mahābhārata, 13, 254, 16 (Vishnusahasranāma): bhūtabhīd bhūtabhīd bhāvaḥ. I follow Geldner in supplying śokam in the second pāda as object of the verb yaṁsat, and in understanding abhi dyā'n (ought we not rather to read abhidyāṇ as one word?) as 'attackers' or 'enemies'. After imāḥ in the third pāda, we have to understand vācaḥ, girāḥ or other similar word meaning 'words'; chants', which Brhaspati as purohīta makes use of on behalf of his patron (see Geldner, l.c., p. 137). These rush on the enemies and destroy them, as the arrows of a hunter speed towards the beasts and destroy them; compare p. 229 in vol. LVI above and the verse from Raghuvanśa cited there, namely, 1, 61 addressed by King Dilipa to his purohīta: tava mantrakrtom mantrair dūrāt prasadākārūbhīḥ | pratyādiyantya iva me dṛṣṭa-lakṣṣaṇa-bhīhot śarāḥ "My arrows that are able to pierce such objects only as are visible to me are made to recede to the background by the mantras (spells) that have been employed by you, the mantra-maker, and that kill enemies from a far distance." Note here too the comparison of the purohīta's spells with arrows shot at some object.

RV. 10, 88, 13: vaisvānaraṁ kavāyvo yajñiyāso 
'gnīṁ deva' ajanayann ajuryām | 
nāksaltram pratinām aminac carishnu 
yakṣāyād'bhikshaṁ tavisām brāhṇam ||

"The worshipful wise ones, the gods, engendered Agni Vaisvānara, the imperishable, the ancien, mobile luminary (star), the supervisor of the universe, the mighty, the great "Yakṣaṁya adbhayaksham or 'supervisor of the universe' is equivalent to 'lord of the universe'; compare 1, 98, 1: vaisvānaraśa sumataś syāma rājā nā kuṁ bhūvanānām abhīhitṛḥ | itō jātā viśvam idāṁ vi āshtē vaisvānaro yatate sūryeṣa "May we dwell in the favour of Vaisvānara; he is the king and the ornament of the world. Born from here Vaisvānara beholds this world; he competes with the sun". Vaisvānara is thus, in this latter verse, a being different from the sun, while in the former (10, 88, 13) the words nākṣatram aminac carishnu seem to indicate that Vaisvānara is identical with the sun.

Sat. Br. 11, 4, 3, 5: te haite brahmaṇo mahāti yakshe | sa yo haite brahmaṇo mahāti yakshe 
veda mahād dīrgha yaksam bhavati ||

"These two (sc. nāma and rūpa; name and form) are the two great beings (that is, forms, ex-istences) of Brahman. He who knows these two great beings (that is, forms, ex-istences) of Brahman, becomes himself a great being."

Kausika-sūtra, 95, 1: atha yatraitāṁ yakshaṇi dvayante tad yatātaṁ markaṇṭāh ēdvapado 
vāyasah purusharūpayam iti tad evam āsankyam eva bhavati ||

"When these evil beings are seen, as for instance, an evil being having the form of a monkey, or of a beast of prey, or of a crow, or of man, then the same apprehension is to be felt". The word yaksha here denotes 'evil being', and as monkeys, and crows can not, by themselves, be said to be evil beings, it follows that the words markaṇṭḥ and vāyasah denote evil beings having
that form; compare RV. 7.104, 18: rakṣaṇā h sānā pīnasāna | vāyo yē bhūtei' pātayanty naktābhiḥ
“Crush the demons who fly about at nights after having become (i.e., in the form of) birds.”
In other words, the word rūpa that forms the last element of the compound purushārūpaṁ, connects itself with each of the foregoing words markaṭaḥ, śvāpadaḥ and vāyasaḥ forming the compounds markaṭarūpaṁ, śvāpadarūpaṁ and vāyasarūpaṁ (which together with purusharūpaṁ are in apposition with, and qualify, the word yakṣaṁ). Now according to later grammatical usage the words markaṭaḥ, śvāpadaḥ and vāyasaḥ and purusha should be all joined together in a dvandva-compound and such compound be further joined with rūpa, forming a shashṭhi-tatpurushaḥ, in order that the word rūpa may be connected with all these words—dvandvaṁ śrīyamāṇam padāṁ pratyekam abhiḥsmadbobhaye. It is interesting to note that here rūpa connects itself with the words markaṭaḥ, etc., though there is no dvandva or other compound, and the words stand singly in the nominative case.

Instead of purushārūpaṁ (yakṣaṁ), the word purushārakṣaṣam is used in the sentence that follows indicating that purushārūpaṁ yakṣaṁ = purusha-rakṣaṣam or evil being in the form of man.

The word yakṣa is found in Kh. 93 also of the Kauśika-sūtra, where too, it has the meaning ‘evil being’.

AV. 11, 2, 24: tābhyaṁ āranyāṇaḥ paśāvaka mṛgāṁ vāne hitāṁ
hainsāḥ śuparaṁ sākṣaṁ vāyāṁsi
śavā yaṅkhaṁ paṣupate apest iṁnās
śāhayaṁ kṣharanta divyaṁ dīpo vaṁhe ||

“For thee are the beasts of the jungle, the animals placed in the forests, the swans, the kites, the birds great and small; thy might, O Paśupati, (is felt) in the waters; the divine waters flow for thee, for thy enhancement (that is, for the enhancement of thy glory)”. In other words, the beasts of the jungle, the birds of the air, and the rivers are subject to thy power and act as thou impellet them to act. Thy might is felt in the water, in the air, and on the earth’. This praise is addressed to Paśupati or Rudra as the supreme god; and the ideas expressed here belong to the same class as those expressed in RV. 1, 101, 3: yāsya vratō vāryo yāṣya sūryaḥ yāṣyendraṁyaṁ sindhavarot sācăti vratāṁ (‘in whose control is Varuṇa and the sun; whose, Indra’s, ordinance is followed by the rivers’); ibid, 2, 28, 4: riṁ śindhavo vāryasāya yanti | nā śrāmandaṁ nā vi nucanta eṭe (‘the rivers follow the ordinances of Varuṇa; they flow without tiring, without ceasing.’); AV. 13, 3, 2: yāsmād vālā ṛtihā lāṃvante yāsmāt samudrā́ aḍhī mī kṣaranta (‘on account of whom the winds blow in season and the oceans flow’). Compare also Bṛhad. Up., 3, 7, 2 ff., yaḥ prthivīṁ taṁ śiśṭhaṁ, prthivīṁ antaro yamayati . . . yo ’ppu śiśṭhaṁ . . . apāṁ antaro yamayati . . . yaḥ sarveṣu bhūteṣu tiṣṭhaṁ . . . sarvāṇi bhūteṇy ananta yamayati : Kaṭhiopāśanāt, 2, 6, 3: bhāyād anśyamī tapati bhayāt tapati śūryaḥ.

RV. 5, 70, 4: mā’ kāsyādhitakrāṁ yaṅkhaṁ ḫṣujena tanū’bhīḥ |
mā’ śēṣaṁ mā’ tānāsa ||

“May we not, O ye (Mitra and Varuṇa) who have wonderful strength, feel, either ourselves or in our offspring or in our posterity, the might of any one”. That is, ‘may we not feel the weight of the might of any one; may we not be oppressed by the thought that any one is more mighty than we ourselves and able to injure us.’ The expression yakṣaṁ ḫṣujena here is equivalent to the expression daksena ḫṣujena in 4, 3, 13 which will be explained below.

RV. 7, 88, 6: yā ādīr niyyo varuṇa priyāḥ sāṁ
tev’m ādaṁ kṛṣṇaṁ vākhaṁ te |
mā’ ta ēnasvanto yakṣaṁ ḫṣujena
yandhi śaṁśa vīpraṁ stutāva vārūṣhnam ||

“Who, O Varuṇa, being thy own dear friend and comrade, has committed evil against thee —may not we who have sinned, feel, O mighty one thy (might); do thou that art wise offer
protection to thy praiser". We have to understand the word yaksha here in the third pāda as the object of the verb bhujema. The meaning is, ‘may we not suffer from thy might, that is, feel the weight of thy displeasure, on account of the sins that we have committed.’ The two ideas of eno bhujema (punishment for sins committed; compare 6, 61, 7; 7, 52, 2) and yakhaṁ bhujema (see 5, 70, 4 above) are combined here in this one pāda.

As I have already observed (see p. 228 in vol. LV ante), the relative clause ya āpir nityaḥ . . . tvāṁ āyāsi kṛṣṇatvā qualifies vayam (understood) that is the subject of bhujema in the third pāda; as the plural vayam is only the pluralis majestaticus, the use of the singular number in yah, etc., in the first two pādas and in stuvate (fourth pāda) is not improper.

RV. 7, 61, 5: ámūrāḥ visvā vṛshaṇṇu imāḥ vām, nā yāsū citrām dādyāše nā yakshām
   drūhāḥ sa caste āyāti jānāṇām
   nā vām nīvyāṁ acite abhūvān
   "O ye wise and strong (sc. Mitra and Varuṇa), for you (are) all these (praises) in which is seen neither ornament (brilliance) nor substance. The Druhs follow the iniquities of men; secrets did not remain unknown to you." The meaning of this verse is obscure. The author of the Padapātīha reads the words amūrā and visvā as duals and apparently construes them with the dual vṛshaṇṇu referring to Mitra and Varuṇa, a view that is accepted by Geldner, but from which M. Boyer dissent. I believe that the Padapātīha is right in reading amūrā (and referring it to Mitra and Varuṇa); at the same time, however, I believe that it is preferable to read visvā instead of visvā (dual) and construe it with imāḥ, after which, I follow Sāyaṇa in supplying the word stutvayāḥ (girah). The sense therefore of the first half-verse is, "These praises that we offer to you, O Mitra and Varuṇa are not polished and brilliant (do not contain alaṅkāras); nor is there substance in them, that is, there is no artha-gāṁbhīrīṇa or bhaved-gāṁbhīrīṇa in them; we pray that you will nevertheless take them to your heart and like them."

Citra here does not signify ādcaryā as Sāyaṇa and, following him, Geldner, think, but rather ‘ornament’, alaṅkāra; it has here the same sense as it has in books on rhetoric (kāvyālaṅkāra-sāstra) and means artha-citra (arthālaṅkāra) and sabdachitra (śabdālaṅkāra). It is an often-expressed sentiment of later books that a kāvyā, stuti or other composition in words should, in order to be acceptable, contain alaṅkāras and yield a good meaning; compare, for instance, Subhāshitaratnabhāgāra, 5th edition, Kāvyaprasaṁvā, verses 17 and 21, in praise of alaṅkāra and vv. 22, 24 in praise of artha, and the expression bhāvālankaṇa-raṇa-tīgamavati in v. 44; compare also v. 51 in ibid., p. 35: arthān kṣicci ṽpaśaṁ kṛṣṇataṁ kecit tva-lāṅkaṁvaṁ veśyāvaṁ khalu dhiṭavōdaṁ āvoddhānantī kṣicci rasāṁ | arthālaṅkārti-sadrasa-dravamuccan vācān prakāśasprām kartāraṁ kavyaṁ bhavanti katicit puṣyaṁ aparāyaṁ iha. The first two pādas of the above mantra too, give expression, as I think, to an idea in the same sphere; in them the poet confesses that his stutis cannot be said to be good, that they contain neither alaṅkāra nor artha. Contrast in this respect Kumārśambhava, 2, 3: atha sarvasya dhiṭāraṁ te sarve sarvacumkhaṁ | vāgīśam vāgāṁ arthāyābhīṁ prachiṣṭopatosthiḥ; Raghuvanśa, 4, 6: stutyam stūbhir arthāyābhīṁ upastate Srasvatī; Nilakaṁṣhavijayacampū, 4, 16: iti stūbhir arthāyābhīṁ dhyāyate niscaṁ Śivaṁ | aspadeshav asya gāṭheshu paspadek daksinaḥ bhujah. Arthāyā vāk means, as Mallinātha explains, arthayuktā vāk, speech or praise in which there is artha or bhāva or richness of content.

Compare further the opinion, cited and refuted by Viśvanātha in his Sādhityadarpāṇa (p. 14; Nīrṇayasāgara ed. 1902): sālaṅkārau saṁbārthau kāyaṁ. Hence the authors of the Rāmāyaṇa and Kādamba have said of these works that they have been constructed of ‘brilliant’ words and thoughts; see Rām., 1, 2, 42: uḍāra-vṛttārtha-padaṁ manoramanai tadasya Rāmasya cakāra kṛtānām . . . yāsakāram kāyaṁ uḍāradhir munih; and Kādamba, v. 9 of introduction: harantī kam nojīvala-dīpakopamān navaṁ padārthair uparādhitāḥ kathā.
For the second half-verse, I have, with much hesitation, given the explanation of M. Boyer as this seems to be better than that proposed by Sāyaṇa; I feel however very doubtful whether either of these is the correct explanation.

RV. 4, 3, 13: mā kāṣya yaksāṁ nādam tā dhūrō gā
mā vēśāya praminatō mā pēh |
mā bhrū-tur agne āñjor ēryāṁ ver
mā śākyur dākṣhayāṁ ripōr bhujena ||

"Do not at any time go to the sacrifice of any enemy (literally, injurer) or harmful neighbour or comrade; do not get into the debt, O Agni, of our crooked brother; may we not suffer from the power of our friend (turned into) enemy." I have already said above (p. 63) that the view of the Indian commentators that yaksā is derived from the root yaj is justified by the parallelism of the words yaksasha and yajñī in AV. 8, 9, 8. Sāyaṇa is therefore right in explaining yaksā here as yajñī, sacrifice. The expression, 'do not get into the debt of our crooked brother', in the third pāda, too, means the same thing; it means, 'do not go to the sacrifice of, and partake of the offerings, given by, our deceitful brother'; for the term 'debt' when used of a deity with reference to a human, means, as has been shown by Geldner, l.c., pp. 133, 134, the debt that such deity owes to a human in return for the offerings that have been made and accepted; compare also Bh. Gitā, 3, 11-12 in this connection. Similarly, the fourth pāda too, seems to refer indirectly to the same thing, to implore Agni not to attend the sacrifice of the friend who has turned inimical and make him rich and powerful in return. This verse therefore is one of the class that implore the deities not to favour by their presence the sacrifices of rival yajñamānas; see Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth. I, pp. 119 ff.; and Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, 1906.

RV. 7, 56, 16: átyāso nā yē marūtaḥ svānico
yaksāḥ\'ṣo nā śubhāyanta máryāḥ |
tē harmyeshtāḥ śīśava nā śubhā\' |
vaśā\' so nā prakṛtīnaḥ payodhāḥ ||

"They who are swift like coursers, the youths, (sc. Maruts) made themselves bright (that is, decked themselves with ornaments), like people that (go to) see sacrifices; they are radiant like children that are in mansions, frisky like calves that drink milk". Sāyaṇa explains yaksā here as utsava, festival. Now, yaksā, as we know, means 'sacrifice', 'worship'; and many of the Soma-sacrifices were in fact grand festivals and are explicitly called or described by the name of utsava in the Purāṇas and Itiḥāsas.

Compare, for instance, the following passages: Srimad-bhāgavata, 4, 3, 3 ff.:

Bṛhaspatisavam nāma samādhe kratūlamam || 3 ||
tasmin brahmaraṇaṁ sarve devaṁśi-pitr-devatāḥ ||
śan kṛta-svastiyayāṁ cā tātpatnayā ca sahaṁtyāḥ || 4 ||
tad upaśruti naśhas khecarāṇaṁ prajalpaṁ ||
Sati dākṣhayāṁ devi-pitr yajña-mahotsavam || 5 ||
vaṁjantāḥ sarvato dīghya 'padeva-'vastriyāḥ ||
vimānāṇaṁ naśpreśkaṁ nishka-kaṇṭhaṁ svvāsasah || 6 ||
\'dhrṣṭāṁ sva-nilayadhyāṁ deolkṣaṁ mṛṣṭha-kuṇḍalāṁ ||
patiṁ bhūtapatiṁ devam autayād abhy-abhadhaṁ || 7 ||

Satya uvacā:

prajāpate te ivāśurasya sāmpratam
nirūḍhito yajña-mahotsavaṁ kila || 8ab ||
pāṣya prāyāntṁ abhavāṇya-yoshito
\'yugalaṁkṛtāṁ kānasakāṁ varūhaṁ || 12ab ||

"(Daksha) began the sacrifice known as Bṛhaspatisava to which went in well-being all the Brahmarshis, the Devarshis, pīters and devas, and also their wives with their husbands,
Satidevi, the daughter of Daksha, hearing of this from the chattered of those going in the sky, and seeing near her dwelling the wives of Upadevas (i.e., of Gandharvas, Kinmaras, Kimpurushas, etc.) going with their husbands in vimānas from all directions, wearing fine clothes and necklaces and brilliant ear-rings and with eyes glancing here and there, said to her lord Śiva in excitement: "The grand festival-like sacrifice of thy father-in-law, the Prajāpati, has, I hear, commenced . . . . See also other women going there in troops, wearing jewels, in the company of their husbands, O thou that art birth-less."

Mahābhārata, 2, 72, 1: tatāh sa Kururājasya sarva-karna-sāmaddhimān |
yayāh priti-karo rájanaṁ sambhavantu vipulavatavah ||

"Then was celebrated, O king, the sacrifice of the Kurud king in which not one rite was wanting, the grand festival, causing delight."

Ibid., 14, 90, 43: evaṁ babhūva yayāhaṁ sa Dharmarājasya dhīmataha |
tam mahotsava-saṅkāsām hṛṣṭa-pushpa-janākulaṁ |
kathayanty esa puruṣāh nānā-deśa-nivāsinoh ||

"Then took place that sacrifice of the wise Dharmarāja . . . . And this sacrifice that was like a great festival and was attended by many joyous and thriving people was extolled by people that lived in different countries (who were present at it)."

Read also the descriptions of the Rājasūya sacrifice celebrated by Yudhishthira given in the Mahābhārata (2, 71) and Bhāgavata, 10, ii, ch. 75.

It is therefore not surprising if, in the circumstances, the word yaksha, meaning 'sacrifice', took on the meaning of utsavā also, though as regards this verse, it is not necessary to assume this latter meaning for yaksha. The original meaning itself, namely, 'sacrifice,' fits in well with the context here. Compare the passage cited above from the Bhāgavata where it is said that the wives of Upadevas were going to the yayāna-mahotsava wearing fine clothes and jewels in the company of their husbands, and the passage cited above (p. 58) from the Jñātādharmakathā that describes the dress and jewels worn by ugras, ugraputras, Brahmans, Kshatriyas, etc., on days of Indramaha, Yakshamaha and similar other utsavas. See also the description of the city and the people on the occasion of karumudi-mahotsava given in Hemddri, l.c., p. 352 and in Jñātādharmakathā, p. 536. It becomes clear from all these that the people used to put on them in former times (as in fact they do now) fine clothes and jewels when going to grand sacrifices or other utsavas; and the Maruts are compared with such people because they always deck themselves with ornaments; see 5, 54, 11; 5, 55, 6; 5, 60, 4, etc., and Macdonnell's Ved. Mythology, p. 79.

Śubhrāḥ, radiant, in pāda 3, means, as is indicated by the context, 'clean, spotless, spotless'; and payodhāḥ vatsāḥ means 'young calves'.

Gobhila-grhyaśūtra, 3, 4, 28: iva cakṣusah priyo vo bhūyāsam iti ||

"Approaching the teacher with his entourage, he looks at the teacher and entourage (saying): 'May I be pleasing to your eye like a sacrifice.'" I have here, like Messrs. Boyer and Geldner, construed cakṣusah with priya. Oldenberg has, however, contended (RV. Noten, II, p. 45) that this is not right and that such construction would be proper only if the text had read yakṣaṁ iva cakṣuḥ sa vah priya bhūyāsam. He therefore maintains that the correct meaning is, "May I be dear to you as the wonderful thing is to the eye" (as already noted above, yaksiṣṇa = 'wonderful thing' for Oldenberg) and that the 'wonderful thing' here is the pupil of the eye! But, apart from the consideration that one fails to understand why the pupil of the eye should be called a 'wonderful thing' (the passage from Śat. Br. to which Oldenberg refers has no bearing at all in this connection) the idea of comparing a thing to the pupil of the eye in point of dearness is one that is foreign to Sanskrit literature.
As regards however the above-mentioned contention itself, it must be admitted that there is some force in it; but, as yaksā does not mean 'pupil of the eye' but 'sacrifice' (or perhaps utsava) here, it makes no difference whether cakṣuṣahā is construed with priya or not. In the first case, the meaning is, "May I be pleasing to your eye like a sacrifice". In the second case, the meaning is, "May I be pleasing to you as a sacrifice is pleasing to the eye"; and the expression 'may I be pleasing to you' here obviously means 'may I be pleasing to your eye'. In any case, therefore, the sense of the mantra is, 'May I be dear to your eyes as a grand sacrifice; may you have as much pleasure in looking at me as people have in looking at a grand sacrifice or other similar utsava'. Compare RV. 7, 84, 3: kṛtāṁ na yajñāṁ vidāthēṣhu cāram kṛtāṁ brāhmaṇi sūrīṣu praśastā 'Make our sacrifice handsome (or beloved) amongst assemblies, make our hymns laudable amongst poets'; 10, 100, 6: yajñāṁ ca bhūdā vidāthē cāram āntamah 'May the sacrifice be handsome (or dear) and most cherished in the assembly'; and the expression cāram adhvarām in 1, 19, 1 and 5, 71, 1. See also Mahābhārata, 14, 90, 43, cited above from which we learn that the people of all countries flocked to see the sacrifice celebrated by Yudhishthira and 2, 72, 1 in ibid. where the epithet pritikāra is applied to the sacrifice.

Compare also ibid., 2, 71, 44-45:
lokēsmīn sarve-virāpa ca vaisyāḥ śudrā nṛpādayāḥ
sarve mlecchāḥ sarvejanḍas te ādi-nādiyānājñāṁ tathā
nāṇādaḥ-nāndubhūtair nāṇādātibhir āgataḥ
paryāpta iva lokoyā Yudhishthīra-niveśane

"All the Brāhmaṇas in this world and all Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas and Śūdras, all Mlecchas, and all people of all castes, the highest, lowest and middle castes, (were there). From the people, born in different countries and of different castes, that were present there, it seemed as if the whole world was contained in the dwelling of Yudhishthīra"; and ibid., 2, 71, 16:
Jambūdvīpo hi sakalo nāṇājanapadānyutah
rājaṁ adriyātaikastho rājaṁ tasmin mahāyratau

'The whole of Jambūdvipa with all its different countries, O king, was seen assembled at one place in the grand sacrifice of that king'. These grand sacrifices were thus so beloved that the people used to flock to them.

I take the word dacryaparishadām as a dvandva compound meaning 'the teacher and his entourage'.

AV. 11, 6, 10: divāṁ brūmo nākṣhatrāṇi bhū'miḥ yaksā'ṇi pārvatān
samudrā nādiyō veśantā's te no muncante anāhaṣah

"We praise the sky, the constellations of stars, the earth, the trees, and the mountains. The oceans, rivers and ponds—may they free us from evil." The word yaksāḥī here has been explained as Yakṣhas followers of Kubera) by M. Henry (Les Livres X, XI et XII de l' Atharvaveda, pp. 118 and 155) and Prof. Bloomfield (Hymns of the Atharvaveda, p. 161) and as 'Naturwunder und Naturschönheiten wie die grossen Bäume' by Geldner (l.c. p. 143). Geldner's explanation is almost correct, but the way by which he arrives at it is not, in my opinion, the proper way. Yakṣhāṇī signifies trees here not because yaksā means 'Wunder', citra, but because the trees are here regarded as the abode of yakṣhas or superhuman beings.

I have said above (p. 59) that the temples dedicated to Yakṣhas had the name of caitya also. This name, caitya, it may be remarked, is applied to trees also, to trees that are well-grown and rich in foliage and are regarded as being the abodes of superhuman beings; cp. Trikāṇḍākesha, 2, 4, 2: caityo devatarūr devarūse karahā-kuṇjara : Mahābhārata, 12, 68, 44f. caityāṇāṁ sarvahāḥ tyāgyam api pratapya pātānam || 44 || devāṇām áravyāṁ caityāḥ yaksāḥ rākṣhasa-bhūjanām || pśāca-paññagāṇāṁ ca gandharvāpsarasāṁ api || raudrāṇāṁ caiva bhūtāṇāṁ tasmat tān pariṣvarjayet || and also the Mahābhārata verse given in 1, 49, Hīṃsbhavinda in Bopp's
Ardašuna's Reise zu Indra's Himmel. The name caitya thus is applied to a tree for the same reason that it is applied to a temple—namely, because the tree is, like the temple, the abode of a yaksia, bhūta or other supernatural being and is thus holy and deserving of worship. The same is the case with the word yaksia also; this name is applied to temples as also to trees, that are the abodes of yaksias, bhūtas or similar superhuman beings and are thus holy and deserving of worship. I have cited above (p. 59) instances of the name yaksia denoting temples; this verse is an instance of the word yaksia denoting trees.

This closes the list of passages where the word yaksia (neuter) occurs. M. Boyer however is of opinion that this word yaksia is found, further, (as a component of the word yakshya) in RV. 8, 60, 3 also: āge kavir veildā asi hōta pāvaka yakshyāh 1 mandrō yājishtho adhvarēvāh 1 dīyō viprebhīh śukra mānambhīh and has explained yakshya there as 'having a marvellous form'. As he has himself observed, however, (i.e., p. 394) the expression hōta pāvaka yakshyāh in 8, 60, 3 is parallel to agnih pāvakā 1 dēyāh in 3, 27, 4, to śūciḥ pāvakā 1 dēyāh in 7, 15, 10, and to śūciḥ pāvakā vāndyāh in 2, 7, 4; and since the word yaksia itself is, as has been shown above, derived from the root yaj, there is not the least doubt that yakshya comes from yaj ‘to worship’. I believe therefore that the verse means: “Thou, O Agni, art the wise one, the worshipper, and the adorable hotṛ, O purifier; thou art dear, the most capable in sacrificing, praised in sacrifices, O brilliant one, with hymns by priests.”

The meanings of yaksia therefore are: 1. worship, object of worship, sacrifice (and perhaps utsava, festival). 2. (a) being (concrete), beings in the collective, the creation, universe, world; a particular class of superhuman beings; evil beings; (b) being (abstract); reality, essence, principle, substance, virtue, power, might. The meanings enumerated under 2. are those of the word bhūta which is a synonym of yaksia and of sattva which is a synonym of bhūta; they seem to be rūḍhi meanings, while those enumerated under 1 are clearly yogārthas.

It becomes apparent from what has gone above that yaksia masculine has the same relation to yaksia neuter as bhūta masculine bears to bhūta neuter. Bhūta neuter has a large number of meanings (see above; see also Apte, s.v., and PW.) including those of ‘being (concrete), a class of superhuman being; evil being’; while bhūta masculine has these meanings only and no other. Similarly yaksia masculine too means the same, namely, ‘being (concrete), superhuman being, evil being’ while yaksia neuter signifies these things, and also, many other things in addition. Similar too, it may be noted, is the relation of sattva masculine to sattva neuter; the masculine word signifies ‘being (concrete), not-human being, (and not superhuman being) only; sattva is used of animals also), ‘evil being’ while the neuter word has these as well as other significations.

This explains the use of the word yaksia masculine in Buddhist literature in contexts where the usual meaning of ‘guhyaka’ or ‘follower of Kubera’ is inapplicable, and where therefore the translators have in some cases felt perplexed. Thus, in Sānyutta Nikāya, III. 2. 25 (and elsewhere too; see Index to the Transl. of Sam. Nik. in SBE., vol. 10), Māra (who is not a guhyaka or follower of Kubera) is called a yakka; in the Milindapañha, IV. 4. 32 (p. 202), the term yakka is used in connection with Devadatta and the Bodhisatta who were at that time (see Jātaka-story No. 437; vol. IV, pp. 100 ff.) born as devaputās. Similarly, in the translation of this book (SBE, vol. 35, p. 289, n. 2), Prof. Rhys Davids has observed that ‘this is by no means the only instance of the term yakka being used of gods’. In the same way, Prof. Kern has noted (Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 59, n. 9) that the epithet yakka is applied sometimes to Indra (e.g., in Majjh. Nik. I, p. 251) and the Buddha (i.e., in ibid., I, p. 386: dhaseyyo yakko uttamaapuggalo atulo) and that it is used of devaputās in Sam. Nik., I, p., 54. 44 The expression yakkhassa siddhi too is found used in Sam. Nik., III, 4, 25 and IV, 11, 14-15:

44 Similarly Otto Franke in his translation of parts of the Dīghanikāya, has observed on p. 94, note 6, that the word Yakka is used occasionally to signify devas also.
etāvat' agho ni varanti h' eke yakkhassa suddhiṁ idha paññitāce which Fausböll has translated (SBE., vol. 10, p. 167) as: “Thus some (who are considered) wise in this world say that the principal (thing) is the purification of the yakkha’”, without however saying anything as to what is intended by the ‘purification of the yakkha.’

In the light of what has been said above about the meaning of the word yakska, it is easy to see that this word means ‘evil being’ when it refers to Mara. When used in connection with devaputtas, it means in all probability, ‘superhuman being’, while when used of Indra and the Buddha, it is probable that it signifies, as has been suggested by Kern (I.c.), ‘a being to be worshipped or a mighty being’—a meaning that combines in itself the two different significations of ‘being (concrete)’ and of ‘worship’ or ‘might’ (see p. 230 in Vol. LV ante). The expression yakkhassa suddhi which is equivalent to bhūtasya suddhi or bhūta-suddhi is somewhat ambiguous. In Tāntrik practice, the term bhūtasuddhi signifies the cleansing or purification of the bhūtas or elements (‘earth’, ‘water’, ‘fire’, etc.), that make up the body of the worshipper, and is one of the many preliminary acts that precede and lead up to the worship proper of the chief deity; see Principles of Tantra (II, pp. 365 ff.) by A. Avalon, pp. 41ff., of Mantramādhūrṇava, ch. 8 of Devi-bhāgavata, etc.; compare also Rāmatāpanīyapanishat, 5, 1: bhūtādikāraṇakāraṇa-gāyatrī caṃ kṛtavit padmādivaṃstivat prasannāh “(The worshipper) should cleanse the elements (of his body) etc., then after worshipping the gates, assuming the padmāsana or other posture, with calm mind . . . . “. I feel however doubtful if it is this Tāntrik practice that is referred to by the Saṃ. Nīk., the more so, as this is a preliminary act to which not much importance is attached. And I am inclined to believe that the bhūtasuddhi mentioned here refers perhaps to the cleansing or purification of the bhūta—being or self, through the eradication of what Āpastambha calls bhūtadāhiya dosaḥ ‘blemishes or vices that bear, that is, destroy, the being or self’, consisting of anger, elation, covetousness, etc.; see Āpastamba-dharmasūtra, 1, 23, 5. By the eradication of these through yoga, says Āpastamba, the wise man attains ‘security (abhaya)’—an expression which is explained by Haradatta as abhayam mokṣham, ‘the liberation where there is no more fear’; compare, ibid., 1, 23, 3: dosayā tu nīrghato yogamānaśa iha jīvitā nīrghaya bhūtadāhiyaṁ kṣēmaṁ gacchati paññitāh “In this life, the destruction of vices (is to be accomplished) by means of yoga; after getting rid of the vices that bear the being, that is, the self, the wise man attains security”. Compare also ibid., 1, 23, 6: tāṇy anurūṣṭhaṁ viṁśatī sāregrāmāṁ bhava-ti “He who practises these (yogas that eradicate the bhūtadāhiya-doshas) according to rule, attains the All”. A third interpretation also is possible of the term yakkhassya suddhi ; yaksha-suddhi or bhūta-suddhi or ‘the purification of the being (self)’ may be understood as the purification of the being or sattva-suddhi that is spoken of in Ch. Up., 7, 26, 2: ‘āṭaḥ-suddhaḥ sattva-suddhāḥ sattva-suddhau dhruvā śrīṁ śrīṁ śrīvatamōすべき sāvarthāvipraṇāṁkāsam ātma-mārjitaḥ ātmanām tamaśāpanāṁ pāram darśayati bhagavān Sanatkumāraḥ “When the food becomes pure, the being (sattva; according to Śaṅkara, this denotes antakaraṇa here) becomes pure; when the being becomes pure, an unfailling memory (will be established); by the attainment of memory, all knots are severed; and to him whose impurity (kāṣṭhā) is (thus) overcome, Lord Sanatkumāra will show (the Brahman) beyond the darkness”. As the Saṃ. Nīk., says nothing more about yakkhassa suddhi, of the causes which lead up to it or of the effects which this leads to, it is not possible to determine which of these three ideas was intended by the author; perhaps, it is the second of those mentioned above.45

(To be continued.)

45 This article was written in 1924 and set in type before March 1926. Hence I have been unable to make any reference here to Dr. Hillebrandt’s article (pp. 17–23) on this word in Aus Indiens Kultur: Festgabe Richard von Garbe that was published in 1927.
NOTES ON CURRENCY AND COINAGE AMONG THE BURMESE.

By Sir Richard C. Temple, Br.

(Continued from page 131.)

"General Taylor asked the authorities at Patiala, Jind, and Nabha six questions, viz:—

(1) The political condition of the coinage.
(2) The nature, title and character of the coinage.
(3) The annual outturn of the establishment and value of the coinage as compared with that of the British Government.
(4) The process of manufacture and any particulars as to the artificers employed.
(5) The arrangement for receiving bullion and the charges (if any) levied for its conversion into coin.
(6) The extent of the currency.

"Patiala, as might be expected, gave the best answers; and as regards the first question, we may pass over all the replies, as recapitulating what has been already written herein, except to note that in 1837 Patiala very nearly succeeded in ousting her old coinage for a modern English rupee on the plan that Alwar adopted later, and as Mindon Min of Burma succeeded in doing for his country about the same time. Passing on, we find that the Patiala rupees are called Rájasháhí, the Jind rupees Jindíá, and the Nabha rupees simply Nabha.

"Only silver, and occasionally gold, is coined. The Patiala rupee weighs 11½ madhas of pure silver and is of the full value of a rupee. The weight of the Jind rupee is the same, but its value is only about 12 anäs (1/2 rupee). The Nabha rupee is also of the same weight and is valued at 15 anäs (5/4 rupee).

"The Patiala mohar is a valuable coin, being 10½ madhas of pure gold. Jind does not coin gold, but the Nabha Government sometimes strikes a mohar of 9½ madhas of pure gold.

"In none of these States is there any regular outturn of coinage. Special occasions and sometimes economical necessities oblige the mint to become active by fits and starts. In fact the moneymen only work when necessity drives. In Jind and Nabha, royal marriages and great state functions are practically the only occasions when money is coined in any quantity.

"Jind apparently keeps up no establishment for its mint, but Patiala and Nabha do so. The Patiala establishment consists of a superintendent, a clerk, two assayers, one weigher, ten smiths, ten moneymen, four refiners, and one engraver. The Nabha establishment is on a smaller scale, viz., one superintendent, one assayer, one smelter, one refiner, and one smith. The refining is carefully performed in both cases, and the silver and gold kept up to standard.

"Jind has never received bullion for coining, but Patiala receives both silver and gold, and Nabha silver. For silver Patiala charges the public 1 ¼ per cent., and for gold Rs. 24 per 100 coins, or 1½ per cent. Nabha charges less, only 1½ per cent. for coining silver.

"Jind rupees are current only within the State, but the Patiala coins find currency both in the State and in its immediate neighbourhood in some quantity; while only a few Nabha coins find their way outside the state.

"The Mâler-Kótúl mint issues its coins apparently on precisely the same lines, the rupee going by the name of the Kótúl rupee. Extensive frauds on the part of the mint masters, twice detected of late years [in 1878] in fraudulently alloying the silver, has depreciated the value of this rupee to 12 anäs (1/2 rupee).
"It is also very interesting to watch the steady depreciation in weight of the coins of the successive chiefs of Mâler-Kôtłâ in connection with the general theory of the evolution of coins. Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{weight of coin} & 9 \text{ masha}s & 4 \text{ rats}s \\
\text{'Umr Khân, 1768–78} & 9 & 2 \\
\text{Amir Khân, 1821–45} & 8 & 4 \\
\text{Mahbûb 'Ali (Sûbê) Khân, 1845–1859} & 8 & 2 \\
\text{Sikandar 'Ali Khân, 1859–1871} & 8 & 1 \\
\text{Ibrahim 'Ali Khân, 1871 to date [1878]} & 8 & 1 \\
\end{array}
\]

No wonder the Khâsâshib 'Inayat 'Ali Khân in the passage just quoted remonstrates against the practices of the Kôtłâ mint.

The present writer, as has been already noted, had the good fortune some five years ago [1884] to be escorted over the Patiâlâ Mint, and to have been given an opportunity of noting what occurred.

The Mint is an ordinary Panjâb Court-yard, about twenty feet square in the open part, entered by a gateway leading into a small apartment doing duty as an entrance hall, the remainder of the courtyard being surrounded by low open buildings opening into it. These buildings, which looked like the ‘rooms’ of a sarai, are the workshops.

The method of coinage in this very primitive mint was described as follows:

"I examined into the modern system of coinage at Patiâlâ, in the hope of learning something as to the ancient methods, as it is to be observed that the modern Patiâlâ, Mâler-Kôtłâ, Nabhâ, and Jind coins have all the appearance of those of 1,000 years ago, and of being made in precisely the same way.

The silver, after being roughly assayed, is cast into small bars (renî) by being run into iron grooved moulds. The melting is done in very small quantities in little furnaces improvised for the occasion. When the bars are cold they are cut up by a hammer and chisel into small weights or gelrâs, and weighed fairly accurately in small balances. These gelrâs are afterwards heated and rounded by hammering into discs (mutallâs), and again weighed and corrected by small additions or scrapings. After this the disc is handed over to the professional weighman or wazânakshah, who finally weighs and passes it. It is then stamped by hammering, being placed between two iron dies placed in a wooden frame, the lower side (reverse) is called pâtîn, the upper (obverse) is called bālţâ. The dies are very much larger than the coins, so that only a portion of the inscription can come off, and the coiners are not at all careful as to how much appears on the coin, provided the particular mark of the reigning chief appears. Is not this precisely what occurred in days of old? It is to be noted that the inscription on the Patiâlâ coins has never altered since Nâdîr Shâh permitted the chiefs to coin in 1751, the only difference being in the marks of the chiefs on the coins. All the coins have been showing jalâs 4, or "the year of the reign 4," for more than 100 years.

The only thing that the moneyers look to is to try and make the particular mark of the reigning chief appear. If they do not succeed, it does not matter much.

"Griffin in the same work, pp. 313ff., has a long note on the mints set up by the Panjâb States at Patiâlâ, Jind and Nabhâ under a farmân of A.D. 1772 of the Emperor Shâh Alam. And there is further valuable information on Panjâb coinage at Kapurthala in notes attached to pp. 505 and 510."

In the same volume of the Indian Antiquary I appended a long footnote to p. 278 on the Transactions of the Eastern Section of the Russian Archaeological Society relating to the find of a hoard of Bulgarian coins in 1887. This footnote is pertinent to the present enquiry and so I give it here in full:

"There had been already an attempt to coin money among the Mongols in the time of Chângê Khân [Tiesenheim]."
"The above abstract has much interested me because I think I can throw light on its subject. A paper will be shortly published in this Journal illustrating my collection of the coins of the modern Panjâb Native Chiefs. All these coins are now in the British Museum. The modern Panjâb Native Chiefs who are entitled to coin money are Pațâlâl, Jind, Nâbhâ and Mâler-Kotlâ. They obtained the right in the last quarter of the XVIIth century, originally from Ahmad Shâh Abdâli (Durrânî) Afghan conqueror of Dehli. Pațâlâl, Jind and Nâbhâ are Sikhs: Mâler-Kotla Afghan. They all coined as independent Chiefs, and used the coin of Ahmad Shâh of his fourth year, i.e., of A.D. 1751, exactly as it stood. From that day to this there has been no change in the die beyond a mark, as the reigning Chief’s special mark or crest. A gold coin struck for me at the mint at Pațâlâl in 1884 in my presence, bore the date 1751, i.e., year 4 of Ahmad Shâh.

"The only attempt to vary the die has been made by Nâbhâ, which State dates its coins by the Vikrama Samvat on the obverse, and uses the couplet adopted by the Sikhs of Lâhor in the days of Ahmad Shâh. The reverse bears the date, ‘Sank-i-jalâs 4.’

"I once had a set of gold Mohurs from the Râjput (Hindu) State of Jaipur, purporting to have been struck during each year of Bahâdur Shâh, the last emperor of Dehli (1838-1857 A.D.). But Jaipur was at no period of Bahâdur Shâh’s reign under his suzerainty, but was more under British suzerainty than any other Râjput State. The fact is that the Râjâs used the Dehli coin as a convenience. The legends contained no record of real historical or political facts.

"In a letter to me, the late Mr. Gibbs, a good authority on such subjects, said that the same adaptation of anachronistic coins to local uses was the universal rule among the native states in Kachh.

"In Burma King Minkôn Min (1852-1878 A.D.) established a mint, indeniting on London and Calcutta for his dies. This was about A.D. 1870, but his earlier coins all bear date, Burmese era 1214=A.D. 1852. All in Mandalay tell me that Minkôn Min used the peacock as his crest, and his son, Thibaw Min (1878-1885 A.D.) whom the English deposed, used the lion (or dragon). But I have ‘lion’ coins dated 1214=A.D. 1852. I am told by a man, who was once employed in the mint, that this was because the Burmans would sometimes use the reverse die of one coin with the obverse die of another.” It is also doubtful whether the Panjâb Chiefs really coined before Samvat 1820 = A.D. 1763, though their coins bear date A.D. 1751.

"The coins of the Buddhist kings of Arakan bore Muhammadan titles and designations, and even the kalima, long after the country ceased to be connected with the Muhammadan Kings of Bengal (Phayre’s History of Burma, p. 78). The history of the early British coinage in India strongly exhibits the same falsification of facts, and is described by Prinsep as an ‘unhappy tissue of misstatements as to names, places, and dates’ (Useful Tables, Pt. I, p. 4).

"The inference therefore is that anachronisms are the rule, not the exception, in the coinage of Minor Oriental Mints."

In editing some of my father’s travels (Hyderabad, Kashmir, Sikkim, and Nepal, 1887, vol. II, pp. 75-76) I found the following passage: “In the afternoon we went to see the Maharâjâ’s mint [at Srinagar, Kashmir] on the banks of the Nahari Mar. The building and the whole workshop were very rude. The process of coining was as follows: The silver and the alloy of base metal were first melted and fused. A piece of the required weight was then separated, made as nearly round as a rough hand could make it, and struck with a hammer over a die. Thus was a Rupee, worth about 10 annas of the East India Company’s money, produced. Precisely this same process is followed to this day at the Patâlâl and other mints of the native States of the Panjâb.”

In 1891 there is an informing article in the Journal of the Society of Arts (vol. XXXIX, No. 2022, Aug. 21, pp. 775ff.) on the Mints of Hindustan in the 16th Century by Arthur Wingham.

62 That is, the article just quoted.
In the course thereof he states (p. 778) that Prof. Roberts-Austen referred in 1884\textsuperscript{63} to "the old custom of slicing circular ingots to obtain the discs," and in connection with the Emperor Akbar he points out that it is still adopted in the mint at Kābul, "which it will be seen was one of the four chief localities for producing the coins of Hindustan in Akbar's time."

The passage quoted is as follows, and is of great interest as showing that the Indian Mint system was practically that of Kābul, and until quite modern times that of Europe and England:

"It is probable that the use of cast globules was followed by that of cast cylindrical rods of approximately the diameter of the coin; pieces cut transversely from these cylinders would, of course, be circular and could be easily adjusted in weight. There is no reason to believe that this method long survived in the English mints, but it is still practised in India, into which country it was probably introduced previous to the invasion by the Greeks. The beautiful coins of the Emperor Akbar were struck by this method. That it is still retained in India is shown by the following description of the process, as conducted at the Kābul Mint.\textsuperscript{64}

'Silver, refined by cupellation, is melted with an equal amount of English rupees, and the mixture is ladled by hand into moulds, which give it the shape of flattened bars, twelve inches long. These bars are taken to a shed to be annealed, and are, by hammering, given the form of slender round rods. These rods are drawn through a perforated iron plate to give them a uniform circumference, after which they are cut by a chisel into short lengths, or slices, of a size requisite to form the future rupee, each of which slices is carefully weighed. Those which are too light have a fragment of metal inserted in a notch, which is then closed up by hammering. The pieces are gently heated and hammered into round blanks, which are pickled in a boiling solution of apricot juice and salt, then struck by a blow of the hammer from engraved dies. The coins of Edward I. of England were produced by a similar process, but in this case the bars were probably square,\textsuperscript{65} and the square fragments cut off were forged round with the tongs and hammer before being struck. This process was used from time to time in England, up to as late a period as 1561."

The ancient European process of minting is clearly shown in Plate VII, which is from a wall found in the Casa dei Vetti at Pompeii and is usually entitled amorini monetari. In the picture are shown a number of Cupids going through all the processes of making money, and it very well describes the proceedings I myself saw in Pašiālā in 1893. The picture must have been painted about the very commencement of the Christian Era.

I have already referred to Charles Neufeld's account of the proceedings of the Khalifa 'Abdu'llah of Omdurman in the Soudan as to his currency. These forced him to try and coin money for himself, and we have an account of his minting operations by Neufeld (Wide World Magazine, 1899, vol. IV, No. 21, Dec., pp. 235–6), which is very valuable, as he was employed in a capacity of importance at the Mint, and it shows how the Oriental with the best machinery available can make very little way with minting without European assistance.

"It was while the peculiar currency question was at its height that Abbaji came forward with his scheme for a coining press; and, in order that I might assist him, I was transferred to the Khartoum arsenal . . . The arsenal was presided over by Khalil Hassanin, at one time a clerk under Roversi, in the department for the depression of the slave trade. Although ten years had elapsed since the fall of Khartoum, the arsenal must have been in a perfect working order as when Gordon made it into a modern Woolwich workshop. Power was obtained from a traction engine, which drove lathes, a rolling-mill, drills, etc.; while punches, iron scissors, and smaller machinery were worked by hand. In the shops proper were three engines

\textsuperscript{63} See the same Journal, Cantor Lecture, Alloys used for Coinages.

\textsuperscript{64} Abridged from an account given in the Times, September 10th, 1880.

\textsuperscript{65} Red-book of the Exchequer, quoted by Leake, p. 76.
and boilers complete, ready to be fitted into Nile steamers; and duplicates and triplicates of all parts of the machinery then in use were also ready in case of accidents. Smelting, casting, moulding and modelling were all carried on in the place. The store-room was filled with every imaginable tool and article required for the smithy, carpenters’ shops, and the boats. All the metal of the Soudan had been collected here. There were parts of cotton presses and sugar mills; bars of steel and iron; ingots of brass and copper; iron, copper, and brass plates; and the heavier class of tools and implements. I was assured by Osta Abdallah, a rivetter in the shops in Gordon’s time, that there was enough material in the place to build three more boats and keep the whole fleet going for many years. He did not exaggerate either. All other administrations were supplied by the Khartoum arsenal with whatever they required in the way of tools, furniture, iron and other metal work, cartridge presses, and steel blocks for coinage; and very efficiently indeed was the work turned out.

The little time I spent in the arsenal was, of course, fully occupied with the coinage question. Two men were kept constantly engaged casting square steel blocks for the Omdurman mint. These blocks were polished and cut in Omdurman, and twenty-five sets were generally in use at the same time. Possibly two hundred men were employed in the melting of the copper and casting it into moulds the size and thickness of the dollars. The discs were next passed on to people who gave them the impression. This was obtained by planing the disc on the lower block and then hammering the upper block upon it. The impressions produced were in the main very poor. The coins spread and split and the dies also were constantly splitting and breaking. After we had studied the process and Abbaji had explained his ideas of a press, I suggested we should commence operations with the punching-machine. We experimented until we had succeeded in smashing the dies and spoiling sheets of copper and in the end smashing the machine itself.”

BOOK-NOTICES.

1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTES TO CUNNINGHAM’S ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA.
2. IDENTIFICATION OF MERU UPROOTED BY THE RASTRAKUTA KING INDIRA III.
3. THE HILSA STATUE INSCRIPTION OF 35TH YEAR OF DEVAPALA.
4. A NEW VERSION OF THE RAMA LEGEND.

The four pamphlets by Prof. S. MAJUMDAR SASTRI of the Patna University enumerated above have reached me.

The first is an Introduction to the Study of Cunningham’s well known Geography of Ancient India, accompanied by notes. It need hardly be said that Prof. Majumdar Sastri’s Introduction and Notes are valuable to the student, and bring much of the now somewhat antiquated information contained in Cunningham’s labours up to date.

The second deals with an unsolved point in the researches of Fleet and Sir R. G. Bhaddarkar into the early history of Mahārashtra. The Meru in question was not a place but a king “probably identical with Prabhū-Meru-Deva, the Bāna.”

The third is an edition of an important inscription of Devapala, son of Dhammapala, and grandson of Gopala, the founder of the Pala dynasty.

The fourth and last pamphlet is of unusual interest, as it reveals a new version of the Rāma Legend. The interest in Prof. Majumdar Sastri’s investigations is to be seen in his opening and concluding paragraphs. He begins by stating: “It is known to every Hindu that the ‗passing of Sītā‘ to the nether world has been narrated in the Uttarāśāstra of Valmiki’s Rāmāyaṇa. But Bhavabhūti has, in his Uttarā-Rāmārāmāraṇī united her with Rāma. And critics have come to the conclusion that the dramatist has turned the tragic history of Rāma into a comedy, as tragedies are seldom met with in Sanskrit dramatic literature. But before accepting this theory we ought to investigate whether the ‗re-union of Rāma with Sītā‘ (after the latter’s abandonment by the former) has anywhere been described in early Sanskrit literature or not. And the result of my investigation on the subject is that Bhavabhūti borrowed it from Guṇḍāyana, whose work is now popularly familiar to us in the eleventh or twelfth century A.D. Sanskrit version—the Kathāsaritāgāra.”

The pamphlet then winds up thus: “Then it is clear that the re-union of Rāma with Sītā, or, to put it otherwise, the legend of Rāma without a tragic end was narrated, at least, in one of the two recensions of the Brhat-kathā, which was composed a few centuries before Bhavabhūti. As for the latter’s familiarity with Guṇḍāyana’s work it is clear from the fact, pointed out by Professor Lévi, that the plot of Bhavabhūti’s Mālāya-Mādhava was borrowed from the original of the tale of Madirevati in the Kathāsaritāgāra.”

R. C. TEMPLE.
JOHN MARSHALL IN INDIA: Notes and Observations in Bengal, 1668-1672: edited and arranged under subjects by SHAFAAT AHMAD KHAN, LITT.D. (Oxford University Press. Twenty-one shillings net.)

This is a remarkable book in many ways. From the information conveyed in the Preface, it would appear that the individual who has contributed the least towards its composition is the gentleman whose name is presented on the title-page. Nevertheless, in vol. IX of the Proceedings of the Indian Records Commission (Lucknow, December 1926), twenty pages are given to "a paper by Dr. Shafaaat Ahmad Khan," which purports to be, and in fact is, an advance copy of the Introduction to the present volume. We now learn from the Preface that Dr. Shafaaat Ahmad Khan's share in this Introduction and in "the arrangement of the work under appropriate headings" has been "very small;" and if we may judge from other admissions the notes are largely, if not entirely, provided by others. For example, the notes to Chapter VIII are wholly supplied by Sir Richard Temple and Dr. Ganganatha Jha, and the whole of the section on Indian Astronomy is edited by Mr. G. R. Kaye.

We are left wondering what (if anything) remained to be "edited and arranged under subjects." Dr. Shafaaat Ahmad Khan believes that "the book will revolutionize our conceptions of seventeenth-century India." This estimate of its contents is too high; we shall be on safer ground when we suggest that it is more likely to revolutionize our conception of authorship in modern India.

John Marshall does not play a prominent part in the early history of the East India Company: but he went to Bengal at the mature, and unusually late, age of twenty-five, after graduating at Christ's College, Cambridge, and occupied his leisure in the serious study of Indian antiquities. "If his researches had been published in 1800," wrote Professor E. B. Cowell in 1875, "they would have inaugurated an era in European knowledge of India, being in advance of anything which appeared before 1800." The manuscripts which are now printed are to be found in the Harleian collection at the British Museum, and use has already been made of them by Sir Richard Temple in various publications and (in a lesser degree) by Dr. C. R. Wilson. Among the Harleian MSS. is also preserved a rough translation of the Bhāgavata-purāṇa which was made from a Persian version of the Sanskrit, and Marshall likewise owned at the time of his death at Balasore on 31 August 1677, a number of "Arabian and Persian books" and a "history of China in folio," which have disappeared.

The Diary, which forms the first part of the volume, begins with his election as a factor: "I writ to my brother" on 1 January 1667-8, "That I had a great desire to travel." The outward voyage is described in detail. He arrived in Balasore Road on 5 July 1669, from Masulipatam, and set out for Hāgli in the February following. In April 1670 we find him at Patna, then under the charge of Job Charnock, and he remained there until September, when he returned to Hāgli with a fleet loaded with saltpetre. His next station was Balasore where he arrived on 16th October. In January 1670-1 he was back in Hāgli once more and from May 1671 to March 1672 was again at Patna. For the next four years he was "Second" at Kāsimbāzār and in December 1676 took over charge of the office of Chief at Balasore and "Sixth in the Bay." The last connected entry in the Diary records his arrival at Patna on 25 May 1671; but a few other entries of various dates are added which cover the period to March 1672. In Chapter VI an account is given of the famine in Patna at the latter end of May 1671, and this is followed by a number of geographical notes and comments on Hindu religion and philosophy, astrology, chronology, medicine, folklore and manners and customs. Chapter XII deals with Muhammadan laws and customs, with a cursory allusion to the Parsis; and in the final chapter various miscellaneous notes, which cover a wide field, are grouped together.

The commentary at the end of each chapter is packed with information, as might be expected from the "co-operation" of the many "specialists" who are named in the Preface, and of others who are not named.

H. E. A. C.


The gifted widow of the yet more gifted former Librarian of the British Archaeological School at Athens has performed a notable labour of love in editing her last letters. The fine work he was doing for the archaeology of Near Eastern Christianity was cut short by tuberculosis, and after a short time he died at Leysin, the Swiss resort of those unfortunately attacked by that fell disease. From Athens he travelled over the South of France in search of health, till finally he settled down at Leysin, but throughout his fatal illness he was always full of hope, and though he could not write any more books, he carried on a lively and informing correspondence with a fellow worker, Prof. R. M. Dawkins, accompanied by many capital sketches. Extracts from these letters his widow has now published and they reveal the spirit of a really brave man.

It is not possible to review a book of this kind, and one cannot do more than draw the attention of scholars to it, and they will find it not only delightful reading but filled with information on many an obscure point in the study of the Near East. Indeed, Mrs. Hasluck has a passage in her Preface which is worth taking to heart in this
INDIA'S PAST, a Survey of her Literatures, Religions, Languages and Antiquities, by A. A. MacDonell. Oxford University Press, 1927.

In this handy little volume Professor MacDonell reviews, as he expresses it, "the mental development of the most easterly branch of Aryan civilization since it entered India by land till it came in contact by sea with the most westerly branch of the same civilization after a separation of at least 3000 years." Within the narrow compass of 273 pages the results of the researches of a host of modern scholars have been sifted and arranged in due sequence, forming a useful guide for the general reader as well as for the student. The greater portion of the book is devoted to a classified survey of Sanskrit literature, from the period of the Vedic hymns down to the late classical texts, including a useful summary of the technical literature on the various sciences. A chapter follows on the Indo-Aryan vernaculars and modern vernacular literature, with a very brief reference to the non-Aryan languages. The work may therefore be said to deal chiefly with the intellectual development of the Indo-Aryans since their ingress into northern India down to modern times. Political history has been excluded, and social and economic changes but incidentally referred to. In the last chapter ("The Discovery of India's Past") is told, succinctly but clearly, the fascinating story of how, by the research and devoted study of a succession of earnest workers, *quorum pars magna fuit* Professor MacDonell, the oldest literature of India has been made available to European scholars, and the ancient history of that country is being gradually disclosed to our view. The author shows how the marked paucity of ancient historical records has been, and is being, supplemented by the careful decipherment of inscriptions, in which India is fortunately so rich, and by the comparative study of coins, both of which materials have afforded such valuable aid to historical research. He enters a timely plea for the importance of searching out and collating the geographical data contained in the old records, and the preparation of maps to illustrate successive periods. The work hitherto done on these lines is very incomplete; and a correct knowledge of the geographical position is essential to a true understanding of history. Controversial subjects have generally been avoided, or where inevitably involved, as for instance the vexed questions of the ages to be assigned to the inroads of the Indo-Aryans, to the Vedic texts and the work of Pāṇini, they have been cautiously dealt with. In these matters the views of Professor MacDonell accord more or less with those to be held by Prof. A. B. Keith. No allusion has been made to the opinions expressed by Jacoby, Tilak, Grassman, Westergaard, Ipsen, Hertel and others. The fact is that when we receive the eagerly-awaited detailed description of the discoveries made at Harappa and Mohenjo-daro our conceptions of the ancient history of north-western India may have to be completely recast.

The illustrations, consisting mostly of specimens of MS. records and architectural and archeological remains, with a few portraits of notable persons, in some cases serve to explain and in other cases to supplement, the text. A very full index completes the work, which has been excellently printed.

After more than fifty years' connexion with the study and teaching of Sanskrit, Professor MacDonell has, to the great regret of his numerous old pupils and friends, found it necessary to resign his professorial chair; and we trust that he will now have the leisure required for the completion of the great work to which perhaps there is a veiled allusion in Chapter II.

C. E. A. W. Oldham.


This is the second volume of Dr. Francke's *Antiquities of Indian Tibet*. The first volume, edited by Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, appeared in 1914. The present volume, which has been edited by Dr. F. W. Thomas, has been published after an interval of some 12 years, for reasons explained in the Foreword. It deals almost exclusively with historical matter. We have here presented to us for the first time a complete edition of the Tibetan text, based upon 5 MSS., of the *La-deugs-rgyal-rabs*, or History of the Kings of Ladakh, with an English translation, interspersed with numerous explanatory notes. This history takes up the first portion of the volume. The second half contains a number of minor chronicles, genealogies and records (texts and translations), with relevant extracts from Vigne's *Travels*, Cunningham's *Ladakh* and other sources. Dr. Francke has, in fact, gathered together all the material so far available for a connected account of the history of the area of which he treats down to the year 1886 A.D. The earlier portions of the *La-deugs-rgyal-rabs* include a brief history of the ancient empire of Great Tibet, while the later part deals with Western Tibet. Dr. Francke is convinced that all the earlier groups of kings are non-historical, and belong to Ben-po mythology, that the first three and a half chapters contain only legendary matter, and that we first reach the firm ground of history with *Sson-bsam-agam-po* (806-850 A.D.), though his four ancestors in the ascending line may possibly be historical persons, thus taking us back to about 480 A.D.

As to the authenticity of the histories, Dr. Francke, who has made a special study of all the epigraphical records of these districts, comes to the conclusion that the kings of the Rasa-rgyal dynasty are historical realities, their order of
succession as given in the chronicle being the same as found in the inscriptions on stone. He also finds that the chronicles do not contain anything that conflicts with the contemporary history of other countries, so far as a comparison can be made.

The work is illustrated by five good maps of Ladhak and neighbouring districts prepared from the Survey of India sheets, with the names printed in accordance with the correct orthography, and is furnished with a full and well-prepared index. We look forward to the further part of this scholarly work promised in the Introduction, dealing with the inscriptions on stone, etc.

C. E. A. W. Oldham.


I have on my table two articles produced in the same month by natives of South India, which show how closely the story of St. Thomas, is being studied by Indian scholars, and it is well that this should be the case. Both of these articles are well worth attention, as they are honest attempts to get at the truth.

Mr. Joseph's opinion is summed up in his pp. 171: "St. Thomas died in Arachosia (Southern Afghanistan), but Calamina (an assumed site of his death) need not be looked for there. It is Chennamalai near Mylapore [Madras] in South India." . . . (p. 14). "The Saint who lives buried in Mylapore—I call him the Calamina saint—died in circumstances quite different from those of St. Thomas's martyrdom." Mr. Joseph here usefully draws the attention of searchers (p. 18) to the "marked tendency in Malabar to misappropriate and mislocate well known heroes of Hindu history and legend," and gives instances. He might have extended them considerably by taking into his purview the habits of the Burmese, the Mons and the Siamese further to the East.

Mr. Ramanatha Ayyar's article is of a different nature. He subjects the early authorities on the St. Thomas legend in South India to a most valuable criticism in quite the right way. He quotes them from the original where he can, and discusses them each in chronological order. He divides them into two categories: before and after the Portuguese inv.

vestigations into the alleged martyrdom of St. Thomas, i.e., before and after 1545. The survey of the evidence is both thorough and fair, and it leads the writer to certain definite conclusions, which all students would do well to consider carefully.

R. C. Temple.


There is much more in this modest book than appears at first sight. It is in fact an admirably edited print of the Journal of a celebrated writer, who lost much more in literary reputation than possibly he ever realised by changing his name to Buchanan-Hamilton—his work as Buchanan being thereby much neglected.

This Journal, which is here printed for the first time, was made during Buchanan's survey of the Shahabad District in 1812-1813—a district nearly a century later in the care of Mr. Oldham himself. Like all Buchanan's work it is filled with details of every kind that could be useful to the Government of his day, and is extraordinarily accurate. Indeed Mr. Oldham remarks in his Introduction that he "was amazed at the facts disclosed," when he first read it. In this instance Buchanan had the misfortune of having his work included in Martin's Eastern India without his name being placed on the title page, but Mr. Oldham has now reproduced it in full with proper description to the original author. He has done more, as he knows the district inside out and has so been able to correct certain errors made by Buchanan, and to elucidate from him own wide reading many points of interest in the Diary, such as the book really is.

Buchanan noticed everything he could and made notes, therefore of the greatest value, on the botany, geology, archaeology, ethnography, history and geography of the District, on all of which subjects Mr. Oldham has added his own equally valuable annotations. It only remains to remark that places like Sisaram and its environs, Dumraon, the Tutarhi Falls, Rohtasgarh, the Guptesvar Caves, and many another point of historic or legendary interest are described at length, to show the value of the book to the student of things Indian.

R. C. Temple.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

FRANGI—PARUNKI.

Here is a new form of Frangi=Feringhe=Frank. In a note to "Thomas Cuna and his Copper Plate Grant," on vol. LVI, p. 184, Fr. Hosten has a note: "The Malayalam name for the Portuguese was, and is, Parunki."

R. C. Temple.

HOBSON-JOBS.

Here is an excellent note from Morrier, Travels Persia, 1816, p. 6. "Bombareek, which by sailors is also called Bombay Rock, is derived originally from Moomarek, happy, fortunate."

R. C. Temple.
A NAIR ENVOY TO PORTUGAL.

BY U. B. NAIR.

The recent Goa Exposition, which synchronized with the tercentenary of the canonization of Francis Xavier, has drawn the homage not only of the Catholic world but of all spiritually-minded Indians to Xavier's memory in a special degree. The event set many people writing about the Saint, but few of them, I fear, have succeeded in shedding fresh light on his career. An exception is afforded by the Rev. J. C. Castets, S.J., of Trichinopoly, who lectured so inormingly at Goa on Xavier's Mission to the Paravas. Father Castets only dealt with one episode of the Saint's Indian career. But that episode holds sufficient to merit attentive study. The lecture is well worth reading, especially as it depicts an India that has passed into oblivion. He makes a slight reference therein to the part played by "one Juan da Cruz" in christianizing the pearl-fishers. And thereby hangs a tale.

Now who is this Juan da Cruz? Father Castets, as reported, makes but the barest reference to this remarkable man. This shadowy figure with a Portuguese patronymic he describes, in passing, as having applied on behalf of the Paravas for Portuguese protection against their Muhammadan trade-rivals and—the better to succeed in this request—for their baptism. The reader is thus led to believe that Juan's share in this transaction was negligible—in other words, it was that of a mere case of 'also ran'. This however is far from the truth. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that this Hindu in Portuguese garb was primarily and mainly instrumental for the conversion of the fisher folk—nay, he was in a sense the forerunner of the great Xavier himself on the Pearl Coast. There is, however, not even a vague hint or suggestion of this well-known historical fact in the lecture. Surely, the reader would like to know something about so remarkable a man. A friend and coadjutor of 'the Apostle of the Indies', his name now and then crops up in the Saint's letters and is variously written Juan da Cruz, Juan de la Cruz, Joam de Cruz and St. John of the Cross. Judged alone by his achievements, this 'Malabar Prince' and 'native Christian' (as he is termed in the latest Life of Xavier) was undeniably a hero. With the aid of the priceless records in the archives of Lisbon and Rome it may be possible for a future biographer to reconstruct an adequate "life" of Juan, but that, as Kipling would say, is "another story."

For the nonce, let us attempt a thumb-nail sketch of this great Malayalee. Some of the Saint's letters (contained in Coleridge's Life, 1872) clearly state that he was a Nair, although his latest biographer is not quite so explicit. The latter (Edith Anne Stewart, 1917) in one place refers to him as "a Malabar prince or nobleman, who had come into touch with the Portuguese and had become a Christian"; while in another, as a 'Parava convert' with a fair grip of the Law of God, and as a 'native Christian of the Fishery Coast and one of the principal men of that land'. Where doctors differ laymen are sometimes the best judges, but there is absolutely no uncertainty about Juan's origin. He was presumably, at the outset of his career, an influential Nair functionary of the Zamorin's Court. Here are the few known facts concerning him. He visited Portugal in the early decades of the sixteenth century (1513 has been, obviously incorrectly, suggested as the very year) as an envoy of the Zamorin. João III was then king, and he received the deputation from Calicut with great pleasure. The Nair envoy was knighted and named after the Portuguese monarch, and he, of course, became a Christian. João de Cruz—Sir John of the Cross—as he now became, was perhaps (with the exception of Manoel Nair) the first Indian to receive such a high mark of royal favour from Portugal. He was, it is noted, the first knight of any European order from Malabar, anticipating Sir C. Sankaran Nair by some 400 years. The Hindu knight was lionised in Court circles and by Church dignitaries in Portugal, but when he returned home to Malabar he was put out of caste and banished the country by the Zamorin. He then transferred himself and his allegiance for a time to Cochin, whose ruler, as is well-known, had a hereditary feud with the Zamorin. Eventually he quitted the inhospitable pepper coast of Malabar for the
promising pearl-coast of Tinnevelly. The fishers of that coast, the Paravas, a mild and harm-
less race, had been for years past suffering much at the hands of the local Arab traders,
vaguely designated 'Moors'. One of these gentry, in sheer devilment, had gone the length of
cutting off a Parava's ear. This deadly affront had to be wiped out in blood, and immediate
war ensued. This was the psychological moment of Juan's advent to the Piscarian (Fishery)
coast. The story that he was installed as the chief of the Paravas appears to have no historical
basis, but rests merely on the assumption of casual English writers on the subject. However,
this may be, there is no doubt that he gained an ascendency in the counsels of the Paravas
and he helped to bring about their wholesale conversion.

Turselline and Teixeira, the earliest biographers of Francis, throw a flood of light on this
mass conversion. The former, in some respects the best biographer of the Saint, describes
Juan as a "Christian Knight, a converted native noble, who had gone to Portugal and been
received with favour by the King", and the manner in which he influenced the Paravas.
Coleridge gives the following excerpt from Turselline: "He (Juan) being a man both grave
and pious, and hoping this fear of theirs might be an occasion to bring in the Gospel of Christ
among them, so as at once they might be set free from the misery both of their war and their
superstitions, told them his opinion was that in this extremity of danger they were
to fly to extreme remedies; and seeing, contrary to all justice and equity, they were betray-
ed by their own kings, and hardly charged on all sides by their enemies' forces, they should
implore aid of the Almighty King of Heaven and of the Portuguese their friends, who were
His devoted and religious servants: that so, protected by the Portuguese and the Divine
assistance, they might not only defend themselves, but also triumph over their enemies."
In a word he exhorted the Paravas: "you must change into Christians and then the Portu-
guese will come to your help and you will see no more of these Muslims". Teixeira, who had
known the Saint in India, on the other hand, pithily avers that from a cut ear the Lord drew
the salvation of many souls. By both accounts, Juan was undeniably the Lord's instrument
in this noble enterprise. In fact, he forestalled Xavier as a great gatherer of souls in this
rich virgin vineyard on the Coromandel Coast. The war with the Moors gave him his oppor-
tunity. The hapless victims of the extortionate Arabs trod the path he showed them, and
they were rid of their oppressors. This was the ready path of Christianity.

So Juan headed a deputation of Parava patangatins (or maires-de-village) to Cochin,
the deputation was straightway baptised, and everything turned out just as Juan had proph-
esied. At his intercession a strong Portuguese fleet and a goodly number of Franciscans
sailed for the pearl-coast. The Portuguese guns opened fire on the Arab dhows and the Moors
were annihilated. The Franciscans landed and baptized 20,000 Paravas on the spot. This
was the seed-root of Christianity among the Paravas.

Father Castets, who had delved deep into the archives of the Jesuit Library at Rome in
the preparation of his paper, has kindly placed at my disposal the following facts gleaned
by him regarding Juan. He controverts the theory of Juan's installation as Chief of the
Paravas. In a private letter he writes: "The letters of St. Fr. Xavier (Spanish) make men-
tion often of the help given him by the Jadi Talaver (caste headman) of the Paravas. That
head is said to be a Paraver, as was but natural, and is called Manuel da Cruz. Or. Conguist
(Portuguese) mentions the fact of Joao being a very noble Malabar in, having been sent on an
embassy to Lisbon, having been the intermediary between the Parava delegates and the Captain
of Cochin, but says nothing of his having been made Head of the Paravas. The Portuguese
besides had no authority over the Paravas or over the Fishery Coast and could not therefore
impose a chief on them, while the Paravas were most unlikely to choose or accept, as Head,
a man of any other caste but their own. As for Coleridge's account of motives from Tursel-
line, it is mere story, not history. F. Valignani who wrote, on the spot, a few years after the
event, with companions of Xavier as his informers, traces it plainly to a brawl caused by
conflict of interests and Mahomedan highhandedness ". 
João da Cruz—envoy, fishermen’s friend and protagonist in the fierce strife between Parava and Moor—was essentially a man of action. His religious acts were, not often, determined by policy. Instance his advice to the Paravas. Their peril was his opportunity. It is worthy of note that he was no believer in the miracle-stories attributed to Xavier. We have the high authority of the Monumenta Xaverrana for this statement. This valuable collection of original Xavier letters and documents published in Madrid some few years ago, makes it clear that this Nair convert had a very fair grip of the ‘Law of Christ’. The only miracles he knew, he is reputed to have said, was that the Saint ‘did indeed much and very miraculously in separating the Christians from their sins and vices’—an assertion which strikes one as echo of Francis’ own judgment.

Nor was Juan the solitary instance of a Nair noble who attained eminence in the Portuguese epoch. The late Sir William Hunter mentions the well-known case of ‘a Malabar native Christian’, Antonio Fernandes Chale, Knight of the Military Order of Christ, who rose to high military rank and, dying in action in 1571, was accorded a State funeral at Goa. But the career of this native commander of foot, interesting to us in these days of the proposed Indianisation of our Army, is cast into the shade by Manoel Nair.

This personage, “a relation of the king of Cochin,” appears to have been accidentally carried to Portugal in one of Cabral’s ships; and his story, as told in Lendas da India, reads almost like a page of the Arabian Nights. Cabral presented the youth, attired in the characteristic fashion of the Nair warrior of the time to King Manoel the Fortunate, and he conversed with His Majesty in pidgin Portuguese. His knowledge of that language, however, improved in course of time, and he became a favourite at Court. One Sunday, when the king was at Mass, the youth, who stood by, expressed his wish to become a Christian. Then and there he was baptized by an eminent bishop, with Vasco da Gama and Cabral as godfathers, and named after the king himself. Manoel Nair—to call him by his new name—received a villa and an ample pension, and was employed as the king's Indian secretary to indite confidential Malayalam despatches on Indo-Portuguese affairs to the King of Cochin. He was subsequently raised to the status of hidalgo. He appears to have died a bachelor, and by royal command he was honourably buried in the Cathedral of Evora, his wealth having been under his will given to the church and his servants.

Juan da Cruz, on the other hand, appears to have married an Indo-Portuguese wife.
THOMAS CANA.

BY T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., L.T.

(Continued from page 124.)

I shall end these remarks with a note on an Italian play about Travancore and the Deccan, which Mgr. A. M. Benziger, the Bishop of Quilon, showed me during my all too short stay at Quilon in 1924. The play appears to be founded purely on imagination. I had no time to do more than write down the title and the dramatis personae. It must be exceedingly rare now.


INTERLOCUTORI.
Tricanoro Rè di Trauancor.
Clarinda Principessa sua cugina.
Damira Damigella.
Fidalbo Rè di Dacen.
Grotilde sua sorella sotto nome d’Araminta.
Cornelia Matrona.
D. Fernando Caualier Spagnuolo Christiano.
Alonso suo seruo.
Megrane Zio di Tricanoro.
Ariboenio suo seruo.
Girello Paggio di Tricanoro.
Oruante Ministro principale di Dacen.

La scena rappresenta il Palazzo Reale in Villa.

The 1st Act contains 19 scenes; the 2nd, 27 scenes; the 3rd, 25 scenes.

At the fourth blank page these words in MS.: Se questo libro si perdesse [ed il Patrone non si trouasse] legerete il quinto verso e vedrete chi la perso [Jo. Pioan: Antonio di Lucca] 1783.

Of the contents I have not the slightest recollection.

Document No. 6 communicated by Fr. Hosten.


The author of a Malayalam MS. account of Christianity in India, after describing the persecution of Manikka Vásakar, proceeds:

"It pleased divine providence at length to remove the calamity, and confirm their faith, by their receiving an authentic document, stating, that the bishop of Oruo, or Antioch, had seen a vision by night, the appearance of a man saying to him: 'In the regions of Malayalam where I had successfully spread the truths of Christianity, and sacrificed my life in the discharge of my duty, I feel much concern that Christianity should be so grievously defective, and the Christian name abused under the form of Hinduism! The bishop on awaking sent for several ministers of the gospel, and acquainted them with the dream, and he afterwards went to Jerusalem to the patriarch, whom the bishop consulted upon the subject, and immediately an ecclesiastical council was held; and it was determined that a respectable merchant named Kanoy Thoma, or Thomas, should be deputed to the Malabar Coast, to ascertain whether any of the converts of the apostle existed. Accordingly the merchant embarked on a vessel laden with rich commodities in prosecution of his voyage to the East Indies, and arrived on this coast, and visited the Christians, and his belief was confirmed by the crucifix he saw,
as well as by the accounts he received from them; he was, however, grieved to find that the state of the Christians had so greatly (P. 193) declined, and the few good converts remaining had laboured under every possible disadvantage, especially by having no ordained minister of the gospel among them. The merchant Kanoy Thoma, who was honoured with this special mission, discharged his duty with fidelity, and he lost no time in conveying the tidings of the primitive Christians whom he found settled on the Coast of Malabar to the bishop of Antioch. Further it is certain that, from the interesting accounts he gave, a bishop with a few presbyters or Kashushas, Shemshanas or deacons, together with several families of Syrians were despatched under the care of the merchant Kanoy Thoma, with a view that the Christian religion might be re-established, and preached in its purity in all the primitive churches in Malayalam. Subsequently the bishop of Antioch landed at Codungalore, commonly known by the name of Cranganore, with his ecclesiastical suite and followers, accompanied by the merchant, and on their arrival the converts of the apostle Thomas named Dareoygul as above observed, with others belonging to the Cotaycoyole, were rejoiced to find that the evils which prevailed among them were likely to be removed, and were inspired with confidence; and those difficulties were surmounted which had frustrated the extension of knowledge and religious liberty amongst them.

"The bishop soon after his landing, together with the merchant, visited the then sovereignty of Malayalam, Sharakone Permaul, to whom they made several rich and costly presents, and took this occasion to mention to the rajah their design, and how Christianity had been introduced, and found an asylum in this part of the world from the earliest times. The rajah received them with the utmost kindness, and promised to allow them the free exercise of their religious worship, so long as the sun and moon endureth, and further called these luminaries to witness the truth of his declarations; and at the same time the rajah was pleased to confer fresh testimonies of his approbation by certain honourable distinctions, together with valuable and costly presents. (P. 194). [Footnote:—]

Thundu 100 A costly Palankeen, conveyance made to hang on silk cords.

Pullauku  Do. Palankeen.

100 Here I shall comment on the privileges enumerated, giving the correct forms of the words first. (1) Tana: a kind of palanquin; (2) Pallakke: another kind of palanquin; (3) Paravatani: carpet; (4) Paichavam: chain of gold hung from the neck; (5) Vechnamaram: chauri or fly-whisk; (6) Alva: fan made of peacock feathers; (7) Talja: fan used as banner or standard; (8) Kutu: a costly umbrella of coloured silk; (9) Nanagattie: shouting naga, naga, i.e., 'on, on,' in a procession. This is done by men. (10) Navivyakkura: lingual cheers by women; (11) Acharim vadyaann: five kinds of musical instruments, viz., two varieties of drums, gong, cymbals and trumpet; (12) Napapva: walking cloth (cloth spread on the road for walking along); (13) Pakalvilakke: daytime lamp; (14) Nakkal: small decorated pavilion or canopied dais for seating the bride and bridegroom when they have returned from church after the marriage ceremony; (15) Chamayam: chamanelkeettiyum: a seat with an awning; (16) Uchhippad: flower-like ornament for the crown of the head of women; (17) Nettipattam: ornament covering the forehead of the head of women; (18) Kaachappuam: a chain belt of gold or silver; (19) Munkipattakam: ornament for the forearm; (20) Tovala: bracelet for the upper arm; (21) Iriakha: wrist chain of gold granted to heroes; (22) Viraanak: anklet for heroes; (23) Kalkilamp: tinkling foot ornament for women; (24) Pogul: thread or chain worn baldric-wise; (25) Chaakuchakram: conch-shell for blowing, and the discus; (26) Iuru: draw-bridge at the gate; (27) Makaratoraam: ornamental arches temporarily put up for festive occasions; (28) Nantavalakke: lamp burning day and night; (29) Hastakatram: bracelet for the hand or wrist; (30) Kanakam: gold crown for bridegroom's head; (31) Abharapanaal: ornaments in general; (32) Anamete marunn: purificatory water brought on an elephant.

Many of the above are mentioned in the extant Malabar Christian copper-plates. To English readers the privilege of wearing ornaments may seem to be no privilege to be obtained from a king. But Malabar is a land of curious customs and manners. Even so recently as A.D. 1818 (in the 19th century) Queen Parvati Bhai of Travancore had to issue a royal proclamation (dated 19th Medam, 993 M.E.) allowing the Nairs and some other castes of her kingdom to wear ornaments of gold or silver without paying the usual fee to Government and obtaining the necessary sanction. The Brahmans and Syrian Christians of her land are not mentioned in the list, because they had the privilege already.
Purruwatauny .. A valuable carpet.
Punjaruttam .. Five kinds of insignia.
Venjamaram .. A fan made of white hair or fleece.
Allavuttum .. An ornament.
Thallay .. A crown for the head.
Kodday .. Umbrella.
Nuddanuddata .. To cry out with applause.
Nalvaykalavay .. To shout four times.
Anjeenaateangul .. Five kinds of Music.
Nuddupuvaday .. Cloth spread on the ground for a procession.
Puggalvalaku .. Day torch.
Munnacolum .. Seats of distinction, as those usually prepared for a bride and bridegroom.
Sunniam Sannamalay Cuttiam.
Oochepao .. An ornament for the crown of the head made like a fan, with shouts of applause.
Nettheeputtiam .. A brace for the head.
Cutchauporavum .. An ornament, brace ornament for the rib.
Minykpuddagum .. An ornament or bracelet for the wrist.
Tholeyvullu .. An ornament or bracelet for the arm (P. 194).
Vethungalely .. A chain of honour worn on the head by an hero.
Veri Thundu .. An ornament for the leg.
Kaul Shalunt .. An ornament for the feet.
Ponenool .. A sacerdotal string of gold.
Thungaushekrum .. Arms.
Edoovaldy .. Temporary arches set up on occasion of triumph.
Muggara Tenanum .. Day and night torches.
Nundauvalukoo .. Two hand bracelets.
Austau Cuddiam .. A gold ornament for the head.
Cunnakaumoody .. Ornaments.
Aubonaungul .. Elephant to carry sand and water.

"The privilege was also given to the Christian of seizing any cow or cows having five teats, and the bull called Shencambu mádu and of enjoying all lands encroached on by rivers called Autoovypoo, and besides three trees, viz., the Angelica, the Cooomoloo Teak, and the Panchelmarum. They were also allowed to sport with dogs, and fish at pleasure; moreover an area of ground in the vicinity of Codungalore measuring 244 annakole equal to 2928 English feet; the above were presented to Kanoy Thoma and the Bishop according to

101 Cows usually have four teats. Those having three teats or five teats are prodigies, and were as such claimed by kings and chiefs and big landlords of Malabar. The bishops of the Syrian Christians too very likely had the privilege of appropriating such cows.

Shencambu mádu is for chekkumpon mádi in Malayalam. It means a bull with straight, red, or auspicious horns, a prodigy. Ordinary bulls have curved horns.

102 Atnuvypoo or Atnuvypoo is land newly formed on their banks by rivers. These land deposits are now Government property.

103 These three trees are désili or ayam (Artocarpus hirsuta), kumpil (Gmelina arborescens), and aek (Tectona grandis). The last kind of this tree is even now a royal tree, belonging to the king. People are prohibited from cutting it down without the sanction of Government.

104 Kumpil and teak should be read separately, not as in the text.

105 Correctly, pachchilmaram, i.e., any tree borne down by rivers. Such trees are now Government property.
the custom of bestowing these grants; and were accepted from the Rajah with the ceremonies of offering flowers and sprinkling of water.\textsuperscript{106}

"These privileges likewise exempted them from all punishments; that is, from the tribunal of the higher powers consisting of Maudumbeauras\textsuperscript{107}, Noblemen or Princes, Rajahs, Hindu temple governments, and of the Town administrators, but in case of any offences committed by them, they were tried by the elders or members of the eighteen castes.

[Footnote:—]

| Punjanar\textsuperscript{108} | Pariars. |
| Paunen | Tailors. |
| Villen | Bowmen. |
| Tachen | Sawyers. |
| Yerravekolen | Inferior smiths. |
| Thundaun | Wood cutter. |
| Savouraccauren | Barbers. |
| Veirootian | Village mendicant. |
| Mullia Chitty | } 4 descriptions of Chetties. |
| Pullivaula Chitty |
| Komana Chitty |
| Cunnichemaullau Chitty |
| Head Munmigraummu- | Sooders or Nairs. |
| matcheen or Manika- |
| vassel's disciples. |
| Elaven | Toddymen. |
| Cummaulen | Smiths. |
| Maumasaou or Nassaranee. | Syrians. |
| Oravaulen | Moochymen, or Scabbard makers. |

\textsuperscript{106} When anything is granted as a permanent possession the donor gives the donee a document relating to the gifts, and pours (not sprinkles) water and flowers into the hand of the donee. This is an ancient custom.

\textsuperscript{107} Mādhampimār are petty chiefs. The five mentioned here, viz., kings, chiefs (kaimmale), petty chiefs (mādhampimār), temple governments, and town administrators seem to have had the right of taking cognizance of crimes.

Members of the eighteen castes is a mistranslation for lords over or masters of the eighteen (low) castes. The Syrian Christians were the acknowledged lords over eighteen low castes as stated in Portuguese records. It is on account of this high position that they are even to-day addressed by low castes on certain occasions as patinezparisha Mālōr or—Achchanmār (i.e., lords of eighteen castes). See footnotes 108 and 109.

\textsuperscript{108} There are several lists (in Malayalam) of these eighteen castes. But their real names and identity have not yet been ascertained. Eighteen castes—patine kutinai—are spoken of in Tamil also.

I shall comment on the names in the present list. (1) Pākkanār: Pariah, (2) Pāqun: tailor, (3) Vilian: bow-maker, (4) Tachchan: carpenter, (5) Irākkoli: washerman, (6) Tānjān: wood-cutter and tree climber, (7) Kāhurakkāran: barber—there are two castes called ampattaa (lower) and vilakkakattālan (higher), (8) Vīrāṭiyān: a caste of mendicants who go about singing ballads about Thomas Cana and the 72 privileges. Pāqun, No. 2, also do the same. They are said to have been specially set apart for the purpose by Chēramān Perumāl. (9) Cheṭties, four kinds not identified, (10) Manigrāmattachchan: Syrian Christian. He is wrongly included, for he is lord of the eighteen castes. One old cadjan MS. explicitly says that seventeen (sic) castes were subjected to the Syrian Christians, (11) Ijavān: toddy maker, a Ceylonese caste (12) Kammālar: artisans viz., carpenters, brass-founders, goldsmiths, blacksmiths and copper-smiths, (13) Māmōdisākkā: the newly baptised converts from low castes (Māmōdisā=baptism in Syriac), (14) Uśrāvālan: scabbard maker.

We have altogether seventeen low castes here, taking the two kinds of barbers and the four kinds of Chetties separately, and the Kammālar as one. And, including Vishamāṇti Kurukkal mentioned in the cadjan MS. referred to above, we get eighteen castes. But it is not known what this last caste is. (See foot-notes 107 and 109).
which included the white Syrians, and they were subjected to the penalty of a fine or such punishment as the Arbitrator thought fit to inflict, but if it happened that the Syrian Christians were maltreated by any of the five tribunals, the case must appear before the Arbitrators; so that the tribunal, which had taken cognizance where a Syrian Christian was concerned, underwent the severest penalty of the law, that is if the case was not amicably adjusted by an adequate apology made by that tribunal. These privileges granted by the Rajah were said to have continued until the 920th annuoo or era of Colum, corresponding to A.D. 1745.

Another Manuscript states that the name of the first bishop from Antioch was Joseph, and that he landed in the year 345 A.D. with four hundred and seventy-two Syrian families. This Bishop built a town near Cranganore on some land granted by the Rajah, and called it Mahadevarpatnam. The (P. 195) honorary distinctions granted to the Syrians were engraved on copper-plates, which are now in existence, as our readers are probably aware: but we suspect the date of these occurrences was many centuries later than that assigned. There certainly appears in this account of the colonization from Antioch and their reception by a heathen king very little of the spirit of the early ages of Christianity. It is also stated that an inscription on a slab of granite of the privileges granted by Charaman Permaul was placed on the north side of the Church of Cranganore. Mar Joseph, it is said, ordained ministers, and appointed archdeacons (Malpans?) throughout the country. This state of things remained for 480 years, until 825; how the ministers were ordained does not appear, or whether there was any bishop in Travancore. But, as before observed, we doubt not that Mar Joseph was much more distantly removed from the days of the apostle. From the year 825 A.D. a series of bishops came from Antioch. The following is a list of them taken from a Syrian manuscript in the Conancode Church near Quilon.

**List of Bishops.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Christian Era</th>
<th>Malayala Era</th>
<th>Bishops</th>
<th>Metropolitans</th>
<th>Patriarchs</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>Landed at Cranganore, in company with Towrio merchant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Marsabore</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>....</td>
<td>....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambroaat 114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

109 White Syrians seems to be a mistranslation of mamled samayakdr, i.e., new converts from the low castes. See footnote 108, No. 13.

In connection with the arbitrators referred to in the text, the following passage may be read with advantage: "If a pagan of any of these (eighteen) "tribes should receive an insult, he has immediately recourse to the Christians," (their authorized protectors) "who procure a suitable satisfaction. The Christians depend directly on the prince or his minister, and not on the provincial governors. If anything is demanded from them contrary to their privileges, the whole unite immediately for general defence. If a pagan strikes one of the Christians, he is put to death on the spot, or forced himself to bear to the church of the place an offering of a gold or silver hand, according to the quality of the person affronted." —La Croze summarised by Capt. Swanston in JRAAS, vol. 1, 1834, p. 181. (See footnotes 107 and 108).

The grievances of the eighteen castes called eisayakdr (subject folk) used to be heard and disposed of by the Syrian Christians in an assembly called together for the purpose. The holding of these assemblies continued, according to some authorities, till A.D. 1745. How this date was arrived at it is difficult to say.

110 The bishop whom Thomas Cana brought is not usually said to have built a town.

111 No. The two plates of Thomas Cana (A.D. 345) have been missing ever since A.D. 1544, when Bishop Mar Jacob handed them over to the Portuguese in Cochin. What now exist are five of the seven plates of the Quilon church (c. 880 A.D.), and the plate of Iravi Korttan (A.D. 1320).

112 Not the north side of the Church, but of the temple of Cranganore. One cajian MS. says that the stone slab lies "north of the Cranganore temple, and at the royal door of the temple of Ayyappan Iswaran."

113 This is Kauanchog in Central Travancore.

114 These two are Mar Sabor and Mar Froth, who is said to have come to Quilon in Travancore in 825 A.D. in Sabriso's ship. These bishops were condemned as Nestorians at the Council of Diamper, 1599, and the Churches in their name ordered to be renamed under the invocation of All Saints.

115 They are believed to have landed in Quilon, not in Cranganore.

116 Towrio is the merchant prince Sabriso, the founder (in A.D. 1825) of Quilon as an emporium rivalling Muziris (Cranganore).
After this period no Bishops came from Antioch."

1. The editor and the author of the Malayalam MSS.—The anonymous editor of these notes appears to be the Rev. W. Taylor: for he refers (p. 189) to a previous article on St. Thomas, signed by W. Taylor, and translated from a Tamil MS. based on a Latin original. Cf. South India Christian Repository, I (1837), 263-266. In that case, the translations from the Malayalam would be by W. Taylor, and the MSS. used may have been MSS. of the Mackenzie Collection, Madras, of which W. Taylor was at this time making a Catalogue raisonné. The first Malayalam MS. would be later than 1745, a date to which it refers at the end. The editor had a list of churches in Malabar, written by the priest Abraham, a Jacobite, a recluse of Nedducon in Shanganacherry (p. 203-205, op. cit.). The date of it seems to be "Tricoor in Cochin, 1820" (p. 205). Part of the list is said to come from a MS. of 1820 (p. 200). This Abraham would be the same person who in 1821 wrote a short account of the Syrians for W. H. Mill. Cf. Mingana, Early Spread of Christianity in India, reprint, 1926, pp. 50-53.

2. Oruoy or Antioch.—Did the author of the Malayalam account not know that Oruoy is Urhai, Urfa, Edessa? At p. 190 (op. cit.) he writes that the body of St. Thomas "was conveyed to Chinna Malei (the little Mount) and was afterwards buried at a place called Orayay," Little Mount is at Mylapore. Oruoy is clearly Edessa, and in most of our accounts of Thomas Cana we hear of a bishop of Edessa. When did Antioch come into the story of Thomas Cana? The fact that Oruoy is mentioned first would show that it is part of an earlier version. Its being equated with Antioch denotes ignorance or perhaps bias on the part of Jacobite storytellers, who would thus claim that the Jacobites came to India with Thomas Cana. Their story begins however only in the fifth century.

3. The bishop's vision.—We have the same story by another Jacobite writer of 1721, in the case of the bishop of Edessa. Cf. Mingana, op. cit., p. 49.

4. Christianity abused under the form of Hinduism.—The idea is that Mānikka Vāchakar had caused the apostasy to Hinduism of many Christians in Malabar.

5. Thomas Cana sent to reconnoitre.—The same statement occurs in Land’s Anecdota Syriaca; cf. Mingana, op. cit., 44.

(To be continued.)

117 Adanaka seems to stand for Mār Danahā (Denha).
118 Avalogas may be Yāvalāhā (Jaballah).
119 Netuñkunnam in Changanāsēri (in Central Travancore).
THE HOME OF THE UPAṆIṢĀDS.

BY UMESH CHANDRA BHATTACHARJEE, M.A., B.L.

Where were the Upanişāds born? In what particular area, in what part of India, were these remarkable books brought into existence? Was it in the East or West or North or South, that these speculations first saw the light of day?

The question does not imply that all the Upanişāds were born in one place, during one period of time and among one homogeneous sect of men. On the contrary, we have very good reasons to believe that the growth of this literature and its development was spread out over a fairly long period of time; and that all of these books were not written in the same locality and certainly not by the same hand.

The name Upanişād comprises a considerable number of books; and between an Upanişad like the Isa and one called the Allopanişad, there exist all the differences that may possibly exist between two books of the same class. And even between Upanişāds which are more akin to each other, a difference of time and of place and also of authorship, may easily be noticed. Not only so, but, just as in the case of the Vedas proper, the different Śākhās imply temporal and geographical differences, and just as these differences are traceable in, among other things, the different readings of the Texts, so, among the Upanişāds too, there exist different readings of common passages and common anecdotes, which indicate that differences of time and place have left their mark on these texts and these stories. The fact of different reading has been recognised even by Sāyaṇa, in his commentary on the Nārāyaṇiya Upanişād (quoted by Max Müller, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 122 n.): "Tadiya-pāṭhasampradāyo desāviśeṣeṣu bahubidho dhṛṣyate, etc." So, a difference of time and of place may be detected not only among the diverse books, but even in the readings of the same book; for instance, in the anecdote of Bālākī and Ajātaśatru, which occur in the Brhadāraṇyaka and the Kauśītaki, and in the story of Pravāhana Jaibali, which occurs in the Chāndogya, the Brhadāraṇyaka and the Kauśītaki, though the main incidents are the same, still verbal differences in the accounts given are noticeable, indicating a difference of time and authorship.

As to authorship, however, indigenous tradition has a tendency to conceal it. The Upanişāds constitute a part of the revealed literature of the country, and as such, according to the orthodox way of thinking, do not owe their origin to any human hand. But modern scholarship has not been baffled in its inquiry in this direction. It is possible now to draw definite conclusions, at least about the class of men among whom this literature was developed; and we are pretty certain that this was a sect of Brāhmaṇas, mainly itinerant, but sometimes also owning a settled home, who were the fathers of this cult. But whatever that may have been, this literature was not the product of one hand—it could not possibly have been.

So, when we ask the question about the home of the Upanişāds, we do not imply that they were like an individual book, written by one hand, at a certain place, like John Bunyan writing his Pilgrim's Progress, within the four walls of the prison-house, or like Gray writing his Elegy in a Country Church-yard. We are quite alive to the varied differences among the books of the Upanişāds. But they still have a family likeness about them; it is not in name only that they agree; the same—at any rate, a similar, trend of thought runs through them all, or, in any case, a great majority of them. This fact it is that is emphasised in Vedanta-Sūtra i. 1. 10. (Gatīdāṁnamādyā), where it is claimed that all the Vedāntas proclaim Brahma as the cause of the universe. Now, we only want to know where, in which particular part of India, was this speculation started and developed? The question necessarily implies that it is possible to fix, broadly, the limits of the territory within which Brahma-vidyā was originally cultivated.

Our enquiry in this matter will depend on three kinds of testimony: (i) the testimony of Śruti literature other than the Upanişāds; (ii) the testimony of the Upanişāds themselves; and (iii) the testimony of the later Sanskrit literature, e.g., the Purāṇas, etc.
(i) In the first place, Brahma-vidyā was a product of Āryāvarta. It was produced and for a long time cultivated, almost exclusively, within the territory bounded on the west and east by the sea, on the south by the Vindhya, and on the north by the Himalayas (see *Manu*, ii. 22). Later on, however, it migrated southwards, and in the seventh and eighth centuries after Christ, we find it flourishing in the south with a magnificent grandeur. The celebrated Śaṅkarāchārya, be it remembered, was a man of the south and developed his Vedantism in about this period.

But the south has never been recognised as the original home of the Upaniṣads. In the Śrutis other than the Upaniṣads, there is little or no reference to any place south of the Vindhya; and in the Upaniṣads, too, there is none, with perhaps the solitary exception of Vidarbha. The references to these places in the post-Upaniṣadic literature in connection with Brahma-vidyā only show that it had travelled and spread to the south also.

There are, however, one or two interesting cases to which attention may be drawn here. In the first place, there is the story of Raikva as it occurs in the *Skanda-Purāṇa*. The anecdote is about an interview between Jānaśruti Paurāṇyaka and Raikva Sayugvā, and it is given in the *Chāndogya Upaniṣad*, iv. 1-2. The same story is dilated upon by the *Skanda* in iii. i. 26. The *Chāndogya* does not give us any idea as to the place of Jānaśruti's abode or of that of Raikva. But curiously enough, the *Skanda* places Raikva in mount Gandhamādana, which is mentioned as a sacred place next to Dhanuṣkoti. Now, Dhanuṣkoti is obviously the place in the Southern Presidency, which still bears the same name. That being so, Raikva's home was somewhere in the extreme south. Raikva was a Brahma-vādin of some standing, both according to the *Chāndogya* as well as the *Skanda*. For him to be a native of the south, even at the time of the *Chāndogya*, is somewhat extraordinary. So, even if the account of the *Skanda* be correct, it must be regarded as an exception. But on the face of it, the *Skanda* itself is open to suspicion. In the Upaniṣads, there is not the remotest hint that Brahma-vidyā was the product of the south, nor is there anything to suggest that Raikva or any other teacher of Brahma-vidyā was a native of the south.

In the second place, *Skanda* vi. 129 also describes a hermitage founded by Yājñavalkya in a place called Hātakaśvāra. There is no difficulty about the identity of this Yājñavalkya. He is the Upaniṣadic teacher and the discoverer of the White Yajus. But the account of his hermitage in the *Skanda* evidently lacks historical authenticity. For, it is in this very place that Bhiṣma of the *Mahābhārata* also founded four Śiva-lingas and worshipped them (ch. 58). And quite a host of others also are said to have visited this place and performed worship in it. (chapters 59, 72, etc.) These stories are obviously introduced to enhance the prestige and the sacredness of the place. There is nothing to show that they are based on historical foundations. The worship of Śiva-linga itself is perhaps much posterior to the time of the Upaniṣads. So, wherever this Hātakaśvāra may be located, we have no reason to think that Yājñavalkya was a native of this place or that he had ever his schools there. So the south has no justifiable case to claim Brahma-vidyā as its child.

On the contrary, certain places in Āryāvarta are so frequently mentioned in Brāhmaṇa literature and certain races dwelling in that area of land are given such a place of honour, that, this literature cannot but be ascribed to these races and these places. This much then can be safely assumed that the Upaniṣads were a product of northern India. But Āryāvarta itself is a vast tract of land; it includes the land of Kuru-Paṇcāla, Kāśi, Kośala, Videha, Magadha, etc. Can all of them claim the credit of having produced the Upaniṣads? If not, to which of them, then, does the glory really belong?

Macdonell thinks that "the home of the philosophy of the Upaniṣads was in the Kuru-Paṇcāla country rather than in the east." (*Vedic Index*, i. 272). And the transmission of this philosophy to east and south and west, was effected by the missionary activities of the same Kuru-Paṇcāla people again. "The repeated mention of Kuru-Paṇcāla Brahmans is
another indication of their missionary activity." (Ibid. i. 168). According to Macdonell, therefore, Brahma-vidyā was brought into existence in the land of Kuru-Pañcāla, by the Brahmans of that country (ibid. under Varṇa); and it was spread also far and wide by the same people. "There seems little doubt," says he, "that the Brahmanical culture was developed in the country of the Kuru-Pañcālas, and that it spread thence east, south and west."

Oldenberg holds the same view. "We found," says he, "that the literature of the Brāhmaṇas points to a certain definitely circumscribed circle of peoples as its home, as the home of genuine Brāhmaṇism. We found that this circle of peoples corresponds with those whom Manu celebrates as upright in life." (Buddha, p. 410.) Oldenberg is here thinking of the valley of the Sarasvati, the land of the Kuru-Pañcālas.

The view has thus been clearly held that the home of the Upaniṣads was the land of the Kuru-Pañcālas; and that it was from there that it spread east and west and south. And this view is held in spite of the prominence given in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa to Videha and its King Janaka. (Oldenberg, op. cit., p. 398). Also, in enunciating this view, no difference of time, place and origin, seems to have been recognised between the Brāhmaṇas and the Upaniṣads proper.

It is undeniable that Videha was well-known even at the time of the Brahmanical literature; and it is equally undeniable that the court of its king was an important seat of dissertations on Brahma-vidyā. The arguments of Macdonell and Oldenberg are, however, drawn from other facts. These may be broadly divided into two classes:

(a) Certain passages in Śruti, mentioning the Kuru-Pañcālas with praise and appreciation and assigning a prominence to teachers belonging to that land; and

(b) certain other passages in the same literature making a contemptuous reference to Videha-Magadha.

(a) Now, with regard to this first kind of evidence, there is one important teacher about whom Macdonell and Oldenberg are at variance. Macdonell regards Yājñavalkya as a Kuru-Pañcāla Brāhmaṇa (V.I., i. 272). But Oldenberg considers it "highly probable that he belonged by descent, not to the Kuru-Pañcālas, but—we may venture to add conjecturally—to the Videhas." (Buddha, p. 397-98).

Yājñavalkya is such an important teacher that his nationality is likely to be the nationality of at least a considerable portion of the Upaniṣadic literature. It is not, however, bound to be so; the home of the teacher is not necessarily the home of his intellectual activity, as we shall see later on. And in so far as Yājñavalkya's own nationality cannot be—or, has not been—established beyond doubt and dispute, we had better draw no conclusion from it.

There is another Upaniṣadic teacher, however, as to whose nationality opinion is more or less unanimous; this is Āruṇī. Uddālaka Āruṇī, as he is usually called, was a Kuru-Pañcāla according to Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa xi. 4. 1. 2; and the Gopatha Brāhmaṇa (i. 3. 6) also calls him a 'Kauru-Pañcāla Brahman' i.e., 'a Brahman of the Kuru-Pañcālas.' And he is given as the teacher of Yājñavalkya in Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad vi. 3. 7; vi. 5. 3, etc. It is association with this Kuru-Pañcāla teacher that has led Macdonell to think, in spite of Oldenberg's opinion to the contrary, that Yājñavalkya was a Kuru-Pañcāla himself. But obviously such a conclusion is based on insufficient data; for, there is nothing to prevent a Magadha or Videha Brahman from becoming a disciple of a Kuru-Pañcāla teacher; such things happened even in those ancient days. So, even if it be admitted that Yājñavalkya was Āruṇī's pupil,—though as we shall presently see, it is not free from doubt—yet that in itself does not prove that Yājñavalkya was himself a Kuru-Pañcāla. The Śnti called after Yājñavalkya places him in Mithila (i. 2.). He is called 'Yogīśvara' and the probability is that the same man as the Upaniṣadic teacher is meant.
Āruṇi was no doubt a Kuru-Pañcāla; but what does that prove? Does it prove that Kuru-Pañcāla was the original seat of Brahma-vidyā? After all, what did Āruṇi really teach? The Śatapatha gives an account of his discourses, and the Gopatha repeats it almost verbatim. But we do not find him lecturing on Brahma-vidyā. He rather gives us a half mystical interpretation of the various items in a Vedic ceremony and dilates on the mysterious virtues of the different sacrificial objects employed in such ceremonies. He does not even pose as a teacher of Brahma-vidyā.

Then, again, was he really Yājñavalkya’s teacher of Brahma-vidyā? If he had really been so, could there be between him and his erstwhile disciple, the sort of disputation that took place at the court of Janaka (Br. Up. iii. 7)? Such a public disputation, with a stake, is extremely unusual between a teacher and his pupil. At the court of Janaka, Āruṇi does not use very affectionate language towards one who has been supposed to have been his pupil. “If,” says he, “without knowing the Antaryāmin, you are driving home these sacred cows, then your head will fall off.” (Br. iii. 7. 1). Yājñavalkya also addresses him by his Gotra name, viz., as Gotama—rather an unusual way for a pupil to address his teacher. Again, his answers to Āruṇi’s questions ultimately silence the latter; not a very covetable situation for one who had been the teacher of the self-same subject. Was Yājñavalkya then really a pupil of Āruṇi at all?

In the Brhadāraṇyaka, Āruṇi’s questions to Yājñavalkya verge on Brahma-vidyā. But in the Kaṇṭhaki Upaniṣad (i. 1), he is made to confess that he and his class only know how to recite the Vedas in assemblies and receive gifts offered to them in reward (sādasya vayaṁ svādhyāyam adhiṣṭhita hardhāme yanno dadati).1 Philosophical questions are foreign to them. And so he and his son repair to a Kṣatriya prince to receive instruction in Brahma-vidyā.

And in Chāndogya, v. 11, again, Uddālaka Āruṇi confesses to himself that he does not know all about Ātman or Brahma. Certain enquirers were coming to him for knowledge; at the very sight of these men he exclaims: Prakṛtyantam mam ime mahādāśa mahāśrotvāyāḥ te bhūyo na sarvam īva pratipatsye kanta āham anyam abhyanuśāsāṁti, i.e., “these rich learned Brahmins will ask me questions and I shall not be able to explain to them like (one who knows) all; well, I had better send them on to another.” So thinking, he took them to Aśvapati Kaikēya and received instruction from him along with the new-comers. This fifth chapter of the Chāndogya seems to have been designed for the exposure of the utter hollowness of the Kuru-Pañcāla Brahmans, of whom Āruṇi seems to have been the type.

In Chāndogya, vi, Āruṇi no doubt gives instruction to his son Śvetaketu on Brahma-vidyā, but this was after he had himself received it from Pravāhāna Jaivali (Chh. v. 3).

The statement that Yājñavalkya was Āruṇi’s pupil, therefore, is not free from doubt; and Yājñavalkya does not appear to have learned Brahma-vidyā, if he learned anything at all, from Āruṇi. If, relying on the Vaṁśa (Br. vi. 5), we are inclined to think that Āruṇi was his teacher, still the dispute at the court of Janaka and Āruṇi’s own confessions in the

---

1 This passage, however, has been differently interpreted by Śaṅkarānanda, in his commentary. Says he:

sādasya Āruṇaṁ Gārgyāṇeḥ saṁbhāyāma, na tu anyatra, vayaṁ Āruṇa-Śvetaketu-prabhṛtiyā, svādhyāyam adhiṣṭhita etadathvā-pratipādākam vedabhāgam sārthām adhīṣṭaṁ Āruṇe Çitrā Gārgyāṇeḥ hardhāme adhīṣṭaḥ ca; yad-yaṁ taṁ kṛṇatī hi ūmaṁ bhāyaṁ Gauṭamādibhyo aparthārthopakramabhāyaḥ—aparthārthopakramabhāyaḥ yādākebhāyaḥ, paraṁ vidyādhanaddārierdādai prayacchanti, tat Āruṇa na dāyattī jñānā na karaṇīyā iti.

Max Müller’s and Hume’s translations of this passage are also based on this interpretation. But it is rather striking that the other interpretation also is possible; and one wonders if it is not the more correct one.
Kausitaki, leave little room for doubting that whatever else he may have taught, Brahma-vidyā was not his strong point. 2

Again, if Āruṇi was the centre of important circles of Brāhmanical culture, as Oldenberg points out (Buddha, p. 396n.) and if he was the typical Kuru-Paścāla Brahmān, then we may easily conclude that, however well-known they may have been for their position and prestige in orthodox Vedic circles, the Kuru-Paścāla Brahmans were not the real fathers of Brahma-vidyā.

Yājñavalkya was of course a great teacher and a teacher of Brahma-vidyā too. But, as we have just seen, it is doubtful if he was a Kuru-Paścāla at all 3; even if he was, the scene of his activity is laid almost exclusively in Videha. He was perhaps not permanently residing there: no Brahmān of any importance could really be pinned to any place for all times; he had to visit places and persons on spiritual ministration. A sacrifice of any kind would mean invitation for a large number of Brahmans from different parts of the country. The Brahmān population of the country, therefore, was more mobile than others. So, Yājñavalkya, too, was frequently on the move from place to place. We are often told that he came to the court of Janaka (Br. vi), implying thereby that he was not there. He must have moved from place to place, and that, too, perhaps more frequently than many others, because he was so well-known and certainly was very much in request. But nowhere except in Videha do we find him discoursing on Brahma-vidyā. So far as Brahma-vidyā was concerned, therefore, the field of his activity was Videha; and so far as his teachings are concerned, the home of Upanishadic culture lay in that country.

That the land of Kuru-Paścāla was the land of good customs, one cannot deny, of course so far as good customs meant customs according to the Vedic ideal of life (cf. Mānu, ii. 17-20). And that a considerable portion of the Vedic and Brahmānical literature was developed in that country and its neighbourhood, may also be taken as proved. But that in itself cannot be regarded as disproving the possibility of other and later branches of the same literature being developed in other places.

Eggeling, in his Introduction to the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa (p. xxxi) says: "This disagreement in respect of doctrinal authorities, coupled with unmistakeable differences, stylistic as well as geographical and mythological, can scarcely be accounted for otherwise than by assumption of a difference of authorship or original redaction... We may infer from this that the fire-ritual adopted by the Vājasaneyins at the time of the first redaction of their texts, had been settled in the north-west of India." It has been conjectured, therefore, that a distance of time separates the different parts of the Śatapatha; and it is equally open to conjecture that a distance of space also intervenes between the different parts. And if that be so, may we not also suggest that the latter i.e., the Upaniṣadic portion of the book, was composed by hands other than those that composed the earlier portions and that it was composed in other lands too?

The story of Videgha-Māṭhava (S.B., i. 4. 1), has been cited as an evidence of the way in which Vedic culture migrated from the Kuru-Paścāla country to the eastern districts of Videha-Magadha. That Vedic culture came from the west to the east, is now an established fact; but that the Upaniṣads also were produced in the same land as the Vedas and the Brāhmaṇas, does not necessarily follow. They came after the Brāhmaṇas and may easily be conceived as having originated after Brahmānical culture had spread eastwards to the limits of Videha-Magadha. The story of Videgha-Māṭhava may be taken to indicate this transference of the centre of speculation from the west to the east.

---

2 Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, v. 5. 5. 14, mentions both Āruṇi and Yājñavalkya, but one is not mentioned as the teacher of the other. In Brhadāraṇyaka, vi. 3, Āruṇi is said to have taught Yājñavalkya certain mantras of magic power.

3 In Brhadāraṇyaka, iii. 9. 10, Sakalya accuses Yājñavalkya of having insulted the Kuru-Paścāla Brahmans, thereby perhaps suggesting that Yājñavalkya himself was not one of them.
We do not dispute that initially there were no Brahmins in Magadha or Videha; but neither can it be disputed that subsequently plenty of Brahmins came that way and settled down there. Cannot these Brahmins have favoured the growth of Upaniṣadic Brahma-vidyā? The high praise bestowed upon Kuru-Paṇcāla and its people does not preclude this possibility.

(b) We may turn now to the texts of the Śruti which express a contempt for the land of Videha-Magadha and its people.

In the Atharva Veda (v. 22. 14), the fever is wished away to the Māgadhās, among other peoples. But this may mean only that it is wished away out of the land of the Āryans or out of the land to which the author of this text belonged—out of the territory known to them at the time, of which Magadha formed the eastern boundary. That this is a very possible meaning, is proved by the mention of Gándhāra also in the same passage, which formed the north-west boundary of the same territory (Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 399), and also by the mention of other places like Anga, etc. So the passage need not be understood as implying a hatred for the land and people of Magadha. Again, if it is to be understood as a curse for Magadha at all, may we not take it to mean a curse not for the colonists of the place but the aborigines? There is no evidence to support us in thinking that it referred to the Brahman colonists; and yet these are just the people whom we are inclined to credit with the production of the Upaniṣads. But after all, does the passage mean any curse at all? Are we sure that the author was not wishing only to cure the disease, but was seeking to curse others with it?

The same remark applies to Atharva Veda (xv. 2. 1-4), Śukla Yajus (xxx. 5. 22), Lāṭyāyana Śravaka Śruti (viii. 5) etc. If the Māgadhā is dedicated to the ‘Atikruṣṭa,’ or if he is connected with the Vṛāτya, that in itself does not prove much. The disparagement of the Māgadhā does not prove that the land of Videha-Magadha could not have been the home of the Upaniṣads. For, in the first place, it is not clear who exactly was meant by the term Māgadhā. In later times, the term was used to mean a minstrel. The name is usually derived from the name of the country (Magadha). But instances are not rare where a country derives its name from that of the inhabitants; that Magadha was not such a country, would be too dogmatic an assertion. So, the passages referred to above might imply disparagement of a class of men, who ultimately gave their name to a province. In that case, the disparagement is not of the land of Videha-Magadha, but of a certain sect of men who perhaps lived a half nomad life, and who, when they settled down, gave their name to the country.

In the second place, the country of Videha-Magadha had its original inhabitants, it seems, when it was conquered and colonised by the Āryan immigrants. These inhabitants may have been the people subsequently known as the Māgadhās, or may have been a different race. And later on, even respectable Brahmins came to dwell there. It is difficult therefore to say that the contempt expressed in the above-mentioned passages was intended for the Brahman colonists and not for the aboriginal inhabitants.

That even respectable Brahmins dwelt there, that the Brahman colonists of Magadha were entitled to the same sort of respect as Brahmins of other provinces—that even their opinions were considered in connection with ceremonial practices, is proved by the case of Madhyama Prāṭībodhi-putra (Śāṁkhāyana Aranyak, vii. 13; the Poona edition reads ‘Prati-yuddha-putra’ instead of ‘Pratisodhi-putra,’ and gives the number of the passage as vii. 14, and not vii. 13, as given by Macdonell, V. I. under Magadha. Cf. also Weber, History of Indian Literature, p. 112n.).

This case Oldenberg regards as proving the fact that dwelling in Magadha was rather unusual for a Brahman (Buddha, p. 400n.). Oldenberg’s ground for so thinking is that the native place of the man has been specifically mentioned, which would not be thought necessary, if Brahmins were usually found in Magadha. But is that really so? Is not a man’s
dwellings place mentioned to help us in identifying him? In those days, there were two ways of indicating a man's identity: either his parentage was given, as, Gārgya Bālāki, Śveta-
ketu Āruṇeṣa, etc.; or, his native place was mentioned, as Janaka Vaiḍeṇa, Ajjāṭāśatru
Kāṣya, etc. So, the expression 'Magadhavāsī' with reference to Pratībodhiputra, is em-
ployed only to indicate his identity, and not because it was unusual for a Brahman to be a
native of that place. What is somewhat out of the way here, is that the man's parentage
also is given; he is also said to be Pratībodhi-putra, lit. 'son of Pratībodhi.' But it only
means that a double method of indicating the man's identity has been employed; and this
may be due to an over-cautiousness to avoid all possibility of mistake.4

It is not denied that the eastern districts were Brahmanised later than the Kuru-Paṇc-
cālas, nor is it denied that Brahmans came to settle there only gradually; but it has also to be
admitted that Brahmans did come and did settle there as early as the time to which the story
of Videgha-Māṭhava refers. There is nothing in the story to show that the author was de-
scribing a contemporaneous event. So, in his time the colonization may have been a com-
pleted process; and numbers of Brahmans may have already gone there. And at the time when
the hymns of the Atharva and the Yajus referred to above were composed, Brahmans must
have begun pouring in into Magadha. So, on the face of it, there is nothing improbable in
the supposition that the texts above referred to speak of the Brahman who established a
colony there and not the aboriginal inhabitants. But probability is not proof; and we can
never be sure that the banter was intended against the Brahmans of those places, who, as has
been supposed, had adopted degraded customs.

Besides, it is possible to over-rate the importance and significance of this so-called banter.
It may as well be understood as an unconscious compliment. Some of the passages referred
to above occur in connection with the Puruṣa-medha ceremony, not a very laudable per-
formance, to say the least. It is not inconceivable that a ceremony like this did not receive the
unstinted asent of all; it is not inconceivable that it provoked criticism; and it is also imag-
nable that the eastern districts were averse to it. It would not be unnatural in that case
for those who followed the practice to wish evil to those who opposed it. If that be the case,
the Vedic hymns in question imply a compliment in disguise to the people of Magadha.

That the people of Videha-Magadha were not altogether negligible—that even customs
and practices obtaining in that country were entitled to consideration, is also proved by
references to this country by the commentator on Āśvalāyana's Gṛhya-Sūtra (i. 7. 2). Cur-
iously enough, Max Müller in his History of Sanskrit Literature (p. 52), has misquoted and
mistranslated this passage. The text as given by Max Müller reads as follows:

Vaiḍeṇaḥ sadya-eva vyavāya dyātah; gṛhyaḥ tu brahma-cārīṇau vīhitam, &c.

The text according to the Bombay Edition is as follows:

. . . gṛhya tu 'brahma-cārīṇau tri-rātrām' iti brahma-cārīṇau vīhitam, &c.

Max Müller's reading obviously omits the quotation from earlier texts, viz. 'brahma-
cārīṇau tri-rātrām.' And his translation is hopelessly inaccurate. He writes:

"Among the Vaidehas, for instance, one sees at once (sadya-eva) that loose habits (evi-
dently this translates 'vyavāya') prevail, &c."
Now, *sadyah* means 'on the same day' and *vyāvāya* means 'sexual intercourse.' The discussion is as to whether consummation of marriage should be allowed after the ceremony of marriage; and the reference to the Vaidheas is intended only to draw attention to the local custom prevailing among them, which allows consummation on the day of the marriage. This, however, is contended, is not strictly in accordance with the *Grhyas*. The passage, therefore, means:

"Among the Vaidheas, consummation on the same day is seen; the *Grhyas*, however, prescribe restraint (*brahmacaryya*) for the couple for three nights."

There is a dictum, followed up to the present day, that a local custom (*deśācāra*) also is entitled to obedience, provided of course it does not directly contravene an express injunction of the Śāstras. In the present case, all that is sought to be implied is that the local custom in question, being diametrically opposed to the Śrutis, must not be allowed to prevail. The reference to the Vaidheas, is not an expression of contempt. Worse customs may easily be conceived to have prevailed elsewhere; but there is no reference to any of them. The Vaidheas, however, were people who were entitled to consideration and could not be passed over without notice. Hence there is this reference to a custom prevailing among them.

We see therefore that the so-called slighting references to Videha-Magadha have, in some cases at any rate, been misunderstood; and too much has been attempted to be deduced out of them. In the first place, the passages usually quoted do not always convey a sneer; in the second place, it is not clear if the supposed sneer is against the Brahmans of the place or against the earlier inhabitants thereof. In later Sanskrit, the term 'Māgadha' is found to mean a minstrel, as we have pointed out before, and not a Brahman. And these minstrels were known to be a mixed caste. (See Mahidhara under *Yājus*, xxx. 5; Bhattabhāskara on *Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa*, iii. 4. 1. 1; and also commentary on *Lāyāyana Śrāuta Sūtra*, viii. 6, 28; etc.)

After all, even if the supposed banter is a real banter and even if it be a banter against the Brahman colonists of Magadha, what does it prove? Does it prove that the Upaniṣadic philosophy could not have its home among them?

If there are sneers against the eastern districts and their inhabitants, there are sneers against the western districts as well. Macdonell himself gives some instances (V. I., ii. 126) where 'the western tribes are mentioned with disapproval'. It is a primitive instinct of the human mind to enjoy fun at the cost of others; and it is not the east alone, but the west as well has been now and then contemptuously spoken of by the proud authors of our Śruti literature. Sneers of this kind only express the feelings of the people of one locality against those of another; they do not prove or disprove anything about the achievements of either.

There is another fact to be considered in this connection. Even if we admit that there are, in the *Yajurveda*, *Atharvaveda*, and some of the Brāhmaṇas, passages which may be construed as implying a slighting reference to Videha-Magadha, yet we ought to note that such slights are not to be met with in the Upaniṣads proper. In the Upaniṣads, references to Videha are frequent enough; yet it is a significant fact that in no place in the Upaniṣads do we find any disparagement of the people of that territory. On the contrary, Janaka, King of Videha, Ājātashatru, King of Kāśi, are quite important persons there. Of course, the Kuru-Pañcālas are not forgotten; but the eastern people seem to have deserved more attention. This may easily lead to the hypothesis that the Upaniṣads were composed after the eastern districts had ceased to be thought of as a country of aliens and a country of doubtful virtues; after, that is to say, they had become important seats of Āryan culture, when they could no longer be regarded with disrespect.

*(To be continued.)*
MAHĀRAṢṬRA AND KANNAḍA

By A. MASTER.

The earliest indication of the name Mahāraṣṭra occurs in the inscriptions at Nānaghāṭ, and other places (ranging from 200 B.C. to 200 A.D.) There the male donors have the appellation Mahāraṭhi, and the females Mahāraṭhini.1 Asoka in his inscriptions uses the word raṭṭika to denote a tribe of rulers, and this tribe is also found as rulers at a later date. The family of Rāṣṭrakūṭas is well-known to have held dominion in the Deccan in the eighth century, A.D. Sir Rāmkrīṣna Bhandārkar held that the raṭṭas called themselves Mahāraṭhis and gave their name to the area in which they lived. Mr. Kane justly rejects this theory (ibid., p. 626). Dynasties rarely give their names to areas, and the term Mahāraṣṭra precedes any important dynasty of which there is any record. The connection with Raḍḍi suggested by Burnell (South Indian Paleography, p. x) is not very helpful, and indeed Kittel (Kan. Dictionary) derives the world Raḍḍi from rūt a form of rājā, and so indicates that raṭṭa or raṭṭika is not of Dravidian origin. Mr. Kane himself explains the term Mahāraṣṭra as "great or wide country" and gives his reasons, which do not appear to one quite to meet the needs of the case.

It is important to analyse the word mahā meaning 'great', a meaning which includes the ideas of wideness or tallness. Mr. Kane seems to be correct in translating rāṣṭra by 'country' rather than by 'kingdom'. The Arthasastra uses the word in the meaning of 'revenue-producing tract' and 'country' as distinct from 'town' (Shamaṣatra; translation, 2nd ed., p. 63 and pp. 143, 287). The word rājya is used for kingdom (Ai. Brh. v. ch. vi, heading) and janapada (Ibid., vi, ch. 1) is, in describing the seven elements of sovereignty, used as an equivalent to rāṣṭra. In later writers on the elements of sovereignty, the words janapada and rāṣṭra are interchangeable. Deśa is another synonym. (Jayasv. Hindu Polity, vol. II, p. 249). The meaning of rāṣṭra is therefore quite clearly "country".

Apart from the rather doubtful references to Mahāraṣṭra in the terms Mahāraṭhi of the inscriptions, the earliest use of the word occurs in the Mahāvaṁśa (fifth century A.D.) (Kane, ibid., p. 621) in the form Mahāraṭṭa. It is distinguished from Aparantaka (the Konkan) and Vanavāsi (the south-western Dravidian tract). In fact, it is a term corresponding closely with the present term deś, which means the Deccan plateau as distinct from the Konkan. Previously the term used for whole tract south of the Narmadā (Nerbudda) river or, in a limited sense, for the country between the Narmadā and the Kṛṣṇa was Dakṣiṇāpatha (Kane, ibid., p. 620), and this term was continued for some centuries after the word Mahāraṣṭra was introduced and then apparently was shortened into what we now call Deccan (Gujaratā, dakkhaṇ). The word Deccan applies to both the limited and the wider areas.

The reason for the adoption of the new term Mahāraṣṭra cannot have been the size of the country, or its greatness. There were other tracts equally large and in the eyes of the Āryans, at least, much more important. It is not in the least likely that the name should have been given to the tract, by any but the inhabitants. It is probable that the term dakṣiṇāpatha and dakṣiṇātya (southerner) had acquired a depreciatory significance (cf. its use in the Myrgetaśhād, act VI) and the visitors or immigrants to northern capitals, such as Ujjain, found it necessary to use a synonym. They would naturally use a translation of the name they themselves gave to their country.

Now Kannāḍa has been derived from the word Karināḍu, black country. Mr. Narayana Rao (JBBRAS, LXXIII, p. 491, 492) has pointed out that much of the southern Karnāṭak is not black2; and he might have added that although the term karinēl is used for 'black soil,' karināḍu, is not used in the sense of 'black tract'— but ereṇāḍu is used, ere meaning itself black, or black soil (Kittel, Kan. dictionary). This is the term used for the

1 P. V. Kane, JBBRAS, LXX, p. 622.
2 While Surat and Broach districts contain much black soil.
black soil tract in Dhārwar district, Bombay presidency. He suggests karu-nāḍu or the high country, as the Karnāṭak was, unlike the southern Dravidian tracts, situated on high land; and the suggestion seems perfectly sound.

In its Sanskritised form, Karnāṭa, the word is found in the Mahābhārata and may be as old as the third century B.C. (Narayana Rao, ibid., p. 492). But we have no positive evidence as to the date. The high country stretches from the Kannada country to the Narmada, and in fact geographically the term Kannada might be applied to exactly the same area as that to which the name Mahārāṣṭra was applied. Now karu means not only "tall" but "great" (Kittel, Kannarese Dictionary) and it seems highly probable that the Prākrit-speaking inhabitants of the North of the Deccan highlands simply translated the words karu nāḍu into Mahārāṣṭra or Mārāṭha to designate the area from which they came. The Andhra empire, which in circa B.C. 230 extended to the Narmada, may have popularised the use of the term and have stabilized its Sanskrit form Mahārāṣṭra.

It may be asked why the Highlanders did not use the term Kannada as Sanskritized into Karnāṭa. But there is no evidence that the word was ever applied to the area of Mahārāṣṭra. It is argued only that the Dravidians talked of highlands as karu nāḍu and translated this idea into Prākrit. Kannarese was spoken as far north as the river Godāvari in the ninth century A.D. (Nṛpatuniga's Kavirājamārga, Ed. Patna, p. 12), but this is only evidence of the survival of a Dravidian form of speech in those parts and not of the name of the tract. Further the rāṭṭas, rāṭṭikas and rāṭṭakātas are not accounted for. I believe that the word means 'district,' a ruler of a district or tract—just like bhōjaha, which clearly means a large landlord, or pēṭtenilla, which means apparently a ruler of a pēṭ or pāṭṭan, a market-town. Rāṭṭakāta, again, seems merely to mean lord of a tract, just as rāṭṭapati in the inscriptions means district officer (Bomb. Gaz., vol. pt. 1, p. 82) and grāmakāta means village headman (ibid. and Kaut., Arthaśāstra, book IV, ch. IV, suppression of wicked). The view of the Bombay Gazetteer seems correct, and I would not attempt to assign to rāṭṭa the meaning of deś in the restricted sense—the uplands of Mahārāṣṭra.

Again, there is the mention of the three Mahārāṣṭrāhas (Kane, ibid., p. 622). They are mentioned in the Ahole inscription of 634 A.D. These three tracts were a 99,000 (village) area and did not cover the area of the 7½ lākha Daśaṁpāṭha (Kane, ibid. 620) or the 7½ lākha Raṭṭapāḍī (ibid., 633). They must denote three upland tracts divided by valleys or plains. Mr. Kane assigns these three tracts to Vidarbha (Berar), Mahārāṣṭra proper (Khandesh to Satara) and Kurlana (Sholapur, Kolhapur and the modern Karnāṭak), and his view may be accepted. It may be pointed out that the meaning 'highlands' for Mahārāṣṭra is here more appropriate than 'great kingdom.' Although a ruler might claim to be a king of the three great kingdoms, the term could hardly be used as a description, while the expression 'king of the three highlands' would be sufficiently descriptive.

Another difficulty that arises is the restriction of the term Mahārāṣṭra by, say, the tenth century to the west of the peninsula. This I attribute to the rise of the Vidarbha kingdom after the fall of the Ændras (A.D. 225) and again after the death of Harṣa (A.D. 647). It was a prominent kingdom (Kane, ibid., p. 642) and would decline to be included in Mahārāṣṭra. Moreover, the term seems to have early acquired (like Kannada) linguistic

---

3 The form Karunāḍam is used for the language, and Karuṇāḍar for the people in the Tamil classics. The giving of names from the physical feature of colour seems common in Tamil, cf. Sengēṭṭē red hill, etc.—S.K.

4 The limit of Kannada land when the Tamils gave them the name was past the plateau of Mysore in the north and began where the country slopes down from the Plateau of Mysore. The region of the Aṣoka inscriptions in Mysore was the Vadhugarmavsi or the Vađuga (Kan. Bagada) frontier.—S.K.

5 Vincent Smith, Oxford History, 1923, p. 119.

6 But see Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, pt. I, p. 133, n. 2. The term Karuṇāṭa was used for Ĉāukyas of Kalyāṇ, in A.D. 1000.

7 This appears to be derived from rāṭṭa and Kannarese or Tamil pāṭā, a settlement or place—'the Raṭṭas' villages.'—The root is pāṭa, to sit down. Pāṭe is a variant (Kittel, Kannarese Dict.).
associations. At first we may suppose that the word Mahārāṣṭri was applied to the form of Prākrit, not necessarily uniform or consistent, spoken by the southern highlander and was exactly equivalent to Daksinātya. For this reason it was the Prākrit (as Vararuci indicates) being not Māgadhi, the limited court dialect of the Mauryas, nor Śuraseni, the highly sophisticated dialect of the almost Aryanised Mathura population, nor Paśaśi, the barbarous dialect of the so-called cannibal northerners, but the general dialect understood and spoken by the southerners when they spoke Indo-Aryan and capable of logical handling, (especially where Sanskrit words were concerned), by them alone, as they still spoke their southern Dravidian tongues among themselves. In course of time, Vaidarbha, without much reason except that Vidarbha was an important political entity, distinguished itself as a separate dialect from Mahārāṣṭri. To the east of Vidarbha and in the north-eastern highlands were spoken the Mundārī languages, and to-day Marāṭhi stretches in the north from the south of the Surat district on the west coast to Raipur, quite close to the border of the Mundān area, which practically forms a linguistic barrier from that point to the north of the Mahānadi delta. South and west of the Mundān area stretches the country of Dravidian speakers. Owing probably to the intenser adherence to their language evidenced by the existence of Sen-Tamir (correct Tamil) which from a very early time rejected all Sanskrit words (Caldwell, Comp Gram. p. 80), the inhabitants of Kaliṅga and the eastern regions refused to adopt Prākrit as their language, and Mahārāṣṭri flourished only in the west. The capitals of Vidarbha, Paithan, Vāṭāpi (Bādāmi) and later Poona, brought the centre of gravity further to the south-west, and it is known that the rulers of the various western dynasties, e.g., Hālā and the Rāṣṭrákūṭas and Cālukeyas were earnest patrons of Prākrit and Sanskrit as well as of the Dravidian tongues.

It is not necessary here to point out the close connection of the Marāṭhi with the Kannarese language, as the specific object of this article is to connect the terms Mahārāṣṭra and Kannāda. That, it is hoped, will form the subject of future articles.

**MISCELLANEA.**

**MAMLUK-QULAMAN.**

In this Journal and elsewhere I have frequently explained that the Oriental term mamlāk meant a foreigner of any race—sometimes of high-standing by birth—enslaved and forced to Islam by Turks or other Muhammadan peoples.

H. S. Longrigg, however, in his well-informed book, Four Centuries of Modern Iraq, in describing the seventeenth century reigns of mamlākās, who ruled in Baghdad, much after the fashion of the earlier "Slave Kings" of Delhi, gives a somewhat different view of them as observable in Irāq. Longrigg, in a footnote (p. 163) says that the mamlākās were "slaves, known in Arabia as mamlāk (plu. mamlākā), in Turkish as qāla, or qālaman, more commonly the latter. The Irāq historians in Turkish always so write them. Of Circassian race, they were known in Turkey from the earliest [Muhammadan] times . . . . In name [Gurjand] they are by majority natives of the Tiflis area of Georgia [Gurjistān]; but other closely similar Circassian breeds were included in the wild tribes—Lāz, Abazik and the like—who had migrated from the hills of their origin."

R. C. TEMPLE.

---

**CEREMONIAL MURDER.**

I have several times recorded in this Journal cases where unfortunate persons have been murdered in India for ceremonial reasons. Here is another instance, in the Faizábād District, recorded in The Times on 8th August 1927.

"At the Faizábād sessions Gayādin Murao was tried for the murder of one Hubbā. The defence was that the accused, who had been suffering from dysentery for three months, took the advice of Mohan Pāśi, an exorciser of evil spirits, who assured him that this illness was due to a spell cast over him by Hubbā, who was under the influence of evil spirits. Gayādin accordingly killed Hubbā with two blows of a lāṭhī (iron-tipped staff). The sessions judge expressed unwillingness to inflict the death penalty, as the accused was virtually mad in thinking that with a lāṭhī he could expel the evil spirits from Hubbā; so he sentenced him to transportation for life."

There have been several persons transported to the Andaman Penal Settlement for similar murders.

R. C. TEMPLE.

See maps Linguistic Survey of India. (Mundār, Dravidian and Marāṭhi.)
THE ANTIQUITY OF THE IDEA OF CHAKRAVARTIN.

By D. R. BHANDARKAR, M.A., Ph.D.

Kauțalya in his Arthashastra defines the extent of a Chakravartin’s domain. The text published in Dr. Śhāma Śāstri’s edition runs as follows: “deśah prithivi; tasyāṁ Himavat-samudr-āntaram-udichinaṁ yōjana-sahasra-parimāṇam-atiryak Chakravarti-kahētram” (p. 340). The passage occurs in precisely the same form in Prof. Jolly’s edition (p. 205). The late Mahāmahōpādhyāya T. Gaṇapati Śāstri’s edition also presents the same text—(pt. III, p. 45) with only one short difference, namely, that it has the word tiryak instead of atiryak of the preceding editions. Curiously enough, practically the same passage is met with in Saṃkaraṇya’s commentary of Kāmandaṇī-Nītisāra so as to leave no doubt that it is a quotation from Kauṭalya’s Arthashastra. It occurs in his gloss on Canto I. v. 39 and runs as follows: “tasyāṁ Himavat-samudr-āntaram-udichinaṁ nava-yōjana-sahasra-pramāṇaṁ tiryak Chakravarti-kahētram.” This text differs from that of the Mysore edition in two important respects. First it has nava-yōjana-sahasra-pramāṇaṁ instead of yōjana-sahasra-parimāṇaṁ and tiryak instead of atiryak. Saṃkaraṇya must have taken this text from the manuscript of Kauṭalya’s Arthashastra that was before him. And the question arises: which of the two variants represents the correct text?

Scholars probably do not know that what Kauṭalya states about the sphere of the Chakravartin is set forth in greater detail in the Purāṇas. The passage in question occurs in no less than two Purāṇas,—the Vāyu and the Matsya. The first Purāṇa (chap. 45, v. 72 & ff.) has the following:


Practically the same passage as it is met with in the Matsya-Purāṇa (chap. 114, v. 5 & ff.) It runs as follows:

vyavasthih tēshāṃ sa vyavahārō-yatam vartanao tu parasparao dharmārtha-kāma-sam-
yuktō varṇanām tu svakarmasu saṃkalpa-pamchamānām tu āśramānām yathā-vidhi
iha svargā-pavargā-ārthām pravṛtti-r-ihā mānushēya-tv-ayam mānavō dvīpas-ārthēya-āmīṃ prakiritāb
ya eṇaṃ jayatē kriṣṇaṃ sa samrād-iti kirtitaḥ ayaṃ lōkas-tu vai
samrād-antarikshajitām śrīmataḥ svarād-asaḥ śrīmataḥ lōkaḥ punar-vakshyāmi vistaraṅ.

If we compare both these passages, we find that they are practically identical. That of the Matsya-Purāṇa, corrected in the light of the passage from the Vāyu may be translated as follows: “I will now describe the peoples of this continent (named) Bhārata. Manu is called Bhārata, because of his sustenance (bhārana) of the peoples. According to the rules of Nirukta that continent is (therefore) known as Bhārata, for which (alone) heaven, emancipation or the Middle Path has been enjoined (by the scriptures). Nowhere else on this earth has Action (karma) been laid down for mankind. Know (now) the nine divisions of this Bhārata continent, namely, Indrādīpa, Kasērī, Tāmarāparī, Gabhastimā, Nāgadvīpa, Saumya, Gandharva, Vāruṇa and this ninth peninsular (devīpa) surrounded by the ocean. This devīpa is one thousand yōjanas long from north to south from Kumārī (Cape Comorin) to the source of the Ganges and is extended nine thousand in the north in an oblique—direction. This devīpa is on all sides on its outskirts occupied by the Mālechchhas. On the eastern extremity are the Kirātas and on the western the Yavanas. In between are settled down the Brāhmaṇas, Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas and Śūdras carrying on sacrifices, fighting, commerce and so forth according to (their) part. Those classes (varnas), following their respective duties, carry on mutual intercourse in consonance with dharma, artha, and kāma. The (four) Āśramas with Saṃkāla ṁ (vow for rituals) as the fifth display activity here among men as prescribed, for (the attainment) of heaven or emancipation. This ninth devīpa is called tir-yog-āyata (oblique-long). He who conquers it who is designated Samrāt. This world is known as Samrāt, the ether world Virāṭ, the world other (than these) Svarāṭ.”

It will be seen from the above translation that India forms but a part of Bhārata-varsha, being its ninth and last division. The former is called tiryo-g-āyata because, as explained in the Purāṇas, it is (one thousand yōjanas) āyata (long) from north to south, from the source of the Ganges right down to Cape Comorin, and is (nine thousand yōjanas) tiryak (obliquely) in the north. And we are further told that he who conquers this whole region, that is, the whole of India, is called Samrāt. There can be no doubt that Kautilya’s Chakravartin is identical with the Samrāt of the Purāṇas and that his details about the extent of the Chakravartin’s domain are taken from that source. And we are now in a position to answer the question: which of the readings of the above passage is correct? If we first consider the passage in Dr. Shama Sastri’s edition, we find that the words udīchāna and arīya have no meaning there. Besides, even though these words were deleted, the passage would be describing but half of India. It is only the passage from Śamkārāya’s commentary that brings out the essential and nearly full tenor of what the Purāṇas tell us about the boundaries and dimensions of India.

We have seen that the passage in the Vāyu-Purāṇa is practically the same as that occurring in the Matsya. Some verses again from that passage are traceable also in the Vishnu-
Purāṇa (II. 3). It thus seems that this description of India was contained in the original Purāṇa after which model the Vāyu, Matsya and Vishnu, the earliest Purāṇas now surviving, were cast. A date for the passage is furnished by the remarks that the Mālechchhas were not then settled in any part of India but on its outskirts and that on its western extremity were lying the Yavanas. These conditions are fulfilled only about the advent of the Maurya power. The passage thus seems to be contemporaneous with Kautilya. The idea of a Samrāt or Chakravartin conquering the whole of India appears however to have arisen at an earlier period. The universal ruler has been designated by the Āśvāraṇa-Brahmaṇa (VIII. 15) Samantarapravārya, as being possessed of the whole earth (edrabhauma) and as the sole ruler (ēka-rāt) of the earth bordered by the ocean.
VEDANTA AND CHRISTIAN PARALLELS:
By A. GOVINDACHARYA SVAMIN.

The Trinity.

VEDANTA axiomatically adopts the definition of God (Brahman) to be: 'Janmādy asya Yataḥ' (Brahma Sūtra) or God is that to which (to whom) is due the birth, life and dissolution of the Universe. The Upanishadic passage on which the Brahma Sūtra is constructed is:—

'Yato vā imāni bhūtānī jāyante yena jātāni
jīvanti yat prayanty abhīsāṃvīśanti.'

Bhūtānī is literally that which comes to exist; or existence (quiddity) as an abstraction. Here then we have Existence as the one fact which is axiomatic. This Existence, whether it is in the form of manifestation or non-manifestation, owes its existence by virtue of something, which is to it causal, and which is given a name, to whichever language the name belong. In the Vedic language, the nomen is Brahman. Differential existence then evolves from Brahman, is sustained through a series of living transformations, which have an order and rhythm about them. The Law of Periodicity prevails, which is a curve, not a straight line, so that the curve starts from a given point, works round a spatio-temporal system, and returns to the point. The system is a closed system, corresponding to Einstein's theory of relativity. Beyond this curvilinear system lies the region, which is not therefore spatio-temporal; in other words it is transcendental, or transcendence itself as an abstraction. That we have existence, not negation is hence a necessity of thought. Religion has this as its fundamental thought. The term abhīsāṃvīśanti, meaning 'enters,' is of the utmost importance to Vedanta. The term literally means entry in all its entirety, which signifies that the manifestation totally disappears, but remains in absorption. Where? In Brahman, God. When all else is not apparent, God alone remains as an eternal and infinite entity or existence. Here the terms eternal in reference to time and infinite in reference to space import the idea that God transcends all spatio-temporal systems or manifestations. These are events in the history of God so to say. Existence is system which also means Reality or Truth. We have thus:

Brahma (God) = 'Satyam Jñānam Anantam Brahma,' i.e., God is Existence which is Truth and Reality; and He is Limitless. He is besides Knowledge.

Now we have in the first article of the Christian Religion the definition of God as 'the one (ekam) living (chit) and true God, everlasting'; that he is the 'maker' and preserver of all things both visible and invisible'; and that he is 'of infinite power, wisdom and goodness'. These attributes, especially wisdom, are all subsumable under the one term 'knowledge.' Scholars may thus discern the commonness of fundamental ideas about Deity contained in the Vedānta and in the Christian Religion.

The first article further speaks of the Godhead as comprised of the three persons, or Trinity, namely, the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, 'of one substance, power and eternity'. Students might here consider the Vedāntic Trinity, Mother, Father and Teacher, as contained in the passage:—

'Mātri-devo bhava, Pitri devo bhava, Āchārya-devo bhava' is God who is manifest to us as the Father, which would be the Father of the Christian Trinity; the Mother, which would be the son of the Triad; and Teacher, the Holy Ghost, or the Church, which continues the function of the Father and the Mother. Vedānta has another Trinity comprised in the Holy Pranava AUM, of which A, represents Fatherhood; U, Motherhood which is the Teacherhood, and M, the Sonhood. Philosophically A, is the satyam, reality or existence which is God; M, is the soul or the kingdom of souls; and U, the link or intermediary power which link the Souls with God, or God with Souls. Inasmuch as these three elements are never separable from each other, but subsist in a unity or a complex, we may see the Christian idea of 'one substance', of the Trinity in the unity: Ekam ev-advitiyam.

We have the theological Trinity besides of the Vedāntic Brahmā, the creator, Vishnu, the preserver, and Śiva, the destroyer, which is here not considered, except by stating that this
Trinity is co-substantial or of one substance. The Christian may say that the world comes out of nothing, whereas the Vedântist says existence comes out of existence. But the nothing of the Christian does not negate the existence of God before the world became. And if the world came out of the Will of God, this is parallel to the Vedantic saying that Sat (existence) came out of Sat. Nor is the idea of nothing wanting in the Vedânta, for we have: asatas saj-jâyeta (Chândogya Up.) but asat is explained as the causal absolute to the effected relative.

Philosophically, the idea involved in the Trinity, is that God is a unity. God existed in the beginning, one only. When God began manifesting or creating, He split Himself into two natures, the subjective and the objective, thinker and thought, figuratively expressed as Father and Son; and the bond between the two is the Holy Ghost. Max Müller writes of Eckhart's mysticism thus: "Thus the Godhead the Divine Essence or ousia, becomes God in Three persons. In thinking himself, the Father thinks everything that is within Him, that is, ideas, the logoi of the unseen world?" (pp. 512-13, Theosophy or Psychological Religion). In the light of what Max Müller says, viz., 'that a study of the Upanishads is often the very best preparation for a proper understanding of Eckhart's Tracts and Sermons. The intellectual atmosphere is just the same, and he who has learnt to breathe in the one, will soon feel at home in the other' (p. 511. id.), we invite our readers to the idea contained in Nara-Nârâyana, the complex Godhood, which has Nara, the objective, and Nârâyana, the subjective potential in its bosom. Nârâyana is basically One. The One educeed (begat according to Christian phrasing) from its own self the Nara; and a relation between the two also came into existence. This is the Logos (Lakshmi or Śri or Vidyā, the Word, the divine saṅkalpa of the Vedânta system). This is religion or relationship between God and Nature (sambandha, which is literally religio). The particular application of this doctrine to man is clear, when man¹ is singled out from Nature in general. Nara would thus be the objective man, and Nârâyana the subjective Godhead; and these have indiscernible relation, expressed by the Logos. Coming to the sacred Vedântic syllable AUM, the mystery of the Trinity becomes apparent, when A stands for the Godhead, M for man or manhood, and U is expressive of the relation between them. In figurative language, A is Father (pītā) in one aspect; M is Son (putra) in one aspect, (there are eight more aspects); and U is the Logical nexus, Lakshmi, Śri, or the Mother. In this Vedântic metaphor, we have Father, Son and Mother, and only in the place of Mother, the term Holy Ghost gives the Trinity the Christian hue. Those who have studied Vedânta are conversant with the Tripudi or God considered as a philosophical Trinity, viz., jñâti, jñeya and jñâna i.e., the knower, the known (thing) and knowledge (the connecting link), or the thinker, the thought (thing), and thinking, the link. The meaning of creation is nature-making collectively and Soul-making particularly; and the process of making is the relation. In Eckhart's language: 'God (or Father) is always working, and His working is to beget the Son.' The philosophic ethic consequent on these notions is that there is God in Nature, and God in Soul (Man), and both are related, which means, they are identical and in their ultimate essence a Unity. The Trinity is because of the Unity being a Totum or Complex.

¹ Man or Soul is the particular individual, the representative of the group soul, the Demiurge, the Son, (the masculine Brahmā emanated from the neutral Brahma, the Father).
WHO WERE THE IMPERIAL PRATIHARAS OF KANAUJ?

By R. R. HALDER.

The Imperial Pratiharas of Kanauj seem to have derived their family name from the office of a pratihāra1 (door-keeper) and not from the name of their primeval man like the Chauhānas, Chaulukyas, Paramāras, Guhils, etc. This view derives support from the Gwallor prasasti2 of Bhōja, which says that in the Solar race, Manu, Ikshvāku, and others were born. In their pride was born Rāma, whose younger brother Lakṣāmaṇa was his (Rāma's) doorkeeper (pratihāra), in whose family, which bore the emblem of Pratihāra, Nāgabhaṭā (I, the founder of the Imperial dynasty) appeared. It further records that Vatsarāja, the son of his nephew Dēvarāja,3 wrested the empire from the famous house of Bhāṇḍi. Thus it traces the origin of the Pratiharas of Kanauj and, in addition, explains the significance of the word 'Pratihāra'. In old days, the office of a Pratihāra was open to anyone, who could secure the confidence of a king in watching the safety of his person by standing at his palace-gate, and consequently, there arose Pratiharas of different castes, such as Brahmāna4, Gurjara5, Kshatriya6, Chāpōṭkaṭa7 (Chāvadā) and Rāghuvairāḥi, of whom the last-named gradually came to be the rulers of a very large part of the country.

Before Kanauj became their capital, the Imperial Pratihāra dynasty seems to have ruled over the Gurjara-country8 in Mārvār, as is indicated in the Wapi9 and Rādhanpur10 inscriptions of Gōvindaraṇā III, dated in Sāka Sāniwat 730 (A.D. 808), which say that Dhōrā (Dhrurvarāja, the Rāshaṅkūta king of Deccan), by his matchless arms, quickly drove to Mārvār (Mārvār) Vatsarāja, who was proud of having seized the fortune of royalty of the Gauḍa country, and wrested from him (Vatsarāja) the two white (royal) umbrellas originally belonging to the king of Gauḍa. The Bārodā11 inscription of Karkarāja II, dated in Sāka Sāniwat 734 (A.D. 812) says

1 The word 'Pratihāra' seems to be analogous to Panchakula (Panchōli) which denotes an office or rank, and not a caste or creed.
2 Ḍēya: कस्यपुष्टसदैवसंग्राहकधाराधारावर नयस्ततात् गुणमयसुधयम् : क्षमागमऽकरम: || 2 ||
3 तेह्यां वेदेत सुधमा क्षमागमऽकरम: धारणाम् वेदेत योरं राम: नवस्ततात् गुणमयसुधयम् || ||
4 शास्वतमन्त्रायोगी महावर्णुभिः मेघनादस्य संस्करण्य हृदयित्वा शास्वतमन्त्रायोगी: प्रतिहारार्धराः || 3 ||
5 तदन्व: (वेदेत) प्रतिहारस्वरकामसु मैत्रियकः परामर्शादेशेऽदेव: नामांपत: : पुरातनमेवेविशेषत् भुवासुधयम् ||
6 ह्या (तत्) मणिक्षुरशोकसक्कोऽर्धावरकारासुखसुखी व: सामाज्यायमविद्यायाशुद्धा वथनेम्य: इत्यद्विद्वितिः || ||
7 एक: कस्यपुष्टसद्वेदेत च योशोगुणसुधयम् प्रतिहाराय: क्षमागमऽकरमादित्वाय: हृदयित्वा || ||
9 This Dēvarāja is different from Dēvarāja of the Bhaṭṭi clan, who is said to have been defeated by the Pratihāra king Śiluka (Ep. Ind., XVIII, 98), to whose family possibly the Imperial Pratiharas belonged (Ibid., p. 90). Kakka, the fourth in succession from Śiluka, married Padmāni of the Bhaṭṭi clan and is said to have been the contemporary of Dēvarāja of the Imperial family.
12 Ep. Ind., vol. XVII, p. 88. The Pratiharas of Bārodā being the descendents of Harichandra by his Kshatriya wife Bhadrā, are known as Kshatriya Pratiharas. The sons of Brahmāna father born of Kshatriya mother were called Kshatriyas.
that Karkarājia, in order to protect (the king of) Mālava, made his arm to be a door-bar to the lord of the Gurjara-country (Gurjarēśvara)\textsuperscript{12}, who had become evilly inflamed by his victories over the kings of Gauḍa and Vaṅga. From these inscriptions it appears that Vatsarājia, the Imperial Prathīhāra, who is referred to in the Barodā inscription also, was the lord of the Gurjara-country and ruled in Mārwār about the end of the eighth century A.D. The capital of the early Imperial Prathīhāras, too, seems to have been Bhīmāl, since it was the capital of their predecessors, namely, the Gurjaras and the Chāvadās respectively. The Gurjaras were different\textsuperscript{13} from the Chāvadās, as is described in Pulakesi\textquotesingle s grant of Kālachuri Saṅvat 490 (A.D. 738-9). From the Brūhmasphuṭasiddhānta\textsuperscript{14} of Brahmagupta, a resident of Bhīmāl, composed in Śaka Saṅvat 550 (A.D. 628), it is known that Vyāghramukha of the Chāpa (Chāpōṭkaja, Chāvōṭaka, Chāvadā) dynasty was ruling at Bhīmāl at the period of composition of the book. The reign of the Chāvadās lasted there up to Kālachuri Saṅvat 490 (A.D. 738-9), as appears from the above grant\textsuperscript{16} of Pulakesi, which says that the decline of the Chāvōṭaka (Chāvadā) kingdom was brought about by the Arab invasion. After the Chāvadās, it appears, their reign over the Gurjara country in Mārwār passed into the hands of the Imperial Prathīhāras between K.S. 490 (A.D. 738-9) and Ś.S. 730 (A.D. 808), i.e., between the periods of mention of the destruction of the Chāp kingdom in the Pulakesi\textquotesingle s grant and of Vatsarājia\textquotesingle s rule in Mārwār as inferred from the Rādhanpur and Waqī inscriptions. The Chāvadās were ruling at Bhīmāl at that time and their rule elsewhere\textsuperscript{18} had not yet been established.

Before the Chāvadās, Bhīmāl was being ruled over by the Gurjaras... The Kālāṇjara\textsuperscript{17} inscription of about the eighth century A.D., as also the inscription\textsuperscript{18}, dated v.s. 900 (A.D. 843), of Bhōjadēva (I) respectively record the name of Mahāgalānaka (modern Mangalānā, about 28 miles N.N.E. of Dīḍwāna), Siwā (modern Sewā, seven miles from Dīḍwāna in the N.E. of Jodhpur) and of Dēṇḍavānaka (Dīḍwāna), as situated in the Gurjarāmāṇḍala and Gurjaratābhūmi, i.e., in Gurjara country. Hiuen Tsang in his visit to Mārwār in about v.s. 697 (A.D. 641) describes the Gurjara country and speaks of Pi-lo-mo-lo (Bhillamāl, Bhīmāl) as its capital\textsuperscript{19}. It is most likely that Bhīmāl was at the time of the pilgrim\textquotesingle s visit being ruled over by the Chāp\textsuperscript{20} (Chāvadā) dynasty, for, between Ś.S. 550 (A.D. 628) and K.S. 490 (A.D. 738-9), the Chāvadās were the rulers at Bhīmāl and other parts of Mārwār, as may be inferred from the above. From the Kālāṇjara inscription and that of Bhōjadēva, it

\textsuperscript{12} Gurjarēśvara here means the lord of the Gurjara country.

\textsuperscript{13} Cf. Sāmēśvara\textquotesingle s Kritikaumudī, canto II.

\textsuperscript{14} Ep. Ind., vol. V, Appendix, No. 404.


\textsuperscript{16} See also Ind. Ant., vol. XVII, p. 192.

\textsuperscript{17} Transactions of the Vienna Oriental Congress, Arian Section, p. 231.


\textsuperscript{19} The Chāp dynasty had also its kingdoms at Anhilavāda (Pāṇḍava) and Vadhavāna (Kāṭhiawār) founded later on in the eighth and ninth century A.D., respectively.

\textsuperscript{20} The date given in the text on p. 212 is wrong. The correct date is taken from the original plate preserved in the Rājputāna Museum, Ajmer.
may be seen that the northern boundary of the modern Jodhpur State was nearly identical with that of the Gurjaras, undoubtedly so called after the Gurjaras who once ruled over it. The rule of the Gurjaras in Mârwâr must have commenced after the decline of the Kshatrapa power and ended sometime before A.D. 628, the date of the Châvadâ's rule at Bhînmâl (Bhîllamâl, Srîmâl).

According to the Jodhpur inscription of Bâuka, dated v.s. 894 (A.D. 837), originally found in a Vishnû temple at Mañdor, the wine-drinker (Kshatriya) son of Harichandra born of his Kshatriya wife Bhadrâ ruled at Mañdor (Mañdavâyapura). The date of Harichandra, the founder of the Kshatriya Pratihâras of Mañdor and 13th predecessor of Bâuka, whose known date is v.s. 894 (A.D. 837), will fall in the fourth quarter of the 6th century A.D. by assigning an average rule of twenty years to each of the rulers. Thus it appears that two ruling families—the Kshatriya Pratihâras of Mañdor, while the Gurjaras, the Châvadâs and the Imperial Pratihâras successively at Bhînmâl—ruled side by side in Mârwâr. How long the Pratihâras (Parihâras) of Mañdor ruled there is not known; but the discovery of an inscription at Mañdor in Jodhpur State shows that the throne of Mañdor was transferred afterwards to the Chauhâns of Nâdol, who ruled there about the middle of the twelfth century A.D.

It is, however, difficult to state in what way the Pratihâras of Mañdor were related to the Imperial Pratihâras, who first ruled at Bhînmâl and then at Kanauj. It has been known that Kakka, the Pratihâra ruler of Mañdor gained fame at Muddagiri (Monghyr in Bihâr) in the fighting with the king of Gauḍâ. It is also known from the above inscription of Gôvindarâja III that it was Vatsarâja of the Imperial Pratihâra line, who is said to have defeated the king of Gauḍa and taken from him the two white (royal) umbrellas. Thus it appears that Kakka, being a feudatory to Vatsarâja, fought on his side at Muddagiri against the Gauḍâs. From this it may be inferred that the Imperial Pratihâras and the Pratihâras of Mañdor were the two different lines of rulers in Mârwâr—the one supreme at their capital Bhînmâl and the other, probably subordinate, at their capital Mañdor. The origin of the former is described in the Gwâlior prâsasti of Bhôja which distinctly states that Nâgabhâta (I) was the first king and that Vatsarâja (the 4th from him) wrested the empire from the Bhañdî clan.

Having cleared the position so far let us now come to the subject proper. Antiquarians and learned men are apt to describe the Imperial Pratihâras of Kanauj as Gurjaras-Pratihâras. In fact, there is no definite proof to connect them with the Gurjaras. That they belonged to the Solar race is evident from the following versions:

(1) The Gwâlior prâsasti of Bhôja speaks of Nâgabhâta, the founder of the dynasty, as belonging to the Solar race, and of Vatsarâja, as the glorifier of the race of Ikshvâkù.

(2) The Harshanâtha inscription of Vigrahârâja, dated v.s. 1030 (A.D. 973) tells us that Guvaka (one of the early Chauhâns of Sâmbar) attained pre-eminence as a hero in the court.

21 विन्द्र्य: श्रीहिरिचन्द्रस्वः प्रभृति मद्य च हंसु(विन्द्र्य)मयः ...
   तेन श्रीहिरिचन्द्रे परिणाता द्विजावलयः \
   हिरिचन्द्री हंसुविन्द्र्यमयः मद्य महाकुलमणिनिता \n   प्रसिद्धरा हिरिचन्द्री मुता भाराण्येवैवेश्वरसुता: \
   बाली मद्य च यान्तुके वै मुता महामुनिन: \n
Inscription preserved in the Râjputâna Museum, Ajmer.
23 तत्तारिथिषु: क्रिष्ण: पुरो जाती महानाति: \
   वर्षा मुद्रसमितिः लघुस्यं च चेतु मृदुः (विन्द्र्य) समं च रेण। [ 24 X]
24 For Dr. R. C. Majumdar's views, see Ep. Ind., vol. XVIII, p. 94.
25 It is not known, however, whether the Pratihâras of Mañdor were subordinates to the Imperial Pratihâras prior to Vatsarâja.
of Nāgāvalōka (Nāgabhāṣṭa II. of Kanauj), and that (his descendant Śimharāja) kept in confinement many princes till the universal sovereign of the earth in Rāghu's race came to him for their liberation.  

Since, during the period in question, the universal sovereigns in Northern India were the Imperial Pratiharas of Kanauj, the King Nāgāvalōka of the above inscription must refer to Nāgabhāṣṭa II. of Kanauj, who was also called Nāgāvalōka. From the version of the above inscription, Guvaka seems to be a subordinate to Nāgāvalōka. It, therefore, follows that Śimharāja, the sixth in descent from him (Guvaka), was also subordinate to his contemporary Pratihāra kings of Kanauj. Since Śimharāja was the father of Vigrāharāja (II) whose known date is V.S. 1030 (A.D. 973), he should have been contemporary with Dēvapālā or Vijayapālā of Kanauj, whose known dates are s. 1005 and s. 1016 (A.D. 948 and 959) respectively. The term 'Rāghu's race' must therefore refer to one of them.

(3) The poet Rājasēkhara calls his pupil Mahendrapālā of Kanauj 'Raghukulatilaka' (gem of Rāghu's race) in his Viddhaśālābhaṅjika and 'Raghugrānpaṇi' (leader of Rāghu's race) in his Bālabhārata.

Thus we see that the Imperial Pratiharas of Kanauj were a race of Pratihāra rulers, who belonged to the Solar (Rāghu's) race and not to the Gurjara clan. To call them, therefore, Gurjarā-Pratiharas does not seem to be justified. They remained the paramount sovereigns in Northern India for about a period of two and a half centuries, and extended their sway in the Panjāb, Bihār, Gujarāt, Kāthiawār, Rājpūtāna and Central India (Mālwa). It was Nāgabhāṣṭa II, the fifth ruler of the dynasty, who having dethroned Chakrāyudha of Kanauj about 816 A.D., made it his capital. Since then, the Rāghuvaṇāśi Pratiharas are also known as the Pratiharas of Kanauj. With Yaśapālā, however, the last ruler among them, or with his successor, the rule of the Pratiharas of Kanauj came to an end, and it was the Gaharwāpī king Chandradēva, who acquired the sovereignty of Kanauj in v.s. 1154 (A.D. 1097). Though the reign of the Rāghuvaṇāśi Pratiharas came to an end at the end of the 11th century A.D., nevertheless some of the scions of the family yet ruled for sometime in distant parts of the country, as is evident from the Kureṭhā inscription of Malayavarmā, dated v.s. 1277 (A.D. 1220) and the Rājgarh inscription of the Pratihāra Prithvipālādēva dated v.s. 1208 (A.D. 1151).

---

27 Aśāpratipakṣyaśīvaśīopicchayaśāhinaśāhinyavayeśu, Śrīnāgabhāṣṭakoṣvarvarṇasyaśāmaśāvyaḥ (vijignānāśīvaśīopicchayaśāhinaśāhinyavayeśu)

28 Ep., Ind., vol. II., pp. 121-22.


30 See note 27 above.


32 Kārayogīyaśāhinaśāhinaśāhinyavayeśu, Śrīnāgabhāṣṭakoṣvarvarṇasyaśāmaśāvyaḥ


34 According to Duft [Chronology, p. 75] Chakrāyudha gained sovereignty of Kanauj in 840 A.D., while Nāgabhāṣṭa II is supposed to have ruled from v.s. 832-90 (A.D. 815-33) [Ep., Ind., vol. IX., pp. 199, and Prabhādeva-caraḥ, p. 177]. Hence, either the date in Chronology is wrong, or Chakrāyudha's deposition becomes impossible unless Nāgabhāṣṭa's reign lasted longer.

35 The Gaharwāpī also belonged to the Solar race, as appears from their inscriptions.


38 Report of the Rājāpūtāna Museum, Ajmer, 1918-19, 4(b) V.
THE HOME OF THE UPANIŚADS.

BY UMESH CHANDRA BHATTACHARJEE, M.A., B.L.

(Continued from page 173.)

Scholars find no difficulty in believing that the tenth mandala of the Rigveda, though, as the texts have come down to us, it is a part of the same compilation at present, was yet composed later than the other mandalas. It is also admitted that the Brāhmaṇas were composed when the eastern districts had been explored and had begun to be colonised. We have evidence of this eastern migration in the Brāhmaṇas themselves. Is it then too much to suppose that the later portions of these Brāhmaṇas—the Upaniṣads and the Āraṇyakas— at any rate, a vast majority of them—were composed after the settlements in the eastern districts had become prosperous territories with populous cities and villages?

We find, therefore, that though some texts of the Śruti, as they are usually understood, imply a disparagement of the eastern districts, yet no such thing is found in the Upaniṣads proper. So it is precarious to conclude that the home of the Upaniṣads was in Kuru-Paṇcāla and not anywhere else. Besides, it must be remembered that even if the Brāhmaṇas are definitely proved to have originated in Kuru-Paṇcāla, still that does not prove that it was the home of the Upaniṣads also. It is conceivable that a distance of time as well as a distance of space separate the two. At any rate, the evidence of the Vedic and Brāhmaṇic texts discussed above is inconclusive with regard to the contention that Kuru-Paṇcāla and not Videha-Magadha was the home of the Upaniṣads.

(ii) We turn now to the evidence of the Upaniṣads themselves. It has just been pointed out that in the Upaniṣads, there is no banter against the eastern peoples. On the contrary, the court of the king of Videha was an important resort of the teachers of Brahma-vidyā. In the Brhadāraṇyaka ii. 1, Ajātaśatru of Kāśi exclaims that people flock to the court of Janaka in connection with Brahma-vidyā. That shows that Videha had already acquired a reputation in that respect. Kāśi also appears to have been another seat of Brahma-vidyā; but the jealousy of its king for Janaka, shows that it was a less important seat.

In the Praśna Upaniṣad, we find references to Kośala and Vidarbha, enquirers from which countries approach a certain teacher for Brahma-vidyā (i. 1). And in the same Upaniṣad (vi. 1), we find that even the princes of Kośala were interested in Brahma-vidyā. This shows clearly that Brahma-vidyā had at least travelled out of Kuru-Paṇcāla, if that was its original home.

Among the princes of Paṇcāla, Pravāhaṇa Jaivali is well-known. (Ch. i. 8; v. 3, Br. vi. 2). But he was a Kṣatriya, and though fairly well posted in the subject, he was hardly a teacher in the real sense of the term. And as to the Brahmans of Kuru-Paṇcāla, Svetaketu Āruṇeya had to confess even before this very Jaivali that he had not been instructed into the mysteries of Deva-yāna and Pitr-yāna—an important branch of Brahma-vidyā; and his father too had to admit that he did not know it. Surely, this is not a compliment.

Again, in Chāndogya i. 10-12, we have a reference to the ‘Sauva Udgītha’—‘the song of the dog’ as Deussen translates it; “which”, to quote the same author again (p. 62) “seems to have been originally a satire on the greedy begging propensities of the priests.” Now, if it was a satire at all, was it not a satire upon the Brahmans of Kuru-Paṇcāla? The story of Uṣasti Cākrāyaṇa, to which the ‘song of the dog’ is an appendix, seems to imply an adverse reflection upon the Kuru-Paṇcāla Brahmans and their mode of life. This Uṣasti Cākrāyaṇa appears again in Brhadāraṇyaka iii. 4, where he puts questions to Yājñavalkya but is easily silenced.

In the Kauśitaki (iv. 1), we find references to several places, evidently as seats of learning, viz., Usānara, Matsya, Kuru-Paṇcāla and Kāśi-Videha. That was evidently a time when living in Magadha or Videha, was not only not unusual but was rather necessary for completing one’s education. It is the story of the proud Vālāki who met Ajātaśatru of Kāśi (cf. Br. ii). In the Kauśitaki, we are told that this proud man had travelled in the countries
mentioned above—and it may be presumed, must have earned a reputation for scholarship also. He had been to Kuru-Pañcāla, too, and had come out of that country, evidently with his reputation unimpaired. But at Kāśi, an eastern district, and at the hands of a Kṣatriya, he meets with a crushing defeat.

In the Upaniṣads, we find references to most of the provinces falling within the zone of territory which had Kuru-Pañcāla on the north-west, Mātsya and Vidarbha on the south-south-west and Videha-Magadhā on the east. This was undoubtedly the area within which Brahma-vidyā was born. But Macdonell’s theory that Kuru-Pañcāla was the home of the Upaniṣads, is not supported by anything in the body of that literature. Pravāhaṇa Jaivali, the king of the Pañcālas, is not the most important patron of Brahma-vidyā; and he is more than matched by Ajātaśatru of Kāśi. But this Ajātaśatru himself has to exclaim that people run to the court of Janaka, and not anywhere else, for Brahma-vidyā (Br. ii. 1. Kaus. iv. 1.)

If Kuru-Pañcāla or even Kāśi had been the more important seat of Brahma-vidyā, we should certainly have found more frequent references to these places, their kings and peoples. But Ajātaśatru’s sad complaint makes it plain that the peoples of these places were painfully aware of the superior prestige of the court of Videha in this matter. And the fact that a master mind like Yājñavalkya did not find a field for his activity in Kuru-Pañcāla, which according to some was his birth-place, is significant and shows that the kings and peoples of that country were not inclined to favour the spread of this cult.

In the Upaniṣads, the court of Videha, as a seat of Brahma-vidyā, far outshines all other places in Aryavarta; and Janaka is by far the most prominent among all the Kṣatriyas, mentioned in the Upaniṣads as patrons of Brahma-vidyā. And the teacher who towers head and shoulders above all others in the Upaniṣads, is not Uddālaka Āruṇi, but his real or supposed disciple, Yājñavalkya. In the court of Janaka, Āruṇi failed to prove his superiority to Yājñavalkya—and one might even say, he had a defeat at the hands of the latter; and in the court of Pravāhaṇa Jaivali, he had to confess his ignorance of certain important questions and accepted the discipleship of the Kṣatriya. In the Chāndogya (vi), Āruṇi no doubt gives a learned discourse to his son Śvetaketu; and, according to the Chāndogya, it is no doubt to him that we are indebted for the famous formula ‘Tatvamasi.’ He was undoubtedly a very great teacher; and we find references to him in the Mahābhārata and also in other places; but as a teacher of Brahma-vidyā, he ranks much lower than Yājñavalkya. He had defeats and discomfitures here and there; but Yājñavalkya is triumphant throughout—triumphant even over Āruṇi himself. Yājñavalkya may have been Āruṇi’s pupil or may not have been; it is not impossible even for a pupil to eclipse his master. But whether Āruṇi’s pupil or not, Yājñavalkya is by far the most important teacher in the Upaniṣads.

Now, if Yājñavalkya is the most important teacher and if Janaka is the most renowned patron of Brahma-vidyā, where could Brahma-vidyā have its home except in the eastern districts of Videha-Magadhā? Yājñavalkya’s own nationality is not so material; he may have been a Kuru-Pañcāla or may have been a Videha Brahmin; but what is material, is: Where could he find the necessary field for his activity in Brahma-vidyā? Not in the land of Pañcāla, but it is in Videha that he gives his discourses under the distinguished patronage of its king. Of course, at the court of a king like Janaka, learned men came from all quarters and certainly also from Kuru-Pañcāla; and floating ideas on Brahma-vidyā existed in Kuru-Pañcāla, Mātsya, Vidarbha and Kāśi; in these places also existed men who knew this subject and knew it well; but the cult does not appear to have found any continued and systematic support outside Videha. In the strict sense of the term, therefore, Videha or the eastern territory was the home of the Upaniṣads.

There is another point to be considered in this connection. The Upaniṣads imply a certain amount of breach with the strictly orthodox Brāhmaical culture, shall we add, of the north-west. In Pāli literature and in the history of Buddhism, we find this gulf widening under the powerful influence of the Kṣatriyas of the east. It seems that this was just the
place and these were just the peoples who could foster the growth of independent spiritual inquiry which the Upaniṣads also exhibit. Buddhism was an open rebellion against the Vedic religion; but the Upaniṣads also involved some defiance of the ceremonial cult, though less open; and the eastern districts appear to have been marked out for carrying out this mission of protest. The people who could raise the standard of Buddhism, were intellectually fitted to give rise to the Upaniṣadic cult also. And the evidence of the Upaniṣads show that the cult had its organised beginnings and its first settled home in the districts of Videha and also perhaps Magadha. Besides the evidence discussed up to now, there is the evidence of the traditions preserved in the Purāṇas, to which we may now turn.

(iii) The Viṣṇu Purāṇa, part iv, gives an account of several royal dynasties, including dynasties of the Kurus and the Pañcālas. Needless details are sometimes introduced in these accounts and more than once is it said that he who listens to these narrations, escapes all sin (ete saṁ caritaṁ śravan sarva-pāpāṁ pramucyate). But only in the case of the Janaka dynasty of Videha-Mithilā is it said that most of the kings of that dynasty were patrons of Ātmavidyā: Iyute maithilāḥ; pracuryyaṇa ešām ātmavidyāśrayino bhupālā bhaviṣyantī (iv. 5. 14). No other dynasty has received a similar compliment from the author of the Viṣṇu Purāṇa. If any royal family, therefore, was prominent for its support of Brahma-vidyā, it was that of Videha.

The Bhāgavata Purāṇa similarly gives detailed accounts of various royal dynasties, distributed widely over different parts of the country, and including the Yadus and the Ikṣākus and a host of others. But in the account of the Janaka dynasty, the significant statement is made that the members of that dynasty were adepts in Ātmavidyā—ete vai maithilā rājan ātmavidyā-vāsāraddh (ix. 13. 27). It is remarkable that this virtue is not attributed to any other dynasty, not even the family of Kṛṣṇa himself, the propounder of the Bhagavad-gītā.

In the Mahābhārata, iii. 132, we find an interesting picture of the disputations on Brahma-vidyā that took place at the court of Videha; and in xii. 325, of the same book, Śuka, son of Vyāsa, is sent by his father to Janaka, the king of Mithilā, for instruction in Mokṣa-vidyā. The same story in an identical form is repeated in Yoga-vāsiṣṭha, ii. 1. In several other places also in the Mahābhārata, the name of Janaka of Videha figures prominently in connection with Brahma-vidyā.

Accounts of the royal dynasty of Mithilā are not found in all the Purāṇas. But wherever mention is made of this remarkable dynasty, whether in the Purāṇas, or in the Mahābhārata, or in the Yoga-vāsiṣṭha, the fact is almost invariably emphasized that the court of Videha was renowned as almost an exclusive seat of Brahma-vidyā. No other dynasty appears to have received a similar compliment for its patronage of Brahma-vidyā; and no other place has been commemorated as an equally rich seat of this knowledge. This is a very significant fact. Teachers of Brahma-vidyā may have had their homes in other places, even in far off countries; but the court of Videha was the centre, it seems, to which they all gravitated. Under the distinguished patronage of the kings of Videha, the teachers of Brahma-vidyā, of whatsoever race and country they may have been, had their common meeting-ground in that country. And systematic instruction also appears to have been imparted to earnest inquirers: it almost had the semblance of a university (cf. Mahābhārata, iii. 132; Br. Up., iii. 1v).

In the Purāṇas, the honour of being the home of the Upaniṣadic culture is bestowed almost exclusively on Videha. Other dynasties of princes have been celebrated for achievements in other directions,—for their wars and conquests and great sacrificial performances; but none have been half as renowned as the Janaka dynasty for proficiency in Brahma-vidyā. And other lands have been famous for other events; but, in the Purāṇas, the land of Videha has little other history to its credit, except the hospitality it extended to the teachers of Brahma-vidyā—whether homeless itinerants or house-owning fathers of families.

The importance of Videha in this respect is proved by another fact from the Purāṇas. The Mahābhārata, we are told, was narrated in the form in which it has come down to us,
at an assembly of the Rṣis of Naimiśāraṇya (Mbh. i. 1). And more than half the Purāṇas declare themselves products of Naimiśāraṇya (cf. Kūrma, i. 2; Skanda, i. 1. 2, etc.). Even in cases where the scene is laid in other places (e.g., Brahmānda i. 13; Vāyu i. 14, etc.), it is still the Rṣis of Naimiśāraṇya to whom the leadership of thought-movement is ascribed. Now, Naimiśāraṇya was nearer to the Kuru-Paṇcāla than to Videha and was situated in the zone of territory in which the Brāhmaṇas are supposed to have been composed. It may be supposed that these people were not lacking in sympathy for the Kuru-Paṇcāla men. That even these Rṣis and these Purāṇas assign a very high place of honour to the royal dynasty of Videha, is a fact that cannot be lightly passed over. And besides, there is no disparagement of the eastern districts in these books. This shows that Videha really deserved the honour.

That the territory comprising Videha and its neighbourhood was the centre of great intellectual movements, is further shewn by the rise of Buddhism in this area. A reference has already been made to Buddhism; it was a product mainly of these very districts for which some of the Śruti texts have been understood to express nothing but contempt. In fact, the very sneers at Magadha in later Vedic literature, have been supposed by some as due to the rise of the heterodox religion of Buddha in that land. (See Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 400 n.) Whether this is true or not, the outstanding fact remains that Videha-Magadha was the centre of intellectual and spiritual activity of a very high order. And the assumption is quite reasonable that the spirit of free inquiry that the Upaniṣads exhibit and the revolt against Vedic religion which is exemplified in Buddhism, may have been helped and encouraged by each other. References to Brahma-vidyā, to the state of having attained Brahma, and also to the kings of Mithilā are frequent enough in Buddhistic literature. Thus, in Jātakamālā, (Śaśa jātaka, 28), we find the expression brahmavādā varitvāh; and in Maitrāyana-jātaka, occurs the expression brahmavādayām; and in Brahmana-jātaka, a king of Videha is brought round to the right way of life by the instruction of the Bodhisattva who was born in the realm of Brahma (Brahmaloka). In Moore’s Sayings of Buddha, (p. 35), Buddha says “I became Brahma”. Mahāvastu iii. 325, speaks of brahmavāda (dharmaṃyaḥ so brahmaṇo brahmavādām vadeya, etc.). All these things bespeak an acquaintance with the cult of Brahma-vidyā. Then there are the references to kings of Mithilā also (e.g., Jātaka Nos. 9, 408, 498, etc.) Though the names of the kings as given in these texts are not exactly the same as in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa and elsewhere, yet some names, such as that of Nimi, are common, showing that the identical dynasty of kings was in view.

All these considerations show that Videha-Magadha was a soil where a free and independent thinking could strike root; and our other evidences have proved that this was the soil where Brahma-vidyā too had its first home.

There is one possible objection which may be considered here. The evidences that we have been discussing refer mainly to the court of Videha rather than to its people or its provinces. The court was certainly not the place of instruction—the place, that is to say, where pupils were taught. And it is also a truism to say that the cult could not have been developed without regular instruction being given to students. Now where was this instruction given? Not of course in the court of the king; but it was presumably under the patronage of the court that a majority of the teachers lived, and so, they must have had their seat of instruction not far from the court. Besides, very many of the teachers had little of a home to own: they lived a more or less peripatetic life and wherever they went, their pupils also went along with them. Yājñavalkya comes to the court of Janaka with his disciples crowding about him; and it is one of these pupils that he orders to drive home the cows which the king offered as reward to the most learned man in the assembly (Br. iii. 1. 2). Śākalya too had his pupils with him; and when he was suddenly killed by Yājñavalkya’s curse, his bones were carried off by these pupils (ibid., iii. 9. 26). That the Brahman teachers moved about
the country with their pupils in their wake, is also proved by incidents recorded in the Purāṇas and the Mahābhārata. Thus, Mbh. iii. 261 narrates a visit to Duryodhana by Durvāṣa and a similar visit by him to Yudhiṣṭhira, with ten thousand pupils following him. The practice of taking some pupils with oneself on one’s journeys, specially when the journey is made on an invitation, has continued among Brahmans even till the present day.

Of course, some of these itinerant Brahmans owned a home and even a wife, and sometimes even more than one wife (e.g., Br. Up., ii. 4). And they had their children to boot. And it is also true that however much they might prize the patronage of princes, very few of them lived under a royal roof. Some no doubt did live in the household of kings in some capacity or other, but not many. And the Upaniṣadic teachers were mostly dwellers in villages or even in forests. But one can easily assume that when a princely house was particularly kind to any sect of these Brahmans, such Brahmans would naturally fix up their abode within the area protected by these princes and in their neighbourhood. And from the eminent position of the court of Videha, it may well be inferred that it must have held itself responsible for the protection of the life and property of many a Upaniṣadic teacher. In all probability, they had their homes within reach of Videha’s arms; and it was there that they maintained their pupils and held their schools.

If it is a question of choice as between Videha and Magadha, it is not difficult to see that we have to cast our vote in favour of Videha rather than Magadha as the home of Upaniṣadic speculation. But provincial boundaries were not yet sharply defined in those early days, and, besides, Magadha also seems to have had its share in the development of this culture, though Videha’s share was decidedly more noteworthy. The two districts have to be mentioned conjointly because they are generally so spoken of and also because, as a matter of fact, both had their contributions to the building up of Brahma-vidyā.

We may note in passing here that interesting light is thrown on the question of the home of the Upaniṣadic teachers by some ancient Greek writers. They almost uniformly locate the philosophers of ancient India either on the banks of the Ganges or on mountains which remain nameless. Bardesanes, a writer of the second century A.D., says: “Of the philosophers among them (i.e., the Brahmans), some inhabit the mountains, others the banks of the Ganges.” (The quotations are from McCrindle’s translation, vide his Ancient India). Pseudo-Kallisthenes says that the men lived on the shores of the ocean or on one side of the river (presumably the Ganges), and the women on the other side towards the interior of the country. Philostratos of Semnos locates the philosophers between Hyphasis (the river Beas) and the Ganges. Apollonius of Tyana (Priaulx’s translation) repeats the statement that the philosophers’ country lay between the Hyphasis and the Ganges and that Alexander never invaded it.

The evidence of these writers is far from conclusive; and the honesty and veracity of many of them has been challenged. In any case, their statements are not free from confusion. But they indicate a tendency to locate our philosophers on the banks of the Ganges, and, what is more important, on the eastern banks of that river. That brings us to the area we have kept in view. And when corroborative evidence is found elsewhere, we have no right to reject this testimony.

The whole host of evidence, therefore, seems to drive us but to this one conclusion that the home of Brahma-vidyā was the country of Videha-Magadha. Ideas on the subject perhaps floated all over the surface of Āryāvarta; but a systematic cultivation of the subject took place, for a long time it seems, in Videha-Magadha alone. This was, therefore, the Home of the Upaniṣads.
HINDU AND NON-HINDU ELEMENTS IN THE KATHA SARIT SAGARA.
By Sir RICHARD C. TEMPLE, Br.

I. General Remarks.

When Mr. N. M. Penzer undertook his fine edition of Tawney's translation of the Kathā Sarit Sāgara, now completed in ten remarkable volumes, I wrote the foreword to Volume I. In the course of my remarks I pointed out that the Brähmaṇ Somadeva, the author of the original, in putting together his collection of folktales used just the current stories of his day whatever their origin, and did in fact utilise tales and ideas that were presumably not of Aryan, i.e., of Hindu, origin. In going through the second volume carefully this notion took so strong a hold upon me that I propose now to make an examination of it, to see how far my idea is supported on being further looked into.

Many years ago, when dissecting a collection of modern Panjabi folktales, principally compiled by Mrs. F. A. Steel and published in Wide-awake Stories, 1884, I went on the principle of examining the incidents in the tales rather than the tales themselves. Folktales and the incidents occurring in them have separate histories, much as have the two components of all religions—the ritual and the philosophy—and it occurred to me then that by an examination of the incidents one was quite as likely to get at the history of the ideas contained in folktales as by an examination of the tales themselves. I have accordingly proposed to myself to follow the same principle with regard to the second volume of Mr. Penzer's edition of the Kathā Sarit Sāgara. In order to do so I have been through the book and noted down some 75 points, which it seemed to me to be worth examining. Of these 35 may be called records of matters that are purely Indian and 40 may be looked on as matters relating to Folklore in general, including that of the Hindus. Also it has seemed to me that practically the whole of them refer to conditions that are both Hindu and not Hindu.

With these preliminary remarks I propose to examine Volume II of Mr. Penzer's book, taking advantage of his magnificent apparatus of notes, long and short, and of his appendices, one of which, that on the "poison damsel," is practically an unique contribution to the study of Folklore. My remarks will perforce be of a desultory nature, but I hope none the less worth making for that.

The following list gives the many subjects I shall touch on in the order of examination.

I.—General Remarks.

II.—General Points.
1. Chronology.
2. Urvaśī and Purūrvas, the oldest Love Story.
3. Puns.
4. The Naming of Heroes.
5. The Spread of Rumour.
6. Travelling in India at the end of the First Millenium, A.D.
7. Etymology.

III.—References to old Indian life.
1. Unscrupulousness.
2. Victory Columns.
4. Eunuchs.
5. The Water-borne Foundling.
7. Bodhisattvas in Hinduism.

IV.—Old Indian Customs.
1. Polyandry.
2. Nose-cutting for Adultery.
3. Forms of Marriage.
5. Gambling.
6. Feeding Brâhmans.
7. The Sacredness of the Cow.
8. Birth-chamber Customs.
10. Marvellous Cures.
11. Skull-wearing.
12. Nudity.
13. The Possession of Sons.
   (a) Prophecy.
   (b) Supernatural Births.
   (c) The Wishing Tree.
15. The Ring of Recognition.
17. The Divinity of Horses.
18. Invisibility of Divinities.
19. Hindu Theft Tales.

V.—Folklore.
1. The Poison Damsel.
   (a) Vidyâdharas and White Magic.
   (b) Witches and Black Magic.
   (c) Witches' Spells.
3. The Magic Knot.
4. The Magic Circle.
5. Witches and Vampires and their Accompaniments.
   (a) Potiphar's wife: the Woman Scorned.
   (b) Witches' Spells and Magic Powers.
   (c) Overhearing.
   (d) Ceremonial Cannibalism.
   (e) Meeting Eyebrows.
   (f) Mustard Seeds.
7. Tantric Rites.
   (a) Human Sacrifice.
8. The Wandering Soul.
10. Mortal and Immortal Love.
12. Tree Spirits.
   (a) The Wishing Tree.
   (b) The Miraculous Child.
   (c) Illumination.
   (d) Speech at Birth.
   (e) Walking at Birth.
13. The Fire Sacrifice and Immortality.
15. Summoning by Thought.
16. The Home of the Blest
17. Unintentional Injuries.
18. Portents: Twitching; Itching; Sneezing.
20. Taboos.
   (a) Umbrellas.
23. Rāhu and Eclipses.

II. General Points.

1. Chronology.

Let me commence with those matters that do not strictly concern Folklore, but are representative, nevertheless, of this old collection of folktales and of ancient, and indeed modern, Indian life and literature. One can hardly expect a literary work such as that of Somadeva, brought about to amuse the leisure of an Eastern queen, to be careful of chronology; but in this matter the author is wholly wild in his statements in true old Indian fashion. He is relating the main story and is extolling the glory of King Chaṇḍamahāsena, King of Vatsa, in “conquering the Earth” (pp. 93-94). This to start with, and then the same king is made to subdue the King of Sindh in a war, in the course of which the King of Vatsa’s cavalry break “the cavalry squadrons of the Turushkas,” i.e., of the Turks. The King of Vatsa next cuts off “the head of the wicked King of the Pārasikas,” i.e., of the Persians, and defeats the Hūnas, i.e., the white Huns. These performances frighten the King of Kāmarūpa, i.e., of Assam, into submission, and lastly in triumph he goes to the King of Magadha, i.e., of Bihar. Surely here neither time nor place nor history are considered.

2. Urvāṣī and Purūravas.

The Oldest Love Story.

At p. 245 ff. Mr. Penzer gives us in Appendix I. a most valuable set of observations on The Story of Urvāṣī and Purūravas, traced back to a hymn in the Rgveda. At the commencement of his remarks he states: “It is the first Indo-European love-story known and may even be the oldest love-story in the world.” One would like to think so. Perhaps some Egyptian or Sumerian scholar may tell us if an older one has been unearthed. Its great antiquity, however, and its persistent popularity are beyond doubt. Its scheme is, of course, in consequence familiar to many an European who has never heard of the original. An immortal girl (a fairy) loves a mortal man, marries him in mortal form on a condition—on a taboo in fact—which he cannot keep, and then disappears as an immortal on his breaking it. In the end he finds the means to attain immortality, and after many troubles everything ends happily. It is a story calculated to bring out much human nature in the telling.

3. Puns.

Still dealing with matters of general interest, I would note that one cannot have much experience of Indian literature without noticing the fondness for puns and double meanings, and it is interesting to note how old and insistent this fondness is. In this volume I have marked their occurrence noticed ten times by Mr. Penzer at pp. 52, 73, 79, 132, 154, 158, 180, 181, 218, 219.

4. The Naming of Heroes.

Another general matter that I would like to call attention to in these stories is that a personal name is given to every one of importance concerned with a tale. It does not seem to be enough merely to mention that there lived a merchant who did such and such things, but the merchant must be named and so on, even when the name does not give any point
to the story. E.g., The Story of the Loving Couple that died of Separation (p. 9) commences with: “There lived a certain young merchant called Ilaka . . . in Mathurā.” This is also a Scandinavian habit. In telling a story a Scandinavian must give a name to the person concerned with it—even if he has to invent it on the spot—e.g., an Icelander will begin by saying: “I will tell you the story of a young man called Jón Magnússon,” when it does not in the least matter whether the name was Jón or Magnús or any other.

5. The Spread of Rumour.

On pp. 185-186 occurs the story of The Iniquity of Scandal, really turning on a worldwide effect of the spread of rumour, and Mr. Penzer rightly draws attention to Virgil’s description in Aeneid, IV. The story begins in the usual way of carefully describing names and places: “There is a city on the banks of the Ganges named Kusumapura [=Pātaliputra=Patna], and in it was a [Brāhmaṇa] ascetic who visited holy places, named Harasvāmin.” As above remarked the point of the story is in no way advanced by mentioning these names, as it turns on the troubles of Harasvāmin in consequence of “a wicked man spreading it about that he carries off children and eats them.” It is not to be expected that a motif such as this should be confined to any one part of the world, but Mr. Penzer has a most illuminating note (not the only one of its kind) on p. 185, n. 3. He points out that a similar tale was actually spread about in the French Revolution as to “M. de Montlosier, Marquis de Mirabeau” indulging in orgies, during which he ate little children: much to the discomfort of M. de Montlosier.

6. Travelling in India at the End of the first Millenium, A.D.

Another general point, on which I would like to remark, arises out of a paragraph on p. 6: “At night, while all were asleep, wearied with their long journey, stretched out on strewn leaves and such other beds as travellers have to put up with.” The accommodation, according to the tale, was under a tree outside a temple, which itself was outside Benares, near a place for burning the dead. I draw attention to this, because, even in the days of Peter Mundy during the Thirty Years War (1618–1648 A.D.), in Continental Europe the ordinary accommodation in a country inn, called by the English “a crewe” (Krug) was not any better, except that the cold climate of Northern Europe made travellers sleep under a roof, but they slept anywhere on the floor on straw.

7. Etymology.

The Hindus have always been as fond of folk-etymology as other people. Indeed literary striving after a meaning in names and words has gone deeply into the public life, in the hope of raising caste status by giving a meaning to caste and sub-caste names which tends to enhance the social position of the bearers. There are instances in this volume.

I will take first some cases of etymology which are not exactly folklore, but are worthy of note. On pp. 84-85, Mr. Penzer has some remarks on Adam’s Bridge, which nearly connects India with Ceylon, but in his remarks on the name ‘Adam’s’ given to an obviously Hindu place, he has left out the illuminating observation of Dames in his Barossa on Adam’s Peak, also in Ceylon. Next in the Story of Vidūshaṅka at pp. 67 ff, “a certain friend of his beloved named Yogēśvari” takes a prominent part in the tale. But Yogēśvari as a term means “past mistress of yoga,” and perhaps, instead of the character being simply named Yogēśvari, the translation should run “a certain friend of his beloved, a most wise woman,” and she should be called thereafter “the wise woman.” Lastly at p. 271 occurs a notable etymology: “gingham (a kind of cotton cloth first made at Guingamp in Brittany, the yarn of which is dyed before it is woven).” Here Mr. Penzer is correcting the O. E. D. and other authorities. At p. 138 again occurs a remarkable expression well worth noting: “Himavat, the father of the mother of the world”—the possessor of the snows as the father of Ambikā, i.e., of Pārvatī, the wife of Śiva.
Turning to folk-etymology pure and simple, I will take the case of the Fourfaced Śiva as he appears in this volume. At p. 14 we read: "Brahmā, wishing to destroy them [the Asuras Sunda and Upasunda] gave an order to Višvakarman, and had constructed a heavenly woman named Tiḷottamā, in order to behold whose beauty even Śiva truly became Fourfaced so as to look four ways at once, while she was devoutly circumambulating him. Then in The Story of Ahalyā (pp. 45-46) the Thousand Eyes of Indra are similarly accounted for. In the first of these stories we have the same general idea as that of Pygmalion and Galatea, where a sculptor's statue becomes animated out of his love.

Even more directly we find an instance of folk-etymology in the name Kandarpapā for Kāma, the god of love. At p. 100 in the course of the very mythological tale of The Birth of Kārttikeya, the god of war, Śiva is reported as saying to his consort Gaurī: "My dear goddess, the god of love was born long ago from the mind of Brahmā, and no sooner was he born than he said in his insolence: 'whom shall I make mad (kan darpayámī ?)." So Brahmā called him Kandarpapā." Similarly in another wholly mythological tale we read (p. 241): "Prithu, son of Vena, having been constituted universal monarch, desired to recover for his subjects edible plants, which, during the preceding anarchy, had all perished." So he attacked the Earth and conquered her in the form of a cow. She proceeded "to fecundate the soil," and all the vegetables grew once more. "By granting life to the Earth, Prithu became as her father; and thence she derived the patronymic appellation Prithivi (daughter of Prithu)."

Lastly in yet another highly mythological tale at pp. 151-152 we find: "Then the snakes in despair licked that bed of darbha grass, thinking there might be a drop of split nectar on it; the effect was that their tongues were split [by its sharp edges], and they became double-tongued for nothing." This statement occurs in the tale of The Dispute about the Colour of the Sun's Horses.

III. References to old Indian Life.

There are several references to the conditions of life in India, brought about by the adoption of Hinduism which are worth noting as explanatory of the turn that many Indian folktales take.

1. Unscrupulousness.

There is an unscrupulousness in the means used to attain an end, both in domestic and political life, that is instructive. Stories are told showing an entire want of scruple in action without a word of comment or sign of disapproval, which exhibits a certain want of moral sense in the tellers and listeners and is worth noting, for the tales of the Kathā Sarit Sāgara were collected and told for the amusement of a medieval Hindu Court in Kashmir.

At the commencement of the volume on p. 2 is The Story of the Clever Physician, who cured King Mahāsena of a disease by upsetting his physical equilibrium with a story of his wife's sudden death. There may, of course be some justification for a stratagem of this kind, but the story is told to suggest a way out of a political difficulty of a very different character. In the main tale, the King of Vatsa is so wholly in love with his wife Vāsavadattā that he is neglecting his kingdom, and there is danger from the King of Magadha. So Yaugandharāyana, his minister, and Rumanyvat, his general, set up a plot to wean their king from his love for Vāsavadattā and marry him to Padmāvatī (as co-wife) the beautiful daughter of the King of Magadha, and so avert the danger. The plot is unscrupulous in the extreme, and both the King of Vatsa and his wife Vāsavadattā are shamefully deceived, and so, truly, are Padmāvatī and her father. But the plot is successful, owing to the personal characters of the two young women, and it all ends in the happy living together of the King of Vatsa and his two co-wives, and incidentally in saving his country.

On p. 10 in The Story of Puppusena, Yaugandharāyana defends his action by relating a tale of a false report, which successfully deceives an enemy. This tale is evidently told
with the approval of the author and his audience, for "Yaugandharâyana, that ocean of calm resolution, answered him [Rumâñvat, who had strong doubts as to the ultimate success of pure deception]: 'I have arranged the whole plan, and the affairs of kings often require such steps to be taken.'"

2. Victory Columns.

In the main story the King of Vatsa conquers the Gangetic lands in the East, and "on its [Ganges'] extreme shore sets up pillars of stone." Here Mr. Penzer, following Wilson, remarks on the jayastambha (p. 92) that "the erection of the columns is often alluded to by Hindu writers and explains the character of the solitary columns which are sometimes met with, as the Lât at Delhi, the pillars at Allahabad, Budal, etc." But is this so? Some at any rate were used by Asoka for his Buddhist propaganda. If this suggestion of Mr. Penzer's is correct, it is an important point, though it is quite possible that Somadeva is here merely giving a popular view of the nature of the "solitary pillars."


Continuing the main story, Somadeva, at p. 125, gives a florid account of the life of "Udayana," the King of Vatsa at Kauśâmbi: "While the roof of his palace was white with moonlight, as with his own glory, he drank wine in plenteous streams... beautiful women brought him, as he sat retired, in vessels of gold, wine flaming with a rosy glow... he divided between the two queens the cordial liquor, red, delicious and pellucid, in which danced the reflections of their faces." The "two queens" were Vâsavadattâ and Padmâvatî. There is a lusciousness in this description of old Court life for the delectation of the mediaeval Kashmiri Queen, which seems to spring from the very heart of the poet.

4. Eunuchs.

In the main story again, the marriage of the King of Vatsa with Padmâvatî is described at length, and at p. 29 he goes in search of Vâsavadattâ. "Entering the house, at the door of which eunuchs were standing" he finds her. I can merely draw attention to the fact of eunuchs being employed in Somadeva's day before the introduction of the pardah into India, as Mr. Penzer's note here is: "I shall give a long note on Indian eunuchs in a later volume."

5. The Water-borne Foundling.

Through all Indian story the water-borne foundling, especially the river-borne variety, plays a great part. She, or sometimes he, also has frequent place in the tales of folk-etymology invented to set up claims of low castes to a higher social position. When a caste is increasing in worldly wealth it is apt to set up a claim to be descended from some such foundling, brought up of course by some man or woman of humble origin, and equally of course of true Râjput origin in reality. So it is important to enquire into the tale of one in such a collection of tales as the Kathâ Sarit Sâgara. In pp. 4-5, in The Story of the Hypocritical Ascetic, we find that the ascetic, in order to get possession of a certain girl, induces her father by a fraud, to put her by night into a basket and set her adrift on the Ganges, intending to find it himself and so get the girl. But en route a prince finds the basket, takes the girl out of it, and sets it adrift again with a fierce monkey inside it. So that was all that the ascetic eventually found to his great grief. The idea has thus been used merely to fill a passing tale. It has also been found in European collections occasionally, perhaps, though not necessarily, borrowed from the Indian story.


Somadeva was a Brâhman, and though eclectic in the sources of his tales, he was clearly an upholster of Brâhmanic Hinduism; but occasionally he gives us glimpses of the situation of other natives of India in social life. In Jînâvatâvâhana's Adventures in a Former Birth it is explained (p. 141) that the hero was an immortal Vidyâdhara cursed by Siva to be born again as a mortal, and he is so born, "as the son of a rich merchant in a city named Vallabhi
and his name was Vasadatta." He was afterwards seized by robbers, who take him to Pulindaka, their chief, as a sacrifice to Durgā. But he is saved by a Śavara (savage) king who (p. 142) "gave him much wealth and sent him back to his own home." The next thing that happens is that "the very same Śavara chief" is brought before the king "as a prisoner for plundering a caravan," and Jimūtavāhāna saves him from the consequences by the heavy "payment of a hundred thousand pieces, and having in this way repaid the benefit which he conferred upon me by saving my life, I brought him to my house, and entertained him honourably for a long time with all loving attention." So here we have a Hindu merchant entertaining a Śavara, a savage outcaste, in his house: the said savage outcaste being himself a rich man.

Later on in the story (p. 148) Jimūtavāhāna marries Manovatī, an immortal Vidyādhari. "Then I remained there in happiness, considering myself to have attained all that heart could wish, in having Manovatī for a wife and the Śavara prince for friend. And that Śavara chieftain generally lived in my house, finding that he took less pleasure in dwelling in his own country than he formerly did. And the time of us two friends, of him and me, was spent in continuously conferring benefits upon one another, without ever being satisfied [i satiated]." Here again we have a Hindu merchant and a savage outcaste living for a long time as close friends in the Hindu's house.

If this story discloses correctly manners in Somadeva's time, caste feeling must have been considerably less exclusive than it is at the present day.

(To be continued.)

BOOK-NOTICES.


This is a thoughtful paper, read before the Third Oriental Conference held at Madras in 1925, on the important Vajrayāna School of Buddhism. Mr. Bhattacharya, whose Indian Buddhist Iconography is well known, traces the story of the School from the beginning in the dissensions which gave rise to the Mahāyāna and Hinayāna divisions of Buddhism in the reign of Kanishka, through the work of Nāgārjuna. The Mahayanists made Buddha a divinity and preached an extreme doctrine of salvation of mankind through Bōdhisattva. This was in the first century A.D. Then in the third century Asanga introduced the Tantras into Buddhism, which did not apparently have much effect till suddenly in the seventh century they blossomed in it everywhere. With the Tantric cult came the Śakti worship and the "unholy association of men with women." It was then that Indrabhūtī of Orissa stated the doctrine of Mahādrakāraṇḍa and the new School of Vajrayāna. Its doctrines "preached on the one hand the most sublime doctrines of Buddhism in a lofty and sublime manner, and on the other hand gave a blank charter to every conceivable immoral practice"—the grossest evil masquerading in the garb of the most refined good. This abomination gave rise to sandhyābuddha, "twilight language"—speaking in terms containing "a very hidden meaning." It was very popular and created a vast literature in Sanskrit, Indian vernaculars and Tibetan.

Mr. Bhattacharya deals in his paper with Vajrayāna from the eighth century to its destruction at the commencement of the thirteenth century. It still exists in a small way and in a mild manner in Nepal. The enormous extent of the literature is accounted for by the numerous sects into which Vajrayāna has become divided. Its two great divisions were into Śaikshas and Aṣāikshas—the Disciples and the Independents—those who did and those who did not require a teacher or guru. For the Śaikshas all the ritual and the superstitions were necessary, producing countless didactic works. Even the Dhārāṇīs or charms filled innumerable books, as there were some 500 divinities, each with dozen of characteristic rituals. For the Aṣāikshas there was a large literature of philosophy.

Historically the Chinese travellers up to I-ts'ing in the seventh century do not mention Vajrayāna, nor does Sàntideva, who according to Mr. Bhattacharya flourished after 695. It was Padmasambhava who introduced the mantra doctrine into Tibet in 747. In legend he is connected with Indrabhūtī, and in regard to this Mr. Bhattacharya makes a very interesting remark: "It is always safe to postulate a double or treble Indrabhūtī in such cases."—verb. sap.

The Philosophic groundwork of Vajrayāna is described by Mr. Bhattacharya as based on the fact that Buddha never defined nirvāṇa, Āsāvaghoṣha, however, 500 years later gave a definition, and then Nāgārjuna boldly defined it as śūnya, emptiness. This definition did not satisfy the public, and so
Maitreyanātha introduced the Yogāchāra system. That too did not satisfy the masses, and so the “element known as Mahābhāka, the great happiness, was introduced. This gave rise to the Vajrayāna system, which gave everybody everything that was wanted—even the enjoyment of extreme lust to the lustful. It was naturally extremely popular. The bhūkṣhita, “or the mind determined on obtaining bōdi or nirvāṇa [now the highest heaven or feeling of eternal bliss], commences an upward march through the heavens.” As formulated by Vajrayāna “the bhūkṣhita is nothing but a male divinity of the nature of Śūnya and Śūnya they made a goddess, Nairūtimā.” This accounts for the grossly indecent figures of Yāhyām deities so common in Vajrayāna iconography. At the same time the Vajrayānists were greatly hostile to Hindu ritual and never lost an opportunity of reviling the Hindu deities.

The Jānavasiddhi of Indrabhūti, King of Uddiyāna, declares that “among all systems the Vajrayāna is the best”; and Vajrayāna “is nothing but the sarvatahākatājāna, or knowledge of all the Tathāgatas of the Five Dhyāni Buddhas.” It inculcates inter alia the uselessness of the worship of the external forms of gods, or of the sākāra or images of the gods. It postulates “a divine form of the knowledge which exists in the mind,” and teaches how that knowledge and “merit” can be acquired, and the very dangerous doctrine that there is no difference between purity and impurity. It winds up by describing various rules for ritual worship.

Mr. Bhattacharya then makes the very interesting statement that Anangavajra is identified with Gorakshanātha, and flourished in the tenth century. He developed a form of Indrabhūti’s system of Vajrayāna. It provides, if possible, greater sexual freedom in unequivocal language. This makes Mr. Bhattacharya remark: “It is no wonder that by practising this kind of religion, the whole of East India lost all vigour and the whole population became corrupted, and it is fortunate that the Muhammadans came to rescue the people by destroying all the Vajrācharyas in three big monasteries, Nālanda, Odantapuri, Vikramaśāla, and probably Jagaddala also.” Finally he quotes an attack on Hinduism in a still later Vajrayānist work: “A dog swimming in the Ganges is not considered pure, therefore bathing in holy places is absolutely useless. If bathing can confer merit the fisherman must be meritorious, not to speak of the fish and other [aquatic animals] who are always in water day and night. It is certain that from bathing sin is not even dissipated, because people who are in the habit of making pilgrimages are full of passion, hatred and other vices.”

Here I leave Mr. Bhattacharya’s most informing pamphlet with my congratulations on his account of a very important later Buddhist system.

R. C. Temple.

The Bird and Serpent Myth, by Professor Kalipada Mitra, Monghyt, 1928.

This pamphlet contains in effect a Distributionist theory, but at the same time it is a thorough and wide examination of the Bird and Serpent Myth, taking the story through all its ramifications throughout the world and showing an immense amount of research. I would, however, point out that here and there some mis-spellings of authors’ names occur, which is a pity. Also the pamphlet is printed with two paginations, and this has prevented me from quoting its pages.

Prof. Mitra first states the essential points of the tale: “The hero in the tale has tasted the bitter of a step-mother’s hatred. His mother is dead. His father has suddenly changed. He is no longer kind. He knows not that the venom of his step-mother has steeled the heart of his father. He and his younger brother are led to the execution ground. But the heart of the executioner is softer than a vile woman’s and the princes escape into the jungle.”

He then shows that the birds in the story, as told in Bengal, can talk. He next follows the tale of the talking bird through the Jātakas and Pāli bird-lore, and thence through Jaina and old Sanskrit literature to modern India. And here he makes a remark with which I entirely agree: “One may object that what has been said above relates to divination proper, and does not indicate if the ‘artists’ really understood the talk carried out between birds or animals. Whether the ‘art’ really existed or not is no concern of mine. I am concerned only with the existence of popular belief that the language of animals could be understood and I am satisfied that such a popular belief did exist.” I have myself remarked, when objection has been taken to a statement in a folklore tale on the ground that it was fantastic, that the point is, in my opinion, not whether the statement is fantastic or otherwise, but whether it was really believed in or not by the narrator. Writers and searchers are apt to lose sight of this point.

The Professor then tackles European, Egyptian, Assyrian, Jewish, South American and Australian tales of the dragon or serpent that can talk, and the belief that the method of obtaining a knowledge of the speech of birds and animals is to slay and eat some part of a dragon—especially the heart and liver. He then considers the traditional antagonism between the bird and the serpent, quoting the Mahābhārata and the Babylonian records, and notes the similarity of the two stories. This induces him to dive into the vexed question of Indo-Babylonian intercourse in very ancient times, which he does with a wealth of learning. His enquiry is especially into “the connection between the Dravidians of Northern and Western India and the Babylonian Empire.” I do not propose to follow him here further than to state that he quotes his
witnesses fairly, and opines that in times anterior to the Vedas, the Dravidians and the Chaldeans were “neighbours to each other.”

The Professor next goes into the question of urn burial in India and notes the connection of India with ancient Babylonia or Mesopotamia, in order to show the contact between the two civilisations. This brings him to consider a vexed question: “How did the Dravidians come to be in India?” On this knotty point he has searched the authorities, and appears to hold that the Dravidians are autochthons in India with a wide commerce in Mesopotamia, but also that the resemblances pointed out by previous writers between “The Chaldeans and the Indian Vedas” were due “to the existence of the two races as neighbours in Mesopotamia.” This situation does not seem, however, to be quite clear.

Here the Professor makes a digression into the relative positions of the Dravidians and the Babylonians to show that it was the Dravidian serpent cult that permeated the Chaldean civilisation, and thence spread through Babylonian conquest to Crete and Egypt, and through Crete possibly eventually to Britain and Scandinavia, vid the Danube and Jutland. But here he has an unintentional dig at Elliott Smith, for he says that it was “certainly not the Phoenicians” that carried “Egyptian beads of blue glass from Greece to Britain between 1500 and 1400 B.C.”, and in italics he says: “The sea traders of the Mediterranean were at that time the Cretans.” So “the serpent cult might thus have reached Crete and radiated therefrom to Egypt, the Danubian Valley, Scandinavia and Britain.”

The Professor now turns to the further transmission of the myth from India to China, Japan and Polynesia and perhaps to Central America, which he says is more clearly explained than the spread over Europe. Here he says: “I hold that the Bird and Serpent Myth—their mutual eminence and all that—was taken by the Arabs from India along the trade route.” He then examines this proposition and passes on to China, Japan, Polynesia and Central Asia. Finally, he suggests Central Asia as the home of the Myth. Here again is a difficulty—if the Dravidians are to be held as introducing it to the Chaldeans and to be at the same time autochthons in India.

Various theories on the subject put forward by several authors are then examined, and finally he writes: “I claim that the bird and serpent myth common to so many countries is a cultural drift disseminated from India in historic and pre-historic times, by land or sea, directly or indirectly, along the track of conquerors in their career or the routes of merchants and traders, by the path of adventurous colonizers, prospectors and settlers.” Lastly the Professor refers to Sir James Frazer’s idea of homogeneity of beliefs involving “homogeneity of race,” and “the old hiatus separating Neolithic folk from the Paleolithic,” and also the suggestion that the fact of secretary birds in Africa hunting serpents was the origin of the myth.

The Professor winds up with the honest remark: “Those who deal with myths are all in the same plight, i.e., to the historians they are no better than the knights of the poet, who, following the Holy Grail were stuck in the quagmire. For they say, from the arid wastes of mythology (myths and legends and all the kindred brood) can only crop up ‘Mirages of History.’”

Personally, I have all along been an opponent of the Distributionist Theory as usually put forward, because of the difficulty of bringing it to proof, and of the danger consequently of the many theses argued out to prove it. It may, however, be after all a correct theory within limits which have yet to be ascertained. At any rate the pamphlet of Professor Kalipada Mitra exhibits an honest, learned and level-headed attempt to prove his point.

R. C. Temple.

History of Medieval India, by Ishwari Prasad, with Foreword by Prof. L. F. Rushbrooke-Williams. 1925. Indian Press, Allahabad.

The only little fault I have to find with this portly volume is firstly its size, 641 pp. under one cover, which makes it too heavy to hold in the hand, and secondly many Hindu names of Sanskrit form are cut short of the final a of syllables, which gives them an unfamiliar form: e.g., Jaijakabhukti, Raj Raj Chola. Also such a form as “Tallap” I do not in any case seem right. Having made this little grumble, I have to say that it is a very fine work of original research, dealing with a period of special difficulty in Indian history between the death of Harsha in 647 to the arrival of Babur in 1526. After Harsha came the Rajputs for 500 years, dividing India into small evanescent States. Then came Muhammad Ghori in 1193, bringing in Muhammadan rule, and then the “Slave Kings” till 1296, when Alauddin Khilji raised an Empire for a time, followed by Muhammad Tughlak who did the same, to be followed in turn by local Muhammadan dynasties, including the Lodis of Delhi. At last came the Mughal Babur in 1526 to found an Empire with something like a central administration. A thousand years of confusion, which it requires a hardy historian to tackle, and Mr. Ishwari Prasad has done so with courage and great learning. He asks for suggestions, and here is one I have to make. Is it not time to drop the unfortunate expression “Slave Kings of Delhi”? In their method of life, temper and actions they were anything but “slaves.” If I understand the term aright, they were real mameluks, successful military adventurers, who in all Oriental countries arose out of the peculiar social system there prevalent. The well-known Mameluks of Egypt seem to have been of a precisely similar nature, so why not Mameluks of Delhi?

This is not a book that can be examined thoroughly in a review. There are too many points raised
in it. All that can be done is to look into its view of often recorded points in the history with which it deals. In doing so it will be seen that Mr. Ishwari Prasad is bold in his opinions, but that is really in his favour. A searcher is justified in forming his own views.

Let me then consider some of the most prominent instances of his investigation. Firstly, after briefly describing the rise of the leaders of the Turki guards of the Arab Khalifas in Persia to power, and the creation by them of petty principalities, he explains that one of them, Alptagan, seized Ghazni in 933 and was succeeded by his "slave" Subuktagan in 976, a mamluk if ever there was one. Subuktagan was the first to attack India and defeated Jaia! of Lahore, and thus showed the way to India before his death in 997 to Mahmud of Ghazni, the great raider. Mr. Ishwari Prasad rightly attributes his success to the want of "national patriotism" among the Rajput chiefs, and he also rightly says that he "although a great conqueror was no barbarian." He further says that the character of Mahmud has come down to us in two lines of report: to the Musalmans he was a champion of the faith, to the Hindus an inhuman tyrant. Nevertheless "Mahmud was a great leader of men, a just and upright ruler according to his lights, an integral and gifted soldier, a dispenser of justice, a patron of letters, and deserves to be ranked among the greatest kings in the world." This is an opinion which will have to be reckoned with by future historians, though Mr. Ishwari Prasad rightly says that Mahmud's work did not endure. The above quoted remarks also show, as will certain others to be made hereafter, that the honest historian should always look into the character of the ancient evidence he is exploring, as both contemporary and subsequent reporters are apt to be biased by their predilections.

Mahmud's successors made no progress in India, and it was not till a century and a half later that Muhammad Ghori, to give him the name adopted by Mr. Ishwari Prasad, who had overthrown the last incompetent Ghaznavide, made any attempt at conquest. Then followed the two battles of Tarain in 1191 and 1192, with the defeat and death of Rai Pithaura and in 1194 of Jaichand of Kanauj, while his lieutenants, Kutbud'din Aibak and Muhammad bin Bakhtiyar Khalji, took large portions of Central and Eastern India down to the sea by 1202. The Rajputs had not improved and were defeated in detail. In 1206 Muhammad Ghori was murdered by a Khokhar on the way to Ghazni from Lahore, leaving behind him a large Musalmian kingdom in Northern India. Mr. Ishwari Prasad's version of the story is well worth consideration.

We now come to his "estimate" of Muhammad Ghori. The difference between him and Mahmud was that he had a political mind and Mahmud had not. He was therefore capable of founding a State. He was moreover a munificent patron of literature. Hence his name has been handed down with fulsome flattery, and here again we have the lesson before us of the care necessary when reading contemporary evidence. In Persian history names of kings have come down as good or bad, not because they were such, but because of their religious activity. Thus the competent Sassanian monarch Yazajird I (399-420) has become "the Sinner" for tolerating the Christians, and his successor Bahram Gor (420-438) is undeservedly a great hero for the opposite policy. So, too, the vigorous Kuhad I (488-530) is to the Persians the very reverse of a hero, because of the support he gave to the Mazdakis, a communist sect, whose levelling and free-love doctrines he found useful in repressing the power of the magnates, while Naushirwan (Khusr, Chosroes I), 531-579, the restorer of orthodox doctrine (Zoroastrianism of a kind) is a hero indeed. I remember also, at a meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society some years ago, remarking that great as Aurangzeb was as an Emperor, his bigoted policy brought his Empire to ruin, and having my remarks at once controverted by a learned Afghan present; and then I saw that to him and his kind that great protagonist of Islam was one who could do no wrong. We have therefore always to be careful as to dealing with the evidence available as to the character of Oriental rulers. This is a point worth thorough investigation as Mr. Ishwari Prasad's historical estimates will show us.

Muhammad Gori had no son to succeed him and one of his lieutenants, Kutbud'din Aibak, originally a Turki slave and essentially a mamluk, was his successor on the throne of Delhi by sheer personal merit. Thus was founded the dynasty, if we may call it so, of the Slave Kings, or as I should like to call it, of the Mamluks of Delhi, which lasted from 1206 to 1290, during which every mamluk who succeeded in turn was a remarkable man. After Kutbud'din Aibak came Altamish, who in 1233 received a patent of investiture from the Khalifa of Baghdad, and so founded a legal dynasty at Delhi. Then in due course came Balban, a true mamluk of the most remarkable capacity of them all. On his death arose that political confusion so common in all mediæval history everywhere, and out of this Jalalu'ddin Khilji emerged to the front as king in 1290, and founded a dynasty. The Khiljis, originally Turks, had settled in Afghanistan as a mixed race. Jalalu'ddin was an old man when he succeeded and not really able to cope with the situation in which he found himself, but he had a nephew and son-in-law, Ala'u'ddin Khilji, who rose to be one of the greatest men in mediæval India. The general account of his reign is of course well known. He created an Empire that practically covered all India, and he propounded a theory of kingship that placed the monarch above the law: "I do not know whether this is lawful or unlawful, whatever I think to be for the good of the State or suitable to the emergency, that I decree." He was never a bigoted Muslim, yet he ill-treated the Hindus, which
ended in the undoing of the great Empire he had created for himself. He was nevertheless the first to organise a real standing army and he fixed a tariff of market prices. This last was a proceeding that could not last, but it shows the man and he was capable of enforcing it while he lived. Mr. Ishwari Prasad’s estimate of this truly wonderful personality is worth study: “the reign of Alau’ddin represents the highest water-mark of Muhammadan despotism.”

After Alau’ddin’s death in 1316 came the usual scramble for power and the dispersal of the bulk of the Empire, making possible the career of the slave-minister Malik Khusru and the fiscal part of the career of the eunuch slave Malik Kafur, both miscreants of the first water, whatever their ability. Then came in 1320 the turn of the Karuna Turks in the person of Ghayasuddin Tughluk, a man of humble origin, but of the ability that made monarchs of his predecessors, the Slave Kings of Delhi. Mr. Ishwari Prasad’s estimate of him as “a mild and benevolent ruler,” as a man who “loved simplicity” and “frank joviality” is worth attention. He was however harsh to Hindus for political reasons.

But the most celebrated Tughluk was his son Muhammad, the “mad” King of Delhi, according to the usual assumption, from 1325 to 1351. “Learned, merciless, religious and mad” is the general impression of this remarkable man, and he certainly tried some wonderful schemes. Mr. Ishwari Prasad’s careful investigation, however, brings him to quite a different opinion. He starts by calling him “Muhammad Tughluk the illustrious idealist,” which is a startling view of him, to say the least of it. The general idea of him has been challenged before now, but if we are to accept Mr. Ishwari Prasad’s estimate we must remodel our impressions. Among other things he says: “the verdict that declares him a cruel and blood-thirsty tyrant like Nero or Caligula does little justice to his great genius.” As to this remark I present Mr. Ishwari Prasad with another. We get our ideas about Nero largely from the estimates of his enemies, the Christians whom he persecuted. Have we got them right? He seems to have been a popular monarch to his contemporaries as a whole.

Muhammad Tughluk was succeeded by Firuz Tughluk for 37 years. Here again Mr. Ishwari Prasad upsets preconceived ideas. I at all events had looked upon Firuz Tughluk as a man of peaceful ways and lofty character, as a valuable foil to Muhammad Tughluk, but Mr. Ishwari Prasad will have none of this. He describes him as a man “with little ambition and less fitness for high position,” and elsewhere as “weak and irresolute.” Well, as time goes on, one gets accustomed to fixed ideas becoming challenged. In the latest issue of the Journal of Indian History, is an article to show that it was Harsha and not Pulakesin II to whom Khusru II of Persia sent his famous embassy, and that the acception of the great picture at Ajanta had nothing to do with it. Some papers, too, read at the last Congress at Madras went to show that we have all been wrong about the date of Buddha’s death. Obviously, even the main facts of Indian History are still debatable, and it may be that Mr. Ishwari Prasad is right after all. He is at any rate worth considering. However, whatever he was as to character, Firuz Tughlak was a great administrator, and that Mr. Ishwari Prasad seems to recognise. His death was followed as usual by a scramble for power, and the next event of the first importance was the invasion of Timur in 1398. Here once more we have uncertain history, for there are two views of Timur: that of his friends and that of his enemies. The controversy is not settled yet. Mr. Ishwari Prasad does not however, directly implicate him in the terrible sack of Delhi, which he calls “the sack of Delhi by Timur’s soldiers.” But it led to the disintegration of the Empire.

Mr. Ishwari Prasad then deals with the minor Dynasties that arose in Malwa, Gujarat, Jaunpur, Bengal and Khandesh, and with the Bahmanis and the Five Shahi Kingdoms of the Deccan—all of these, by the way, “minor” only because of the overpowering Delhi Empires. And then he deals with Vijayanagar. In this last case we have a Hindu Empire in the South keeping Muhammadan expansion effectively in check for 200 years—1336 to 1535—and even to this day the history of Islamic families in the South is not that of their history in the North.

In Delhi meanwhile nothing of general importance happened in the first half of the 15th century till the Afghan Bahrol Lodi came into power in 1451. Here once more there are two views of Delhi rulers. To the Muhammadans the Lodis were good rulers, to the Hindus they were terrible iconoclasts. Mr. Ishwari Prasad is again independent: “Bahrol deserves a high place in history.” His even greater son, Sikandar Lodi, who was the first monarch to live at Agra, he describes as “a narrow-minded bigot, but not devoid of the higher qualities of the heart and mind.” Mr. Ishwari Prasad is here striving to be fair even in the case of a persecutor of his faith. And then, in Ibrahim Lodi’s time, who was “by no means an incompetent ruler” came in 1526 Babur the Mughal and the Battle of Panipat, when the use of field guns for the first time in India gave the intruding Mughal the victory. Thus ended the Middle Ages in India and the great Mogul Empire began.

The time has not yet come to pass judgment on this great book, but I have said enough to show what it contains. It may also be fairly said that it goes steadily from point to point, and does at least place before us clearly the history of India during a most difficult and obscure period.

R. C. Temple.
KĀṬHAKA UPANIṢAD.
TRANSLATED WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.
BY PROF. JARL CHARPENTIER, UPSALA.

Kāṭhaka (or Katha) Upāniṣad is one of the best known amongst those often sublime and sometimes rambling texts known as Upaniṣads. Together with the Chāndogya it has perhaps a claim to the foremost rank among them all. It has already been many times translated into various European languages.

It apparently belonged to that famous collection of fifty Upaniṣads which the unhappy Prince Muhammad Dārā Shikhōl caused to be translated into Persian. For, we find it in Anquetil Duperron’s well-known collection⁠¹ as No. XXXVII, with the bewildering name Kiouni². Otherwise, the oldest translation into a European language, as far as I can find, is the German one by Poley, L.c. p. 113 sqq. (1847)³. Other German translations are those by Bohtlingk⁴ and by Professor Geldner⁵, as well as one of the three first vattis by the late lamented Professor Hillebrand⁶. There are English translations by Max Miller⁷, by Whitney⁸, by Hume⁹ and perhaps still others¹⁰. Further, our text has been translated into Italian¹¹, and twice into Swedish¹². There may be translations into other languages, too, but in that case they have, unfortunately, escaped me.

Of all these translations that by Anquetil Duperron can scarcely claim more than historical interest, though we know, thanks to the researches of Dr. F. O. Schrader¹³, that his work is still not without importance for the constitution of the text of certain minor Upaniṣads. Poley’s translation, on the contrary, still seems to be quite good. Certain emendations of the text were suggested by Bohtlingk and Whitney. Some of them, of course, are quite useful, but the majority seem to the present writer far too violent to be acceptable; and it may be said, with all due respect to Whitney, that his endeavours in the line of text-emendation were not always very happy. Hume’s translation makes easy reading, but it is simply an imitation and modification of that by Whitney. However, amongst all the translations known to me there is one which stands out far above the others in penetration and clearness, viz., that by Professor Geldner, the foremost living interpreter of the Vedas. I gratefully confess that I owe very much to this excellent piece of work, and it is only with great diffidence that I have ventured, upon various points, to differ from him. Several excellent suggestions are also found in the translation of Hillebrandt which, however, is unfortunately incomplete.

Of literature on this Upaniṣad, outside the works already quoted, there is little enough to be mentioned here. A few years ago Madhva’s commentary on it was edited by Dr. B.

¹ Oupnekh’hat (id est, Secretum Teyendum), Tom. ii. (Strassbourg 1802), pp. 299-327.
² Anquetil himself explains this by the words: Samskritic, Khmiki, magnus, magni momenti: vel, Kāmbānd, animi motus, aliquid intendere: which is, of course, impossible. Weber, Ind. Stud., ii, 195, gives no explanation.
³ On L. Poley cf. Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskritphilologie, i, p. 94 sq.
⁴ Berichte der sächsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften (further on quoted—SB.) 1890, p. 127 sq.; cf. ibid. 1891, p. 85 sq.
⁵ In Bertholet, Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch (1908), p. 202 sq.
⁸ Transactions of the American Philological Association, XXI (1890), p. 88 sq.
⁹ The Thirteen Principal Upaniṣads (1921), p. 341 sq.
¹⁰ There is at least a translation by Roer which, however, I have not been able to see.
¹¹ F. Belloni-Filippini, La Kāṭhaka Upaniṣad tradotta in Italiano, Pisa 1904.
¹² A. Butenschön, Kathaka Upaniṣad, Stockholm, 1902, and the late Professor K. F. Johansson in Främmande Religionsurkunder, ii, 153 sq.
Heimann. We ought, of course, to be very grateful for every publication of that sort; but the real interpretation of the text gets little help from those Vedantic commentators—whether Śaṅkara or anyone else—who constantly interpret it according to their own philosophical tenets. Further, there is a short paper by Hillebrandt containing a few emendations to our text and another by Professor Sieg* of the same nature. The present writer always felt the highest consideration for the excellent services rendered by Professor Sieg to Vedic interpretation; but he feels sorry to say that, with perhaps some very slight exceptions, he finds the suggestions of the professor concerning our Upaniṣad entirely out of the question.

When writing the above article I was, unfortunately, unaware of the article on the Kāṭhaka Upaniṣad by Dr. Faddegon in the Mededeelingen der Kon. Akad. van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, Deel 55, Serie A, No. 1 (1923). But as our aims seem to differ widely this has perhaps not done much harm. The excellent work by Professors Belvarkar and Ranade, History of Indian Philosophy, vol. ii, came into my hands only after this article had gone to print.

The word Upaniṣad has generally been interpreted as 'secret session' and 'secret teaching, secret doctrine.' This interpretation apparently was known already to Anquetil Duperron, who translated it by secretum tagesum; and has been endorsed by Böhtlingk-Roth, Max Müller, Deussen and others. There can, according to my opinion, be no doubt whatsoever that this is the correct interpretation. It is quite true that the verb upa-niṣad-occurs in very few passages; but when we find it in AV., xix, 41, 1, in the connection tapo dīkṣāṁ upaṇiṣaduḥ it is quite correctly rendered by Whitney-Lamman by 'sat down in attendance upon.' In Śat. Br., xi, 2, 3, 7, we find the following words: ghr̥tām tāvānān prān gandharvā upaṇiṣaduḥ 'the Gandharvas sat down in attendance upon the seers who were sacrificing ghee.' Besides there is not much difference between upa-niṣad- and upa-sad-, the meaning of which cannot be doubtful. It means 'to sit down near someone,' viz., in order to worship or honour him, to ask him for something, etc. Cf., e.g., RV. i, 72, 5; iii, 14, 5; vi, 1, 6; Taitt. S., ii, 5, 1, 2; MBh., vii, 5852; Raghuv. xvii, 22; Kathāsarits., 108, 21, etc. We may also remember the meaning of upa-ās- and the use of this verb especially in the dramatic literature. The preposition upa itself and its use in compounds like upendra, etc., also indicates the real meaning of upa-(ni)-ṣad-.

The noun upaṇiṣad consequently means 'the sitting down (of the pupils) near (the Guru),' viz., in order to partake of his teaching. But apparently this word was not used in connection with the ordinary teaching of the Vedic hymns or the Yajus formulas, which was nowise carried out in secrecy. It was a technical term denoting those sessions of the Guru and his pupil(s) during which secret doctrines, such as those of Brahman-Ātman, of

---

15 ZDMG., lxvii, p. 579 sq.
17 Aitareya Veda Translation, p. 963.
18 Cf. also the meaning of upaniṣad in Śat. Br., IX, 4, 3, 3.
19 The Upaniṣads, it will be remembered, are generally in the form of dialogues between two persons, a teacher and a pupil. Thus, e.g., the Kāṭhaka, where the acting persons are only two, Yama and Naciketas, or the dialogues between Uddālaka and Śvetaketu in the Chāndogya Upaniṣad, etc. Cf. in modern times, e.g., the interviews of Prince Muhammad Dārā Shikōh with the ascetic Bābā Lāl Dās (M. M. Huart et Massinon, J.A., 1926 : 2, p. 285 sq. Revue du monde musulman lxiii, 1 sq.). Mogul pictures give us a good illustration of these upaniṣads between teacher and pupil.
karman, etc.—the main tenets of the Aranyakas and the Upanisads—were imparted. It was used then to denominate those doctrines themselves and finally the collections of texts in which those doctrines were preserved. Thus upanisad by and by got its later meaning of 'secret doctrine' in general. There is absolutely nothing queer or bewildering in this development of the various meanings of the word.

Curiously enough the late Professor Oldenberg did not agree with this clear and indubitable explanation of the word upanisad. According to him the verb upa-niṣad should have exactly the same meaning as upa-ās; and consequently upaniṣad would mean 'reverence, worship.' This worship, however, according to Oldenberg, was not the worship of the teacher, but that of Brahman-Ātman, and of other things held in reverence by the doctrine of the Upanisads. In spite of the great authority of Oldenberg, this is quite wrong. For, if upaniṣad meant what he suggests, then it could, of course, only be applied to the lonely meditation of the yogi, the samādhi or samyedasa and in no case whatsoever to the interviews between a teacher and his pupil. Moreover, the way in which Oldenberg wants to translate, in some passages, the word upaniṣad is clearly out of the question. We are quite prepared to admit that upaniṣad might, at times, mean something like 'reverence,' but then it simply denotes the respectful attitude in which the pupil sits down next to his Guru in order to receive the secret doctrine from him.

Quite recently a Polish Sanskritist, Dr. Stanislaus Schayer, has tried to establish still another meaning of the word upaniṣad. According to him upaniṣad 'is the equivalence between two magical substances to be arrived at during the act of upāsana.' From this original meaning of the word he derives the following secondary senses: (1) 'secret formula of equivalence, secret knowledge in general'; (2) 'equivalence, substitute,' and (3) 'general interdependence between two substances, mutual interdependence, condition.' Besides transparent mistakes such as the curious misunderstanding of Pāṇini i, 4, 79, or the entirely wrong explanation of Pāli upaniṣad, Dr. Schayer's paper contains translations which are apparently sheer absurdities. Thus as concerns upa-ās, when simple sentences like AV. X, 10, 26: vaṣām mṛtyum upāsate 'they adore the barren cow as Death' or Śat. Br. X, 6, 3, 12: satyam brahmety upāsita 'with the thought “truth is Brahman” one ought to worship it' are translated in the following way: 'sie umwerben (!) die Kuh als den Tod' and 'die Wahrheit ist das brahman, so muss man (die Wahrheit) umwerben (!). One could scarcely hit upon anything more erratic in the way of translation. And in the same way the author treats the word upaniṣad. In Śat. Br., xii, 2, 2, 13 we read: ahar iti sarvaṃ samvatsaram saisā samvatsaraṇyopaniṣat, which, of course, means: 'the day is the whole year, that is the secret meaning of the year.' In the same way sāmānām upaniṣat in Chānd. Up., i, 13, 4, means 'the secret (mystic) meaning of the sāmāna'; of Dr. Schayer's 'equivalence' there is not the slightest trace anywhere.

These examples picked out quite at random sufficiently prove that the hypothesis of Dr. Schayer is untenable. There need not be the slightest doubt that upaniṣad has the

---

20 We know, of course, that such sittings were strictly secret. Cf. e.g., Brh. Ār. Up., iii, 2, 13, where the great Yājñavalkya takes Arthabhaṣya Āraṇākāra by the hand and leads him away to a place where they could speak between four eyes. 'And what they spoke of, that was karman, and what they praised, that was karman.'

21 ZDMG., i, p. 457 sq.; cf. Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfänge des Buddhismus (1915), pp. 37 sq., 155 sq., 348 sq.


23 This definition is not quite an easy one. It is, however, founded on the extremely artificial and topey-turvy explanation of upa-ās suggested by Dr. Schayer.

meaning long ago adopted by Max Müller, Deussen, etc. Amongst the innumerable problems presented by Indian sacred lore this one at least can be counted as solved.

As is well known, the different Upaniṣads are counted as belonging to different Vedas, the vast majority consisting, of course, of Ātharvaṇa Upaniṣads. But there seems to be some doubt about the position of the Kāṭhaka within the sacred lore. No doubt Anquetil Duperron described it as 'ex Atharban Beid desumptum,' and Colebrooke enumerated it as the 35th and 36th upaniṣad of the Atharva-Veda. Still, he seems to have had some doubts about that, as he tried to ascribe it both to the Yajur-Veda and to the Pañcaniśka-Brāhmaṇa of the Śaṁa-Veda, for which latter suggestion there is certainly not the slightest reason. According to Colebrooke, however, Śaṁkara and Bālaśrīṇa should have commented upon it as belonging to the Atharva-Veda, an assumption which has been eagerly endorsed by Weber. The consensus of the older authorities seems to be that the Kāṭhaka is in reality an Upaniṣad of the Atharva Veda.

This opinion, however, seems not to be too well founded. I do not lay much stress upon the fact that the contents of our Upaniṣad is not much like that of the Ātharvaṇa Upaniṣads in general. For, if the Kāṭhaka did really belong to the Atharva-Veda it would undoubtedly be the oldest of its species, and we would thus have no precedents from which to judge the contents of the earliest Ātharvaṇa Upaniṣads. But the name, Kāṭha or Kāṭhaka, is certainly inexplicable as that of an Upaniṣad belonging to the fourth Veda. For, there cannot, of course, be the slightest doubt that this name Kāṭha is identical with that of the old sage Kāṭha, to whose school belongs that branch of the Yajur-Veda happily preserved to us with the name of Kāṭhaka-Saṁhitā. Judging from the name our Upaniṣad ought undoubtedly to belong to that branch of the Black Yajur-Veda.

In this connection we may perhaps draw attention to the fact that certain verses of our Upaniṣad are wholly or partly identical with verses from other Vedic texts. Of these the verse 4, 9 is nearly the same as AV. X, 8, 16; but at the same time its first line is identical with the first line of Bh. Ar. Uṇ., i, 5, 23. Verse 2, 5 is—with the exception of one single word—identical with Muniḍa. Uṇ. 2, 8; but it is also identical with verse 7, 9 of the Maitr. Uṇ., a text said to belong to the Black Yajus. Verse 2, 23 is entirely identical with Muniḍa. Uṇ. 2, 2, 3, while 5, 15 tallies with Muniḍa. Uṇ. 2, 10, but also with verse 6, 14 of the Śvet. Uṇ., a Black Yajur-Veda text. Of other coincidences verse 2, 20 tallies with Taitt. Ar. X, 10, 1 and with Śvet. Uṇ. 3, 20; while 5, 12—13 = Śvet. Uṇ. 6, 12—13, and 6, 9 = Śvet. Uṇ. 4, 20. Finally, parts of the verses 4, 10—11 make up the verse found in Bh. Ar. Uṇ. iv, 4, 19, and verse 6, 14 = Bh. Ar. Uṇ. iv, 4, 7. In this enumeration I have not included the passages in our text borrowed from the Rig-veda nor the verses 6, 16—17, which are apparently a later addition.

25 I have not taken into consideration here the suggestion of Mr. M. R. Bodas, JBRAS, xxii, p. 69 sq., that upaniṣad should mean 'sitting down by the sacrificial fire,' as it is unnecessary and partly wrong.
26 *Oumekhat*, vol. ii, p. 299.
27 Cf. Poley, l.c. p. 70.
29 Is it possible that the unexplained name Kouns in Anquetil Duperron's text (cf. supra p. 201, n. 2) has any connection with the attribution of our Upaniṣad to the Atharva-Veda?
30 That School is called Kāṭhā by Pāo. iv, 3, 107, and is there mentioned together with the Carkāṭa another school of the Black Yajus. There are the Prdeya-Kāṭhā and the Kapiṭhala-Kāṭhā, and they are also mentioned together with other schools which need not be named here.
31 The Muniḍaka, as is well known, is supposed to be the oldest existing Upaniṣad of the Atharva Veda;
On the whole, the most numerous coincidences are with texts belonging to the Yajur-Veda, and we may conclude from this that our Upanisad most probably belongs to that Veda and to that Śākhā of it which is known as the Kāthaka.

The story of Nāciketas is found also in the Taitt. Br. iii, 11, 8, 1-5, a text which must undoubtedly belong to an older period than our Upaniṣad. We are told there that Uṣan Vājaśravasa gave away all his earthly goods, and that his son, young Nāciketas, three times asked his father to whom he wanted to give him. At last the father answered him: “To Death I give thee.” And when the boy started for the abode of Death a certain (divine) voice talked to him, advising him to arrive at the house of Death while he was absent. There he was to stay fasting for three nights. When Death, having returned, asked him: “What hast thou eaten the first night?” he was to answer: “Thy offspring”; and likewise concerning the second night: “Thy cattle,” and concerning the third: “Thy good actions.” Death, apparently scared out of his wits upon hearing this terrible news, now speaks to him: “Hail to thee, O venerable one!” says he, “choose a boon”—“Then may I living go to my father”—“Choose a second one”—“Tell me the eternal reward of sacrifice and good works,” thus he replied. Then he told him about this Nāciketa fire. Then forsooth his sacrifice and good works gave abundant fruit. . . . “Choose a third one,” he said. “Tell me how to ward off (apañjiti) recurring death”, thus he replied. Then he told him about this Nāciketa fire. Then forsooth he warded off recurring death.

This story tallies only partly with the Kāthaka Upaniṣad. According to the latter text Uṣan Vājaśravasa—otherwise the famous Uddālaka Āruṇi—gave away all his earthly goods as daṇḍīnas. His young son Nāciketas, when he saw the sacrificial cows being led away, was seized by longing for the heavenly worlds and spoke a verse concerning those cows, which is not to be found in the Brahmaṇa. Three times he asks his father to whom he is going to give him, until finally the father answers: “I give thee to Death.”

There must be something like a gap in our present text at this point, for the connection is apparently broken and can only be restored hypothetically. Anyhow, it is quite clear

---

33 That the father, after having given everything else away, should at last have to give even his own child undoubtedly reminds us of the stories of Hariscandra and of the Buddhist Vessantara-Jātaka (Jātaka 547; Jātakamāla 7 etc.) but the situations are, of course, entirely different.
34 Thus the commentary.
35 iqṣāpūrīayar me kṣitiṁ bṛāhi. The Bibl. Ind. edition incorrectly reads me kṣitiṁ bṛāhi.
36 The commentary reads apaciti, probably only by misprint.
37 That probably, though not necessarily, means that he had been celebrating a Sarvamedha.

38 The name is difficult, and the various explanations suggested are unsatisfactory. The Indian analysis Na-ci-cetas (: cit-), which was endorsed by Böthingk, SB. 1890, p. 129, is, of course, without any value whatsoever. But Professor Wackernagel in his Altind. Gramm. ii:1, 59 has quite correctly pointed out that naci- is the form of nacra to be used as the first part of a compound. There is no word ketas, but it would probably be found to have the same meaning as keta. Thus naci-ketas would mean about the same as makara-keta or makara-dvaja, well-known epithets of Kāma. The son of Uddālaka Āruṇi, of course, is Śvetā-ketu (cf. Professor Löders, Festuehr. Windisch p. 228 ff.) it is, anyhow, remarkable that both names, Naci-ketas and Śvetā-ketu, seem to end in the same way. Nakra—though probably originally a colour-name—can, however, not be identical with Śvetā.
39 Cf. infra.
40 Hillebrandt, Aus Brahmanas und Upanishaden, p. 116, thought that we might find here an obliterated trace of a puruṣamāthā in connection with the giving away of all wealth. To me this seems fairly probable, but it cannot be proved satisfactorily.
that in the next lines we find the young Brahman in the realm of Death, nay, even in the very palace of Yama, for whose wishes he at once asks. I have hesitatingly attributed the verse 1, 6 to *Mṛtyu* suggesting that he be the bailiff of Yama; but I willingly admit that this is perhaps not strictly necessary, and that possibly Naciketas and Yama are the only speakers in the whole Upaniṣad.\(^{41}\) Of the (*dāsī*)vāk known to the Brāhmaṇa there is not the slightest trace in our text, nor is it necessary to assume its presence; the whole thing is probably the pure fancy of an author who had before him some verses very much like 1, 5-9 of the Upaniṣad.

Naciketas himself announces that he, a Brahman, enters every house\(^{42}\) like Agni Vaishvānara, the guest of all mankind, and proudly exhorts Yama to fetch him water. And he adds a sententious verse to remind the King of Death of the risks he is running by having had a Brahman in his house (for three nights, as we get to know from verse 1, 9) without offering him food. Yama, in real fright, now offers him to choose three boons. Naciketas first of all wishes that his father may greet him joyfully when he returns to his house.\(^{43}\) Then he wants to know about the fire that leads to heaven, and Yama explains to him the Nāciketa-fire, though we do not get to know its secret. This part, which Professor Geldner\(^{44}\) has quite aptly called the *karmakāya* ends with verse 1, 19. Thus far also goes the Brāhmaṇa episode, though there Naciketas in his third wish wants to know how to evade *punarmṛtyu*; and this is also done by means of the Nāciketa-fire.

It is extremely probable that there was an old story—possibly in metrical form—of a young Brahman by name Naciketas, who was taught by Yama how to build the fires in a way that leads to the heaven of the Vedic gods. And by worship (*upāśana*) of, and speculation upon, that fire he would also be able to ward off renewed death, *i.e.*, to obtain immortal life in the heaven of bliss and sensual pleasures.\(^{45}\)

But in his third wish—*punarmṛtyor me 'pejītim brāhi*—there was the point of start for a real Upaniṣadic treatise. In verse 1, 20 of our text Naciketas is made to ask what is the fate of the dead—not the dead in general, but the *muktāḥ*, as Rāghavendra and Deussen have already stated—but Yama does not want to reveal his great secret. He offers the boy all that any living man would set his heart’s desire upon, last of all lovely girls and sensual pleasures; but Naciketas is steadfast, and at last Yama is forced to answer his question, and thus to explain the Brahman-Ātman question. But he does not do it very willingly, and Naciketas time after time\(^{46}\) has got to exhort him to keep to the point.

Thus there begins in 1, 20 the real Upaniṣad, the *vijñānakāya*\(^{47}\), which consists of the whole of our text up to 6, 15, a verse that ends with the words *ṣāvad anuāśanam*.\(^{48}\) Most interpreters have thought that the original Upaniṣad finished with Valli 3, and that 4-6 were later additions. But even here Professor Geldner has seen more clearly and pointed out that there is a considerable stop after 3, 15 \(^{49}\), but that the Upaniṣad by no means ends there. He seems to me to be wrong only in that, following Rāghavendra, he attributes verse 4, 3 to Naciketas, which is unnecessary and does not improve the sense of the passage.

---

\(^{41}\) That this is the case in what is really the Upaniṣad (viz. from 1, 20 to 6, 15) is quite regular, cf. *supra* p. 202 sq.

\(^{42}\) It is possible that a verse like 1, 7 was known to the author of the Brāhmaṇa as the words *parebhi mṛtyor grādāṃ* in iii, 11, 8, 2 seem to be a misinterpretation of *grādān* in our text.

\(^{43}\) This wish really comprises two, *viz.*, that the father will be able to greet him, and that he himself will return to life. For there is no reason whatsoever for doubting that Naciketas, when he arrives at the house of Yama, is physically dead.

\(^{44}\) *Vedische Stud.*, iii, p. 154 n.

\(^{45}\) Cf. *A.V.*, iv, 34, 2 etc.

\(^{46}\) Cf. *II*, 14; 5, 4, 14.


\(^{48}\) The verse 6, 16, was taken from the *Chāṇḍa*. *Up.* viii, 6, 6, and put in here by someone who had totally misunderstood the word *granthayāk* in 6, 15. The greater part of 6, 17 is taken from *Śvet. Up.* iii, 13. Finally 6, 8 is a sort of late patch-work with wrong grammatical forms, and apparently added at a later time.

\(^{49}\) 3, 15-16 are apparently later additions in an epic style.
By making this short comparison between the Taittirīya Brāhmaṇa passage and the Upaniṣad we can, I think, see how the later one has originally been built up.

The Kāṭhaka is counted by Deussen and others as belonging to the second period of the greater Upaniṣads which, however, tells us nothing about the time of its origin. Oldenberg long ago⁵⁰ found that metrically it is pre-Buddhist; and Professor Stcherbatsky recently⁵¹ seems to take this quite for granted. However, to say that its metre is "pre-Buddhist" can only mean that it is in general more ancient-looking than the metres occurring in the oldest Buddhist texts, as e.g., the Sutta-Nipāta and others. But of their age we know nothing—only that they did probably exist at the time of Aśoka (c. 250 B.C.). To me it appears that the surroundings are entirely the same that we meet with in the old Buddhism. The question put to Yama in verse 1, 20 is exactly the same as that repeatedly put to the Buddha, viz., "does the Tathāgata survive after death, or does he not survive?" In 5, 11-12 duḥkha and sukha seem to have the same sense of 'unrest' and 'rest' that they have in Buddhist philosophy, as proved by Professor Stcherbatsky; sānti is just as well Buddhist as Upaniṣadic, etc. It thus seems probable that our text belongs to about the same time as the oldest Buddhist texts—perhaps the fourth century B.C.—and that it originated in the same spiritual surroundings as did those works.

Oldenberg once⁵² pointed to the great similarity between the scene where Yama tries to evade the third question of Naciketas by offering him land, wealth, cattle, women and sexual pleasures, and the well-known one where Mara tries to divert the Bodhisattva from his designs on Buddhahood by tempting him with all the goods and pleasures of this world—amongst others with his three lovely daughters. There is not the slightest doubt that these scenes are closely connected with each other. But at the bottom of them both is the old Indian idea of the holy man who is becoming a danger to the gods, and whose holiness they try to destroy by appealing to his carnal desires.⁵³

Naciketas, the Brahman boy who overcomes the resistance of Death, is the male counterpart of the divine Sāvitrī, who by her wise words induces Yama to release the soul of her dead husband Satyavrata and give him back to life. Nothing better can be said for him than this, that in him and Sāvitrī Sanskrit literature has perhaps created its most sublime figures.

With these perfunctory remarks I turn to the text itself. It need scarcely be pointed out that I do not lay claim to any very startling discoveries. I venture to think that in a few passages I have perhaps succeeded a little better than previous interpreters—that is all.

(To be continued.)

---

⁵⁰ ZDMG., xl, p. 57 sq.
⁵¹ Central Conception of Buddhism, p. 65.
⁵³ The Apsaras such as Menakā, Urvaśī, etc., are well known as being the tools of the gods in these unsavoury endeavours of theirs.
SOME LITERARY NOTES ON THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE GOVINDALILAMRTA.

BY CHINTAHARAN CHAKRAVARTI, M.A.

The Govindalilamrtta is a fairly popular Sanskrit Kavya among the Vaisnavas of Bengal. It deals, as its name implies, with the amours of Radha and Krishna. Its popularity is attested by the fact of its having been translated into Bengali verse as early as 1610 A.D. by Yadunandana Das. Numerous manuscripts of it were found and noticed or described by various scholars in notices, reports and descriptive catalogues of Sanskrit MSS. in different parts of the world at the same fact. But curiously enough there has been a good deal of confusion among scholars with regard to its authorship. Thus one set of scholars attributes it to Raghunathas Das, while another is inclined to suppose Raghunathas Bhatta as its author.

All this confusion seems to have arisen out of a verse which occurs, mutatis mutandis, at the end of every canto. At the end of the last canto it runs as follows:

ध्री श्रीतन्त्रदर्शितम् प्रज्ञाधिक्षेत्रस्वाभावः
रघुदृष्ट श्रीरुपाधित्तमाला श्रीरूपशंकुदरः
कायोऽश्रीरुपाधित्तमाला गोविन्दालालामः
संग्रहं रघुविन्दुश्रीश्वरः: पुनःवस्थापितः: ||

"This the twenty-third canto, full of nightly amours, in the Govindalilamrtta which is the fruit of waiting on Sri Rupa, the bee, as it were, of the feet-lotus of Sri Chaitanya—which was directed by the scholar Raghunathas Das—which originated from the boons of Sri Raghunathas Bhatta, is complete."

Evidently the verse does not name the author of the work, but only refers to persons through whose inspiration and help the author undertook and finished his work.

But this should not lead one to suppose that the name of the author is not mentioned at all in the work. It is true we have got no colophon proper to this work, where we could expect the name of the author. A verse however in the last canto of the work (xxiii. 95) definitely refers to the author. It runs:

पदरितकुमार श्रीपदपुत्राय: ||
कृष्णदास कोविन्दश्रीश्वरसुतिजयं चित्तम: ||

"This Govindalilamrtta was composed by Krsnadasa who was a bee to the feet-lotus of Shri Rupa and Raghunathas."

This leaves scarcely any room for doubt as to the authorship of the work. But this is not the only place where Krsnadasa is referred to as the author of the work. He is distinctly mentioned as the author by Yadunandana, both in the beginning and at the end of his metrical Bengali translation of it. The commentary Sadanandaavidhyini on it, as contained in the published edition of the work, also attributes it to Krsnadasa in the introductory verses.

As a matter of fact the book is quite well-known, among the Vaisnavas of Bengal, as the work of Krsnadasa. The edition of it, in Bengali characters, published from Berhampur (Murshidabad) bears his name as the author. And it is a matter for gratification that of all

---

3 A more literal translation of the verse would be:—"This nectar of the amours of Govinda (i.e. selected stories of his amours) was collected, etc." But this is tantamount to saying that the work was composed by Krsnadasa.
published catalogues the *Descriptive Catalogue of Sans. MSS. in the Ulwar State Library* (p. 38) rightly attributes it to Kṛṣṇadāsa.

This Kṛṣṇadāsa seems to be identical with Kṛṣṇadāsa Kavirāja, the well-known author of the *Chaitanyakaritamṛta* (a Bengali metrical work on the life-story of the great Vaiṣṇava reformer of Bengal, viz., Chaitanya), which, by a statement of the author himself, was composed in 1503 s.e. (=1581 A.D.) He came after the celebrated companions of Chaitanya, viz., Rūpavatīvāmī, Jīvavatīvāmī, Raghunāthā Daśa and Raghunāthā Bhaṭṭa and held them, as did all later Vaiṣṇava Masters of Bengal, in high respect. This accounts for his reverential mention of them in the *Govindalāmṛta*.

---

**THOMAS CANA.**

**By T. K. JOSEPH, B.A., L.T.**

*(Continued from page 165.)*

6. Thomas Cana finds the crucifix in Malabar.—Roz (1604) says that Thomas Cana found the Christians of Paru (Parur) wearing wooden crosses round their necks. This point appears therefore to rest on an ancient tradition. *[Cross, but not crucifix.]*

7. No ordained ministers in Malabar.—This is suspect. In Land's *Anecdota*, the Christians of Malabar are several times represented as being without priests and leaders, i.e., at the persecution of Māṇikka Vāchakar (the date of which appears to be 293–315), and before the arrival of Thomas Cana. Cf. Mingana, *op. cit.*, 43. Mingana (*ibid.*, 18) has, however, found that "during the Patriarchate of Shaḥlūpha and Pāpa, say about A.D. 295–300, Dūdi (David), bishop of Bāṣrah, on the Persian Gulf, an eminent doctor, left his see and went to India, where he evangelised many people." *[No one knows which part of India.]*

In document IV.1.4 we are told that there were clergy in Coromandel, but that they neglected Malabar. We have some idea that long before A.D. 345 there was at Mylapore a monastery of 200 monks, and that therefore the abandonment of the Christians in Malabar is an exaggeration. The church of Kuravalangad claims to be of the year 33510.

Before A.D. 363 Yōnān was Abbot of a monastery of St. Thomas in India, near (or below) the black island (Syr. : gāzartā ūbāamātā). It had 200 monks. The island was near the town of Milon, six days from Maron, and got its wine from Persia. It had date-trees and palm-trees and crabs of enormous size. It was the see of a bishop. The inhabitants of Milon fished for pearls. Brother Pāpa sailed to it from Mesopotamia, and it was constantly visited by solitaries from Mesopotamia. Mingana does not know (*ibid.*, 18–22) where to locate it. His efforts to place it in an island of the Persian Gulf are not convincing. He would not mind if it had been at Mylapore, since the place of St. Thomas' tomb in India had a monastery and a church11 of vast size before A.D. 594. Precisely. There is room for it in India as early as 363, close to St. Thomas' tomb, near the 'black sand' island, (Karumāṇal, a village on

---

4 In recording this Aufrecht in his *Catalogus Catalogorum*, vol. II, Supplement, curiously makes Kṛṣṇadāsa the son of Raghunāthā Bhaṭṭa. The statement however lacks any corroborative evidence.

5 Yadunandana, at the end of his translation of the *Govindalāmṛta*, and the *Sūdānandavīdhyānti*, the Sanskrit commentary on it, in the introductory verses identify the two authors, and there is no reason why we should reject that identification.

10 This claim is not supported by any document. In fact the dates for the Malabar churches in the Catholic Directory are mere guesses in most cases. We know how in Bishop Lavigne's time these dates were arrived at for the purpose of the Directory—from mere tradition in most cases.

11 In spite of Medlycott's arguments in his *India and Thomas*, (London, 1905, pp. 74–79) I think that the church and monastery that Theodore saw some time before A.D. 500 were in Edessa in *civitate quam Syri Aedissam vocant; in supra dicta igitur urbe, in qua beatos artus diximus tumulatos*. (*Ibid.*, p. 80, note).
the coast near Madras), near Milon\textsuperscript{122} (Meilan \textasciitilde Mayila-pur). Mylapore had a fishery of pearls at a much later date; it had cocoanut-trees, and at least wild date-trees\textsuperscript{123} yielding liquor and sugar; its crabs of enormous size may have been sea-turtles. If that were so, that monastery of 200 monks should have existed at least 100 years before, say, in A.D. 220–30, when the *Acts of Thomas* was composed in Edessa. The first monks must have known at Mylapore people who had known there the Apostle Thomas or his immediate successors, the priest Sifur and the deacon Prince Vizan. We thus reach down to St. Thomas himself at Mylapore. Mylapore is Calamina. It was Calamina for Bar Hebraeus in 1246–86, and the Mount of India on which St. Thomas preached and was killed was for Bar Hebraeus near Calamina. It was Little Mount. Had we not this proof, we would have sufficient proof from Malabar that St. Thomas died and was martyred at Mylapore. The whole of the Malabar tradition\textsuperscript{124} supposes it, and that tradition, as we now see, was inherited by the present Christians from those who lived in Malabar before\textsuperscript{125} the arrival of Thomas Cana in A.D. 345.

The existence of a monastery of St. Thomas at Mylapore is borne out by what we find in Iṭṭūp's *History* (Malayalam, Kottayam, 1869, pp. 81–82). After the death of St. Thomas and before the arrival of Thomas Cana in 345, two of the 72 disciples of Mār Augēn (Agwēn, Augin), named Śābōr and Śabri Yēsu, came and looked after the church (of Malabar and Mylapore ?). They were students of the great college on the hill north-east of the town of Śabīn (Nisibis 1). These details are found in the genuine records still kept at Antioch in the archives of the Patriarch. Śābōr died here. Śabri Yēsu returned to his own country of Besanaherim, and wrote and kept in the college an account of the Church founded by St. Thomas in Malabar. Thus Iṭṭūp, in extracts translated by Mr. Joseph.

I believe that the names Śābōr and Śabri Yēsu belong to A.D. 825\textsuperscript{126}, while the rest seems to belong to c. A.D. 363. Iṭṭūp, I learn from Mr. T. K. Joseph, mentions (p. 95 of an edition of his work, dated 1896) two bishops Mār Śābōr and Mār Aprōt who came to India from Babylon in A.D. 825, in the ship of the merchant Šavāris. This Šavāris is no other than Šabir İsō or Yēsu. Some call him Bārešu; others Job; others Towrio and Thor. The names which Iṭṭūp should have had for the much earlier period are, I think, Yōnān and Zādōq, contemporaries, and successive abbots of the monastery of St. Thomas in India near (or below) the black island. Yōnān had met in Egypt Mār Augēn or Agwēn, writes the historiographer Zādōq, Yōnān's successor. And we know that Agwēn died on the 21st of Nisan, 674 of the era of the Greeks, i.e. April, A.D. 363. On the Convent of Eugene, see Asseman, *Bibl. Orient.*, t. I. 524. It is said that Agwēn came from the Nitrenian Desert in Egypt with seventy disciples to Nisibis and founded near it, on Mount Izlā, a monastery where he gathered 350 monks. Many believe that monasticism for both sexes existed at an even earlier date in East Syria. Cf. Fortescue, *The Lesser Eastern Churches*, 42–43, 110. Crowds of monks came daily from India, Persia, and Ethiopia to St. Jerome in Palestine (A.D. 386–420). The pilgrim lady Sylvia (Etheoria) already speaks of the many pilgrims from Armenia, Persia, India, Ethiopia and Egypt who came to

\textsuperscript{122} Milon, six days from Maron. The name Milon seems to be derivable from Malliarpha (the old form of the name Mylapore, also called Mayilai).

\textsuperscript{123} The date-trees of Mylapore are not real date palms, but palmyra palms, yielding "liquor and sugar", i.e. toddy and a kind of dark-red sugar of big crystals, called *pananakalkayam* in Malayalam.

\textsuperscript{124} The extant versions of Malabar tradition do say that St. Thomas lies buried in Mylapore. These are but 400 years old. And from these to infer that in, say, A.D. 150 Malabar tradition said that it was St. Thomas the Apostle himself that lay buried in Mylapore—if there was any tomb at all there at that time—is not reasonable. From the tradition of 1500 to that of 150 is a far cry indeed. We do not know at all what Malabar or Mylapore tradition about the Mylapore tomb was in A.D. 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500. We know Cosmas (535 A.D.) has not a single word about St. Thomas in Malabar.

\textsuperscript{125} We do not know for certain whether before 345 A.D. the Malabar Christians regarded St. Thomas as their apostle or not. Certain versions of Malabar tradition do indeed say that it was Thomas Cana who introduced Christianity into Malabar. Malabar tradition is a hopeless muddle.

\textsuperscript{126} Sabor and Sabri Yēsu are regarded by Iṭṭūp as quite different from Sabor and Prodh of 825 A.D.
the Holy Places (c. 383–388). In the Life of Barlaam and Josaphat (5th–7th century) we read that India had its monks in imitation of Egypt. Cf. Migne, PL, 73; 445.

8. The Bishop of Antioch coming after another bishop.—This must be wrong. Our writer stands alone here. Thomas Cana is here made to bring the two bishops in turn. The first time the bishop appears to be he of Oruo or Edessa with his party of colonists, in which case there is no reason for bringing still another bishop from Antioch. The only apparent reason is that our author, confusing Oruo with Antioch, felt the need of bringing a bishop from both places.

9. The Dareogyul (Dhariyakikal)\(^{127}\).—This is explained by our writer (op. cit., p. 192) as meaning “those who were unmoved,” i.e. the Christians of only 8 families, out of an original 64, who persevered during the persecution of Mānīkkavāchakar; 96 out of 160 families, he contends, apostatised outright from the beginning and became known as ‘Munneygramacar,’ or “the disciples of Mānīkkavassell.” In the list of the 18 castes by whom the Christians were to be judged (cf. his note to p. 194 op. cit.) we have “the head Muninigraumummatecheen or Manikavassell’s disciples, Sooders or Nairs.” There seems to be indeed among the Malabar Christians\(^{128}\) a tradition that these are apostate Christians. Was this Mānīkkavāchakar possibly a Manichean? There would seem to have been a vast apostasy in Malabar, if we are right in identifying with King Antragay\(^{129}\) (Andrew) of Cranganore the deacon-king Xanthippus–Xenophon of Sandaruk-Andropolis-Andranopolis, converted by St. Thomas at the first town in India\(^{130}\) where he landed, i.e., the king at whose court the marriage feast took place.

10. The Cotaycoyle.—Might these not be the Christians of Parur, also called Parur Kottakkāyal, and corruptly Kutkayel in Land’s Anecdota? There is a touch of tradition here. Roz (1604) states that the first Christians found by Thomas Cana were those of Parur.\(^{131}\)

The Angelica must be the Tamil anjili-maram (Artocarpus hirsuta, Lam.): a wood of great value on the Western Coast for ship-building, house-building, etc. Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. angly-wood.\(^{132}\)

The following list\(^{133}\) of privileges said to have been granted to Thomas Cana is taken from an anonymous MS. by a missionary, who in or after 1676 was living at the Carmelite Church of Anjiakal (Ernakulam). His name, I suggest, is Fr. Matthew of St. Joseph, who

---

\(^{127}\) The Dareogyul are Tarisāykkal, literally orthodox Christians. The term Tarisa Church occurs in the Quilon copper-plates of c. 880. According to John de Monte Corvino (c. 1300) the Christians of China too were called Tarsa. In Malayalam songs and prose accounts of the 17th, 18th centuries the term Tarutāykkal is applied to all Christians—those of Malabar, of Mylapore and even the Portuguese. It was a synonym for the Latin word ‘Christianus,’ which has displaced the old term Tarutāykkal. ‘Unmoved’ is not the true sense of the word. It is from a Syriac word meaning orthodox. Tarsi Christians too were Tarsas.

\(^{128}\) The old men among the Hindu Manigramakkar themselves admit that their ancestors were Christians.

\(^{129}\) The spurious song of 1601 stands alone in giving the name Andrew to the king of Cranganore.

\(^{130}\) Most other authorities say that Andropolis or Sandaruk was outside modern India altogether.

\(^{131}\) Parur and Cranganore are very close to each other. Cotaycoyle is Kōṭṭākkāvil, Parur.

\(^{132}\) Angelica is danīlī, Artocarpus hirsuta, which yields durable timber used for a variety of purposes. It may be called the teak of the lowlands.

\(^{133}\) Most of the privileges in this list correspond to those in footnote 100. No. 6—White cloth spread on a carpet is a seat of honour used even now at marriage feasts. Only the chief elders can sit on it. No. 12—Fr. Monserrate wrote from Cochin in 1579 of “the custom existing in this Malabar that there is no pollution between these Christians and the Nayres, nor penalty of death, if there be marriage or friendship, whereas, according to the custom of the land, there is, if they communicate, stay, or marry with other castes higher or lower than custom allows to them.” (Ind. Ant. for July, 1927, p. 130). No. 13—Cheremellas resembles Malayalam Chērmangalam in sound. The Malayalam word means gong, but its derivation is not known. From atambore comes the Malayalam word tampēry a kind of drum.

(1) They may, the women as well as the men, crown themselves in the manner of kings.
(2) They may play every kind of instruments.
(3) They may ride on elephants on their feasts.
(4) They may light and carry in their hands candles at all their feasts.
(5) They may use big royal fans, in the manner of very great lords at their feasts and wear every sort of ornament and apparel.
(6) They may in their feasts and solemnities use white clothes and sit on them.
(7) They may in the streets walk on white cloths, like noble and privileged persons.
(8) In their feasts they may give shouts and signs of joy and jubilee, and also grant permission to other Gentios to do the same.
(9) In the journeys and processions of the feasts they may fire *espingardes* in sign of joy.
(10) They may use every kind of jewels and ornaments of gold and silver and silk.
(11) They may enjoy every royal privilege.
(12) They may enter all houses of noble Nair families, converse with them, and travel with them, which is not granted to any other castes.
(13) They have all the privileges, permissions, liberties and powers for celebrating and solemnising in public all the day and night feasts, with bells, great and small, with drums and trumpets (*atambores e cheremellas*), processions and preachings, with greater freedom than in Europe, without any fear, but with very great respect and esteem.

The same writer says of the Naddi134 (fol. 5v): "They are a caste of hunters, and have no other occupation; they go about with their bows and arrows, and are obliged to accompany the Nairs, Gentios135 and Christian hunters."

He also lays stress on a great apostasy in Malabar in the time of a Namburi sorcerer, 'Changalajari' or 'Changara chiari' (Saṅkarāchārya)136, whom he confuses with Māṇikka Vāchakar, but places before the arrival of Thomas Cana. Three hundred royal families137 remained Christian and faithful under persecution. He states also that the very Hindus affirmed there was an image of Our Lady in the pagoda called Tir Corunfa138 belonging to the king of Upper Cranganore (fol. 10r.).

11. Among four castes of Chitties we have the Mullia Chitties. Did these come from Mayilā (Mylapore)? We have also the Pullivaula Chitties. May we compare Pullivaula with Pahlava or Pallava? I find in a relation by Fr. Andrew Lopez, S.J. (1644) that at Ramanancor (Fishery Coast) there were Christians of Palavali caste, with whom the Parvars fraternised. Had these been won back from among the people who at Bepar (Vaipar) and Bembar (Vembar) were Hindus in 1604, though they considered themselves of ancient Chittian caste? In 1644 there were Christians at both Vaipar and Bembar: 850 and 1300 respectively.

134 Nadii is for Nāyāṭi, a hunting low caste.
135 Nairs too are Gentios, Hindus.
136 This writer of 1676 took the heretic preacher to be Saṅkarāchārya of the 9th century. It may be by a similar mental process that others took him for the famous Māṇikka Vāchakar of the Tamil land. The heretic preacher may have been a Manichaean, wrongly identified with Māṇikka the Saṅvita fanatic, and Saṅkarāchārya the great reformer of Hinduism in Malabar.
137 'Royal families' here perhaps reflects the appellation Māṇīpila for the Syrian Christians, which Gouvea (1599) translated as sons of Kings (Jornada, fol. 4v.).
138 Tir Corunfa stands for Tīrū Kurumā, Sanskrit Śrī Kurumbā, the goddess Kāli, who was represented to this missionary of 1676 as Our Lady. Gama and his companions went to 'Mass' in a Hindu temple in Calicut, 1498. Castenhada's *Historia*, p. 57; *Roteiro*, Hak. Soc., p. 54.
12. The list of Bishops.—This list of Bishops is a remarkable document. Most of the
names and dates for 825-1500 are not found in our European authors. The list must how-
ever be far from complete. Did all these bishops come from Antioch, as stated? In other
words were they all Jacobite?

'Mar Sabore Ambroat' of A.D. 825 is Máš Sábor and Máš Apró (Prodh, Pirút, etc.).
The name of the merchant ‘Towrio’ is a misspelling of Sowrio, Savaris, Šábr Isó. Correa
(1570) has strangely enough ‘Apreto and Thor’ (Lendas da India, I, 594).

Fr. Bernard of St. Thomas (Brief Sketch of the History of the St. Thomas Christians, Trichi-
nopoly, 1924, pp. 13, 19) has a similar list, to be compared with the Conancode MS. As he re-
fers to Le Quien (II. col. 1275) for Máš Sábor and Máš Pródh, his date for them, A.D. 880,
must be that of Le Quien. Fr. Bernard mentions that all these bishops were sent by the
orthodox Patriarch of Antioch (pp. 12, 13, 19). [But see infra for Jacobite and Nestorian
bishops.]

He next names: 988: John; 1056: Thomas; 1122: John III, who went to Rome in
1122 (perhaps the Jacob, 1122, of the Conancode MS.); 1231 (sic): Joseph; 1235: David;
1295: Paulos; 1301: Jacob; 1407: Jaballaha; 1490: John (add: and Thomas, who returned
to Mesopotamia soon after, but returned in 1504); 1504: Thomas, Jaballaha, Jacob, and
Denha (for these see also Mingana, op. cit., 41-42). Our list shows that the bishops ap-
pointed to India did not uniformly take the name Thomas, contrary to what certain writers
have suggested.


For Jacob in 1321, see Mingana, op. cit., p. 69, where he is styled in Codex Syr. Vat. N.
XXII: "Bishop Mar Jacob, Metropolitan and director of the holy see of the Apostle St. Thomas,
that is to say our director and the director of all the holy Church of Christian India." Was
he an Indian? Zechariah, son of Joseph, son of Zechariah, a deacon, who wrote the above
in 1301, in a colophon, at the Church of St. Cyriacus of Shingala (Cranganore), calls himself a
disciple and one of the relatives of this bishop.

"In A.D. 1000 there resided at Cranganore a bishop named John. In a historical Syriac
work it is written that he resuscitated his servant, i.e., the sacristan of the church of Crang-
anore. Gouvea says that Fr. Roz, Archbishop of Cranganore, read this in the aforesaid
book. S. Giamil (Genuinae Relationes, Rome, 1902, p. 436) states that the book is still in
the Vatican Library." Cf. R. P. A. Kaliancara,139 Defensio Indici Apostolatus Div. Thomae
Apostoli, Cochin, 1912, pp. 28-29. 'Gouvea' is a mistake for 'de Souza', Oriente Conquis-
tado, Pte. II. Conq. I, Div. 2, 16. We have quoted elsewhere the very words of Roz. The
Mar Johannan of A.D. 1000 is no doubt the Johannes, Metropolitan, of A.D. 988 in the Con-
ancode MS.

Do Couto, Da Asia, Dec. 12. c. 5 (t. 8, Lisboa, 1788, p. 288), writes of Mar Johannann:
"After the death of these Chaldeans [Mar Xabro and Mar Prodh], they sent to Babylonia
asking for Bishops, as they had no facility to send to Rome, because through the death of these
there was left to them only a Deacon, who assumed the work of a priest, thinking he could
do so, since all were so ignorant. Receiving this message, the Greek Patriarch provided them
with an Archbishop, called Mar Joanna, and the two Suffragans, his Coadjutors and future
successors. This Chaldean Archbishop arranged the Chaldean Breviary which this Church
used until now, and he made his residence at Cranganor. By the death of this Archbishop
and these Bishops, (P. 289) there succeeded another, called Mar Jacob, who had also come
from Babylonia; he governed many years, and died about the year 1500." Do Couto's last
date cannot be correct. The story of the single deacon who assumed the work of a priest
is also told about A.D. 1490. It is possible however that at times the priesthood had
practically died out in Malabar. From a report by Mesopotamian bishops, who came to
Malabar in 1555 and visited the Syrian Churches during two years and a half, we learn

139 R. P. A. Kaliancara is a fictitious name. The author died a few years ago.
there were only 5 priests left. Cf. Fr. Bernard, op. cit., p. 32. By 'Greek Patriarch' do Couto understood a Nestorian Patriarch. According to him the Greek Patriarch who sent Mar Xabro and Mar Prodh was a Nestorian.

John de' Marignolli met the Patriarch of the St. Thomas Christians (c. 1348), but whether at Mylapore or in Malabar or at Bagdad, which he also visited, is not stated.

Gouvea (Jornada, 1606, fol. 76r) states that, in the Church of Diamper in which the Council of 1599 was held, lay buried a Nestorian bishop. He does not however give his name or his period. He only remarks that Diamper had been the see of some Nestorian bishops. In 1599 they showed still at Diamper some of the things which had belonged to the said bishop, among them a very short and narrow bed on which he slept for penance. "Going to sleep on it one night, he did not rise for Matins." Possibly, his name is still remembered at Diamper, and his grave shown.

Le Quien, quoting many weighty authors (Tom. II, Paris, 1740, pp. 1086-87-88) says that the Patriarch of Antioch used to appoint 'Catholicoses' who had not the title of Patriarch, although they were in authority above the Bishops, and that these Catholicoses were consecrating Bishops to govern the above-mentioned countries [India, Persia, etc.]. The same Le Quien in the same place says that in A.D. 1000 the Nestorian Patriarch Abraham II. of Babylon sent up a petition to the Caliph of Bagdad, stating that a Catholicos under the Patriarch of Antioch was during night time consecrating bishops for the territories under his jurisdiction. Thereupon the consecrating Catholicos and the consecrated bishops were seized and imprisoned. A letter of Peter, Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch in communion with Rome, written about 1050 A.D. to Dominic of Graden, throws further light on the subject (Le Quien, ib.). The Patriarch claims that his actual jurisdiction extends to the far East, including India, that he appoints Catholicoses for Babylon, and other regions, and that these Catholicoses have supervision over several bishops, but that they do not take the title of Patriarch. Cf. Bernard of St. Thomas, op. cit. p. 12. Nilos Doxopatrios, notary of the Patriarch of Constantinople, who wrote (c. A.D. 1143) a history for King Roger of Sicily, states that the Patriarch of Antioch still appoints and sends a Catholicos to Romogyris in India. Cf. Germann, Die Kirche der Thomaschristen, Gütersloh, 1877, p. 163, n. 1. Several Portuguese writers note that at times Jacobite bishops as well as Nestorian bishops came to India before the arrival of the Portuguese. [Has Peter in communion with Rome, c. 1050?]

We have purposely included this list of bishops in this study. It must prove that Malabar itself can help in the reconstruction of its Christian history. If in 1820 the Syrians could look back 1000 years, up to A.D. 825, it was possible for them, who never passed from barbarism into civilisation, to do the same in A.D. 825, and to reach down to St. Thomas himself. Chronology was a tradition in the East. It had a cult for genealogies. In 1599, Menezes met a man in Malabar who was 123 years old, and who could give not only the years, but the months and days he had lived. He had scored on sticks the days and the months and the years. (Gouvea, Jornada, fol. 108.) Our list ought to stimulate further research in Malabar for the period 825-1500. For the earlier period we look for help chiefly to Mesopotamia. A considerable amount of facts and dates has been gathered already for the period 300-825. More must exist. Even here Malabar can help, when it can give us in a MS. of c. 1700, discovered by Mr. T. K. Joseph, the dates 293 for Mānīkā Vāchakar’s persecution of the Christians of Kāvēripaṭṭānum, and 315 for his coming to Quilon. [In spite of Menezes’, Van Goens’ and Tippu’s holocaust of Malayalam and Syriac MSS. it is extremely gratifying to see that several valuable historical records still survive among us in Malabar. They have yet to be published.]

140 Perhaps Mar Sapor or Mar Prodh of A.D. 825.
141 Romogyris seems to be formed from (Ko)ṭungalore (Cranganore) by apheison, mutation of i into r (the reverse of lambdacism) and the addition of a Greek suffix. Cerebral t is by Europeans sometimes represented by r.
NEW TYPES OF COPPER COINS OF THE SULTANS OF GUJARAT.

By C. R. SINGHAL.

In 1923, while cutting a passage through the hill north-east of Marole near Andheri railway station in Salsette for laying the Tansa Pipe Line, the labourers of the Tata Construction Company discovered a copper vessel measuring four feet two inches in circumference and one foot in height. Half of this vessel was filled with coins covered with such a thick layer of verdigris that it was a difficult task to make out anything from them. This vessel was removed from its find spot to Vakola on the east of Santa Cruz, where it remained for sometime with Mr. Master, who was acting as an Agent to the Tata Construction Company.

I have seen the exact spot where these coins were found. The vessel containing coins was found at a depth of about four feet from the surface of the elevated rock which was being cut for making a passage for the Tansa Pipe Line. Round about this spot, there are hills and jungle, and no traces of earlier or present habitation are found. The present village of Marole is also at a distance of about two-and-a-half miles from this place. It is very strange that a big hoard of coins like this should be found in such a solitary place. It does not seem to be the work of thieves, as the vessel with coins is too heavy to have been carried away by them from a distant place and been buried in this hilly area; nor was the intrinsic value of the coins so great as to induce them to undertake such an enterprise. There is, however, a small stream with flowing water just at the foot of this hill; and as I was told by the representative of the Tata Construction Company that there are some old bridges a little higher up on the east, it is not unlikely that the site may have been very near to some trunk road connecting Gujarát with the Deccan. How and under what conditions the treasure was buried remains a mystery all the same.

Mr. H. B. Clayton, I.C.S., the Municipal Commissioner of Bombay, communicated this information to the Museum authorities, and was kind enough to offer this find to the museum if it had any numismatic importance. Three of these coins sent by him for examination were found to be of the Sultans of Gujarát. It was expected that such a big hoard of coins was sure to reveal some new dates and types of the coins of the Sultans of Gujarát, and accordingly I was deputed to bring the whole find, intact with its receptacle, on a bullock cart from Vakola to the Museum.

As stated above, these coins were covered with such a thick coating of verdigris that it was not possible to decipher the inscriptions and assign them to any king. Besides some of them had stuck together in the form of big lumps which could not be separated without endangering the surfaces of some of the specimens. After some difficulty the services of a chemical assistant were made available, and the work of scientific cleaning and decipherment etc., could then be taken in hand in right earnest.

This find, consisting of about 6100 coins, is presumably the largest and one of the most important finds of the coins of this dynasty. In the first instance the collection was roughly examined, and coins were separated according to different Sultans of Gujarát. Next more detailed and minute examination was made, when the dated were separated from the undated; and ultimately those bearing new dates and representing new types were separated for purposes of publication.

About half a dozen scholars have written learned articles on coins of this dynasty, but Indian Numismatists will ever remain grateful to the late Dr. G. P. Taylor, who published his scholarly and exhaustive article on the coins of the Gujarát Sultanat in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1903.

Incidentally it was noticed by me that Mr. E. E. Oliver had contributed an article to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. LVIII, 1889, pp. 1-12), wherein he described thirty-two coins of the Sultans of Gujarát. Coins No. XI to XIII are assigned to Mahmúd Sháh I of Gujarát, while really they are of Mahmúd Sháh and Kalim Ullah of the Bâhani Dynasty, as pointed out by Dr. Taylor in his article. Coins No. XVI and XVII are described by him as doubtful. Dr. Taylor also made a negative statement to the effect that they are not of the
Sultans of Gujarát. These coins belong to the Nizám Shāhī dynasty of Ahmadnagar. Recently in 1926, Professor S. H. Hodivala has contributed a learned article on the unpublished coins of the Sultans of Gujarát to the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The coins which will be described in this paper are believed to be altogether new types and have not been published anywhere so far. This find consists of coins of the Sultans of Gujarát from Ahmad I to Bahādur Shāh, but it is specially rich in the coins of Mahmūd I to Bahādur Shāh. The coins of Ahmad I and Bahādur Shāh found in this hoard bear dates 843 and 941 A.H., respectively. Therefore these coins cover a period of about a century. As the coins of Bahādur Shāh are of so late a date as 941 A.H., it is, therefore, believed that this hoard of coins was buried in the earth somewhere in the closing year of Bahādur Shāh’s reign. This hoard also contains a large number of specimens of Muṣaffar Shāh II, out of which the dated coins are of 930 A.H., the last two figures written in the reverse position. Besides it may be interesting to note that one coin of Firuz III, Tughlaq, (752-790 A.H.), two coins of Husain Shāh of Jaunpur (863-881 A.H.) and one coin of Shāh-i-Hind (published by Dr. G. P. Taylor in Num. Suppt. No. 33) are also found in this hoard.

I am not in a position to explain how these coins got mixed with this hoard of the coins of the Sultans of Gujarát. The presence of these four coins may be the result of some oversight. It would not be safe to make any more definite suggestion.

The new types which I am going to describe belong to Mahmūd Shāh I, Muṣaffar Shāh II and Bahādur Shāh.

From the historical point of view, the coins of Mahmūd Shāh I are the most important, as they appear to extend the period of Mahmūd Shāh’s reign to 919 A.H. **Coins of Mahmūd Shāh I.**

Coins of Mahmūd Shāh I bearing the date 919 A.H. have not been noticed so far. All the historians and other learned authorities say with one voice that Mahmūd I reigned up till 917 A.H. = 1511 A.D. In the Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, part 1, 1896, pp. 248, there is the following statement:—

“From 1508 Mahmud remained at his capital till his death in December A.D. 1513 at the age of sixty-seven years and three months, after a reign of fifty-four years and one month.”

Now the year 919 A.H. began on the 9th March 1513 A.D., and Mahmūd died in December 1513 A.D., i.e. nine months later. The coin, therefore, corroborates the statement in the Gazetteer and extends the period of Mahmūd’s coinage right up to the year of his death, i.e. up to 919 A.H. There is one more important coin of this Sultan which has on it the mint town Muhammadabad. Dr. Taylor says in his article, on page 317, “In silver the issue must have been considerable—my cabinet contains some thirteen specimens—but I have never found a single copper coin bearing the name of this mint.” Silver coins of this Sultān of the later dates are found; copper coins have been noticed of dates up to 911 or 912 A.H. only, but this hoard contains coins of all the years from 911 to 919 A.H., except 918.

**Coins of Muṣaffar Shāh II.**

There are four new types in the coins of Muṣaffar Shāh II. The interesting coins are those which bear خانم الملک below the name of Muṣaffar Shāh. In one case the legend is written in such an unusual way that it becomes altogether inexplicable. Silver coins with this legend are found, but I have not come across any copper coin bearing it. Dr. Taylor has described one silver coin of Muṣaffar Shāh II with خانم الملک as legend (vide No. 50, page 333 of his article). But he says “this coin may be Muṣaffar Shah III, to whom it is assigned in the British Museum Catalogue, Muhammadan States, No. 440.” I have seen a photograph of the coin in the British Museum referred to by Dr. Taylor, and I am of opinion that both these coins belong to Muṣaffar Shāh II, as the coin which I have got is more or less similar to them.

**Coins of Bahādur Shāh.**

The coins of Bahādur Shāh are very important in as much as they contain about eight new varieties not published so far. Muhammadan numismatists, I believe, will be
delighted to see these coins as they present quite a new way of inscribing the legends. Some of the coins bear the same inscription on the obverse and reverse, while others have obverse of one type and reverse of another type. This may be the result of the illiteracy of the workmen who were employed to strike these coins. These coins will be fully described in the catalogue given below:

**Catalogue of Coins.**

**Mahmud Shah I.**

Obverse. Same as T. 22.
Reverse. Same as T. 22, but 919 as date.
Coins of this date are not known so far.

Obverse in circle.

Reverse. Same as T. 22, but [9]15 as date.
Copper coins with Muhammadabad as mint town have not been found so far.

No. 3. 141 grains: Mint ? : A.H. ?
Obverse in circle.

Reverse. Same as T. 26.

**Mugaffar Shah II.**

Obverse in circle.

Reverse. Same as T. 44.

No. 5. 219 grains: Mint ? : A.H. ?
Obverse in circle.

Reverse. Same as T. 44.

No. 6. 217 grains: Mint ? : A.H. ?
Obverse in circle.

Reverse. Same as T. 44.

Copper coins of Mugaffar Shah II with have not been described up till now.

Coin No. 6 is similar to No. 5 but it presents the strange way of writing. This coin proved difficult to decipher because the upper stroke of 5 is joined with 1, thus giving a strange appearance.

Obverse in circle

Reverse same as T. 44.
In the date the last two figures are inscribed in the reverse position. I have got about 90 coins in which the date is inscribed in this fashion.

Bahâdur Shâh.

Obverse in circle.

Reverse same as T. 52, but date 938.
In this coin Mu'azzar Shâh is inscribed at the top while Bahâdur Shâh is in the middle.
Obverse in circle.

Reverse, Illegible.
This is altogether a new type. The inscription on the reverse is very complicated. These coins range in dates from 932 to 934 A.H. These coins may be the earliest specimens ofBahâdur Shâh.

Same as above.
This is a smaller specimen.
Obverse in circle.

Reverse same as T. 52.
The inscription on obverse is written in a different way altogether.
No. 12. 218 grains: Mint ? : A.H. 93X.
Obverse same as above.
Reverse.

The reverse of this coin is same as T. 52 but it bears ابرالفضل ابیالمظفر السلطان in the place of ابرالفضل السلطان.
No. 13. 219 grains: Mint ? : A.H. 93X.
Both reverse impressions.
One is same as the illegible reverse of No. 9 above.
The other is same as reverse of T. 52.
Obverse and reverse same as reverse of T. 52.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Coin</th>
<th>Obverse</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><img src="image21.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image22.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><img src="image23.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td><img src="image25.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image26.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><img src="image27.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image28.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><img src="image29.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image30.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td><img src="image31.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image32.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BOOK-NOTICE.


Mr. Blackiston, who edits this report, fitsly preludes it with a feeling reference to the great loss sustained by the Department in the untimely death of a member of that distinguished archaeological, D. Brainerd Spooner.

Section I contains a summary of the conservation work (including repair), which forms so essential a part of the functions of the department, carried out during the year. Due attention is being paid to the protection from erosion and other destructive agencies of important inscriptions. Under this head we notice a reference to exploration work beneath the Tughlaq mausoleum at Tughlaqabad, which has shown that the graves within are the real apotropicals, and that there is no crypt beneath, as had been thought.

Section II deals with exploration and research. At Taxila substantial progress was made in the excavation of the older city along the Bhir Mound and of the later Scytho-Parthian city of Sirkap under the supervision of Sir John Marshall, who records an important find of 1167 silver coins, mostly punch-marked Indian issues, including some in the shape of oblong bent bars from 1\x92 to 2 inches in length, but also 3 Greek coins of special interest and a well worn siglos of the Persian empire. Two of the Greek coins are of Alexander the Great and one of Philip Arridaeus. Apart from the fact that this is the first recorded find of such coins in India, the discovery helps to confirm previous conclusions as to the period when Indian punch-marked coins were in circulation and to fix the date for the upper strata of buildings on the Bhir Mound. Among other interesting antiquities found at these sites may be mentioned 18 copper coins of Kadirares I and 2 of Azes I, and 4 terracotta "votive tanks," recalling those in use in ancient Egypt as far back as the third dynasty. Exploration conducted by the late H. Hargreaves on mounds near Sibi, Kuchlak, Saranah and Mastung in Baluchistan indicated that the sites had been occupied for a considerable time before and after the Christian era; but it seems unlikely that the remains can throw any light on Indo-Sumerian history or art.

The chief interest of the report, however, undoubtedly lies in the further details afforded of the work being carried on at Mohenjo-daro in the Larkana district of Sind and at Harappa in the Montgomery district of the Panjab, which reveals to us the existence of a prehistoric civilization on the plains of the Indus comparable with that of Sumer...
and of Elam, and carries us back all at once to a period as far anterior to the times of Cyrus the Great as his age lies from us. The site at Mohenjo-daro, covering an area of about a square mile of rolling mounds, seems to have lain originally on the western bank of the Indus, which has since shifted its channel further to the east. "Wherever trenches have been sunk in these mounds," writes Sir J. Marshall, "the remains have been disclosed immediately below the surface of a finely built city of the Chalcolithic period (3rd millennium B.C.) and beneath this city of layer after layer of earlier structures erected successively on the ruins of their predecessors." The buildings exposed in the uppermost stratum comprise temples and dwelling houses constructed of kiln-burnt and sun-dried bricks. The houses are bare of ornament, but "remarkable for the excellence of their construction and for the relatively high degree of comfort evidenced by the presence of wells, bath-rooms, brick flooring, and an elaborate system of drainage, all of which go to indicate a social condition of the people surprisingly advanced for the age in which they were living," that is to say in the transition stage between the stone and copper ages. They were using stone knives or scrapers of the crudest types, yet were familiar with the working of copper, gold, silver and lead and probably of mercury also, and were engraving seals "in a style worthy of the best Mycenaean art." On these seals we find the tiger, elephant, rhinoceros and various other animals, delineated but not, as it seems, the horse, which Sir John suggests was probably imported into India at a later date by the Aryans. The inscriptions on these seals are all in the pictographic script of the period, and have yet to be deciphered. Among the mass of antiquities so far recovered mention may be made of two striking paste stamp marks, one with a "Brahmani bull" (bos indicus) device in relief and another with a representation of the sacred fig tree (Ficus religiosa), as the details of the leaves clearly show. The handsome and well preserved painted vase, 2 ft. 5 in. in height, found at site D and the other pieces of painted pottery at once suggest comparison with the painted pottery from Susa and that recently discovered by Mr. Langdon at Jemdet-Nasr in Mesopotamia. It is noteworthy that among the finds registered during the season, which we are told far exceeded the total recorded in a single season at any other site in India, were 177 shell objects, indicating an extensive use of sea-shells for purposes of inlay as well as for personal ornaments. At the present time Mohenjo-daro must be some 200 miles from the sea by the shortest land route, and making allowance for the advance of the deltaic coast-line in the course of five millennia, the ancient city must have lain about as far from the mouth of the Indus by river. A maritime connexion at least is clearly suggested, though there be yet no definite evidence of intercourse with Sumer and Elam by sea, as Professor Sayce has pointed out.

At Harappa, in the Montgomery district of the Panjab, some 450 miles away, by the side of an old bed of the Ravi (or was it in ancient times a still more important river?) have been found remains of very similar character, generally speaking. Attention was first drawn to this site by Masson in 1826, and five years later by Burns. Cunningham examined the site in 1853, 1856 and 1872-3, and it was in his report for the latter year that the famous 'Harappa seal,' the first of the 'Indo-Sumerian' seals to be found, was described and illustrated. We are told that several previously unknown sites in this vicinity have been revealed by an experimental aeroplane survey along some fifty miles of the old bed of the Ravi.

Important as are the finds recorded in these pages, much more has been discovered during the three years that have since elapsed, as we gather from an account communicated to the Times newspaper, especially at Harappa, where antiquities have been found of a type even earlier than those obtained so far at Mohenjo-daro. It would be difficult to exaggerate the value from the point of view of the history of early civilization of the discoveries already made at these two sites and of those likely to follow when adequate staff and funds are available to conduct operations on a scale commensurate with their importance. Scholars are becoming impatient for a comprehensive and up-to-date report on discoveries that must mark an epoch in the history of archaeological research, and necessitate a complete readjustment of previous views on the so-called "Aryan" civilization of India. Long cherished beliefs are indeed being shattered, and old theories revolutionized, and we begin to realize that archaeological exploration is still more or less in its infancy. All interested in the subject will also eagerly await the results of the exploration and excavation work recently carried out by Sir Aurel Stein in Makrân, the Gedrosia, inhabited by Jochthyophagi, of Arrian, where will probably be found traces of one at least of the lines of intercourse by land between ancient Sumer and Elam and the Indus basin.

In section III, which deals with epigraphy, attention is drawn to several important inscriptions either discovered or deciphered during the year. Progress is being made with the publication of the South Indian Inscriptions. We would welcome similar work in some of the northern provinces. Under Miscellaneous Notes in section VIII a description is given of a Mathura image of the Naga Dadhikarna of the Kushâpa period, and a new find is recorded of 15 Andhra lead coins from the Guntur district, some of which are of Gautamiputra Śâtakarni and Vâsishthiputra Pulumâyi. The numerous plates are excellently produced. What we chiefly miss in these annual reports are maps showing the position at all events of the principal sites where exploration has been carried out, in relation to the surrounding country or to geographical features marked on the available Survey sheets.

C. E. A. W. Oldham.
INDIAN HISTORICAL RECORDS COMMISSION.

The eleventh annual session of the Indian Historical Records Commission will be held at Nagpur on the 5th and 6th December 1928. His Excellency the Governor of the Central Provinces has kindly consented to open the proceedings of the Commission on the morning of the 5th December.

The following is the personnel of the Indian Historical Records Commission:—

1. Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Education, Health and Lands. (ex-officio President).
4. Mr. H. G. Rawlinson, M.A., I.E.S., Principal, Deccan College, Poona.
6. Mr. G. S. Sardesai, B.A., Poona.
7. The Curator, Madras Record Office, Madras. (ex-officio).
KĀTHAKA UPAŅIŚAD.

TRANSLATED WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.

BY PROF. JARL CHARPENTIER, UPPSALA.

(Continued from page 207.)

FIRST ADHYĀYA.

Valli I.

Uṣān Vājasravasā forsooth gave away all his earthly possessions. His was a son, Nāciketa by name (1). While the sacrificial gifts were taken away longing took possession of him though he was only a young boy. And he thought to himself: (2)

"These (cows) have drunk water, chewed grass, given milk and are barren; verily, bliss are those worlds to which he goes who gives such ones away." (3)

54 Uṣān generally is translated by 'in zeal' (Wh.), 'with zeal' (H.), 'gern' (B.) etc., which gives no sense. For, if the man gave away all his possessions it is quite obvious that he did it willingly or even with zeal. Weber, Oldenberg and Geldner have thus rightly seen in it a proper name. I would suggest that this text (as well as Taitt. Br.) did originally read Udā ha vai Vājasravasā etc., i.e., the name was originally Uṣān, which was identical with the Avestan Uṣan (nom. Uṣa, cf. Bartholomae Ait. Wb. 406). When this was later misunderstood it was altered into the senseless Uṣaṇ ha vai etc. On Vājasravasā cf. Weber, Ind. Stud., ii, 201 sq.

55 On this name cf. supra p. 205.

56 Another translation is attempted by Hillebrandt, ZDMG., lxxvii, 580. But H. has slightly misunderstood the situation, and we need not follow him here.

57 Śraddhā invariably is translated by 'faith' or 'Glaube' (just as in v. 13 śraddhāhāna is translated by 'who have faith'). But even the very artificial explanations show that there is something wrong in such a translation; and 'faith' in our sense of the word has got nothing to do with the feelings of the young Nāciketa. Longing for a happier world, to which both the giver and the gifts are to proceed, is what he feels. Śraddhā, according to the dictionaries, has this sense only in the epic and the classical literature, but this is by no means sure. Simply to translate the word by 'faith' in texts like the Rigveda is certainly wrong, as it creates in modern readers an impression which is totally foreign to the Vedic hymns. It is quite true that the Latin crēdo and etymologically connected words in the Celtic languages mean 'to trust, to believe,' but this proves nothing for śraddhā; nor does the Avestan šrāz-dā always mean the same. The original sense of śrād-dā is, of course, 'to put one's heart upon a thing,' which may just as well mean 'to long for' as 'to trust.'

58 The commentary on Taitt. Br. iii, 12, 8, 1 explains kumāra by upanayanayogayavasā, which is certainly correct. As Nāciketa was a Brahman boy he consequently ought to have been about eight years of age (cf. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 50 sq.)

59 indriya originally has a very concrete sense, viz., that of potentia virilis; (cf., e.g., Maitr. S. IV, 7, 4); later on it also means power of procreation in both sexes. Consequently nirindriya when used of a man means impotens, when of a woman sterilitis, barren.' To translate nirindriya by 'deren Sinne befriedigt sind,' as does Professor Sieg (Festgabe R. v. Garbe, p. 129) is grammatically and etymologically impossible.

60 Curiously enough I have found no single translator who has understood this passage correctly. Hillebrandt, for example, looked upon the first line of the verse as being wholly senseless, and in his translation simply left it out (Aus Brahmanas u. Upanisadten p. 117); and we need not go further into the various interpretations as none of them is satisfactory. We must read, instead of the senseless anāndā in the second line, ānandā nāma te loka, 'bliss verily are those worlds.' The idea is this: the barren (nirindriya) cow is the evād, the vacca sterilitis, which is the sacrificial gift (dakṣētā) especially apt to be given to the Brahmans. Ample materials concerning this opinion are found in a work by the late Professor Johansson, Etymologisches u. Worterschichtliches (posthumously edited by the present writer, Upsala, 1927), p. 60 sq. Consequently, the Saccifer (Yajamāna) who gives away such cows goes to heaven, to the realm of bliss (cf. R. V. ix, 113, 11: yātrāyānāndā ca mādā ca madāḥ prāmadā āsate | kā masya yātrāyānāndā kaśmādā etc. I venture to think that in this way the passage becomes wholly sensible. The parallels to the first words quoted by Hume, Thirteen Principal Upanishads, p. 341 n. 2, are without any importance.
KĀTHAKA UPAŅIŚAD.
TRANSLATED WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.
BY PROF. JARL CHARPENTIER. UPSALA.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 207.)

FIRST ADHYĀYA.

Vallī I.

Uṣān Vājaśravasa⁵⁴ forsooth gave away all his earthly possessions. His was a son, Naciketa⁵⁵ by name (1). While the sacrificial gifts were taken away⁵⁶ longing⁵⁷ took possession of him though he was only a young boy⁵⁸. And he thought to himself: (2)

"These (cows) have drunk water, chewed grass, given milk and are barren⁵⁹; verily, bliss⁶⁰ are those worlds to which he goes who gives such ones away." (3)

⁵⁴ Uṣān generally is translated by 'in zeal' (Wh.), 'with zeal' (H.), 'gern' (B.) etc., which gives no sense. For, if the man gave away all his possessions it is quite obvious that he did it willingly or even with zeal. Weber, Oldenberg and Geldner have thus rightly seen in it a proper name. I would suggest that this text (as well as Taitt. Br.) did originally read Uṣā havai Vājaśravasaḥ etc., i.e., the name was originally Uṣān, which was identical with the Avestan Uṣan (nom. Usā, cf. Bartholomä Altiris. Wk. 406). When this was later misunderstood it was altered into the senseless Uṣān havai etc. On Vājaśravasa cf. Weber, Ind. Stud., ii, 201 sq.

⁵⁵ On this name cf. supra p. 205.

⁵⁶ Another translation is attempted by Hillebrandt, ZDMG., lixviii, 580. But H. has slightly misunderstood the situation, and we need not follow him here.

⁵⁷ Śraddhā invariably is translated by 'faith' or 'Glaube' (just as in v. 13 śraddhāhāna is translated by 'who have faith'). But even the very artificial explanations show that there is something wrong in such a translation; and 'faith' in our sense of the word has got nothing to do with the feelings of the young Naciketa. Longing for a happier world, to which both the giver and the gifts are to proceed, is what he feels. Śraddhā, according to the dictionaries, has this sense only in the epics and the classical literature, but this is by no means sure. Simply to translate the word by 'faith' in texts like the Rgveda is certainly wrong, as it creates in modern readers an impression which is totally foreign to the Vedic hymns. It is quite true that the Latin credo and etymologically connected words in the Celtic languages mean 'to trust, to believe,' but this proves nothing for śraddhā; nor does the Avestan xrasdā always mean the same. The original sense of Śraddhā is, of course, 'to put one's heart upon a thing,' which may just as well mean 'to long for' as 'to trust.'

⁵⁸ The commentary on Taitt. Br. iii, 12, 8, 1 explains kumāra by upanayanopayagamayasya, which is certainly correct. As Naciketa was a Brahman boy he consequently ought to have been about eight years of age (cf. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 50 sq.)

⁵⁹ indrīya originally has a very concrete sense, viz., that of potentiæ virilitæ; (cf., e.g., Mair. S. IV, 7, 4); later on it also means power of procreation in both sexes. Consequently nirindrya when used of a man means impotens, when of a woman sterilis, 'barren.' To translate nirindrya by 'deren Sinne befriedigt sind,' as does Professor Sieg (Festschr. Rv. Garbe, p. 129) is grammatically and etymologically impossible.

⁶⁰ Curiously enough I have found no single translator who has understood this passage correctly. Hillebrandt, for example, looked upon the first line of the verse as being wholly senseless, and in his translation simply left it out (Ausz Brahmanas u. Upaniṣadens p. 117); and we need not go farther into the various interpretations as none of them is satisfactory. We must read, instead of the senseless anandā in the second line, anandā nāma te lobhī, 'bliss verily are those worlds.' The idea is this: the barren (nirindrya) cow is the utsā, the voces sterilis, which is the sacrificial gift (dakṣerā) especially apt to be given to the Brahman. Ample materials concerning this opinion are found in a work by the late Professor Johansson, Etymologisches u. Wortgeschichtliches (posthumously edited by the present writer, Upsala, 1927), p. 60 sq. Consequently, the Sacrificer (Yajamāna) who gives away such cows goes to heaven, to the realm of bliss (cf. R. V. ix, 113, 11; yādāvāndā ca mabād ca māhā pramāda āvate kā masya yādāvāndā kalamāh etc. I venture to think that in this way the passage becomes wholly sensible. The parallels to the first words quoted by Hume, Thirteen Principal Upaniṣads, p. 341 n. 2, are without any importance.
He said to his father: "Dad, to whom dost thou give me?" A second time, a third time. He (the father) said to him: "I give thee to Death." 81 (4)

Naciketas: "I arrive as the first of many (men), I arrive in the company of many (people); what then hath Yama to be done that now he wants to do through me?" (5)

Mṛtyu (?): "Look forward: as (did) the former ones—look backward!—so (do) the later ones; mortal man ripens like seed, like seed he is born again." 64" (6)

Naciketas 65: "Like (Agni) Vaiśāvanāra the Brahman enters every house as a wayfaring guest." 66 Him they appease thus: fetch (me) water, thou son of Vivasvān! (7)

"Hope and expectations, sociability and good fellowship, the reward of sacrifice and good works, all sons and cattle—all this the Brahman wrenches from that man of small wit in whose house he dwells not being offered food." (8) 68

Yama: "Because, O Brahman, for three nights thou hast dwelt fasting in my house, though a worshipful guest—hail to thee, O Brahman, and welfare to me!—therefore choose thou just three boons." (9)

Naciketas: "That Gautama may be at peace in his mind, of happy thoughts, and not worrying about me, O Death, that full of joy he may greet me when let loose by thee, this I choose as the first of three boons." (10)

---

61 All the translators have assumed (in accordance with the commentary on the Taitt. Br.) that the father utters these words in anger at having been imperturbed by the seemingly senseless questions of the son. But if we read, as has just been suggested, anandā instead of ananda in v. 3 the question of the son is not senseless at all, and there is no need for the father to feel any anger. Hillebrandt, ZDMG. lxxviii, 581, correctly stated that the father does not speak in anger, and Professor Sieg, I.c. p. 129 sq. follows him—Mṛtyu should be translated 'Death' (not 'death'); he is the messenger of Yama according to A. V. xviii, 2, 27 (cf. the Buddhist idea of the devadātā, Morris J.P.T.S., 1885, p. 62).

62 Correctly Böthlingk, S.B., 1890, p. 130: emi = dācchāmī; Naciketas apparently announces his arrival in Yama's house.

63 bahāndā madhyamah=bahāndā madhye. There is no discrepancy between these words and the preceding ones. No help towards the interpretation is rendered by Professor Sieg., I.c. p. 130.

64 The first half of this verse is not very clear, and it is very uncertain to whom we ought to attribute it. I have hesitatingly suggested Mṛtyu, the messenger of Yama, who has fetched Naciketas and accompanies him to his master's house. Wh. thinks that it is spoken by Naciketas himself, in which he is followed by Hume; H. thinks of a person accompanying him; G. of the 'secret voice,' the (daisel)jad, which is, however, only a fancy of the Taitt. Br. and its commentary; B. speaks of a ' bailiff of Yama ' which is mainly the same point of view as my own.' But it must be admitted that this is all very uncertain.

65 This verse generally is attributed to Yama's bailiff or to the 'Secret Voice.' Both attributions are fanciful and unnecessary. Yama now has arrived on the scene, and the proud Brahman boy announces himself to him.

66 We have got to remember that Agni Vaiśāvanāra and the Brahman are alike the welcome guests of every human lodging. Thus grāda does not mean 'a house'; it is pregnant plural in sense and means something like 'every house.'

67 īṣṭāpyāste certainly cannot be interpreted in the way suggested by Hume, I.c. p. 342 n. 5. Cf. Ait. Br. viii, 15: īṣṭāpyāste to lokāṃ suḥṣrutāṃ ayuḥ prajām ēṣuṣṭya, etc.

68 The contents of this verse exactly correspond to Taitt. Br. iii, 11, 8, 3-4; where, in reply to Yama's questions, Naciketas tells him that on the first night he has consumed his offspring, on the second night his cattle, and on the third night his good works.

69 Whitney, I.c. p. 94, complains of the metrical disorder of the second half-verse, but his own efforts to repair it are futile. In c we have simply to read suasti (so already Böthlingk p. 131); in d we should apparently read: samāti pratītāna (u) varūṇa śrīṣṭī (u occurs in 1, 14; 2, 1, 4, 9 etc.) All this is fairly simple.

70 This verse has been misunderstood all through; there is just as little talk of the father being angry with the son here as before. vīṣamanāya means 'free from worries' just as in M.Bh. 1, 6114 etc. The father is, however, in grave doubt and anxiety as to the fate of the son. From these he ought to be liberated, and Naciketas himself set loose by Yama.
Yama: "As of old he will be full of joy; the son of Uddālaka Ārūni has (already) been let loose by me. In peace will he sleep every night, free from worries when having seen thee released from the jaws of Death." (11)

Naciketas: "In the heavenly world there is no fear of any kind, (for) thou art not there, nor does one (there) fear old age. Having overcome both, hunger and thirst, having left sorrow behind one rejoices in the heavenly world." (12)

"Thou, O Death, knowest the (sacrificial) fire leading to heaven; proclaim it then to me who am longing (to know). Those in the heavenly world partake of immortality. This I choose as my second boon." (13)

Yama: "I proclaim it to thee—and do thou listen carefully to me—being conversant with the fire that leads to heaven, O Naciketas! Know it as the obtainment of the eternal world and its basis, know it as being deposited in the secret place." (14)

He taught him of that fire which is the beginning of the world, which bricks (are needed) and how many and how (to be laid). And this one (Naciketas) repeated it word after word. Then Death, well pleased, again spoke to him. (15)

76 To him with a loving mind spoke the great one: "I now grant thee one more boon. This fire shall be (known) by thy name; and take thou also this multicoloured chain." (16)

"Building three Nāciketa-fires, entering into union with these, and performing three actions one goes beyond birth and death. Having known and meditated upon (the texts) brahma jayānam and devam idyam he for eternal time goes to this peace." (17)

71 Viz., when the son returns to him.

72 This seems the only possible translation. Geldner's translation: "Zurückkehrt ist der Sohn des Uddālaka Ārūni, den ich gehabt habe" is very clever but scarcely possible. Hillebrandt, however, quite correctly, says: "Ārūni, Sohn des Uddālaka, ist [hiermit] von mir entlassen." Previous translators, misled by Śaṅkara, have taken Uddālaka to be Uddālaka which is, of course, impossible. Yama implicitly tells Naciketas that he is already free to go back.

74 dadrēda, Kern, S.B. 1891, p. 86; Whitney, l.c. p. 94.

75 Bōhtlingk (in accordance with Pāṇ. i, 4, 25) would prefer na jarāyā bibhetti. The grammar of our text is far from Pāṇīnean, but still the instrumental (jarāyā) seems scarcely possible.

76 Cf. n. 57 supra.

77 Most scholars, as M. Müller SBE. XV, 5 n. 1; Whitney, l.c. p. 96; Hillebrandt, l.c. p. 175; and Sieg, l.c. p. 130, consider vv. 16-18 as being a later interpolation on altogether futile reasons. On the contrary they are absolutely necessary in order to understand the text: cf. Geldner, Ved. Stud. iii, 154 n. 1.

78 The word śrīḥād occurs here and in 2, 3, but is otherwise unknown in the literature. The explanations are manifold, and differ from each other to a great degree. Śaṅkara apparently knew an old and fairly correct interpretation, which he renders by sūdvarat ratnamayī mālā 'a rattling chain of jewels'; but his other explanations (dētiṣṭā gatiḥ karmāyaiḥ and sūtā kutiṣṭā mādhyeṇaṁ pravartitāḥ) show us that he was in a hopeless muddle as to the real sense of the word. The Petersburg dictionaries hesitatingly translate it by 'way', while M. Müller, Deussen and others interpret it as meaning 'chain' or 'garland' (Cf. Hume, l.c. p. 344). Bōhtlingk, Roth, Kern and Garbe all have explanations which are more or less fanciful and unconvincing, while Whitney left the word untranslated. The late Professor Johansson, in an unpublished paper, tried to establish the sense of 'cornucopia', but that idea is unknown to the Hindus. The word simply means, 'garland' or still better 'chain.' It is a chain of gold and jewels which symbolizes at once worldly riches and the snare (pāśa) of Death. Etymologically it seems closely connected with sraṣṭi 'garland.' Professor Sieg., l.c. p. 130, following Madhva, has given a fairly accurate interpretation of our passage.

79 triṇakiketa (an irregular formation) is difficult and obscure; but I suppose it means that one should build all the three sacrificial fires (dvāraniyā, gārpaṇiyā, and dāksaṇa) according to the special rules laid down by Yama to Naciketas. I am unable to follow Sieg here.

80 Śaṅkara (followed by Bōhtlingk and Hillebrandt) says that the three mean father, mother, and guru, which gives little sense. It possibly means dharma, artha, and kāma, the three goals of every man's life.

81 Viz., yajana, adhyayana, and dāna; but cf. also Taitt. S. VI, 3, 10, 5 (Geldner, Ved. Stud. iii, 152).

82 Correctly interpreted by Hillebrandt (and, though not so well, by Geldner and vaguely suggested already by Whitney p. 95). For brahma jayānam see A.V. iv, i, 1 sq., while devam idyam alludes to some unidentified Agni-hymn. This, like the preceding verses, alludes to Agni as the basis of the universe and identified with brahmam-dīman.

83 Śānti is nothing but the Buddhist nivṛtta and, of course, also brahma.
"He who, building the Nâciketa-fires and having got to know this triad, who thus knowing builds the Nâciketa, pushes forth in front of him the snares of death and, having left sorrow behind, rejoices in the heavenly world." (18)

"This fire, O Nâciketas, leading to heaven is thine, thou hast chosen it by thy second wish. This fire men will proclaim [as thine]." Choose thee now a third boon, O Nâciketas." (19)

Nâciketas: "This is the doubt concerning the dead man: some say 'he exists,' others say 'he exists not.' This I should want to know through thy instruction. This is the third of (my) wishes." (20)

Yama: "On this point even the gods doubted at one time; this is not easy to understand; it is a subtle question. Choose another boon, O Nâciketas, trouble me not, let me off here." (21)

Nâciketas: "Verily, on this point even the gods doubted, and thou, O Death, hast said that it is not easy to understand. Nor can one obtain another declarer of this like thee; nor is there any other boon equal to this one." (22)

Yama: "Choose thou sons and grandsons who live a hundred years, herds of cattle, elephants and gold, horses; choose thou a great stretch of land and live as many autumns as thou desirest." (23)

"If thou deemest this boon equal to that one choose then riches and a long life. Be thou, O Nâciketas, prosperous on (thy) great land. I make thee a partaker of worldly pleasures. (24)

"All the (sexual) pleasures that are not easily obtainable in the world of men, those pleasures ask for at will. Look! these lovely girls with their chariots and instruments

---

82 This verse is clumsy and somewhat obscure. With the mṛtyupādā mentioned here cf. the entrō in v. 16.
83 tāvāśa correctly abolished by Böthlingk.
84 tṛtya, like deśita, suits the metre badly. Forms like deśita and tṛtya are not acknowledged as existing in Sanskrit, but must undoubtedly have existed because of the corresponding Prākrit formations. One might suggest that we ought to read here deśita and tṛtya; but this is, of course, very uncertain.
85 We may probably read: vārdām eva (me) varas tṛtya. Böthlingk, L.c. p. 135, proposes to read me instead of mā, which is certainly unnecessary. Geldner reads na hi sarvācya 'yur eva dharman, which is also unnecessary.
86 Whitney wants to omit yad in the first line, and he is probably right. Hillebrandt translates this verse in somewhat different way, which is quite possible but scarcely needed.
87 Possibly without ca and with yāvad iṣcēh because of the metre. A later editor who knew yāvad only with the indicative might easily have altered it into yāvad iṣcēh.
88 Thus, correctly, Geldner.
90 Hillebrandt, L.c., p. 175, considers this verse to be an interpolation, but on insufficient grounds; for, if in Indian literature we should look upon repetitions in general as interpolations, how would, e.g., the Pāli canon fare? Professor Sieg, again, L.c., p. 131, wants to keep 24a (with slight alterations) + d and join this line with the first line of 25 into one Trīṣūṭbha. This does not give bad sense, but the alteration is far too violent and contravenes every principle of text-criticism.
91 Geldner, L.c., p. 204, calls them Apsaras (the same idea as already held by Weber, Ind. Stud., ii, 204). But how do those heavenly beings come into the world of Yama? Cf. also Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 63.
92 Whitney, L.c., p. 97, thinks sarutā to be wholly out of place, but I am unable to share that opinion. Beautiful girls in cars and accompanied by music are certainly not altogether unknown in Indian literature, and besides ekākā in v. 26 prove it to be fairly correct. But I admit that the metre is out of order, though I do not know how to mend it. One might try to read sarutā if suruha could mean something like 'a good charioteer;' but that is not very convincing.
—such ones, forsooth, are not obtainable by human beings. I bestow them (upon thee); do thou play with them! But, O Naciketas, ask not concerning dying.” (25)

Naciketas: “Those, O God of Death, are ephemeral things which make blunt the keenness of all the senses. And is not all life very short! To thee belong the chariots, to thee dance and song.” (26)

“Man cannot be satisfied by wealth only. Shall we get (real) wealth even if we have asked thee? We shall live as long as thou shalt order. But this boon is just the one to be chosen by me.” (27)

“What mortal man, himself growing old and well knowing his inferior position, having noted the undecaying age of the immortals, and meditating upon the illusions of beauty and sexual pleasure, could delight in an over-long life?” (28)

“That as to which people doubt, O Death, what happens at the great farewell tell us now. This wish goes deep into the secret; Naciketas chooses none but this one.” (29)

Vall II.

Yama: “One thing is spiritual welfare (śreyas), another thing is earthy pleasure (preyas); both of them, though of different aim, bind a man. Well (is it) with him who chooses spiritual welfare; he who chooses earthy pleasure misses his aim.” (1)

“Spiritual welfare and earthy welfare alike come to man; the wise (man) takes good note of them and makes his choice. Verily, the wise man prefers spiritual welfare to earthy pleasure, but the dullard prefers earthly pleasure to (spiritual) well-being.” (2)

95 Mat is metrically superfluous, but cannot well be left out.
96 Paricārāyavatav has been correctly explained by Kern, S.B. 1891, p. 86, with the aid of parallels from Buddhist literature. It means much more than ‘have thyself attended with them’ (Wh.) or ‘by these be waited on’ (Hume).
97 ēvahāvad retained by Böthingk and Geldner, seems to me impossible in this passage, though the word occurs in Kātyāyana’s Śrauta S. xii, 6, 28. Geldner’s translation: die neuen Morgen, o Tod, machen alt, etc., is masterly, but I fail to see how ēvahāvad could really mean that. Thus I have reluctantly followed Whitney, Hilpperudt and the Poona ed. in reading ēvahāvad.
98 Poley mentions v. l. uṣṭāgīte.
99 All the translators seem to take these words to mean something like: ‘thine be the vehicles, thine be dance and song!’ But that is scarcely the sense. Naciketas means that all this vanitas vanitatum belongs to the realm of the senses, the unreal world over which rules the God of Death (Antaka or Mṛtyu).
100 I should prefer to read aprākṣma instead of aḍrākṣma. This and the following verse are the answer to Yama’s offer in v. 24 a-b.
101 Whitney seems to be the only translator who has recognised the real sense of this difficult verse. Though aṣṭāxi aṣṭamaśca it can well be kept and makes good sense, though perhaps aṣṭāxi, as suggested by Wh. would be easier. The absurd-looking kavahāśthāḥ (read kavā) is a spontaneous formation from kava + adhākṣhā (Weber, Ind. Stud. ii, 196, n. adopts the v.l. aḍhākṣhā with disappearance of the Vaisarga, but that is scarcely necessary, c.f. Wackernagel, Altind. Gr., i, 342 sq.). The v. l. kava taddhāstāḥ reported by Śāṅkara and adopted by Professor Geldner seems futile.
102 Kern, S.B. 1891, p. 86, takes vāra to be = rāga, which seems correct. We must, however, read ‘pramodān instead of ‘pramodān.
103 Sāmpadṛṣṭa = mokṣa (thus, correctly, Rāghavendra followed by Professor Geldner).
104 In the first line it is (Kern) and in the second bhūvah should be rejected.
105 Curiously enough only Roth, S.B. 1891, p. 88, has seen the obvious parallelism which forces us to take yogaścena as = śreyas. Professor Geldner unnecessarily adopts the inferior v.l. yogaścena. In this same line Whitney correctly rejected (a)bhi before preyas.
"Thou, O Nāciketas, hast meditated upon the lovely and lovely-looking pleasures and hast let them go. Nor even hast thou accepted this chain of wealth in which many people get tied up.\(^{107}\) (3)

"Far away from each other, differing entirely are ignorance and that which is known as knowledge.\(^{108}\) Nāciketas seems to me desirous of knowledge; the many (sexual) pleasures do not badly hurt thee.\(^{109}\) (4)

"Those who are living in ignorance, thinking themselves wise, believing themselves to be very learned,\(^{110}\) those fools run to and fro like blind men led by a blind one.\(^{111}\) (5)

"The great transition is unintelligible to the dull-witted, the heedless fellow befooled by the illusion of great wealth. 'This world exists but not the other one,' thus believing he from time to time falls into my hands. (6)

"Many do not even attain to hearing him, many if they heard him would not understand him: a wonder is a clever preacher of this, (a wonder) the attainer, a wonder the knower instructed by the clever one.\(^{112}\) (7)

"Taught by an incompetent person this one\(^{113}\) remains difficult to understand, even when frequently meditated upon. And there is no way to him unless he be taught by another, for he is inconceivably more subtle than the measure of an atom. (8)

"This doctrine, which thou hast obtained, cannot be obtained by pure speculation; it is easy to understand when taught by another, O my darling. Upon my word, thou art of true perseverance! May I not\(^{114}\) get another questioner like thee, O Nāciketas! (9)

"I for one know that the treasure (of good works) is something perishable; not by unreal things can that real one\(^{115}\) be obtained. Thus I built the Nāciketa-fire, with perishable materials I obtained the imperishable. (10)

\(^{106}\) Cf. abhidhyātan varṣaratipramohān (cf. n. 102 supra) in 1, 28; atyaśādāt,\(^{11}\) again in 2, 11.

\(^{107}\) The false reading majjanti, which was adopted by Śaṅkara, has obscured the real sense of śrītā in this verse. We should read sajñanti and then everything tallies beautifully. Long after I had found this out I noticed to my great pleasure that Professor Geldner, i.e., p. 205 n. 6, has already proposed this emendation. This seems to me the more admirable because Prof. Geldner is apparently in the dark as to the real meaning of śrītā.

\(^{108}\) Read probably avidyād yod(yd)ica vidyeti jātā; Böhtlingk's jātā is quite unnecessary.

\(^{109}\) Lulupānte, according to Pāñ. iii, 1, 24, should be lūlupānte, a slight alteration. But we have already observed more than once that the text is not Pāñinean in its grammar. I can see no obstacle to translating lūlupānte as I have done above, and in that case the sense fits very well.

\(^{110}\) Perhaps we should read pānḍitum manyamanādā with Rāghavendra.

\(^{111}\) The varia lectiones in Māitr. U.p. vii, 9 and in Mūnd. U.p. ii, 8 are of no value. This is perhaps the first time that we meet with the well-known andhaparamārthā of the Śaṅkhya.

\(^{112}\) This verse seems slightly out of order, metrically as well as in meaning; but Whitney's suggestion kuskā nuṣṭāb scarcely helps us.

\(^{113}\) Viz., the Ātman.

\(^{114}\) All the translators take na to be = naḥ and render the words: 'may there be for us, N., a questioner like thee,' which according to my opinion entirely misses the sense of the passage. Yama never liked to give his knowledge away; he tries as far as possible to withhold it. bata expresses astonishment or even slight anger, and no is = na nā, an emphatic na. Yama wishes that he may never meet another man as persevering in his questions as Nāciketas.

\(^{115}\) Viz., Brahma-Ātman.

\(^{116}\) Only Professor Geldner (and possibly Böhtlingk) has correctly attributed this verse to Yama. Whitney and Hillebrandt think of Nāciketas as the speaker, and Professor Sig. I.e., p. 131, attributes it to the illusory pratjar of the preceding verse. Yama, who has hitherto only given introductory phrases, now for the last time tries to make his hearer be content with his knowledge of the Nāciketa-fire—but as he knows himself, without success.
"Obtainment of carnal desire, the foundation of the living world, the eternity of sacrifice, the other shore of fearlessness: the firm foundation hast thou, O Nāciketas, wise in thy firmness let go." (11)

"The wise man who, by concentrating all his thought on the Ātman, has understood him who is hard to see, who has entered the dark space, the concealed one, living in the depth, the old one to be (the only) god leaves joy and grief behind. (12)

"When mortal man has heard and fully understood this, when he has flung away ḍharma and arrived at this atom-like one (viz., Ātman) then he rejoices, having obtained a reason for rejoicing. The house to me seems wide-open, O Nāciketas!" (13)

Nāciketas: "Whatever thou seest which is neither good nor bad, neither past nor not done, neither past nor to be, that proclaim to me." (14)

Yama: "The word which all the Vedas repeat and which all the penances proclaim, to obtain which they lead a student's holy life, that word will I tell thee in brief: Oṁ, thus is it. (15)

"This (eternal) syllable, forsooth, is Brahman, this (eternal) syllable is the very highest, he who has come to know this (eternal) syllable obtains whatever he wishes. (16)

"This is the very best support, this is the very highest support. He who has come to know this support enjoys bliss in the Brahman-world. (17)

"The seer is neither born nor does he die; he comes from nowhere, nor did he become anyone else. Unborn, everlasting, eternal is the ancient one. He is not slain if the body be slain. (18)

"If the slayer thinks that he slays, and if the slain believes himself to be slain, then both these do not know: he neither slays nor is he slain. (19)


118 This verse is perhaps the most obscure one of all the dark passages in our text, and all previous translators differ more or less from each other without being able to render satisfactorily the sense of the two lines. Personally I am first of all absolutely unable to translate the words stotamahadurudgyām, which must needs be corrupt; already Śaṅkara apparently understood nothing of them. Hillebrandt, l. c. p. 121, is the one who has tried a real translation when he renders it: das durch Stomas mächtige Urugyadéit—what does that mean? Professor Sieg, l. c. p. 132, has tried a rearrangement of the construction, but without obtaining any intelligible meaning. He is, however, right in translating kṛutu by Opferwerk; kṛator ānútgam (cf. Pā. V, 3, 24) means either 'sacrifice lasting for an eternal time,' or rather 'eternal life won by sacrifice.' Böhtlingk is also right in rejecting the unnecessary drṣṭed, which was certainly put in by a commentator who understood nothing of the verse. The only possible clue to an explanation seems to me to be this: in 1, 14 (supra) Yama calls the Nāciketa-fire anantaikāyāptim atho pratiśthām. This must be the same in this passage too. What Nāciketas has let go is the fire which Yama has taught him, and which here he praises in most exalted language. Nāciketas wants something still higher, viz. the knowledge of the fate of the liberated (mukta) after death, the solution of the riddle of the Ātman. In his persistence he is wise and firm.

119 With Böhtlingk and Geldner we ought no doubt to read ḍharmam; but the expression pravṛtya ḍharmam is puzzling and not solved by the translations known to me—flung away! (so also Whitney) is only a weak attempt to render it.

120 The last words are obscure and possibly corrupt; I follow Professor Geldner in reading naciketaḥ sāmyaman.

121 Read tapāṃsi sārāgai ca yād vāsantu with Kern, S.B., 1891, p. 86. With this verse cf. Bhagavadgītā, viii, 11, which gives exactly the same ideas in somewhat different words.

122 Note the double sense of ākṣara. As being the expiration of Brahman, Oṁ, of course, is eternal.

123 Vipākar = Ātman.

124 Cf. Bhagavadgītā ii, 20; but there the words nāyaṁ bhūtaṁ bhavād vā nā bhūyaḥ are no immediate paraphrase of the expression nāyaṁ kutukṣaṁ na bhūvaṁ kāṣcī of our text.

125 Viz., the Ātman.

126 Professor Sieg, l. c. p. 132, suggests that this verse is only a misrepresentation of Bhagavadgītā ii, 19: Yā evam vetti hantāram yad cānām manyate hotam | ubhau tu na viṣṇo nāyaṁ hanti na hanyate, and that not even Professor Geldner’s clever interpretation can save it. This is unintelligible to me. The Gītā verse is, of course, younger, and both of them give absolutely the same sense.
"More subtle than the atom, greater even than the greatest, this Ātman abides in the secret place of this living being. Not sacrificing\textsuperscript{137}, free from grief, one sees the greatness of the Ātman through the grace of the Creator\textsuperscript{128} (20)

"Sitting he walks far away, lying down he goes everywhere. Who but myself deserves to know that god who is joy and not-joy?\textsuperscript{129} (21)

"Bodiless in the bodies, settled amongst the unsettled, great, all-pervading—the wise man knowing Ātman as such does not come to grief. (22)

"This Ātman cannot be understood by teaching\textsuperscript{130}, not by wisdom, nor by extensive learning. He is understood by whom\textsuperscript{131} he chooses; this Ātman reveals his own person.\textsuperscript{132} (23)

"He who does not desist from bad conduct, who is not at peace nor self-concentrated nor peaceful in his mind will not reach him by sole knowledge. (24)

"To whom clergy and nobility are only a rice-porridge and Death only the sauce—who does really know where he is?" \textsuperscript{133} (25)

\textbf{Valli III.}

"Those both, who in the world of good actions\textsuperscript{134} drink righteousness and who have gone into the place of secrecy in the most distant quarter, the Brahman-knowers, the pañcāgmi-knowers,\textsuperscript{135} the builders of three Nāciketa-fires call Shadow and Light.\textsuperscript{126} (1)

["May we bring forth the Nāciketa-fire which is a bridge to the sacrificers, the eternal, highest Brahman, fearlessness to those who want to cross to the other side. (2)\textsuperscript{137}

"Know that the Ātman is the passenger and the body the chariot itself; know also that the intellect is the charioteer and the mind is the rein. (3)

"The senses they call the horses, and the objects their goals; the wise call Ātman joined by the senses and the mind the enjoyer.\textsuperscript{138} (4)

"He who is without understanding and with a mind continuously unyoked, his senses are uncontrolled like the vicious steeds of a charioteer. (5)

"But he who possesses understanding, whose mind is continuously yoked, his senses are duly controlled like the brave steeds of a charioteer. (6)

\textsuperscript{127} Akrama, cf. krama in 2. 11 supra.

\textsuperscript{128} Dhātuprasādā is very doubtful. I have followed the v. l. dhātuh prasādā (thus Wh., H. and G.). This verse occurs in \textit{Yatù. Ar.} X, 10, 1 and \textit{Svet. Up.} iii, 20, with slight variants, which do not help us.

\textsuperscript{129} Thus already Śaṅkara and nowadays Hillebrandt and Geldner. Other translations are not correct.

\textsuperscript{130} This sounds strange when compared with vv. 7-9 above.

\textsuperscript{131} tena should be abolished; it was added by someone who did not understand the construction labhyas tasya.

\textsuperscript{132} The last words have been thoroughly misunderstood by all except by Geldner and Hillebrandt.

\textsuperscript{133} Professor Sieg, I.e. p. 132, translates yasya by in \textit{Vergleich zu welchem}, which seems scarcely possible and gives no better meaning. S., like Śaṅkara and others, reads odanah.

\textsuperscript{134} In spite of Śaṅkara, \textit{vakrasya} is out of reckoning; we must read \textit{vakrasya}.

\textsuperscript{135} I.e., those who know the doctrine of the five fires as expounded in \textit{Chând Up.} V, 4 sq. (thus, correctly, Professor Geldner), not those who maintain five sacrificial fires.

\textsuperscript{136} Ātman and Brahman. But as these two are original we need not adopt the somewhat artificial interpretation of the first line suggested by Professor Geldner.

\textsuperscript{137} Though I do not like to assume interpolations without the very strongest reasons, I still think that this verse must be rejected. It is without meaning here and is chiefly made up from materials taken from 2, 11 and 16. The suggestion of Professor Geldner, that we should read Nāciketa and identify this with Nāciketana, is, unfortunately, impossible.

\textsuperscript{138} "yuktaḥ in the second line seems impossible; Böhtlingk alters it into "yuktaḥ which is, however, wrong. We must then read "yukto. The meaning, however, is not doubtful."
"He who is without understanding, thoughtless, always impure, he does not arrive at that place, he comes into the circle of metempsychosis. (7)

"But he who possesses understanding, full of thoughts, ever pure, he arrives at that place from whence he is not born again. (8)

"That man whose charioteer is understanding and whose rein is mind, he arrives at the goal of the road—that is Viṣṇu’s highest abode.139 (9)

"Higher than the senses are the objects, higher than the objects is mind; higher than mind is intellect, but higher than intellect is the great Ātman. (10)

"Higher than the great one is the unmanifested, higher than the unmanifested is the Spirit140; there is nothing whatsoever beyond that Spirit, he is the goal, he is the highest resort. (11)

"This Ātman, hidden in all living beings, does not show himself. But he is seen by subtle thinkers by means of the most pointed, subtle intellect. (12)

"The wise man should restrain voice and mind, he should restrain it within that Self which is knowledge; that again within the great Self141; and that he should restrain within the peaceful Self. (13)

"Stand ye up! Awake ye!142! Having obtained boons143 give ye attention! The razor’s edge is whetted, difficult to traverse144; this the seers call the dangerous part of the way. (14)146

"Having meditated upon the soundless, touchless, formless, unalterable, the eternally146 tasteless and scentless, the one without beginning or end, the one higher than the great, the real one, he is liberated from the jaws of Death.147 (15)

["The wise man who recites and listens to this ancient Nāciketa-episode proclaimed by Death enjoys bliss in the Brahman-world. (16)

"When one recites in an assembly of Brahmans this highest secret or (recites it) with devotion at a sacrifice to the ancestors it makes him fit for eternal life." (17)]148

(To be continued.)

139 Viṣṇu paramam padam is the heaven of light on the top of the universe where is the well of amṛta (cf. R.V. I, 154, 5; Viṣṇu padā paramā mādhe aṁrata) and the abode of the blessed. That is, according to a later idea, the Brahmāloka (as in our text, cf. 2, 17; brahmaloke mahāyute) and the abode of the mukta with the Jains.
140 Purusā (=Brahman).
141 Probably Böhtlingk is right in considering niyacchet to be an interpolation.
142 The correct form, according to Böhtlingk, would be jāgta (found in one MS.); but how it could be four-syllabic baffles me. Read perhaps: utteśhata [ca] jāgta.
143 Śaṅkara: urān prakṛti-dāryn, which is certainly wrong.
144 The razor’s edge (ksatrya dhrā) is an old symbol fetched from the Indo-Iranian ideas of the way into the other world. It is peculiarly clear in Zoroastrian eschatology, but traces of it are found also in India.
145 This verse seems entirely out of connection with its surroundings.
146 Thus, correctly, Whitney, differing from the other translators.
147 Cf. 1, 11 supra (msīvamukhāt pramuktaṁ).
148 These two verses, forming a Śravastivādha in the epic style, are apparently a late addition. They do not in the slightest degree prove that the original Upaniṣad was at an end here.
A NOTE ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE LATER PRATIHĀRAS.

BY NHARRANJAN RAY, M.A.

The career of Mahendrapāla, one of the ablest, most powerful and best remembered of the Pratihāra kings of Kanauj, came to an end in the last years of the first decade of the tenth century A.D. Indeed, the last known date of his reign is 964 v.s., which corresponds to A.D. 907-8.1 He had at least two queens to whom we are introduced by the Bengal Asiatic Society’s grant of the Mahārāja Vināyakapāla.2 Queen Dehanāgādevi gave her king Mahendrapāla one son, the illustrious Mahārāja Bhojadeva (II) and queen Mahidevi-devi (Mahā according to the Pratābgarh inscription3) gave another, the illustrious Mahārāja Vināyakapāladeva. The Aṣni inscription of, v.s. 9744 mentions one Mahīṣapāladeva (Mahinḍrapāla as Kielhorn reads it) with his son Mahīpāla as Mahārājadhirāja. Mahīṣa or Mahinḍrapāla has been identified with Pratihāra Mahendrapāla, and so we are introduced to a third son of this monarch, namely Mahīpāla. A passage in Rājasekhara’s Prachanḍa Poudava seems to support the information obtained from the Aṣni inscription.5 From this passage we come to know that the play was staged before an assemblage of guests who were invited by Mahīpāla, born of the lineage of Rāgu, son of Nirbhayanaarendra, Lord of Āryavarta. The identification of this Nirbhayanarendra with Mahendrapāla Pratihāra of Kanauj is also an accepted conclusion, so that there remains very little doubt as to Mahīpāla’s being a third son of Mahendrapāladeva.

Dr. Kielhorn, while editing the Khajurāho inscription of the Chandela king Yaśovarman, v.s. 1011 = 953-54 A.D.,6 and the Siyadonī stone inscription, v.s. 1005 = 948-49 A.D.,7 came to the opinion that the Hayapati Devapāla, son of Herambapāla of Yaśovarman’s inscription is identical with the Paramabhāttāraka Mahārājadhirāja Paramesvara the illustrious Devapāla, son of Kṣitipāla of the Siyadonī inscription. Kṣitipāla and Herambapāla must thus naturally have been the one and the same person. And as Kṣit and Mahī were synonymous, it was easy to conclude that Mahīpāla, Kṣitipāla and Herambapāla were all identical. While reconsidering the dates and the genealogical data of the Dīgha Dubaulī Plate of Mahendrapāla and Bengal Asiatic Society’s grant of Vināyakapāla, Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar pointed out that, Heramba and Vināyaka being synonymous, Herambapāla should be identified with Vināyakapāla.8 Kielhorn’s chronology, therefore, stood thus:

\[
\text{Dehanāgādevi} = \text{Mahendrapāla} = \text{Mahidevi-devi.}
\]

\[
\text{Bhojadeva (II)} \quad \text{Mahīpāla}
\]

(Kielhorn) \{ alias Kṣitipāla \}

\{ alias Herambapāla \}

\{ alias Vināyakapāla \} (Bhandarkar).

After the discovery of the Pratābgarh inscription of the time of Mahendrapāladeva (II) of Mahodaya, v.s. 1003 = 945-46 A.D., Pandit G. H. Ojhā reconsidered the genealogical arrangement. He accepted the identification of Mahīpāla and Kṣitipāla, but rejected that of Vināyakapāla and Herambapāla on the grounds (1) that Hayapati Devapāla could not be the same as Devapāla of Mahodaya on the casual mention of the former in an inscription

---

5 The Date of Poet Rājasekhara, Ind. Ant., vol. XVI, p. 177. - Fleet.
of a king of a dynasty other than his own; (2) that Hayapati was never the recognised appellation of any of the Pratihāra kings; and (3) that the dates of Mahipāla and Vināyakapāla did not overlap. According to his view the genealogy stands like this.⁹

```
Mahendrapāla
  └── Bhoja (II)
  │    ├── Mahipāla
  │    │    ├── alias Kṣitipāla
  │    │    │    └── Devapāla.
  │    └── Vināyakapāla
  │        └── Mahendrapāla (II).
  └── Vijayapāla.
```

Dr. R. C. Majumdar, who last contributed on the subject, strengthened the arguments of Pandit Ojhā by adducing further reasons in his favour.¹⁰ But even admitting the force of Pandit Ojhā’s arguments, Dr. Majumdar could not accept the chronological arrangement proposed by the Pandit, but reverted back to the arrangement of Prof. Kielhorn. He based his conclusion on the fact that there was no reference to Mahipāla in the Bengal Asiatic Society’s grant of Vināyakapāla, whereas one brother Bhoja (II) as well as his two predecessors with their titles were mentioned. According to him, it was ‘difficult to explain the omission of Mahipāla’s name if he had really been a separate king.’

There were thus two distinct arrangements as regards the chronology of the later Pratihāras, and the writer of this note thinks that there is still the possibility of a third one.

First, as to Kielhorn’s identification of Hayapati Devapāla with Devapāla, son of Kṣitipāla, Pandit Ojhā and Dr. Majumdar’s objections certainly carry weight and they are sufficient to set the identifications aside.

Secondly, the identifications of Herambapāla and Vināyakapāla cannot also be accepted for the only reason that Heramba is synonymous with Vināyaka. Whether the Khajurāho inscription was put up after the death of Yaśovarman or during his lifetime, it is certain that not only Yaśovarman but also his son Dhanga deva continued to acknowledge the paramount supremacy of Vināyakapāla; for in the end of the inscription ‘Vināyakapāladeva pālayati Vasudhām’ is expressly mentioned. Agreeing that it was put up by Dhanga after the death of his father, we should accept that Dhanga did not resent the supremacy of Vināyakapāladeva. But if we accept this, it is difficult to reconcile why, in the same inscription, Yaśovarman or Dhanga should in one place (verse 43) refer to their paramount lord as Herambapāla and in another (concluding verse) as Vināyakapāladeva. If Herambapāla and Vināyakapāla had been the same person such a different naming would have been simply unnecessary; in fact, the writer as well as the master of the inscription did really mean two individual persons in the two names. This, I think, should raise serious objection to the identification of Vināyakapāla with Herambapāla, apart from the arguments already put forward by Pandit Ojhā.

The identification of Kṣitipāla with Mahipāla has been universally accepted and unless positive proof to annul the identification be forthcoming we have no reasons to reject it.

The identification of Mahipāla with Vināyakapāla stands on the validity of the identification of Mahipāla=Kṣitipāla with Herambapāla. But Pandit Ojhā has shown that Kṣitipāla and therefore Mahipāla cannot be identical with Herambapāla. So the identification of Mahipāla and Vināyakapāla must naturally fall to the ground. But Dr. Majumdar stands for accepting the identification in view of the reason already cited. But he himself admits that ‘there are many records in which no mention is made of the royal brothers intervening between the reigning king and his father.’ Apart from this and apart also from the possibility of internal dissension between Mahipāla and Vināyakapāla, Dr. Majumdar’s

objection to the separate individuality of the two kings is not convincing. Even accepting his objection to be tenable, the view that is going to be presented here would accommodate his objection too.

Pandit Ojha and Dr. Majumdar have shown that the dates of Mahipala and Vinaikapala do not overlap. All the earlier records, at least up to 917-18, systematically refer to Mahipala, and the mention of Vinaikapala is made for the first time not earlier than 931 A.D. The last known date of Mahipala's father, Mahendrapaladeva, is 908 A.D. ascertained from the Siyadoni inscription. Bhoja (II) must, therefore, have flourished between 908 and 914 A.D. It is noteworthy that except in the Bengal Asiatic Society's grant of Vinaikapala, for once and for all, Bhoja is nowhere mentioned as the son of Mahendrapala or brother of Vinaikapala or as king of Kanauj, whereas Mahipala is mentioned at least in two records apart from his mention by Rajasekhara. Nor has Bhoja left us any record to his credit or any definite date of his reign. Is it likely that Bhoja (II) and Mahipala were identical, so that Mahipala Bhoja begotten on Debanaga Devi reigned between 908 and 931 A.D., the earliest known date of Vinaikapala Deva? The identification seems to be plausible, and there is at least one reason for this identification apart from the facts noted above.

We know that Bhoja is, like Vikramaditya, a mere title only and not a name; and kings having such titles came to be more popularly known by their titles than by their names. Such was the case with Chandragupta, who came to be more known by his title of Vikramaditya. In the dynasty of the Pratiheras, too, there was Bhoja (I) whose original name was probably Mihiira, but he came to be more popularly known as Bhoja. So, it seems, was the case with Bhoja (II), the grandson of Bhoja (I) for whom it was all the more natural to assume the title of his grandfather. It seems that his original name was Mahipala, by which he has been mentioned in the records, but the grant of his brother Vinaikapala Deva has introduced him with his title only, i.e., Bhoja. The writer of this note would, therefore, like to identify Mahipala (of date 914 and 917 A.D.) with Bhoja (II), son of Mahendrapala. And even if this identification be accepted, the chronology of the later Pratiheras would not differ in any very considerable degree from what is at present known. But besides this identification, there are other things which, when considered, would greatly modify the existing genealogical and chronological arrangement of these kings.

We have seen that the last known date of Mahipala Bhoja (II) alias Kautila Deva is 917 A.D., and the earliest known date of Vinaikapala Deva is 931 A.D. (obtained from copper plate inscription). For Vinaikapala Deva we have also another date from the stone inscription of Dhangar of the year V.s. 1011, while the illustrious Vinaikapala Deva is protecting the earth. My attention to this date was drawn by Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar. The date 1011 V.S. corresponds to 953-54 A.D. It had hitherto been accepted that Vinaikapala Deva of the copperplate inscription of date 931 A.D. was identical with the king of the same name of the stone inscription of date 953-54 A.D. But this does not seem to have been really the case.

For, in the first place we are introduced by the Pratigarh inscription of V.S. 1003 = 945-46 A.D. to Mahendrapala (II), son of Vinaikapala. Now, if Mahendrapala's father Vinaikapala had been reigning in 933-54 A.D., how can the son (i.e., Mahendrapala) himself be reigning in 945-46 A.D.? It seems, therefore, that the two Vinaikapalas are not identical and that Mahendrapala, the son of Vinaikapala had later on been succeeded by another Vinaikapala. But this second Vinaikapala was certainly not the immediate successor.

For, between Vinaikapala of date 931 A.D. and Vinaikapala of date 953-54 A.D., there is, besides Mahendrapala (II), another king, namely Devapala of date 1005 V.S. = 947-48

---

11 Asmi Inscription, op. cit.
12 B. A. S. grant of Vinaikapala, op. cit.
13 Khajuraho Inscription, op. cit.
A.D., son of Kṣitipāla, alias Mahipāla, alias Bhoja (II) of the Siyadoni inscription. We thus see that Vināyakapāla (I) of date 931 A.D. was followed by his son Mahendrapāla (II) of date 946 A.D.; Mahendrapāla (II) was followed by Devapāla of date 947-48 A.D. and Devapāla by Vināyakapāla (II) of date 953-54 A.D.

Here we are introduced to another Gurjara-Pratihāra king by the Byānā Utkha Mandir inscription of Chitrālekha, noticed by Mr. R. D. Banerjee in the Pro. Report of the Arch. Survey of India, Western Circle, 1919. The inscription, to which my attention was drawn by Prof. Bhandarkar, was incised in the month of Magh, v.s. 1012=957-58 A.D., and records the erection of a temple of Viṣṇu by a queen named Chitrālekha during the reign of an emperor Mahārājādhirāja Mahipāla. Mr. R. D. Banerjee has shown that this Mahārājādhirāja Mahipāla was certainly a later Pratihāra king and that he must have come after Devapāla of date 947-48 A.D. As Vināyakapāla of date 953-54 A.D., is earlier than this Mahipāla (whom it is convenient to designate as Mahipāla II) of date 957-58 A.D. we may assume that Devapāla was succeeded by Vināyakapāla (II) and Vināyakapāla (II) by Mahipāla (II).

The Rājor-gadh inscription of Mathana deva of date 960 A.D. introduces us to a Pratihāra king named Vijayapāla, who is said to have meditated at the feet of an emperor called Kṣitipāla. Whether this Kṣitipāla had been the same as the father of Devapāla of the Siyadoni inscription (alias Mahipāla, alias Bhoja II) or whether Kṣitipāla was, as is probable, a synonym and only another name of Mahipāla (II) of the Byānā inscription of Chitrālekha, it is difficult at present to ascertain. As the latter one is highly probable, there is also no strong ground against the former assumption, for the son of the father who had been reigning in 917 A.D. might well have reigned in 960 A.D.

Vijayapāla was probably succeeded by Rājypāla and Rājypāla by Trilochanapāla, for all these three kings are said to have reigned in succession in the Bengal Asiatic Society's grant of Trilochanapāla of date 1027 A.D.

It is true that the mutual relations of these kings cannot definitely be ascertained, but the order of succession, as given below, seems to be vouchsafed by the respective dates assigned to them.

To make a possible and confident suggestion, it is probable that the 5th king Vināyakapāla was the son of the 3rd king Mahendrapāla (II), for it was natural for him to take the name of his grandfather, as had so often been the case in ancient Indian royal dynasties. In the same way, it is also probable that the 6th king Mahipāla (II) was the son of the 4th king Devapāla, whose father was again Mahipāla (I). And as Mahipāla (I) had another name, Kṣitipāla, so also Mahipāla (II) might possibly have another name (like his grandfather), namely Kṣitipāla, who according to Mathana deva's inscription was the immediate predecessor and probably the father of Vijayapāla.

According to the arrangement made below we have four kings, Nos. 3-6, i.e., from Mahendrapāla (II) to Mahipāla (II) reigning in succession within the short span of less than ten years i.e., from 945-46 to 954-55 A.D. But such instances are not at all rare in history, and there is nothing to be surprised at in this, especially when we remember that with Mahipāla (I) alias Bhoja (II) the glorious days of the Pratihāra empire were gone, and the disruption had begun. Nearer home feudatories were daily declaring independence and striking their blows at the

---

14 Byānā inscription of Chitrālekha. Pro. R.A.S., Western Circle, 1919, pp. 43-44. R.D.B.
16 Bengal A. S. grant of Trilochanapāla, Ind. Ant., vol. XVIII, pp. 33 ff., in which is mentioned the names of three kings Vijayapāla, Rājypāla and Trilochanapāla who reigned in succession.
17 "In Vengi three Eastern Chāulkya monarchs, viz., Vijayāditya IV, his son Ammarāja I and Ammarāja's son, another Vijayāditya, ruled only for seven years, six and a half months. In Kāśmira five kings, viz., Suravarman I, Pāthth, Samkaravardhana, Unmattāvanti and Suravarman II, ruled within six years (A.D. 993-39); and three generations of kings, viz., Yaśakara, his uncle Varuṣa, and his son Samgrāmadeva, ruled for ten years (A.D. 939-949)." Political History, p. 365, 2nd ed. Raychaudhuri. Other instances might also be cited.
worn-out gates of the imperial city and in farther corners the armies of Islam were sharpening their swords for the final stab. Nor are we to assume that after Vināyakapāla (I) the dynasty was divided into two houses, one descended from Vinayakapāla (I) and the other from Mahilapāla (I) alias Bhoja (II) alias Kṣitipāla. For, there is no evidence whatsoever to show that the Pratihāra empire was ever divided between two rival houses.

Dehanāgādevi = Mahendrapāla (I) = Mahidevidevi
(date 964 v.s. = 908 A.D.)

(1) Bhoja (II)
alias Mahipāla (I)
(date 974 v.s. = 916-17 A.D. Asni Inscription)
alias Kṣitipāla (Siyadoni Inscription)

(2) Vināyakapāla (I)
(date in v.s. = 931 A.D.)
(Bengal Asiatic Society grant.)

(4) Devapāla.
(date 1005 v.s. = 948-49 A.D.)
(Siyadoni Inscription.)

(3) Mahendrapāla (II)
(date 1003 v.s. = 945-46 A.D.)
(Pratābgarh Inscription.)

(5) Vināyakapāla (II), son of No. 3 (?).
(date 1011 v.s. = 953-54 A.D.)
(Khajurāho Inscription of Yaśovarman.)

(6) Mahipāla (II), son of No. 4 (?)
(date 1012 v.s. = 954-55 A.D. Byānā Inscription)
alias Kṣitipāla (?)

(7) Vijayapāla
(date = 960 A.D.)
(Rājor Inscription of Mathanadeva.)

(8) Rājyapāla.

(9) Trilochanapāla.
1027 A.D.
(B. A. Society grant.)

(10) Yaśabpāla (?
THE EMPIRE OF ORISSA.
By PROF. R. D. BANERJI, M.A.

I. Kapilendra or Kapilâvâra (1435—70).

Very little is known about the founder of the most powerful dynasty of Orissa, the Sûrya-varûsha dynasty, which ruled over the eastern coast of the Indian Peninsula for a little over a century. In the South Arcot District the founder of this dynasty was known as the Kumâra-Mahâpâtra even in 1464-65. In two inscriptions only, one at Gopinâtpur in the Cuttack District, he is stated to be descended from the race of the Sun1. Kapilâvâra’s relation, Gunadèva, Râutarâya, the viceroy of Kondâvídhu in 1455, also mentions him as being descended from the Solar race.2 We are totally ignorant about the circumstances which brought him to the throne after the extinction of the Eastern Gaṅgas. According to inscriptions, discovered up to date, Narasimha IV is the last known king of this dynasty and his latest known date is 1397 A.D.3 The late Manmohan Chakravarti notes that there is an inscription of this king in the Sri Kurma temple, on the eleventh pillar of the mandapa, which is dated 1402-3 A.D.4 The accession of Kapilendra or Kapilâvâra cannot be placed earlier than 1434-35. The date given in the records of the temple of Jagannâtha at Puri is decidedly wrong.5 According to that record the accession of the king took place at camp Kirttivâsa on Wednesday Kâkaṭa 2, Su. 4. But Sewell mentions that Kapilâvâra’s accession took place in 14546 and he follows Hunter, who places that event in 1452. All of these dates are incorrect, as Manmohan Chakravarti has already proved. The correctness of Manmohan Chakravarti’s calculations is corroborated by the Burhân-i-Ma’asir.7 The local accounts of Orissa such as the Puri Record (called Mâdâlâ Pâñjî in Oriyâ) places another king between Narasimha IV and Kapilâvâra. He is called Bhûnudevâ.8 As Kapilâvâra’s accession did not take place till 1435 there is plenty of room to place two or three scions of the Eastern Gaṅgas after the last known date of Narasimha IV and before the beginning of the Sûrya-varûsha dynasty.

During the last days of the Gaṅga dynasty Orissa had lost her prestige and she was being hard pressed by the independent Sultâns of Bengal from the north, the Bahmani Sultâns from the west and the emperors of Vijayanagara from the south. Sewell’s list supplies us with a clear instance of changes in the overlordship of Kondâvídhu, when it was in the possession either of the kings of Orissa or the emperors of Vijayanagara. One Lângulyâya Gajapati was succeeded by the Râja king Râicha Venka (1420-31). Then came two sovereigns of Vijayanagara, who are named Pratâpadeva (Devarâya II) and Harihara. They were succeeded by king Kapilâvâra of Orissa9. The date of the rise of Kapilâvâra coincides with that of the commencement of the decline of Vâdevar or Yâdava dynasty of Vijayanagara. He ascended the throne of Orissa during the lifetime of Devarâya II and continued to rule till the Sâluva usurpation. It opened a glorious career for him and permitted him to conquer the whole of the Eastern coast of India, at least as far as Trichinopoly District of the Madras Presidency. No other king of Northern India and no sovereign of Orissa ever succeeded in ruling over such a large portion of Southern India. The conquest of the Tamil country by Kapilâvâra was no temporary occupation. The Eastern Tamil Districts and practically the whole of the Telugu country remained in his occupation for over ten years. This is proved by an inscription of the reign of the Vijayanagara emperor Virupâksha, according to which, on account of confusion caused by the invasion of the king of Orissa the festivals in the temple of Śiva at Jâmbai in the South Arcot District ceased for ten years, sometime before 1472-73 A.D. The drama Gaṅgâdâsa-Prâtapâvâıldasm also refers to an invasion

2 Above, vol. XX, 1891, pp. 390-93.  
3 JASB., vol. LXIV, pp. 133.  
5 Ibid., p. 181 note.  
6 Sewell, A Sketch of the Dynasties of Southern India, p. 48 and note 3.  
8 JASB., vol. LXIX, 1900, p. 182.  
9 Sketch of South Indian Dynasties, p. 48.
of Vijayanagara by the king of Orissa.10 Another inscription in the South Arcot District records that in 1464-65 the village of Munnur was actually in the occupation of Kumdra Mahapatra Kapilësvara, son of Ambiradeva. We have therefore to admit that from 1464 till the date of his death in 1470 Kapilësvara was in possession of the whole of the Eastern Coast of the Indian Peninsula from the Balasore District of Orissa to the extreme south of the Trichinopoly District. We have no means so far of deducing the exact chronology of events in the process of these conquests, but we obtain some help from Musalman histories. The best of these are no doubt Firishta and the Burhân-i-Ma’asir. Kapilëndradeva was the contemporary of Sultân ‘Alâuddin Ahmad II, who ascended the throne on the 21st February 1435. One of the earliest events connected with the king of Orissa, in the Burhân-i-Ma’asir, is a statement of the condition of western part of the Telugu country. It is stated in this work that the leader of the Hindu chiefs of the country above the Ghâts was an Oriyâ. Kapilësvara is not mentioned by name, but the statement made about the number of elephants which this Oriyâ chief possessed proves that the king of Orissa himself had come to occupy the most prominent position among the Hindu chiefs of the Telugu speaking country. It is stated that at that time a chief named Sanjar Khân was occupied in the delightful pastime of capturing innocent Hindu villagers of the plains of Telingana and transporting them as slaves into the interior of Deccan.11 At this time Sultân ‘Alâuddin Ahmad Shâh Bahmani is stated to have said that it was dangerous to meddle with a man who possessed more than two hundred thousand elephants, while the Bahmani monarch did not possess more than one hundred and fifty. This is just the beginning of Kapilëndra’s interferences in affairs outside Orissa proper. The next mention of Telingana in the Burhân-i-Ma’asir is in connection with the rebel chief Muhammad Khân, to whom the district of Râyâchalu in that locality was assigned.12 Gradually Kapilëndra came to be regarded as the suzerain of Telingana, and the occasion soon rose to put him to the test. Though Varangal had been occupied in 1423, the districts of Telingana both above and below the Ghâts still remained to be conquered. According to Firishta, Humâyûn Shâh Bahmani determined to conquer Devârkoṇḍâ and sent Khwâjah-i-Jahân with a large army, and the fort was besieged. He sent an appeal for help to Kapilëndra, who marched so swiftly with his army that he caught the Muhammadan general unawares. The besieged also sallied out and attacked the Musalman from the other side. Caught between two armies, Khwâjah-i-Jahân was defeated and compelled to fly.13 The Muhammadans never attempted to rally, and Musalman historians had to find some other excuse for Humâyûn Shâh Bahmani, as he never attempted to cross swords with Kapilëndra, so long as he was alive.14 It is probable that on this occasion Kapilëndra wiped out the Reddi sovereigns of Konâdaongoose and other places.

A drama named Gaṅgâdāsa-Pratâpavîlîsâm by Gaṅgâdhara mentions that Kapilëndra had united with the Bahmani king and invaded the territories of the Vodêyar or Yâdava dynasty of Vijayanagara. In view of his hostile relations with the Sultâns of Bidar, it is not possible to believe that he had invaded Vijayanagara in alliance with any Musalman power. The subsequent reference to his wars with the Bahmani Sultâns prove definitely that he, at least, was at no time in amicable relation with any Musalman king. The Gaṅgâdâsa-Pratâpavîlîsâm says that immediately after the death of Devarâya II of Vijayanagara in 1446, Kapilëndra allied himself with ‘Alâuddin Ahmad II Bahmani and advanced as far as Vijayanagara, but had to retire after a defeat in the hands of Mallikârjuna.15 This story was

---

12 Ibid., p. 238.
13 This is known as the battle of Devârkoṇḍâ and its date is approximately 864 A.H. = 1459 A.D. according to Firishta.
evidently an invention of Vijayanagara Court chroniclers to hide the shame of their sovereign after his defeat at the hands of the Orissan Monarch, whom they referred to as “the Oddiyān” contemptuously. This supposed joint expedition of Alaududdin Ahmad II is not mentioned in Musalman histories also. Though the chroniclers of Vijayanagara say that in 1446 Mallikārjuna defeated Kapilendra, we find that correct statements are made in South Indian inscriptions about the state of the Tamil country which Kapilendra had conquered. Kapilendra’s conquest of northern Tamil Districts is not a myth as supposed by Prof. Aiyangar of the Madras University. “The aggressiveness of Orissa is seen in the claim made in behalf of the Gajapati of a successful advance by them as far as Kanchi, in a dramatic romance called the Kānji-Kāveri-Pothi.” An inscription, No. 93 of 1906, states that on account of the confusion “caused by the Oddiyān (i.e., the king of Orissa)” the festivals in the temple of Śiva at Jambai in the South Arcot District had ceased for ten years. This inscription is dated 1472-73. From another inscription, dated 1470-71, of the reign of the Sāluva chief Narasiṃha(?), we find that great confusion was caused by the invasion of the king of Orissa about eight or ten years earlier, and the temple of Vishnu at Tirukoilur could not therefore be repaired. Two inscriptions from Muṇūr in the South Arcot District prove that that part of the Tamil country was actually in the possession of Kapilendra in the Śaka year 1386-85 a.d. Both of these records are incised on the walls of the Ādavallēsvāra temple in the village of Muṇūr in the Taluka of Tīndivanam. Both of them mention “Dakshiṇa-Kapilēśvara-Kumāra Mahāpātra son of Āmbira.” No. 51 of 1919 records “a gift of land for ‘Āhamvīrabhoga’ festival (?) and repairs to the temples of Tirumullattanamudaiyar-Mahadeva and Perumal-Purushottama in the same village.” The same record is repeated once more on the walls of the same temple (No. 92). In dealing with this inscription the late Rao Bahadur H. Krishna Shastri state “these are dated in the Śaka year 1386 (A.D. 1464-65) and epigraphically confirm the statement about the southern invasion of the Orissa king noticed on page 84 of the Annual Report for 1907... our inscriptions clearly prove that this southern conquest by the combined armies was an event that happened about six years later. It establishes also that the earlier conquest by Gajapati was not a passing inroad only, but almost an occupation of the southern country right up to Tiruvarur in the Tanjore District and Trichinopoly.” The obsession of South Indian writers about the joint invasion of Vijayanagara by the Bahmani Sultān and Kapilendra continues from the date of Gaṅgādharā up to our own times. It is therefore necessary to prove first of all that Kapilendra of Orissa could not have been an ally of any of his contemporary Sultāns of Bīdar. Alaududdin Ahmad II Bahmani died in 1457 and was succeeded by his son Alaududdin Humayūn, who ruled over the Bahmani empire for four years only. Inscription No. 1 of 1905 clearly indicates that the occupation of the South Arcot and Tanjore Districts took place about ten years before 1471, i.e., in 1461, i.e., about or immediately after the death of Alaududdin Humayūn Shāh Bahmani. Firishta and the Burhān-ī-Ma’asir agree in stating that immediately after the death of Alaududdin Humayūn Shāh Bahmani and the accession of his infant son Sultan Nīgām Shāh Bahmani, Kapilendra invaded the Bahmani empire with a large army and almost reached the gates of Bīdar, the Bahmani capital. The details of the campaign are not given, and from the tone of Firishta it appears that the Bahmani army, unable to cope with the invaders in the field, retired within the walls of the capital. Most probably Kapilēśvara and his ally the Kākatiya chief of Varangal, who is described by Firishta as the Rāy of Telingana, were purchased off. It appears tha, after the crushing defeat of the Musalmans at the battle of Devārkoṇḍa the Bahmanis never sallied out into the plains from the Deccan plateau, and after the death of Humayūn Shāh, Kapilendra crushed the Bahmani power and invaded the metropolitan district, paralysing

18 Ibid., p. 6.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid., 1918-19, p. 52.
the Musalman attacks and inroads till the date of his death. After the death of Devarāya II of Vijayanagara and the consequent confusion in the southern Hindu empire, the control of the empire of Vijayanagara over the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal ceased and Kapilēndra, secure from attacks from the west, extended his dominions as far as Tanjore and Trichinopoly. The Muṇṇur inscription gives the area of his southern dominion in the following words, 'Kapilēsvara KmA Mahāpātra', as the chief is called, was the son of Āmbradeva, and is stated by both records to have been previously the Pratiksha (Viceroy) of Koṇḍavidu. But at the time of the inscription he was in the position of the Pariksha of Koṇḍavidu, Koṇḍapalle, Aḍḍanki, Vinukopāḍa, Pāḍaividu, Valudilampaṭṭu-Uśāvāḍi, Tiruvurur, Tiruchchilapalle (Trichinopoly) and Chandragiri. This list shows that the eastern Tamil country with the exception of Madur and Tinnevelly in the extreme south had been conquered by Kapilēndra from the emperors of Vijayanagara, just as he had wrested Telingana above the Ghatta from the Sultans of Bidar. There could have been no love lost between Kapilēndra of Orissa and the Bahmani Sultans, and consequently the dramatist Gaṅgādharma’s statement in the Gaṅgā-dāsa Pratāpavīlaśam cannot be regarded as accurate. There is further epigraphical corroboration about Kapilēndra’s relations with the Sultan of Bidar in the Krishna plates of Gaṇadeva of Koṇḍavidu dated 1435 A.D. Gaṇadeva claims to have defeated two Turushka princes, evidently of the Bahmani dynasty, as there was no other Musalman monarchy in South India at that time except the Bahmani empire. It cannot be understood why at Muṇṇur, a place included within the dominions of Kapilēndra, he is called Kumāra and Mahāpātra ten years after the date of the Krishna copper-plates. Of course in his own country Kapilēsvara was acknowledged as the king in all inscriptions with proper titles. He is called Gaṇadeva, Gaṇapati, Karpāṭa-Kalabarakeśava and Mahārāja. Most of these titles are given in the short votive inscriptions in the temples of Jagannāth of Puri and the Lingarāj temple at Bhubanesvar. They are not given in detail in the Gopināṭhpur inscription. In Gaṇadeva’s copper plate grant he is called Kapilēndra Gaṇapati in the metrical portion. There cannot be any doubt therefore of the fact that the titles Kumāra and Mahāpātra in the Muṇṇur inscription are due to the ignorance of the scribe about the titles and real position of Kapilēsvara.

Gaṇadeva’s Krishna inscription raises some interesting points, which were not decided when it was deciphered in 1891. Gaṇadeva was clearly the viceroy of Koṇḍavidu, but he came of the same family as the emperor Kapilēsvara himself. His grandfather’s name was Chandradeva and his father’s name was Guhdeva. Yet he is called Rāutarāya. The Telugu scribe spells it Rautarāya as well as Rāhuttarāya, but this is really the same as the Orįyā term Rāutarāya, which is applied to the younger sons of Orįyā chiefs of the present day. I learn that in the Mayurbhanj State the king’s eldest son is called Tīk̄it, the second son the Chhoṭārāya and the third son Rāutarāya. The Krishna inscription shows that in the sixteenth century a man of a collateral branch of the royal family also could be called Rāutarāya. Another interesting term is the adjective Ayapa applied to Gaṇadeva. Ayapa is the corruption of

---

21 Mr. H. Krishna Sastri thinks that he was Viceroy of the Koṇḍavidu and Daṇḍapāḍa. In reality Daṇḍapāḍa means a Viceroyalty in Orįyā and is not the name of a place.

22 Mr. Krishna Sastri uses the word Daṇḍapāḍa a second time after Vinukopāḍa, which shows that this place was the seat of the Orįyā Viceroy of the extreme south.

23 Ibid., p. 106.

24 J.A.S.B., vols. LXII, 1893, pp. 92-93. In 1926 I succeeded in saving these valuable inscriptions at Bhubanesvar, but the authorities of Puri Temple have destroyed these valuable records in their own temple by covering them with cement and plaster. My attempts to clean them failed.

25 Ibid., vol. LXIX, 1900, pp. 175-78.

26 Twenty-five questions addressed to the Rajahs and Chiefs of the Regulation and Tributary Mahals by the Superintendent in 1814, and the answers given thereto illustrating the established practice in regard to succession to the guddes, &c., Calcutta, Bengal Secretariat Book Depôt, reprinted 1905, p. 5.
Sanskrit Āryaputra "the Lord's son." Details about other achievements of Kapilendra are to be found in the form of slight allusions in the Gopināthropur inscription. He is called the lion of the Kārṇaṭa elephant, the victor of Kalavaraga (Gulbarga of the Bahmanis) the destroyer of Mālava (the Kāliji Sultāns of Mālava), the defater of Gauḍa (the independent Sultāns of Bengal of the second dynasty of Ilyās Shāh). We are at a loss to understand how he could come in touch with the Kāliji of Mālava, because the powerful Gopī kingdoms of Chanda and Deogadh and the Hāihaya Rajputs of Bilāspur intervened between him and Mālava. But most probably he allied himself with the Gopīs of Chanda and Deogadh in an attack of the eastern frontier of Mālava. According to tradition, for which there is no corroboration, the independent Sultāns of Bengal lost southern Bengal to Kapilendra, and no attempt was made by the former to recover Midnapur and Howrah Districts from the Oriyās till the reign of 'Alāuddin Husain Shāh. Henceforth all kings of Orissa and even the petty Gajapatis of Khurda or Puri assumed the high sounding title Nava-koṭi-Kārṇaṭa Kalavarakesvara, "the lord of the nine lākhs of Kārṇaṭa and Gulbarga," and Gauḍeśvara.

In the Gopināthropur inscription Gopinātha Mahāpātra states that Kapilēśvara was in possession of Khandagiri and Kānchi. Evidently this inscription was incised after the completion of the conquest of the Tamil country by Kapilēśvara.

According to Oriyā tradition, as recorded in the Mādala Pāṇji, Kapilendra breathed his last on the banks of the Krishṇa on Pausa Krishna 3, Tuesday, a date which the late Mr. Manmohan Chakravarti could not verify. His latest known date is still "41st aıkā, Dhanu, Sūkla, 7=Sunday, 14th December 1466."27 The traditional date of the death of Kapilēśvara given by Hunter and earlier writers is mistaken and incorrect. This is proved by the statement in the Burhān-i-Maʿāsir28 quoted above. This event, which took place in A.D. 1470., was hailed with great relief by the Musalmans of Southern India.

(To be continued.)

BOOK-NOTICES.

Annual Bibliography of Indian Archeology for the Year 1926. Published by the Kern Institute, Leyden. 12 3/4" x 9 1/2"; pp. x + 107; with 12 plates and 3 illustrations in the text. Leyden, 1928.

This publication is intended, we are told in the Foreword, "to contain the titles, systematically arranged, of all books and articles dealing with Indian archeology in its widest sense, that is, the investigation of the antiquities not only of India proper, but also of Further India, Indonesia and Ceylon and in fact, of all territories influenced by Indian civilisation, as well as the study of the ancient history of those countries, the history of their art, their epigraphy, iconography and numismatics." The volume before us consists of an Introduction surveying the literature dealing with the more important exploration and research work carried out during the year, followed by a classified bibliography, arranged according to geographical areas and subjects. The contents of each publication have been briefly but adequately noted, and in many cases extracts from review notices quoted, the editors themselves abstaining from criticism. In the case of historical works, the entries are mainly restricted to writings relating to the pre-Muhammadan period of Indian history. The desired data, we are informed, were not received from Italy, Japan and Russia; and it is thought probable that the information supplied regarding books and papers published in the Indian vernaculars is incomplete. Otherwise the selection of matter worthy of record seems to have been carefully and judiciously made. The experience gained as the compilation continues, and suggestions received from scholars using the work will indicate whether any modification or amplification can be introduced in future issues. The extensive survey of the literature relating to the more important work done during the year contained in the Introduction (pp. 1-28) is of special merit. Concise and clear, it describes the essential matters in each case, and bears the cachet of a scholar familiar with the history of the subjects discussed.

The importance to scholars and to all students of Indian Archeology and history of a scientifically prepared bibliography of this character cannot be exaggerated; and the present volume will be widely welcomed as the beginning of what should supply a long-felt need. It should find a place in the library of every one interested in the antiquities

27 Ibid., vol. LXIX, 1900, p. 183.
and ancient history of India and the Far East. As the utility of such a work of reference becomes fully realized and its use extended, it is hoped that cooperation towards its preparation will no longer be withheld, and financial assistance will be more generously accorded.

The index, which is restricted to authors' names, having regard to the general arrangement of the contents, has been suitably prepared; the plate reproduction is of outstanding excellence; and the paper and printing leave nothing to be desired; in fact the whole out-turn of this inaugural volume is worthy of the three distinguished scholars forming the editorial board, who are to be congratulated on its appearance.

C.E.A.W.O.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF MANUSCRIPTS IN MITHILÂ. Volume 1 (Smriti Literature.)

The B. & O. R. Society under the patronage of the Bihar and Orissa Government, has been carrying on a very fruitful search for Sanskrit and Prakrit literature during the last ten years or so. Nine years of this decade were devoted to the search in Mithilâ and the district of Puri in Orissa, the two important centres of Sanskrit learning. During this period of investigation very valuable manuscripts have been found, which are now being catalogued by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal and Dr. A. P. Banerji Sastri, the two learned Editors of the Society's Journal. The manuscripts so far discovered in Mithilâ have been arranged in ten or eleven different sections such as Smriti, Veda, Vyâkaraãa, etc., the anonymous or the modern ones being separately classed as Miscellaneous with a view to issuing their catalogues in different volumes. The catalogue under notice is the first of the series. It gives us a descriptive list of various Smriti works and Nibandhas or digests, including the highly interesting Ratndkaras of Chaõdõsvaõ, with which, thanks to Mr. Jayaswal's laudable devotion to the cause of our ancient learning, we are already familiar, and enables us to have a śivâvalôkana of not less than 435 such books. The Smritis, I believe, were written according to the exigencies of time, and their value for the social history of India can hardly be overrated. As Mithilâ had all along been one of the chief centres of Brahmanic or Hindu learning where Smriti literature seems to have had an uninterrupted development, the manuscripts described in this volume—some of which seem to be indigenous to it—will amply repay study. The crude editors have done a great service to the cause of Indology by bringing out this useful catalogue and we feel indebted not only to them and the B. & O. R. Society but also to the B. & O. Government for bringing to light such valuable material for the study of early Indian culture. One would, indeed, be justified in remarking that it is 'one of those good deeds which will be never lost.'

HIRANANDA SASTRI.


This little book of 94 pages is, Father Heras tells us, "the first product of the St. Xavier's College Indian Historical Research Institute" by a research student, and has been written clearly under the guidance of a tutor. As such, it is a useful little work and puts together much information about that west coast port.

The author has under the conditions set about his history in the right way, and I may say at once that his effort has resulted in a book which may well be imitated by other research students. He prints his "unpublished documents" in a series of appendices and gives a full list of his "published documents," some of which must be quite rare, reminding us of an old saying—"a book is not necessarily published because it has been printed."

Mangalore has never been an important town, but like many others of its kind, it has taken its share in general history. So in discussing its separate history we are taken into the doings of the greater personages and peoples that have worked and struggled round it. In this way sidelights are thrown on the work of the early Christians, the Portuguese, the Nayaks of Ikeri, and travellers like Pietro della Valle. Incidentally "the King of the Gioghi," mentioned by Varthema and others, plays his little part. Lastly we come to Haidar 'All and Tipu Sultan, and the not very elevating story of the British occupation. In regard to this tale of the captivity of the Christians at Seringsapatam by Tipu, I would refer the author to Harvey's History of Burma in relation to figures in Indian and Far Eastern story. He gives his reasons for roughly dividing them by ten to get at something like the truth. By this "rule" the number of the captives is reduced to 6,000, and as 2,000 was the number of those that eventually returned home it would seem to be not far wrong.
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<td>Bukka III (Vijaya Rāya)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bulletin de l'École Française d'Extrême Orient</em>, vol. XXV, Nos. 3, 4, Anchor Inscription (book-notice)</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Burhān-i-ma'āsid</em>, and Orissa</td>
<td>235-237, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmese, notes on currency and coinage among the, 11-18, 37-45, 50-96, 125-131, 149-153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bustard, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 232, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Butter-ball of Kṛṣṇa,&quot; at Mahābālpuram, S.P.13, Byānā Urkha Mandir inscription of Chitralakha, 233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabral</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesar Frederick, on currency among the Burmese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Caitiyas</em>, (temples), 59 &amp; n., 90; (trees) 146, 147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cālā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calamina, (Mylapore)</td>
<td>156, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleda</td>
<td>P.E.W. 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell, Mr. D. E., Asst. Supt. of Police, Hong-Kong</td>
<td>P.E.W. 226n., 228, 229, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleoulam. See Coulão</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia and Jāvā</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambrian, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilla, H. M. S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campā</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cana. See Thomas Cana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cananeo, (Cana)</td>
<td>29, 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candālaughterikā</td>
<td>S.M.S.R. 35, 37, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candrādeva, Gaharwar k.</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canton</td>
<td>P.E.W. 225, 226n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capriciense</td>
<td>P.E.W. 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capuchins, (in Pondicherry) and Manucci, 70, 72</td>
<td>P.E.W. 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline</td>
<td>P.E.W. 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cash, leaden</td>
<td>11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassimonde, near the Seven Pagodas, coins found at</td>
<td>S.P. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caste feelings, reference, to in the Kattāsari-sagara</td>
<td>195, 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castes, (Malayalam) eighteen</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castor</td>
<td>P.E.W. 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataycoyla, (Christians of Parur)</td>
<td>211 &amp; n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheart, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cattle, in the Gāyādhār festival</td>
<td>137-139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow, (Law ?) Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cōzis. See cash.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cee Salena, pirate</td>
<td>P.E.W. 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceremonial murder. See murder, ceremonial.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecyl, conquest of</td>
<td>78, 80, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chads, Capt. Sir H. D.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 213, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaitanya</td>
<td>208, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakravarti, Manmohan, on Gaṅga dates</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakravartin, the antiquity of the idea of, 177-180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakrāyudha of Kanaūj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chale, Antonio Fernandes, Malabar Native Christian</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalmers, James, Missionary, murdered,</td>
<td>P.E.W. 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chāmasara, (Chāmayāmātīya) Minister of Dēva Bāya II</td>
<td>79, 80, 83, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambal, riv.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamberlain, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameleon</td>
<td>P.E.W. 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanda, Rai Bahadur Ramapradas. The Indus Valley in The Vedic Period</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changalajari, Malabar sorcerer</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changē Khān, and coining</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chardin, Sir John, on the Parsees</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>P.E.W. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charms, (metal)</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charpentier, Jari, The Original Home of The Indo-Europeans</td>
<td>135, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatterji, Prof. S. K.</td>
<td>S.M.S.R. 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chauhānā</td>
<td>31-33, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chāvadās</td>
<td>182, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chēn-kompu mātē (a bull)</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenmalai. See Calamina; Chinma Malai.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chērān m Perumāl, title of Rāja Simha Perumān Atjikal, 25n., 117, 121, 123, 124, 161, 163n., 166n.</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chetti, meaning of</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheung-Shap-ng-ťaol, pirate</td>
<td>P.E.W. 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chōco</td>
<td>P.E.W. 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chìldrēns, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China, early Christians in, 118; wall of</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese, the, and gunpowder, 121; and piracy,</td>
<td>P.E.W. 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chingē (Burmese) lion</td>
<td>43, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinma Malai, death of St. Thomas at, 123;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chennamalai</td>
<td>156, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chīnāapuram, near Cranganore</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chīnār Perumāl, (Chesānar) of Malabar</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chīrāwā inscription</td>
<td>31-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitor</td>
<td>33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chītīrālakā, (queen) Byānā Urkha Mandar inscription of</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitties, four castes of</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chōla inscription, in the Shore temple, S.P. 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian, John, (Bihar Proverbs), on the Gāyādhār festival</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity among the Paravas</td>
<td>158, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christians, (of Malabar) 26n., 27n., 29, 46; (Malayalam) privileges accorded to, 161--164, 165, 211, 212, 209-214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christians of St. Thomas, 7, 9, 27n., 29, 104 &amp; n., 105, 117-123. See also Syrian Christians (of Arabia)</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chronological sense, absence of, in Somaveda, 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chui Apou, pirate</td>
<td>P.E.W. 223, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Kwai, pirate</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chulalong Korn, k. of Siam</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chōlōn, choabnāūk, Shān shell-money, 91, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chungam, Church at</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churehes, (in Malabar) of Mar Sapor and Mar Prodh</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cittā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleopatra, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleverly, Mr. O</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochin</td>
<td>119, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochin harbour</td>
<td>105n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochin Jewish plate inscription</td>
<td>26n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochin-China, currency in</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane, Admiral Sir J. C.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 221, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codungalore, (Cranganore)</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffin, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coetzten, Capt. J. T.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin, of the realm, in Burma, 13</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coinage and currency. See currency and coinage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coins:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of ancient Britain</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Deva Rāya II</td>
<td>82, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>found near Taxila</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. I. Co.'s old cash</td>
<td>S.P. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coins, Burmese:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbolical</td>
<td>37, 39, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical (including kings of Arakan),</td>
<td>39, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Mindon Min</td>
<td>43, 45, 90, 92, 125n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copper</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iron</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lead</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Bōdop'ayā, 13–18, 37, 38, 41, 43, 94. See also Currency and Coinage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coins, copper, of the Sultāns of Gujarāt, new types of</td>
<td>215–219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cojee-Baba</td>
<td>See Khāwja Bābā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, W., commander of the Spece</td>
<td>P.E.W. 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colebrooke, on the Kāthaka Upanişad</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Fort William</td>
<td>55, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colquhoun, author of Across Chryse, on metal charms</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbine</td>
<td>P.E.W. 215, 225, 226n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche, (Kauñankote)</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congleton, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 214 &amp; n., 215, 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conjugation</td>
<td>S.M.S.R. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conti, Nicoio, and the St. Thomas legend</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooke, Mr. Wingrove, on Chinese piracy</td>
<td>P.E.W. 230, 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copper, as currency, 17, 18, 44. See also coins, copper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copper-plate inscriptions. See inscriptions, copper-plate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelis, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwallis, Lord, 55; and Begam Samru</td>
<td>76, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coromandel, Christians at</td>
<td>118, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coromandel, H.M.S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correa (on Quilon)</td>
<td>46n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvino John de Monte, (on Christians)</td>
<td>211n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coulão. See Quilon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coulon. See Quilon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counters, gambling</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couto. See do Couto.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowrie Family</td>
<td>P.E.W. 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cowries, as currency</td>
<td>17, 18, 92, 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dacca University, progress of the collection of MSS. at (1926–27) 1–3
dacoits, talismans of 127
d'Aire, M.  P.E.W. 224
Daksināpātha  174, 175
Dākṣiṇātya, meaning of  S.M.S.R. 28, 34, 35
Dalton, Sir C., on Sir Wm. Norris  4
Danes, the, and the Nicobars, P.E.W. 220, 221
Daniel, son of Qison  120
Dantikā, famous Buddhist woman  54
Dārā Shikoh, (Prince), and the Upaṇiṣada, 201, 202n.
Dāre, Bākūda marriage ceremony  22
Darcoygul, (converts etc.)  161, 211
Darswā, the mulberry tree in  127
Daśāpura  23
Dāsor (Daśāpura)  23
Dāsā-Rāṣṭra, (Dāsārāṣṭra), k. of Arakan  40
Datoo Subbandhar, of Borneo  P.E.W. 205
Daulatābād and Devagiri  23
David, Bishop  213

Dawn of A New India, by Kedarnath Banerjee (book-notice)  55, 56
dead, disposal of the, in the Vedic period  35
Death, in the Kāthaka Upaniṣad, 203, 205–207, 222–225, 228, 229
de Barros  121
de Coen, the  174, 175
de Groota, Cornet  P.E.W. 213, 215, 221
Delafosse, Moufle, (friend to Manucci)  71
de la Vaupalier, Elyer, (friend to Manucci)  71
Delhi, Sultān of, and Jaitsārāṁa, 31–34
Slave kings of, 198–200; sack of  200
Delorme, (friend to Manucci)  71
de Menezes, Alexio, Archbishop  46–48, 122, 214
de Miranda  9
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Draupadi’s bath at Maháballipuram .......... S.P. 4, 13
Draupadi’s ratha, at Maháballipuram ....... S.P. 11
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Dukhrana Feast (of St. Thomas) ............... 8
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délpa ................................................... 178
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Dyaks .................................................. P.E.W. 208, 216
Dyce, David Ochterlony, heir to Begam Samru, 76
Dyce, Col. G. A., in the service of Begam Samru, 76
Dyce Sombre. See Dyce, David Ochterlony.

Démon (evil spirits) worship of ............................. 58n., 59n.
Denga, (Mar Danahá), Bishop .................. 165, 213
deá, Deccan plateau ................................ 174, 175
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de-Souza (on Quilon) .............................. 40n., 47 & n.
Deussen, on the meaning of Upanišad, 202, 204, 206, 207, 223n., 224n.
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Dhammá, famous Buddhist woman .......... 68
Dhammádinná, famous Buddhist woman, 49, 54, 67
Dhangadeva, Chandela k., inscription of, 231, 232
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<td>P. E. W. 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal, a Nair envoy to</td>
<td>157—159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese and the Christians of St. Thomas, 8—10, 46n., 104n., 117, 118, 122 ; and the Paravas, 158 ; in Mughal India, 115, 116 ; (Parunki), 156 as pirates, P. E. W. 217, 229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potomac</td>
<td>P. E. W. 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pottinger, Sir H.</td>
<td>P. E. W. 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preehatan</td>
<td>P. E. W. 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prabhu-Meru-Deva, the Bīna</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayāyā</td>
<td>S. M. S. R. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prakṣariṣṭa, circumambulation</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prakṛiti</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prasad, Ishvari, History of Medieval India</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratābgarh Inscription</td>
<td>230—232, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratāpadeva Rāya (Deva Rāya II, 77—82)</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratāpadeva Rāya (Vijaya) b. of Deva Rāya II</td>
<td>77, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prathamajya, (as first-existing)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prathīdra, (door-keeper).</td>
<td>181 &amp; n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratihārās, imperial, of Kanauj, who were they ?</td>
<td>181—184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratihārās, the later, a note on the chronology of</td>
<td>230—234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratihārās of Mandor</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravāhāna Jaivali</td>
<td>183, 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregnancy</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preta, (ghost) worship of</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevostiere, M. de la and Manuchy</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prévostier</td>
<td>P. E. W. 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prinsep, James, on Shān shell-money, 92 ; on coins</td>
<td>128, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithīrāj (Prithvi-rāja)</td>
<td>115, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithvīpaladeva, Pratihārā k, Rājgarh inscription of</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Entry</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithviraja, Chauhan k. of Ajmer, 31 &amp; n., 32:</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Prithviraj) 115; (Rai Pithaura)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prithviraja III of Ajmer</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privileges, granted to Christians, in Malabar,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161—164, 211, 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priya</td>
<td>145, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prodh, Mar (and Sapor, Mar), 46—48; 164 &amp; n., 210n., 213, 214n.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protasius, St., Church of</td>
<td>48n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-Kallisthenes</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptolemy</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puçu, puçu, and puçu</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puçu, meaning and etymology of</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulikeśin II</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punnu, (Punnikā) famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>53, 54, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pura, (Kathō-sarit-sūgara)</td>
<td>190, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pura, pura, (meaning ‘city’ ‘town’)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purandas</td>
<td>166, 177, 178, 187, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri, MSS. in</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purūravas, and Urvasi</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puruṣa, meaning of</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puruṣa (Brahman)</td>
<td>229n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puruṣa-mēhā, ceremony</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pvestā, (brokers)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylades, H.M.S.</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrard de Lavall, on iron coinage</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṛādhāpar inscription of Gōvindaraja III, 181, 182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāghavendra, on the Kāḍhaka Upaniṣad,</td>
<td>206, 226n., 226n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raghunātha Bhāṣṭa, and the Govindalāmāra</td>
<td>208, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raghunātha Dāsa, and the Govindalāmāra</td>
<td>208, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahmah bin Jaubir, Uttobe pirate</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raikva Sayugvā</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain, rites connected with</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājā Brooke, See Brooke, Sir James.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasiniva, See Narasimhavarma II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasiniva, Chēra k.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasiniva temple, at Mahābalipura</td>
<td>S.P. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasinivapallāvāvata and the Seven Pago-was</td>
<td>S.P. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasiniva Perumān Atikul, inscription at Tālkekād</td>
<td>24—31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasīyu, sacrifice</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāja Varma, and Thomas Cana</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājendravarma</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāggaḥg inscription of Prithvipaladeva</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājāgar-ghr inscription of Mathanadeva</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājāpūta</td>
<td>198, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rājiya, meaning of</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājāyapāla, Prāthihāra k.</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raleigh</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāmā</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāma, Legend, a new version of the Ramanancor, (Fishery Coast)</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāma-Śarman, (Tarkavāgśa) The Śaurāenci and Māgadhi Stabakas of</td>
<td>S.M.S.R. 21—56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāmjayaya</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raṇājaya, Rājasinī, (Atyantakāma Pālava)</td>
<td>S.P. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāntideva, k. of Daśāpura</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raehid bin Hamid, Shaikh of Ejman, P.E.W.</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiṛa, meaning of</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāṣṭrākūṭas, the</td>
<td>174—176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rathas, at Mahābalipura</td>
<td>S.P. 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rajās</td>
<td>174, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rajīka</td>
<td>174, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattler, H.M.S.</td>
<td>227, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāutārāya, (and other forms) Orijā title</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravivarman Kulaśēkara</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāwal Jaitrasinī of Mewār</td>
<td>31—34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Capt.</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Capt. Alex.</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red flag, See Flags</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rover</td>
<td>210, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Sea</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddi, dynasty, of Orissa</td>
<td>235, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddi of Rājamandri</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhardt, Louis Balthazar, step-son of Begam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samru</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhardt, Wm., husband of Begam Samru</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and magic</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion, the Christian, and Vedānta</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovati, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhya Davida, Prof.</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rice, as currency in Burma</td>
<td>13 &amp; n., 15 &amp; n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard, (reference to Mar Sapor, etc.)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qalonya (Calliana, of Cosmas ?)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qisam, merchant</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilon, in Travancore, Christians of, 46; Churches</td>
<td>47, 48, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilon copper-plates, 26n., 164 &amp; n., 211n., (Quilon Tarisā)</td>
<td>124n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quin, Capt. M.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinay, Thomas</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qula, qulaman. See Mamluk-Qulaman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qutb, Delhi, a guide to</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qutb-ud-dīn</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qutluğ Khān</td>
<td>33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabban, Joseph</td>
<td>26n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rācha Venka, Reddi k.</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rādhā</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>Subrahmanyas, at Mahabalipuram, S.P. 10, 12, 14</td>
<td>137, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ś德拉s (the Ahirs)</td>
<td>P.E.W. 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggur, Sultan bin</td>
<td>P.E.W. 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūtien</td>
<td>P.E.W. 196, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukha, (and chukha) meaning 'rest' and 'unrest'</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukkā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sultaness (Hobson-Jobson)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulu pirates, P.E.W. 205, 214, 216, 217, 223</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumaṅgalamātā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumedā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundari, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>P.E.W. 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundari Kundā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śūnya, 36, 37; (becomes the goddess Nairattā)</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppavāsā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarāseni (=Śarasten)</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūr Factory</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise, H. M. S.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūrya-vamsā dynasty of Orissa</td>
<td>235-239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suttlet, Lieut.-Comr.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suwali</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suyātā, famous Buddhist woman</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svarja, (meaning of)</td>
<td>97, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Švetakottu, 188, 202n., 205n.</td>
<td>135-136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigeu, coin</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syden</td>
<td>P.E.W. 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylph</td>
<td>P.E.W. 213, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia, (Strathia) pilgrim</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symes, Col., and Burmese coinage</td>
<td>13, 14, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syriana, (Syrian Christians of Malabar), 7, 8, 46th.</td>
<td>117-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talismans, Burmese</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamaś, (coin)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil inscription at Mahabalipuram</td>
<td>S.P. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Lexicon, (book-notice)</td>
<td>133, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantras, introduced into Buddhism</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapaś, as the first-born</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tard, Civil Law</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarali, battlefield</td>
<td>115, 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarisa. See Quilon (Tarisa)</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarisās, (Christians)</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarisākkal, (Dacorygul)</td>
<td>44, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarkavāgīśa. See Rāma-Śārmā.</td>
<td>26, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taumānāni, coins</td>
<td>18, 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxes, payable by Malabar Christians</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxila, excavations at</td>
<td>P.E.W. 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Capt. D.</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Gen. R. G., on Cis-Sutlej mints, 131; on eastern coinage</td>
<td>236, 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach, American pirate</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teliāgānā, in the Burhān-i-ma’ādar</td>
<td>196, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple, Sir Richard :</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On The Adhbuta Rāmāyaṇa</td>
<td>35, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Indian Buddhist Iconography</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Report of the Myore Archaeological Department, 1924</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Glories of Magadha</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGrindle’s Ancient India, as Described by Ptolemy</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bhagavad Gītā</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogam Samru</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Journal of Indian History</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molière</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress-Assent in Indo-Aryan</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tibetan Book of the Dead</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Original Home of the Indo-Europeans, 135, 136</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction and Notes to Cunningham’s Ancient Geography of India</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of Meru, Uprooted by the Basforkiya King Indra III.</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hild Statue Inscription of the 35th Year of Devapala</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New Version of the Rāma Legend</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters on Religion and Folklore</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Articles on St. Thomas : (i) Was St. Thomas in South India? (ii) The Martyrdom of St. Thomas, the Apostle</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Francis Buchanan in Shāhābīd</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glimpses of Vajrayāna</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bird and Serpent Myth</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Medieval India</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangalore, a Historical Sketch</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temples, of pūrṇas, nāgas and bhūtas, 59 &amp; n., 146, 147</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenasserim</td>
<td>P.E.W. 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tévalakara Church, Quilon</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thārāwadi, coinage of</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thibō, (Thibaw), coinage of</td>
<td>14, 17, 43, 45, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thibaw Min, coinage of</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thītle</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tholos, The Aryas, of Malabar</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thōmā Parvam</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas of Jerusalem</td>
<td>119, 120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX

Thomas, Bishop

Thomas Cana, 103—106, 117—124, 160—165, 209—214; plates of

Thomas, Capt. P.E.W. 254
Thomas, F. (Capuchin, in Manucci's will), 72, 73
Thomas, George, Raja of Hansi

Thomas Ramban, Song of 29, 30

Thomas, Saint, in South India 7—10

Thomas, Saint and Apostle, was he in South India? 156

Thomas, Saint and Apostle, martyrdom of 156

Thomas, Saint and Apostle, in South India. See Malabar Miscellany, Mar Sapor and Mar Prodh, Thomas Cana.

Thomson, Mr. (Ship owner) P.E.W. 205

Thomson, Mr. R. Scott, surgeon P.E.W. 227

Tibet, (Indian) antiquities of 155, 156

Tibetan Book of the Dead, by W. Y. Evans-Wentz (book-notice) 132

ticale, (ticket) 14—16, 92 & n.

Tillard, (reference to the embassy of Sir Wm. Norris) 6

Timur 200

Tino, as currency in the Federated Malay States, 12

Tippu Sultan 114

Tir Corunfa, pagoda, Cranganore 212 & n.

Tirumangai-Álváir, and Mahabali puram, S.P. 9, 14

Tiruvallam, in N. Arcot, Bâça cap., S.P. 16

Tissā, famous Buddhist woman 50

; (a spirit) coin 43, 45, 90

tokens, defined, 90—92; ancient, 93; porcelain, (Siamese) 95, 96; (Worcester) 96

Tomkyns, missionary, murdered P.E.W. 212
tortoise, longevity of the 108

Town-Planning in Ancient India, by Binode Behari Dutt, M.A., (book-notice) 18—20

Towrio, (Sabriso) 164

Trant, (author of Two Years in Ava, on Burmese currency) 128

Travancore and the Deccan, in an Italian play, 180

Treaty of London, 1824 P.E.W. 205
trees, privileges with regard to 162

Triad Society, (pirates) P.E.W. 228

Trilochanapâla, Prathâhara k. 233

trigâdikèsa, note on 223n.

Trinity, the, Christian and Vedântic 179, 180

Tripe, Capt. P. P.E.W. 209

triprâtiśhvita, note on 97, 99

Trivikrama, in the Varâhâvatara cave, S.P. 16

Tuankoo Koodeen, pirate P.E.W. 209

Tughlaq Mausoleum, Tughlaqâbâd 219

Tughlaks 200

Tûkasî plant 110

Tuluvas, folk-songs of the 21, 22

Tumboosco race, (sea gypsies) P.E.W. 212

Turkey Company, (1583) 116

Turner, Mr., Master of the Bittorn, tutenaga, (spelter) P.E.W. 228

Ubbiri, famous Buddhist woman 66


Ujijain 23, 24

Ulugh Khân, (Shâyâna 'd-din Balban) 33, 34

Umr Khân 150

unservulousness, evidence of, in the Katha-saritâsâya 194

Upacâla, famous Buddhist woman 53

Ûnd inscription 96

Upaniṣads, the home of the, 166—173, 185—189

Uppalavanapâ, famous Buddhist woman 53

Urahâ (and Edessa) 121

urdâ-yakkhâ, meaning of 266

Urfa, (and Edessa) 119—122, 165

Urbai, (Urfa) 165

Urâdî, (Dolotsava) S.P. 4, 6

Urvâsî and Purûrvasî, (the oldest love story) 190, 192

Ujjan Vâja-rava-vasa, (Uddâlakâ Arûni) 202n., 221 & n.

Ujjaeti Câkârayâna 185

utṣeru 144—147

Uttamâ, famous Buddhist woman 54

Uttarâ, famous Buddhist woman 65, 68, 84

Uttarakârâya, (of Vâlmîki's Râmâyana) 153

Uttara-ráma-carita 153

Uttari, famous Buddhist woman 65

Uttânapâka. See Arthunâ.

Uttobees, pirates P.E.W. 206

Vaddhosî, famous Buddhist woman 54

Vaidarbhi 176

Vâsishta 133

Vâsîpava temple, at Mahâballipuram, S.P. 15

Vâsîpavas, and the Gâyâdâr festival 139

Vaisnavism 20, 80

Vaisrâvanâ (Rudra) 60

Vâsvârânas, 141, 146; (Agni) 222

Vaisya, (the Ahirs) 138

Vajirâ, famous Buddhist woman 87

Vajra-prâha-rása, destruction of the 197

Vâjrayâna 36
INDEX

Vajrayāna, School of Buddhism 196, 197
Vālsāki 185
Valayankuttei rathia, at Mahābalipuram, S. P. 14
Vālmi, and the Adhikuta Ramayana 20, 133
Vāmanavatara at Mahābalipuram S. P. 13
Vānakuṣā S.M.S.R. 35, 37, 38
Vasavāsī 174
van Iseghen, Capt. P.E.W. 215
Vānigar, meaning of 29
Vannutalokiyat temple, Malabar 27
Varadhanmaraṇa, k. of Arakan 42
Varāha incarnation of Viṣṇu at Mahābalipuram S. P. 13
Varāha cave, at Mahābalipuram S. P. 11
Varāhamihira 137
Varāha swāmi shrine, at Mahābalipuram, S. P. 11
Varāhāvatara cave, at Mahābalipuram, S. P. 16
Varangal, and Orissa 236, 237
Vasacii S.M.S.R. 31
Vāsābhakhatiyā and Pasemadi 86
Vaiśālī, famous Buddhist woman 67
Vaiṣṇava, Capt. S. M. P.E.W. 211, 213
Vaiṣṇava, Com., S. L. P.E.W. 213
Vasubbhandhu 133
Vatasarāja, Pratihāra k. 181–183
Vedānta and Christian parallels 179–180
Vedic Studies 57–64, 97–103, 141–148
Vēlīchchappārd, (temple oracle) 28
Vēluvana vihāra, the 50
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Ventruci, Capt. I. P.E.W. 220
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Vēlukkuṇṭāchi Nandamātā, famous Buddhist woman 88
Wallace, Capt. P.E.W. 216
Wallace, Capt. P.E.W. 216
Wallace, Capt. P.E.W. 216
Wallace, Capt. P.E.W. 216
Wanderer, H. M. Sloop P.E.W. 219, 229
Waspi inscription of Govindaśāla III 181, 182
Warren, Capt. W. P.E.W. 213
Warren Hastings 55
Wes St. Thomas in South India, by T. K. Joseph (book-notice) 156
Waspi, H.M.S. P.E.W. 221
"Wave-covered City of Bali" S.P. 6
Waverley P.E.W. 211
Weber, on the Kāpācika Upaniṣad, 204, 221n.
Williams P.E.W. 221
Willson, Mr. P.E.W. 216
Windfeld P.E.W. 208, 219
wine-drinking, mention of, in the Kāthasūtra 195
Wingaum P.E.W. 222
Wolf, H. M.S. P.E.W. 213–215
Worcester porcelain tokens 96
Wright, Mr. A., on Sir Wm. Norris 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Entry</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Index Entry</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wunja, (ministers of state)</td>
<td>15, 18</td>
<td>Yasodharagiri, (modern Bayon)</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wynn, Capt.</td>
<td>P.E.W. 229</td>
<td>Yasodharapura, (Ankor Thom)</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyon Brothers, (famous dye sinkers)</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>Yasovarman</td>
<td>134, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xanthippus, Xenophon, k. and Antrayas</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>Yavanas</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xavier, Francis, Saint, and the Paravas</td>
<td>157, 158</td>
<td>Yazdajird, Sasanian k.</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahyûn deities</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>yēvun, (custom-house officer)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yâdava dynasty of Vijayanagara</td>
<td>235, 236</td>
<td>Yógâchāra system</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yâdavânanda</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yônân, Abbot</td>
<td>209, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadus</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>Young Queen</td>
<td>P.E.W. 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yâjñavalkya</td>
<td>167—170, 185, 186, 188, 203n.</td>
<td>Yudhiṣṭhira</td>
<td>145, 146, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yâkea, (suggested meaning of)</td>
<td>57—64, 101, 141—148</td>
<td>Yudhiṣṭhira-ratha, at Mahâbalipuram</td>
<td>S.P. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yama, in the Kâthaka Upaniṣad, 202n., 206, 207, 222n.—227n.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yule, Sir H., on Burmese Currency, 11, 13, 18, 92, 128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamapuri, (Mahiśa Mandapa)</td>
<td>S.P. 11</td>
<td>Yustêlius, (Eustathius)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasapâla, Pratihâra k. (of Kauaj)</td>
<td>184, 234</td>
<td>ywetmî, (ôbnathal)</td>
<td>12n., 15, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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